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ABSTRACT 

In September 2013, Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., completed an architectural history 

reconnaissance survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study in the City of 

Chesapeake, Virginia. The survey was conducted at the request of Amanda Baxter, Vice President of 

Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP, on behalf of the Virginia Department of Transportation. 

The proposed project involves improvements to the segment of I-64 located in the study area, 

which is comprised of an eight-mile segment of I-64 between the I-664/I-264 interchanges at Bowers 

Hill located at the west end of the study area and the I-464 interchange located at the east end of the 

study area, which includes the G.A. Treakle Memorial Bridge (the High Rise Bridge) that spans the 

Southern Branch of the Elizabeth River. Through consultation with the Virginia Department of 

Transportation and the project team, it was determined that for the purpose of the architectural history 

survey, the area of potential effect would be defined as a 100-ft buffer from the edge of the pavement 

along the existing I-64 corridor from the I-264 interchange at Bowers Hill to the I-464 interchange 

(just over 8 mi); a 1,200 ft buffer around the High Rise Bridge; and radial buffers of 3,000 ft around 

four interchanges (I-264, U.S. 13, George Washington Highway, and I-464).  

Prior to initiating fieldwork, personnel initiated a review of records maintained by the Virginia 

Department of Historic Resources to determine if previously recorded historic architectural resources 

were located in the area of potential effect. The Virginia Cultural Resource Information System, 

managed by the Virginia Department of Historic Resources, indicated that 43 previously recorded 

architectural resources were located in the vicinity (.25-mi) of the study area. Thirteen of these are 

located in the area of potential effect (DHR #s 131-0035, 131-0464/131-5355, 131-5321, 131-0882, 

131-0465, 131-0466, 131-0467, 131-0500, 131-0629, 131-0545, 131-0479, 131-5325, and 131-5065).  

DHR # 131-0035 is the Gilmerton Cut of the Dismal Swamp Canal. The Dismal Swamp Canal 

and its associated resources were listed in the National Register of Historic Places under Criteria A 

and C in 1988. DHR # 131-5325, the Sunray Agricultural (Rural) Historic District, was listed in the 

National Register of Historic Places in 2007 under Criteria A and C for its significance as a planned 

agrarian community of Polish immigrants. DHR # 131-0479, a segment of the Norfolk and Western 

Railroad located in Portlock, northeast of the study area, was previously determined not eligible for 

listing in the National Register of Historic Places by the Virginia Department of Historic Resources. 

The remaining 10 previously recorded resources within the area of potential effect have not been 

formally evaluated for eligibility by the Virginia Department of Historic Resources. 

During the field survey, Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., personnel identified a total of 183 

historic architectural resources within the area of potential effect, including the 13 previously 

recorded resources, 2 of which were found to be no longer extant (DHR #s 131-0466 and 131-0545). 

The remaining 170 resources had not been previously recorded. Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., 

recommends that 179 of the 183 surveyed resources (DHR #s 131-5443–131-5474, 131-5613, 131-

5475–131-5477, 131-5478–131-5484, 131-5486–131-5489, 131-0479, 131-5490–131-5493, 131-

0464/131-5355, 131-5494–131-5508, 131-0465–131-0466, 131-5509–131-5551, 131-5553–131-

5554, 131-5321, 131-5555–131-5577, 131-0500, 131-0578–131-5579, 131-5580–131-5600, 131-

0629, 131-5601–131-5602, 131-5065, 131-5603–131-5610, 131-0882, 131-5611–131-5612, and 131-

0545) are not eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion A, B, or C, 

and that no further work is necessary for these resources.  

Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., recommends that DHR # 131-0035, the Gilmerton Cut of the 

Dismal Swamp Canal, retains the necessary integrity to warrant its National Register of Historic 

Places listing under Criteria A and C. Additionally, Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., recommends 

that the portion of DHR # 131-5325, the Sunray Agricultural (Rural) Historic District, that reaches 
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into the area of potential effect retains its rural character and therefore retains its integrity and is 

considered a contributing portion of the rural historic district, which is eligible for the National 

Register of Historic Places under Criteria A and C as a planned agrarian community of Polish 

immigrants. No further work is necessary for these resources.  

Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., recommends that DHR # 131-0467, a residence located at 504 

George Washington Highway North, is potentially eligible for listing in the National Register of 

Historic Places under Criterion C as an excellent example of the Colonial Revival style. Additionally, 

Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., recommends that DHR # 131-5552, the Crestwood Intermediate 

School (formerly the Crestwood Middle School), is potentially eligible for listing in the National 

Register of Historic Places under Criterion C as a distinguished example of a mid-twentieth-century 

school that retains a high degree of integrity. Additional work may be necessary to formally 

determine their eligibility for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

n September 2013, Cultural Resource 

Analysts, Inc. (CRA), completed an 

architectural history reconnaissance survey for 

the proposed I-64 road improvements in 

Chesapeake, Virginia (VDOT Project No. 

0064-131-783; UPC No. 104366; DHR File 

No. 2013-0971; Federal Project ID No. NH-

IM-064(481)) (Figure 1). The survey was 

conducted at the request of Amanda Baxter, 

Vice President of Whitman, Requardt & 

Associates, LLP, on behalf of the Virginia 

Department of Transportation (VDOT). The 

archaeological investigations for this project 

are documented in a separate report, An 

Archaeological Survey of the I-64 Widening 

and High Rise Bridge Replacement Project, 

City of Chesapeake, Virginia, by Daniel 

Baicy, RPA, of CRA. 

The purpose of the architectural history 

survey was to: 

1) Identify and document all historic 

architectural resources (aboveground 

resources that will be 50 years of age or 

older by the project’s planned 

advertisement date in 2020) located within 

the area of potential effect (APE); and 

2) Evaluate each resource’s potential 

eligibility for listing in the National 

Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and 

recommend additional work, as necessary. 

VDOT will address potential effects of the 

project on historic properties independently 

from this study; thus, no recommendations 

regarding potential effects are included within 

this report. 

 

Figure 1. Map of Virginia showing the location of 
Chesapeake. 

The investigation was undertaken in 

compliance with the National Historic 

Preservation Act of 1966, as amended; the 

Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act 

of 1974; Executive Order 11593; and Title 36 

of the Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 660-

66 and 800 (as revised, 1999). The field 

research and report meet the requirements 

specified in the Secretary of the Interior’s 

Standards and Guidelines for Archaeology and 

Historic Preservation (Federal Register 48: 

190:44716-44742) (U.S. Department of the 

Interior 1983), as well as the Virginia 

Department of Historic Resource’s (DHR) 

Guidelines for Conducting Historic Resources 

Survey in Virginia (DHR 2011). The principal 

investigator and architectural historians 

performing the architectural history 

investigations exceed the qualifications 

described in the Secretary of the Interior's 

Professional Qualifications Standards (48 

Federal Register 44738-9).  

Project Description 
The proposed project consists of 

improvements to the southwestern segment of 

the Hampton Roads Beltway, in this report 

referred to as the study area. The study area is 

comprised of an eight-mile segment of I-64 

between the I-664/I-264 interchanges at Bowers 

Hill located at the west end of the study area and 

the I-464 interchange located at the east end of 

the study area. This portion of the interstate 

consists of two lanes traveling in each direction 

and 4 interchanges (I-664/I-264 interchanges at 

Bowers Hill, Military Highway/U.S. Route 13, 

George Washington Highway/U.S. Route 17, 

and Great Bridge Boulevard/VA Route 190), as 

well as the G.A. Treakle Memorial Bridge, more 

commonly known as the High Rise Bridge. The 

High Rise Bridge is a mile-long, four-lane (two 

lanes in either direction), double-leaf, Bascule 

Bridge that spans the Southern Branch of the 

Elizabeth River. The portion of I-64 located in 

the study area provides access to residences, 

businesses, schools, and recreational 

opportunities in Chesapeake. The proposed 

project involves making necessary 

improvements to the portion of I-64 located in 

the study area, including the High Rise Bridge. 

I 
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Specific project plans and alternatives have yet 

to be determined (Federal Highway 

Administration [FHWA] 2013: 1).  

Existing road conditions in segments of the 

study area are characterized by high levels of 

traffic, inhibited travel, and severe congestion. 

The current Level of Service (LOS) value for the 

I-64 facility within the study area is D or worse 

based on peak hour volumes. An LOS value of 

A indicates low traffic congestion while an LOS 

value of F indicates severe traffic congestion. 

The American Association of State Highway 

and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 

recommends that facilities similar in type to the 

one found in the study area have a standard LOS 

value of C (moderate congestion). From the I-

664/264 interchanges at Bowers Hill to the 

Military Highway/U.S. Route 13 interchange, 

the LOS value is D and the Average Daily 

Traffic (ADT) is 69,000 vehicles. For the road 

segment that spans from the Military 

Highway/U.S. Route 13 interchange to the 

George Washington Highway/U.S. Route 17 

interchange, the LOS value is D and ADT is 

68,000 vehicles. The remainder of the study 

area, from the George Washington 

Highway/U.S. Route 17 interchange to the I-464 

interchange, has an LOS value of E and an ADT 

of 78,000 vehicles (FHWA 2013:3–5).  

As an essential component of the broader 

transportation network in the Hampton Roads 

metropolitan area, the I-64 facility provides 

access and connectivity for travelers and freight. 

High Occupancy Lanes (HOV) (minimum 

occupancy of 2 passengers) along with Park and 

Ride lots help ease traffic congestion outside of 

the study area. Two major rail corporations, the 

Norfolk Southern Corporation and CSX 

Transportation Corporation, have Chesapeake as 

their mid-Atlantic terminus. Also, there have 

been studies conducted concerning high speed 

rail and the expansion of existing passenger rail 

in the area. Additionally, several airports are 

located in the area, including the Hampton 

Roads Executive Airport, the Norfolk 

International Airport, the Chesapeake Regional 

Airport, and the Newport News/Williamsburg 

International Airport. Thus, I-64 is an important 

roadway not only for those traveling for work 

and pleasure, but also for proposes of shipping 

products (FHWA 2013:5–6).  

Emergency evacuations are routed through 

the study area. As the study area lies in a coastal 

region, hurricanes are potential threats that also 

require emergency evacuations. During 

evacuations it is paramount that travelers are 

evacuated in a timely and safe manner, but 

current roadway deficiencies can hamper 

evacuation efforts (FHWA 2013:9–10). 

Lane continuity aids in the flow of vehicles 

along a roadway and along with other design 

features, such as roadway design and balance, 

helps motorists make smooth transitions into 

other lanes and ramps without hindering other 

vehicles. Within the study area, the I-64 facility 

is a two-lane road in each direction. However, 

just east and west of the study area, the facility is 

comprised of four lanes in each direction. As 

such, the portion of I-64 in the study area lacks 

lane continuity with other connecting facilities in 

the area (I-664, I-264, and I-464) (FHWA 

2013:5).  

Currently, the annual average crash rates for 

I-64 East exceed regional average rates in certain 

segments of the study area. Rear-end crashes 

represent the majority of accidents that occur in 

the study area; these occur with higher frequency 

in the vicinity of the High Rise Bridge where 

capacity and lane continuity contribute to 

crashes. Narrow shoulders along the facility do 

not meet current AASHTO geometric design 

standards for this type of facility, which are 12 

ft. Throughout the study area, I-64 displays 

shoulders that range between less than 4 ft to 10 

ft (FHWA 2013:7–9).  

The High Rise Bridge was constructed in 

1969 with a service life expectancy of 50 years, 

but with maintenance and improvements, 

including a 1992 deck reconstruction, the service 

life of the bridge may last up to 75 years, if 

properly maintained. However, maintenance and 

repair of the bridge disrupts traffic patterns, 

causing lengthy delays. If the bridge is required 

to close for repairs, traffic is rerouted to the I-

264 Downtown Tunnel. Additionally, in order to 

maintain the bridge and keep it in service until 

design year 2040 would be costly and would 

disrupt traffic patterns along I-64 as well as 
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marine traffic below. Furthermore, all of the 

aforementioned issues associated with the I-64 

corridor apply to the facility that spans the 

bridge (FHWA 2013:11).  

The proposed project would improve traffic 

congestion, provide lane continuity among 

interstate facilities, and facilitate intermodal 

connectivity. Improvements to the facility within 

the study area would allow for safer travel, thus 

resulting in improved traffic flow and leading to 

fewer crashes. Additionally, the facility would 

be improved so that it can safely and efficiently 

accommodate emergency evacuations. 

Additionally, the proposed project would 

address all aforementioned inadequacies with the 

High Rise Bridge and make necessary 

improvements.  

Through consultation with VDOT and the 

project team, it was determined that for the 

purpose of the architectural history 

reconnaissance survey, the APE would be 

defined as a 100 ft buffer from the edge of the 

pavement along the existing I-64 corridor from 

the I-264 interchange at Bowers Hill to the I-

464 interchange (just over 8 mi); 600 feet from 

the center line for a total of a 1,200 foot buffer 

around the High Rise Bridge; and radial buffers 

of 3,000 ft around four interchanges (I-264, 

U.S. 13, George Washington Highway, and I-

464) (Figures 2–3). The APE was developed to 

take into consideration the scale and nature of 

the proposed project. It encompasses the area in 

which the proposed project may directly or 

indirectly affect historic properties, if such 

properties exist.  

Fieldwork was conducted from September 

4 to 11, 2013. Kay Simpson, RPA, served as 

project manager. Architectural historians Hallie 

Hearnes, M.A., and Sarah Reynolds, M.H.P 

conducted the identification and evaluation of 

historic architectural resources, and Holly 

Higgins, M.S., contributed to the report 

narrative, all under the supervision of S. Alan 

Higgins, M.S., Principal Investigator. Jason 

Anderson prepared the final illustrations for the 

report and Shanna Wilbur completed its editing 

and layout. 

Survey Results Summary 
During the field survey, CRA identified a 

total of 183 historic architectural resources 

within the APE, 13 of which were previously 

surveyed (DHR #s 131-0035, 131-0464/131-

5355, 131-5321, 131-0882, 131-0465, 131-

0466, 131-0467, 131-0500, 131-0629, 131-

0545, 131-0479, 131-5325, and 131-5065); of 

these, two were found to be no longer extant 

(DHR #s 131-0466 and 131-0545). Two of the 

previously surveyed resources are listed in the 

NRHP (DHR #s 131-0035 and 131-5325). The 

remaining 170 resources had not been 

previously documented. 

CRA recommends that the Gilmerton Cut 

of the Dismal Swamp Canal (DHR # 131-0035) 

retains the necessary integrity to warrant its 

NRHP listing under Criteria A and C. Although 

this portion of the canal was previously routed 

through a concrete culvert beneath I-64 (prior 

to its NRHP listing), its integrity has not been 

further altered in a manner that diminishes its 

historic character and setting. Additionally, 

CRA recommends that the portion of the 

Sunray Agricultural (Rural) Historic District 

(DHR # 131-5325) that reaches into the APE 

retains its rural character and therefore retains 

its integrity and is considered a contributing 

portion of the rural historic district, which is 

eligible for the NRHP under Criteria A and C 

as a planned agrarian community of Polish 

immigrants.  

CRA recommends that the residence 

located at 504 George Washington Highway 

North (DHR # 131-0467) is potentially eligible 

for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C as an 

excellent example of the Colonial Revival style. 

Additionally, CRA recommends that the 

Crestwood Intermediate School (DHR # 131-

5552) is potentially eligible for listing in the 

NRHP under Criterion C as a distinguished 

example of a mid-twentieth-century school that 

retains a high degree of integrity. 

 CRA  recommends that the remaining sites 

(DHR #s 131-5443–131-5474, 131-5613, 131-

5475–131-5477, 131-5478–131-5484, 131-

5486–131-5489, 131-0479, 131-5490–131-

5493, 131-0464/131-5355, 131-5494–131-
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5508, 131-0465–131-0466, 131-5509–131-

5551, 131-5553–131-5554, 131-5321, 131-

5555–131-5577, 131-0500, 131-0578–131-

5579, 131-5580–131-5600, 131-0629, 131-

5601–131-5602, 131-5065, 131-5603–131-

5610, 131-0882, 131-5611–131-5612, and 131-

0545) are not eligible for listing in the NRHP 

under Criterion A, B, or C.  

II. ENVIRONMENTAL 
SETTING 

he project is located in the City of 

Chesapeake, which is situated in the Coastal 

Plain, more commonly referred to as the 

Tidewater Region. The Tidewater Region is 

characterized by a broad, low-lying, river-

traversed plain that borders the eastern 

seaboard of Virginia from the Potomac to 

North Carolina. The region is the widest near 

Bowling Green—located 35 mi north of 

Richmond—at 120 mi. The region narrows to 

80 mi wide near Norfolk in its southern portion. 

The plain is crisscrossed by many estuaries, all 

of which drain into the Chesapeake Bay. 

Generally, the plain exhibits a gentle descent 

from an altitude of 300 ft above sea level near 

Washington at the western parameter to sea 

level at the coast line. Four rivers cut across the 

northern and central plains and form three long 

peninsulas. The eastern ends of these 

peninsulas, along with the Eastern Shore’s 

peninsula, border the Chesapeake Bay and form 

a system of natural harbors (Federal Writer’s 

Project 1956: 10). 

The study area is located in the 

southeastern portion of the Coastal Plain 

(Tidewater Region), just northeast of the 

Dismal Swamp. The Dismal Swamp is 200,000 

acres of forested peat, which surrounds Lake 

Drummond—one of two natural lakes located 

in the state of Virginia. With the aid of a feeder 

ditch from Lake Drummond, the Dismal 

Swamp Canal was constructed and served as an 

inland link between Virginia and North 

Carolina. The Gilmerton Cut of the Dismal 

Swamp Canal passes through the study area. 

The section in the study area passes beneath I-

64 and is no longer navigable.   

The Southern Branch of the Elizabeth 

River, which is the main branch of the river, 

traverses the study area in a north–south 

direction. This is also part of the Intercoastal 

Waterway. Deep Creek, another branch of the 

Elizabeth River, is also in the study area and 

runs parallel to the High Rise Bridge.  

The study area, which follows the I-64 

corridor from the I-264 interchange at Bowers 

Hill to the I-464 interchange, is generally 

characterized by mid-to-late-twentieth century 

residential and industrial development. The 

vicinity encompassing the study area has 

experienced much recent growth, as is 

evidenced by numerous subdivisions that have 

been constructed in the last two decades (Figure 

4). Additionally, the western arm of the study 

area exhibits recent industrial growth; the 

landscape features large, metal-clad warehouses 

and late-twentieth-century office parks. Some 

rural land still remains in this section of the 

study area and includes farms and residences on 

larger plots of land (Figure 5). Also in this 

section of the study area are two rail lines, both 

owned by the Norfolk and Western. The 

northern line is defunct; however, the southern 

line along Yadkin Road is still in use (Figure 

6). 

The central portion of the study area 

features a dense residential area. While many of 

these residences are located in mid- to late-

twentieth-century subdivisions, some are of a 

slightly earlier period and predate the interstate 

(Figure 7).  

An array of industrial and commercial 

properties is concentrated near the Southern 

Branch of the Elizabeth River. These industries 

developed in response to easy transport access 

along the river, as well as the Norfolk and 

Portsmouth Beltline Railroad, a switching and 

terminal railroad. Overall, this section of the 

study area displays the least number of 

resources due to the marshy terrain. 

The western arm of the study area is 

characterized by residential development akin 

to the other residential subdivisions within the 

study area (Figure 8).  

T 



Figure 2a. Topographic map depicting the project location, APE, and surveyed resources. 
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Figure 2b. Topographic map depicting the project location, APE, and surveyed resources.
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Figure 2c. Topographic map depicting the project location, APE, and surveyed resources. 
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Figure 2d. Topographic map depicting the project location, APE, and surveyed resources. 
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Figure 2e. Topographic map depicting the project location, APE, and surveyed resources.
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Figure 3a. Aerial depicting the study area, APE, and surveyed resources.
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Figure 3b. Aerial depicting the study area, APE, and surveyed resources.
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Figure 3c. Aerial depicting the study area, APE, and surveyed resources.
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Figure 3d. Aerial depicting the study area, APE, and surveyed resources.
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Figure 3e. Aerial depicting the study area, APE, and surveyed resources.
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Figure 3f. Aerial depicting the study area, APE, and surveyed resources.
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Figure 3g. Aerial depicting the study area, APE, and surveyed resources.
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Figure 4. North-northeasterly overview of Sun Valley Crescent in the Cedar Grove Acres Subdivision northwest of 
the I-64/I-264 interchanges in Bowers Hill. 

 

Figure 5. Southeasterly overview of Galberry Road southwest of the I-64/U.S. 13 interchange. 
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Figure 6. West-northwesterly overview of Yadkin Road and Norfolk and Western Rail Line south of the I-64/U.S. 13 
interchange. 

 

Figure 7. Southwesterly overview of George Washington Highway North and Margret Booker Drive, south of I-
64/George Washington Highway interchange (with DHR # 131-0467 in background). 
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Figure 8. Westerly overview of Libertyville Road, located between the Elizabeth River and the I-64/464 interchange. 
The street is characterized by mid-twentieth-century and new development. 

III. HISTORIC CONTEXT 

Introduction 
hesapeake is situated in the Coastal Plain 
(Tidewater Region) of southeastern Virginia. 

It is an independent city; however, the city 
encompasses approximately 340 sq mi, which 
stretch from the North Carolina border to Norfolk 
and which make it more county-like in area than 
city. The Dismal Swamp, a natural landmark of 
Chesapeake, is located in the western portion of 
the city. The swamp was once an obstacle to 
settlement, travel, and trade networks but was 
engineered via the Dismal Swamp Canal in the 
late eighteenth century. Today, the swamp is a 
NRHP-listed nature preserve. The area around the 
swamp, as well as the southern part of the city, 
remains rural to this day and mainly exhibits 
agricultural lands. The northern part of the city is 
more densely populated and exhibits residential 
subdivisions tucked between pockets of 
commercial and industrial development. As of 

2012, approximately 228,417 people lived in 
Chesapeake (U.S. Census Bureau 2013). 

European Settlement to 
Society (1607–1750) 

The English first made landfall in Virginia in 
1607 via the Chesapeake Bay and Elizabeth 
River. According to George Percy, it was on their 
fourth day that the newcomers “sett up a crosse at 
Chesepiooc Bay and named that place Cape 
Henry.” From here the English continued their 
journey, sailed up the James River, and 
established Jamestown (Cross and Cross 1985: 
14).  

The estimated Native-American population 
in the early 1600s for the Chesapeake area was 
18,000; most belonged to Algonquian tribes. Prior 
to the arrival of the English, Chief Powhatan had 
formed a confederacy that included the majority 
of the Algonquian tribes in eastern Virginia. The 
Chesapeians (Chesapeake), an Algonquian tribe 
living in the area between the Elizabeth River and 
the Atlantic Ocean, did not belong to this 
confederacy; the tribe was considered an enemy 

C 
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by Chief Powhatan. Based on a prophecy that 
said his reign would be ended by a people from 
the east, the chief took preemptive action and 
attacked the Chesapeian (Chesapeake) tribe, 
drastically reducing their numbers. However, a 
conflicting account exists, which claims it was 
Thomas Willoughby’s offensive in 1627 that 
was the demise of the Chesapeians (Chesapeake) 
(Cross and Cross 1985: 14–15; Parramore, et al 
1994: 30).  

The first permanent English settlement was 
established along the bank of the James River on 
May 13. The settlers were faced with disease, 
Native-American attacks, and starvation, but the 
settlement survived. By 1625, the colony of 
Virginia had 27 settlements along the James 
River between the falls and Chesapeake Bay. 
Virginia became a royal colony in 1624, several 
years after a representative government, the 
General Assembly, had been formed in 1619. 
Land grants were first distributed in 1618 under 
the headright system, a device intended to 
stimulate immigration and settlement in the new 
colony. The system provided that anyone who 
paid his own passage to the new colony would 
be granted 50 acres of land. Additionally, he 
would be granted 50 acres per each person’s 
passage he paid. In order to retain the land, the 
grantee was required to make improvements, 
including construction of a house and the 
planting of 1 acre, which was to be tended for at 
least one year. (Cross and Cross 1985: 16; 
Parramore, et al 1994: 30) 

By 1632, the population of the colony of 
Virginia was approximately 5,000 people. 
Prompted by growing populations, the colony 
was divided into local units of government. 
Eight shires, or counties, were formed: Charles 
City, Henrico, James City, Elizabeth City, 
Warwick River, Charles River, Warowquyoake, 
and Accomack. Population levels continued to 
increase, especially in Elizabeth City, so an 
additional county was established in that area in 
1636: New Norfolk County. In 1637, New 
Norfolk County was divided into two counties: 
Upper Norfolk County, which would later 
become Nansemond, and Lower Norfolk County 
(Cross and Cross 1985: 18). 

By 1661, a permanent courthouse was 
constructed. Bacon’s Rebellion in 1676 against 
Governor Berkeley halted governmental affairs 
across the colony, but with the death of Bacon 
came the passing of the rebellion. After the 
rebellion, on June 8, 1680, the General 
Assembly passed “An Act for the 
Establishments of Ports and Markets.” This law 
allowed each of the 20 counties to purchase 50 
acres of land and develop a town. Lower 
Norfolk County did this on August 18, 1680; 
however, the king denied the passage of the law. 
On June 1, 1691, Lower Norfolk County was 
split into Norfolk and Princess Anne Counties. 
Norfolk County included the land between the 
Hampton Roads and the North Carolina border, 
including present-day Chesapeake (Cross and 
Cross 1985: 20–22). 

The cash crop of the Virginia colony was 
tobacco, but Lower Norfolk County had poor 
soils for growing this staple crop. The 
plantations of the county cultivated corn and 
wheat and raised livestock, such as cattle and 
hogs. The swamp and forests of the county 
yielded shingles and plank from the abundance 
of juniper, oak, and cypress, as well as pine tar 
and pitch. Trade networks with Lower Norfolk 
County included the northern colonies, Europe, 
and the West Indies. Goods were exchanged for 
rum, sugar, and manufactures (Paramore et al. 
1994: 51). 

The population of the county continued to 
grow, and by 1703, it was 2,279. Although 
Virginians had relied on the waterways for 
transportation, the necessity for roads was 
recognized by the General Assembly in 1632 
with the passing of the highway act; however, 
the Assembly had not financed the law. As 
houses were built further away from the 
navigable waterways, laws were passed for the 
construction and upkeep of roads. The “Great 
Road to North Carolina” was one of the earliest 
and most important roads to be constructed and 
maintained in the country. The road began at the 
eastern branch of the Elizabeth River (present-
day Berkeley) and continued south, crossing the 
South Branch via a long bridge (the “Great 
Bridge”) and continuing into North Carolina. 
Road access to the southern part of the county 
and North Carolina was ideal, as it provided a 
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way to ship goods, such as hogs, cattle, shingles, 
tar, pitch, turpentine, and tobacco, to the river 
ports. However, the county was still lacking a 
much needed road system. The interior was 
largely unsettled, and there was no access to the 
more swampy and marshy areas (Cross and 
Cross 1985: 31–32). 

What had been commonly called Norfolk 
Town officially became Norfolk Borough on 
September 15, 1736. Norfolk continued to grow, 
and by the mid-eighteenth century, it was the 
center of the grain trade. Grain was produced in 
the county and exported through Norfolk 
Borough. The borough would become the largest 
exporter of corn in the colony and the third 
largest exporter of wheat (Cross and Cross 
1985:32; Paramore, et al. 1994: 78). 

Colony to Nation (1750–1789) 
Due to the population increase in Norfolk 

Borough, the county was divided into three 
parishes in 1761, and each parish was served by 
a church. The present-day city of Chesapeake 
was historically located in the Portsmouth and 
St. Brides Parish, while Norfolk Borough was 
situated in the Elizabeth City Parish. Members 
of the following religions practiced throughout 
Norfolk County during the late eighteenth 
century: Presbyterian, Anglican, Methodist, and 
Quaker (Cross and Cross 1985: 33; Stewart 
1902: 842).  

Norfolk was a port and trade center, and 
because of this, the population increasingly 
became more ethnically diverse. Trade with 
Europe brought people from England, the 
Netherlands, Scotland, France, and Turkey. 
Native Americans and free African Americans 
assimilated into the population. Enslaved 
African Americans were still represented, 
although members of the Quaker and Methodist 
congregations petitioned for their emancipation. 
The first enslaved African American granted 
freedom was emancipated in 1789 (Paramore, et 
al. 1994: 46–47; Bogger 1997: 11). 

In 1763, George Washington and his 
partners in the Dismal Swamp Land Company 
surveyed and laid claim to 40,000 acres of land 
encompassed in the approximately 1,000 sq mi 
Dismal Swamp. Their intent was to drain the 

swamp and turn it into farmland; however, the 
company eventually constructed a 5 mi ditch, 
now known as Washington’s Ditch, which 
stretched east from Lake Drummond. The focus 
had shifted to the extraction of the readily-
available resource the swamp had to offer: 
wood. This was one of the first ditches that 
allowed for the harvest as well as the transport of 
lumber and lumber products. With the swamp 
now easily accessible, shingle and plank 
production began to escalate. The swamp also 
attracted a number of runaway enslaved African 
Americans who found refuge in the marshy 
surroundings (Royster 1999: prologue; 
Wilkinson and Yarborough 1965: 4; Bogger 
1997: 55–56). 

The latter part of the eighteenth century 
turned violent for Norfolk County. The series of 
events began with the passage of the Stamp Act 
in 1765. The act called for a tax on the colonies 
by the House of Commons in England. The act 
was highly unpopular with the colonists, and the 
people of Virginia vowed to not purchase items 
with the stamps attached. This threatened to halt 
trade and commerce; thus, the British Parliament 
repealed the tax. This resolved one crisis, but 
many other disputes continued. Military 
mobilization soon began. The British attacked 
Virginian forces at Great Bridge on December 9, 
1775, and suffered defeat. Virginians occupied 
Norfolk, but the British bombarded the borough 
and destroyed much of its waterfront. By May 
1776, the British retreated from Norfolk County 
and sailed from Chesapeake Bay. The county 
remained invasion-free until May 1779, when 
Admiral Sir George Collier raided the area. 
Collier’s raid was devastating and considered to 
be one of the most successful British military 
exploits of the Revolutionary War. In 1781, the 
British left Norfolk County, planning to overrun 
Virginia; however, General Lafayette 
circumvented their plans. The British then set 
their sights on Yorktown (Cross and Cross 1985: 
34–37).   

Norfolk County had suffered tremendous 
devastation during the war but immediately 
began rebuilding. The benefits of a canal linking 
the Elizabeth River with the North River in 
North Carolina were realized, and in 1783, a bill 
was passed that authorized a canal through the 
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Dismal Swamp. Some had reservations about the 
course of the canal, including George 
Washington, who had an interest in the Dismal 
Swamp Land Company, which owned a 
significant tract of land within the swamp. 
Washington preferred the canal to run through 
the swamp and Lake Drummond. The canal was 
eventually placed on the eastern side of the 
swamp, starting just south of Portsmouth and 
linking to the Pasqoutank River north of 
Elizabeth City, North Carolina. The 22 mi canal 
was located near, but not on, the Dismal Swamp 
Land Company’s tract. Once plans for the 
Dismal Swamp Canal were announced, the land 
near the proposed canal was laid out into lots 
and streets and named Washington. Initially, it 
was thought the canal would be relatively easy 
to construct and would require only one lock at 
the Virginia end to allow boats to pass into and 
out of the tidal waters in the Elizabeth River. 
However, construction would prove more 
difficult and necessitate eight locks to make the 
watercourse navigable (Royster 1999: 297–301).  

Early National Period  
(1789–1830) 

In 1792, a new courthouse was constructed 
in Washington, the town that had been laid out 
in anticipation of the Dismal Swamp Canal. 
Washington was situated in the area of land that 
separated the Eastern and Southern branches of 
the Elizabeth River. The county seat did not 
remain in Washington for long though, as it was 
officially moved to Portsmouth in 1803 (Cross 
and Cross 1985: 39–40). 

A short while later, Norfolk County once 
again was staged for battle during the War of 
1812. An English fleet entered Virginia via the 
Chesapeake Bay and attacked communities 
along the waterfront. Attempts were made to 
capture Norfolk Borough and Portsmouth but 
were unsuccessful. Peace was soon restored to 
the area, and the residents returned to everyday 
life (Cross and Cross 1985: 50). 

Although the bill authorizing the Dismal 
Swamp Canal passed in 1783, work did not 
begin on the canal until 1793. The 22-mi canal 
was hand dug, mostly by enslaved African 
Americans.  It was completed in 1805; however, 

only “shingle flats,” shallow-draft, flat-bottomed 
boats used for hauling shingles, were able to 
navigate the canal. That same year a road was 
constructed adjacent to the canal, and a 
stagecoach service ran between Norfolk and 
Elizabeth City. This was a toll road, which 
funded the continuing work along the canal.  

The Dismal Swamp Canal Company was 
incorporated in 1814. Shortly after the 
company’s incorporation, needed improvements 
were made to the canal, and it was made able to 
accommodate larger vessels. Approximately a 
year later, on May 24, 1815, the first steamboat 
entered Norfolk harbor. With the invention of 
steam-propelled craft, improvements were made 
to the canal using federal funding. By 1829, 
steamboats carried passengers and freight 
through the canal.  Ship and steamboat passage 
through the canal was significant for trade and 
commerce in Norfolk County, i.e., larger boats 
meant more cargo could be hauled.  The locks 
located at the northern terminus of the canal 
became the site of the village of Deep Creek. 

By 1850, Deep Creek was comprised of 
approximately 50 houses, several taverns, and 
two general stores. Residents included timber 
cutters and watermen who worked nearby. Other 
areas of the county continued to function as 
agricultural lands with plantations and 
farmhouses (Cross and Cross 1985: 50–52; 
Paramore et al. 1994: 147–148; U.S.A.C.E. 
1988: n.p.).   

Antebellum Period  
(1830–1860) 

The antebellum period in Norfolk County 
welcomed the railroad. In 1834, the Portsmouth 
and Roanoke Railroad transported goods from 
Isle of Wight and Southampton Counties. The 
connection at Weldon, North Carolina, was 
made in 1836. The hope was that the rail line 
would be an adept contender with the ports of 
Petersburg and Richmond, which were 
overtaking Norfolk; however, the rail line failed 
and was sold to a Boston consortium in 1846. It 
became the Seaboard and Roanoke. In 1858, the 
Norfolk and Petersburg Railroad began 
operating. It connected Norfolk with Virginia’s 
interior, but by doing so it eventually diminished 
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the economic viability of Petersburg’s port 
(Martin 1836: 244; Paramore et al. 1994: 174; 
Greene 2006: 5).  

During the late 1830s, there was a shift in 
farming traditions from the plantation farm to 
smaller farms. Farmers favored farms that 
produced fresh fruits, vegetables, and berries. 
These farms became known as cottage gardens 
or truck farms (Paramore et al. 1994: 171–172). 

Improvements to the Dismal Swamp Canal 
continued, and in 1843, the Gilmerton Cut was 
made. This provided a shortcut from Deep Creek 
to the Southern Branch of the Elizabeth River. A 
town grew up around the Gilmerton lock, named 
Gilmerton in honor of Thomas Walker Gilmer, 
governor of Virginia (Paramore et al. 1994: 147–
148). 

In 1859, the Albemarle and Chesapeake 
Canal opened. Unlike the Dismal Swamp Canal, 
the Albemarle and Chesapeake Canal was dug 
by steam dredges and linked the Carolina sounds 
with the Chesapeake Bay. The canal featured 
large locks and deep water, which attracted a 
great deal of business away from its rival Dismal 
Swamp Canal. Additionally, this stimulated the 
growth and significance of Great Bridge (Cross 
and Cross 1985: 53–54). 

Civil War (1861–1865) 
Although there was little action in the 

interior of Norfolk County during the Civil War, 
Deep Creek and the western part of the county 
near the bay hosted Union Troops. Skirmishes 
happened across the county, but no battles of 
note occurred. Many public buildings and 
churches were converted to hospitals, stables, or 
barracks, and because of this, withstood damage. 
The Dismal Swamp Canal was used as a supply 
line throughout the war and suffered heavy 
damage. It was reopened for passenger traffic 
once the war concluded. Thousands of men from 
the county enlisted to fight in the war; several 
hundred of those men never returned (Cross and 
Cross 1985: 54–55; U.S.A.C.E. 1988: n.p.) 

Reconstruction and Growth 
(1865–1917) 

The period following the end of the Civil 
War saw a significant rise in truck farming. The 
climate and soil of Norfolk County were ideal 
for producing a high yield of various vegetables, 
melons, and berries, as well as poultry. 
Furthermore, with the arrival of the steamship, 
northern cities like Baltimore, New York, 
Philadelphia, and Boston were only 14–36 hours 
away. Since farmers in Norfolk County could 
produce these foodstuffs months before the 
northern cities were able to, a stable market with 
guaranteed high prices was assured. Access to 
local markets was obtained via boat along one of 
the Elizabeth River’s three branches or one of 
the numerous creeks. At the time, the overland 
road system was not a sufficient means for 
moving cargo. By the end of the nineteenth 
century, produce and other goods could be easily 
transported by rail, and the steamboat would 
soon be phased out (Cross and Cross 1985:68).   

The Norfolk and Petersburg Railroad, which 
had been established in 1838, was consolidated 
with several other rail lines and became the 
Atlantic, Mississippi, and Ohio Railroad. Due to 
the economic panic of 1873, the railroad was put 
in receivership in 1876. In 1881, the Clark 
family purchased the railroad and renamed it the 
Norfolk and Western Railroad. Once again, it 
was entered into a receivership in 1895 because 
of a depression. In 1896, the company was 
reorganized and renamed the Norfolk and 
Western Railway. From this point on, the 
railway was tremendously successful. The 
Norfolk and Western Railway primarily 
transported coal from western Virginia and West 
Virginia in the Pocahontas Coal Region. While 
the Norfolk and Western Railway ran in an east–
west direction, another railroad was taking 
things in a different direction. In 1870, the 
Elizabeth City and Norfolk was chartered. The 
railway’s name was changed to Norfolk 
Southern in 1883, and to Norfolk and Southern 
Railway once it came out of receivership in 
1891. The line expanded into the coastal plains 
of North Carolina in the early 1900s and was 
eventually purchased by the Southern Railway in 
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1974 (Schafer 2003: 99–100; Borkowski 2008: 
12–13).  

By the end of the nineteenth century, electric 
trolleys had become a popular means of 
transportation throughout the county. Trolley 
lines were located in Norfolk as well as most of 
the suburban settlements, including Deep Creek. 
The trolley lines connected these places with 
summer resort towns and amusement parks, 
which were often owned by the same company 
that operated the trolley line (Cross and Cross 
1985: 108). 

Several schools were built during this period 
as well. A number of these were constructed in 
Deep Creek and Great Bridge, two areas that had 
experienced significant growth. In Deep Creek 
in 1910, a substantial two-story, brick school 
replaced rudimentary one-room school houses. 
The first senior class graduated in 1911. 
Additions to the building were made in 1923, 
1947, and 1952. In 1955, a large secondary 
building was constructed to house grades 7–12 
on Deal Drive. Today, the building features a 
new addition and functions as the middle school 
(DHR # 131-5553) (Chesapeake Public Schools: 
2013).  

World War I–World War II 
(1917–1945) 

The U.S. Naval Installation and the 
shipyards of Norfolk and Portsmouth brought an 
influx of sailors, marines, and civilians just prior 
to and during the wars. With the increase in 
population came a demand for housing. To meet 
this demand the government developed a 
number of communities, including Glenwood, 
Truxton, and Cradock. The military also 
provided temporary structures such as Quonset 
huts. Many of these were decommissioned after 
the war, but some are still extant throughout 
Chesapeake and mostly function as garages or 
sheds. Farmers in the county lost farmhands to 
the naval shipyards and were unable to find 
enough help, so many fertile fields went 
unseeded. As such, the farms shrunk in size 
(Cross and Cross 1985: 131). 

Some industrial right-of-way was 
established during this period as well, but the 

work force could not afford housing. In the case 
of the Smith-Douglas Fertilizer Company, the 
company constructed more than 300 concrete 
block and frame houses for their employees 
between 1937 and the late 1940s. The 
Crestwood community (DHR # 131-5065) was 
comprised of small, functional, inexpensive 
houses. In the early 2000s, a majority of these 
houses were demolished and replaced with new 
two-story, single-family homes (Crestwood 
1998: 6–7). 

Some road improvements were made during 
this period. The Jordan Bridge was constructed 
in 1928 and spanned the Southern Branch of the 
Elizabeth River, linking Portsmouth and Norfolk 
(present-day Chesapeake). The bridge was 
replaced in 2008. The Great Bridge was replaced 
in 1942–1943 by the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers; another replacement was recently 
constructed (U.S.A.C.E. 1995: 18). 

The New Dominion  
(1945–present) 

Once the Second World War had ended, 
Norfolk County’s economy prospered from post-
war military and private industry. The truck 
farms had all but been abandoned for shipyard 
and factory work.  

South Norfolk experienced rapid growth 
during the post-war period. Farms were 
converted into residential lots, and homes and 
businesses began to appear. South Norfolk, 
which had become incorporated in 1919, was 
independent of the county (Norfolk was 
incorporated in 1845). With the annexation of 
Portlock, Money Point, and Riverdale in 1950, 
the population of South Norfolk grew. So, in 
1963, Norfolk County and South Norfolk 
merged to become the City of Chesapeake. That 
year, 78,000 residents lived in the boundaries of 
the City of Chesapeake; in 2010, the population 
was 222,209 (Cross and Cross 1985: 154; Ward 
1990: 2; U.S. Census Bureau). 

During the 1960s and 1970s, residential 
development, typically residential subdivisions, 
sprang up in Chesapeake. Development was 
concentrated to the northwest of I-264, at the 
western end of the APE. Additionally, 
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residential development constructed within the 
past 10–20 years is concentrated in the central 
portion of the APE near the George Washington 
Highway interchange, as well as along the 
eastern arm of the APE near the I-464 
interchange. Additional residential development 
was also concentrated around the George 
Washington Highway interchange within the 
APE, as well as to the north of the APE, north of 
the I-464 interchange.  

Residences from New Dominion period 
generally are characterized by Ranch house 
forms, which became prolific in the post–World 
War II era, although some American Small 
House forms also lingered on into the period 
from the preceding decade. 

The American Small House type was 
constructed from the 1930s to the 1950s to 
address increasing demand for housing and to 
meet FHA minimum standards. The American 
Small House is generally tightly massed and a 
single story in height with a square or 
rectangular plan, a side-gabled roof, and 
minimal detail. The FHA minimum standard 
plans on which many American Small House 
plans were based featured houses that ranged 
from 534 to 750 sq ft of living space (Ames and 
McClelland 2002: part 3).  Appurtenances such 
as small porticoes, porches, dormers, and 
garages were easily and commonly incorporated 
into American Small Houses at an additional 
cost.  Different stylistic elements were 
sometimes applied, such as Colonial Revival, 
Tudor Revival, or Craftsman elements.   The 
American Small House represented the 
predominant house type constructed in the 
United States from the mid-1930s into the early 
1950s (Georgia Historic Preservation Division 
[GHPD] 2008).  

Taking the American Small House’s place 
in popularity in the post-war era, including in 
Chesapeake, was the Ranch house. While the 
Ranch house form was developed out of a 
number of other historical styles, including 
Spanish Colonial Revival and traditional 
southwestern Ranch houses, the modern Ranch 
house as it is recognized today was developed by 
Cliff May in the 1930s.  May, an untrained 
architect, designed his first home in 1931: a low, 

U-shaped residence with a central courtyard.  
May continued to design similar residences in 
California throughout the 1930s.  In 1939, he 
designed the Riviera Ranch subdivision, made 
up of modern Ranch-style houses in a variety of 
designs.  All exhibited long, low forms with 
open floor plans, large picture windows, and 
elements like sliding glass doors that were 
designed to unite outdoor and indoor spaces 
(Sullivan et al. 2010:5–11).   

As the Ranch house grew in popularity and 
expanded across the country, various subtypes 
developed.  These styles included simpler 
versions, such as compact and linear Ranches; 
courtyard- and half-courtyard styles; more 
complex plans, such as “alphabet” Ranches that 
exhibited V, Y, or T plans with angled wings; 
and Bungalow, Colonial Revival, and Western 
Ranches (Sullivan et al. 2010:44–55). Nearly all 
Ranch houses share some common features, 
however.  The Ranch predominantly takes the 
single story form with side-gable or hip-roofs. In 
many examples the Ranch has a projecting or 
cross-gable. The Ranch is usually designed with 
small porches sheltering entry stoops or a 
portion of the façade. As opposed to Victorian 
and bungalow styles, the Ranch did not 
emphasize gathering in front of the home. This 
emphasis was replaced by the privacy of 
backyards and patios. The façade's fenestration 
is typically asymmetrical. The exterior's 
horizontal quality is accentuated by the low 
pitched roof and ribbons of windows, while the 
interior displays an open plan for common 
spaces.   Ribbon and large picture windows are 
one hallmark of this building type usually devoid 
of any true ornament. The exteriors of Ranch 
style residences are predominantly constructed 
of brick, although frame and clapboard 
variations exist. More recent versions of the style 
are clad in aluminum or vinyl siding.  Associated 
with the American infatuation with the 
automobile, the forward-facing one- or two-car 
garage door became an element of the design. 
The Ranch gained widespread popularity as a 
middle class housing form in the 1940s, 1950s, 
and 1960s as the demand for safe and modern 
neighborhoods and houses in which to raise 
families increased (Sullivan et al. 2010:16).  
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Over the last decade, development in the 
City of Chesapeake has rapidly increased. A 
number of industrial and commercial businesses 
have settled into the community. Most industrial 
development is concentrated north of I-64 
between the I-264 and U.S. 13 interchanges. 
Some industrial development is evident along 
U.S. 13 (Military Highway) south of I-64 too. 
Industrial and commercial development is 
concentrated around the Southern Brach of the 
Elizabeth River as well. To keep up with the 
increase in population and movement, roads and 
bridges are being improved and replaced 
throughout Chesapeake.  

IV. RESEARCH 
o inform the survey effort, CRA performed 
background research to compile existing data 

on historic architectural resources and to assess 
the potential for identifying significant resources 
in the survey area. Research included an 
inspection of archival resources, site records, 
cultural resource management reports, historic 
aerials and topographic quadrangle maps, 
historic map collections, and other such 
resources.  

Previously-completed resource files were 
obtained via the Virginia Cultural Resource 
Information System (V-CRIS). Additionally, 
reports pertaining to the area were obtained from 
DHR files in Richmond, Virginia. While in 
Chesapeake, the architectural historians 
performed research at the Major Hilliard Library 
as well as the Wallace Memorial Room at the 
Chesapeake Central Library. Information 
pertaining to individual properties was accessed 
via the City of Chesapeake Real Estate 
Assessor’s Property Information website.  

In reviewing DHR’s inventory of 
previously-completed cultural resource reports, 
CRA identified a number of reports addressing 
work within the current APE, as well as some 
that were beyond the current APE or included 
archaeology only. While the latter of these did 
not include information on historic architectural 
resources, they were useful tools for the 
development of historic contexts. 

Phase I Cultural Resources Survey of Deep 
Creek Carney Island Expansion Project 
Mitigation Site City of Chesapeake, Virginia by 
~Circa Cultural Resource Management, LLC 
(Levintal et al. 2009) is an archaeological report 
that addressed an 11-acre area along the south 
side of Deep Creek and just south of the High 
Rise Bridge. The APE for the project slightly 
overlaps the current project; however, no historic 
architectural resources are located in this area. 
An Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey of 
the 500KV, Septa to Yadkin Line in Isle of 
Wright and the Cities of Suffolk and 
Chesapeake, Virginia by Howard A. Macord, Sr. 
(1981) addressed a 33.4 mi corridor for a 
proposed power transmission line. The corridor 
passed through areas of the Dismal Swamp and 
terminated in Yadkin. While the Dismal Swamp 
is not in the current APE, it played a significant 
role in the history of the area. Yadkin is in the 
current APE. Cultural Resources Survey 
Proposed Improvements to Dominion 
Boulevard, City of Chesapeake, Virginia by 
Coastal Carolina Research, Inc., (Stewart et al. 
2007) addressed a narrow APE along Dominion 
Boulevard. The northern portion of the 
Dominion Boulevard APE is just south of the 
eastern terminus for the current APE. An 
Archaeological Survey of the Proposed I-64 
North Harbor Soundwall Project, City of 
Chesapeake, Virginia by the William and Mary 
Center for Archaeological Research (Young 
2007) identified archaeological sites along a 
narrow corridor within the existing right-of-way 
along I-64 from the eastern end of the High Rise 
Bridge to the terminus for Route 190/Great 
Bridge Boulevard. The APE for the project was 
located along the rear property lines of the 
houses of Libertyville Road, which fall into the 
current APE.  Research resources detailing 
historic architectural resources are described 
below. 

In addition to the identification of such 
resources, archival research included a review of 
available maps used to help identify potential 
historic structures within the APE for the 
proposed project. The following maps were 
reviewed: 

1755 Map of the Most Inhabited Part of Virginia, 
(Frye and Jefferson);  

T
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1887 Map of Norfolk County, (Skyes and 
Swathmey);  

1921 Newport News, Virginia, 15-minute series 
topographic quadrangle (United States 
Geological Survey [USGS]); 

1952 Bowers Hill, Virginia, 7.5-minute series 
topographic quadrangle (USGS); 

1955 Norfolk South, Virginia, 7.5-minute series 
topographic quadrangle (USGS); 

1965a (Revised 1986) Norfolk South, Virginia, 
7.5-minute series topographic quadrangle 
(USGS); 

1965b (Revised 1986) Bowers Hill, Virginia, 
7.5-minute series topographic quadrangle 
(USGS). 

In 1755, the state of Virginia was scarcely 
settled, especially in Norfolk County where the 
City of Chesapeake would eventually form. 
According to the 1755 Map of the Most 
Inhabited Part of Virginia, most settlements were 
concentrated along the James River and 
Chesapeake Bay, with some activity in Norfolk 
(Frye and Jefferson). By 1887, settlement had 
reached further south into Virginia. The 1887 
Map of Norfolk County depicts two main roads 
in the APE, Galberry Road and George 
Washington Highway; settlements had been 
made along these roads but are sparse. The roads 
lead to Deep Creek, where there was a higher 
concentration of buildings. Overall, the map 
depicts a significant number of landowners. 
Some of the land owned at this time is situated 
around waterways as well. One railroad traverses 
the APE, the Norfolk and Western Railroad. The 
Portsmouth and Roanoke Railroad is located just 
outside of the APE in the Bowers Hill area 
(Figure 9).  

By 1921, more houses are depicted along 
Galberry Road and George Washington 
Highway, although the area that comprises the 
APE is still rural in character. Gilmerton now 
appears as a prominent industrial area located on 
the Elizabeth River with access to the Norfolk 
and Western Railroad via several spur lines. The 
Norfolk and Portsmouth Railroad is depicted on 
the east side of the Elizabeth River and runs in a 
north–south direction. The Portsmouth and 
Roanoke Railroad had become the Seaboard Air 

Line by this time, and a spur off that line, called 
the Virginian, traverses the APE (Figure 10).  

In the 1950s, more residential development 
is depicted along Galberry Road and George 
Washington Highway. The only formal 
subdivision that is depicted in the APE is the 
Crestwood neighborhood. Additionally, 
industrial development has occurred around the 
Elizabeth River. The western part of the APE is 
still rural at this time with few buildings. 
Military Highway, a four-lane highway, is only 
located in the APE in the Bowers Hill area 
(Figure 11). The 1965 (revised 1986) Bowers 
Hill and Norfolk South 7.5-minute series 
topographic quadrangles depict expansive 
growth in the area since the 1950s. I-64 now 
appears on the map. Although the western 
portion of the APE still features some rural 
characteristics, the map depicts new subdivisions 
and residential growth. However, residential 
growth is most substantial in the Deep Creek 
area. Subdivisions, as well as several schools, 
now appear on the map. More residential 
developments are depicted east of the Elizabeth 
River as well (see Figure 2).     

Additional documents identified during the 
archival research are listed in the bibliography. 
The sources identified during this research were 
used to develop Section IV. Historic Context.  

Previously Recorded Historic 
Architectural Resources  
Prior to the commencement of fieldwork, 

CRA architectural historians also completed a 
records review to determine if previously 
recorded historic architectural resources were 
located within the APE. A review of the DHR’s 
V-CRIS revealed that 43 previously recorded 
architectural resources were located within the 
vicinity of (.25-mile) the study area (Figure 12; 
Table 1). CRA also reviewed records maintained 
in the archives of the DHR in Richmond. These 
records revealed 13 previously recorded 
architectural resources in the APE (DHR #s 131-
0035, 131-0464/131-5355, 131-5321, 131-0882, 
131-0465, 131-0466, 131-0467, 131-0500, 131-
0629, 131-0545, 131-0479, 131-5325, and 131-
5065). 



Figure 9a. APE depicted on a portion of the 1887 Map of Norfolk County.
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Figure 9b. APE depicted on a portion of the 1887 Map of Norfolk County.
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Figure 10a. APE depicted on a portion of the 1921 Newport News, Virginia 15-minute series topographic quadrangle. 
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Figure 10b. APE depicted on a portion of the 1921 Newport News, Virginia 15-minute series topographic quadrangle. 
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Figure 11a. APE depicted on portions of the 1952 Bowers Hill, Virginia and 1955 Norfolk South 7.5-minute
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Figure 11b. APE depicted on portions of the 1952 Bowers Hill, Virginia and 1955 Norfolk South 7.5-minute

series topographic quadrangle.



Figure 11c. APE depicted on portions of the 1952 Bowers Hill, Virginia and 1955 Norfolk South 7.5-minute series topographic quadrangle.
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Figure 12a. Locations of previously recorded historic architectural resources in the vicinity of the study area.
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Figure 12b. Locations of previously recorded historic architectural resources in the vicinity of the study area.
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DHR # 131-0035 is the Gilmerton Cut of the 
Dismal Swamp Canal. The Dismal Swamp Canal 
and its associated resources were listed in the 
NRHP under Criteria A and C in 1988. The 
portion of the canal located in the APE crosses 
beneath I-64 between the George Washington 
Interchange and the High Rise Bridge.  

DHR # 131-5321, the G.A. Treakle 
Memorial Bridge (High Rise Bridge), carries I-64 
over the Southern Branch of the Elizabeth River. 
DHR # 131-0882, Golt’s Crossing, is located at 
1028 Burns Road. Neither of these resources has 
been formally evaluated for NRHP eligibility by 
the DHR.   

DHR #s 131-0465 (524 George 
Washington Highway), 131-0466 (George 
Washington Highway; demolished), 131-0467 
(504 George Washington Highway), 131-0500 
(772 Firman Street), 131-0629 (5016 
Bainbridge Road), 131-0545 (3553 Galberry 
Road; demolished), and 131-0464/131-5355 
(612 Happy Acres Road), are all residences 
previously surveyed in 1987 through a 
reconnaissance-level survey; DHR # 131-
0464/131-5355 was resurveyed in 2006, 
during which the second DHR inventory 
number was assigned (Thompson et al. 1987; 
Malvasi 2006). None of the resources have a 
formal NRHP eligibility evaluation from the 
DHR.  

Also identified in the 1987 reconnaissance 
survey was DHR # 131-0479, the Norfolk and 
Western Railroad. A portion of this line, 
located between Virginia Avenue and Portlock 
Avenue northeast of where the rail line 
intersects the APE for the current project, was 
previously surveyed (Tyrer 2011). The 
resource was determined not eligible for 
listing in the NRHP by the DHR due to the 
expansion of, and improvements to, the rail 
line, as well as the change from an agricultural 
setting to a residential/commercial setting, all 
of which have comprised the integrity of 
location, design, setting, materials, 
workmanship, and feeling of the railroad.   

John Milner Associates, Inc. (JMA), 
expanded and updated the 1987 
reconnaissance-level survey completed in 
1997. This survey identified the Sunray 

Community (DHR # 131-5325), portions of 
which are located southwest of South Military 
Highway in the westernmost portion of the 
APE, and the Crestwood Community (DHR # 
131-5065), portions of which are located off 
of Bainbridge Boulevard, just north of I-64 in 
the current APE, and these communities were 
recommended as potential districts (Culhane 
1999). Sunray Agricultural (Rural) Historic 
District (DHR # 131-5325) was eventually 
listed in the NRHP in 2007 under Criteria A 
and C for its significance as a planned agrarian 
community of Polish immigrants (David 
2004). Only the northeasternmost portion of 
the district reaches into the APE for the 
proposed project; it is located at the western 
end of the APE, south of the I-264 
interchange. This part of the district contains 
heavily-wooded areas and no buildings. The 
Crestwood District (DHR # 131-5065) has no 
formal NRHP eligibility evaluation from the 
DHR. Since the district was first surveyed it 
has been drastically altered. A majority of its 
historic residences have been demolished and 
replaced with new buildings.  

One additional report was identified 
during the records review: Management 
Summary: Preliminary Cultural Resources 
Investigations, I-64 Widening from I-464 to I-
264, City of Chesapeake, Virginia, by Hinks 
and Harris (1996). This report does not reveal 
any new resources but does have a similar, but 
narrower, APE to the current project. DHR #s 
131-0464/131-5355, 131-0466 (demolished), 
and 131-0465 were identified as being in the 
view shed for the survey. A number of 
resources were identified along Libertyville 
Road, as was one resource along Bainbridge 
Boulevard. Since the report was only a 
preliminary investigation, DHR inventory 
numbers were not assigned at this time; 
however, the resources are in the current APE 
and now have the following DHR inventory 
numbers: 131-5591–131-5594, 131-5596, 131-
5598, and 131-0629.  
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V. SURVEY 
METHODOLOGY 

ollowing the archival research, between 
September 4 and 11, 2013, CRA 

architectural historians Hallie Hearnes and Sarah 
Reynolds conducted a field survey that included 
reconnaissance-level documentation of 
architectural resources within the APE that will 
be 50 years of age or older by the project’s 
planned advertisement date in 2020. For this 
project, the APE was defined as a 100-ft buffer 
from the edge of the pavement along the existing 
I-64 corridor from the I-264 interchange at 
Bowers Hill to the I-464 interchange (just over 8 
mi); a 600 ft buffer around the bridge; and radial 
buffers of 1,500 ft around four interchanges (I-
264, U.S. 13, George Washington Highway, and 
I-464). 

A topographic map and aerial photographs 
depicting the study area and APE were used to 
determine the locations of potential historic 
resources within the APE (Figures 2–3).  
Buildings, structures, and other pertinent 
resources were mapped and photographed, and 
when appropriate, CRA personnel attempted to 
obtain owner permission to document and 
analyze the interiors of outbuildings.  Specific 
instances where CRA personnel were unable to 
secure landowner permission to access the 
interiors of outbuildings are noted in the 
descriptions of the respective resources. 

In addition to documenting individual 
properties, CRA also considered the potential for 
historic districts (including rural historic 
districts) and landscapes within the APE. The 
Sunray Agricultural (Rural) Historic District 
(DHR # 131-5325) is a NRHP-listed district, and 
its integrity as a district is discussed in the 
following section. The Crestwood District (DHR 
# 131-5065) was previously recommended as a 
potential historic district; its NRHP eligibility is 
discussed in the following section as well. 
Additionally, CRA completed windshield 
investigations of a number of early- to mid-
twentieth-century subdivisions that extend into 
the APE but established that they do not meet 
NRHP criteria for listing as historic districts. The 

subdivisions do not embody high artistic values 
through their overall plan or the design of 
entrance ways, streets, homes, community 
spaces, or subdivision infrastructure. 
Furthermore, many subdivisions lacked integrity 
of materials and workmanship as houses 
exhibited material changes, including the 
installation of new windows and siding as well 
as additions. In addition, no new rural historic 
districts were identified. In once rural areas 
where small farms once operated, new 
development has occurred, disrupting the 
original land use patterns. Therefore, no new 
potential historic districts were identified. 

Thirteen previously surveyed properties 
(DHR #s 131-0035, 131-0464/131-5355, 131-
5321, 131-0882, 131-0465, 131-0466, 131-0467, 
131-0500, 131-0629, 131-0545, 131-0479, 131-
5325, and 131-5065) and 170 previously 
undocumented properties (DHR #s 131-5443–
131-5474, 131-5613, 131-5475–131-5477, 131-
5478–131-5484, 131-5486–131-5489, 131-0479, 
131-5490–131-5493, 131-0464/131-5355, 131-
5494–131-5508, 131-0465–131-0466, 131-
5509–131-5551, 131-5553–131-5554, 131-5321, 
131-5555–131-5577, 131-0500, 131-0578–131-
5579, 131-5580–131-5600, 131-0629, 131-
5601–131-5602, 131-5065, 131-5603–131-5610, 
131-0882, 131-5611–131-5612, and 131-0545) 
were recorded during the architectural survey. 
Each resource was visually inspected, labeled on 
a topographic quadrangle map or aerial, and 
digitally photographed. An architectural 
historian took detailed notes and made a sketch 
site plan of each resource to facilitate physical 
description and preliminary evaluation on a 
DHR reconnaissance-level inventory form. For 
each previously-recorded site, CRA compared 
the property’s current condition and integrity to 
that depicted on previous inventory forms and 
noted any changes. For all newly-recorded sites, 
sufficient information was obtained to complete 
a new inventory form, including information 
about the property’s physical characteristics, 
approximate date of construction, setting, and 
integrity. This information was used to complete 
survey forms using DHR’s V-CRIS.  

Upon return from the field, each recorded 
property was assessed for NRHP potential 
eligibility based on National Register Bulletin 

F
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15: How to Apply the National Register Criteria 
for Evaluation (NPS 1997), and 
recommendations for additional work were 
made where appropriate. For the purpose of this 
report and in accordance with DHR standards, 
the term “potentially eligible” refers to any 
property that may, based on reconnaissance-
level assessment, qualify for individual listing in 
the NRHP but which cannot be formally 
determined until intensive-level assessment and 
analysis of the resource’s character, context, and 
historic integrity are completed. The term 
“potentially contributing” refers to any property 
that may, based on reconnaissance-level 
assessment, qualify for inclusion as a 
contributing element of a NRHP-eligible or 
listed historic district.  

In general, in order for a property to be 
eligible for listing in the NRHP, it must be at 
least 50 years old and possess both historic 
significance and integrity. Significance may be 
found in three aspects of American history 
recognized by these National Register Criteria: 

A. association with historic events or activities; 

B. association with important persons; or 

C. distinctive design or physical characteristics.  

A fourth criterion, Criterion D, or the 
potential to yield important information in 
prehistory or history, is typically not used for 
aboveground resources.  A property must meet 
at least one of the criteria for listing. Integrity 
must also be evident through historic qualities, 
including location, design, setting, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, and association.  

VI. INVENTORY OF 
HISTORIC 

ARCHITECTURAL 
RESOURCES 

he architectural history survey included 
reconnaissance-level documentation of all 

aboveground resources within the APE that will 
be 50 years of age or older by the project's 
planned advertisement date in 2020; thus, all 

resources constructed up to 1970 were surveyed. 
The survey yielded 183 individual historic 
architectural resources, each of which was 
evaluated for potential eligibility. The results of 
the survey are presented in Table 2, and the 
locations of the historic architectural resources 
are depicted on Figures 2 and 3. Information 
obtained from the City of Chesapeake 
assessment office, historic maps, and 
architectural analysis was used to establish an 
approximate date of construction for each 
resource. CRA personnel did not have access to 
the interior of surveyed resources, unless 
otherwise noted. All statements regarding the 
number of rooms or size of each resource were 
made with information gathered from records of 
the assessment office.  

For the purposes of this report, to facilitate 
discussion, resources have been divided under 
nine headings, defined by their relation to the 
geography of the proposed project:  

• Section 1: I-264 interchange;  

• Section 2: I-64 between the I-264 
interchange and the U.S. 13 interchange; 

• Section 3: U.S. 13 interchange; 

• Section 4: I-64 between the U.S. 13 
interchange and the George Washington 
Highway interchange; 

• Section 5: George Washington Highway 
interchange; 

• Section 6: I-64 between the George 
Washington Highway interchange and the 
High Rise Bridge; 

• Section 7: the High Rise Bridge; 

• Section 8: I-64 between the High Rise 
Bridge and the I-464 interchange; and  

• Section 9: the I-464 interchange. 

Additional information on each property can 
be found in the reconnaissance-level DHR 
forms, included as Appendix A. 

T
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Table 2. Summarized Findings of Historic Architectural Resource Survey 

DHR # Name Date Type Recommendation Comments 
Section 1: I-264 Interchange 

131-5443 4009 Sun Valley Crescent 1967 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5444 4013 Sun Valley Crescent 1966 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5445 4017 Sun Valley Crescent 1968 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5446 4021 Sun Valley Crescent 1969 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5447 4040 Sun Valley Crescent 1969 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5448 4038 Sun Valley Crescent 1968 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5449 4032 Sun Valley Crescent 1969 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5450 4028 Sun Valley Crescent 1968 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5451 4024 Sun Valley Crescent 1967 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5452 4020 Sun Valley Crescent 1966 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5453 4016 Sun Valley Crescent 1968 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5454 4012 Sun Valley Crescent 1966 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5455 4008 Sun Valley Crescent 1967 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5456 4000 Sun Valley Crescent 1966 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5457 1316 Sunnybrook Terrace 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5458 1312 Sunnybrook Terrace 1955 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5459 1308 Sunnybrook Terrace 1958 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5460 4001 Spring Meadow Crescent 1969 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5461 4013 Spring Meadow Crescent 1969 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5462 4021 Spring Meadow Crescent 1966 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5463 4025 Spring Meadow Crescent 1970 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5464 4029 Spring Meadow Crescent 1969 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5465 4033 Spring Meadow Crescent 1969 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5466 4048 Spring Meadow Crescent 1970 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5467 4020 Spring Meadow Crescent 1968 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5468 4016 Spring Meadow Crescent 1969 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5469 4012 Spring Meadow Crescent 1968 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5470 4008 Spring Meadow Crescent 1968 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5471 4004 Spring Meadow Crescent 1967 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5472 4000 Spring Meadow Crescent 1968 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5473 4108 Cedar Grove Crescent 1967 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5474 4112 Cedar Grove Crescent 1968 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5613 Norfolk & Western Railroad, Rotunda Ave./I-64 c. 1900 Segment of Rail Corridor Not Eligible 
131-5475 Bridge #8037, Rotunda Avenue 1969 Bridge Not Eligible 
131-5476 Bridge #1811, Military Highway at NS Railroad 1938 Bridge Not Eligible 
131-5477 4321 S. Military Highway 1948 Shooting Clubhouse/Range Not Eligible 
131-5325 Sunray Rural Historic District 1908-1956 Historic District NRHP-Listed 

Section 2: I-64 Between the I-264 Interchange and the U.S. 13 Interchange 
No resources recorded in this portion. 

Section 3: U.S. 13 Interchange 
131-5478 Cavalier Estates Mobile Home Park, 3732 S. Military Hwy c. 1950-1980 Mobile Home Park Not Eligible 
131-5479 3588 Galberry Road 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5480 3577 Galberry Road 1958 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5481 3561 Galberry Road 1951 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-0545 3553 Galberry Road c. 1900 Site Demolished 
131-5482 3525 Galberry Road 1968 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5483 3509 Galberry Road 1940 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5484 3496 Galberry Road 1953 Private Residence Not Eligible 

Section 4: I-64 between the U.S. 13 Interchange and the George Washington Highway Interchange 
131-5486 3484 Galberry Road 1953 Private Residence Not Eligible moved according to owner of 3497 Galberry Road 
131-5487 3472 Galberry Road 1953 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5488 3456 Galberry Road 1952 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5489 3464 Galberry Road 1959 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-0479 Norfolk & Western Railroad, Yadkin Road/I-64 c. 1900 Segment of Rail Corridor Not Eligible 
131-5490 3368 Galberry Road 1925 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5491 3318 Galberry Road 1969 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5555 3344 Galberry Road c.1940-1960 Garage/Non-historic Private Residence Not Eligible 

Section 5: George Washington Highway Interchange 
131-5492 513 Happy Acres Road 1959 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5493 608 Happy Acres Road 1949 Private Residence Not Eligible 

131-5355 and 131-0464 612 Happy Acres Road 1935 Private Residence Not Eligible 
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DHR # Name Date Type Recommendation Comments 
131-5494 First Care, PC Deep Creek, 616 Happy Acres Road 1950 Medical Office Not Eligible 
131-5495 2809 Flag Road c. 1955-1965 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5496 2817 Flag Road 1955 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5497 2821 Flag Road 1955 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5498 2825 Flag Road c. 1955 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5499 2829 Flag Road 1956 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5500 2833 Flag Road 1955 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5501 2841 Flag Road 1960 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5502 2845 Flag Road 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5503 2888 Flag Road 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5504 2884 Flag Road 1964 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5505 2848 Forehand Drive c. 1940-1950 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5506 2829 Forehand Drive 1965 Greenhouse/Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5507 2825 Forehand Drive 1959 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5508 2821 Forehand Drive 1917 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-0465 524 George Washington Hwy N. (Forehand Dr.) c. 1900-1925 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-0466 George Washington Hwy N. (Forehand Dr) 1920 Site Demolished 
131-5509 512 George Washington Hwy N 1950 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-0467 504 George Washington Hwy N 1930 Private Residence Potentially Eligible Retains high integrity under Criterion C 
131-5510 2828 Wesley Road 1950 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5511 500 George Washington Hwy N 1950 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5512 501 George Washington Hwy N 1965 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5513 2708 Bywood Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5514 2712 Bywood Avenue 1962 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5515 2716 Bywood Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5516 2720 Bywood Avenue 1950 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5517 2721 Bywood Avenue 1970 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5518 519 George Washington Hwy N 1952 Duplex Not Eligible 
131-5519 517 George Washington Hwy N 1952 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5520 2717 Bywood Avenue 1955 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5521 2713 Bywood Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5522 2709 Bywood Avenue 1962 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5523 2705 Bywood Avenue 1958 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5524 521 Gerrey Drive 1965 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5525 525 Gerrey Drive 1965 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5526 520 Gerrey Drive 1961 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5527 516 Deal Drive 1958 Duplex Not Eligible 
131-5528 504 Deal Drive 1957 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5529 513 George Washington Hwy N 1950 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5530 552 Trent Avenue 1962 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5531 548 Trent Avenue 1962 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5532 544 Trent Avenue 1962 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5533 540 Trent Avenue 1962 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5534 2700 Garnes Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5535 2704 Garnes Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5536 2708 Garnes Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5537 2712 Garnes Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5538 2716 Garnes Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5539 2720 Garnes Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5540 2724 Garnes Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5541 2728 Garnes Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5542 2721 Garnes Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5543 2717 Garnes Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5544 2713 Garnes Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5545 2709 Garnes Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5546 2705 Garnes Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5547 2701 Garnes Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5548 601 Bond Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5549 605 Bond Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5550 609 Bond Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5551 2637 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5553 Deep Creek Middle School (Fmr. High School), 1955 Deal Drive 1950 School Not Eligible 
131-5554 Garnes Cemetery,1955 Deal Drive (on grounds of Deep Creek Middle School) 1920 Cemetery Not Eligible 
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DHR # Name Date Type Recommendation Comments 
131-5556 2741 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5557 2737 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5558 2733 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5559 2729 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5560 2725 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5561 2721 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5562 2717 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5563 2713 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5564 2709 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5565 2705 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5566 2708 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5567 2712 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5568 2716 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5569 2720 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5570 2724 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5571 2728 Fenway Avenue 1962 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5572 2732 Fenway Avenue 1962 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5573 2736 Fenway Avenue 1962 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5574 2740 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5575 2744 Fenway Avenue 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5576 2752 Fenway Avenue 1950 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5577 2756 Fenway Avenue 1965 Private Residence Not Eligible 

Section 6: I-64 Between the George Washington Highway Interchange and the High Rise Bridge 
131-0500 772  Shell Road (Previously recorded as 772 Firman Street) 1931 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5578 768 Shell Road c. 1930-1940 Private Residence/ Converted Sweet Potato House for DHR#131-0500 Not Eligible 
131-5579 768 Shell Road 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-0035 Gilmerton Cut of the Dismal Swamp Canal, Firman Street c. 1787 Canal NRHP-Listed 
131-5580 533 Winwood Drive 1959 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5581 101 Tuttle Street 1960 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5582 2308 Firman Street 1965 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5583 2304 Firman Street 1964 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5584 100 Southway Street 1964 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5585 800 Shell Road 1948 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5586 805 Shell Road 1937 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5587 201 Jarvis Road 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5588 200 Gruen Street 1935 Private Residence Not Eligible 

Section 7: The High Rise Bridge 
131-5321 High Rise Bridge, Bridge #2527, Interstate 64, South Branch Elizabeth River 1969; 1991 Interstate Draw Bridge Not Eligible Originally constructed in 1969; reconstructed in 1991 
131-5612 Moore-Johnson Family Cemetery, off of Annabranch Trace 1873 Cemetery Not Eligible 
131-5589 Earl's Auto Parts, 5117 Bainbridge Boulevard 1965 Junk Yard Not Eligible 
131-5600 5021 Bainbridge Boulevard 1955 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-0629 5019 Bainbridge Boulevard 1900 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5601 Forrest Septic Tank Contractors, Inc., 5015 Bainbridge Boulevard 1960 Garage/Office Not Eligible 
131-5602 Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad at Precon Drive c.1898-2013 Segment of Rail Corridor Not Eligible 
131-5065 Crestwood Historic District c. 1937-1949 Historic District Not Eligible few original houses remain; most replaced by new construction 

Section 8: I-64 Between the High Rise Bridge and the I-464 Interchange 
131-5590 5349 Libertyville Road 1960 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5591 5347 Libertyville Road 1954 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5592 5343 Libertyville Road 1953 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5593 5329 Libertyville Road 1958 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5594 5325 Libertyville Road 1958 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5595 5323 Libertyville Road 1965 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5596 5321 Libertyville Road 1964 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5597 5311 Libertyville Road c.1950–1955 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5598 5285 Libertyville Road 1945 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5599 5281 Libertyville Road 1955 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5603 509 Laura Street 1945 Private Residence Not Eligible moved in 1995 
131-5604 602 Laura Street c. 1925-1949 Private Residence Not Eligible moved in 1995 
131-5605 600 Laura Street c.1950-1974 Private Residence Not Eligible moved in 1995 
131-5606 719 Durham Ave. 1963 Private Residence Not Eligible 
131-5552 Crestwood Intermediate School (Fmr. Middle School), 1240 Great Bridge Boulevard 1962 School Potentially Eligible 
131-5607 915 Tennyson Street 1945 Ruins Not Eligible house recently burned 

Section 9: The I-464 Interchange 
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DHR # Name Date Type Recommendation Comments 
131-5608 Roosevelt Memorial Park, 1101 Campostella Road 1965 Cemetery Not Eligible 
131-5609 Grace Baptist Temple, 1101 Burns Street 1960 Church Not Eligible 
131-5610 Indian River Masonic Lodge No. 252, 1040 Burns Street 1945 Fraternal Lodge Not Eligible 
131-0882 Golt's Crossing, 1028 Burns Street c. 1850 Private Residence Not Eligible property owner denied access 
131-5611 1016 Burns Street 1966 Private Residence Not Eligible 
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Section 1: I-264 Interchange 
Thirty-seven of the 183 historic 

architectural resources identified as part of the 
survey lie within this area. The majority of the 
resources that comprise Section 1 consist of 
mid-twentieth-century Ranch houses 
concentrated in a subdivision, Cedar Grove 
Acres, located at the northwest portion of 
Section 1. The subdivision is adjacent to I-264 
at the western terminus of the APE, which is 
where sprawling suburban development was 
observed. The southwestern portion of the 
interchange is more rural in character, as this 
is where the previously surveyed and NRHP-
listed Sunray Agricultural (Rural) Historic 
District is located (DHR # 131-5325). 
Remaining resources in the section are 
transportation related (both rail and road). The 
Norfolk and Western has a defunct line that 
passes through the APE, and this line has an 
associated trestle. Two road bridges are also 
found in this section: one that dates to 1938 
and is found along U.S. 13, a main artery, and 
a later and smaller bridge that dates to 1969 
and is found on a secondary road. Only one 
commercial building was documented in this 
section. 

DHR # 131-5443 
Address: 4009 Sun Valley Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375004 N: 4072497 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 13 

Date(s) of Construction: 1967 

Description: DHR # 131-5443 consists of a 
residence and two sheds located at 4009 Sun 
Valley Crescent, approximately .05 mi 
northeast of its intersection with Sunnybrook 
Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and 
totals .347 acres. The residence is set back 
approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way. A 
house is first depicted in this location on the 
1986 photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 

quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1967. 

The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(w/w/d/w/d/w) Ranch house (Figure 13). Of 
frame construction, the 1,468 sq ft house is set 
on a concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad cross-
gable roof; a capped and corbelled brick 
exterior chimney pierces the roof on the rear 
elevation. Windows exhibit one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sashes, and a five-light bow 
window is located to the right of the façade 
entry.  

An asymmetrical façade features a cross 
gable that extends over the off-center single-
leaf façade entry and bow window.  The 
single-leaf entry exhibits a solid-core wood 
replacement door set behind a decorative cast 
iron storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick 
porch with decorative cast-iron railing 
sheltered beneath a wide over-hanging eave.  
Wood shutters with diamond designs flank 
single windows on the façade. An attached 
garage is located on the northeast end of the 
house.  The northeast elevation is punctuated 
by a single window and a single-leaf side 
entry, while the southwest elevation features 
two single window openings.  A double-leaf 
rear entry opens onto a small concrete stoop 
on the rear elevation.   

Two circa 1970–1980 one-story, gambrel 
roof frame sheds are located approximately 50 
ft north-northwest of the residence. Both are 
clad in vertical paneling and feature double-
leaf façade entries.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5443 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
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Figure 13. DHR # 153-5443: Northwesterly view of the façade and northeast elevation. 

and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5443 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5444 
Address: 4013 Sun Valley Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad:  Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375033 N: 4072512 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 14 

Date(s) of Construction: 1966 

Description:  DHR # 131-5444 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 4013 Sun Valley 
Crescent, approximately .07 mi northeast of its 
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The 
parcel features an open lawn bisected by a 
concrete sidewalk and totals .35 acres. The 
residence is set back approximately 40 ft from 
the right-of-way. A house is first depicted in 
this location on the 1986 photorevised Bowers 
Hill topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1966. 

The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(w/w/d/www/w/d) Ranch house (Figure 14). 
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Of frame construction, the 1,512 sq ft house is 
set on a concrete foundation clad in brick 
veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip 
roof; a capped and corbelled brick exterior 
chimney pierces the roof on the rear elevation. 
Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. A tripartite window, comprised 
of a stationary picture window flanked by 
smaller operational double-hung sash 
windows, is located to the right of the façade 
entry.  

An asymmetrical façade features a central, 
recessed, single-leaf façade entry flanked by 
fluted pilasters. The single-leaf entry exhibits 
a wood replacement door set behind a cast 
iron storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick 
porch with decorative cast-iron railing 
sheltered beneath a wide over-hanging eave.  
Vinyl shutters flank windows on the façade. 
An attached garage is located on the northeast 
end of the house. The overhead garage door 
features double-leaf cast-iron storm doors. The 
northeast elevation is punctuated by a single-
leaf side entry, while the southwest elevation 

features two single window openings. A 
single-leaf rear entry opens to concrete steps 
on the rear, or northwest, elevation.   

A circa 1960–1970 one-story, gabled 
frame shed is located approximately 70 ft 
northwest of the residence. The shed is clad in 
vinyl siding and features a double-leaf façade 
entry.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5444 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this  

 

Figure 14. DHR # 131-5444: North-northeasterly view of the façade and southwest elevation. 
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resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5444 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5445 
Address: 4017 Sun Valley Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375063 N: 4072528 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 15 

Date(s) of Construction: 1968 

Description:  DHR # 131-5445 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 4017 Sun Valley 
Crescent, approximately .09 mi northeast of its 
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The 
parcel features an open lawn and totals .35 
acres. The residence is set back approximately 
35 ft from the right-of-way. A house is first 
depicted in this location on the 1986 
photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1968. 

The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(w/w/d/w/w/d) Ranch house (Figure 15). Of 
frame construction, the 1,738 sq ft house sits 
on a concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip roof; a 
capped and corbelled brick exterior chimney 
pierces the roof on the rear elevation, and an 
additional capped chimney pierces the 
ridgeline of the attached garage. Windows 
exhibit one-over-one, double-hung wood 

sashes. A five-light bow window is located to 
the right of the façade entry.  

An asymmetrical façade features a central, 
recessed, single-leaf façade entry flanked by 
pilasters. The single-leaf entry exhibits a wood 
replacement door set behind an aluminum 
storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick 
porch with cast-iron railing sheltered beneath 
a wide over-hanging eave.  Wood shutters 
with square designs flank windows on the 
façade. The house features an attached garage 
and an open carport on the northeast end of the 
house. The garage features a four-light 
paneled overhead garage door, and the open 
carport is supported by round cast-iron posts 
on brick piers. The northeast elevation features 
the carport, a single window, and a single-leaf 
side entry that opens to the carport, while the 
southwest elevation is punctuated by two 
single window openings.  A single-leaf rear 
entry opens to a small screened porch 
sheltered by a shed roof on the rear, or 
northwest, elevation.   

A circa 1960–1970 one-story, gambrel 
roof, frame shed is located approximately 30 ft 
north-northwest of the residence. The shed is 
clad in vinyl siding and features a double-leaf 
façade entry.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5445 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and 
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Figure 15. DHR # 131-5445: Northwesterly view of the façade and northeast elevation. 

character. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5445 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5446 
Address: 4021 Sun Valley Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375088 N: 4072546 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 16 

Date(s) of Construction: 1969 

Description: DHR # 131-5446 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 4021 Sun Valley 

Crescent, approximately .11 mi northeast of its 
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The 
parcel features an open lawn and totals .328 
acres. The residence is set back approximately 
40 ft from the right-of-way. A house is first 
depicted in this location on the 1986 
photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1969. 

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(w/w/d/w/d) Ranch house (Figure 16). Of 
frame construction, the 1,738 sq ft house is set 
on a concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, 
features a rusticated stretcher bond brick 
veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-
clad hip roof; a capped and corbelled brick 
exterior side chimney pierces the eave of the 
roof on the northeast corner of the house. 
Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. A fifteen-light bow window is 
located to the right of the façade entry.  

An asymmetrical façade features a central, 
recessed, single-leaf façade entry flanked by 
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pilasters. The single-leaf entry exhibits a wood 
replacement door set behind a decorative cast-
iron storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick 
porch with decorative cast-iron railing 
sheltered beneath a wide over-hanging eave.  
Vinyl shutters flank windows on the façade.  
The house features two projections: a one-
room projection extends from the 
southwestern end of the house, and an 
attached garage projection extends from the 
northeast end of the house. The garage 
features a paneled overhead garage door. The 
northeast elevation features a single-leaf side 
entry, while the southwest elevation is 
punctuated by two single window openings.  
A single-leaf rear entry opens to a small 
concrete stoop on the rear, or northwest, 
elevation.   

A circa 1970–1980 one-story, gambrel 
roof, frame shed is located approximately 30 ft 
north-northwest of the residence. The shed is 
clad in vinyl siding and features a double-leaf 
façade entry.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 

in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5446 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5446 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 16. DHR # 131-5446: Northwesterly view of the façade and northeast elevation. 
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DHR # 131-5447 
Address: 4040 Sun Valley Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375268 N: 4072605 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 17 

Date(s) of Construction: 1969 

Description: DHR # 131-5447 consists of a 
residence located at 4040 Sun Valley 
Crescent, approximately .03 mi southwest of 
its intersection with Cedar Grove Crescent. 
The parcel features an open lawn and totals 
.378 acres. The residence is set back 
approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way. A 
house is first depicted in this location on the 
1986 photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1969. 

The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(d/ww/w/d/ww/ww) Ranch house (Figure 17). 
Of frame construction, the 1,620 sq ft house 
sits on a concrete foundation clad in brick 
veneer, features a rusticated stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle-clad cross-gable roof; a capped and 
corbelled brick exterior chimney pierces the 
eave of the roof on the southeast, or rear, 
elevation. Windows exhibit one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sashes and one-by-one-
light sliding vinyl windows. A fifteen-light 
bow window is located to the right of the 
façade entry.  

An asymmetrical façade features an off-
center, single-leaf façade entry located on the 
corner of a cross-gable projection. The single-
leaf entry exhibits a wood replacement door 
set behind a vinyl storm door.  It opens onto a 
one-bay brick corner porch with decorative 
cast-iron railing sheltered beneath a wide 
over-hanging eave supported by a decorative 
cast-iron support. Vinyl shutters flank 
windows on the façade.  An attached garage 
extends from the northeast end of the house. 
The garage features a paneled overhead garage  

 

Figure 17. DHR # 131-5447: Southerly view of the façade and northeast elevation. 
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door. The northeast elevation features a single-
leaf side entry, while the southwest elevation 
is punctuated by two single window openings.  
A single-leaf rear entry opens to a small 
screened brick porch sheltered by a shed roof 
on the rear, or southeast, elevation.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5447 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5447 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5448 
Address: 4038 Sun Valley Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375268 N: 4072605 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 18 

Date(s) of Construction: 1968 

Description:  DHR # 131-5448 consists of a 
residence and outbuilding located at 4038 Sun 

Valley Crescent, approximately .05 mi 
southwest of its intersection with Cedar Grove 
Crescent. The parcel features an open lawn 
and totals .317 acres. The residence is set back 
approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way. A 
house is first depicted in this location on the 
1986 photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1968. 

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(d/w/d/w/w) Ranch house (Figure 18). Of 
frame construction, the 1,855 sq ft house is set 
on a concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hipped 
roof; a capped and corbelled brick exterior 
chimney pierces the eave of the roof on the 
southeast, or rear, elevation. Windows exhibit 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. A 
five-light bow window is located to the left of 
the façade entry.  

An asymmetrical façade features an off-
center, recessed, single-leaf façade entry. The 
single-leaf entry exhibits a wood replacement 
door set behind a vinyl storm door.  It opens 
onto a one-bay concrete stoop sheltered 
beneath a wide over-hanging eave.  An 
attached garage extends from the northeast 
end of the house. The garage features a 
paneled overhead garage door exhibiting eight 
arched lights with muntins affixed to simulate 
six-light windows. An enclosed sunroom 
wraps the southeast corner of the house.  The 
southwest elevation is punctuated by three 
single window openings.  A double-leaf rear 
entry opens to a small brick stoop sheltered by 
a wide overhanging eave on the rear, or 
southeast, elevation.   

A circa 1970–1980 one-story, side-gabled, 
frame outbuilding is located approximately 20 
ft southeast of the residence. The outbuilding 
is clad in brick veneer and features a paneled 
four-light single-leaf façade entry flanked by 
two-over-two-light, double-hung wood sash 
windows. 
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Figure 18. DHR # 131-5448: South-southwesterly view of the façade and northeast elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5448 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5448 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 

or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5449 
Address: 4032 Sun Valley Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375187 N: 4072553 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 19 

Date(s) of Construction: 1969 

Description: DHR # 131-5449 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 4032 Sun Valley 
Crescent, approximately .09 mi southwest of 
its intersection with Cedar Grove Crescent. 
The parcel features an open lawn and totals 
.350 acres. The residence is set back 
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approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way. A 
house is first depicted in this location on the 
1986 photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1969. 

The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(d/w/w/d/w/w) Ranch house (Figure 19). Of 
frame construction, the 1,698 sq ft house is set 
on a concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hipped 
roof. Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-
hung vinyl sashes; a five-light bow window is 
located to the left of the façade entry.  Vinyl 
shutters flank the single windows on the 
façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features an off-
center, recessed, single-leaf façade entry. The 
single-leaf entry exhibits a wood replacement 
door set behind a decorative cast-iron storm 
door.  It opens onto a one-bay concrete porch 
sheltered beneath a wide over-hanging eave 
that is supported by a decorative cast-iron 
support.  A wood wheelchair ramp extends 

from the façade entry and across the façade of 
the house toward an attached garage that 
extends from the northeast end of the house. 
The garage features a paneled overhead garage 
door. The northeast elevation features a single-
leaf side entry, while the southwest elevation 
is punctuated by two single windows.  A 
double-leaf rear entry opens to a small 
concrete patio on the rear, or southeast, 
elevation.   

A circa 1970–1980 one-story, gabled roof 
frame shed is located approximately 40 ft 
southeast of the residence. The shed is clad in 
vertical wood paneling and features a double-
leaf façade entry. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5449 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 

 

Figure 19. DHR # 131-5449: South-southwesterly view of the façade and northeast elevation.  
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Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5449 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5450 
Address: 4028 Sun Valley Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375159 N: 4072535 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 20 

Date(s) of Construction: 1968 

Description:  DHR # 131-5450 consists of a 
residence located at 4028 Sun Valley 
Crescent, approximately .11 mi southwest of 
its intersection with Cedar Grove Crescent. 
The parcel features an open lawn bisected by a 
concrete sidewalk and totals .35 acres. The 
residence is set back approximately 45 ft from 
the right-of-way. A house is first depicted in 
this location on the 1986 photorevised Bowers 
Hill topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1968. 

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(d/www/d/w/w) Ranch house (Figure 20). Of 
frame construction, the 1,891 sq ft house is set 
on a concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hipped 

roof. Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-
hung vinyl sashes. A tripartite window 
comprised of a central stationary picture 
window flanked by two smaller operational 
one-over-one-light, double-hung vinyl sash 
windows is located to the left of the façade 
entry.  Vinyl shutters flank the windows on the 
façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features a central, 
recessed, single-leaf façade entry. The single-
leaf entry exhibits a wood replacement door 
set behind a metal storm door.  It opens onto a 
one-bay brick porch with a cast-iron 
balustrade sheltered beneath a wide over-
hanging eave.  An attached garage extends 
from the northeast end of the house. The 
garage features a garage door with triangle 
designs. The northeast elevation features a 
single-leaf side entry and a corbelled and 
capped exterior end chimney that pierces the 
wide overhanging eave of the roof.  The 
southwest elevation is punctuated by two 
single windows.  A double-leaf rear entry 
opens to a brick screened porch sheltered by a 
shed roof on the rear, or southeast, elevation.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5450 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5450 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under 
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Figure 20. DHR # 131-5450: East-southeasterly view of the façade and southwest elevation.  

Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5451 
Address: 4024 Sun Valley Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375133 N: 4072520 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 21 

Date(s) of Construction: 1967 

Description: DHR # 131-5451 consists of a 
residence, two outbuildings, and a gazebo 
located at 4024 Sun Valley Crescent, 
approximately .12 mi northeast of its 

intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The 
parcel features an open lawn bisected by a 
concrete sidewalk and totals .35 acres. The 
residence is set back approximately 40 ft from 
the right-of-way. A house is first depicted in 
this location on the 1986 photorevised Bowers 
Hill topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1967. 

The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(w/w/d/www/w/d) Ranch house (Figure 21). 
Of frame construction, the 2,073 sq ft house is 
set on a concrete foundation clad in brick 
veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad 
side-gable roof with angled projecting eaves. 
Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. A tripartite window comprised of 
a central stationary picture window flanked by 
two smaller operational one-over-one-light, 
double-hung vinyl sash windows is located to 
the right of the recessed façade entry.  Vinyl 
shutters flank the windows on the façade.  
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Figure 21. DHR # 131-5451: Southwesterly view of the façade and northeast elevation.  

An asymmetrical façade features a central, 
recessed, single-leaf façade entry. The single-
leaf entry exhibits a wood replacement door 
set behind a decorative cast-iron storm door.  
It opens onto a one-bay brick porch with a 
cast-iron balustrade sheltered beneath a wide 
over-hanging eave. An attached garage 
extends from the southwest end of the house. 
The garage features a paneled overhead garage 
door. The southwest elevation of the attached 
garage features a single-leaf side entry with a 
vinyl storm door.  The northeast elevation is 
punctuated by two single windows. Two 
gabled rear additions extend from the rear, or 
southeast, elevation.   

A circa 1970–1980 one-story, gabled-roof, 
frame garage is located approximately 40 ft 
southeast of the residence. The garage is clad 
in stretcher bond brick veneer and features a 
small garage door and two single-leaf entries. 
A circa 1970–1980 one-story, gabled-roof, 
frame shed is also located approximately 40 ft 
southeast of the residence, immediately 

northeast of the garage. A circa 1980–1990 
octagonal frame gazebo is located 
approximately 30 ft southeast of the residence, 
northwest of the shed.  The prefabricated 
gazebo is screened and features a single-leaf 
screened door. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5451 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
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example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5451 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5452 
Address: 4020 Sun Valley Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965              (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375104 N: 4072502 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 22 

Date(s) of Construction: 1966 

Description: DHR # 131-5452 consists of a 
residence and outbuilding at 4020 Sun Valley 
Crescent, approximately .11 mi northeast of its 
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The 
parcel features an open lawn and totals .35 
acres. The residence is set back approximately 
40 ft from the right-of-way. A house is first 
depicted in this location on the 1986 
photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1966. 

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(d/ww/d/w/w) Ranch house (Figure 22). Of 
frame construction, the 1,715 sq ft house sits 
on a concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad cross-
gable roof with angled projecting eaves. 
Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. Wood shutters flank the windows 
on the façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features a central, 
recessed, single-leaf façade entry. The single-
leaf entry exhibits a wood replacement door 

set behind a decorative cast-iron storm door.  
It opens onto a one-bay brick porch with a 
cast-iron balustrade sheltered beneath a wide 
over-hanging eave. An attached garage 
extends from the northeast end of the house. 
The garage features a wood door. The 
northeast elevation features a single-leaf side 
entry and a corbelled brick exterior end 
chimney. The southwest elevation is 
punctuated by two single windows.  A cross-
gabled rear projection and an enclosed frame 
porch with a shed roof extend from the rear, or 
southeast, elevation.   

A circa 1970–1980 one-story frame shed 
with a gambrel roof clad in asphalt shingles is 
located approximately 40 ft southeast of the 
residence. The shed is clad in vertical wood 
paneling and features a double-leaf façade 
entry. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5452 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5452 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 22. DHR # 131-5452: Southeasterly view of the façade and southwest elevation.  

DHR # 131-5453 
Address: 4016 Sun Valley Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375076 N: 4072487 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 23 

Date(s) of Construction: 1968 

Description:  DHR # 131-5453 consists of a 
residence and outbuilding at 4016 Sun Valley 
Crescent, approximately .08 mi northeast of its 
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The 
parcel features an open lawn and totals .35 
acres. The residence is set back approximately 
45 ft from the right-of-way. A house is first 
depicted in this location on the 1986 
photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 

quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1968. 

The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(w/w/d/w/w/d) Ranch house (Figure 23). Of 
frame construction, the 2,311 sq ft house sits 
on a concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip roof. 
Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. A three-light bay window with a 
picture window flanked by smaller casement 
windows is located to the right of the façade 
entry. Vinyl shutters flank the windows on the 
façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features a central, 
recessed, single-leaf façade entry. The single-
leaf entry exhibits a wood replacement door 
set behind a storm door.  It opens onto a one-
bay brick porch with a cast-iron balustrade 
sheltered beneath a wide over-hanging eave.  
An attached garage extends from the 
southwest end of the house. The garage 
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Figure 23. DHR # 131-5453: East-southeasterly view of the façade and southwest elevation.  

features a six-light wood paneled door. The 
northeast elevation features a single-leaf side 
entry that opens to a carport sheltered by a flat 
roof. The northeast elevation is punctuated by 
three single windows. A hipped roof addition 
extends from the rear, or southeast elevation.  
A screened porch with a gabled roof extends 
from the rear elevation of the rear addition.  

A circa 1970–1980 one-story, frame shed 
with a gambrel roof clad in asphalt shingles is 
located approximately 30 ft southeast of the 
residence. The shed is clad in vertical wood 
paneling and features a double-leaf façade 
entry. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5453 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 

under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5453 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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DHR # 131-5454 
Address: 4012 Sun Valley Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375051 N: 4072470 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 24 

Date(s) of Construction: 1966 

Description:  DHR # 131-5454 consists of a 
residence and outbuilding at 4012 Sun Valley 
Crescent, approximately .06 mi northeast of its 
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The 
parcel features an open lawn and totals .35 
acres. The residence is set back approximately 
40 ft from the right-of-way. A house is first 
depicted in this location on the 1986 
photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1966. 

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(w/w/d/www/d) Ranch house (Figure 24). Of 
frame construction, the 1,677 sq ft house sits 

on a concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip roof. 
Windows exhibit two-over-two, double-hung 
wood sashes with storm windows. A tripartite 
window comprised of a stationary picture 
window flanked by two smaller operational 
double-hung sash windows is located to the 
right of the façade entry.  Vinyl shutters flank 
the windows on the façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features a central 
single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry 
exhibits a three-light wood door set behind an 
aluminum storm door.  It opens onto a two-
bay brick porch with cast-iron railing sheltered 
beneath a shed roof supported by decorative 
cast-iron posts.  An attached garage extends 
from the southwest end of the house. The 
garage features a paneled door with four 
decorative fan lights. The southwest elevation 
features a single-leaf side entry. The northeast 
elevation is punctuated by two single 
windows.  A screened porch sheltered by a 
gabled roof extends from the rear, or 
southeast, elevation.  A corbelled and capped 
brick exterior chimney pierces the eave of the 
southeast elevation.   

 

Figure 24. DHR # 131-5454: East-southwesterly view of the façade and northeast elevation.  
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A circa 1965–1975 one-story garage with 
a front-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles is 
located approximately 30 ft south-southeast of 
the residence. The garage is clad in aluminum 
siding and features a paneled garage door. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5454 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5454 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5455 
Address: 4008 Sun Valley Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375021 N: 4072451 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 25 

Date(s) of Construction: 1967 

Description:  DHR # 131-5455 consists of a 
residence and outbuilding at 4008 Sun Valley 
Crescent, approximately .05 mi northeast of its 

intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The 
parcel features an open lawn and totals .397 
acres. The residence is set back approximately 
40 ft from the right-of-way. A house is first 
depicted in this location on the 1986 
photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1967. 

The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(d/w/wwwww/d/w/w) Ranch house (Figure 
25). Of frame construction, the 1,875 sq ft 
house sits on a concrete foundation clad in 
brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick 
veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-
clad hip roof. Windows exhibit two-over-two, 
double-hung vinyl sashes. A five-light bow 
window is located to the left of the façade 
entry.  Vinyl shutters flank the windows on the 
façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features a central, 
recessed, single-leaf façade entry. The single-
leaf entry exhibits a non-historic wood door 
set behind an aluminum storm door.  It opens 
onto a one-bay brick porch with a cast-iron 
balustrade sheltered by a wide overhanging 
eave.  The recessed entry is flanked by stone 
veneer.  An attached garage extends from the 
northeast end of the house. The garage 
features a paneled overhead garage door. The 
northeast elevation features a single-leaf side 
entry. The southwest elevation is punctuated 
by two single windows.  The rear, or 
southeast, elevation features a hipped 
projection exhibiting a double-leaf rear entry 
that opens to a concrete patio.  A corbelled 
and capped brick interior chimney pierces the 
roof on the southeast elevation.   

A circa 1965–1975 one-story shed with a 
hipped roof clad in asphalt shingles is located 
approximately 30 ft south-southwest of the 
residence. The shed is clad in vinyl siding and 
features single-leaf and double-leaf façade 
entries with paneled replacement doors. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5455 and 
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Figure 25. DHR # 131-5455: East-southeasterly view of the façade and southwest elevation.  

events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5455 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5456 
Address: 4000 Sun Valley Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 374991 N: 4072432 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 26 

Date(s) of Construction: 1966 

Description: DHR # 131-5456 consists of a 
residence and outbuilding at 4000 Sun Valley 
Crescent, immediately northeast of its 
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The 
parcel features an open lawn and totals .391 
acres. The residence is set back approximately 
40 ft from the right-of-way. A house is first 
depicted in this location on the 1986 
photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1966. 
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The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(w/w/d/www/w/d) Ranch house (Figure 26). 
Of frame construction, the 1,593 sq ft house 
sits on a concrete foundation clad in brick 
veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip 
roof. Windows exhibit two-over-two, double-
hung vinyl sashes. A tripartite window 
comprised of a stationary picture window 
flanked by two smaller operational double-
hung sash windows is located to the left of the 
façade entry. Vinyl shutters flank the windows 
on the façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features a central, 
recessed, single-leaf façade entry. The single-
leaf entry exhibits a non-historic wood door 
set behind a storm door.  It opens onto a one-
bay brick porch with a cast-iron balustrade 
sheltered by a wide overhanging eave. An 
attached garage extends from the southwest 
end of the house. The garage features a 
paneled overhead garage door. The southwest 
elevation features a single-leaf side entry and a 
single window. The northeast elevation is 
punctuated by two single windows.  The rear, 
or southeast, elevation features a double-leaf 

rear entry that opens to a small brick stoop.  A 
corbelled and capped brick interior chimney 
pierces the roof on the southeast elevation.   

A circa 1970–1980 one-story shed with a 
gambrel roof clad in asphalt shingles is located 
approximately 30 ft south-southeast of the 
residence. The shed is clad in vinyl siding and 
features a double-leaf façade entry. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5456 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 

 

Figure 26. DHR # 131-5456: Southerly view of the façade and northeast elevation.  
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resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5456 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5457 
Address: 1316 Sunnybrook Terrace, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 374928 N: 4072410 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 27 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5457 consists of a 
residence and outbuilding at 1316 Sunnybrook 
Terrace, immediately south-southeast of its 
intersection with Sun Valley Crescent. The 
parcel features an open lawn and totals .50 
acres. The residence is set back approximately 
55 ft from the right-of-way. A house is first 
depicted in this location on the 1965 Bowers 
Hill topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(w/d/w/w) Compact Ranch house (Figure 27). 
Of frame construction, the 2,726 sq ft house is 
set on a concrete foundation clad in brick 
veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip 
roof. Windows exhibit one-by-one-light 
sliding vinyl sashes. A twelve-light metal 
stationary picture window is located to the left 
of the façade entry.  Vinyl shutters flank the 
windows on the façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features a central, 
recessed, single-leaf façade entry. The single-

leaf entry exhibits a paneled wood door and a 
decorative cast-iron storm door.  It opens onto 
a one-bay brick corner porch on a projection.  
The porch features a brick balustrade and 
decorative cast-iron railing and is sheltered by 
the overhanging eave of a hip-roof projection.  
An interior corbelled and capped chimney 
pierces the roof near the ridgeline. The 
northwest elevation is punctuated by two 
single windows, and the southeast elevation 
features four single windows.  The rear, or 
southwest, elevation of the house features a 
rear ell with a converted attached garage that 
is currently enclosed.  Two double-leaf doors 
on the rear ell open to a concrete patio and 
driveway.  A one-room frame addition clad in 
vinyl siding with a shed roof extends from the 
southwest elevation of the core of the house 
and the northwest elevation of the rear ell.   A 
second corbelled and capped interior brick 
chimney extends from the roof of the rear ell.    

A circa 1990–2000 one-story shed with a 
saltbox roof clad in asphalt shingles is located 
approximately 25 ft southwest of the 
residence. The shed is clad in vinyl siding and 
features a double-leaf façade entry and two 
double-hung vinyl sash windows. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5457 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Compact Ranch house is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century. As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. While this resource retains 
moderate integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in 
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Figure 27. DHR # 131-5457: Westerly view of the façade and southeast elevation.  

form and character. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5457 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5458 
Address: 1312 Sunnybrook Terrace, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 374954 N: 4072398 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 28 

Date(s) of Construction: 1955 

Description: DHR # 131-5458 consists of a 
residence at 1312 Sunnybrook Terrace, 
immediately south of its intersection with Sun 
Valley Crescent. The parcel features an open 
lawn and totals .40 acres. The residence is set 
back approximately 35 ft from the right-of-
way. A house is first depicted in this location 
on the 1965 Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1955. 

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(w/d/w/w) Compact Ranch house (Figure 28). 
Of frame construction, the 1,407 sq ft house 
sits on a concrete foundation clad in brick 
veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip 
roof. Windows exhibit one-over-one-light, 
double-hung vinyl sashes. A one-light metal 
stationary picture window is located to the left 
of the façade entry.  
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An asymmetrical façade features an off-
center single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf 
entry exhibits a three-light wood door and a 
metal storm door. It opens onto a one-bay 
brick porch.  The porch features a decorative 
cast-iron railing and is sheltered by a front-
gable roof supported by square posts. A 
central interior capped chimney pierces the 
roof near the ridgeline. The northwest 
elevation is punctuated by three single 
windows, and the southeast elevation features 
two single windows.  The rear, or southwest, 
elevation of the house features an attached 
garage with a hipped roof that extends from 
the western corner of the house.  The garage 
features a paneled garage door.  An enclosed 
frame porch and a brick addition, both 
sheltered by shed roofs, extend from the rear 
elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5458 and 

events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Compact Ranch house is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century. As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. While this resource retains 
moderate integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5458 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 28. DHR # 131-5458: Westerly overview of the façade and southeast elevation.  
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DHR # 131-5459 
Address: 1308 Sunnybrook Terrace, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 374970 N: 4072376 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 29 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description: DHR # 131-5459 consists of a 
residence and outbuilding at 1308 Sunnybrook 
Terrace, approximately 0.03 mi southeast of 
its intersection with Sun Valley Crescent. The 
parcel features an open front yard and a fenced 
backyard and totals .20 acres. The residence is 
set back approximately 50 ft from the right-of-
way. A house is first depicted in this location 
on the 1965 Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(w/d/wwww) Contemporary house (Figure 

29). Of frame construction, the 1,242 sq ft 
house sits on a concrete block foundation, 
features vertical paneling and shingle siding, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad 
cross-gable roof. Windows exhibit one-over-
one-light, double-hung vinyl sashes and one-
by-one-light sliding vinyl windows. A bank of 
four casement windows is located to the right 
of the façade entry.  Vinyl shutters flank the 
smaller window on the façade.  

The façade of this residence is dominated 
by a large turned, capped, and corbelled brick 
chimney and a low-pitched asymmetrical 
front-gable roof that extends southeast to 
shelter a carport.  The façade features a 
central, recessed, single-leaf façade entry that 
exhibits a wood door that opens onto a two-
bay frame deck with a wood balustrade.  A 
one-room cross-gable projection extends from 
the northwest elevation.  The northwest 
features a single window on the cross-gable 
projection and three single windows on the 
front-gable core. The southeast elevation, 
which is canted, features an integrated carport  

 

 

Figure 29. DHR # 131-5459: Southerly view of the façade and northwest elevation.  
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that is partially enclosed. The rear, or 
southwest, elevation of the house features a 
single-leaf rear entry that opens to a concrete 
stoop and two single windows. A second 
corbelled and capped interior brick chimney 
extends from the roof of the front-gabled core 
near the rear elevation.    

A circa 1990–2000 one-story, 
prefabricated, frame shed with a side-gable 
roof clad in asphalt shingles is located 
approximately 30 ft south of the residence. 
The shed is clad in vinyl siding and features a 
double-leaf façade entry. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: This resource is not eligible for 
listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5459 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. While the house is distinguished 
from its neighbors by its modern aesthetic, 
alterations, including the addition of a wood 
deck on the façade, the installation of vinyl 
replacement windows, and the enclosure of a 
portion of the carport, have diminished the 
integrity of the resource. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5459 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5460 
Address: 4001 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375036 N: 4072393 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 30 

Date(s) of Construction: 1969 

Description:  DHR # 131-5460 consists of a 
residence at 4001 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
immediately north of its intersection with 
Springbrook Terrace. The parcel features an 
open lawn and totals .39 acres. The residence 
is set back approximately 30 ft from the right-
of-way. A house is first depicted in this 
location on the 1986 photorevised Bowers Hill 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1969. 

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(d/w/d/w/w) Ranch house (Figure 30). Of 
frame construction, the 1,836 sq ft house is set 
on a concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip roof. 
Windows exhibit two-over-two, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. A fifteen-light bow window is 
located to the left of the façade entry.  Vinyl 
shutters flank the windows on the façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features a central, 
recessed, single-leaf façade entry. The single-
leaf entry exhibits a non-historic wood door 
set behind a cast-iron storm door.  It opens 
onto a one-bay brick porch with a cast-iron 
balustrade sheltered by a wide overhanging 
eave.  An attached garage extends from the 
southwest end of the house. The garage 
features a paneled overhead garage door 
exhibiting eight lights with muntins affixed to 
simulate sections of a fanlight. The southwest 
elevation features a single-leaf side entry and a 
corbelled and capped exterior end brick 
chimney.  Three single windows punctuate the 
northeast elevation. A one-room rear 
projection, which extends from the rear 
elevation, features a hipped roof and 
corrugated metal awnings.  A single-leaf rear 
entry opens to a concrete patio.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5460 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
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Figure 30. DHR # 131-5460: North-northwesterly view of the façade.  

residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5460 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5461 
Address: 4013 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375117 N: 4072442 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 31 

Date(s) of Construction: 1969 

Description:  DHR # 131-5461 consists of a 
residence and outbuilding at 4013 Spring 
Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.07 mi 
northeast of its intersection with Springbrook 
Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and 
totals .361 acres. The residence is set back 
approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way. A 
house is first depicted in this location on the 
1986 photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1969. 

The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(d/w/w/d/w/w) Ranch house (Figure 31). Of 
frame construction, the 1,733 sq ft house sits 
on a concrete foundation clad in brick 
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Figure 31. DHR # 131-5461: North-northeasterly view of the façade and southwest elevation. 

veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad 
side-gable roof. Windows exhibit two-over-
two, double-hung vinyl sashes. A five-light 
bow window is located to the left of the façade 
entry on a side-gabled front projection. Vinyl 
shutters flank the windows on the façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features an off-
center single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf 
entry exhibits a non-historic wood door set 
behind a decorative cast-iron storm door.  It 
opens onto a one-bay brick porch with a cast-
iron balustrade sheltered by a wide 
overhanging eave. An attached garage extends 
from the southwest end of the house. The 
garage features a paneled overhead garage 
door. The southwest elevation features a 
single-leaf side entry.  Two single windows 
punctuate the northeast elevation.  The rear, or 
northwest, elevation features a screened porch 
sheltered by a shed roof and a large exterior 
capped and corbelled brick chimney.  A 

single-leaf rear entry opens to a concrete 
stoop.   

A circa 1960–1980 one-story, 
prefabricated, frame shed with a gambrel roof 
clad in asphalt shingles is located 
approximately 30 ft north of the residence. 
The shed is clad in vertical paneling and 
features a single-leaf façade entry. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5461 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
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eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5461 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5462 
Address: 4021 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375176 N: 4072475 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 32 

Date(s) of Construction: 1966 

Description: DHR # 131-5462 consists of a 
residence at 4021 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
approximately 0.12 mi northeast of its 
intersection with Springbrook Terrace. The 
parcel features an open lawn and totals .356 
acres. The residence is set back approximately 
35 ft from the right-of-way. A house is first 
depicted in this location on the 1986 
photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1966. 

The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(w/w/d/www/w/d) Ranch house (Figure 32). 
Of frame construction, the 1,585 sq ft house 
sits on a concrete foundation clad in brick 
veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip 
roof. Windows exhibit two-over-two, double-
hung vinyl sashes. A tripartite window, 
comprised of a central stationary picture 
window flanked by two smaller operational 
double-hung sash windows, is located to the 

right of the façade entry.  Vinyl shutters flank 
the windows on the façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features an off-
center, recessed, single-leaf façade entry. The 
single-leaf entry exhibits a paneled wood door 
set behind a decorative storm door.  It opens 
onto a one-bay brick porch with a cast-iron 
balustrade sheltered by a wide overhanging 
eave.  A capped interior brick chimney pierces 
the side-gable roof near the ridgeline.  An 
attached garage extends from the northeast 
end of the house. The garage features an eight-
light paneled overhead garage door. The 
northeast elevation features a single-leaf side 
entry and a single window, and two single 
windows punctuate the southwest elevation. 
Two single windows punctuate the northeast 
elevation.  The rear, or northwest, elevation 
features a double-leaf rear entry that opens to 
a concrete stoop.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5462 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5462 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 32. DHR # 131-5462: North-northwesterly view of the façade.  

DHR # 131-5463 
Address: 4025 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375202 N: 4072495 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 33 

Date(s) of Construction: 1970 

Description:  DHR # 131-5463 consists of a 
residence and outbuilding at 4025 Spring 
Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.12 mi 
southwest of its intersection with Cedar Grove 
Crescent. The parcel features an open lawn 
and totals .356 acres. The residence is set back 
approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way. A 
house is first depicted in this location on the 
1986 photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 

quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1970. 

The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(w/ww/d/w/ww/d) Ranch house (Figure 33). 
Of frame construction, the 2,162 sq ft house 
sits on a concrete foundation clad in brick 
veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip 
roof. Windows exhibit two-over-two, double-
hung wood sashes. A five-light bay window is 
located to the right of the façade entry.  
Decorative wood shutters with a paneled 
square motif flank the windows on the façade. 

An asymmetrical façade features a central, 
recessed, single-leaf façade entry. The single-
leaf entry exhibits a three-light wood door that 
opens onto a one-bay concrete porch with a 
cast-iron balustrade sheltered by a wide 
overhanging eave. A capped and corbelled 
interior brick chimney pierces the hip roof 
near the ridgeline.  An attached garage extends 
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from the northeast end of the house. The 
garage features a paneled overhead garage 
door. The northeast elevation features two 
single-leaf side entries and one single window.  
Two single windows punctuate the southwest 
elevation. The rear, or northwest, elevation 
features a double-leaf rear entry that opens to 
a wood deck with a wood balustrade.  

A circa 1960–1970, one-story, 
prefabricated frame shed with a gambrel clad 
in asphalt shingles is located approximately 30 
ft north of the residence. The shed is clad in 
asbestos siding and features a double-leaf 
façade entry. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5463 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 

under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5463 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 33. DHR # 131-5463: North-northeasterly view of the façade and southwest elevation.  
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DHR # 131-5464 
Address: 4029 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375231 N: 4072508 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 34 

Date(s) of Construction: 1969 

Description: DHR # 131-5464 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings at 4029 Spring 
Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.11 mi 
southwest of its intersection with Cedar Grove 
Crescent. The parcel features an open lawn 
and totals .356 acres. The residence is set back 
approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way. A 
house is first depicted in this location on the 
1986 photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1969. 

The residence is a two-story, five-bay 
(d/w/w/d/www) split-level house (Figure 34). 
Of frame construction, the 2,122 sq ft house is 
set on a concrete foundation clad in brick 
veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip 
roof. Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-
hung vinyl sashes. A tripartite window 
comprised of a stationary picture window 
flanked by two smaller operational sash 
windows is located to the right of the façade 
entry.  Vinyl shutters flank the windows on the 
façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features a central 
single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry 
exhibits a wood paneled door that opens onto 
a one-bay brick porch with a cast-iron 
balustrade sheltered by a wide overhanging 
eave.  An attached garage extends from the 
southwest end of the house. The garage 
features a paneled overhead garage door. The 
northeast elevation is void of windows or 
doors, and the southwest elevation is 
punctuated by a single-leaf side entry. The 
rear, or northwest, elevation features a double-
leaf rear entry that opens to a concrete patio.  

A large capped and corbelled exterior chimney 
pierces the roof of the garage near its 
intersection with the two-story core of the 
residence. A five-light bay window is centered 
on a small projection on the upper story of the 
house that extends over a portion of the patio.  
Square posts support the rear projection. 

A circa 1960–1970 one-story, 
prefabricated frame shed with a side-gabled 
roof clad in asphalt shingles is located 
approximately 30 ft north of the residence. A 
circa 1970–1990 one-story prefabricated 
frame metal shed is located approximately 30 
ft north of the residence.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5464 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The split-level house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5464 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 34. DHR # 131-5464: West-northwesterly view of the façade and northeast elevation.  

DHR # 131-5465 
Address: 4033 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375259 N: 4072526 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 35 

Date(s) of Construction: 1969 

Description: DHR # 131-5465 consists of a 
residence at 4033 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
approximately 0.08 mi southwest of its 
intersection with Cedar Grove Crescent. The 
parcel features an open lawn and totals .391 
acres. The residence is set back approximately 
40 ft from the right-of-way. A house is first 
depicted in this location on the 1986 
photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 

quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1969. 

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(ww/d/www/w/d) Ranch house (Figure 35). 
Of frame construction, the 1674 sq ft house 
sits on a concrete foundation clad in brick 
veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip 
roof. Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-
hung vinyl sashes with affixed muntins to 
simulate six and four-lights. A tripartite 
window, comprised of a stationary picture 
window with affixed muntins to simulate 20-
lights flanked by two smaller operational sash 
windows, is located to the right of the façade 
entry.  Vinyl shutters flank the windows on the 
façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features an off-
center single-leaf façade entry with a paneled 
door that opens onto a one-bay brick corner 
porch on a front projection. The porch features 
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a cast-iron balustrade sheltered by a wide 
overhanging eave supported by a decorative 
cast-iron post. An attached garage extends 
from the northeast end of the house. The 
garage features a paneled overhead garage 
door. The northeast elevation features one 
single-leaf side entry, and three single 
windows punctuate the southwest elevation. 
The rear, or northwest, elevation features a 
double-leaf rear entry that opens to a brick 
stoop. A large capped and corbelled exterior 
chimney pierces the eave of the roof to the 
right of the rear entry.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5465 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 

not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5465 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 35. DHR # 131-5465: Northwesterly view of the façade.  
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DHR # 131-5466 
Address: 4048 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375349 N: 4072535 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 36 

Date(s) of Construction: 1970 

Description:  DHR # 131-5466 consists of a 
residence and outbuilding at 4048 Spring 
Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.04 mi 
southwest of its intersection with Cedar Grove 
Crescent. The parcel features an open lawn and 
totals .415 acres. The residence is set back 
approximately 45 ft from the right-of-way. A 
house is first depicted in this location on the 
1986 photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date this 
resource to 1970. 

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(w/w/d/w/d) Ranch house (Figure 36). Of frame 
construction, the 2,194 sq ft house is set on a 

concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip roof. 
Windows exhibit two-over-two, double-hung 
wood sashes. A three-light bay window is 
located to the right of the façade entry. Vinyl 
shutters flank the windows on the façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features an off-
center, recessed, single-leaf façade entry with a 
three-light wood door that opens onto a one-bay 
brick corner porch on a front projection.  The 
porch features cast-iron railing and is sheltered 
by a wide overhanging eave supported by a 
decorative cast-iron post.  An attached garage 
extends from the southwest end of the house. 
The garage features a paneled wood garage door. 
The southwest elevation features one single-leaf 
side entry and two single windows. The 
northeast elevation is punctuated by two single 
windows. The rear, or southeast, elevation 
features a single-leaf rear entry that opens to a 
concrete stoop. An enclosed porch, which 
extends from the rear elevation, is sheltered by a 
shed roof. A large capped and corbelled exterior 
chimney pierces the eave of the roof at the 
enclosed porch.   

 

Figure 36. DHR # 131-5466: South-southwesterly view of the façade and northeast elevation.  
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A circa 1970–1990 one-story, 
prefabricated frame shed with a gambrel roof 
clad in asphalt shingles is located 
approximately 45 ft southeast of the residence. 
The shed is clad in vertical paneling and 
features a double-leaf entry.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5466 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5466 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5467 
Address: 4020 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375214 N: 4072447 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 37 

Date(s) of Construction: 1968 

Description: DHR # 131-5467 consists of a 
residence and outbuilding at 4020 Spring 

Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.12 mi 
northeast of its intersection with Sunnybrook 
Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and 
totals .367 acres. The residence is set back 
approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way. A 
house is first depicted in this location on the 
1986 photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1968. 

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(w/w/d/w/d) Ranch house (Figure 37). Of 
frame construction, the 1,795 sq ft house is set 
on a concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip roof. 
Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. A five-light bow window is 
located to the right of the façade entry. Wood 
shutters with decorative square detailing flank 
the windows on the façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features a central, 
recessed, single-leaf façade entry with a 
paneled door that opens onto a one-bay brick 
porch.  The porch features a cast-iron 
balustrade and cast-iron railing and is 
sheltered by a wide overhanging eave.  An 
attached garage extends from the southwest 
end of the house. The southwest elevation 
features one single-leaf side entry and a 
corbelled and capped exterior end brick 
chimney that pierces the eave.  The northeast 
elevation is punctuated by two single 
windows. The rear, or southeast, elevation 
features a double-leaf rear entry that opens to 
a polished granite patio.  

A circa 1970–1980 one-story, frame shed 
with a side-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles 
is located approximately 40 ft south of the 
residence. The shed is clad in weatherboard 
siding and features a double-leaf entry and a 
single window.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5467 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
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Figure 37. DHR # 131-5467: South-southwesterly view of the façade and northeast elevation.  

thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. The Ranch house is a common residential 
form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As 
such, examples of this form must demonstrate 
noteworthy architectural features and integrity to 
be considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate 
integrity of materials, design, and workmanship, 
this example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the region 
identical in form and character. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5467 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP 
under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts in 
the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5468 
Address: 4016 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375186 N: 4072433 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 38 

Date(s) of Construction: 1969 

Description:  DHR # 131-5468 consists of a 
residence and two outbuildings at 4016 Spring 
Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.10 mi 
northeast of its intersection with Sunnybrook 
Terrace. The .375-acre parcel features an open 
front lawn, and a chain-link fence encloses the 
backyard. The residence is set back 
approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way. A 
house is first depicted in this location on the 
1986 photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date this 
resource to 1969. 
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Figure 38. DHR # 131-5468: South-southeasterly view of the façade.  

The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(d/w/w/d/w/w) Ranch house (Figure 38). Of 
frame construction, the 1,846 sq ft house is on 
a concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip roof. 
Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. A five-light bow window is 
located to the left of the façade entry. A bank 
of three windows is located to the far left of 
the façade entry on the former attached 
garage, which is now enclosed.  Wood shutters 
with raised panels flank the windows on the 
façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features a central, 
recessed, single-leaf façade entry with a 
paneled door that opens onto a one-bay brick 
porch. The porch features a cast-iron 
balustrade and cast-iron railing and is 
sheltered by a wide overhanging eave. The 
northeast elevation features one single-leaf 

side entry. The southwest elevation is 
punctuated by two single windows. The rear, 
or southeast, elevation features a double-leaf 
rear entry that opens to a wood deck. The deck 
features a decorative balustrade with sunburst 
design and a wheelchair ramp.  

A circa 1970–1980 one-and-one-half-
story, frame garage with a gambrel roof clad 
in asphalt shingles is located approximately 65 
ft southeast of the residence. The façade of the 
stucco-clad garage features a garage bay with 
a paneled overhead garage door and two one-
over-one-light, double-hung sash windows on 
the upper half-story. A circa 1970–1980 one-
story, prefabricated metal shed with a front-
gable roof clad in metal panels is located 
south-southwest of the garage.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
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associations between DHR # 131-5468 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5468 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5469 
Address: 4012 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375158 N: 4072416 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 39 

Date(s) of Construction: 1968 

Description:  DHR # 131-5469 consists of a 
residence at 4012 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
approximately 0.08 mi northeast of its 
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The 
parcel features an open lawn and totals .367 
acres. The residence is set back approximately 
35 ft from the right-of-way. A house is first 
depicted in this location on the 1986 
photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1968. 

 

Figure 39. DHR # 131-5469: Easterly view of the façade and southwest elevation.  
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The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(d/w/w/d/w/w) Ranch house (Figure 39). Of 
frame construction, the 1,667 sq ft house is set 
on a concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip roof. 
Windows exhibit two-over-two, double-hung 
wood sashes with aluminum storm windows. 
A fifteen-light bow window is located to the 
left of the façade entry. Wood shutters with 
raised panels flank the windows on the façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features a central, 
recessed, single-leaf façade entry with a 
paneled door and decorative cast-iron storm 
door that opens onto a one-bay brick porch.  
The porch features a cast-iron balustrade and 
cast-iron railing and is sheltered by a wide 
overhanging eave. An attached garage extends 
from the northeast end of the house. The 
garage features a three-light wood paneled 
garage door with a bank of three aluminum 
storm doors.  The northeast elevation is void 
of any windows and doors. The southwest 
elevation is punctuated by two single 
windows. The rear, or southeast, elevation 
features an enclosed frame porch sheltered by 
a shed roof. The enclosed porch features a 
single-leaf rear entry that opens to a concrete 
stoop. A capped and corbelled interior brick 
chimney pierces the roof on the rear elevation 
near the enclosed porch. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5469 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 

from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5469 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5470 
Address: 4008 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375133 N: 4072400 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 40 

Date(s) of Construction: 1968 

Description:  DHR # 131-5470 consists of a 
residence at 4008 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
approximately 0.07 mi northeast of its 
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The 
parcel features an open lawn and totals .356 
acres. The residence is set back approximately 
40 ft from the right-of-way. A house is first 
depicted in this location on the 1986 
photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1968. 

The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(d/w/www/d/w/w) Ranch house (Figure 40). 
Of frame construction, the 1,688 sq ft house is 
set on a concrete foundation clad in brick 
veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad 
cross-gable roof with winged gables. 
Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. A tripartite window comprised of 
a stationary picture window flanked by two 
smaller operational sash windows is located to 
the left of the façade entry on a central cross-
gable projection. Wood shutters flank the 
windows on the façade.  
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Figure 40. DHR # 131-5470: Easterly view of the façade and southwest elevation.  

An asymmetrical façade features an off-
center, single-leaf façade entry with a paneled 
door and twelve-light storm door that opens 
onto a one-bay brick porch. The porch features 
a brick balustrade and cast-iron railing and is 
sheltered by a wide overhanging eave from the 
cross-gable projection. An attached garage 
extends from the northeast end of the house.  
The garage features a four-light wood paneled 
garage door with a bank of four aluminum 
storm doors.  The northeast elevation features 
a single-leaf side entry. The southwest 
elevation is punctuated by two single 
windows. The rear, or southeast, elevation 
features a frame sunroom. The sunroom 
features three double-leaf entries and four sets 
of five-light jalousie windows. A capped and 
corbelled exterior brick chimney pierces the 
eave on the rear elevation near the enclosed 
porch. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 

in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5470 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5470 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 
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Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5471 
Address: 4004 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375105 N: 4072383 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 41 

Date(s) of Construction: 1967 

Description: DHR # 131-5471 consists of a 
residence and outbuilding at 4004 Spring 
Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.04 mi 
northeast of its intersection with Sunnybrook 
Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and 
totals .346 acres.  The residence is set back 
approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way. A 
house is first depicted in this location on the 
1986 photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 

quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1967. 

The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(d/w/w/d/w/w) Ranch house (Figure 41). Of 
frame construction, the 1,688 sq ft house is set 
on a concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip roof. 
Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. A five-light bow window is 
located to the left of the façade entry on a 
central hipped projection.  Wood shutters with 
raised square panel designs flank the windows 
on the façade.  

An asymmetrical façade features an off-
center, single-leaf façade entry with a paneled 
door and storm door that opens onto a one-bay 
brick corner porch that is sheltered by a wide 
overhanging eave of the hipped projection 
supported by a decorative cast-iron support.  
An attached garage extends from the northeast 
end of the house. The garage features a 
paneled garage door with a bank of four 
aluminum storm doors. The northeast 
elevation features a single-leaf side entry.  The  

 

Figure 41. DHR # 131-5471: South-southwesterly view of the façade and northeast elevation.  
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southwest elevation is punctuated by two single 
windows. The rear, or southeast, elevation 
features double-leaf rear entry that opens to a 
wood deck with a simple wood balustrade. A 
central corbelled and capped exterior brick 
chimney pierces the eave on the rear elevation. 

A circa 1970–1980 one-story, prefabricated 
frame shed with a gambrel roof clad in asphalt 
shingles is located south of the residence.  The 
shed features vertical board paneling and a 
double-leaf façade entry.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5471 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. The Ranch house is a common residential 
form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As 
such, examples of this form must demonstrate 
noteworthy architectural features and integrity 
to be considered individually eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. While this resource retains 
moderate integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples throughout 
the region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5471 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or 
C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5472 
Address: 4000 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad:  Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375077 N: 4072366 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 42 

Date(s) of Construction: 1968 

Description:  DHR # 131-5472 consists of a 
residence at 4000 Spring Meadow Crescent, 
immediately east of its intersection with 
Sunnybrook Terrace. The parcel features an 
open lawn bisected by a concrete sidewalk and 
totals .384 acres. The residence is set back 
approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way. A 
house is first depicted in this location on the 
1986 photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date this 
resource to 1968. 

The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(w/w/d/www/w/w) Ranch house (Figure 42). 
Of frame construction, the 1,782 sq ft house sits 
on a concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad side-gable 
roof. Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-
hung vinyl sashes with muntins affixed to 
simulate eight-over-eight light sashes. A 
tripartite window comprised of a stationary 
picture window with muntins affixed to 
simulate a 24-light window and flanked by two 
smaller operational sash windows is located to 
the right of the façade entry on a central side-
gable projection. Vinyl shutters flank the 
windows on the façade. A central corbelled and 
capped interior brick chimney pierces the 
ridgeline of the side-gable roof. 

An asymmetrical façade features an off-
center, single-leaf façade entry with a four-light 
paneled door and a cast-iron storm door that 
opens onto a two-bay brick porch sheltered by 
the side-gabled roof of the central projection 
and supported by square posts.  The southwest 
elevation features an attached garage with a 
paneled garage door and an integrated screened 
porch.  The northeast elevation is punctuated by 
two single windows. The rear, or southeast, 
elevation features an integrated screened porch 
that occupies the south-southwest corner of the 
house. A double-leaf rear entry opens to a 
concrete stoop on the rear elevation. 
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Figure 42. DHR # 131-5472: South-southeasterly view of the façade.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5472 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5472 is not individually eligible for 

inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5473 
Address: 4108 Cedar Grove Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375331 N: 4072598 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 43 

Date(s) of Construction: 1967 

Description:  DHR # 131-5473 consists of a 
residence and two outbuildings at 4108 Cedar 
Grove Crescent, immediately southwest of its 
intersection with Spring Meadow Crescent. 
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The parcel, which features an open front lawn 
bisected by a concrete sidewalk and a 
backyard enclosed by a wooden privacy fence, 
totals .42 acres. The residence is set back 
approximately 45 ft from the right-of-way. A 
house is first depicted in this location on the 
1986 photorevised Bowers Hill topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1967. 

The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(w/w/ww/d/w/w) Ranch house (Figure 43). Of 
frame construction, the 2,953 sq ft house is set 
on a concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip roof. 
Windows are two-, three-, and four-light metal 
jalousie windows. A five-light bow window is 
located to the left of the façade entry.   

An asymmetrical façade features an off-
center, recessed, single-leaf façade entry with 
a three-panel door and a vinyl storm door that 
opens onto a one-bay brick and stone porch 
that is sheltered by the overhanging eave of a 

hipped projection. The southeast elevation 
features an attached garaged with a wood 
garage door. The garage door features 
contrasting diamond design trim work. The 
northwest elevation is punctuated by two 
single windows. The rear, or southwest, 
elevation features a one-room screened porch 
that is sheltered by a shed roof. A single-leaf 
rear entry from the porch opens to a concrete 
stoop and sidewalk. A corbelled and capped 
interior brick chimney pierces the hipped roof 
near the attached garage. 

A circa 1970–1980 one-story, frame shed, 
located approximately 15 ft south-southwest 
of the residence, is set upon a concrete 
foundation and features vertical board 
paneling, two single-leaf façade entries with 
paneled doors, and three two-light jalousie 
windows. A circa 1970–1980 one-story, frame 
shed with a front-gable roof clad in asphalt 
shingles is located approximately 35 ft west-
northwest of the residence.   

 

Figure 43. DHR # 131-5473: Westerly view of the façade. 
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Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5473 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5473 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5474 
Address: 4112 Cedar Grove Crescent, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375376 N: 4072568 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 44 

Date(s) of Construction: 1968 

Description:  DHR # 131-5474 consists of a 
residence at 4112 Cedar Grove Crescent, 
immediately southeast of its intersection with 
Spring Meadow Crescent. The parcel, which 
features an open front lawn bisected by a 
concrete sidewalk, totals .372 acres.  The 
residence is set back approximately 50 ft from 
the right-of-way. A house is first depicted in 
this location on the 1986 photorevised Bowers 

Hill topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1968. 

The residence is a two-story, four-bay 
(w/dd/www/www) modified Ranch house 
(Figure 44). Of frame construction, the 2,787 
sq ft house sits on a concrete foundation clad 
in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick 
veneer and faux stone veneer, and is sheltered 
by an asphalt-shingle-clad hip roof. A second-
story frame addition, clad in vinyl siding with 
a pyramidal roof, extends above the hipped 
core of the house.  Windows exhibit one-over-
one-light, double-hung vinyl sash windows 
with muntins affixed to simulate a six-over-
six-light arrangement. A 20-light wood picture 
window is located to the left of the façade 
entry.  

An asymmetrical façade features an off-
center, recessed, double-leaf façade entry with 
paneled doors flanked by sidelights that open 
to an integrated two-bay recessed concrete 
porch.  The roof of the porch is supported by 
square posts, and arches run between the 
posts.  The second-story addition features four 
single windows on the façade. A capped and 
corbelled brick chimney pierces the ridgeline 
of the core of the house near the second-story 
addition.  The northeast elevation features two 
single windows on the core of the house and a 
single-leaf entry and two additional windows 
on a vinyl-clad rear addition. A tall capped 
and corbelled exterior brick chimney pierces 
the eave of the southeast elevation. A screened 
porch wraps the south-southeast corner of the 
house. The rear, or southwest, elevation 
features two double-leaf rear entries sheltered 
by the overhang of the second-story addition 
that open to brick and concrete patios.  The 
rear frame addition features a one-bay brick 
corner porch on the rear elevation. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: This resource is not eligible for 
listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5474 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
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Figure 44. DHR # 131-5474: Southwesterly view of the façade.  

Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. The integrity 
of materials, design, and workmanship of this 
resource has been diminished by the 
construction of frame second-story and rear 
additions and the installation of vinyl 
windows.  Furthermore, this example does not 
exhibit denotative characteristics that would 
otherwise separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5474 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5613 
Address: Rotunda Avenue at Interstate 64, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375593 N: 4071744 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 45 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1909 

Description:  DHR # 131-5613 consists of an 
approximately 700 ft portion of the Virginian 
Railway (VGN) near the intersection of 
Rotunda Avenue and Interstate 64. This 
segment falls within the current project APE.  
The rail corridor, which is no longer in use, is 
first depicted in this location on the 1921 15-
minute Newport News topographic 
quadrangle.    
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Constructed in 1909, this segment of the 
VGN rail corridor runs parallel to Rotunda 
Avenue and beneath the east- and west-bound 
overpasses of I-64 (David 2004).  Vegetation 
fills the corridor on either side of the 
overpasses, obscuring much of the view of the 
tracks. Within the APE, the resource is 
characterized by a small portion of the rail line 
and a wooden railroad trestle (Figure 45). The 
small trestle features post construction and 
spans a small tributary of Goose Creek. The 
line within the APE is characterized by a pair of 
steel tracks set upon timber ties inset within a 
shallow berm. The trackbed is void of ballast 
and is heavily overgrown. 

Incorporated in 1907, the VGN was 
founded by Henry Huddleston Rogers, who 
aimed to connect the coalfields in West 
Virginia to ports on the Atlantic Ocean.  
Construction on the eastern end of the railway, 
known as the Tidewater Railway between 
Sewell’s Point and Roanoke, Virginia, was 
started in 1903.  In 1959, the VGN merged with 
Norfolk and Western (now Norfolk Southern) 

(Princeton Railroad Museum and Archer 
2007:7-8).   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: This resource is not eligible for 
listing in the NRHP. The VGN is associated 
with efforts of industrialists and capitalists of 
the early twentieth century to exploit extractive 
industries, particularly coal operations, in West 
Virginia, bringing their product to larger 
markets for profit. By 1921, more than 150,000 
coal-rich acres were under development along 
the Virginian Railway. However, while the rail 
line is both broadly and specifically associated 
with such economic ventures and the 
development of commerce markets in the early 
twentieth century, a trend continuing from 
earlier decades, the portion of the corridor 
within the immediate vicinity of the APE no 
longer retains sufficient integrity to reflect such 
associations. Characterized by a small span of 
track and a small wood post trestle spanning a 
tributary, the corridor has become heavily 
overgrown following the line’s abandonment 
and nearly completely disappears from the 
landscape amidst the surrounding vegetation. 

 

Figure 45. DHR # 131-5613: East-southeasterly view of the railroad.  
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It no longer remains evident as an intact 
corridor reflecting its historical associations as 
an important rail commerce route between 
Virginia and the West Virginia coalfields. 
Furthermore, the integrity of the corridor is 
further diminished by the construction of I-64, 
under which the corridor passes, which 
obstructs the perception of the corridor as an 
intact element of the landscape. While 
complete investigation of the VGN beyond the 
APE was beyond the scope of the field 
investigations, it can be surmised that even if a 
larger part of the VGN were determined to be 
eligible for the NRHP as a linear resource at a 
point in the future, this portion would not be 
considered a contributing element of that 
resource due to the substantial loss of 
integrity, which prevents the resource’s ability 
to convey its associations under Criterion A. 
Broadly associated with the founder of the 
VGN, H.H. Rogers, there are no specific 
associations between this portion of the line 
and Rogers; therefore, it is not eligible for 
listing under Criterion B. This resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. Heavily disrupted and 
characterized by diminished integrity of 
materials, workmanship, and design, this 
portion of the line and corridor also does not 
demonstrate any noteworthy engineering. The 
small trestle passing over the tributary of 
Goose Creek is likewise void of significant 
design or engineering merits. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5613 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5475 
Address: Rotunda Avenue at Interstate 64, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375348 N: 4071708 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 46 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1969 

Description:  DHR # 131-5475 consists of a 
wooden deck bridge (VA Structure No. 8037, 
Federal Structure ID 21821) over a tributary of 
Goose Creek near the intersection of Rotunda 
Avenue and Interstate 64.  

Constructed in 1969, this single-span 
bridge is roughly 21 ft long and 30.5 ft wide 
and features frame abutments on either side of 
the tributary, an original wooden deck 
resurfaced with asphalt, and steel 
reinforcement and guard rails (VDOT 2013) 
(Figure 46).  Alterations to the bridge include 
the paving of the deck and extension of the 
abutment retaining walls using bags of 
concrete as building material.  Over time, the 
bags used to extend the retaining walls have 
rotted away, leaving concrete forms in the 
shape of small bags of concrete.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: This resource is not eligible for 
listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5475 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. This single span bridge represents 
a common form and does not demonstrate 
noteworthy architectural or engineering 
features and integrity to be considered 
individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. 
The integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship of this resource has been 
diminished by the alteration of the decking 
and abutments. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5475 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 46. DHR # 131-5475: West-northwesterly view of the decking and abutments of the bridge.  

DHR # 131-5476 
Address: South Military Highway, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 375348 N: 4071708 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 47 

Date(s) of Construction: 1938 

Description:  DHR # 131-5476 consists of a 
steel stringer bridge (VA Structure No. 1811, 
Federal Structure ID 21830) on South Military 
Highway over the defunct Norfolk Southern 
(formerly Virginian and Norfolk and Western) 
rail line.  

Constructed in 1938, this three-span 
bridge is roughly 148 ft long and 47.9 ft wide 
and features poured concrete abutments on 
either side of the rail crossing (VDOT 2013) 
(Figure 47).  Two sets of three reinforced 
concrete piers support the steel superstructure 
and concrete decking of the bridge. The bridge 
retains its original reinforced concrete 
balustrade. The openings between the vertical 
supports of the balustrade form gothic arches, 
and the end posts feature Gothic arch insets.  
The bridge has not been reconstructed. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: This resource is not eligible for 
listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5476 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
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Figure 47. DHR # 131-5476: Southeasterly view of the decking and railing of the bridge.  

Criterion C. This triple-span steel stringer 
bridge represents a common form and does not 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural or 
engineering features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. While this bridge retains integrity 
of materials, design, and workmanship, it 
represents a common type. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5476 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5477 
Address: 4321 South Military Highway, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 374877 N: 4071914 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 48 

Date(s) of Construction: 1948 

Description:  DHR # 131-5477 consists of a 
clubhouse and shooting range at 4321 S. 
Military Highway, north-northwest of its 
intersection with Rotunda Avenue.  The 
parcel, which features an open front lawn and 
an outdoor shooting range in the rear, totals 
7.28 acres. The clubhouse is set back 
approximately 175 ft from the right-of-way. A 
structure is first depicted in this location on 
the 1965 Bowers Hill topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1948. 

The clubhouse is a one-story, two-bay 
(d/dd) concrete block, side-gable building 
(Figure 48). Of concrete block construction, 
the 5,376 sq ft house is set on a poured 
concrete foundation and is sheltered by a 
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Figure 48. DHR # 131-5477: North-northeasterly view of the façade.  

metal panel side-gable roof. Three metal vents 
are visible along the ridgeline of the roof.  An 
additional square metal vent pierces the 
roofline. No windows are visible on the core 
of the building.  

An asymmetrical façade features an off-
center, single-leaf entry with a metal door that 
opens to a concrete stoop.  A corrugated metal 
awning extends over this primary façade entry.  
A secondary double-leaf façade entry is 
located to the far right of the primary entry.  
This entry also features metal doors. The 
western elevation features a single, off-center 
single-leaf side entry. The eastern elevation 
features a metal and concrete enclosed lean-to 
extension. A tall concrete and metal wall is 
located to the east of the east elevation of the 
building.   

The rear, or north, elevation features two 
small frame shed additions. The western 
addition features vinyl one-over-one-light 
double-hung vinyl sash windows with muntins 
affixed to simulate six-over-six-light sashes, 
vertical wood paneling, an asphalt-shingle 
roof, and a double-leaf rear entry that opens to 

concrete steps. The eastern shed addition 
features no windows or doors, is clad in 
vertical board siding, and is sheltered by an 
asphalt-shingle roof.  

The outdoor shooting range is comprised 
of five small outbuildings located north of the 
clubhouse.  Four of these buildings are front-
gable shed buildings that feature frame 
construction, raised pier foundations, front-
gable roofs clad in metal panels, double-leaf 
façade entries, and exterior cladding of 
vertical wood paneling.  The fifth outbuilding 
features concrete block construction and a 
shed roof clad in metal panels.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: This resource is not eligible for 
listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5477 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The clubhouse is an 
undistinguished vernacular form that dates to 
the mid-twentieth century. It lacks notable 
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architectural elements that would elevate its 
significance and make it eligible for listing in 
the NRHP under Criterion C. The integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship of this 
resource has been diminished by the 
construction of frame rear additions.  
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5477 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5325 
Address: Biernot Road, Interstate 64, Carlisle 
Road, Compaz Road, Danberry Street, East 
Road, Hertz Road, Homestead Road, Old State 
Road, Peach Avenue, Seldon Road, Sondej 
Avenue, Sunray Avenue, and Truitt Road, 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 374260 N: 4071570; E: 375010 N: 
4069560; E: 373430 N: 4069290; E: 372390 
N: 4069940; E: 371420 N: 4070800; E: 
371890 N: 4071130; E: 373570 N: 4071870; 
E: 373770 N: 4071950; E: 374160 N: 4071660 

Maps: Figures 2, 3, and 50 

Photographs: Figure 49 

Date(s) of Construction: 1908–1956 

Description: The Sunray Agricultural (Rural) 
Historic District (DHR# 131-5325), which is 
comprised of approximately 1,264 acres, 
includes the twentieth-century farmhouses, 
outbuildings, agricultural fields, and public 
buildings associated with the planned colony 
of Sunray. Roughly bounded by the Great 
Dismal Swamp and Interstate 64, the district is 
accessed via a single asphalt roadway flanked 
by brackish-water ditches (David 2007).   

The 281 contributing resources of the 
district include 90 sites, 188 buildings, 2 
structures, and 1 object.  These contributing 
resources include early-twentieth-century 
farmsteads and their associated outbuildings, 

the intersecting railroad tracts of the defunct 
Virginian Railway, and institutional buildings 
along Homestead Road, including the Sunray 
School and St. Mary’s Catholic Church, parish 
house, rectory, and cemetery (David 2004). 
Only the northeasternmost portion of the 
district reaches into the APE; it is 
characterized by grassy fields lined with 
mature evergreen and deciduous trees (Figure 
49). No buildings or structures are located in 
the portion of the district that reaches into the 
APE for the project.    

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR# 131-5325, the Sunray 
Agricultural (Rural) Historic District, was 
listed in the NRHP in 2007. The expansive 
district stretches well beyond the APE for the 
project, but the portion of the district within 
the APE and its immediate vicinity is 
characterized only by wooded and grassy 
fields. There are no structures present within 
this area. These fields, once agricultural 
spaces, continue to provide a buffer on the 
fringe of the district between modern 
development and the resources within the 
limits of the district, merging into the rural 
aesthetic of the region. As such, the portion of 
the district within the APE continues to reflect 
and support the overall district’s agricultural 
roots in that it is undisturbed by modern 
development, and it is considered a 
contributing portion of the NRHP-listed 
district, which is noted for its association as a 
planned agrarian community of Polish 
immigrants dating to the early-twentieth 
century. The district retains eligibility under 
Criteria A and C for its association with 
agriculture, community planning and 
development, a designed landscape, and ethnic 
heritage from the period 1908–1956.  

Recommendations for Further Study: DHR # 
131-5325, the Sunray Agricultural (Rural) 
Historic District, is currently listed in the 
NRHP; thus, no additional study is 
recommended.  
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Figure 49. DHR # 131-5325: North-northeasterly view from Sunray Agricultural (Rural) Historic District toward the 
vegetation blocking the project APE. 



Figure 50. DHR # 131-5325: NRHP Boundary of Sunray Agricultural (Rural) Historic District. 
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Section 2: I-64 between I-264 
and U.S. 13 Interchanges 
None of the 183 historic architectural 

resources identified as part of the survey lie 
within this area. There are no existing historic 
properties identified in this section of the 
APE. U.S. 13, which runs parallel to the south 
side of I-64 in this section of the APE, is 
primarily flanked by post-1970 industrial 
development. 

Section 3: U.S. 13 
Interchange 

Eight of the 183 historic architectural 
resources identified as part of the survey lie 
within this area. The majority of the resources 
that comprise the section consist of mid-
twentieth-century suburban residences. A 
mobile home park is also included in the 
section. All properties are located on Galberry 
Road, a two-lane, winding road, which 
exhibits a more rural character than other 
roads in the area. One previously-surveyed 
property was located in this section; however, 
it has been demolished since the previous 
survey (DHR # 131-0545). 

DHR # 131-5478 
Address: 3732 South Military Highway, 
Chesapeake, VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 377804 N: 4070353 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 51–53 

Date(s) of Construction: Circa 1950–1980 

Description: DHR # 131-5478 consists of 
Cavalier Estates Mobile Home Park, 
comprised of the park office, a garage, and 
approximately 54 mobile homes located at 
3732 South Military Highway, approximately 
.09 mi east of its intersection with Galberry 
Road. The structures are situated on a level, 

approximately 3.83-acre parcel with scattered 
trees. Asphalt drives run through the property, 
with the structures situated approximately 10 
ft from each drive. DHR# 131-5478 is first 
depicted on the 1965 Norfolk South 
topographic quadrangle.  

The centrally-located office is a two-bay 
(w/w), two-story, side-gabled frame structure 
clad with vinyl siding beneath an asphalt-
shingle roof (Figure 51). The foundation 
material is not visible. A two-story, shed roof 
addition is attached to the center of the 
northeast elevation. All second-story windows 
are identical.  

The primary, second-floor entry is located 
at the southern corner of the southeast 
elevation of the addition and faces south. It is 
comprised of a vinyl door sheltered beneath a 
metal awning that opens onto metal steps. 
Façade windows are comprised of two-over-
two, double-hung vinyl sashes. First-story 
windows located on the northwest and 
southeast (side) elevations are comprised of 
fixed vinyl sashes. Second-story windows are 
located at the center of these elevations.  

The garage, known as “B” building, is 
located approximately 154 ft northeast of the 
office and is a one-story, three-bay (w/d/w), 
front-gabled concrete block structure (Figure 
52). It is situated beneath an asphalt-shingle 
roof. The foundation is not visible. Identical 
entries, comprised of a single wood door, are 
located at the center of the north and south 
elevations. The easternmost bay of the south 
elevation exhibits a one-over-one, double-
hung vinyl sash window with snap-in grids; 
the westernmost bay exhibits a one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sash. The eastern and 
westernmost bays of the north elevation 
exhibit unoccupied window openings.  

The 54 mobile homes are comprised 
primarily of one-story, flat-roof, rectangular 
frame structures situated along the three 
asphalt and gravel drives that run through the 
property (Figure 53). A concrete driveway 
extends to each. Each is clad with corrugated 
metal beneath a metal roof. The foundations 
are sheathed by metal panels. Doors are 
primarily comprised of vinyl replacements, 
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and windows are comprised of one-over-one, 
double-hung aluminum sashes. Several mobile 
homes exhibit projecting bay windows.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Originally popular as 
recreational vehicles during the 1920s, mobile 
homes became popular after World War I as a 
cheap means of permanent housing for 
returning veterans and their families.  Because 
they were cheaper to purchase than a 
traditional home and offered an expanded 
sense of mobility and convenience, mobile 
homes became a convenient, marketable 
housing option in light of a drastic housing 
shortage following the war. Mobile homes 
were purchased in large numbers as the public 
embraced their versatility and mobility, which 
allowed them to travel wherever a job may be. 
This was especially desirable in the post-war 
years, as veterans looked to assimilate back 
into productive society where they were now 
likely to have a family to support. Mobile 
homes during this period saw a dramatic 
evolution from their earlier counterparts, 
which were quite boxy and, in actuality, had 

very little metalwork. In the post–World War 
II era, however, they were almost exclusively 
metal, with less built-in interior furniture. 
Forms also became longer, although the width 
remained at 8 ft, which was dictated by 
problems in shipping. DHR # 131-5478 is an 
example of a typical mid-century mobile home 
park.  

Research has revealed no associations 
between DHR # 131-5478 and events or 
persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. While the majority of materials 
appear to be original, the park is not a 
noteworthy example of a mid-century mobile 
home park. The mobile homes do not exhibit 
noteworthy features or represent a particularly 
early or innovative method of construction 
either individually or collectively. The 
maker(s) and model(s) of the mobile homes 
are unknown, and no significant associations 
with a manufacturer have been determined. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 

 

Figure 51. DHR # 131-5478: Southwesterly view of Cavalier Estates rental office.  
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Figure 52. DHR # 131-5478: Southwesterly view of “B” building. 

 

Figure 53. DHR # 131-5478: Southwesterly overview of Cavalier Estates.  
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131-5478 is not eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5479 
Address: 3588 Galberry Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad:  Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 377887 N: 4070332 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 54–56 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5479 consists of two 
residences, a mobile home, and a shed located 
at 3588 Galberry Road, approximately .22 mi 
east of its intersection with South Military 
Highway. A prefabricated shed is also 
associated with the property. The structures 
are situated on a level, wooded, approximately 
2.635-acre parcel. The two residences and 
mobile home are situated at the end of a gravel 
drive, approximately 238 ft from the right-of-
way. A house is first depicted at this location 
on the 1965 Norfolk South topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1963. 

The primary residence is a one-story, 
three-bay (ww/wwwwww/ww), side-gabled, 
frame Compact Ranch house with additions 
and an attached carport (Figure 54). It is 
situated on a concrete block foundation 
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad 
with vinyl siding. Windows throughout the 
original portion of the house are identical and 
consist of metal jalousie units. Two chimneys 
are also present that rise above the slope of the 
roof: an interior brick chimney and an exterior 
brick chimney attached to the southern half of 
the southeast (side) elevation. The residence 
comprises approximately 1,488 sq ft of living 
space. 

The primary entry is located at the 
northern corner of the southeast (side) 
elevation of a flat-roof sunroom addition 
attached to the center of the façade. It is 
comprised of a sliding metal and glass door 
that opens onto poured concrete steps. A side-
gabled addition adjoins the southern corner of 
the rear elevation. A secondary entry that 
opens into the attached carport is located at the 
southern corner of the southeast elevation of 
the addition. Four large, fixed metal sash 
windows are located along the northwest 
elevation of the addition. The shed roof 
carport, attached to the southeast elevation of 
the side-gabled addition, is supported by metal 
posts.  

The secondary residence is located 
approximately 60 ft east of the primary 
residence. It is a one-story, three-bay (d/w/w), 
front-gabled frame house (Figure 55) situated 
on a concrete block foundation beneath an 
asphalt-shingle roof and clad with board and 
battens. The façade entry is comprised of a 
paneled wood door with three lights set behind 
an aluminum storm door that opens onto a 
concrete stoop. Façade windows are 
comprised of metal jalousie units sheltered 
beneath a metal awning. A secondary entry is 
located at the northern corner of the southwest 
(side) elevation and is identical to the primary 
entry. Additional windows are comprised of 
two-over-two, double-hung aluminum sashes.  

The mobile home is located approximately 
10 ft north of the secondary residence. It is a 
one-story, five-bay (w/w/ww/d/w), flat roof, 
frame structure clad with corrugated metal 
panels beneath a metal roof. The entry is 
comprised of a vinyl door that opens onto a 
wood deck. Windows are comprised of metal 
jalousie units and one-over-one, double-hung 
metal sashes.  

The shed is located approximately 18 ft 
north of the mobile home. It is a one-story, 
side-gabled frame structure (Figure 56) 
situated on a concrete block foundation 
beneath a standing seam metal roof. It is clad 
with wood panels. Paired wood casement 
windows are located at the center of the east 
elevation.  
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Figure 54. DHR # 131-5479: Northerly view of primary residence.   

 

Figure 55. DHR # 131-5479: Easterly view of secondary residence.  
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Figure 56. DHR # 131-5479: Easterly view of the shed and prefabricated shed.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5479 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. While the Ranch house located at 
DHR# 131-5479 exhibits several character-
defining features of the basic Ranch house, 
such as a single-storied, side-gabled form, it is 
not an example of exceptional significance 
needed for listing in the NRHP. It exhibits 
elements commonly found on Ranch houses 
constructed from the period throughout the 
United States and is undistinguished in terms 
of its design, style, or other architectural 
features. The large sunroom addition and the 
rear addition have compromised its integrity 
of design, materials, and workmanship. The 

secondary buildings are also insignificant 
forms that are representative of mid-century 
outbuildings. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5479 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5480 
Address: 3577 Galberry Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 377912 N: 4070208 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 
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Photographs: Figures 57–59 

Date(s) of Construction: 1958 

Description: DHR # 131-5480 consists of a 
residence, pool house, workshop, and shed 
located at 3577 Galberry Road, approximately 
.25 mi east of its intersection with South 
Military Highway. The structures are situated 
on a level, grassy, approximately 2.119-acre 
parcel. They are situated at the end of a poured 
concrete driveway approximately 70 ft from 
the right-of-way. A house is first depicted at 
this location on the 1965 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1958. 

The residence is a one-and-one-half story, 
four-bay (ww/ww/d/www), double-pile, side-
gabled with a front-gabled extension, frame 
house with an attached carport (Figure 57). It 
is primarily clad with a brick veneer beneath 
an asphalt-shingle roof, with the rear elevation 
and gable ends clad with vinyl siding. The 
foundation material is not visible. An interior 
brick chimney extends from the center of the 
roof. Windows throughout are one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids; 
the façade and gable end windows are flanked 
with decorative, louvered shutters. The 
residence comprises approximately 2,896 sq ft 
of living space.  

The off-center primary entry is comprised 
of a wood paneled door that opens onto a 
single-bay brick porch sheltered beneath a 
front-gabled porch roof supported by fluted 
columns. The easternmost bay is comprised of 
a large vinyl picture window flanked by 
smaller one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes with snap-in grids. A recessed, 
secondary entry is located at the center of the 
east elevation and is comprised of a French 
door with snap-in grids that opens onto a brick 
stoop. Two additional secondary entries, 
comprised of a vinyl sliding glass door and 
vinyl French doors, are located at the center of 
the rear elevation. A shed roof dormer extends 
from the center of the rear elevation roof. The 
attached carport is supported by brick piers, 
forming two vehicle bays. A vinyl door with a 
single light and snap-in grids is located at the 
center of the rear elevation of the carport.  

The pool house is located approximately 
23 ft southeast of the residence. It is a one-
story, front-gabled frame structure clad with 
metal panels beneath a standing seam roof 
(Figure 58). An entry comprised of an 
aluminum screen door is located at the western 
corner of the north elevation. Windows 
comprised of one-over-one, double-hung 
aluminum sashes are located along all 
elevations.  

The workshop is located approximately 51 
ft south of the residence and is a one-story, 
front-gabled, concrete block structure (Figure 
59). The area beneath the gable is clad with 
asbestos siding, and the structure is situated 
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. An exterior 
concrete block chimney is attached to the 
center of the north elevation. An open garage 
bay is located at the southern corner of the 
west elevation. Windows are comprised of 
fixed metal sashes.  

The shed is located approximately 13 ft 
south of the workshop (see Figure 59). The 
metal roof is supported by wood posts, with 
only the south elevation clad with metal 
panels.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5480 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The structures located at DHR # 
131-5480 are undistinguished building forms 
that lack the significance and integrity 
necessary for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. They are not of a specific style or 
significant design, nor do they represent a 
significant construction method. The addition 
of replacement siding and windows to the 
residence have compromised its integrity of 
design, materials, and workmanship.  
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 
131-5480 is not eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 
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Figure 57. DHR # 131-5480: Southwesterly view of residence.   

 

Figure 58. DHR # 131-5480: Southwesterly view of pool house.  
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Figure 59. DHR #131-5480: Northeasterly view of workshop and shed.    

DHR # 131-5481 
Address: 3561 Galberry Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 377992 N: 4070203 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 60–61 

Date(s) of Construction: 1951 

Description:  DHR # 131-5481 consists of a 
residence located at 3561 Galberry Road, 
approximately .31 mi southeast of its 
intersection with South Military Highway. A 
prefabricated shed, located to the rear of the 
residence, is also associated with the property. 
The structures are situated on a level, grassy, 
approximately .348-acre parcel. The residence 
is situated approximately 50 ft from the right-
of-way at the end of a gravel driveway. It is 
first depicted on the 1955 Norfolk South 

topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1951. 

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(www/d/ww/ww), hip roof, frame Half 
Courtyard Ranch house (Figure 60). It is 
situated on a concrete block foundation 
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad 
with vinyl siding. An interior brick chimney 
extends from the center of the roof. The 
residence comprises approximately 1,709 sq ft 
of living space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a non-
historic paneled door that opens onto a 
concrete stoop. Windows consist of one-over-
one, double-hung vinyl sashes flanked by 
decorative shutters. The easternmost bay 
exhibits a large vinyl picture window flanked 
by smaller one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes, which are flanked by decorative 
shutters. A front-gabled addition adjoins the 
center of the rear elevation and is clad with the 
same wall and roof material (Figure 61). A 
secondary entry, comprised of a paneled door 
that opens onto a wood deck, is located at the 
western corner of the addition's rear elevation.  
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Figure 60. DHR # 131-5481: Southwesterly view of residence.  

 

Figure 61. DHR # 131-5481: Northeasterly view of residence.   
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Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5481 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. Ranch houses are some of the 
most common residential forms seen in mid-
century suburbs across the country; therefore, 
they must exhibit exceptional characteristics 
and outstanding integrity to be eligible for 
listing in the NRHP. While the Ranch house 
located at DHR# 131-5481 exhibits several 
character-defining features, such as a single-
storied form and a large picture window, it is 
not an example of exceptional significance 
needed for listing in the NRHP. It exhibits 
elements commonly found on Ranch houses 
constructed from the period throughout the 
United States and is undistinguished in terms 
of its design, style, or other architectural 
features. The addition of replacement siding, 
windows, and doors, as well as the rear 
addition, has compromised its integrity of 

design, materials, and workmanship. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 
131-5481 is not eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-0545 
Address: 3553 Galberry Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad:  Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 378207 N: 4070104 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 62 

Date(s) of Construction: N/A 

Description: DHR#131-0545 consists of a 
vacant parcel comprised of approximately 
1.74 acres (Figure 62). The parcel is level and 
grassy. DHR#131-0545 was a two-story, hip 

 

Figure 62. DHR # 131-0545: Southwesterly view of parcel.  
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roof frame house; it was demolished following 
its previous survey.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Not Eligible. DHR#131-0545 has 
been demolished.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5482 
Address: 3525 Galberry Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad:  Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 378147 N: 4070132 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 63–64 

Date(s) of Construction: 1968 

Description: DHR # 131-5482 consists of a 
residence, shed, and garage located at 3525 
Galberry Road, approximately .42 mi southeast 
of its intersection with South Military Highway. 
The structures are situated on a level, grassy, 
approximately .77-acre parcel. A poured 
concrete driveway leads approximately 68 ft 
from the road to the residence. The property is 
first depicted on the 1986 Norfolk South 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1968. 

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(w/w/d/ww/ww), hip roof, frame Courtyard 
Ranch house with an attached garage (Figure 
63).  It is clad with a brick veneer beneath an 
asphalt-shingle roof. The foundation material is 
not visible. An interior brick chimney extends 
from the slope of the roof along the rear 
elevation. Windows throughout are one-over-
one, double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in 
grids. The residence comprises approximately 
2,364 sq ft of living space.  

The central, recessed, primary entry is 
comprised of double-leaf panel doors that open 
onto a brick porch sheltered beneath the roof. 
The hip-roof rear elevation porch has been 
enclosed with vinyl casement windows and 

vinyl siding below. A secondary entry is 
located at the southern corner of the northwest 
elevation of the enclosed porch and is 
comprised of vinyl French doors. The attached 
garage is fronted by a vinyl sectional garage 
door. An additional entry featuring a wood 
paneled door with four lights opens onto a 
poured concrete stoop and is sheltered beneath 
a metal awning.  

A shed is located approximately 25 ft 
southwest of the residence. It is a one-story, 
three-bay (w/d/w), front-gabled frame structure 
(Figure 64) situated on a concrete block 
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and 
clad with vinyl siding. The central entry is 
comprised of a paneled replacement door 
behind a metal storm door that opens onto a 
concrete sidewalk. Windows are comprised of 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes set 
behind metal screens.  

The garage is located approximately 50 ft 
south of the shed. It is a one-story, front-gabled 
frame structure clad with vinyl siding beneath 
an asphalt-shingle roof (see Figure 64). The 
off-center garage bay is fronted by a wood 
sectional garage door. A fixed wood window is 
located at the center of the northwest elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5482 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. The Ranch house is a common residential 
form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As 
such, examples of this form must demonstrate 
noteworthy architectural features and integrity 
to be considered individually eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. While this resource retains basic 
features of the Ranch house, this example does 
not exhibit denotative characteristics that would 
otherwise separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. The addition of replacement 
windows and the rear porch enclosure have 
compromised its integrity of design, materials,  
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Figure 63. DHR # 131-5482: Southwesterly view of residence.  

 

Figure 64. DHR # 131-5482: Southwesterly view of shed and garage.   
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and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR# 131-5482 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5483 
Address: 3509 Galberry Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 378224 N: 4070091 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 65–66 

Date(s) of Construction: 1940 

Description:  DHR # 131-5483 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 3509 Galberry 
Road, approximately .48 mi southeast of its 
intersection with South Military Highway. The 
structures are situated on a level, grassy, 
approximately 1.85-acre parcel. A gravel 
driveway leads to the garage, approximately 
121 ft from the right-of-way. The residence is 
first depicted on the 1944 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1940. 

The residence is a one-and one-half-story, 
three-bay (ww/d/w), hip-roof frame Southern 
Bungalow (Figure 65). It is situated on a brick 
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and 
is clad with vinyl siding. An interior brick 
chimney extends from the slope of the roof 
along the northwest (side) elevation. A small 
shed roof dormer extends from the center of 
the roof. The residence comprises 
approximately 912 sq ft of living space. 

The central, primary entry is comprised of 
a door set behind an aluminum storm door; it 
opens onto a screened-in brick porch. The 
shed porch roof is supported by brick piers 
capped with wooden posts. A central 
aluminum screen door provides entry to the 
porch. Windows throughout are comprised of 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes, but 

the window within the westernmost bay is 
comprised of a six-over-six, double-hung 
wood sash. A one-story, shed roof frame 
addition is attached to the rear elevation; it is 
situated on a concrete block foundation. A 
secondary entry is located at the center of the 
rear elevation of the addition.  

The garage is located approximately 25 ft 
south of the residence. It is a one-and-one-
half-story, two-bay (d/d/), front-gabled 
concrete block structure (Figure 66). It is 
situated beneath an asphalt-shingle roof with 
gable ends clad in aluminum siding. The 
southernmost bay is fronted by a vinyl 
sectional garage door, while the northern bay 
is comprised of a wood door. A fixed wood 
window is located above the wood door and 
beneath the gable. Other windows, located 
along the north and west elevations, are 
comprised of eight-light fixed metal sashes.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5483 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. Southern Bungalows, a front-
gable variation of the American Bungalow, 
may have evolved from the double shotgun 
house usually found in the South (Jakle et al. 
1989:179).  With its rectangular plan running 
perpendicular to the street, this basic 
vernacular form often has a porch attached to 
its façade (Jakle et al 1989:222). The porch is 
typically supported by brick piers and square 
or battered posts. Doors and windows are 
usually multipaned. Weatherboard is the most 
common cladding. Bungalows remained 
popular throughout the early decades of the 
twentieth century after being introduced in 
California in about 1903. While they are 
common in the South, they are not restricted to 
that region and are seen throughout the 
Midwest as well (Jakle et al. 1989:179). Even 
though the Southern Bungalow located at 
DHR# 131-5483 exhibits several basic 
characteristics, such as its long axis running 
perpendicular to the street and porch 
supported by brick piers and square posts, it is 
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Figure 65. DHR # 131-5483: Southerly view of residence.   

 

Figure 66. DHR # 131-5483: Northwesterly view of garage.   
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not an exceptional example because it only 
exhibits common features found on Southern 
Bungalows dating to its period of construction. 
The addition of replacement siding and 
windows has also compromised its integrity of 
design, materials, and workmanship. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 
131-5483 is not eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5484 
Address: 3496 Galberry Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 378301 N: 4070059 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 67–68 

Date(s) of Construction: 1953 

Description: DHR # 131-5484 consists of a 
residence and carport located at 3496 Galberry 
Road, approximately .25 mi northwest of its 
intersection with Bass Lane and bordering I-
64. The structures are situated in a level grassy 
area within a primarily wooded parcel of 
approximately 1.048 acres. An overgrown dirt 
and gravel driveway leads to the residence and 
carport, approximately 45 ft from the right-of-
way. A house is first depicted in this location 
on the 1955 Norfolk South topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1953. 

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, 
four-bay (ww/d/ww/w), double-pile, side-
gabled frame American Small House with 
attached carport (Figure 67 and 68). It is clad 
with a brick veneer beneath a standing seam 
metal panel roof. The foundation material is 
not visible. A gambrel roof dormer extends 
from the center of the roof, and an interior 
brick chimney extends from the dormer. The 
residence comprises approximately 1,598 sq ft 
of living space. 

The primary entry features a wood 
paneled door with six lights; it opens onto a 
two-bay brick porch and is sheltered beneath a 
hip roof that is supported by brick piers. A 
metal awning extends from the porch. Façade 
windows are comprised of one-over-one, 
double-hung wood sashes set behind 
aluminum storm windows. The northernmost 
bay exhibits a large picture window flanked by 
smaller, one-over-one, double-hung sashes. 
All façade windows are sheltered beneath 
metal awnings. Other elevation windows are 
comprised of six-over-six and six-over-one, 
double-hung wood sashes set behind metal 
storm windows. A former one-story, hip-roof 
porch enclosed with board and batten connects 
the house with the carport. A secondary entry 
comprised of an aluminum storm door is 
located at the northern corner of the enclosed 
porch.  

The carport is a one-story, front-gabled 
concrete block structure (see Figure 67) clad 
with a brick veneer beneath a rolled-asphalt 
roof. A large one-over-one, single-hung 
aluminum window is located at the center of 
the rear elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5484 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. Even though DHR # 131-5484 
exhibits several basic characteristics of the 
American Small House, such as a small 
portico, porch, dormer, and garage, it is not an 
exceptional example. The American Small 
House is a common residential form dating to 
the early to mid-twentieth century, and 
noteworthy examples of the type must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. This example 
does not exhibit denotative characteristics that 
would otherwise separate it from countless 
examples throughout the region. Furthermore, 
the addition of replacement windows and the 
porch enclosure have compromised its 
integrity of materials, design, and 
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Figure 67. DHR # 131-5484: Northeasterly view of residence and carport.  

 

Figure 68. DHR # 131-5484: South-southwesterly view of residence. 
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workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5484 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

Section 4: I-64 between the 
U.S. 13 Interchange and the 

George Washington Highway 
Interchange 

Eight of the 183 historic architectural 
resources identified as part of the survey lie 
within this area. The resources that comprise 
the section mostly consist of circa mid-
twentieth-century suburban residences. The 
dwellings are situated along Galberry Road, 
which, as previously mentioned, is rural in 
character. One residence is located on a 
private road just off of Galberry Road. The 
Norfolk and Western Railroad intersects 
Galberry Road in this section and parallels 
Yadkin Road. The rail line is a previously 
surveyed resource (DHR # 131-0479); 
however, the portion of the rail line that was 
previously surveyed is located northeast of the 
current APE in the Portlock area. That portion 
of the rail line was determined not eligible for 
listing in the NRHP by DHR in 2012. 

DHR # 131-5486 
Address: 3484 Galberry Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 378346 N: 4069996 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 69–70 

Date(s) of Construction: 1953 

Description: DHR # 131-5486 consists of a 
residence and two sheds located at 3484 
Galberry Road, approximately .26 mi 
northwest of its intersection with Bass Lane. 

The structures are situated on a level, grassy, 
approximately .74-acre parcel that borders I-
64 to the northeast. A dirt and gravel driveway 
leads to the rear of the residence, 
approximately 110 ft from the right-of-way. A 
house is first depicted at this location on the 
1955 Norfolk South topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1953.  According to the property owner, the 
residence has been moved from its original 
location.  

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(w/d/w/w), double-pile, side-gabled frame 
American Small House (Figure 69). It is 
situated on a concrete block foundation 
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad 
with vinyl siding. An interior brick chimney 
extends from the center of the roof peak. The 
residence comprises approximately 832 sq ft 
of living space.  

The central primary entry is comprised of 
a vinyl door with a fanlight set behind a metal 
storm door; it opens onto a single bay brick 
stoop sheltered beneath a front-gabled roof 
supported by metal columns. The 
northernmost bay exhibits a two-over-two, 
double-hung wood window set behind a metal 
storm window. Other windows are comprised 
of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes set 
behind metal storm windows. A secondary 
entry, located south of center on the rear 
elevation, features a vinyl door set behind a 
metal storm door and opens onto a brick 
porch.  

The northernmost shed is located 
approximately 25 ft northeast of the residence. 
It is a one-story, side-gabled frame structure 
(Figure 70) situated on concrete blocks 
beneath a rolled-asphalt roof and clad with 
vinyl siding. A vinyl sectional garage door is 
located at the center of the southwest 
elevation. A two-light, vinyl fixed window is 
located at the center of the northwest (side) 
elevation. 

The southernmost shed is located 
approximately 10 ft south of the northernmost 
shed. It is a one-story, shed-roof frame 
structure (see Figure 70) clad in vinyl siding 
beneath a standing seam metal roof.  Paired 
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Figure 69. DHR # 131-5486: Southeasterly view of residence.   

 

Figure 70. DHR # 131-5486: Sheds.  
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wood paneled doors with four lights are 
located at the center of the northwest 
elevation. A partially enclosed one-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash window is located 
south of the doors.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5486 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The American Small House, 
largely constructed during the post-war period 
to meet an increased demand for housing, is a 
very common mid-century housing type. 
Examples of this housing type must exhibit 
exceptional characteristics and outstanding 
integrity to be eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion C. This example does not. It 
lacks denotative details that might otherwise 
distinguish it from countless examples 
throughout the region. Furthermore, the 
addition of replacement siding, windows, and 
doors has compromised its integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5486 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5487 
Address: 3472 Galberry Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 378366 N: 4069951 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 71–72 

Date(s) of Construction: 1953 

Description:  DHR # 131-5487 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 3472 Galberry 
Road, approximately .18 mi northwest of its 
intersection with Bass Lane. The structures are 

situated on a level, grassy, approximately .45-
acre parcel that borders I-64 to the northeast. 
A dirt and gravel driveway leads to the 
residence approximately 65 ft from the right-
of-way. A residence is first depicted at this 
location on the 1965 Norfolk South 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1953. 

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, 
four-bay (www/d/ww/ww), double-pile, side-
gabled frame house (Figure 71) primarily clad 
with a brick veneer beneath an asphalt-shingle 
roof. The foundation material is not visible. 
Two single-bay front-gabled dormers extend 
from the slope of the roof and are clad with 
vinyl siding. An interior brick chimney 
extends from the roof peak at the center of the 
roof. The residence comprises approximately 
1,843 sq ft of living space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a wood 
paneled door set behind a metal security door 
that opens onto a single-bay brick porch 
sheltered beneath a front-gabled porch 
supported by wood posts. A wood railing runs 
the perimeter of the porch. First-story 
windows are comprised of vinyl casement 
sashes. The northernmost bay exhibits a large 
vinyl picture window flanked by smaller vinyl 
casement sashes. Dormer windows feature 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. A 
secondary entry comprised of a wood door 
with twelve lights opens onto a brick porch 
sheltered beneath a shed roof that is supported 
by metal columns.  

The shed is located approximately 30 ft 
north of the residence. It is a one-story, side-
gabled frame structure (Figure 72) clad with 
vertical board beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. 
A wood door with a single light is located at 
the southern corner of the southwest elevation. 
A one-over-one, single-hung vinyl sash 
window is located north of the door.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5487 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
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Figure 71. DHR # 131-5487: Southeasterly view of residence.   

 

Figure 72. DHR # 131-5487: Shed.  
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Criterion C. The residence located at DHR# 
131-5487 is an undistinguished building form 
that lacks the significance necessary for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is 
not of a specific style or significant design, nor 
does it represent a significant construction 
method. The addition of replacement windows 
and doors has compromised its integrity of 
design, materials, and workmanship. The 
secondary building is also an insignificant 
form that is representative of mid-century 
outbuildings. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR# 131-5487 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5488 
Address: 3456 Galberry Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 378401 N: 4069869 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 73 

Date(s) of Construction: 1952 

Description:  DHR # 131-5488 consists of a 
residence located at 3456 Galberry Road, 
approximately .12 mi northwest of its 
intersection with Bass Lane. A prefabricated 
shed is also associated with the property. The 
structures are situated on a level, grassy, 
approximately .47-acre parcel that borders I-
64 to the east. A gravel driveway leads from 
the road to the residence, approximately 85 ft 
from the right-of-way. A house is first 
depicted at this location on the 1955 Norfolk 
South topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1952. 

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), double-pile, hip roof, frame 
Half Courtyard Ranch house with an addition 
and attached garage (Figure 73). It is clad with 
a brick veneer beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. 

The foundation material is not visible. An 
exterior brick chimney is attached to the 
western corner of the northwest elevation. The 
residence comprises approximately 1,505 sq ft 
of living space.  

The recessed primary entry is comprised 
of a wood paneled door set behind a metal 
storm door; it opens onto a concrete porch. 
The roof is supported by metal columns. A 
metal awning shelters the edge of the porch. 
Façade windows are comprised of one-over-
one, double-hung vinyl sashes sheltered 
beneath a metal awning. The northernmost bay 
exhibits a vinyl picture window surrounded by 
smaller, one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes sheltered beneath a metal awning. Rear 
elevation windows are comprised of two-over-
two, double-hung wood sashes and metal 
jalousie windows. A narrow, one-story, hip-
roof addition is attached to the southeast (side) 
elevation, and it is primarily clad with a brick 
veneer, but the area beneath the roof of the 
southeast elevation is clad with vinyl siding. A 
secondary entry comprised of a wood door 
with two lights is located at the center of the 
southwest elevation of the addition. Another 
secondary entry is located at the eastern corner 
of the southeast (side) elevation of the 
addition. A third secondary entry is located at 
the western corner of the rear elevation of the 
addition. Metal jalousie windows are located 
along the southeast elevation of the addition.  

The attached garage is a one-story, hip-
roof structure attached to the northeast 
elevation of the addition. A vinyl sectional 
garage door is located at the center of the 
southeast elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5488 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
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Figure 73. DHR # 131-5488: Northeasterly view of residence.   

eligible for listing in the NRHP. While the 
Ranch house located at DHR# 131-5488 
exhibits several basic features of the Ranch 
house, such as a single-storied form, recessed 
porch, and a large picture window, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region. The addition of replacement windows 
and doors, as well as the addition and garage, 
to the residence has compromised its integrity 
of design, materials, and workmanship. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 
131-5488 is not eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5489 
Address: 3464 Galberry Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 378378 N: 4069917 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 74  

Date(s) of Construction: 1959 

Description: DHR # 131-5489 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 3464 Galberry 
Road, approximately .15 mi from its 
intersection with Bass Lane. The structures are 
situated on a level, grassy, approximately .47-
acre parcel that is bordered by I-64 to the east. 
A concrete driveway leads from the road to 
the residence, approximately 68 ft from the 
right-of-way. A residence is first depicted at 
this location on the 1965 Norfolk South 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax records 
date this resource to 1959. 
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Figure 74. DHR # 131-5489: Southeasterly view of residence.   

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(www/d/w), double-pile, side-gabled concrete 
block house with an attached garage (Figure 
74). It is situated beneath an asphalt-shingle 
roof. The area beneath the gable ends is clad 
with vinyl siding. The residence comprises 
approximately 1,020 sq ft of living space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a 
paneled door set behind a metal security door 
that opens onto a brick stoop sheltered beneath 
a metal awning. Windows are comprised of 
one-over-one, double-hung metal sashes, with 
the northernmost bay of the façade featuring a 
picture window flanked by smaller one-over-
one, double-hung sashes. The façade windows 
are sheltered beneath metal awnings. A 
breezeway connects the garage to the 
residence. Metal jalousie windows span the 
walls of the breezeway.  

The garage is a one-story, side-gabled 
concrete block structure. The two garage bays 
are fronted by vinyl sectional garage doors. 

An eight-light fixed metal window is located 
at the center of the southeast elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5489 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The residence located at DHR# 
131-5489 is an undistinguished building form 
that lacks the significance necessary for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is 
not of a specific style or significant design, nor 
does it represent a significant construction 
method. Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR# 131-5489 is not eligible for inclusion in 
the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 
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DHR # 131-0479 
Address: Yadkin Road and I-64, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 378619 N: 4069570 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 75 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1900 

Description: DHR # 131-0479 consists of a 
small section of the Norfolk and Western 
Railroad that runs along Yadkin Road beneath 
I-64, as well as a wooded area adjacent to the 
southeast (Figure 75). The railroad is 
comprised of a wide trackbed cast in ballast 
upon which steel tracks are set on timber ties. 
An abandoned spur line runs along the 
northern side of the tracks. The spur line is 
situated at lower grade than the currently used 
tracks and is overgrown with grasses.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Identified in a 1987 
reconnaissance survey, a portion of DHR # 
131-0479, the Norfolk and Western Railroad, 
located between Virginia Avenue and Portlock 
Avenue, northeast of where the rail line 
intersects the APE for the current project, was 
previously surveyed (Tyrer 2011). The 
resource was determined not eligible for 
listing in the NRHP by the DHR due to the 
expansion of, and improvements to, the rail 
line, all of which have compromised the 
integrity of location, design, setting, materials, 
workmanship, and feeling of the railroad.  The 
original late-nineteenth- to early-twentieth-
century rail line has been expanded to include 
multiple lines and has been improved by the 
replacement of the original tracks and ties and 
the addition of new crossings. Little of the 
original railroad remains beyond the 
alignment. Additionally, the corridor 
landscape has been drastically altered from 
that of a rural one to a suburban one, 
diminishing integrity of feeling, setting, and 
association of the once dominant rail line. 

 

Figure 75. DHR # 131-0479: Westerly view of rail line. 
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CRA recommends that DHR# 131-0479 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5490 
Address: 3368 Galberry Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 378507 N: 4069525 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 76–78 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1925–1949 

Description: DHR # 131-5490 consists of a 
residence, garage, and outbuilding located at 
3368 Gallberry Road, on the southeast side of 
the Norfolk and Western Railroad. The 
structures are situated in a wooded area on a 
level, approximately 3.85 acre parcel. A gravel 
driveway leads approximately 162 ft from the 
right-of-way to the residence and garage. A 
residence is first depicted at this location on 
the 1944 Norfolk South, VA topographic 
quadrangle. According to the City of 
Chesapeake assessor records, the residence 
dates to 1925. Based on its form and 
appearance, it likely dates to the early to mid-
twentieth century.  

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(w/w/ww/d/w), double-pile, side-gabled frame 
Linear Ranch house with a rear addition 
(Figure 76). It is situated on a brick foundation 
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad 
with vinyl siding. The residence comprises 
approximately 1,112 sq ft of living space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a metal 
storm door that opens onto a brick stoop. 
Windows are primarily comprised of six-over-
six, double-hung wood sashes, with the façade 
windows flanked by louvered shutters. The 
bay immediately north of the entry features 
paired stained-glass windows set in a wood 
frame. Rear elevation windows are comprised 

of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. A 
front-gabled addition is attached to the rear 
elevation. It is clad with a brick veneer at its 
western end and vinyl siding at its northern 
end. The remaining portions are spanned by 
screened windows, with a fanlight beneath the 
gable. A secondary entry comprised of a wood 
screen door is located at the center of the 
southeast elevation.  

The garage is located approximately 55 ft 
to the east of the residence. It is a one-story, 
side-gabled frame structure (Figure 77) 
situated on a brick foundation beneath an 
asphalt-shingle roof and clad with vinyl 
siding. A wood sectional garage door is 
located at the center of the northwest 
elevation. A metal and glass shed-roof 
greenhouse is attached to the southeast (side) 
elevation. The entry was open at the time of 
the survey. A two-light metal fixed window is 
located south of the entry. 

An outbuilding is located approximately 
45 ft west of the residence and adjacent to the 
Norfolk and Southern railroad. It is a one-
story, front-gabled frame structure (Figure 78) 
situated on a brick pier foundation beneath a 
corrugated metal roof.  It is clad with 
corrugated metal. A wood paneled door 
sheltered beneath a shed-roof hood is located 
at the center of the northeast elevation. Six-
over-six, double-hung wood sash windows are 
located at the center of the other elevations. A 
wood sign with the word “Yadkin” is located 
beneath the gable of the rear elevation. An 
interior clay pipe chimney extends from the 
center of the roof. Based on historic 
photographs, the outbuilding is likely the 
Yadkin Depot; however, it has been altered 
from a two-story structure clad with board and 
battens to its current form.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: The Virginia Tech digital 
photographic archives contains digitized glass 
plates from the Norfolk Southern collection. 
One such photograph 
(http://imagebase.lib.vt.edu/view_record.php?
URN=03GP0394&mode=popup) in this 
section is of the former Yadkin station and 
tower, a two-story rectilinear mass to which 
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Figure 76. DHR # 131-5490:Southeasterly view of residence.   

 

Figure 77. DHR # 131-5490: Southeasterly view of garage.  
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Figure 78. DHR # 131-5490: Northwesterly view of outbuilding.    

the one-story outbuilding described above 
bears a resemblance. While it is likely that the 
above-described outbuilding is the former 
Yadkin station and tower, or more 
appropriately, a portion thereof, it is heavily 
modified in materials and designs and would 
no longer retain sufficient integrity to reflect 
any historical associations. Research has 
revealed no associations between other 
elements of DHR # 131-5490 and events or 
persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains basic features of the Ranch 
house, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 

separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region. The addition of 
replacement siding and the rear addition have 
compromised its integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship. Additionally, while the 
outbuilding may be the former Yadkin station 
and tower, it has been heavily altered from its 
original form and no longer conveys its 
significance. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR# 131-5490 is not eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5491 
Address: 3318 Galberry Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 
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UTMs: E: 378654 N: 4069321 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 79–80 

Date(s) of Construction: 1969 

Description:  DHR # 131-5491 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 3318 Galberry 
Road, approximately .12 mi north of its 
intersection with Andrews Drive. The 
structures are situated on a grassy, 
approximately 1.688-acre parcel that borders 
Interstate 64. It is situated at the end of an 
asphalt drive, approximately .14 mi from the 
right-of-way. A residence is first depicted at 
this location on the 1986 photorevised Norfolk 
South topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1969. 

The residence is a one-story, six-bay 
(w/w/d/www/w/w), side-gabled, frame Linear 
Ranch house with an attached garage (Figure 
79). It is clad with a brick veneer beneath an 
asphalt-shingle roof. The foundation material 
is not visible. The roof at the central bay is 
raised above the rest of the roofline. An 
interior brick chimney extends from the slope 

of the rear elevation roof, and an exterior brick 
chimney is attached to the center of the rear 
elevation. The residence comprises 
approximately 1,701 sq ft of living space.  

The recessed, primary entry is comprised 
of a door that opens onto a two-bay brick 
porch sheltered beneath the overhang of the 
roof. Windows are comprised of one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids, 
and the façade windows are flanked by 
paneled shutters. The southernmost portion of 
the façade is occupied by the attached garage. 
A vinyl sectional garage door is located at the 
western corner of the southeast elevation, with 
a secondary entry, comprised of a metal 
security door, immediately east of the garage 
door.  

The garage is located approximately 52 ft 
east of the residence. It is a one-story, front-
gabled frame structure (Figure 80). It is clad 
with vinyl siding beneath an asphalt-shingle 
roof. Two metal sectional garage doors are 
located at the center of the southwest 
elevation.  

 

Figure 79. DHR # 131-5491: Northeasterly view of residence. 
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Figure 80. DHR # 131-5491: Garage and rear elevation of the residence. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5491 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains basic features of the Ranch 
house, such as the long, single-story form and 
picture window, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character.  Consequently, CRA recommends 

that DHR# 131-5491 is not eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5555 
Address: 3344 Galberry Road,  Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 378512 N: 4069417 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 81 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1940–1960 

Description: DHR # 131-5555 consists of a 
garage and carport located at 3344 Galberry 
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Road, approximately .07 mi south of the 
Norfolk and Southern Railroad. The structures 
are situated on a level, grassy, approximately 
3.08-acre parcel and are associated with a non-
historic residence that was constructed in 
2013. A non-historic outbuilding is also 
associated with the property. A historic 
residence is first depicted on the 1944 Norfolk 
South topographic quadrangle. 

The garage is a one-story, front-gabled 
frame structure (Figure 81). It is situated on a 
brick foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle 
roof and is clad with weatherboard. The 
roofline of the eastern half of the building is 
elongated, giving the structure a saltbox 
appearance. A wood sectional garage door is 
located at the western corner of the south 
elevation. Paired two-over-two, double-hung 
vinyl sash windows are located slightly off-
center of the west elevation. A six-over-six, 
single-hung wood sash window is located at 
the southern corner of the east elevation. A 
wood door is located north of the window.  

The shallow gabled, metal frame carport 
(Figure 81) is located approximately 10 ft east 

of the garage. It is clad with corrugated metal 
beneath a metal panel roof. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5555 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The structures located at DHR # 
131-5555 are undistinguished forms that lack 
the significance and integrity necessary for 
inclusion in the NRHP. They are secondary 
forms commonly found accompanying a 
primary structure and do not exhibit a specific 
style or construction method. Additionally, 
their integrity of feeling and association has 
been compromised due to the demolition of 
the historic residence. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5555 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

 

Figure 81. DHR # 131-5555: Northeasterly view of garage and carport. 
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Section 5: George 
Washington Highway 

Interchange 
Eighty-eight of the 183 historic 

architectural resources identified as part of the 
survey lie within this area. This section 
consists of a variety of house types, as it is 
characterized by dense residential properties, 
which are mostly comprised of mid-twentieth-
century suburban dwellings interspersed with 
some early-twentieth-century dwellings. Most 
of the dwellings are confined to subdivisions. 
The section also features a middle school and 
a small cemetery. A number of previously-
surveyed resources were documented in this 
section. They include DHR #s 131-0464/131-
5355 (612 Happy Acres Road), 131-0465 (524 
George Washington Highway), 131-0466 
(demolished; George Washington Highway), 
and 131-0467 (504 George Washington 
Highway). Except for 131-0466, which has 
been demolished and replaced with two new 
houses on the parcel, all the remaining 
previously-recorded resources are residences, 
which DHR has not formally evaluated for 
NRHP eligibility. 

DHR # 131-5492 
Address: 513 Happy Acres Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379604 N: 4068996 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 82–83 

Date(s) of Construction: 1959 

Description:  DHR # 131-5492 consists of a 
residence, pool, and shed located at 513 
Happy Acres Road, approximately 227 ft east 
from its intersection with Annaka Loop. The 
parcel features an open lawn and totals .270 
acres. It is accessed via a paved drive from 
Happy Acres Road.  The residence is set back 
approximately 47 ft from the right-of-way, and 

it is oriented to the north towards Happy Acres 
Road. A house is first depicted on the 1965 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1959.  

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(www/www/d/w/ww), hipped-roof, Linear 
Ranch house (Figure 82). Of frame 
construction, the 1,287 sq ft house is set on a 
foundation of unknown material, features a 
stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered 
by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. A brick 
chimney pierces the roof along the southern 
roof slope. All window openings are accented 
with brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by an off-
center, single-leaf entry filled with a 
replacement panel door set behind a metal 
screen door. It opens onto a brick veneer porch 
that is sheltered beneath a shed-roof supported 
with square wood posts. Located to the right 
of the entry are single and paired windows, 
both of which exhibit one-over-one, double-
hung vinyl sashes. Situated to the left of the 
entry is a tripartite window with sliding vinyl 
sashes. Located at the easternmost portion of 
the façade is a former integrated, single-car 
garage. This space has been converted to 
living space and now exhibits a triple one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sash window in 
place of the garage door.  

The west (side) elevation is punctuated by 
two single window openings; both retain their 
original two-over-two, double-hung wood 
sashes. The east (side) elevation features an 
enclosed shed-roof porch that spans the length 
of the elevation. The south (rear) elevation 
features a secondary single-leaf entry filled 
with a multi-light and panel wood door 
(Figure 83). Windows along the rear elevation 
feature two-over-two, double-hung wood 
sashes. One window opening has been 
enclosed with wood panels.  

An aboveground pool with partial frame 
deck is located approximately 15 ft south of 
the residence. A single-story, front-gable, 
frame shed is located approximately 53 ft 
south of the house. It is clad in vertical wood 
panels and features a double-leaf façade entry.  
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Figure 82. DHR # 131-5492: South-southeasterly view of façade and west elevation of residence with shed in 
background. 

 

Figure 83. DHR # 131-5492: Westerly view of east (side) and south (rear) elevations of residence. 
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Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5492 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the 
predominant American house form of the 
1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. The resource is an example of the 
Linear Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
However, the resource does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
distinguish it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, this resource exhibits 
replacement windows, a converted garage, and 
the addition of an enclosed porch to the side 
elevation, all of which diminishes the integrity 
of design, materials, and workmanship. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5492 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5493 
Address: 608 Happy Acres Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad:  Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379967 N: 4069326 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 84–85 

Date(s) of Construction: 1949 

Description:  DHR # 131-5493 consists of a 
residence and two sheds located at 608 Happy 
Acres Road, approximately 286 ft south from 

its intersection with Flagg Road. The parcel 
features an open lawn with an overgrown 
concrete walkway leading from a gravel drive 
to the house and totals .932 acres. The 
residence is set back approximately 39 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the east 
towards Happy Acres Road. A house is first 
depicted on the 1955 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1949. 

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, 
four-bay (www/d/www/w), double-pile, side-
gabled dwelling (Figure 84). Of frame 
construction, the 1,949 sq ft house is set on a 
foundation of unknown material, features a 
stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered 
by an asphalt-shingle clad roof; a brick 
chimney pierces the roof along the eastern and 
western roof slope. All windows along the 
residence feature six-over-six, double-hung 
wood sashes in single, paired, or triple units. 
Windows are accented with brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by a front-
gable projection, which features a single-leaf 
entry filled with a three-light door set behind 
an aluminum screen door. The entry opens 
onto a poured concrete slab deck that is 
sheltered by a shed-roof porch supported by 
wood columns set atop brick piers. The 
southernmost portion of the façade projects 
slightly further than the main block of the 
house.  

The south (side) elevation is punctuated 
by a single and triple unit window opening on 
the first story and a paired window in the half-
story. The north (side) elevation once featured 
a secondary single-leaf entry, but the entrance 
has been bricked-in. The poured concrete 
stoop sheltered by a wood awning and 
supported by square wood posts still remains. 
To the left of the former entry is a former 
window opening, which has also been bricked-
in. The elevation exhibits three single window 
openings. The west (rear) elevation features a 
secondary single-leaf entry filled with a multi-
light wood door (Figure 85). The elevation is 
punctuated by three single window openings.   
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Figure 84. DHR # 131-5493: West-southwesterly view of façade and north (side) elevation of house. 

 

Figure 85. DHR # 131-5493: East-northeasterly view of west (rear) and south (side) elevations of house. 
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A single-story, shed-roof, frame shed is 
located approximately 32 ft northwest of the 
residence. It is clad in vertical board and 
features a single-leaf façade entry. A single-
story, front-gabled, frame shed is located 
approximately 92 ft northwest of the house. It 
is clad in vinyl siding and features a double-
leaf façade entry.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5493 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The resource is not a significant 
example of a particular type, style, or method 
of construction and lacks notable architectural 
features that would elevate its significance to 
make it eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. Furthermore, the loss of the side 
entry and window diminishes integrity of 
design, materials, and workmanship. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5493 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-0464/131-5355 
Address: 612 Happy Acres Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379959 N: 4069352 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 86 

Date(s) of Construction: 1935 

Description: DHR # 131-0464/131-5355 
consists of a residence, pool, carport, and two 
outbuildings located at 612 Happy Acres 
Road, approximately 165 ft south from its 

intersection with Flagg Road. The parcel 
features an open lawn with semi-circular 
paved drive and totals .988 acres; a vinyl fence 
encloses the rear yard. The residence is set 
back approximately 70 ft from the right-of-
way; it is oriented to the east towards Happy 
Acres Road. A house is first depicted on the 
1944 Norfolk South, VA topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1935. 

The resource was previously surveyed in 
1987 as part of a reconnaissance-level survey 
of the City of Chesapeake and was assigned 
the DHR# 131-0464 (Thompson et al. 1987). 
The report gives the resource a very brief 
description. Materials mentioned include 
weatherboard siding, a standing seam metal 
roof, and double-hung, wood sash windows. 
The resource was surveyed again in 2006 as 
part of a Sears kit home study in which the 
resource was assigned the DHR# 131-5355 
(Malvasi 2006). In this study, Malvasi 
suggested the resource was based on the 
Sunbeam Sears kit home model, which does 
not appropriately match the resource. 
Materials listed include brick masonry, a 
standing seam metal roof, and double-hung 
wood sash windows. DSS mapping depicts 
both DHR#s in the same location. 

The residence is a two-and-one-half-story, 
three-bay (w/d/w), American Bungalow 
(Figure 86). Of frame construction, the 2,001 
sq ft house is set on a parged foundation, is 
sheathed in vinyl replacement siding and 
wood shingles, and is sheltered by a standing 
seam metal roof with brackets in the eaves; a 
brick chimney pierces the roof along the south 
gable. 

The façade is characterized by a centrally 
located, single-leaf entry filled with a solid 
core wood panel door set behind an aluminum 
screen door. The entry is flanked by narrow 
five-light sidelights and set beneath a narrow 
seven-light transom. Two large one-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash windows with a 
diamond pattern in the upper sash flank the 
entry. The entry opens onto a full-width wood 
porch. The roof of the house extends to shelter 
the porch; it is supported by large brick piers. 
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Figure 86. DHR # 131-0464/131-5355: Southwesterly view of façade and north (side) elevation, carport, and 
outbuilding. 

A prominent shed dormer is featured on the 
second story on the façade and west (rear) 
elevations. The façade dormer features four 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash 
windows, while the opposing dormer displays 
three six-over-one, double-hung wood sash 
windows along the front and a four-over-one, 
double-hung wood sash window along the 
side.   

The south (side) elevation is punctuated 
by six window openings: three along the first 
story, two along the second story, and one 
along the half story. All but one window on 
the elevation exhibit a six-over-one, double-
hung wood sash. The remaining window, 
located on the first story, features a one-over-
one, double-hung vinyl sash affixed with grids 
simulating a six-over-six configuration. The 
north (side) elevation is punctuated by eight 
window openings: four along the first story, 
three along the second story, and one along the 
half story. All windows on the elevation 
exhibit six-over-one, double-hung wood 

sashes. The west (rear) elevation features a 
secondary single-leaf entry that opens onto an 
expansive wood deck, which surrounds an 
aboveground pool. A six-over-one, double-
hung wood sash window is situated to the left 
of the entry.  

A front-gabled, metal carport is located 
approximately 3 ft north of the residence. A 
single-story, front-gabled, frame outbuilding is 
located approximately 32 ft northwest of the 
residence. It is clad in vinyl siding and 
features one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash 
windows as well as a single-leaf façade entry. 
A single-story, side-gabled, frame shed is 
located 60 ft southwest of the residence. It is 
clad in vertical board siding and features a 
double-leaf façade entry.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: This resource has no formal 
NRHP eligibility recommendation from DHR, 
nor did previous surveys provide 
recommendations.  
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While this resource exhibits moderate 
integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the 
NRHP. Research has revealed no associations 
between DHR # 131-0464/131-5355 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The American Bungalow is a 
common residential form dating to the first 
part of the twentieth century. As such, 
examples of this form must demonstrate 
noteworthy architectural features and integrity 
to be considered individually eligible for 
listing in the NRHP. While this resource 
retains moderate integrity of materials, design, 
and workmanship, this example does not 
exhibit denotative characteristics that would 
otherwise separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region. While this resource is 
somewhat different from the standard 
American Bungalow in that it has an 
exaggerated roofline, it does not stand out as a 
distinguished example of its type. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-0464/131-5355 is not individually eligible 
for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, 
B, or C. There are no known historic districts 
or potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5494 
Address: 616 Happy Acres Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379963 N: 4069391 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 87 

Date(s) of Construction: 1950 

Description:  DHR # 131-5494 consists of the 
First Care, PC Deep Creek Family Practice 
located at 616 Happy Acres Road at the 
southwest corner of Happy Acres and Flagg 
Roads. The parcel features a paved parking lot 

in the front and grassy parking lot in the rear 
and totals .452 acres. The medical building is 
set back approximately 75 ft from the right-of-
way and is oriented to the east towards Happy 
Acres Road. A building is first depicted on the 
1955 Norfolk South, VA topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1950. 

The building is a single-story, four-bay 
(dd/w/w/w), side-gabled, converted residence 
to medical office (Figure 87). Of frame 
construction, the 1,785 sq ft building is set on 
a poured concrete foundation, is sheathed in 
vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof. All windows along the 
building feature fixed vinyl sashes; none of the 
windows are original to the building. 

The façade is characterized by an off-
center, double-leaf entry filled with two full-
light, metal commercial doors. The entry 
opens onto a brick-veneered porch that is 
sheltered by a gabled roof. The roof is 
supported with brick posts. The porch is 
enclosed with metal windows and is accessed 
via a ramp and steps through full-light, metal 
commercial doors on the north and south side, 
respectively.  

The south (side) elevation is punctuated 
by one window opening and features a gable-
oriented projection. The north (side) elevation 
is also punctuated by a single window 
opening. The west (rear) elevation features a 
gable-oriented addition, which gives the 
building an L-plan. The elevation features a 
secondary, single-leaf entry filled with a metal 
door and protected with a metal awning.       

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5494 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The resource is not a significant 
example of a particular type, style, or method 
of construction and lacks notable architectural 
features that would elevate its significance to 
make it eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
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Figure 87. DHR # 131-5494: North-northwesterly view of façade and south (side) elevation of house. 

Criterion C. Furthermore, the installation of 
vinyl replacement siding and windows and the 
rear addition, as well as the conversion of the 
former dwelling into a commercial building, 
compromise the integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5494 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5495 
Address: 2809 Flag Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379909 N: 4069383 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 88–89 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1955–1965 

Description:  DHR # 131-5495 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 2809 Flag 
Road, approximately 278 ft west of its 
intersection with Happy Acres Road. The 
parcel features an open lawn bisected by a 
concrete walkway and totals .356 acres. The 
parcel is accessed via an overgrown gravel 
drive. The residence is set back approximately 
45 ft from the right-of-way, and it is oriented 
to the north towards Flag Road. A building is 
first depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1950; however, Flag Road does not appear on 
the 1955 Norfolk South, VA topographic 
quadrangle, but it is depicted on the 1965 
(Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle and it is lined with 
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residences. Thus, the resource was most likely 
constructed circa 1955–1965 as it appears on 
the 1965 topographic quadrangle.    

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), side-gabled, Linear-With-
Clusters Ranch house (Figure 88). Of frame 
construction, the 1,100 sq ft dwelling is set on 
a brick foundation, is sheathed in vinyl siding, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad 
roof. All windows along the building feature 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a centrally 
located, single-leaf entry filled with a three-
light door set behind an aluminum screen 
door. Situated to the left of the entry is a 
tripartite window with a central picture 
window flanked by one-over-one, double-
hung vinyl-sash windows. The entry opens 
onto a partial-width, poured concrete porch 
that is sheltered by a shed-roof, which is 
supported with decorated vinyl posts that 
simulate turned posts. The right side of the 

façade features a gable-oriented projection. 
The windows along the projection are 
sheltered by metal awnings.  

The east and west (side) elevations are 
punctuated by two window openings, which 
are both protected by metal awnings. The 
south (rear) elevation features a shed-roof 
projection, which is centrally located on the 
elevation and has a secondary single-leaf entry 
filled with a three-light, solid core wood door 
set behind an aluminum screen door (Figure 
89). The entry opens onto a small frame deck. 
The projection retains the only original 
window: a six-over-six, double-hung wood 
sash window.  

A single-story, front-gabled, frame, 
single-car garage is located approximately 19 
ft southeast of the residence. It is clad in vinyl 
siding; features one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sash windows; and is accessed via a 
metal panel roller garage door. 

 

Figure 88. DHR # 131-5495: Southwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house. 
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Figure 89. DHR # 131-5495: North-northwesterly view of east (side) and south (rear) elevations of house. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5495 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch House is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource 
is an example of the Linear-With-Clusters 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a cluster of rooms concentrated at 
one end of the house that projects to the front. 
The resource does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character.   
Additionally, the installation of vinyl siding 

and windows diminishes the integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship of the 
house. Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR # 131-5495 is not individually eligible 
for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, 
B, or C. There are no known historic districts 
or potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5496 
Address: 2817 Flag Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379846 N: 4069377 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 90–91 
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Date(s) of Construction: 1955 

Description: DHR # 131-5496 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2817 
Flag Road, approximately 487 ft west of its 
intersection with Happy Acres Road. The 
parcel features an open lawn with a semi-
circular, paved drive and another linear drive, 
and it totals .385 acres. A chain-link and 
wood-plank privacy fence encloses the rear 
yard. The residence is set back approximately 
35 ft from the right-of-way and is oriented to 
the north towards Flag Road. A building is 
first depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1955. 

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, 
four-bay (ww/d/www/ww), side-gabled, 
American Small House (Figure 90). Of frame 
construction, the 1,545 sq ft dwelling is set on 
a concrete block foundation, features a 
stretcher bond brick veneer on the façade and 
aluminum siding on all secondary elevations, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad 
roof. Windows along the residence feature 
two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes 
protected by metal awnings. 

The façade is characterized by a centrally 
located, single-leaf entry filled with a 
replacement panel door set behind an 
aluminum screen door. To the right of the 
entry is a tripartite window with a central 
picture window flanked by two-over-two, 
double-hung wood sash windows accented 
with a brick sill. The entry opens onto a 
partial-width, brick veneered porch that is 
partially sheltered by a hip-roof supported 
with vinyl posts. Located to the left of the 
porch is a paired window sheltered by a metal 
awning and accented with a brick sill. The 
porch is accessed via a frame ramp as well as 
frame steps. The westernmost portion of the 
façade features a former integrated garage, 
which has been converted into living space. 
The garage entry has been filled-in and now 
exhibits two one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sash windows affixed with grids simulating a 
six-over-six configuration. The remaining 

former garage door space has been filled in 
with vinyl siding.  

The east (side) elevation is punctuated by 
two window openings on the first story and 
one window in the gable-end. The west (side) 
elevation is punctuated by one window 
opening in the first story and one window 
opening in the gable-end. The south (rear) 
elevation is punctuated by three window 
openings (Figure 91). Located in the former 
garage portion of the elevation is a secondary 
single-leaf entry filled with a replacement 
door.   

A single-story, prefabricated plastic shed 
is located approximately 28 ft south of the 
residence. A circa 1955 single-story, side-
gabled, frame shed is located approximately 
84 ft south of the residence. It is clad in 
vertical board and features a double-leaf entry 
flanked by single-leaf entries along the façade.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5496 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The American Small House is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century. As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. While this resource retains 
moderate integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5496 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 90. DHR # 131-5496: Southwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house. 

 

Figure 91. DHR # 131-5496: Northwesterly view of the south (rear) elevation of house. 
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DHR # 131-5497 
Address: 2821 Flag Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379824 N: 4069369 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 92–93 

Date(s) of Construction: 1955 

Description:  DHR # 131-5497 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2821 
Flag Road, approximately .11 mi west of its 
intersection with Happy Acres Road. The 
parcel features an open lawn bisected by a 
concrete walkway, and it totals .458 acres; a 
wood-plank privacy fence encloses the rear 
yard. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive 
from Flag Road. The residence is set back 
approximately 48 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the north towards Flag Road. 
A building is first depicted on the 1965 
(Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1955. 

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, 
three-bay (www/d/w), side-gabled American 
Small House (Figure 92). Of frame 
construction, the 1,595 sq ft dwelling is set on 
a brick veneered foundation, is sheathed in 
vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof; a brick chimney pierces the 
roof along the southern slope. Windows along 
the façade of the residence feature two-over-
two, double-hung wood sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a gable-
oriented projection located at the westernmost 
portion of the house. Situated in the projection 
is a single-leaf entry filled with a replacement 
panel door set behind an aluminum screen 
door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete 
stoop that is clad in brick veneer. To the left of 
the entry is a tripartite window with a central 
picture window flanked by two-over-two, 
double-hung wood sash windows. A window 
opening is located in the gable end of the 

projection. A gable dormer is situated in the 
half-story next to the projection and features 
one window opening.  

A gable-oriented, enclosed porch is 
located on the east (side) elevation. The porch 
is enclosed with fixed vinyl sash windows and 
is accessed via a full-light, vinyl door. The 
west (side) elevation is punctuated by two 
window openings along the first story, one of 
which exhibits two-over-two, double-hung 
wood sashes and the other exhibiting six-over-
six, double-hung wood sashes. One window 
opening punctuates the half story; it features 
two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes. 
Located on the south (rear) elevation is a small 
gable-oriented projection, which is punctuated 
by a one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash 
window (Figure 93). A portion of the 
projection is cut-away, creating a porch that is 
supported by a square wood column. The 
porch shelters a secondary, single-leaf entry. 
The remainder of the elevation features three 
window openings with two two-over-two, 
double-hung wood sash windows and one six-
over-six, double-hung wood sash window.   

A circa 1955 single-story, front-gabled, 
frame single-car garage is located 
approximately 21 ft southeast of the residence. 
It is clad in vinyl siding; features a two-over-
two, double-hung wood-sash window on the 
side elevation; and is accessed via a metal-
panel roller door along the façade and a 
single-leaf pedestrian entry along the side 
elevation. A single-story, front-gabled, frame 
shed is located approximately 60 ft southeast 
of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5497 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The American Small House is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century. As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
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Figure 92. DHR # 131-5497: Southwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house. 

 

Figure 93. DHR # 131-5497: Northwesterly view of the south (rear) elevation of house. 
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architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. While this resource retains 
moderate integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5497 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5498 
Address: 2825 Flag Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad:  Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379800 N: 4069361 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 94–95 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1955 

Description:  DHR # 131-5498 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2825 
Flag Road, approximately .12 mi west of its 
intersection with Happy Acres Road. The 
parcel features an open lawn bisected by a 
concrete walkway and totals .407 acres; a 
wood-plank privacy fence encloses the rear 
yard. The parcel is accessed via a gravel drive 
from Flag Road. The residence is set back 
approximately 49 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the north towards Flag Road. 
A building is first depicted on the 1965 
(Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1951; however 
Flag Road does not appear on the 1955 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle 
but is depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 
1986) Norfolk South, VA topographic 
quadrangle, where it appears lined with 

residences. Since the resource is almost 
identical in form to the other dwellings on the 
street, it was most likely constructed at the 
same time as the others, which date to 1955. 
Thus, a more precise construction date for the 
resource is circa 1955. 

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, 
three-bay (ww/d/w), side-gabled, American 
Small House (Figure 94). Of frame 
construction, the 1,572 sq ft dwelling is set on 
a brick veneered foundation, is sheathed in 
asbestos shingles, and is sheltered by an 
asphalt-shingle clad roof; a brick chimney 
pierces the roof along the southern slope. 
Windows on the residence exhibit one-over-
one, double-hung vinyl sashes affixed with 
grids simulating a six-over-six configuration.  

The façade is characterized by a gable-
oriented projection located at the westernmost 
portion of the house. Situated in the projection 
is a single-leaf entry filled with a replacement 
panel door set behind an aluminum screen 
door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete 
porch that is clad in brick veneer and is 
partially enclosed with wood posts and rails. 
The porch is sheltered by a gable-oriented roof 
supported with square wood posts. Located in 
the gable of the projection is a single window 
opening. A gable dormer is situated in the 
half-story next to the projection and features 
one window opening.  

The east and west (side) elevations are 
punctuated by two window openings in the 
first story and one window opening in the 
gable end of the half story. Located on the 
south (rear) elevation is a small gable-oriented 
projection, which is punctuated by one 
window opening (Figure 95). A portion of the 
projection was once a cut-away porch but has 
been filled in to provide more living space; it 
is clad in vinyl siding. The projection is 
accessed along the east elevation via a single-
leaf entry that is sheltered by a shed-roof 
supported with small square posts. The entry 
opens onto a small frame deck that wraps 
around to the rear of the house. The remainder 
of the elevation features three window 
openings.   
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Figure 94. DHR # 131-5498: Southwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house. 

 

Figure 95. DHR # 131-5498: Northerly view of the south (rear) elevation of house. 
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A single-story, front-gabled, frame two-car 
garage is located approximately 52 ft southeast 
of the residence.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5498 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. The American Small House is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of materials, 
design, and workmanship, this example does 
not exhibit denotative characteristics that would 
otherwise separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5498 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts in 
the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5499 
Address: 2829 Flag Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad:  Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379779 N: 4069356 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 96–97 

Date(s) of Construction: 1956 

Description: DHR # 131-5499 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2829 Flag 
Road, approximately .14 mi west of its 
intersection with Happy Acres Road. The 

parcel features an open lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .378 acres. The parcel is 
accessed via a paved drive from Flag Road. 
The residence is set back approximately 51 ft 
from the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the 
north towards Flag Road. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1956. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), side-gabled, Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 96). Of frame construction, the 
1,294 sq ft dwelling is set on a brick veneered 
foundation, is sheathed in vinyl siding, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad roof; a 
poured concrete chimney pierces the roof along 
the southern slope. Windows on the residence 
exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes 
affixed with grids simulating a six-over-six 
configuration.  

The façade is characterized by an off-
center, single-leaf entry filled with a 
replacement panel door set behind an aluminum 
screen door. The entry opens onto a poured 
concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer. To 
the left of the entry is a tripartite window with a 
central one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash 
window flanked by one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sash windows affixed with grids 
simulating a four-over-four configuration. The 
entry and tripartite window are located on a 
recessed portion of the façade and are thus 
protected by the wide eave of the roof.  

The east and west (side) elevations are 
punctuated by two window openings. Centered 
on the main block of the south (rear) elevation 
is a small gable-oriented projection, which 
features a secondary, single-leaf entry (Figure 
97). The main block of the elevation is 
punctuated by one window opening. Situated to 
the right of the projection is a large gable-
oriented addition, giving the overall shape of 
the house an “L,” which is characteristic of the 
Half Courtyard Ranch subtype. Windows on 
the addition exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes affixed with grids simulating a six-
over-six configuration.   
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Figure 96. DHR # 131-5499: Southeasterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house. 

 

Figure 97. DHR # 131-5499: West-southwesterly view of the east (side) and south (rear) elevations of house. 
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A single-story, front-gabled, frame two-
car garage is located approximately 49 ft 
southeast of the residence.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5499 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the 
predominant American house form of the 
1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. The resource is an example of the 
Compact Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as a small and simple form 
that is rectangular but almost square. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, this resource exhibits 
replacement siding and windows and a large 
rear addition, which compromise the integrity 
of design, materials, and workmanship. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5499 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5500 
Address: 2833 Flag Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379755 N: 4069351 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 98–99 

Date(s) of Construction: 1955 

Description:  DHR # 131-5500 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2829 
Flag Road, approximately .15 mi west of its 
intersection with Happy Acres Road. The 
parcel features an open lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .362 acres. The parcel is 
accessed via a two-track paved drive from 
Flag Road. The residence is set back 
approximately 58 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the north towards Flag Road. 
A building is first depicted on the 1965 
(Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1955. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(d/www/w/w), side-gabled, Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 98). Of frame construction, the 
1,149 sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of 
unknown material, features a stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle-clad roof; a brick chimney pierces the 
roof along the southern slope. Windows on the 
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung 
wood sashes seen in single and paired forms; 
windows are accented with brick sills and 
concrete lintels.  

The façade is characterized by an off-
center, single-leaf entry filled with a three-
light door set behind an aluminum screen 
door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete 
stoop that is clad in brick veneer and partially 
enclosed with wood posts and rails. The stoop 
is sheltered by a gable-oriented roof that is 
supported with turned posts. Located to the 
right of the entry is a tripartite window with a 
central picture window flanked by two-over-
two, double-hung wood sash windows.  

The east (side) elevation is punctuated by 
a single and paired window openings. The 
west (side) elevation is pierced by two 
window openings. The south (rear) elevation 
features a hip-roof projection, which used to 
exhibit a small cut-away porch, but it has since 
been filled in and clad with vinyl siding 
(Figure 99). A one-over-one, double-hung 
wood sash window is located in the former 
porch space. The former porch is accessed via 
a single-leaf entry. The remainder of the 
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elevation is punctuated by two paired window 
openings.  

A circa 1955 single-story, front-gabled, 
frame single-car garage is located 
approximately 20 ft southeast of the residence. 
It is clad in asbestos shingles; features two-
over-two, double-hung wood sash windows; 
and is accessed from the façade via a metal-
panel roller garage door. A single-story, 
gambrel-roof, frame shed is located 
approximately 56 ft southwest of the 
residence. It is clad in vertical board and 
accessed via a double-leaf façade entry.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. DHR # 131-5500 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the 

predominant American house form of the 
1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. The resource is an example of the 
Compact Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as a small and simple form 
that is rectangular but almost square. While 
this resource retains moderate integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise 
distinguish it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5500 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 98. DHR # 131-5500: Southwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation. 
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Figure 99. DHR # 131-5500: Northeasterly view of the west (side) and south (rear) elevations of house. 

DHR # 131-5501 
Address: 2841 Flag Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379711 N: 4069349 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 100–101 

Date(s) of Construction: 1960 

Description:  DHR # 131-5501 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2841 
Flag Road, approximately .18 mi west of its 
intersection with Happy Acres Road. The 
parcel features an open lawn bisected by a 
concrete walkway and totals .366 acres. The 
parcel is accessed via a partially overgrown 
two-track paved drive from Flag Road. The 
residence is set back approximately 62 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the north 

towards Flag Road. A building is first depicted 
on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk 
South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1960. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), cross-gabled, Linear-With-
Clusters Ranch house (Figure 100). Of frame 
construction, the 1,493 sq ft dwelling is set on 
a brick veneer foundation, is sheathed in 
aluminum siding, and is sheltered by an 
asphalt-shingle clad roof. 

The façade is characterized by an off-
center, single-leaf entry filled with a 
replacement panel door. The entry opens onto 
a poured concrete stoop that is clad in brick 
veneer. Located to the left of the entry is a 
tripartite window with a central picture 
window flanked with two-over-two, double-
hung wood sash windows. The entry and 
tripartite window are protected by the wide 
eave of the roof above. Situated to the right is 
the cross gable. Two one-over-one, double-
hung vinyl sash windows are situated in this 
portion of the façade.  
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The east and west (side) elevations are 
punctuated by two one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sash windows. The south (rear) elevation 
features a gable-oriented projection, which is 
located at the easternmost portion of the 
elevation (Figure 101). Windows on the 
projection exhibit two-over-two, double-hung 
wood sashes. Also featured on the projection 
is a secondary double-leaf entry with sliding 
doors. The remainder of the elevation is 
punctuated by a paired and single form 
window opening, both filled with one-over-
one, double-hung vinyl sashes.   

A circa 1960 single-story, front-gabled, 
frame single-car garage is located 
approximately 20 ft southeast of the residence. 
It is clad in vertical board; exhibits two-over-
two, double-hung wood sash windows (which 
no longer retain their glazing); and is accessed 
via a metal-panel roller door along the façade 
and a secondary single-leaf pedestrian entry 
along the side elevation. A single-story, front-
gabled, frame outbuilding on narrow, square 
wood posts is located approximately 46 ft 
south of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. DHR # 131-5501 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the 
predominant American house form of the 
1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. The resource is an example of the 
Linear-With-Clusters Ranch subtype and 
displays such design elements as a cluster of 
rooms concentrated at one end of the house 
that projects to the back.  While this resource 
retains moderate integrity of materials, design, 
and workmanship, this example does not 
exhibit denotative characteristics that would 
otherwise distinguish it from countless 

 

Figure 100. DHR # 131-5501: Southwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house and garage. 
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Figure 101. DHR # 131-5501: East-northeasterly view of the south (rear) elevation of house. 

examples throughout the region identical in 
form and character. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5501 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5502 
Address: 2845 Flag Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379689 N: 4069346 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 102–103 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5502 consists of a 
residence and garage/apartment located at 
2845 Flag Road, approximately .19 mi west of 
its intersection with Happy Acres Road. The 
parcel features an open lawn and totals .370 
acres; a wood-plank privacy fence encloses 
the rear yard. The parcel is accessed via a 
paved drive from Flag Road. The residence is 
set back approximately 62 ft from the right-of-
way, and it is oriented to the north towards 
Flag Road. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), cross-gabled dwelling (Figure 
102). Of frame construction, the 1,494 sq ft 
dwelling is set on a foundation of unknown 
material, features a stretcher bond brick 
veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle 
clad roof. Windows along the residence 
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exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes affixed with grids simulating a six-
over-six configuration. All windows are 
accented with brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by an off-
center single-leaf entry filled with a 
replacement panel door. The entry opens onto 
a poured concrete stoop that is clad in brick 
veneer. Located to the left of the entry is a 
tripartite window; the center window is 
identical to the other windows on the 
residence except it is slightly wider and is 
affixed with grids that simulate an eight-over-
eight configuration. Located on the 
westernmost portion of the façade is the cross 
gable, which is punctuated by two window 
openings.  

The east (side) elevation is punctuated by 
a single and paired window opening on the 
first story and one window opening in the 
gable end of the half story. The west (side) 
elevation is punctuated by two single window 
openings in the first story and one window 
opening in the gable end of the half story. The 
south (rear) elevation features a narrow, linear, 

gable-oriented projection, which has been 
extended (Figure 103). A secondary, single-
leaf entry is located on the main block of the 
elevation. The remainder of the elevation is 
punctuated by a single and a paired window 
openings.   

A circa 1963 two-story, gambrel-roof, 
frame single-car garage/apartment is located 
approximately 49 ft south of the residence. It 
is clad in vinyl siding and stretcher bond brick 
veneer. The first story of the façade features a 
metal-roller panel garage door and pedestrian 
single-leaf entry. A paired two-over-two, 
double-hung window is situated in the second 
story. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. DHR # 131-5502 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 

 

Figure 102. DHR # 131-5502: West-southwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house. 
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Figure 103. DHR # 131-5502: West-northwesterly view of the south (rear) elevation of house. 

eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. The resource represents a typical house form 
common in the mid-twentieth century. The 
resource lacks architectural elements that would 
elevate its significance and qualify it as eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5502 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or 
C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5503 
Address: 2888 Flag Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad:  Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379640 N: 4069293 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 104–105 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5503 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 2888 Flag 
Road, approximately .27 mi southwest of its 
intersection with Happy Acres Road. The 
parcel features a wooded lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .605 acres. The parcel is 
accessed via a paved drive from Flag Road. 
The residence is set back approximately 61 ft 
from the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the 
west towards Flag Road. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1963. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), side-gabled dwelling (Figure 
104). Of frame construction, the 1,410 sq ft 
dwelling is set on a foundation of unknown 
material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad roof. 
Windows along the residence exhibit two-over-
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two, double-hung wood sashes. All windows 
are accented with brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by an off-
center, three-light door set behind an aluminum 
screen door. The entry opens onto a poured 
concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer. 
Located to the left of the entry is a tripartite 
window; the center window is flanked by 
narrow two-over-two, double-hung wood sash 
windows. Located on the southernmost portion 
of the façade is a slightly projecting cross 
gable. Two window openings punctuate the 
first story, and one window opening punctuates 
the half story.  

The north (side) elevation is punctuated by 
a single and paired window opening on the first 
story and one window opening in the gable end 
of the half story. The south (side) elevation is 
punctuated by three single window openings in 
the first story and one window opening in the 
gable end of the half story. The east (rear) 
elevation features a narrow, linear, gable-
oriented projection punctuated by a single 
window opening, as well as a single-leaf entry 
(Figure 105).  

A circa 1963 single-story, front-gabled, 
frame two-car garage is located approximately 
8 ft northeast of the residence. It is clad in 
aluminum siding and is accessed via a metal-
panel roller garage door. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5503 exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events or 
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
A or B. The resource is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource 
represents a typical house form common in the 
mid-twentieth century, and it lacks architectural 
elements that would elevate its significance and 
qualify it as eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion C. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5503 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP 
under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts in 
the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 104. DHR # 131-5503: East-southeasterly view of façade and north (side) elevation of house and garage. 
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Figure 105. DHR # 131-5503: East-northeasterly view of the south (rear) elevation of house. 

DHR # 131-5504 
Address: 2884 Flag Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379608 N: 4069264 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 106–107 

Date(s) of Construction: 1964 

Description:  DHR # 131-5504 consists of a 
residence and outbuilding located at 2884 Flag 
Road, approximately .29 mi southwest of its 
intersection with Happy Acres Road. The 
parcel features a wooded lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .581 acres. The parcel is 
accessed via a paved drive from Flag Road. 
The residence is set back approximately 68 ft 
from the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the 
north towards Flag Road. A building is first 

depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1964. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(gd/www/d/ww/ww), hip-roof, Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 106). Of frame construction, the 
2,013 sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of 
unknown material, features a stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle-clad roof; a chimney pierces the roof 
along the eastern slope. Windows along the 
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung 
wood sashes. All windows are accented with 
brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by an off-
center, recessed, single-leaf entry filled with a 
three-light door set behind an aluminum screen 
door.  The entry opens onto a poured concrete 
stoop clad in brick veneer. To the left of the 
entry in the recess is a tripartite window with a 
center double-hung window flanked by narrow 
double-hung windows. Situated to the left of 
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the recess is an integral single-car garage 
accessed via a metal-panel roller door. Located 
to the right of the recess are two paired window 
openings.  

The east (side) elevation features a 
secondary, single-leaf entry flanked by a paired 
and single window opening. The west (side) 
elevation is punctuated by three single window 
openings. The south (rear) elevation features a 
hip-roof projection (Figure 107). A section of 
the projection features vinyl cladding and a 
double-leaf entry flanked by one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sash windows. The vinyl 
cladding, entry doors, and windows are all 
replacement materials and not original to the 
house. The entry opens onto a large, rambling 
frame deck.  

A circa 1964 single-story, shed-roof, frame, 
outbuilding is located approximately 77 ft 
southeast of the residence. It is clad in 
aluminum siding and is accessed via a single-
leaf façade entry. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. DHR # 131-5504 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 

no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. The Ranch house represents the predominant 
American house form of the 1950s and 1960s. 
As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource is 
an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and 
displays such design elements as a long, 
narrow, linear form. While this resource retains 
moderate integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
distinguish it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5504 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts in 
the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 106. DHR # 131-5504: West-southwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house. 
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Figure 107. DHR # 131-5504: West-northwesterly view of the east (side) and south (rear) elevations of house. 

DHR # 131-5505 
Address: 2848 Forehand Drive, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad:  Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379621 N: 4068860 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 108–109 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1940–1950 

Description:  DHR # 131-5505 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 2848 Forehand 
Drive, approximately .27 mi northwest of its 
intersection with George Washington 
Highway North. The parcel features an open 
lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .336 
acres. The rear yard is enclosed with a wood 
plank fence. The parcel is accessed via a 
paved drive from Forehand Drive. The off 
ramp that provides access to George 

Washington Highway North from I-64 East is 
located just north of the parcel. The residence 
is set back approximately 58 ft from the right-
of-way, and it is oriented to the south towards 
Forehand Drive. A building is first depicted on 
the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, 
VA topographic quadrangle; however, the 
residence is depicted as a photorevised 
building, which would date it to 1986. Local 
tax assessor records date this resource to 1918. 
Based on the dwelling’s construction 
materials, it was most likely built circa 1940–
1950. 

The residence is a single-story, three-bay 
(w/d/w), side-gabled dwelling (Figure 108). 
Of frame construction, the 1,407 sq ft dwelling 
is set on a concrete block foundation, is 
sheathed in aluminum siding, and is sheltered 
by an asphalt-shingle-clad roof; a chimney 
pierces the roof. Windows along the residence 
exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes. All windows are accented with brick 
sills. 
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The façade is characterized by an off-
center single-leaf entry filled with a wood 
panel, Craftsman style door. The entry opens 
onto an enclosed porch that is set on a 
concrete block foundation beneath a front-
gabled roof that is supported by battered wood 
columns set on brick piers atop concrete block 
foundations. The porch is clad with aluminum 
siding and features jalousie windows. It is 
accessed via a single-leaf entry filled with a 
metal panel door. The right portion of the 
façade features a shed-roof addition, which 
has extended that part of the elevation from 
the porch to the terminus of the elevation.  

The west (side) elevation is punctuated by 
three window openings. The east (side) 
elevation is punctuated by a paired window 
opening. The north (rear) elevation features a 
gable-oriented ell (Figure 109). Windows on 
the ell exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes and are set in single and paired 
forms. Affixed to the ell is a small shed-roof 
addition, which is pierced by a concrete block 
chimney. The remainder of the main block of 
the rear elevation is punctuated by a single 
window opening.  

A two-story, gambrel-roof, frame single-
car garage/apartment is located approximately 
9 ft east of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5505 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The resource is not a significant 
example of a particular type, style, or method 
of construction and lacks noteworthy 
architectural elements that would elevate its 
significance and make it eligible for listing in 
the NRHP under Criterion C. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5505 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 108. DHR # 131-5505: East-northeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house and 
garage/apartment. 
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Figure 109. DHR # 131-5505: Northwesterly view of the north (rear) elevation of house. 

DHR # 131-5506 
Address: 2829 Forehand Drive, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379708 N: 4068760 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 110–111 

Date(s) of Construction: 1965 

Description:  DHR # 131-5506 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2829 
Forehand Drive, approximately .22 mi 
northwest of its intersection with George 
Washington Highway North. The parcel 
features a partially wooded lawn bisected by a 
concrete walkway and totals 1.490 acres; the 
side yard is enclosed with a wood plank fence. 
The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from 
Forehand Drive. The residence is set back 

approximately 97 ft from the right-of-way, and 
unlike all other residences along the street, this 
resource’s side elevation fronts the street. A 
building is first depicted on the 1965 
(Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle; however, the 
residence is depicted as a photorevised 
building, which would date it to 1986. Local 
tax assessor records date this resource to 1965. 
Based on the dwelling’s form and construction 
materials, it was most likely built in 1965, as 
the tax assessor states. 

The residence is a single-story, six-bay 
(d/w/w/d/ww/www), hip-roof, Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 110). Of frame construction, the 
1,508 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, is sheathed in aluminum siding, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad 
roof; a large stone-clad chimney pierces the 
roof along the façade, and a small brick 
chimney pierces the roof just below the 
ridgeline. 
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The façade is characterized by an off-
center single-leaf entry filled with a no-light 
slab door set behind an aluminum screen door. 
The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch 
that is partially enclosed with decorative metal 
railings. Located to the left of the entry are a 
large, fixed sash window; a one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sash window; and a 
secondary single-leaf entry, which is accessed 
at ground level. Situated to the right of the 
main entry is a two-part window consisting of 
a picture window flanked on the left by a four-
light, aluminum-sash window; a large stone-
clad chimney situated perpendicular to the 
façade and displaying two clay chimney pots; 
and a tripartite window with a central picture 
window flanked by three-light, aluminum sash 
windows. Both picture windows on the façade 
are accented with flower boxes. The portion of 
the façade that exhibits the tripartite window is 
angled away from the main block of the house. 
The rear elevation of the angled projection it 
displays a one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sash window with a flower box.  

The north (side) elevation features two 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash 

windows with window boxes (Figure 111); the 
south (side) elevation was not visible due to 
the pool shelter. The west (rear) elevation 
features five one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sash windows with window boxes and a 
single-leaf secondary entry along the main 
block of the house (see Figure 111). Situated 
on the rear elevation is a breezeway addition 
with a double-leaf entry; the breezeway leads 
to a single-story, hip-roof, frame two-car 
garage addition. The addition is sheathed in 
aluminum siding and protected by asphalt-
shingle cladding.  

An in-ground pool is located 
approximately 8 ft west of the residence. A 
round roof frame once fully clad with plastic 
protects the pool and is affixed to the 
residence; the plastic cladding is missing in 
several places. Two circa 1965 single-story, 
front-gabled, steel frame greenhouses are 
located approximately 50 ft west of the 
residence. They are each set on a wood sill 
foundation, clad in metal sash windows, and 
accessed via two wood multi-light, paneled 
doors. A circa 1965 single-story,  

 

Figure 110. DHR # 131-5506: Southwesterly view of façade elevation of house. 
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Figure 111. DHR # 131-5506: Southerly view of the north (side) and west (rear) elevation of house. 

shed-roof, concrete block outbuilding is 
located approximately 50 ft west of the 
residence. It features window openings with a 
central metal hopper sash and fixed multi-light 
panels situated above and below the hopper 
sashes. The outbuilding is accessed via a 
double-leaf entry located on the east elevation. 
The greenhouses and outbuildings appear to 
no longer be in use. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5506 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The resource is an example of 
Linear Ranch and displays design elements 
that none of the other numerous Ranch houses 
in the area exhibit, such as its linkage to the 

existing landscape and setting, including its 
irregular orientation. The front yard has an 
open quality, while the side yard is more 
private. The house features a heavy stone 
chimney, integrated planter boxes, and a 
variety of window types, all of which are 
essential design elements of Ranch houses. 
However, the house does not retain a high 
degree of integrity to warrant listing in the 
NRHP. The rear breezeway and garage 
addition have altered the original footprint of 
the dwelling and have shifted the massing. 
Thus, the integrity of design, materials, and 
workmanship has been compromised. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5506 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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DHR # 131-5507 
Address: 2825 Forehand Drive, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379743 N: 4068742 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 112–113 

Date(s) of Construction: 1959 

Description:  DHR # 131-5507 consists of a 
residence located at 2825 Forehand Drive, 
approximately .17 mi northwest of its 
intersection with George Washington 
Highway North. The parcel features a partially 
wooded lawn with a concrete walkway and 
totals .397 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with 
a wood plank fence. The parcel is accessed via 
a paved drive from Forehand Drive. The 
residence is set back approximately 85 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the north 
towards Forehand Drive. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle; 
however the residence is depicted as a 
photorevised building, which would date it to 
1986. Local tax assessor records date this 
resource to 1959. Based on the dwelling’s 
form and construction materials, it was most 
likely built in 1959, as the tax assessor states. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(gd/d/www/d/ww), hip-roof Courtyard Ranch 
house (Figure 112). Of frame construction, the 
1,824 sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of 
unknown material, features a stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof. A large brick chimney 
pierces the roof along the north roof slope. 
Windows along the residence are accented 
with brick sills.  

The façade is characterized by an-off 
center single-leaf entry filled with a panel door 
that opens onto a poured concrete stoop 
partially enclosed with decorative metal 
railings. A hip-roof supported by a decorative 
metal column extends to protect the entry and 

stoop. Located to the right of the entry is a 
hip-roof projection with paired one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sash windows on the façade 
elevation; a single one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sash window is located on the east 
elevation of the projection. Situated to the left 
of the entry is a triple form window with one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sash windows. 
The easternmost portion of the façade also 
features a hip roof projection. Housed in the 
projection is an integral single-car garage with 
a metal-panel roller door. Pedestrian access is 
gained via a single-leaf entry filled with a no-
light slab door.  

The east (side) elevation is punctuated by 
two window bays filled with two-over-two, 
double-hung wood sash windows. The west 
(side) elevation projects past the main block of 
the house and has been extended since the 
dwelling was originally constructed. It sits on 
a brick veneered foundation and is sheathed in 
vinyl siding and brick veneer. A window 
opening along the projection’s west side 
exhibits one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes, while a window opening along the east 
side features a bay window opening with a 
central picture window flanked by  one-over-
one, double-hung vinyl sashes, as well as a 
single one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash 
window. The south (rear) elevation features 
two secondary single-leaf entries (Figure 113). 
The westernmost entry is flanked by a single 
and a paired one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sash window, while the easternmost entry is 
located on a portion of the elevation that has 
been re-clad in vinyl siding. Located to the left 
of the entry is a one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sash window, and to the right of the 
entry is a row of three sliding, vinyl sash 
windows. The remainder of the elevation is an 
extension of the original. It is set on a brick 
veneered foundation, clad in vinyl siding, and 
protected by a hip-roof. It is pierced by a one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sash window. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5507 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
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Figure 112. DHR # 131-5507: Southwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house. 

 

Figure 113. DHR # 131-5507: Northwesterly view of the south (rear) elevation of house. 
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under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the 
predominant American house form of the 
1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. The resource is an example of the 
Courtyard Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as two diminutive wings, 
which suggest the presence of a courtyard.  
However, the house does not retain a high 
degree of integrity to warrant listing in the 
NRHP. The extension of the side and rear 
elevations has changed the original footprint 
and massing of the house. Additionally, vinyl 
replacement windows and siding have been 
installed. Thus, the integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship has been 
compromised. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5507 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5508 
Address: 2821 Forehand Drive, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379772 N: 4068733 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 114–115 

Date(s) of Construction: 1917 

Description:  DHR # 131-5508 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 2821 Forehand 
Drive, approximately .16 mi northwest of its 
intersection with George Washington 
Highway North. The parcel features an open 
lawn situated on a triangular lot at a bend in 
Forehand Drive and totals .333 acres. The 
parcel is accessed via a gravel drive from 

Forehand Drive. The residence is set back 
approximately 38 ft from the right-of-way; it 
is oriented to the east towards a bend in 
Forehand Drive. A building is first depicted on 
the 1921 Newport News, VA topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1917. 

The residence is a single-story, two-bay 
(d/w), front-gabled dwelling (Figure 114). Of 
brick masonry construction, the 1,052 sq ft 
dwelling is set on a brick foundation, features 
stretcher bond brick walls, and is sheltered by 
an asphalt-shingle clad roof; an exterior brick 
chimney pierces the roof at the rear gable-end. 
Windows along the residence exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes and are 
accented with brick sills. All the gable ends 
along the residence are clad in vinyl siding.  

The façade is characterized by an off-
center single-leaf entry filled with a multi-
light panel, solid-core wood door set behind 
an aluminum screen door. Located to the right 
of the entry is a large window opening. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete porch clad 
with brick veneer, which wraps around to the 
side elevation. The porch is protected by a hip-
roof that is supported with turned wood posts. 
Situated between the posts are wood railings, 
which partially enclose the porch.  

The north (side) elevation is punctuated by 
three window openings. The main block of the 
south (side) elevation mimics the façade, with 
a single-leaf entry filled with the same door 
type located next to a large window opening. 
Beginning at the center of the elevation is a 
series of projections/additions that give the 
house a jumbled roofline (Figure 115). The 
first is a gable-oriented projection with an 
integral shed-roof addition. The projection is 
punctuated by a window opening on the east 
elevation of the gabled projection and a single 
and paired window opening on the south 
elevation. The final addition features a shed-
roof and is punctuated by a window opening 
on the south elevation. It is accessed via a 
single-leaf opening along the west (rear) 
elevation. The west (rear) elevation of the 
main block features a single window opening. 
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Figure 114. DHR # 131-5508: Westerly view of façade elevation of house. 

 

Figure 115. DHR # 131-5508: East-northeast view of the south (side) and west (rear) elevations of house, with rear 
elevation of garage in background. 
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A single-story, front-gabled, frame single-
car garage is located approximately 5 ft north 
of the residence. It is clad in vinyl siding and 
accessed via a metal-panel roller door. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5508 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is not a significant example of a 
particular type, style, or method of 
construction and lacks notable architectural 
features that would elevate its significance and 
render it eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. Furthermore, the installation of 
vinyl replacement windows and the 
subsequent additions compromise the integrity 
of design, materials, and workmanship of the 
house.   Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR # 131-5508 is not individually eligible 
for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, 
B, or C. There are no known historic districts 
or potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-0465 
Address: 524 George Washington Highway 
North (Forehand Drive), Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379901 N: 4068683 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 116–117 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1900–1925 

Description:  DHR # 131-0465 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 524 
George Washington Highway North 
(Forehand Drive), approximately .08 mi 
northwest of its intersection with George 
Washington Highway North. The parcel 

features a partially wooded lawn and totals 
.690 acres. The parcel is accessed via a two-
track gravel drive from Forehand Drive; the 
residence historically fronted George 
Washington Highway North, but there is no 
longer access from the highway, as a line of 
trees separates the property from the highway. 
The residence is set back approximately 38 ft 
from the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the 
east towards George Washington Highway 
North. A building is first depicted on the 1921 
Newport News, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1940; however, based on the house’s first map 
appearance and type, it was most likely 
constructed during the first quarter of the 
twentieth century. 

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, 
one-bay (wwwwww), clipped-gabled dwelling 
(Figure 116). Of frame construction, the 2,360 
sq ft dwelling is set on a brick foundation, is 
sheathed in weatherboard siding, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof; an 
exterior brick chimney pierces the roof along 
the northern roof slope. 

The façade is characterized by a full-
width, inset, enclosed porch that is supported 
by brick piers capped with poured concrete 
and topped with square, weatherboard-clad 
posts. The porch has been enclosed with 
weatherboard siding and a row of one-over-
one, double-hung metal sash windows. It is 
accessed from either side via a wide set of 
brick steps that lead to a single-leaf entry, both 
of which are filled with an aluminum screen 
door set next to a jalousie window. Situated in 
the gable end of the façade is a paired window 
with one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash 
windows protected by a metal awning.  

The south (side) elevation features two 
paired and two single window openings on the 
first story and three single window openings in 
the gable end, which are sheltered beneath a 
single metal awning. All windows on the 
elevation exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. The north (side) elevation 
features a single-leaf entry filled with a six-
light, panel, solid-core wood, Craftsman style 
door that opens onto a stoop. The entry is 
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sheltered by a clipped gable roof supported by 
square wood columns. Located to the left of 
the entry are two paired window openings, and 
to the right of the entry is a single window 
opening. A single window opening sheltered 
by a metal awning is located in the gable-end. 
All windows on the elevation exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. The west 
(rear) elevation features two one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sash windows on the main 
block (Figure 117). Situated between these 
window openings is a two-story, gable-
oriented rusticated concrete block addition. 
The second story is clad with asbestos 
shingles. The first story features entries on all 
three of the addition’s elevations; the south 
elevation is accessed via a single-leaf entry, 
the west elevation is accessed via a double-
leaf entry, and the north elevation is accessed 
via a single-leaf entry. Windows are featured 
in the second story of the addition and exhibit 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. A 
window opening is also located in the gable 
end of the addition, but it is covered with 
plastic, as it retains no glazing.   

A single-story, side-gabled, frame shed is 
located approximately 24 ft northwest of the 
residence. A single-story, gambrel roof, frame, 
prefabricated shed is located approximately 53 
ft west of the residence. A front-gabled, frame, 
shed is located approximately 43 ft south of 
the residence.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-0465 was previously 
surveyed in 1987, but no NRHP eligibility 
recommendation was given by the consultant. 
Additionally, no formal NRHP eligibility 
evaluation was made by DHR.  

The resource is not eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events 
or persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The 
resource is a bungalow, the predominant 
American housing type constructed during the 
first quarter of the twentieth century. As such, 

 

Figure 116. DHR # 131-0465: North-northwesterly view of façade and south (side) elevation of house. 
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Figure 117. DHR # 131-0465: East-northeasterly view of the south (side) and west (rear) elevations of house. 

examples of the type must demonstrate 
exceptional integrity and significant 
architectural features to be considered eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The 
rear addition, enclosure of the front porch, and 
installation of vinyl replacement windows 
have compromised the integrity of the design, 
materials, and workmanship of the house. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-0465 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-0466 
Address: George Washington Highway North 
(Forehand Drive), Chesapeake, VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379897 N: 4068646 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 118 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1900–1925 

Description:  DHR # 131-0466 consists of a 
new house. The previously surveyed resource 
has been demolished and a new house has 
been built on the parcel. The site is located at 
the northwest corner of Forehand Drive and 
George Washington Highway North. The 
parcel features an open lawn with two circa 
1990–2000 residences (Figure 118).  

According to the 1987 survey, the 
residence that was located on this parcel was a 
single-story, hip-roof, frame dwelling with 
Craftsman features. It was set on a brick 
foundation and protected with a standing seam 
metal clad roof. Windows along the residence 
exhibited one-over-one and six-over-one, 
double-hung wood sashes (Thompson et al. 
1987). The house was demolished after 1987, 
and the parcel was divided into two. Currently, 
two non-historic residences are situated on the 
site.   
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Figure 118. DHR # 131-0466: Northwesterly view of site with view of non-historic houses. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-0466 was previously 
surveyed in 1987. The resource was 
demolished after its previous survey. Two 
non-historic houses are located on the site.  

Recommendations for Further Study: DHR # 
131-0466 is no longer extant.  

DHR # 131-5509 
Address: 512 George Washington Highway 
North, Chesapeake, VA 23323 

Quad:  Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379882 N: 4068572 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 119–120 

Date(s) of Construction: 1950 

Description: DHR # 131-5509 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 512 

George Washington Highway North on the 
northwest corner of George Washington 
Highway North and Margaret Booker Drive. 
The parcel features a partially wooded lawn 
with a brick walkway and totals .420 acres; the 
rear yard is partially enclosed by a chain-link 
fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive 
from George Washington Highway North. The 
residence is set back approximately 99 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the east 
towards George Washington Highway North. 
A building is first depicted on the 1955 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1950. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(w/w/d/w/w), side-gabled American Small 
House (Figure 119). Of frame construction, 
the 1,464 sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation 
of unknown material, features a stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof; an interior brick chimney 
pierces the roof along the ridgeline, and an 
exterior brick chimney pierces the roofline at 
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the north gable. Windows along the residence 
exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes affixed with grids simulating six-over-
six and eight-over-eight configurations. 
Windows are accented with brick sills. 

A symmetrical façade features a central 
entry flanked on either side by two window 
openings. The single-leaf entry exhibits a 
panel replacement door set behind an 
aluminum screen door. It opens onto a brick 
veneered stoop.  

The north (side) elevation features a 
gable-oriented projection that is punctuated by 
three window openings. The south (side) 
elevation features a gable-oriented porch that 
is supported with brick posts and has been 
enclosed with aluminum siding. It is 
punctuated by one window opening and a 
secondary single-leaf entry. The west (rear) 
elevation is punctuated by four window 
openings (Figure 120). 

A single-story, front-gabled, frame two-
car garage is located approximately 15 ft 
northwest of the residence. A single-story, 

front-gabled, frame shed is located 
approximately 34 ft southwest of the 
residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5509 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The resource is an American 
Small House, a common residential form 
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, 
examples of this form must demonstrate 
noteworthy architectural features and integrity 
to be considered individually eligible for 
listing in the NRHP. The resource does not 
exhibit denotative characteristics that would 
otherwise separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Additionally, the installation of 
vinyl replacement windows and the enclosure 
of the porch with aluminum siding diminish 
the integrity of design, materials, and 

 

Figure 119. DHR # 131-5509: Westerly view of façade and north (side) elevation of house and garage. 
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Figure 120. DHR # 131-5509: Northeasterly view of the south (side) and west (rear) elevations of house. 

workmanship of the house. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5509 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-0467  
Address: 504 George Washington Highway 
North, Chesapeake, VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379877 N: 4068509 

Maps: Figures 2, 3, and 123 

Photographs: Figures 121–122 

Date(s) of Construction: 1930 

Description:  DHR # 131-0467 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 504 George 
Washington Highway North, at the southwest 
corner of George Washington Highway North 
and Margaret Booker Drive. The parcel 
features a partially wooded lawn bisected by a 
concrete walkway and totals .440 acres. The 
parcel is accessed via a paved drive from 
George Washington Highway North. The 
residence is set back approximately 88 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the east 
towards George Washington Highway North. 
A building is first depicted on the 1944 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1944. 

The residence is a two-story, three-bay 
(ww/d/ww), gambrel-roof Colonial Revival 
house (Figure 121). Of frame construction, the 
2,006 sq ft dwelling is set on a brick 
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foundation, features weatherboard siding, and 
is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof; an 
exterior brick chimney pierces the roofline at 
the south gambrel end. Windows along the 
residence exhibit six-over-one, double-hung 
wood sashes.  

A symmetrical façade features a central 
entry flanked on either side by paired window 
openings. The façade windows are flanked by 
decorative vinyl shutters. The single-leaf entry 
exhibits a panel solid-core wood door that 
opens onto a brick stoop. The entry is flanked 
by four-light sidelights and features a fanlight. 
It is sheltered by a portico with a curved 
underside supported by square wood columns. 
Situated in the second story is a large shed 
dormer that is punctuated by two small 
window openings flanked by two paired 
window openings.  

The north (side) elevation is punctuated by 
a single and paired window opening in the 
first story, two single window openings in the 
second story, and a single window opening in 
the attic space. The south (side) elevation 
features a one-story, flat-roof side wing that is 
capped with a roof balustrade. The wing is 
accessible from the exterior via a secondary 
single-leaf entry sheltered by a bracketed 
shed-roof awning. Two windows pierce the 
second story and are located on either side of 
the brick chimney. A secondary single-leaf 
entry is centrally located on the west (rear) 
elevation; it is protected by a bracketed shed-
roof awning (Figure 122). A single window 
opening and a paired window opening flank 
the entry. A large shed-roof dormer spans the 
second story; it is pierced by a single window 
opening flanked by paired window openings. 

A circa 1930 single-story, front-gabled, 
frame single-car garage is located 
approximately 73 ft northwest of the 
residence. It is clad in weatherboard siding 
and features a wood-panel roller door.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-0467 was previously 
surveyed in 1987, but no formal NRHP 
eligibility evaluation was made by DHR. The 
resource is potentially eligible for listing in the 
NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is a 

Colonial Revival house. Typical examples of 
Colonial Revival houses exhibit accentuated 
front doors with pediments supported by 
pilasters or extended to form a portico; entries 
that have fanlights and/or sidelights; façades 
that are balanced with central placement of the 
entry; and windows that feature double-hung 
sashes with multi-pane glazing and that are 
seen in pairs (McAlester and McAlester 2006: 
321). DHR # 131-0467 exhibits the above 
features typical of a Colonial Revival 
dwelling. Additionally, the resource retains a 
high degree of integrity, as it still displays a 
majority of its original materials, including its 
weatherboard siding, wood-sash windows, and 
wood panel doors; such integrity is noticeably 
absent in the isolated but similar examples in 
the area. Furthermore, it is one of a kind in an 
area that has experienced a high level of 
growth during the mid-twentieth century and 
later, diminishing the presence of resources 
from the early twentieth century. The area 
around this resource is characterized by mid-
twentieth-century, brick-veneered Ranch 
houses, which are mostly concentrated in 
subdivisions. As such, CRA recommends that 
DHR # 131-0467 is potentially individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion C as an excellent example of a 
Colonial Revival House. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: DHR # 
131-0467 is potentially eligible for the NRHP 
under Criterion C as an excellent example of a 
Colonial Revival House; however, its 
eligibility should be formally determined 
through additional investigation. 
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Figure 121. DHR # 131-0467: West-southwesterly view of façade and north (side) elevation of house. 

 

Figure 122. DHR # 131-0467: Southeasterly view of the north (side) and west (rear) elevations of house. 



Figure 123. DHR # 131-0467: Recommended NRHP boundary.
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DHR # 131-5510 
Address: 2828 Wesley Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad:  Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379689 N: 4068486 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 124–125 

Date(s) of Construction: 1950 

Description:  DHR # 131-5510 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2828 
Wesley Road, approximately .13 mi west of its 
intersection with George Washington Highway 
North. The parcel features wooded lawn and 
totals .992 acres; a wood picket fence encloses 
the rear yard. The parcel is accessed via a 
paved drive from Wesley Road. The residence 
is set back approximately 44 ft from the right-
of-way, and it is oriented to the south towards 
Wesley Road. A building is first depicted on 
the 1955 Norfolk South, VA topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date this 
resource to 1950. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(ww/ww/d/ww), side-gabled, American Small 
House (Figure 124). Of frame construction, the 
1,567 sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of 
unknown material, features a stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof; a brick chimney pierces the 
roof at the east gable end. Windows along the 
residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes affixed with grids simulating a six-
over-six configuration. Windows are accented 
with brick sills.  

The façade is characterized by a centrally 
located, gable-oriented projection. Situated on 
the projection is a single-leaf entry filled with a 
panel door set behind a screen door. The entry 
opens onto a rounded brick stoop. To the left of 
the entry is a paired window opening. To the 
left of the projection is a paired window 
opening. To the right of the projection is a 
single window opening.  

The west (side) elevation is punctuated by 
two paired window openings. The east (side) 
elevation features a side-gabled wing that is 
clad in vinyl siding. A single window opening 
punctuates the main block of the elevation. A 
gable-oriented projection is located on the north 
(rear) elevation and is punctuated by a paired 
window opening (Figure 125). Located to the 
left of the projection is another paired window 
opening. Located to the right of the projection 
is a large, single-story, gable-oriented addition. 
It is set on a poured concrete foundation and 
clad in vinyl siding, and it opens onto a small 
frame deck via a single-leaf entry.      

A single-story, side-gabled, frame 
outbuilding is located approximately 30 ft north 
of the residence. It is clad in vinyl siding, 
features a small exterior brick chimney on the 
façade, and is accessed via a metal-panel door. 
A single-story, front-gabled, frame garage is 
located approximately 30 ft northwest of the 
residence. It is clad in vinyl siding and features 
a metal-panel roller garage door. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5510 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. The American Small House is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. This resource 
does not exhibit denotative characteristics that 
would otherwise separate it from countless 
examples throughout the region identical in 
form and character. Additionally, the rear 
addition alters the footprint and massing of the 
original house. The installation of vinyl 
replacement windows and siding has further 
altered the original appearance of the house. As 
such, the integrity of design, materials, and 
workmanship has been compromised. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
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Figure 124. DHR # 131-5510: Northeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house and garage. 

 

Figure 125. DHR # 131-5510: South-southeasterly view of the north (rear) elevation of house. 
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131-5510 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5511 
Address: 500 George Washington Highway 
North, Chesapeake, VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379869 N: 4068472 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 126–127 

Date(s) of Construction: 1950 

Description:  DHR # 131-5511 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 500 
George Washington Highway North, at the 
northwest corner of George Washington 
Highway North and Wesley Road. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a stone paver 
walkway and totals .540 acres; a wood picket 
fence encloses the side and rear yards. The 
parcel is accessed via a paved drive from 
Wesley Road. The residence is set back 
approximately 93 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the east towards George 
Washington Highway North. A building is 
first depicted on the 1955 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1950. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(www/www/d/www), hip-roof, Linear-With-
Clusters Ranch house (Figure 126). Of frame 
construction, the 2,206 sq ft dwelling is set on 
a foundation of unknown material, features a 
stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered 
by an asphalt-shingle clad roof; an interior 
brick chimney pierces the roof at the ridgeline. 
Windows along the residence exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes affixed 
with grids simulating a four-over-four, six-
over-six, and eight-over-eight configurations. 
Windows are accented with brick sills.  

The façade is characterized by an off-
center, single-leaf entry filled with a four-light 
panel door set behind an aluminum screen 
door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete 
porch that is partially enclosed with decorative 
metal railings. To the left of the entry are two 
tripartite window openings. To the right of the 
entry is a hip-roof projection with a tripartite 
window opening on the façade elevation and a 
single window opening on its south elevation.  

The south (side) elevation is punctuated 
by a secondary single-leaf entry, a paired 
window opening, and a single window 
opening. A portion of the elevation projects 
past the main block; another secondary single-
leaf entry is located on the west elevation of 
the projection. The north (side) elevation is 
punctuated by three window openings. Two 
single window openings and a tripartite 
window opening punctuate the main block of 
the west (rear) elevation (Figure 127). A 
secondary single-leaf entry and a single 
window opening are located in the hip-roof 
projection that extends from the main block of 
the house. The entry opens onto a frame deck. 
A gable-dormer has been added to the roof of 
the main block to create living space, and it 
features two paired windows. 

A single-story, cross-gabled, frame 
playhouse is located approximately 9 ft 
southwest of the residence. It is clad in 
clapboard siding and is accessed via a hinged 
vertical board door. An in-ground pool is 
located approximately 12 ft northwest of the 
residence. A frame gazebo is located 
approximately 14 ft north of the residence. A 
single-story, hip-roof, frame pool 
house/kennel/garage is located approximately 
49 ft northwest of the residence. It is clad in 
brick veneer and vinyl. A large gable-oriented 
addition with a shed-roof extension has been 
added to the original portion of the 
outbuilding. It is clad in vinyl siding.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5511 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
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Figure 126. DHR # 131-5511: Northeasterly view of façade and south (side) elevation of house and garage. 

 

Figure 127. DHR # 131-5511: East-southeasterly view of the west (rear) elevation of house. 
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Thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. The Ranch house represents the predominant 
American house form of the 1950s and 1960s. 
As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource is 
an example of the Linear-With-Clusters Ranch 
subtype and displays such design elements as a 
cluster of rooms concentrated at one end of the 
house that projects to the front. The resource 
does not exhibit denotative characteristics that 
would otherwise separate it from countless 
examples throughout the region identical in 
form and character.   Furthermore, installation 
of the large gable dormer, as well as vinyl 
replacement windows, compromises the 
integrity of design, material, and workmanship 
of the house. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5511 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts in 
the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5512 
Address: 501 George Washington Highway 
North, Chesapeake, VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379946 N: 4068473 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 128–129 

Date(s) of Construction: 1965 

Description:  DHR # 131-5512 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 501 George 
Washington Highway North, at the southeast 
corner of George Washington Highway North 
and Wesley Road. The parcel features wooded 
lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .262 
acres; a wood plank fence encloses the rear 
yard. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive 
from Wesley Road. The residence is set back 

approximately 41 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the west towards George 
Washington Highway North. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1965. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(w/w/www/d), hip-roof Linear Ranch house 
(Figure 128). Of frame construction, the 1,275 
sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of 
unknown material, features a stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof. An exterior brick chimney 
pierces the roof along the façade. Except where 
indicated, windows along the residence exhibit 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. 
Windows are accented with brick sills.  

The façade is characterized by an off-
center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel 
replacement door set behind an aluminum 
screen door. The entry opens onto a poured 
concrete porch that is clad in brick veneer. The 
porch is protected by a shed-roof metal awning 
that is supported by square wood posts. Located 
to the left of the entry is a tripartite window 
with a central picture window flanked by two-
over-two, double-hung wood sash windows. To 
the left of the tripartite window are two single 
window openings. Situated to the right of the 
entry is a large, stepped, brick chimney.  

The north (side) elevation is punctuated by 
two window openings. The south (side) 
elevation is punctuated by a paired window 
opening; the sashes are affixed with grids 
simulating a six-over-six configuration. The 
east (rear) elevation is punctuated by a 
secondary single-leaf entry that is sheltered by 
a metal awning and opens onto a frame deck 
(Figure 129). To the right of the entry are three 
window openings. 

A single-story, front-gabled, frame two-car 
garage is located approximately 25 ft east of the 
residence. It is clad in aluminum siding and 
features two metal-panel roller garage doors. A 
shed-roof addition spans the east (side) 
elevation, and it is clad in vertical board.  
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Figure 128. DHR # 131-5512: Southeasterly view of façade and north (side) elevation of house and garage. 

 

Figure 129. DHR # 131-5512: Northwesterly view of the south (side) and east (rear) elevations of house. 
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Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5512 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the 
predominant American house form of the 
1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. The resource is an example of the 
Linear Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
While this resource retains moderate integrity 
of materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5512 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5513 
Address: 2708 Bywood Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380077 N: 4068710 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 130–131 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5513 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 2708 Bywood 
Avenue, at the northwest corner of Bywood 
Corner and Gerrey Drive. The parcel features 
an open lawn bisected by a concrete walkway 

and totals .250 acres. The parcel is accessed 
via a paved drive from Gerrey Drive. The 
residence is set back approximately 37 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the south 
towards Bywood Avenue. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1963. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(w/w/d/www), side-gabled, Linear-With-
Clusters Ranch house (Figure 130). Of frame 
construction, the 1,368 sq ft dwelling is set on 
a foundation of unknown material, features a 
stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered 
by an asphalt-shingle clad roof; an exterior 
brick chimney pierces the roof along the east 
gable end. Windows along the residence 
exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes affixed with grids simulating six-over-
six and eight-over-eight configurations. 

The façade is characterized by an off-
center single-leaf entry filled with a panel 
replacement door set behind an aluminum 
screen door. The entry is situated within a 
recessed porch and opens onto a poured 
concrete porch that is clad in brick veneer. The 
porch is sheltered by the roof of the house and 
is supported by square wood columns. Located 
to the right of the entry is a tripartite window 
opening with a central picture window 
featuring a fixed vinyl sash affixed with grids 
simulating a twenty-light pane window. 
Situated to the left of the porch is a window 
opening; a larger window once occupied the 
space, as indicated by a brick sill that is 
located well below the current window 
opening. The space between the brick sill and 
current window opening is clad in vinyl 
siding. The westernmost portion of the façade 
is recessed and supported at the corner by a 
decorative metal column. The recessed spaced 
is pierced by a window opening identical to 
that along the central portion of the façade.  

Centrally located on the east (side) 
elevation is a large exterior brick chimney. 
Situated to the right of the chimney is a 
window opening. The west (side) elevation is 
punctuated by two window openings. Located 
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at the easternmost portion of the north (rear) 
elevation is a gable-oriented projection 
featuring a window opening on its east 
elevation and an incised porch on its west 
elevation (Figure 131). The porch is supported 
by a decorative metal column and shelters a 
secondary single-leaf entry. Three window 
openings are located on the main block of the 
rear elevation. 

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame pre-
fabricated shed is located approximately 33 ft 
northwest of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5513 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the 
predominant American house form of the 
1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this 

form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. The resource is an example of the 
Linear-With-Clusters Ranch subtype and 
displays such design elements as a cluster of 
rooms concentrated at one end of the house 
that projects to the back. However, the 
resource does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Furthermore, the alteration of window 
openings and the installation of replacement 
vinyl window sashes compromise the integrity 
of design, materials, and workmanship of the 
house. Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR # 131-5513 is not individually eligible 
for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, 
B, or C. There are no known historic districts 
or potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 130. DHR # 131-5513: West-northwesterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house. 
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Figure 131. DHR # 131-5513: West-southwesterly view of the east (side) and north (rear) elevations of house. 

DHR # 131-5514 
Address: 2712 Bywood Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380050 N: 4068714 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 132–133 

Date(s) of Construction: 1962 

Description:  DHR # 131-5514 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 2712 Bywood 
Avenue, approximately 145 ft west of its 
intersection with Gerrey Drive. The parcel 
features an open lawn bisected by a concrete 
walkway and totals .267 acres. The parcel is 
accessed via a paved drive from Bywood 
Avenue. The residence is set back 

approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the south towards Bywood 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1962. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(ww/ww/d/www/gd), side-gabled, Linear-
With-Clusters Ranch house (Figure 132). Of 
frame construction, the 1,246 sq ft dwelling is 
set on a foundation of unknown material, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof; an 
exterior brick chimney pierces the roof along 
the southern roof slope. Windows along the 
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung 
wood sashes and are protected by metal 
awnings. Windows are accented with brick 
sills. 
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The façade is characterized by a centrally 
located single-leaf entry filled with a panel 
replacement door set behind an aluminum 
screen door. The entry opens onto a poured 
concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer, 
flanked by decorative metal railings, and 
sheltered by a metal awning. Located to the 
left of the entry is a paired window opening. 
Situated at the westernmost portion of the 
façade is a gable-oriented projection with a 
paired window opening. Located to the right 
of the entry is a tripartite window opening 
with a central picture window. An integrated, 
single-car garage accessed via a metal-panel 
roller door is located on the easternmost 
portion of the façade. Affixed to the façade at 
the garage is a shed-roof, vinyl carport 
supported by square vinyl posts.  

Two window openings punctuate the west 
(side) elevation, and a single window opening 
punctuates the east (side) elevation; the 
window opening along the east elevation is 
without a metal awning. The north (rear) 
elevation features two secondary single-leaf 
entries; one provides access to the garage and 
the other to the living space (Figure 133). One 

paired and three single window openings 
punctuate the elevation. No awnings provide 
shelter for windows or entries along this 
elevation.   

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, pre-
fabricated shed is located approximately 30 ft 
north of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5514 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the 
predominant American house form of the 
1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. The resource is an example of the 
Linear-With-Clusters Ranch subtype and 

 

Figure 132. DHR # 131-5514: Northeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house.  
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Figure 133. DHR # 131-5514: Southeasterly view of the north (rear) elevation of house. 

displays such design elements as a cluster of 
rooms concentrated at one end of the house 
that projects to the front. However, the 
resource does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Furthermore, the alteration of window 
openings and the installation of replacement 
vinyl window sashes compromise the integrity 
of design, materials, and workmanship of the 
house. Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR # 131-5514 is not individually eligible 
for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, 
B, or C. There are no known historic districts 
or potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5515 
Address: 2716 Bywood Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad:  Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380027 N: 4068716 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 134–135 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5515 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2716 
Bywood Avenue, approximately 219 ft west of 
its intersection with Gerrey Drive. The parcel 
features an open lawn bisected by a concrete 
walkway and totals .267 acres; a chain-link 
fence encloses a portion of the rear yard. The 
parcel is accessed via a paved drive from 
Bywood Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 37 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the south towards Bywood 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963. 
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The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(w/w/d/www/gd), hip-roof, Alphabet Ranch 
house (Figure 134). Of frame construction, the 
1,733 sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of 
unknown material, features a stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof; an exterior brick chimney 
pierces the roof along the southern roof slope. 
Windows along the residence exhibit six-over-
six and eight-over-eight, double-hung wood 
sashes. Windows are accented with brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by an off-
center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel 
replacement door set behind an aluminum 
screen door. The entry opens onto a poured 
concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer and 
flanked by decorative metal railings. Located 
to the left of the entry are two window 
openings; situated to the right of the entry is a 
tripartite bay window with a twenty-light 
central picture window. An integral, single-car 
garage accessed via a metal-panel roller door 
is located on the easternmost portion of the 
façade.  

A secondary, single-leaf entry along with 
one window opening punctuated the east 
(side) elevation; two window openings 
punctuate the west (side) elevation. Centrally 
located on the north (rear) elevation is a hip-
roof projection with a heavy, exterior brick 
chimney on its north elevation (Figure 135). 
The projection gives the overall plan of the 
house a T-plan. Three window openings pierce 
the projection’s west elevation. The east 
elevation is accessed via a double-leaf entry. 
A single window opening punctuates the rear 
elevation of the main block.    

An in-ground pool is located 
approximately 10 ft north of the residence and 
is enclosed in an area of the rear yard 
surrounded by chain-link fencing. A circa 
1963 single-story, side-gable, frame shed is 
located approximately 81 ft northwest of the 
residence. It is clad in vertical board and 
features a single-leaf façade entry. A similar 
circa 1963 single-story, side-gable, frame shed 
is located approximately 100 ft northeast of 
the residence. It is also clad in vertical board 
and features a single-leaf façade entry.     

 

Figure 134. DHR # 131-5515: North-northwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house. 
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Figure 135. DHR # 131-5515: South-southwesterly view of the north (rear) elevation of house. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5515 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the 
predominant American house form of the 
1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. The resource is an example of an 
Alphabet Ranch subtype in the shape of a “T.” 
While this resource retains moderate integrity 
of materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 

Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5515 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5516 
Address: 2720 Bywood Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380006 N: 4068721 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 136–137 

Date(s) of Construction: 1950 
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Description: DHR # 131-5516 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 2720 Bywood 
Avenue, approximately 284 ft west of its 
intersection with Gerrey Drive. The parcel 
features a partially wooded lawn and totals 
.272 acres. The parcel is accessed via a paved 
drive from Bywood Avenue. The residence is 
set back approximately 37 ft from the right-of-
way, and it is oriented to the south towards 
Bywood Avenue. A building is first depicted 
on the 1955 Norfolk South, VA topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1950. 

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, 
two-bay (wwwww/w), front-gabled dwelling 
(Figure 136). Of frame construction, the 2,148 
sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of 
unknown material, features a stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle-clad roof; an exterior brick chimney 
pierces the roof along the western roof slope. 
Windows along the residence exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. Windows 
are accented with brick sills. 

Located on the western portion of the 
façade is a gable-oriented projection. The 
projection is comprised of an enclosed porch. 
The lower portion the porch is clad in brick 
veneer and the upper portion in vinyl siding. 
The row of windows on the porch are each 
affixed with grids simulating six-over-six 
configuration. The gable end of the porch, as 
well as the gable end of the main block of the 
house, is clad in aluminum siding; a slight 
pent roof hangs at the base of both gables. A 
window opening with a fixed wood sash hangs 
in both gable ends. The opening on the main 
block no longer retains its glazing. The porch 
is accessed via a single-leaf entry filled with a 
panel replacement door along the east 
elevation of the porch.  

Three window openings and a secondary 
single-leaf entry punctuate the east (side) 
elevation. The entry is protected by a metal 
awning. Two paired and one single window 
openings punctuate the west (side) elevation. 
Situated in the half-story is a hip-roof dormer 
with two window openings. A gable-oriented 
connector is affixed to the north (rear) 

elevation and joins the gable-oriented two-car 
garage (Figure 137). The connector is pierced 
by a brick chimney and punctuated by a 
tripartite window that is affixed with grids 
simulating a six-over-six configuration along 
its east elevation. A single-leaf entry 
punctuates its west elevation. The garage has 
gables that are clad in aluminum and vinyl 
siding. The garage is accessed via a metal-
panel roller garage door along the west 
elevation; a secondary single-leaf pedestrian 
entry is located on the north elevation. 
Windows are affixed with grids simulating a 
six-over-six configuration. 

A single-story, shed-roof, frame shed is 
located approximately 173 ft northwest of the 
residence. It is clad in corrugated metal and 
features a single-leaf façade entry.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5516 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The resource represents a house 
form typical of the early to mid-twentieth 
century: the front-gabled, double-pile cottage. 
As such, examples of the type must exhibit 
outstanding integrity and significant 
architectural features to warrant inclusion in 
the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource 
lacks notable architectural features. 
Additionally, the connector and attached 
garage add to the footprint of the true form of 
the cottage type. Furthermore, the installation 
of vinyl replacement windows and siding in 
the gable-ends diminishes the integrity of 
design, materials, and workmanship of the 
house.  Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR # 131-5516 is not individually eligible 
for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, 
B, or C. There are no known historic districts 
or potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 136. DHR # 131-5516: Northwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house.  

 

Figure 137. DHR # 131-5516: South-southwesterly view of the east (side) and north (rear) elevations of house. 
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DHR # 131-5517 
Address: 2721 Bywood Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379995 N: 4068674 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 138–139 

Date(s) of Construction: 1970 

Description:  DHR # 131-5517 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 2721 Bywood 
Avenue, approximately 314 ft west of its 
intersection with Gerrey Drive. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .294 acres. The parcel is 
accessed via a paved drive from Bywood 
Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 43 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the north towards Bywood 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1970. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(w/w/d/ww/gd), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
(Figure 138). Of frame construction, the 1,798 
sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of 
unknown material, features a stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle-clad roof; an exterior brick chimney 
pierces the roof along the southern roofline. 
Windows along the residence exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes affixed 
with grids simulating a six-over-six 
configuration. Windows are accented with 
brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by an off-
center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel 
replacement door that opens onto a poured 
concrete porch that is clad in brick veneer. The 
porch is sheltered by a gable-oriented roof that 
is supported by vinyl posts that simulate 
turned posts. Also sheltered by the porch roof 
is a paired window opening, located to the 
right of the entry. Located to the left of the 

entry are two window openings. Situated at 
the westernmost portion of the façade is an 
integral single-car garage, which is accessed 
via a metal-panel roller door along the façade 
and via a single-leaf entry along the west 
(side) elevation.  

Two window openings punctuate the east 
(side) elevation. Located on the south (rear) 
elevation is a secondary single-leaf entry 
(Figure 139). To the right of the entry are 
three window openings; to the left of the entry 
is an exterior brick chimney and no other 
fenestration.   

A single-story, side-gabled, frame shed is 
located approximately 13 ft southwest of the 
residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5517 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the 
predominant American house form of the 
1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. The resource is an example of the 
Linear Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
While this resource retains moderate integrity 
of materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5517 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 138. DHR # 131-5517: Southwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house.  

 

Figure 139. DHR # 131-5517: East-northeasterly view of the west (side) and south (rear) elevations of house. 
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DHR # 131-5518 
Address: 519 George Washington Highway 
North, Chesapeake, VA 23323 

Quad:  Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380020 N: 4068617 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 140–141 

Date(s) of Construction: 1952 

Description:  DHR # 131-5518 consists of a 
duplex located at 519 George Washington 
Highway North, approximately 42 ft north of 
its intersection with Forehand Drive. The 
parcel features an open lawn partially bisected 
by a concrete walkway and totals .858 acres. 
The parcel is accessed via a gravel drive from 
George Washington Highway North. The 
duplex is set back approximately 221 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the west 
towards George Washington Highway North. 
A building is first depicted on the 1955 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1952. 

The building exhibits a single-story, six-
bay (ww/d/ww/ww/d/ww), hip-roof duplex 
form (Figure 140). Of frame construction, the 
1,920 sq ft dwelling is set on a brick 
foundation, is sheathed in asbestos shingles, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof 
with wide eaves. A vented gablet is situated 
below the ridgeline and between the hips on 
either end of the roof. An interior brick 
chimney pierces the roof along the eastern 
slope. Windows along the residence exhibit 
two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes.  

The façade is characterized by 
symmetrical fenestration, which includes a 
single-leaf entry flanked by paired windows 
for each duplex. The entries are filled with 
two-light, panel, solid-core wood doors set 
behind aluminum screen doors. The entries 
open onto a poured concrete porch that is clad 
in brick veneer and partially enclosed with 
decorative metal railings. The porch is 

accessed via a single centrally located entry 
point.  

The south and north (side) elevations are 
punctuated by a single window opening 
flanked by paired window openings. The east 
(rear) elevation features two slightly off-
centered single-leaf entries that open onto a 
shared poured concrete stoop (Figure 141). 
Located to the left of the entries are two paired 
window openings. Located to the right of the 
entries is a paired window. Situated at the 
northernmost portion of the elevation is a hip-
roof projection. The projection is set on a 
concrete-block foundation and is clad in 
asbestos shingles. Windows along the 
projection exhibit six-over-six, double-hung 
wood sashes. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5518 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. While this resource retains 
moderate integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would elevate 
its significance and make it eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5518 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 140. DHR # 131-5518: Northeasterly view of façade and south (side) elevation of house.  

 

Figure 141. DHR # 131-5518: Northwesterly view of the east (rear) elevation of house. 
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DHR # 131-5519 
Address: 517 George Washington Highway 
North, Chesapeake, VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379976 N: 4068610 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 142–143 

Date(s) of Construction: 1952 

Description: DHR # 131-5519 consists of a 
residence located at 517 George Washington 
Highway North, directly south of Forehand 
Drive. The parcel features a partially wooded 
lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .619 
acres. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive 
from George Washington Highway North. The 
residence is set back approximately 74 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the west 
towards George Washington Highway North. A 
building is first depicted on the 1955 Norfolk 
South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1952. 

The residence exhibits a one-and-one-half-
story, three-bay (ww/d/ww), side-gable form 
with Tudor Revival elements (Figure 142). Of 
frame construction, the 1,983 sq ft dwelling is 
set on a foundation of unknown material, 
features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof; a 
heavy, exterior brick chimney pierces the 
façade roofline. Except where indicated, 
windows along the main block of the residence 
exhibit six-over-six, double-hung wood sashes. 
Windows are accented with brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by a centered, 
single-leaf entry filled with a half-circle, panel 
replacement door set behind an aluminum 
screen door. The entry opens onto a poured 
concrete stoop that is set on an unknown 
foundation clad in brick veneer. The stoop is 
partially enclosed with decorative metal railings 
and sheltered by a shed-roof, metal awning. 
Located to the left of the entry is an exterior 
brick chimney, which is flecked with stone. 
Situated to the left of the chimney is an eight-
light metal casement window sheltered by a 

canvas awning. Located to the right of the entry 
is a gable-oriented projection, which features a 
paired window opening sheltered by a canvas 
awning. A small window opening is situated in 
the gable-end.  

The main block of the north (side) 
elevation is punctuated by a single and a paired 
window opening in the first story; a paired 
window opening punctuates the gable end in 
the half-story. Also featured on the elevation is 
a gable-oriented, enclosed porch. A ribbon of 
windows is located on all three elevations of 
the porch. The east (rear) elevation of the main 
block of the house is punctuated by two 
window openings (Figure 143). The south 
(side) elevation of the main block of the house 
is punctuated by three window openings on the 
first story and a paired window in the gable-
end. Located between the first and second 
window opening on the first story is a small 
gable addition that connects the house and the 
once detached garage. The addition is clad in 
vertical board siding and features sliding metal-
sash windows as well as a secondary single-leaf 
entry. The once detached two-car garage 
features a front-gabled form and a stretcher 
bond brick veneer. It is accessed via two wood-
panel roller garage doors with three-light 
transoms. Windows on the garage exhibit six-
over-six, double-hung wood sashes. Attached 
to the east (rear) elevation of the garage is a 
gable-oriented, concrete block addition with 
metal awning windows and a single-leaf entry. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5519 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. The resource represents a form common in 
the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples 
of this form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for 
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Figure 142. DHR # 131-5519: South-southeasterly view of façade and north (side) elevation of house.  

 

Figure 143. DHR # 131-5519: Northwesterly view of the south (side) east (rear) elevations of house. 
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listing in the NRHP. While the resource 
exhibits elements of the Tudor Revival style, 
such as a prominent façade gable, a heavy 
chimney, and casement windows, these 
elements are not integrated into the design of 
the house according to particular stylistic 
principles and, thus, are only a component of 
the style. As such, the resource is not a 
distinguished example of the Tudor Revival 
style. Furthermore, the subsequent additions 
have compromised the integrity of the design, 
materials, and workmanship of the house. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5519 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5520 
Address: 2717 Bywood Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380022 N: 4068669 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 144–145 

Date(s) of Construction: 1955 

Description:  DHR # 131-5520 consists of a 
residence located at 2717 Bywood Avenue, 
approximately 224 ft west of its intersection 
with Gerrey Drive. The parcel features an 
open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals 
.367 acres; a wood plank privacy fence 
encloses the rear yard. The parcel is accessed 
via a paved drive from Bywood Avenue. The 
residence is set back approximately 48 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the north 
towards Bywood Avenue. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1955. Owner permission to access the rear 
yard was not granted. 

The residence exhibits a one-and-one-half-
story, three-bay (gd/d/www), side-gable form 
(Figure 144). Of frame construction, the 2,073 
sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of 
unknown material, features a stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof; an exterior brick chimney 
pierces the west gable end.  Windows along 
the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-
hung vinyl sashes. Windows are accented with 
brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by an off-
center single-leaf entry filled with a panel 
replacement door set behind an aluminum 
screen door. The entry opens onto a poured 
concrete stoop that is flanked by decorated 
metal railings and sheltered by a shed roof 
supported by a decorative metal column. 
Located to the right of the entry is a tripartite 
window with a center picture window. 
Located to the left of the entry is a gable-
oriented projection, which houses an integral 
one-car garage accessed via a metal-panel 
roller door. Situated in the gable-end of the 
projection is a window opening. Two gable 
dormers, each with one window opening, are 
located in the half-story of the main block of 
the façade.  

The west (side) is accessed via a 
secondary single-leaf entry located to the right 
of the brick chimney. Located next to the entry 
is a window opening. A window opening is 
situated in the gable-end of the half-story. The 
east (side) is also accessed via a secondary 
single-leaf entry, which is flanked by two 
window openings (Figure 145). Located in the 
gable-end of the half-story is a window 
opening. According to aerial images, the main 
block of the south (rear) elevation is 
punctuated by a single window opening and a 
tripartite window opening. Centered on the 
elevation is a small gable projection with a 
single-leaf entry. A large shed-roof addition 
projects from the westernmost portion of the 
elevation and a shed-roof dormer spans the 
half-story. Four window openings pierce the 
dormer. 
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Figure 144. DHR # 131-5520: South-southeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house.  

 

Figure 145. DHR # 131-5520: West-northwesterly view of the east (side) elevation of house. 
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A single-story, front-gabled, frame shed is 
located approximately 104 ft south of the 
residence. A single-story, shed-roof, frame 
outbuilding is located approximately 100 ft 
south of the residence. A single-story, side-
gabled, frame shed is located approximately 
87 ft south of the residence.    

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5520 exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events 
or persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The 
resource represents a form common in the 
mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of 
this form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. The resource lacks notable 
architectural features that distinguish it from 
other examples of its type. Furthermore, the 
rear addition alters the original footprint and 
massing of the house and thus compromises 
the integrity of design, materials, and 
workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5520 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5521 
Address: 2713 Bywood Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380045 N: 4068664 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 146–147 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5521 consists of a 
residence located at 2713 Bywood Avenue, 
approximately 152 ft west of its intersection 
with Gerrey Drive. The parcel features a 
partially wooded lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .346 acres; a wood plank 
privacy fence encloses the rear yard. The 
parcel is accessed via a paved drive from 
Bywood Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 45 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the north towards Bywood 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, six-bay 
(w/www/d/w/w/gd), hip-roof Rambling Ranch 
house (Figure 146). Of frame construction, the 
1,284 sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of 
unknown material, features a stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof. Except where indicated, 
windows along the residence exhibit one-over-
one, double-hung vinyl sashes.   Windows are 
accented with brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by a hip 
projection located on the westernmost portion 
of the elevation. The projection exhibits a 
recessed porch that shelters a single-leaf entry 
filled with a panel replacement door and a 
window opening. The entry opens onto a 
poured concrete porch that is clad in brick 
veneer. The porch has been enclosed with a 
screened wood frame and is accessed via a 
double-leaf entry filled with vinyl screen 
doors. The westernmost portion of the 
projection houses an integral single-car 
garage. The garage is accessed via a metal-
panel roller door. A window opening is 
located between the garage door and porch. 
Situated to the left of the projection is a 
tripartite window with four-over-four, double-
hung wood sash windows. To the left of the 
tripartite window is a single window opening.  

The east (side) elevation features no 
fenestration. The west (side) features a 
secondary single-leaf entry and a window 
opening. The central portion of the south 
(rear) elevation is punctuated by a paired and a 
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single window opening (Figure 147). The 
westernmost portion of the elevation features a 
hip-roof, screened-in porch. The porch shelters 
a double-leaf entry. The easternmost portion 
of the elevation features a hip-roof projection 
with a secondary single-leaf entry.    

A single-story, front-gabled, frame, 
prefabricated shed is located approximately 65 
ft south of the residence. A single-story, 
gambrel-roof, frame, prefabricated shed is 
located approximately 80 ft south of the 
residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5521 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the 
predominant American house form of the 
1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 

architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. The resource is an example of the 
Rambling Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as three setbacks or offsets, 
giving the house a complex roof system and 
the impression that it “rambles” over its lot. 
While the resource exhibits three setbacks, one 
on the façade and two along the rear elevation, 
overall the house does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Furthermore, the enclosure of the façade porch 
diminishes the integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5521 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 146. DHR # 131-5521: South-southwesterly view of façade elevation of house. 
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Figure 147. DHR # 131-5521: Westerly view of the south (rear) elevation of house. 

DHR # 131-5522 
Address: 2709 Bywood Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380068 N: 4068665 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 148–149 

Date(s) of Construction: 1962 

Description:  DHR # 131-5522 consists of a 
residence located at 2709 Bywood Avenue, 
approximately 67 ft west of its intersection 
with Gerrey Drive. The parcel features an 
open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals 
.318 acres; various fence types enclose the 
rear yard, including chain-link, vinyl picket, 
wood post with wire mesh, and wood-plank 
privacy. The parcel is accessed via a paved 
drive from Bywood Avenue. The residence is 

set back approximately 45 ft from the right-of-
way, and it is oriented to the north towards 
Bywood Avenue. A building is first depicted 
on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk 
South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1962. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(gd/w/www/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 148). Of frame construction, the 
1,614 sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of 
unknown material, features a stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof; a small brick chimney 
pierces the roof along the southern slope. 
Except where indicated, windows along the 
residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. Windows are accented with brick 
sills. 

The façade is characterized by a recessed 
porch that shelters a single-leaf entry filled 
with a three-light slab door accessed along the 
west plane of the façade. The entry opens onto 
a poured concrete porch. The roof 
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Figure 148. DHR # 131-5522: Southwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house.  

 

Figure 149. DHR # 131-5522: Northeasterly view of the south (rear) elevation of house. 
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is supported by a square wood post, and the 
porch is partially enclosed with wood posts 
and railings. A window opening is also 
sheltered by the porch. Located to the left of 
the porch and set back from the main block of 
the house is an attached single-car garage 
accessed via a four-light, metal-panel roller 
door. Situated to the right of the porch is a 
tripartite window opening with a central 
picture window; two single window openings 
are located on the western portion of the 
façade.  

The east (side) elevation features a 
secondary single-leaf entry and a two-over-
two, double-hung wood sash window. The 
west (side) elevation features two window 
openings. The south (rear) elevation features a 
centrally located single-leaf entry flanked by 
three window openings (Figure 149). The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete porch that 
is clad in brick veneer and sheltered by a 
gable-oriented roof supported by square wood 
posts. The porch protects the entry and two 
flanking window openings.     

An in-ground pool is located 
approximately 41 ft south of the residence. A 
single-story, side-gabled, frame pool house is 
located approximately 48 ft southeast of the 
residence. A single-story, side-gabled, frame, 
prefabricated shed is located approximately 98 
ft southeast of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5522 exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events 
or persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The 
Ranch house represents the predominant 
American house form of the 1950s and 1960s. 
As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource 
is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and 
displays such design elements as a long, 
narrow, linear form. While the resource is 

typical of a Linear Ranch house and retains 
moderate integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, it does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5522 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5523 
Address: 2705 Bywood Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380093 N: 4068661 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 150–151 

Date(s) of Construction: 1958 

Description:  DHR # 131-5523 consists of a 
residence located at 2705 Bywood Avenue, 
directly south of its intersection with Gerrey 
Drive. The parcel features an open lawn, 
bisected by a concrete walkway and totals 
.343 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a 
chain-link fence. The parcel is accessed via a 
two-track paved drive from Bywood Avenue. 
The residence is set back approximately 45 ft 
from the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the 
north towards Bywood Avenue. A building is 
first depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1958. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(gd/www/d/w/w), side-gabled Linear-With-
Clusters Ranch house (Figure 150). Of frame 
construction, the 1,383 sq ft dwelling is set on 
a foundation of unknown material, features a 
stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered 
by an asphalt-shingle clad roof; a brick 
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chimney pierces the roof along the northern 
slope. Windows along the residence exhibit 
two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes. 
Windows are accented with brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by an off-
center single-leaf entry filled with a panel 
replacement door set behind an aluminum 
screen door. The entry opens onto a poured 
concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer and 
sheltered by a shed-roof metal awning 
supported by a decorative metal column. The 
stoop is partially enclosed with a decorative 
metal railing. Located to the left of the entry is 
a tripartite window opening with a central 
picture window. Located at the easternmost 
portion of the façade is an attached single-car 
garage that is slightly set back from the main 
block of the house; it is accessed via a metal-
panel roller door. Situated to the right of the 
entry is a gable-oriented projection. Located 
on the façade elevation of the projection are 
two window openings, and located on the east 
elevation and sheltered by the entry awning is 
a window opening.  

The east (side) elevation of the residence 
exhibits a single window opening. The west 
(side) elevation of the dwelling features two 
window openings. Two single-leaf entries are 
located on the south (rear) elevation; one 
provides access to the main block of the 
house, while the other provides access to the 
garage (Figure 151). The elevation is 
punctuated by four window openings.  

A circa 1958 single-story, front-gabled, 
frame garage is located approximately 30 ft 
south of the residence. It is clad in 
weatherboard siding; features two-over-two, 
double-hung wood sash windows; and is 
accessed via a metal-panel roller garage entry 
door. A single-leaf pedestrian entry is also 
located on the façade. A single-story, shed-
roof, frame, prefabricated shed is located 
approximately 96 ft south of the residence. 
Two single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, 
prefabricated sheds are located approximately 
91 ft south of the residence.  

 

Figure 150. DHR # 131-5523: Southwesterly view of façade elevation of house.  
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Figure 151. DHR # 131-5523: Northwesterly view of the east (side) and south (rear) elevations of house. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5523 exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events 
or persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The 
Ranch house represents the predominant 
American house form of the 1950s and 1960s. 
As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource 
is an example of the Linear-With-Clusters 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a cluster of rooms concentrated at 
one end of the house that projects to the front. 
While the resource is typical of the subtype 
and retains moderate integrity of materials, 
design, and workmanship, it does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Consequently, CRA recommends 

that DHR # 131-5523 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5524 
Address: 521 Gerrey Drive, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380136 N: 4068855 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 152–153 

Date(s) of Construction: 1965 

Description:  DHR # 131-5524 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 521 Gerrey 
Drive within a cul-de-sac, approximately .10 
mi north of its intersection with Bywood 
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Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn, and 
a concrete walkway and totals .416 acres; the 
northwest (side) property line is delineated by 
a wood post and rail fence. The parcel is 
accessed via two two-track gravel drives from 
Gerrey Drive; one leads to the residence and 
the other to a detached garage. The residence 
is set back approximately 58 ft from the right-
of-way, and it is oriented to the southwest 
towards Gerrey Drive. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1965. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(w/ww/www/d), side-gabled, Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 152). Of frame construction, the 
1,457 sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of 
unknown material, features a stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof. A small brick chimney 
pierces the roof along the northeastern slope, 
just below the ridgeline. Windows along the 
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung 
wood sashes. Windows are accented with 
brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by an off-
center single-leaf entry filled with a panel 
replacement door set behind an aluminum 
screen door. The entry opens onto a poured 
concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer and 
partially enclosed with decorative metal 
railings. Located to the right of the entry is a 
gable-oriented projection that once housed a 
single-car garage; the space has since been 
converted to living space, and the garage door 
opening has been enclosed with vinyl siding. 
Located in the gable-end of the projection is a 
window opening sheltered by a metal awning. 
The roof of the projection extends to shelter 
the façade entry, and it is supported by square 
wood posts. Situated to the left of the entry is 
a tripartite window opening with a central 
picture window. Located to the left of the 
tripartite window opening are a paired and a 
single window opening.  

The southeast (side) elevation exhibits one 
window opening, while the northwest (side) 
elevation exhibits two window openings. The 

northwest (rear) elevation is punctuated by 
four window openings (Figure 153). A shed-
roof metal awning is attached to the 
southeasternmost portion of the elevation. The 
awning is supported by metal posts and 
shelters a poured concrete patio area.    

A single-story, front-gabled, frame two-
car garage is located approximately 35 ft 
northwest of the residence. It is clad in 
asbestos shingles, features two-over-two, 
double-hung wood sash windows, and is 
accessed via two roller-panel garage doors 
along the façade and a single-leaf pedestrian 
entry along the side elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5524 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the 
predominant American house form of the 
1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. The resource is an example of the 
Linear Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
While the resource is typical of the subtype, 
overall it does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Additionally, the conversion of the integral 
garage to living space and the enclosure of the 
former garage door with vinyl siding 
compromise the integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship of the house. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5524 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 152. DHR # 131-5524: North-northeasterly view of façade elevation of house.  

 

Figure 153. DHR # 131-5524: Westerly view of the northwest (side) and northeast (rear) elevations of house. 
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DHR # 131-5525 
Address: 525 Gerrey Drive, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380108 N: 4068869 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 154–155 

Date(s) of Construction: 1965 

Description: DHR # 131-5525 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 525 Gerrey 
Drive within a cul-de-sac, approximately .10 mi 
north of its intersection with Bywood Avenue. 
The parcel features an open lawn, bisected by a 
concrete walkway and totals .330 acres; the east 
(side) property line is delineated by a wood 
post and rail fence. The parcel is accessed via a 
two-track paved drive from Gerrey Drive. The 
residence is set back approximately 38 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the south 
towards Gerrey Drive. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1965. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(w/ww/www/d), side-gabled, Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 154). Of frame construction, the 
1,510 sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of 
unknown material, features a stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof. Windows along the residence 
exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood 
sashes. Windows are accented with brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by an off-center 
single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop that is 
clad in brick veneer. Located to the right of the 
entry is a gable-oriented projection, which 
features a heavy brick chimney. The roof of the 
projection extends to shelter the façade entry, 
and it is supported by a decorative metal 
column. Situated to the left of the entry is a 
tripartite window opening with a central picture 
window. Located to the left of the tripartite 

window opening are a paired and a single 
window opening.  

Two window openings punctuate the west 
(side) elevation. One window opening 
punctuates the east (side) elevation, and there’s 
a window opening in the gable end in the attic 
space. The easternmost portion of the north 
(rear) façade is recessed and is accessed via a 
single-leaf entry (Figure 155). To the left of the 
entry is a window opening. The remainder of 
the elevation is punctuated by one paired and 
three single form window openings. 

A single-story, front-gabled, frame two-car 
garage is located approximately 14 ft northwest 
of the residence. It is clad in asbestos shingles; 
features two-over-two, double-hung wood sash 
windows; and is accessed via two roller-panel 
garage doors along the façade and a single-leaf 
pedestrian entry along the side elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5525 exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events or 
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
A or B. The resource is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch 
house represents the predominant American 
house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As such, 
examples of this form must demonstrate 
noteworthy architectural features and integrity 
to be considered individually eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. The resource is an example of the 
Linear Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a long, narrow, linear form. While 
the resource is typical of the subtype and retains 
moderate integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, it does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the region 
identical in form and character. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5525 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP 
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Figure 154. DHR # 131-5525: North-northeasterly view of façade elevation of house.  

 

Figure 155. DHR # 131-5525: South-southwesterly view of the east (side) and north (rear) elevations of house. 
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under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no 
known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5526 
Address: 520 Gerrey Drive, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380082 N: 4068859 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 156–157 

Date(s) of Construction: 1961 

Description: DHR # 131-5526 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 520 Gerrey 
Drive within a cul-de-sac, approximately .10 
mi north of its intersection with Bywood 
Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn, 
bisected by a concrete walkway and totals 
.197 acres. It is accessed via a two-track paved 
drive from Gerrey Drive. The residence is set 
back approximately 35 ft from the right-of-
way, and it is oriented to the southeast towards 
Gerrey Drive. A building is first depicted on 
the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, 
VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1961. 

The residence is a single-story, six-bay 
(w/ww/d/www/w/w), side-gabled Linear 
Ranch house (Figure 156). Of frame 
construction, the 1,456 sq ft dwelling is set on 
a foundation of unknown material, features a 
stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered 
by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Except where 
indicated, windows along the residence exhibit 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. 
Windows are accented with brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by an off-
center single-leaf entry filled with a panel 
replacement door set behind an aluminum 
screen door. The entry opens onto a poured 
concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer. 
Located to the left of the entry are a pair and a 

single form window opening. Situated to the 
right of the entry is a tripartite window with a 
central picture window flanked by two-over-
two, double-hung wood sash windows. The 
northeasternmost portion of the façade 
projects from the main block and historically 
comprised an integral single-car garage. The 
former garage has since been converted to 
living space, and the garage opening has been 
enclosed with vertical board siding and 
features two paired, fixed, vinyl sash windows 
affixed with grids simulating six lights.  

A two-over-two, double-hung wood sash 
window punctuates the northeast (side) 
elevation. Two window openings punctuate 
the southwest (side) elevation. The northwest 
(rear) elevation is pierced by one paired and 
three single form window openings (Figure 
157). 

A single-story, side-gabled, frame shed is 
located approximately 30 ft northwest of the 
residence. It is clad in vinyl siding and 
features a double-leaf façade entry. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5526 exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events 
or persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The 
Ranch house represents the predominant 
American house form of the 1950s and 1960s. 
As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource 
is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and 
displays such design elements as a long, 
narrow, linear form. While the resource is 
typical of the subtype and retains moderate 
integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, it does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and 
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Figure 156. DHR # 131-5526: Northwesterly view of façade and northeast (side) elevation of house.  

 

Figure 157. DHR # 131-5526: South-southeasterly view of the southwest (side) and northwest (rear) elevations of 
house. 
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character. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5526 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5527 
Address: 516 Deal Drive, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380104 N: 4068606 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 158–159 

Date(s) of Construction: 1958 

Description: DHR # 131-5527 consists of a 
duplex and shed located at 516 Deal Drive, 
approximately 239 ft south of its intersection 
with Bywood Avenue. The parcel features a 
partially wooded lawn and a concrete 
walkway and totals .228 acres. The parcel is 
accessed via a two-track paved drive from 
Deal Drive. The duplex is set back 
approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the east towards Deal Drive. A 
building is first depicted on the 1965 
(Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1958. 

The building exhibits a single-story, six-
bay (ww/d/ww/ww/d/ww), hip-roof, duplex 
form (Figure 158). Of frame construction, the 
1,728 sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of 
unknown material, features a stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof; a brick chimney pierces the 
northern roof slope. Windows along the 
residence exhibit one-over-one and two-over-
two, double-hung wood sashes. Windows are 
accented with brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by two 
centrally located window openings. Flanking 

these window openings are single-leaf entries 
filled with panel replacement doors set behind 
aluminum screen doors. The entries open onto 
a poured concrete porch that is clad in brick 
veneer. The porch is sheltered by a hip-roof 
that is supported with decorative metal 
columns. A paired window punctuates either 
end of the façade.  

The north and south (side) elevations are 
punctuated by a single window opening 
flanked by paired window openings. Centrally 
located on the north (rear) elevation are two 
secondary single-leaf entries that open onto a 
poured concrete stoop that is sheltered by a 
shed-roof porch (Figure 159). Flanking the 
entries are two sets of paired window 
openings.    

A single-story, gambrel-roof, 
prefabricated metal shed is located 
approximately 20 ft north of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5527 exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events 
or persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The 
resource represents a residential form typical 
of the 1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of 
this form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. The resource lacks notable 
architectural elements that would elevate its 
significance and make it worthy of listing in 
the NRHP. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5527 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 158. DHR # 131-5527: Southwesterly view of façade and north (side) elevation of house.  

 

Figure 159. DHR # 131-5527: East-northeasterly view of the west (rear) elevation of house. 
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DHR # 131-5528 
Address: 504 Deal Drive, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380073 N: 4068481 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 160–161 

Date(s) of Construction: 1957 

Description: DHR # 131-5528 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 504 Deal 
Drive, approximately 165 ft north of its 
intersection with Wesley Road. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete walkway 
and totals 1.390 acres. The parcel is accessed 
via a paved drive from Deal Drive. The 
residence is set back approximately 80 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the east 
towards Deal Drive. A building is first depicted 
on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk 
South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1957. 

The building exhibits a one-and-one-half-
story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled form 
(Figure 160). Of frame construction, the 2,132 
sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of 
unknown material, features a stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof; a brick chimney pierces the 
western roof slope. Windows along the 
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung 
wood sashes and are accented with brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by an off-center 
single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad 
in brick veneer and sheltered by a gable-
oriented roof supported by square wood posts. 
Located to the left of the entry is a tripartite 
window opening with a central picture window. 
Situated to the right of the entry are two 
window openings. Three gable dormers pierce 
the roof in the half story, and each has one 
window opening.  

A single-story, partial-width, hip-roof 
enclosed porch is located on the south (side) 
elevation. The porch features brick veneer; two-
over-two, double-hung wood sash windows; 
and is accessed via a single-leaf entry. The 
gable-end of the half story is pierced by a 
window opening. Three window openings 
punctuate the first story, and two window 
openings punctuate the half story of the north 
(side) elevation. The west (rear) elevation 
features a secondary single-leaf entry that is 
protected by a gable-oriented, enclosed porch 
(Figure 161). The brick veneer-clad porch 
features wood-sash side lights. Located to the 
right of the porch is a window opening. Located 
to the left of the porch are three window 
openings.  

A circa 1960s single-story, side-gabled, 
frame single-car garage is located 
approximately 18 ft southwest of the residence. 
It is clad in asbestos shingles and features a 
metal-panel garage door and single-leaf entry 
on its façade. A single-story, side-gabled, 
prefabricated frame shed is located 
approximately 56 ft southwest of the residence.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5528 exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events or 
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
A or B. The resource is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource 
represents a residential form typical of the 
post–World War II era. As such, examples of 
this form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. The resource lacks notable 
architectural elements that would elevate its 
significance and make it worthy of listing in the 
NRHP. Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR # 131-5528 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or 
C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 160. DHR # 131-5528: North-northwesterly view of façade and south (side) elevation of house and garage.  

 

Figure 161. DHR # 131-5528: East-southeasterly view of the east (rear) elevation of house. 
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DHR # 131-5529 
Address: 513 George Washington Highway 
North, Chesapeake, VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 379967 N: 4068570 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 162–163 

Date(s) of Construction: 1950 

Description:  DHR # 131-5529 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 513 George 
Washington Highway North, approximately 
115 ft north of its intersection with Margaret 
Booker Drive. The parcel features a partially 
wooded lawn with a concrete walkway and 
totals 1.230 acres. The parcel is accessed via a 
paved drive from George Washington 
Highway North. The residence is set back 
approximately 73 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the west towards George 
Washington Highway North. A building is 
first depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1950. 

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, 
three-bay (www/d/www), side-gabled, 
American Small House (Figure 162). Of frame 
construction, the 1,768 sq ft dwelling is set on 
a foundation of unknown material, features a 
stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered 
by an asphalt-shingle clad roof; an exterior 
brick chimney pierces either gable end. 
Windows along the residence exhibit four-
over-four, six-over-six, and eight-over-eight, 
double-hung wood sashes. Windows are 
accented with brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by a centrally 
located, single-leaf entry filled with a panel 
replacement door set behind an aluminum 
screen door. The entry opens onto a poured 
concrete stoop clad in brick veneer and 
protected by a portico with a curved 
underside; the original columns have been 
replaced with vinyl columns. Tripartite 

window openings flank the entry. Situated in 
the half story are two gable dormers, each with 
one window opening.  

The north (side) elevation is punctuated by 
one window opening in the gable-end of the 
main block. A single-story, side-gabled, brick 
veneer-clad wing is affixed to the first story of 
the elevation. It is punctuated by one window 
opening on the façade elevation. Affixed to 
the left side of the wing is a front-gabled, 
brick-veneer clad, single-car garage. The 
garage is accessed via a metal-panel roller 
door located on the façade elevation. The main 
block of the south (side) elevation is pierced 
by one window opening on the first story and 
one window opening in the gable-end. A 
single-story, shed-roof, vinyl-clad wing is 
affixed to the elevation and features a tripartite 
window opening with a central three-light 
wood sash window, as well as a single form 
window opening. The main block of the east 
(rear) elevation features a gable-oriented 
projection with paired window openings and 
an enclosed shed-roof porch with a single-leaf 
entry and single form window openings 
(Figure 163). A single window opening 
punctuates the space to the right of the porch. 
The rear of the garage is accessed via a single-
leaf entry. A shed dormer with three window 
openings spans the half story.   

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame 
prefabricated shed is located approximately 77 
ft northeast of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5529 exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events 
or persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The 
American Small House is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains moderate integrity of 
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Figure 162. DHR # 131-5529: Southeasterly view of façade elevation of house.  

 

Figure 163. DHR # 131-5529: West-southwesterly view of the east (rear) elevation of house. 
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materials, design, and workmanship, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the region 
identical in form and character.  Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5529 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP 
under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts in 
the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5530 
Address: 552 Trent Avenue, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad:  Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380414 N: 4068798 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 164 

Date(s) of Construction: 1962 

Description:  DHR # 131-5530 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 552 Trent 
Avenue, approximately 174 ft south of its 
intersection with Hoyt Drive. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete walkway 
and totals .217 acres. The parcel is accessed via 
a paved drive from Trent Avenue. The 
residence is set back approximately 28 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the east 
towards Trent Avenue. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1962. Owner permission to access the rear yard 
was not granted. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(www/d/w/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 164). Of frame construction, the 
1,601 sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation clad 
in brick veneer, features walls sheathed in vinyl 
siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle 
clad roof. Windows along the residence exhibit 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes affixed 
with grids simulating a six-over-six 
configuration. 

 

Figure 164. DHR # 131-5530: North-northwesterly view of façade elevation of house.  
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The façade is characterized by an off-
center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel 
replacement door that opens onto a poured 
concrete porch that is clad in brick veneer. The 
porch is sheltered by a front-gabled roof 
supported by wood Tuscan columns. An 
octagonal window affixed with grids 
simulating nine lights is centered in the gable-
end of the porch roof.  Also sheltered beneath 
the roof are two window openings. Located to 
the right of the porch is one window opening. 
Located to the left of the porch is a projecting 
bay window.  

A paired window punctuates the south 
(side) elevation. Two windows punctuate the 
north (side) elevation. According to aerial 
images, a gable-oriented projected is located 
on the west (rear) elevation; it features a 
single-leaf entry and is pierced by a window 
opening. Located to the left of the projection 
are two window openings.   

A single-story, front-gabled, frame 
prefabricated shed is located approximately 13 
ft west of the residence. A single-story, front-
gabled, frame single-car garage is located 
approximately 14 ft south of the residence. It 
is clad in vinyl siding and accessed via a 
metal-panel roller door located on the façade.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5530 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The resource is an example of the 
Linear Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character.  Furthermore, the installation of 
vinyl replacement siding and windows, as well 
as the bay window on the façade, 
compromises the integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship of the house. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5530 is not 

individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5531 
Address: 548 Trent Avenue, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380410 N: 4068774 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 165 

Date(s) of Construction: 1962 

Description: DHR # 131-5531 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 548 
Trent Avenue, approximately 181 ft north of 
its intersection with Hillard Street. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .270 acres. The parcel is 
accessed via a paved drive from Trent 
Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the east towards Trent Avenue. 
A building is first depicted on the 1965 
(Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1962. Owner 
permission to access the rear yard was not 
granted. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 165). Of frame construction, the 
1,026 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, features walls sheathed in vinyl 
siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle 
clad roof. Windows along the residence 
exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick veneer cladding that spans the 
lower half of the elevation. A cross gable is 
located at the southernmost portion of the 
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elevation, and located below it is an off-center 
single-leaf entry filled with a panel 
replacement door that opens onto a poured 
concrete porch. Situated to the left of the entry 
is a tripartite window opening. Located to the 
right of the entry are two window openings.  

Two window openings punctuate the north 
(side) elevation; one window opening 
punctuates the south (side) elevation. Aerial 
images indicate a shed-roof porch is located 
along the southernmost portion of the west 
(rear) elevation. No other details were 
discernible. 

A single-story, front-gabled, frame single-
car garage is located approximately 14 ft 
southwest of the residence. It is clad in vinyl 
siding and features a wood-panel roller door 
along the façade. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5531 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 

events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character.  Additionally, the installation of 
vinyl replacement siding and windows 
diminishes the integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship of the house. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5531 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 165. DHR # 131-5531: Southwesterly view of façade and north (side) elevation of house.  
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DHR # 131-5532 
Address: 544 Trent Avenue, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380405 N: 4068742 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 166–167 

Date(s) of Construction: 1962 

Description:  DHR # 131-5532 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 544 
Trent Avenue, approximately 72 ft north of its 
intersection with Hillard Street. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .278 acres. It is accessed 
via a paved drive from Trent Avenue. The 
residence is set back approximately 32 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the east 
towards Trent Avenue. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1962. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), side-gabled Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 166). Of frame construction, the 
1,636 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, features walls sheathed in vinyl 
siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle 
clad roof. Windows along the residence 
exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood 
sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick veneer cladding that spans the 
lower half of the elevation. The southernmost 
portion of the roof extends past the main 
roofline and creates a shallow shelter for the 
two bays located beneath it, one of which is an 
off-center single-leaf entry filled with a panel 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad 
in brick veneer. Located to the left of the entry 
is a tripartite window opening with a central 
picture window opening. Situated to the right 
of the entry are two window openings.  

Two window openings punctuate the north 
(side) elevation. A single window opening 
punctuates the south (side) elevation. A large 
gable-oriented addition with a shed-roof 
projection is affixed to the west (rear) 
elevation (Figure 167). It features one-over-
one, double-hung vinyl sash windows affixed 
with grids simulating a six-over-six 
configuration. The addition is accessed via a 
single-leaf entry located in the shed-roof 
projection.  

A single-story, gambrel-roof, metal-clad 
shed is located approximately 50 ft southwest 
of the residence. A single-story, front-gabled, 
frame shed is located approximately 69 ft 
southwest of the residence. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5532 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is an example of the Compact 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a small and simple form that is 
rectangular but almost square. However, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character.  
Furthermore, the rear addition alters the 
original form and therefore, compromises the 
integrity of design, materials, and 
workmanship of the house. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5532 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 166. DHR # 131-5532: Westerly view of façade and north (side) elevation of house.  

 

Figure 167. DHR # 131-5532: East-southeasterly view of south (side) and west (rear) elevations of house. 
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DHR # 131-5533 
Address: 540 Trent Avenue, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380400 N: 4068710 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 168–169 

Date(s) of Construction: 1962 

Description:  DHR # 131-5533 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 540 
Trent Avenue, approximately 31 ft south of its 
intersection with Hillard Street. The parcel 
features an open lawn and totals .235 acres. It 
is accessed via a paved drive from Trent 
Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 34 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the east towards Trent Avenue. 
A building is first depicted on the 1965 
(Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1962. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(w/w/www/d/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 168). Of frame construction, the 
1,316 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, features walls sheathed in wide 
vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof. Windows along the 
residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick veneer cladding that spans the 
lower half of the elevation. Situated on the 
roof is an off-centered cross-gable. Located 
beneath the cross gable is a single-leaf entry 
and a tripartite window opening with a central 
picture window. The entry is filled with a 
panel replacement door and opens onto a 
frame deck that is partially enclosed with 
wood posts and rails and is accessed via a 
ramp. The deck is sheltered by a metal shed-
roof awning supported with decorative metal 
columns. Located to the right of the entry is a 
single window opening. Situated to the left of 

the entry and tripartite window opening are 
two window openings, both of which are 
sheltered by metal awnings.  

Two window openings punctuated the 
south (side) elevation. A single window 
opening pierces the north (side) elevation. A 
single-leaf entry and a window opening pierce 
the main block of the west (rear) elevation. 
The two bays are protected by a shed-roof 
porch supported by square wood posts that rest 
on a frame deck (Figure 169). The porch is 
partially enclosed with lattice work. Located 
to the left of the porch is a shed-roof 
projection with a window opening.   

A single-story, flat-roof metal carport is 
located approximately 1 ft north of the 
residence. A two-story, gambrel-roof, frame 
two-car garage is located approximately 20 ft 
west of the residence. A single-story, front-
gabled, frame, prefabricated shed is located 
approximately 28 ft southwest of the 
residence. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5533 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, the installation of 
vinyl replacement siding and windows 
diminishes the integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship of the house. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5533 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 168. DHR # 131-5533: Northwesterly view of façade and south (side) elevation of house. 

 

Figure 169. DHR # 131-5533: South-southeasterly view of north (side) and west (rear) elevations of house.  
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DHR # 131-5534 
Address: 2700 Garnes Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380359 N: 4069068 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 170 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description: DHR # 131-5534 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 2700 Garnes 
Avenue at the northwest corner of Garnes and 
Bond Avenues. The parcel features a partially 
wooded lawn and totals .296 acres; the rear 
yard is enclosed with a wood-plank privacy 
fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive 
from Garnes Avenue. The residence is set 
back approximately 59 ft from the right-of-
way, and it is oriented at an angle to the 
southeast towards the corner of Garnes and 
Bond Avenues. A building is first depicted on 
the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, 
VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(w/ww/w/w), side-gabled, Linear Ranch house 
with addition (Figure 170). Of frame 
construction, the 1,986 sq ft dwelling is set on 
a foundation of unknown material, features 
walls sheathed in vinyl siding, and is sheltered 
by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows 
along the residence exhibit one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a recessed, 
single-leaf entry that is accessed along the 
southwest plane. The entry is filled with a 
panel replacement door set behind an 
aluminum screen door. It opens onto a frame 
stoop set on a concrete block foundation. The 
roof is supported by a square wood post. 
Situated to the left of the entry within the 
recess is a single window opening. Located to 
the right of the entry are a paired window 
opening and two single window openings. The 
residence’s interior space has been expanded 

with the addition of a partial second story; the 
elongated side-gable spans the southwestern 
portion of the façade and extends down to the 
rear of the house, also expanding that 
elevation. Two window openings pierce the 
addition along the façade.  

Two window openings punctuate the 
southwest and northeast (side) elevations. A 
secondary single-leaf entry is located on the 
expanded portion of the northwest (rear) 
addition; this part of the elevation extends 
several feet past the main block of the house. 
According to aerial images, the main block of 
the elevation is punctuated by one window 
opening. A shed-roof projection is affixed to 
the roof and features no fenestration. 

A two-story, gambrel-roof, frame two-car 
garage is located approximately 27 ft north of 
the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5534 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, the installation of a 
second-story addition compromises the 
integrity of design, materials, and 
workmanship of the house. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5534 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 170. DHR # 131-5534: Northerly view of façade and southwest (side) elevation of house.  

DHR # 131-5535 
Address: 2704 Garnes Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380326 N: 4069072 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 171–172 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5535 consists of a 
residence and garage/apartment located at 2704 
Garnes Avenue, approximately 178 ft west of 
its intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel 
features an open lawn and totals .239 acres; the 
rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link fence. 
The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from 
Garnes Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 45 ft from the right-of-way, and 

it is oriented to the south towards Garnes 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(dd/www/d/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 171). Of frame construction, the 
1,257 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, features walls sheathed in vinyl 
siding on the façade and asbestos siding on the 
secondary elevations, and is sheltered by an 
asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the 
residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. Also featured 
prominently on the façade is an off-center, 
gable-oriented, enclosed porch. The poured 
concrete porch is clad in brick veneer, features 
walls sheathed in vinyl siding, and has one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl-sash windows. It 
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is accessed via a single-leaf entry filled with an 
aluminum screen door. The porch shelters a 
single-leaf façade entry filled with a panel 
replacement door and a tripartite window 
opening with a central picture window. Located 
to the right of the porch are two window 
openings sheltered by metal awnings. Situated 
to the left of the porch is a former integrated 
single-car garage that has been converted to 
living space; it now features sliding glass doors 
in place of a garage door.  

A secondary single-leaf entry and window 
opening punctuate the west (side) elevation. 
Two window openings pierce the east (side) 
elevation. The westernmost portion of the north 
(rear) elevation extends slightly to 
accommodate the former garage and is 
punctuated by a window opening. Four window 
openings punctuate the rest of the elevation 
(Figure 172). 

A two-story, side-gabled, frame two-car 
garage with second-story apartment is located 
approximately 15 ft north of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5535 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. The resource is an example of the Linear 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples throughout 
the region identical in form and character. 
Furthermore, the converted garage and 
enclosed porch compromise the integrity of 
design, materials, and workmanship of the 
house. Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR # 131-5535 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or 
C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 171. DHR # 131-5535: East-northeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house and 
garage/apartment.  
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Figure 172. DHR # 131-5535: Southerly view of north (rear) elevation of house.  

DHR # 131-5536 
Address: 2708 Garnes Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380298 N: 4069074 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 173 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5536 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2708 
Garnes Avenue, approximately 261 ft west of 
its intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is 
enclosed with a chain-link fence. The parcel is 
accessed via two paved drives from Garnes 
Avenue. The residence is set back 

approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the south towards Garnes 
Avenues. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), side-gabled Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 173). Of frame construction, the 
1,482 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, features walls sheathed in vinyl 
siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle 
clad roof. Windows along the residence 
exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood 
sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. A cross-gable is situated 
on the westernmost portion of the roof, and 
situated beneath it is a single-leaf entry filled 
with a panel replacement door set behind an 
aluminum door. The entry opens onto a 
poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer and 
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flanked by wood railings. Situated to the left 
of the entry and under the cross-gable is a 
tripartite window opening with a central 
picture window. Located to the right of the 
entry are two window openings.  

Two window openings punctuate the west 
(side) elevation, and one paired window 
opening punctuates the east (side) elevation. A 
large gable-oriented addition is featured on the 
north (rear) addition; it has a shed-roof 
projection on its west (side) elevation. The 
addition is set on a concrete block foundation, 
has walls clad in vinyl siding, and has an 
asphalt-shingle clad roof. It is accessed via 
two single-leaf entries and features a variety of 
window types with metal and vinyl sashes.  

A single-story, front-gabled, frame two-
car garage is located approximately 7 ft 
northwest of the residence. A single-story, 
gambrel-roof, metal-clad shed is located 
approximately 17 ft north of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5536 is not eligible 

for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is an example of the Compact 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a small and simple form that is 
rectangular but almost square. However, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Furthermore, the large rear addition 
compromises the integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship of the house. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5536 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 173. DHR # 131-5536: Northeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house and shed. 
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DHR # 131-5537 
Address: 2712 Garnes Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380270 N: 4069074 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 174–175 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5537 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 2712 Garnes 
Avenue, approximately 350 ft west of its 
intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is 
enclosed with a chain-link fence. The parcel is 
accessed via a paved drive from Garnes 
Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the south towards Garnes 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(ww/www/d/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 174). Of frame construction, the 
1,800 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, features walls sheathed in vinyl 
siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle 
clad roof; the westernmost portion of the roof 
is set lower and tucks into the rest higher 
portion. An exterior brick chimney pierces the 
west gable-end. Windows along the residence 
exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood 
sashes. 

The façade is characterized by an off-
center single-leaf entry filled with a panel 
replacement door set behind an aluminum 
screen door. The entry opens onto a poured 
concrete porch clad in brick veneer and 
partially enclosed with wood railings. The 
porch is sheltered by a shed-roof supported by 
square wood posts. Located to the right of the 
entry and also sheltered by the porch is a 

single window opening. Situated to the right 
of the porch is another window opening. 
Located to the right of the porch is a tripartite 
window opening with a central picture 
window. A paired window opening punctuates 
the westernmost portion of the façade.  

Two window openings punctuate the east 
(side) elevation. Located on the west (side) 
elevation, to the left of the exterior chimney is 
a secondary single-leaf entry. A shed-roof 
addition with two-over-two, double-hung, 
wood sash windows and sliding vinyl sash 
windows spans a large portion of the north 
(rear) elevation (Figure 175). A single-leaf 
entry located on the addition provides access 
to a frame deck that spans the remainder of the 
elevation. 

A one-and-one-half-story, gambrel-roof, 
frame single-car garage is located 
approximately 10 ft northwest of the 
residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5537 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, the rear addition 
compromises the integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship of the house. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5537 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 174. DHR # 131-5537: Northerly view of façade elevation of house.  

 

Figure 175. DHR # 131-5537: Southeasterly view of west (side) and north (rear) elevations of house and shed.  
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DHR # 131-5538 
Address: 2716 Garnes Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad:  Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380241 N: 4069076 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 176–177 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5538 consists of a 
residence and two sheds located at 2716 
Garnes Avenue, approximately 456 ft west of 
its intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is 
enclosed with a chain-link fence. The parcel is 
accessed via a paved drive from Garnes 
Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the south towards Garnes 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, six-bay 
(w/w/www/d/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 176). Of frame construction, the 
1,392 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, features walls sheathed in vinyl 
siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle 
clad roof; an exterior brick chimney pierces 
the east gable-end. Windows along the 
residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The façade is accessed 
via an off-center single-leaf entry filled with a 
panel replacement door set behind an 
aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a 
poured concrete stoop flanked by decorative 
metal railings. Located to the left of the entry 
is a tripartite window opening with a central 
picture window. Two window openings are 
situated beneath a cross-gable roof accent 
along the westernmost portion of the façade. 

Located to the right of the entry are two 
window openings.  

The west and east (side) elevations each 
are punctuated by two window openings. Five 
window openings punctuated the north (rear) 
elevation (Figure 177). A secondary single-
leaf entry provides access to the elevation; it is 
enclosed within a shed-roof, frame, screened-
in porch.  

Two single-story, side-gabled, frame, 
prefabricated sheds are located approximately 
38 ft north of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5538 exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events 
or persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is 
an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and 
displays such design elements as a long, 
narrow, linear form. While this resource 
retains moderate integrity of materials, design, 
and workmanship, this example does not 
exhibit denotative characteristics that would 
otherwise separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5538 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 176. DHR # 131-5538: East-northeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house.  

 

Figure 177. DHR # 131-5538: Southwesterly view of north (rear) elevation of house.  
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DHR # 131-5539 
Address: 2720 Garnes Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380211 N: 4069078 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 178–179 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5539 consists of a 
residence and outbuilding located at 2720 
Garnes Avenue, approximately .11 mi west of 
its intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is 
enclosed with a wood picket fence. The parcel 
is accessed via a paved drive from Garnes 
Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the south towards Garnes 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(w/w/d/www), side-gabled Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 178). Of frame construction, the 
1,014 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, features walls sheathed in vinyl 
siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle 
clad roof. Windows along the residence 
exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood 
sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The façade is accessed 
via an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a 
panel replacement door set behind an 
aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a 
poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer. 
Located to the right of the entry is a tripartite 
window opening with a central picture 
window. The roof of the façade extends 
slightly over the entry bay and tripartite 
window bay and provides some shelter. 

Situated to the right of the entry are two 
window openings.  

One window opening punctuates the east 
(side) elevation, and two windows punctuate 
the west (side) elevation. A single-leaf entry 
and three window openings punctuate the 
north (rear) elevation (Figure 179). 

A single-story, front-gabled, frame shed 
affixed with a shed-roof shelter is located 
approximately 23 ft northwest of the 
residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5539 exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events 
or persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is 
an example of the Compact Ranch subtype 
and displays such design elements as a small 
and simple form that is rectangular but almost 
square. While this resource retains moderate 
integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5539 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 178. DHR # 131-5539: Northwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house.  

 

Figure 179. DHR # 131-5539: Southwesterly view of east (side) and north (rear) elevations of house.  
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DHR # 131-5540 
Address: 2724 Garnes Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380186 N: 4069080 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 180–181 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5540 consists of a 
residence and outbuilding located at 2724 
Garnes Avenue, approximately .12 mi west of 
its intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel 
features a partially wooded lawn with a 
concrete walkway and totals .239 acres. It is 
accessed via a paved drive from Garnes 
Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the south towards Garnes 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(w/w/d/www/gd), side-gabled Linear-With-
Clusters Ranch house with addition (Figure 
180). Of frame construction, the 2,133 sq ft 
dwelling is set on a foundation of unknown 
material, features a stretcher bond brick 
veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle 
clad roof; a heavy interior brick chimney 
pierces the roof along the southern roof slope. 
Windows along the residence exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by an off-
center cross-gable accent. Situated below the 
gable is a single-leaf entry filled with a panel 
replacement door set behind an aluminum 
screen door. The entry opens onto a poured 
concrete stoop flanked by wood railings. 
Located to the left of the entry are two 
window openings. Located to the right of the 
entry is a tripartite window opening with a 
central picture window. An integral two-car 
garage with a metal-panel roller door is 

located on the easternmost portion of the 
façade. This portion of the façade also features 
a second-story addition; three window 
openings pierce the façade elevation of the 
second story.  

Two window openings punctuate the west 
(side) elevation. Two window openings 
punctuate the second story of the addition 
along the east (side) elevation. Vinyl cladding 
sheaths a majority of this elevation. The 
easternmost portion of the north (rear) 
elevation projects to the rear and features a 
single-leaf entry on its west elevation that 
provides access to a frame deck (Figure 181). 
The remainder of the projection is punctuated 
by two window openings and another single-
leaf entry. It is this portion of the residence, 
the projection along with the garage, which 
features a second-story, gable-oriented, vinyl-
clad addition. The rear elevation of the 
addition is punctuated by a double-hung, vinyl 
sash window opening, as well as an octagonal, 
vinyl sash window opening. The western 
portion of the roof slopes to meet the main 
block. Three window openings punctuate the 
main block of the rear elevation. 

A single-story, front-gabled, frame shed 
affixed with a shed-roof shelter is located 
approximately 31 ft northwest of the 
residence. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5540 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear-
With-Clusters Ranch subtype and displays 
such design elements as a cluster of rooms 
concentrated at one end of the house that 
projects to the back. However, this example 
does not exhibit denotative characteristics that 
would otherwise separate it from countless 
examples throughout the region identical in 
form and character. Furthermore, the second-
story addition compromises the integrity of 
design, materials, and workmanship of the
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Figure 180. DHR # 131-5540: Northeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house.  

 

Figure 181. DHR # 131-5540: Southeasterly view of east (side) and north (rear) elevations of house. 
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house. Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR # 131-5540 is not individually eligible 
for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, 
B, or C. There are no known historic districts 
or potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5541 
Address: 2728 Garnes Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380153 N: 4069083 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 182–183 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5541 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2728 
Garnes Avenue, the terminus of Garnes 
Avenue, approximately .14 mi west of its 
intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel 
features a partially wooded lawn with a 
concrete walkway and totals .325 acres; the 
rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link fence. 
The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from 
Garnes Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the south towards Garnes 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, six-bay 
(w/w/d/www/w/w), side-gabled Linear-With-
Clusters Ranch house (Figure 182). Of frame 
construction, the 1,752 sq ft dwelling is set on 
a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in 
vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof. Except where indicated, 
windows along the residence exhibit one-over-
one, two-over-two, and six-over-six, double-
hung wood sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall, which stops just left of 

the entry. The off-center single-leaf entry is 
filled with a nine-light and panel wood door 
set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop 
flanked by vinyl railings. Located to the right 
of the entry is a tripartite window opening 
with a central picture window. Located along 
the eastern portion of the façade are two single 
window openings; situated above the window 
openings is a cross-gable accent. Located to 
the left of the entry is a former integrated 
garage. The area has since been converted to 
living space. The area of garage entry has been 
clad in vinyl siding and is punctuated by two 
window openings.  

Two windows punctuate the east (side) 
elevation. A paired window opening 
punctuates the west (side) elevation. Three 
window openings punctuate the north (rear) 
elevation (Figure 183); a small shed-roof 
projection is located on the easternmost 
portion of the elevation. A gable-oriented 
wing projects off the western portion of the 
elevation. The wing is accessed via a triple-
leaf entry along its east elevation. To the right 
of the entry is a window opening. A ribbon of 
windows is situated along the wing’s north 
(rear) elevation.   

Situated within the rear yard and framed 
by the residence is an in-ground pool. A two-
story, side-gabled, frame, two-vehicle garage 
is located approximately 6 ft west of the 
residence. A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame 
prefabricated shed is located approximately 48 
ft northwest of the residence. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5541 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear-
With-Clusters Ranch subtype and displays 
such design elements as a cluster of rooms 
concentrated at one end of the house 
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Figure 182. DHR # 131-5541: Northwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house. 

 

Figure 183. DHR # 131-5541: Southwesterly view of east (side) and north (rear) elevations of house and in-ground 
pool. 
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that projects to the back. However, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Furthermore, the enclosure of the former 
garage compromises the integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship of the house. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5541 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5542 
Address: 2721 Garnes Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380193 N: 4069039 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 184–185 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5542 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 2721 Garnes 
Avenue, the terminus of Garnes Avenue, 
approximately .12 mi west of its intersection 
with Bond Avenue. The parcel features an 
open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals 
.195 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a 
chain-link fence. The parcel is accessed via a 
paved drive from Garnes Avenue. The 
residence is set back approximately 40 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the north 
towards Garnes Avenue. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1963. 

The residence is a single-story, six-bay 
(w/w/d/www/gd/gd), side-gabled Linear 
Ranch house (Figure 184). Of frame 
construction, the 1,080 sq ft dwelling is set on 

a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in 
vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof. Windows along the 
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung 
wood sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall that stops just left of the 
entry. The off-center single-leaf entry is filled 
with a panel wood door set behind an 
aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a 
poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer and 
flanked by wood railings. Located to the right 
of the entry is a tripartite window opening 
with a central picture window. A cross-gable 
accent is situated above the entry and tripartite 
window opening. The westernmost portion of 
the façade is slightly recessed and is 
comprised of an integral two-car garage 
accessed via two metal-panel garage doors. 
Located to the right of the entry are two 
window openings.  

Two window openings punctuate the east 
(side) elevation, and one window opening 
punctuates the west (side) elevation. The south 
(rear) elevation is accessed via two secondary 
single-leaf entries (Figure 185). Four window 
openings pierce the elevation. 

A single-story, shed-roof, frame shed is 
located approximately 35 ft south of the 
residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5542 exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events 
or persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is 
an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and 
displays such design elements as a long, 
narrow, linear form. While this resource 
retains moderate integrity of materials, design, 
and workmanship, this example does not 
exhibit denotative characteristics that would 
otherwise separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Consequently, CRA recommends 
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Figure 184. DHR # 131-5542: Westerly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house.  

 

Figure 185. DHR # 131-5542: East-northeasterly view of south (rear) elevation of house. 
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that DHR # 131-5542 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts in 
the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5543 
Address: 2717 Garnes Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380224 N: 4069037 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 186 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description: DHR # 131-5543 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 2717 Garnes 
Avenue, approximately .1 mi west of its 
intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete walkway 
and totals .242 acres; the rear yard is enclosed 
with a chain-link fence. The parcel is accessed 
via a paved drive from Garnes Avenue. The 
residence is set back approximately 40 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the north 
towards Garnes Avenue. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1963. Owner permission to access the rear yard 
was not granted. 

The residence is a single-story, six-bay 
(w/w/w/www/d/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 186). Of frame construction, the 
1,907 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in asbestos shingles 
along the façade and vinyl siding along the side 
and rear elevations, and is sheltered by an 
asphalt-shingle clad roof. Except where 
indicated, windows along the residence exhibit 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-leaf 
entry is filled with a single-light, slab door set 

behind an aluminum screen door. The entry 
opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in 
brick veneer and flanked by decorative metal 
railings. Located to the right of the entry is a 
former integral single-car garage; the area has 
been converted to living space, and the garage 
door has been replaced with a 12-light, fixed, 
wood sash bowed window. Situated to the left 
of the entry is a tripartite window opening with 
a central picture window. The roof of the house 
extends over the aforementioned bays, 
providing shelter. Three window openings 
punctuate the remainder of the façade.  

An octagonal window punctuates the west 
(side) elevation. A single-story shed-roof 
addition is affixed to the elevation. It has walls 
clad in aluminum siding and features jalousie 
windows, and it is accessed via a single-leaf 
entry protected by a metal awning. Two 
window openings punctuate the east (side) 
elevation. According to aerial images, the south 
(rear) elevation features four single window 
openings and a paired window opening.  

A single-story, side-gabled, frame shed is 
located approximately 21 ft south of the 
residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5543 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. The resource is an example of the Linear 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples throughout 
the region identical in form and character. 
Furthermore, the conversion of the integrated 
garage and the side addition compromise the 
integrity of design, materials, and workmanship 
of the house. Consequently, CRA recommends 
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Figure 186. DHR # 131-5543: Southeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house.  

that DHR # 131-5543 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts in 
the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5544 
Address: 2713 Garnes Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380252 N: 4069035 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 187–188 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5544 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 2713 Garnes 

Avenue, approximately 420 ft west of its 
intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete walkway 
and totals .246 acres; the rear yard is enclosed 
with a chain-link fence. The parcel is accessed 
via a paved drive from Garnes Avenue. The 
residence is set back approximately 35 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the north 
towards Garnes Avenue. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1963. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), side-gabled, Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 187). Of frame construction, the 
1,054 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and 
is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. 
Windows along the residence exhibit one-over-
one, double-hung vinyl sashes. 
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-leaf 
entry is filled with a panel replacement door set 
behind an aluminum screen door. The entry 
opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in 
brick veneer and flanked by decorative metal 
railings. Located to the left of the entry is a 
tripartite window opening with a central picture 
window. The roof extends to shelter the two 
aforementioned bays. Situated to the right of 
the entry are two window openings.  

Two window openings punctuated the west 
(side) elevation. One window opening 
punctuates the east elevation. A gable-oriented 
projection is located at the southernmost 
portion of the elevation; it features one window 
opening (Figure 188). The south (rear) 
elevation is accessed via a secondary single-
leaf entry. Located to the left of the entry are 
three window openings. 

A single-story, front-gabled, frame single-
car garage is located approximately 25 ft 
southeast of the residence. It is clad in vinyl 
siding and is accessed via a metal-panel roller 
door.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5544 retains 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events or 
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
A or B. The resource is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an 
example of the Compact Ranch subtype and 
displays such design elements as a small and 
simple form that is rectangular but almost 
square. While this resource retains moderate 
integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples throughout 
the region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5544 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or 
C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 187. DHR # 131-5544: Southeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house.  
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Figure 188. DHR # 131-5544: West-northwesterly view of west (side) and south (rear) elevations of house.  

DHR # 131-5545 
Address: 2709 Garnes Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380284 N: 4069032 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 189–190 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5545 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 2709 Garnes 
Avenue, approximately 303 ft west of its 
intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel 
features an open lawn and totals .253 acres; 
the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link 
fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive 
from Garnes Avenue. The residence is set 

back approximately 40 ft from the right-of-
way, and it is oriented to the north towards 
Garnes Avenue. A building is first depicted on 
the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, 
VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(w/w/w/www/d), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 189). Of frame construction, the 
2,198 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and 
is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. 
Except where indicated, windows along the 
residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall; a brick veneer also 
covers the entire easternmost portion of the 
façade. The off-center single-leaf entry is 
filled with a panel replacement door set behind 
an aluminum screen door. The entry opens 
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onto a poured concrete porch clad in brick 
veneer. The porch is protected by a shed-roof 
that is supported by turned wood posts, and it 
is partially enclosed with a wood balustrade. 
Also protected by the porch and located to the 
left of the entry is a tripartite window opening 
with a central, twenty-light picture window. 
Located to the left of the porch are three 
window openings.  

Two window openings punctuate the east 
(side) elevation. Two window openings as 
well as a secondary single-leaf entry punctuate 
the west (side) elevation. A gable-oriented, 
vinyl-clad addition is affixed to the north 
(rear) addition (Figure 190). The roof of the 
addition extends to shelter a frame deck. The 
main block of the elevation is pierced by three 
window openings. The westernmost portion of 
the elevation projects from the main block of 
the residence and features a paired six-over-
six, double-hung wood sash window. 

A single-story, front-gabled, frame, 
prefabricated shed is located approximately 17 
ft southwest of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5545 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, the rear addition alters 
the original footprint of the house and 
therefore compromises its integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5545 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 189. DHR # 131-5545: Southwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house.  
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Figure 190. DHR # 131-5545: Northwesterly view of south (rear) elevation of house.  

DHR # 131-5546 
Address: 2705 Garnes Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380314 N: 4069030 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 191–192 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5546 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2705 
Garnes Avenue, approximately 202 ft west of 
its intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .298 acres. It is accessed 
via a paved drive from Garnes Avenue. The 

residence is set back approximately 35 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the north 
towards Garnes Avenue. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1963. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(w/w/d/www), side-gabled Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 191). Of frame construction, the 
1,594 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and 
is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. 
Windows along the residence exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-
leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete porch clad 
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in brick veneer. The porch is protected by a 
shed roof that is supported by turned wood 
posts; the porch is partially enclosed with a 
wood balustrade. Also protected by the porch 
and located to the left of the entry, is a 
window opening. Located to the left of the 
porch is a window opening, and situated to the 
right of the porch is a tripartite window with a 
central picture window.  

One window punctuates the west (side) 
elevation. A paired window punctuates the 
east (side) elevation. A large gable-oriented, 
vinyl-clad addition is affixed to the north 
(rear) elevation (Figure 192). A heavy brick 
chimney is featured on its rear elevation. It is 
accessed via a single-leaf entry as well as a 
double-leaf entry. The addition exhibits one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.  

A single-story, front-gabled, frame garage 
is located approximately 12 ft southwest of the 
residence. A single-story, front-gabled, metal-
clad shed is located approximately 18 ft south 
of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5546 is not eligible 

for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is an example of the Compact 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a small and simple form that is 
rectangular but almost square. However, this 
example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Furthermore, the large rear addition alters the 
original footprint of the house and therefore 
compromises its integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5546 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 191. DHR # 131-5546: Southeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house.  
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Figure 192. DHR # 131-5546: Northwesterly view of east (side) and south (rear) elevations of house. 

DHR # 131-5547 
Address: 2701 Garnes Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380351 N: 4069023 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 193 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5547 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2701 
Garnes Avenue, at the southwest corner of 
Garnes and Bond Avenues. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .333 acres. It is accessed 
via a paved drive from Garnes Avenue. The 
residence is set back approximately 63 ft from 

the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the 
northeast towards the corner of Garnes and 
Bond Avenues. A building is first depicted on 
the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, 
VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1963. 
Owner permission to access the rear yard was 
not granted. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 193). Of frame construction, the 
1,648 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and 
is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. 
Windows along the residence exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. 
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Figure 193. DHR # 131-5547: South-southwest view of façade and northwest (side) elevation of house. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-leaf 
entry is filled with a panel replacement door set 
behind an aluminum screen door. The entry 
opens onto a poured concrete porch clad in 
brick veneer and partially enclosed with wood 
railings. The porch is protected by a shed-roof 
metal awning. The left side of the porch is 
enclosed and clad with vinyl siding. It is 
pierced with one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sash windows, as well as a single-leaf entry on 
its northwest plane. Sheltered by the enclosed 
porch is a tripartite window with a central 
picture window. Located to the right of the 
primary entry are two window openings.  

One window opening punctuates the 
northwest (side) elevation. A cross-gabled 
addition is affixed to the northwest elevation as 
well. Two windows punctuate the southeast 
(side) elevation. According to aerial images, the 
southwest (rear) elevation features a gable-
oriented projection and a shed-roof projection, 

which appears to be an addition. The number of 
window bays was not discernible.   

A one-and-one-half-story, side-gabled, 
frame outbuilding is located approximately 4 ft 
southwest of the residence. A single-story, 
front-gabled, metal carport is located 
approximately 9 ft southeast of the residence. A 
single-story, side-gabled, frame shed is located 
approximately 46 ft southwest of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5547 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. It is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype 
and displays such design elements as a long, 
narrow, linear form. However, this example 
does not exhibit denotative characteristics that 
would otherwise separate it from countless 
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examples throughout the region identical in 
form and character. Furthermore, the side and 
rear additions alter the original footprint of the 
house and therefore compromise its integrity of 
design, materials, and workmanship. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5547 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or 
C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: no 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5548 
Address: 601 Bond Avenue, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380396 N: 4069015 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 194 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5548 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 601 Bond 
Avenue, approximately 70 ft south of its 
intersection with Garnes Avenue. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete walkway 
and totals .229 acres. The parcel is accessed via 
a paved drive from Bond Avenue. The 
residence is set back approximately 35 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the west 
towards Bond Avenue. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1963. Owner permission to access the rear yard 
was not granted. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), side-gabled Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 194). Of frame construction, the 
1,338 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and 
is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. 
Windows along the residence exhibit one-over-
one, double-hung vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-leaf 
entry is filled with a panel wood door set 
behind an aluminum screen door. The entry 
opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in 
brick veneer. Located to the left of the entry is a 
tripartite window opening with a central picture 
window. The roof extends and shelters the 
aforementioned bays. Situated to the right of 
the entry are two window openings.  

Two window openings punctuate the south 
(side) elevation. A double-leaf entry pierces the 
north (side) elevation. Aerial images indicate a 
gable-oriented addition spans the east (rear) 
elevation; a heavy, exterior brick chimney is 
featured on the north (side) elevation of the 
addition. 

An above-ground pool is located 
approximately 6 ft east of the residence. A 
single-story, front-gabled, metal carport is 
located approximately 6 ft southeast of the 
residence. A Quonset hut is located 
approximately 28 ft east of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5548 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. It is an example of the Compact Ranch 
subtype and displays such design elements as a 
small and simple form that is rectangular but 
almost square. However, this example does not 
exhibit denotative characteristics that would 
otherwise separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, the rear addition alters 
the original footprint of the house and therefore 
compromises its integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5548 is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. There are no 
known historic districts or potential districts in 
the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: no 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 194. DHR # 131-5548: East-southeasterly view of façade and south (side) elevation of house. 

DHR # 131-5549 
Address: 605 Bond Avenue, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380399 N: 4069041 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 195–196 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description: DHR # 131-5549 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 605 
Bond Avenue, directly east of Garnes Avenue. 
The parcel features an open lawn with a 
concrete walkway and totals .229 acres; the 
rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link fence. 
The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from 
Bond Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 37 ft from the right-of-way; it 

is oriented to the west towards Bond Avenue. 
A building is first depicted on the 1965 
(Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(www/d/www/w/w), side-gabled Linear 
Ranch house (Figure 195). Of frame 
construction, the 1,620 sq ft dwelling is set on 
a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in 
vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof. A heavy exterior brick 
chimney pierces the north gable. Windows 
along the residence exhibit one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-
leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad 
in brick veneer and flanked by vinyl railings. 
Located to the left of the entry is a projecting 
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bay window where a garage door was once 
located; the interior has been converted to 
living space. Located to the right of the entry 
is a tripartite window opening with a central 
picture window. Situated along the southern 
portion of the façade are two window 
openings set beneath a cross-gable accent.  

A secondary single-leaf entry is located to 
the left of the chimney on the north (side) 
elevation. Two windows punctuated the south 
(side) elevation. The east (rear) elevation 
features an addition that spans a majority of 
the elevation (Figure 196). The southern 
portion of the addition is protected by a gabled 
roof, while the northern portion is sheltered by 
a shed roof. The elevation is accessed by a 
double-leaf entry and a single-leaf entry that 
leads to a frame deck. Two windows 
punctuate the elevation.  

A single-story, hip-roof, frame gazebo is 
located approximately 10 ft east of the 
residence; it is situated on the rear deck. A 
two-story, gambrel-roof, single-car garage 
with second-story apartment is located 
approximately 35 ft northeast of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5549 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, the rear addition alters 
the original footprint of the house and 
therefore compromises its integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5549 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 195. DHR # 131-5549: South-southeasterly view of façade and north (side) elevation of house. 
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Figure 196. DHR # 131-5549: West-northwesterly view of east (rear) elevation of house.  

DHR # 131-5550 
Address: 609 Bond Avenue, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380404 N: 4069062 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 197–198 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5550 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 609 
Bond Avenue, approximately 54 ft north of its 
intersection with Garnes Avenue. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .224 acres; the rear yard is 
enclosed with a chain-link fence. The parcel is 
accessed via a paved drive from Bond 

Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 37 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the west towards Bond 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), side-gabled Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 197). Of frame construction, the 
1,654 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in aluminum siding, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad 
roof. Windows along the residence exhibit 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-
leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete porch clad 
in brick veneer and sheltered by a shed-roof 
supported by vinyl columns. Located to the 
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right of the entry are two window openings, 
one of which is also sheltered by the porch. 
Situated to the left of the entry is a tripartite 
window opening with a central picture 
window.  

Two window openings punctuate the north 
and south (side) elevations. A gable-oriented, 
aluminum-clad addition is affixed to the east 
(rear) elevation (Figure 198). The addition 
also exhibits windows with one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sashes. It is accessed via a 
single-leaf entry and a double-leaf entry. 

A single-story, front-gabled, frame single-
car garage is located approximately 25 ft 
northeast of the residence. It is clad in 
aluminum siding and features a single garage 
bay entry as well as a single-leaf pedestrian 
entry. A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, 
prefabricated shed is located approximately 32 
ft southeast of the residence. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5550 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 

no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The resource is an example of the 
Compact Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as a small and simple form 
that is rectangular but almost square. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, the rear addition alters 
the original footprint of the house and 
therefore compromises its integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5550 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 197. DHR # 131-5550: Southerly view of façade and north (side) elevation of house and garage.  
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Figure 198. DHR # 131-5550: North-northwesterly view of south (side) and east (rear) elevations of house.  

DHR # 131-5551 
Address: 2637 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380407 N: 4069107 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 199–200 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5551 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2637 
Fenway Avenue, at the southeast corner of 
Fenway and Bond Avenues. The parcel features 
an open lawn with a concrete walkway and 
totals .278 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with 
a chain-link fence. The parcel is accessed via a 
paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The 
residence is set back approximately 35 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the north 
towards Fenway Avenue. A building is first 

depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1963. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(ww/d/www/w/w), side-gabled Linear-With-
Clusters Ranch house (Figure 199). Of frame 
construction, the 1,470 sq ft dwelling is set on a 
concrete block foundation, has walls clad in 
vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof. Windows along the residence 
exhibit one-over-one, double-hung wood 
sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-leaf 
entry is filled with a four-light, panel wood 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad 
in brick veneer and flanked by decorative metal 
railings. The stoop is sheltered by a metal 
awning supported by decorative metal columns. 
Located to the right of the entry is a tripartite 
window opening with a central picture window. 
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The aforementioned bays are set beneath a 
cross-gable accent. The western portion of the 
façade is pierced by two window openings. The 
eastern portion of the façade is pierced by a 
paired window. This portion of the façade may 
have historically been an integral single-car 
garage.  

The east (side) elevation of the main block 
features no fenestration in the main block, but 
in the gable-oriented projection there is a 
secondary single-leaf entry protected by a metal 
awning. A single window opening also pierces 
the elevation in the projection. The west (side) 
elevation is punctuated by two window 
openings. The south (rear) elevation features a 
gable-oriented projection. A tripartite window 
opening with a central picture window flanked 
by one-over-one windows is located on the 
projection’s rear elevation. There is a single 
window opening on its west elevation (Figure 
200). Three window openings punctuated the 
main block of the rear elevation.  

A single-story, hip-roof, frame gazebo is 
located approximately 13 ft southwest of the 
residence. A single-story, front-gabled, frame 
single-car garage is located approximately 46 ft 
south of the residence. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5551 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. It is an example of the Linear-With-Clusters 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a cluster of rooms concentrated at 
one end of the house that projects to the back. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples throughout 
the region identical in form and character. 
Furthermore, the possible loss of the integral 
garage compromises the integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship of the house. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5551 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or 
C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 199. DHR # 131-5551: Southwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house and garage.  
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Figure 200. DHR # 131-5551: Northeasterly view of west (side) and south (rear) elevations of house, as well as 
gazebo and garage.  

DHR # 131-5553 
Address: 1955 Deal Drive, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380219 N: 4068534 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 201–205 

Date(s) of Construction: 1950 

Description:  DHR # 131-5553 consists of a 
Deep Creek Middle School and campus located 
at 1955 Deal Drive, at the northeast corner of 
Deal Drive and Shell Road. The parcel features 
an open lawn and totals 31.687 acres. The 
parcel is accessed via paved drives from Deal 
Drive and Shell Road. The school is set back 
approximately 100 ft from the right-of-way, 
and it is oriented to the west towards Deal 
Drive. A building is first depicted on the 1955 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1950. 

According to the 1955 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle, the school is the Deep 
Creek High School and is comprised of two 
rectilinear buildings and one smaller rectilinear 
building situated just to the north. By 1965, 
only a portion of the original school remained: 
the northern portion. At this time the school 
consisted of three rectilinear buildings that ran 
north–south and connected to an east–west 
rectilinear building with two wings projecting 
to the north. Attached to the westernmost wing 
and projecting to the north is the original 
portion of the school, the gymnasium. This is 
similar to the current makeup of the school; 
however, an addition has been constructed to 
the south elevation, and numerous 
improvements have been performed on the 
entire school building in order to upgrade and 
improve the building. 

The school building features a stretcher 
bond brick veneer with some common bond 
brick veneer accenting and is sheltered by a 
built-up roof. Windows along the building 
exhibit fixed metal sashes. Throughout the 
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school building, numerous windows have been 
enclosed with metal sheeting.   

The gymnasium, the only part of the school 
that dates to 1950, is located at the north end of 
the building (Figure 201). It is a gable-oriented 
building that features multi-light gable-ends. A 
single-story, flat-roof wing with ribbon 
windows spans the façade elevation of the 
gymnasium; a two-story, flat-roof projection 
with ribbon windows is affixed to the north 
(side) elevation. The central portion of the 
school, the wing off the east–west building, 
features an entry bay with five single-leaf 
entries filled with metal doors (Figure 202). 
The entries are sheltered by a metal awning. To 
the right of the entry is a shed-roof wing with 
ribbon windows. The subsequent portions along 
the façade are separated by firewalls and 
feature ribbon windows. A central portion, just 
north of the three parallel, north–south wings, 
features a sloping shed-roof building that is 
clad in dark red brick (Figure 203). The newly 
remodeled school now features a main entry 
located at the southwest corner of the building. 
It features a brick pergola-like covered walk 
that leads into the new wing, which spans the 
south elevation (Figure 204). A portion of the 
wing just to the north of the new addition has 
been reclad with new brick, and new metal-sash 
windows have been installed. Portions of the 
east (rear) elevation have been reclad and 
updated, while others still retain their original 
wall cladding and windows (Figure 205).  

A single-story, front-gabled, frame picnic 
shelter is located approximately 38 ft east of the 
school at the rear of the building. Five tennis 
courts enclosed with a chain-link fence are 
located approximately 17 ft east of the school. 
Two single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, 
prefabricated sheds are located approximately 
43 ft northeast and 85 ft north, respectively, of 
the school. Two, double-wide, portable 
classrooms are located approximately 85 ft 
north of the school. A baseball complex 
comprised of two illuminated baseball fields 
each with a shed-roof, vinyl-clad press box is 
located approximately 343 ft north of the 
school. The baseball fields feature two dugouts 
with a bench protected by a shed-roof shelter 
and four sets of metal bleachers with wood 

benches. A football complex is located 
approximately 343 ft northeast of the school. It 
is comprised of a field flanked by goalposts and 
surrounded by a running track. Situated at the 
entrance to the complex is a single-story, hip-
roof building that functions as a ticket booth. It 
features stretcher bond brick veneer and is 
sheltered by a metal-panel clad roof. The 
façade features two small ticket windows with 
stepped brick detailing underneath the sill. The 
building is accessed via a single-leaf entry on 
the rear elevation. Located to the west of the 
field are metal bleachers set in a concrete block 
stand and used by the home team. Located just 
south of these stands are a set of metal handicap 
bleachers with a ramp. Situated to the east of 
the field are freestanding metal bleachers 
intended for use by the visiting team. Located 
to the south of the visiting bleachers is a single-
story, flat-roof, concrete block concession 
stand. It is accessed via a single-leaf façade 
entry and features large window openings. A 
double-wide, portable classroom building is 
located between the baseball and football 
complexes, approximately 472 ft northeast of 
the school.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5553 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. The resource is an example of a mid-
twentieth-century high school that has 
undergone numerous unsympathetic changes 
over time to keep up with the influx of students. 
With the various additions, as well as the loss 
of the majority of the original school building, 
the Deep Creek Middle School does not retain 
integrity of design, materials, or workmanship.   
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5553 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or 
C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 201. DHR # 131-5553: South-southeasterly view of gymnasium of Deep Creek Middle School. 

 

Figure 202. DHR # 131-5553: South-southeasterly view of portion of façade of Deep Creek Middle School.  
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Figure 203. DHR # 131-5553: Southeasterly view of central portion of façade of Deep Creek Middle School.  

 

Figure 204. DHR # 131-5553: East-northeasterly view of main entry and addition of Deep Creek Middle School.  
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Figure 205. DHR # 131-5553: Northwesterly view of east (rear) elevation of Deep Creek Middle School. 

DHR # 131-5554 
Address: 1955 Deal Drive, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380350 N: 4068767 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 206 

Date(s) of Construction: 1920 

Description: DHR # 131-5554 (archaeology 
DHR # 44CS0317) consists of the Garnes 
Family Cemetery, a small family cemetery 
located on the grounds of the Deep Creek 
Middle School at 1955 Deal Drive, just 
northeast of the school’s football complex and 
approximately 377 ft southeast the terminus of 
Hoyt Drive. Three trees are located within the 
cemetery boundary. The cemetery dates to 

1920. The cemetery was also identified during 
the archaeological survey completed by CRA 
and is described within the report (Baicy 
2013). 

The cemetery is comprised of three 
marked graves oriented east–west, and it is 
enclosed with a chain-link fence (Figure 206). 
Two of the interments belong to Cora M. 
(1891–1942) and James W. Garnes (1888–
1962). Their grave is designated with a 
machine-carved granite marker that exhibits 
an urn flanked by two rectangular stones with 
rough-cut edges, all resting on a single slab. 
Immediately to the east is a single granite 
headstone; the first name is illegible but the 
last name is clearly “Garnes.”  The inscription 
reads, “Born Dec. 13, 1918.  Died Dec. 21, 
1920.” A footstone associated with the 
headstone is inscribed with the initials “ME.” 
The grave is likely that of James and Cora’s 
child, Mary E. Garnes.  
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Figure 206. DHR # 131-5554: Easterly view of Garnes Family Cemetery.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5554 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The small family cemetery does 
not exhibit denotative features in its planning, 
design, or collection of markers, nor is it a 
particularly early example of family 
communal plots within this area of Virginia. 
The resource does not meet Criteria 
Consideration D. The Garnes Family 
Cemetery does not contain any graves of 
persons of transcendent importance. As the 
cemetery dates to 1920, it is not particularly 
old compared to the history of the area. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5554 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C, and that it does not meet Criteria 
Consideration D. There are no known historic 

districts or potential historic districts in the 
area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5556 
Address: 2741 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380099 N: 4069129 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 207–208  

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 
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Description: DHR # 131-5556 is comprised of 
a residence and shed located at 2741 Fenway 
Avenue, approximately .17 mi west of its 
intersection with Bond Avenue. The structures 
are situated on a level, grassy, approximately 
.221-acre parcel. A concrete driveway leads 
form the road to the residence. A residence is 
first depicted at this location on the 1965 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1963. 

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), side-gabled-frame Compact 
Ranch house with an attached carport (Figure 
207). It is situated on a concrete block 
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and 
is clad with vinyl siding. The lower half of the 
façade is clad with a brick veneer. The 
residence comprises approximately 1,014 sq ft 
of living space. 

The primary entry is comprised of a 
paneled door set behind a metal storm door; it 
opens onto a concrete stoop. Windows consist 
of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes, 
and the façade windows are flanked by 

louvered shutters. The westernmost bay 
exhibits a large vinyl picture window flanked 
by smaller one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes. A secondary entry opening onto a 
wood deck is located at the eastern corner of 
the rear elevation. The shed roof frame carport 
is clad with vinyl siding.  

The shed is located approximately 44 ft 
southeast of the residence. It is a one-story, 
side-gabled, frame structure (Figure 208). It is 
clad with plywood panels beneath an asphalt-
shingle roof. A wood door is located at the 
center of the northwest elevation, and a one-
over-one, double-hung metal window is 
located at the center of the southwest (side) 
elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5556 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 

 

Figure 207. DHR # 131-5556: Southwesterly view of residence. 
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Figure 208. DHR # 131-5556: Shed.  

residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains basic features of the Ranch 
house, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. The addition of replacement siding, 
windows, and doors has compromised its 
integrity of design, materials, and 
workmanship. Research also revealed no 
associations between DHR# 131-5556 and 
events or persons of historic significance. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 
131-5556 is not eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5557 
Address: 2737 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380128 N: 4069128 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 209–210 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description: DHR # 131-5557 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 2737 Fenway 
Avenue, approximately .16 mi west of its 
intersection with Burns Avenue. Two 
prefabricated sheds are also associated with 
the property and located to the rear of the 
residence. The structures are situated on a 
level, approximately .234-acre parcel. A 
concrete driveway leads from the road to the 
residence. A house is first depicted at this 
location on the 1965 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(w/w/d/www), side-gabled, frame Compact 
Ranch house with an attached carport (Figure 
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209). It is situated on a concrete block 
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof, 
and it is clad with vinyl siding. The lower half 
of the façade is clad with a brick veneer. The 
westernmost bays are set beneath a front-
gabled extension. The residence comprises 
approximately 1,014 sq ft of living space. 

The primary entry is comprised of a 
paneled door set behind a metal security door; 
it opens onto a concrete stoop. A metal railing 
runs the perimeter of the stoop. Windows are 
comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes, and the façade windows are flanked by 
louvered shutters. The westernmost bay is 
comprised of a large vinyl picture window 
flanked by smaller one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. A secondary entry is comprised 
of a paneled door set behind a wood screen 
door that opens onto a concrete stoop. The 
side-gabled carport is attached to the western 
elevation and is supported by wood posts. The 
area beneath the gable is clad with vinyl 
siding.  

The garage is located approximately 16 ft 
south of the residence. It is a one-story, front-

gabled, frame structure situated on a concrete 
block foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle 
roof (Figure 210). It is clad with vinyl siding. 
The garage bay has been enclosed with a faux 
stone veneer and a one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sash window is located at the center of 
the enclosed opening.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5557 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains basic features of the Ranch 
house, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 

 

Figure 209. DHR # 131-5557: Southeasterly view of residence.  
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Figure 210. DHR # 131-5557: Garage.  

throughout the region. The addition of 
replacement siding, windows, and doors has 
compromised its integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5557 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5558 
Address: 2733 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380157 N: 4069124 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 211 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5558 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2733 

Fenway Avenue, approximately .14 mi west of 
its intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete walkway 
and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is enclosed 
with a chain-link fence. The parcel is accessed 
via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The 
residence is set back approximately 38 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the north 
towards Fenway Avenue. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1963.  

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(ww/d/www/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 211). Of frame construction, the 
1,402 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in asbestos shingles, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. 
Windows along the residence exhibit two-over-
two, double-hung wood sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-leaf 
entry is filled with a panel replacement door set 
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behind an aluminum screen door. The entry 
opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in 
brick veneer and flanked by wood railings. 
Located to the left of the entry is a paired 
window opening. Situated to the right of the 
entry is a tripartite window opening with a 
central picture window. The roof extends to 
shelter the aforementioned bays. Located to the 
right of the tripartite window opening are two 
single window openings.  

Two window openings punctuate the west 
(side) elevation. The east (side) elevation is 
accessed via a single-leaf entry. A flat-roof, 
vinyl carport supported by vinyl posts is 
attached to a portion of this elevation. Four 
windows punctuate the south (rear) elevation. 
The easternmost portion of the elevation 
slightly projects from the main block of the 
house. 

A circa 1963 single-story, front-gabled, 
frame single-car garage is located 
approximately 9 ft southeast of the residence. It 
is clad in asbestos shingles and features a 
metal-panel roller garage door and a single-leaf 
pedestrian entry. A single-story, front-gabled, 

frame, prefabricated shed is located 
approximately 35 ft southeast of the residence. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5558 retains 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events or 
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
A or B. The resource is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an 
example of the Linear Ranch subtype and 
displays such design elements as a long, 
narrow, linear form. While this resource retains 
moderate integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples throughout 
the region identical in form and character. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5558 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or 
C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 211. DHR # 131-5558: Southeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house. 
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DHR # 131-5559 
Address: 2729 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380187 N: 4069123 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 212–213 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5559 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 2729 Fenway 
Avenue, approximately .12 mi west of its 
intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is 
enclosed with a chain-link fence. The parcel is 
accessed via a paved drive from Fenway 
Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the north towards Fenway 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963.  

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(w/w/d/www), side-gabled Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 212). Of frame construction, the 
1,014 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and 
is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. 
Windows along the residence exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-
leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete porch clad 
in brick veneer and sheltered by a shed-roof 
supported by vinyl columns. The porch is 
partially enclosed with wood railings. Located 
to the left of the entry and also sheltered by 
the porch is a single window opening. Situated 
to the left of the porch is a single window 
opening. Located to the right of the porch is a 

tripartite window opening with a central 
picture window.  

One window opening sheltered by a metal 
awning punctuates the west (side) elevation. 
Two window openings punctuate the east 
(side) elevation. Three window openings 
punctuate the south (rear) elevation (Figure 
213). The elevation is accessed via a single-
leaf entry. 

A single-story, front-gabled, metal-clad 
shed is located approximately 42 ft southeast 
of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5559 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is an example of the Compact 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a small and simple form that is 
rectangular but almost square. However, this 
resource does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Additionally, the installation of vinyl 
replacement siding, windows, doors, and 
porch materials diminishes the integrity of 
design, materials, and workmanship of the 
house. Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR # 131-5559 is not individually eligible 
for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, 
B, or C. There are no known historic districts 
or potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 212. DHR # 131-5559: South-southeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house. 

 

Figure 213. DHR # 131-5559: Northeasterly view of south (rear) elevation of house. 
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DHR # 131-5560 
Address: 2725 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380216 N: 4069119 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 214 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5560 consists of a 
residence and garage/apartment located at 
2725 Fenway Avenue, approximately .1 mi 
west of its intersection with Bond Avenue. 
The parcel features an open lawn with brick 
walkways and totals .239 acres; the rear yard 
is enclosed with a chain-link fence. The parcel 
is accessed via a paved drive from Fenway 
Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 38 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the north towards Fenway 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 

1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963.  

The residence is a single-story, six-bay 
(w/w/www/d/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house with additions (Figure 214). Of frame 
construction, the 2,336 sq ft dwelling is set on 
a concrete block foundation and has walls clad 
in a variety of siding materials, including 
asbestos shingles, vinyl siding, and brick 
veneer. It is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle 
clad roof. The roof of the main block has been 
raised to accommodate additions. Windows 
along the residence exhibit one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by asbestos-
shingle cladding and a stretcher bond brick 
skirt wall along the main block. The off-
center, single-leaf entry is filled with a panel 
replacement door. The entry opens onto a 
poured concrete porch clad in brick veneer and 
sheltered by a shed-roof supported by vinyl 
columns. Located to the left of the entry and 
also sheltered by the porch is a tripartite 

 

Figure 214. DHR # 131-5560: Southerly view of façade elevation of house. 
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window opening with a central picture window. 
Located to the left of the porch are two window 
openings. The easternmost portion of the façade 
has been altered. Historically, this portion of 
the façade most likely housed an integrated 
garage. The garage has since been converted to 
living space. A two-story, side-gabled, brick 
veneered addition has been added to the west 
(side) elevation. A front-gabled projection is 
featured on the façade elevation of the addition, 
which has two window openings in the first and 
second story. These windows are affixed with 
grids simulating a six-over-six configuration. 
Vinyl sash, lunette windows cap the second-
story windows.  

Two window openings affixed with grids 
simulating a six-over-six configuration 
punctuate the first and second story of the west 
(side) elevation, which is clad in vinyl siding. 
This elevation is accessed via a single-leaf 
entry protected by a gabled hood. Three 
window openings affixed with grids simulating 
a six-over-six configuration punctuate the east 
(side) elevation, which is clad in vinyl siding. 
The rear (south) elevation has been expanded 
and is pierced by a paired and a single window 
opening affixed with grids simulating a six-
over-six configuration. The elevation is 
accessed via a single-leaf entry. This elevation 
is clad in vinyl siding. 

A two-story, gambrel-roof, frame single-
car garage with second-story apartment space is 
located approximately 25 ft southwest of the 
residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5560 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. It is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype 
and displays such design elements as a long, 
narrow, linear form. However, this resource 
does not exhibit denotative characteristics that 
would otherwise separate it from countless 
examples throughout the region identical in 
form and character. Furthermore, subsequent 

additions have changed the form and altered the 
footprint of the original house and thus 
compromise the integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship of the house. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5560 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP 
under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts in 
the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5561 
Address: 2721 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380245 N: 4069117 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 215–216 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5561 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 2721 Fenway 
Avenue, approximately 443 ft west of its 
intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel 
features an open lawn with concrete walkway 
and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is enclosed 
with a vinyl picket fence. The parcel is 
accessed via a paved drive from Fenway 
Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the north towards Fenway 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963.  

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(w/w/d/www), side-gabled, Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 215). Of frame construction, the 
1,402 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and 
is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. 
Windows along the residence exhibit two-over-
two, double-hung wood sashes. 
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Figure 215. DHR # 131-5561: South-southeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house. 

 

Figure 216. DHR # 131-5561: Northwesterly view of east (side) and south (rear) elevations of house. 
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-
leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement 
door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete 
stoop clad in brick veneer and sheltered by a 
metal awning. Located to the right of the entry 
is a tripartite window opening with a central 
picture window protected by a metal awning. 
The aforementioned bays are set beneath a 
cross-gable roof accent. Situated to the left of 
the entry are two window openings sheltered 
by metal awnings.  

One window opening protected by a metal 
awning punctuates the west (side) elevation. 
Two window openings, one of which is 
protected by a metal awning, punctuate the 
east (side) elevation. A single window opening 
pierces the main block of the south (rear) 
elevation (Figure 216). A shed-roof addition is 
affixed to the rear addition, and a smaller, flat-
roof addition is affixed to it. Both additions 
are clad in vinyl siding. The shed-roof 
addition features windows with two-over-two, 
double-hung wood sashes, and the flat roof 
addition features windows with one-over-one, 
vinyl sashes.  

A single-story, front-gable, frame shed is 
located approximately 35 ft south of the 
residence. It is clad in vinyl siding and 
features a single-leaf façade entry. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5561 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is an example of the Compact 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a small and simple form that is 
rectangular but almost square. However, this 
resource does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region identical in form and character. 
Furthermore, the rear additions alter the 
original footprint of the house and therefore 
compromise its integrity of design, materials, 

and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5561 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5562 
Address: 2717 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380272 N: 4069116 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 217 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5562 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2717 
Fenway Avenue, approximately 350 ft west of 
its intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is 
enclosed with a chain-link and wood-plank 
fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive 
from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set 
back approximately 35 ft from the right-of-
way, and it is oriented to the north towards 
Fenway Avenue. A building is first depicted 
on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk 
South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1963. 
Owner permission to access the rear yard was 
not granted.  

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), side-gabled Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 217). Of frame construction, the 
1,014 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and 
is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. 
Windows along the residence exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. 
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-
leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad 
in brick veneer and flanked by wood railings. 
Located to the left of the entry is a tripartite 
window opening. The roof extends to shelter 
the aforementioned bays. Situated to the right 
of the entry are two window openings.  

One window opening punctuates the east 
(side) and west (side) elevations. According to 
aerial images, the south (rear) elevation is 
punctuated by three window openings, as well 
as a single-leaf entry that opens onto a frame 
deck. 

A single-story, front-gabled, metal-clad 
shed is located approximately 12 ft west of the 
residence. A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame 
shed with a shed addition is located 
approximately 44 ft south of the residence. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5562 retains 

moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events 
or persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The 
resource is an example of the Compact Ranch 
subtype and displays such design elements as 
a small and simple form that is rectangular but 
almost square. While this resource retains 
moderate integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5562 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 217. DHR # 131-5562: Southwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house. 
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DHR # 131-5563 
Address: 2713 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380302 N: 4069113 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 218–219 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5563 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 2713 Fenway 
Avenue, approximately 252 ft west of its 
intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel 
features a partially wooded lawn and totals 
.239 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a 
chain-link fence. The parcel is accessed via a 
paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The 
residence is set back approximately 37 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the north 
towards Fenway Avenue. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1963. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(w/w/www/d/www), side-gabled Linear 
Ranch house (Figure 218). Of frame 
construction, the 1,268 sq ft dwelling is set on 
a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in 
vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle clad roof. An exterior brick chimney 
pierces the west gable. Windows along the 
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung 
wood sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-
leaf entry is filled with a multi-light, panel 
wood door set behind an aluminum screen 
door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete 
stoop clad in brick veneer and flanked by 
decorative metal railings. The entry is 
sheltered by a metal awning. Flanking the 
entry are tripartite window openings with 
central picture windows; the window opening 
to the left of the entry is sheltered by a metal 

awning. The tripartite window located at the 
westernmost portion of the façade appears to 
be located in place of a former garage entry; 
the garage has since been converted to living 
space. The easternmost portion of the façade is 
pierced by two window openings protected by 
metal awnings. A cross-gable slightly projects 
over these two window bays.  

Located to the right of the exterior 
chimney on the west (side) elevation is a 
secondary single-leaf entry that is protected by 
a metal awning. Two window openings 
punctuate the east (side) elevation. The south 
(rear) elevation features two window openings 
and a single-leaf entry that opens onto a frame 
deck (Figure 219).  

A circa 1960–1970 single-story, front-
gabled, frame single-car garage is located 
approximately 29 ft southwest of the 
residence. It is clad in composite siding, and 
features a garage bay entry as well as a single-
leaf pedestrian entry on its façade. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5563 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The resource is an example of the 
Linear Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, the conversion of the 
integrated garage to living space and the 
application of vinyl siding have compromised 
the integrity of design, materials, and 
workmanship of the house. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5563 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 218. DHR # 131-5563: South-southeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house. 

 

Figure 219. DHR # 131-5563: North-northwesterly view of east (side) and south (rear) elevations of house. 
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DHR # 131-5564 
Address: 2709 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380331 N: 4069111 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 220–221 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5564 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 2709 Fenway 
Avenue, approximately 159 ft west of its 
intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is 
enclosed with a chain-link fence. The parcel is 
accessed via a paved drive from Fenway 
Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 37 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the north towards Fenway 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 

topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(w/w/d/www), side-gabled Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 220). Of frame construction, the 
1,270 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and 
is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. 
Windows along the residence exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-
leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad 
in brick veneer. Located to the right of the 
entry is a tripartite window opening with a 
central picture window. Located to the left of 
the entry are two window openings. 

One window opening punctuates the west 
(side) elevation, and two window openings 
punctuate the east (side) elevation. A large 
gable-oriented addition spans the south (rear) 
elevation (Figure 221). It is clad in vinyl 
siding and features a recessed porch. 

 

Figure 220. DHR # 131-5564: South-southeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house. 
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Figure 221. DHR # 131-5564: North-northeasterly view of south (rear) elevation of house. 

A single-story, front-gabled, frame two-
car garage is located approximately 15 ft 
southwest of the residence. 

A side-gabled, frame, prefabricated shed 
is located approximately 25 ft south of the 
residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5564 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The resource is an example of the 
Compact Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as a small and simple form 
that is rectangular but almost square. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, the large rear addition 
alters the original footprint of the house and 

therefore compromises its integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5564 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5565 
Address: 2705 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380359 N: 4069105 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 222–223 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 
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Description: DHR # 131-5565 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2705 
Fenway Avenue, at the southwest corner of 
Fenway and Bond Avenues. The parcel 
features an open lawn with a concrete 
walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is 
enclosed with a variety of fencing materials, 
including wood picket, metal, and wood-plank 
privacy. The parcel is accessed via a paved 
drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is 
set back approximately 48 ft from the right-of-
way, and it is oriented to the northeast towards 
the corner of Fenway and Bond Avenues. A 
building is first depicted on the 1965 
(Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, six-bay 
(w/w/w/d/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 222). Of frame construction, the 
1,014 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and 
is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. 
Windows along the residence exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by an off-
center single-leaf entry that is filled with a 
panel replacement door set behind an 
aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a 
poured concrete porch that is sheltered by a 
shed-roof supported by square vinyl columns. 
Also sheltered by the porch and located to the 
left of the entry is a window opening. Located 
to the left of the porch are two window 
openings. Situated to the right of the porch are 
two window openings set close together.  

Two window openings punctuate the 
northwest (side) and southeast (side) 
elevations. A gable-oriented projection is 
centered on the southwest (rear) elevation 
(Figure 223). It is clad in vinyl siding and 
features an exterior pargeted chimney at the 
gable-end.  

A single-story, flat-roof, frame open 
shelter is located approximately 14 ft 
southwest of the residence. A single-story, 
front-gabled, frame shed is located 
approximately 25 ft southwest of the 
residence.  

 

Figure 222. DHR # 131-5565: West-southwest view of façade elevation of house. 
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Figure 223. DHR # 131-5565: East-northeasterly view of northwest (side) and southwest (rear) elevations of house. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5565 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The resource is an example of the 
Linear Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, the rear addition alters 
the original footprint of the house and 
therefore compromises its integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5565 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5566 
Address: 2708 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380335 N: 4069152 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 224–225 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description: DHR # 131-5566 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2708 
Fenway Avenue, approximately 149 ft west of 
Bond Avenue. The parcel features a partially 
wooded lawn with a concrete walkway and 
totals .241 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with 
a chain-link fence. The parcel is accessed via a 
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paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The 
residence is set back approximately 35 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the south 
towards Fenway Avenue. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1963. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(w/w/d/www/ww), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 224). Of frame construction, the 
1,740 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and 
is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof; an 
exterior chimney pierces the east gable. 
Windows along the residence exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-
leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete porch that 
is clad in brick veneer and is sheltered by a 
shed-roof supported by turned wood posts. 
Also sheltered by the porch and flanking the 

entry to the left is a single window opening, 
and flanking the entry on the right is a 
tripartite window opening with a central 
picture window. Located to the left of the 
porch is a single window opening. Situated to 
the right of the porch is a paired window 
opening. 

Two window openings punctuate the west 
(side) elevation, and the east (side) elevation 
features no fenestration. The main block of the 
north (rear) elevation features two single-leaf 
entries that open onto a frame deck (Figure 
225). A single window opening, as well as a 
projecting window opening, pierces the main 
block of the elevation. A gable-oriented 
addition is affixed to the western portion of 
the elevation; it is clad in vinyl siding and 
features a recessed porch.  

A single-story, front-gabled, metal-clad 
shed is located approximately 8 ft west of the 
residence. A single-story, front-gabled, frame 
shed is located approximately 12 ft west of the 
residence. A single-story, side-gabled, frame 
shed is located approximately 13 ft north of 
the residence. 

 

Figure 224. DHR # 131-5566: Northwesterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house. 
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Figure 225. DHR # 131-5566: West-southwesterly view of north (rear) elevation of house. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5566 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, the rear addition alters 
the original footprint of the house and 
therefore compromises its integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5566 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 

no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5567 
Address: 2712 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad:  Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380308 N: 4069154 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 226–227 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5567 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 2712 Fenway 
Avenue, approximately 242 ft west of Bond 
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Figure 226. DHR # 131-5567: Northwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house. 

 

Figure 227. DHR # 131-5567: Southwesterly view of east (side) and north (rear) elevations of house. 
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Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn and 
totals .234 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with 
a chain-link fence. The parcel is accessed via a 
paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The 
residence is set back approximately 40 ft from 
the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the south 
towards Fenway Avenue. A building is first 
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1963. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(w/w/www/d/ww), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 226). Of frame construction, the 
1,257 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and 
is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. 
Except where indicated, windows along the 
residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-
leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a frame switchback ramp. 
Located to the left of the entry is a tripartite 
window with a central wood sash picture 
window flanked by two-over-two, double-
hung wood sash windows. Located on the 
westernmost portion of the façade are two 
window openings. They are set beneath a 
cross-gabled roof accent. The easternmost 
portion of the façade is pierced by a paired 
window where a garage bay was once located. 
The space has since been converted to living 
space. 

A single-leaf entry is located on the east 
(side) elevation, and two window openings 
punctuate the west (side) elevation. Three 
window openings punctuate the north (rear) 
elevation (Figure 227). The portion of the 
house that used to comprise the integral garage 
extends past the main block of the rear 
elevation.   

A single-story, front-gabled, single-car 
garage is located approximately 10 ft north of 
the residence. It is clad in aluminum siding 
and is accessed via a metal-panel roller door 
on its façade. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5567 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The resource is an example of the 
Linear Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, the conversion of the 
integral garage to living space and the 
enclosure of the garage bay with a window 
bay compromise the integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship of the house. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5567 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5568 
Address: 2716 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380279 N: 4069157 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 228–229 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5568 consists of a 
residence and outbuilding located at 2716 
Fenway Avenue, approximately 336 ft west of 
Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open 
lawn and concrete walkway and totals .234 
acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-
link fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved 
drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is 
set back approximately 40 ft from the right-of-
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way, and it is oriented to the south towards 
Fenway Avenue. A building is first depicted 
on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk 
South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), side-gabled Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 228). Of frame construction, the 
1,014 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and 
is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. 
Windows along the residence exhibit two-
over-two, double-hung wood sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-
leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop that 
is clad in brick veneer and sheltered by a metal 
awning. Located to the left of the entry is a 
tripartite window opening. A cross-gabled 
roof accent that slightly projects is situated 
over the aforementioned bays. Located to the 
right of the entry are two window openings.  

The west (side) elevation features no 
fenestration. Two window openings punctuate 
the east (side) elevation. Three window 
openings punctuate the north (rear) elevation 
(Figure 229). A single-leaf entry is also 
located on this elevation and opens onto a 
frame deck, which partially wraps around an 
above-ground pool. 

A single-story, front-gabled, frame 
outbuilding is located approximately 21 ft 
northwest of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5568 retains 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events 
or persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The 
resource is an example of the Compact Ranch 
subtype and displays such design elements as 
a small and simple form that is rectangular but 
almost square. While this resource retains 

 

Figure 228. DHR # 131-5568: East-northeasterly view of façade elevation of house. 
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Figure 229. DHR # 131-5568: West-southwesterly view of west (side) and north (rear) elevations of house. 

moderate integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5568 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5569 
Address: 2720 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380251 N: 4069156 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 230–231 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description: DHR # 131-5569 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2720 
Fenway Avenue, approximately 425 ft west of 
Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open 
lawn and concrete walkway and totals .234 
acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-
link fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved 
drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is 
set back approximately 35 ft from the right-of-
way, and it is oriented to the south towards 
Fenway Avenue. A building is first depicted 
on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk 
South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), side-gabled Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 230). Of frame construction, the 
1,014 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
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foundation, has walls clad in asbestos 
shingles, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle 
clad roof. Windows along the residence 
exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood 
sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-
leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete porch that 
is clad in brick veneer and is sheltered by a 
shed-roof supported by square wood posts. 
The porch is partially enclosed with wood 
railings. Located to the right of the entry and 
also protected by the porch is a single window 
opening. Located to the right of the porch is 
another single window opening, protected by a 
metal awning. Situated to the left of the porch 
is a tripartite window opening with a central 
picture window, and it is sheltered by a metal 
awning.  

Two window openings protected by metal 
awnings punctuate the east (side) elevation. 
One window opening protected by a metal 
awning punctuates the west (side) elevation. 

Three window openings punctuate the north 
(rear) elevation (Figure 231). The elevation is 
accessed via a single-leaf entry. 

A single-story, gambrel-roof, metal-clad 
shed is located approximately 41 ft northwest 
of the residence. A single-story, gambrel-roof, 
frame prefabricated shed is located 
approximately 35 ft north of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5569 retains 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events 
or persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The 
resource is an example of the Compact Ranch 
subtype and displays such design elements as 
a small and simple form that is rectangular but 
almost square. While this resource retains 
moderate integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 

 

Figure 230. DHR # 131-5569: Northwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house. 
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Figure 231. DHR # 131-5569: Southeasterly view of west (side) and north (rear) elevations of house and 
outbuildings. 

separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5569 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: N/A. 
DHR # 131-5569 is not eligible for the NRHP; 
thus, no additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5570 
Address: 2724 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380225 N: 4069159 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 232–233 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description: DHR # 131-5570 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 2724 Fenway 
Avenue, approximately .1 mi west of Bond 
Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn and 
concrete walkway and totals .234 acres; the 
rear yard is enclosed with a vinyl picket fence. 
The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from 
Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the south towards Fenway 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(w/w/d/www), side-gabled Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 232). Of frame construction, the 
1,532 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in aluminum siding, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad 
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roof. Windows along the residence exhibit 
two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-
leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop that 
is clad in brick veneer and flanked by wood 
railings. Located to the left of the entry are 
two window openings. Located to the right of 
the entry is a tripartite window opening with a 
central picture window. 

A former garage is attached to the east 
(side) elevation, which is set back from the 
main block of the house, and the rear projects 
past the house. It has been converted to living 
space, and the former garage bay has been 
filled with aluminum siding and is now 
accessed via a single-leaf entry along the 
façade elevation. The side of the garage is 
punctuated by three window openings; the 
northernmost window exhibits sliding metal 
sashes. Two window openings pierce the west 
(side) elevation. A secondary single-leaf entry 
that opens onto a frame deck is featured on the 

north (rear) elevation (Figure 233). The 
elevation is punctuated by three window 
openings, two of which are sheltered by a 
shed-roof porch that is supported by wood 
posts that rest upon the deck.  

A single-story, front-gabled, wood frame 
shed is located approximately 19 ft northeast 
of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5570 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The resource is an example of the 
Compact Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as a small and simple form 
that is rectangular but almost square. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 

 

Figure 232. DHR # 131-5570: Northwesterly view of façade elevation of house. 
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Figure 233. DHR # 131-5570: Southerly view of north (rear) elevation of house. 

character. Furthermore, the conversion of the 
attached garage compromises the integrity of 
design, materials, and workmanship of the 
house. Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR # 131-5570 is not individually eligible 
for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, 
B, or C. There are no known historic districts 
or potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5571 
Address: 2728 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380195 N: 4069161 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 234–235 

Date(s) of Construction: 1962 

Description: DHR # 131-5571 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 2728 Fenway 
Avenue, approximately .12 mi west of Bond 
Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn and 
totals .234 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with 
a wood-plank privacy fence. The parcel is 
accessed via a paved drive from Fenway 
Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 38 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the south towards Fenway 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1962. 

The residence is a single-story, six-bay 
(w/w/www/d/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 234). Of frame construction, the 
1,453 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and 
is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. 
Windows along the residence exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. 
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The façade is characterized by an off-
center single-leaf entry that is filled with a 
panel replacement door set behind an 
aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a 
poured concrete porch that is clad in brick 
veneer. The central portion of the house 
features a raised roof, which extends to 
provide shelter for the porch, including the 
entry bay and the tripartite window with 
central picture window located to the left of 
the entry bay. The porch is supported with 
square wood posts and is partially enclosed 
with wood railings. Located to the left of the 
porch are two window openings. Situated to 
the right of the porch is a former integral 
garage. The former garage has been converted 
to living space, and the garage bay has been 
filled with vinyl siding and two window 
openings.  

A single-leaf opening on the east (side) 
elevation provides additional access to the 
house. Two window openings punctuate the 
west (side) elevation of the main block of the 
house. Two additions are affixed to the north 
(rear) elevation (Figure 235). A shed-roof 
addition is affixed to the right of the former 

garage, and a gable-oriented addition is 
affixed to the westernmost portion of the 
elevation. A single-leaf entry along the main 
block of the elevation opens onto a frame deck 
that leads to an above-ground pool. 

A single-story, front-gabled, concrete 
block two-car garage is located approximately 
18 ft northeast of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5571 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The resource is an example of the 
Linear Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in 

 

Figure 234. DHR # 131-5571: Northwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house. 
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Figure 235. DHR # 131-5571: Southerly view of north (rear) elevation of house. 

form and character. Furthermore, the 
conversion of the integrated garage and rear 
additions compromise the integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship of the house. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5571 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5572 
Address: 2732 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380166 N: 4069166 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 236–237 

Date(s) of Construction: 1962 

Description: DHR # 131-5572 consists of a 
residence and sheds located at 2732 Fenway 
Avenue, approximately .13 mi west of Bond 
Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn and 
concrete walkway and totals .234 acres; the 
rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link fence. 
The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from 
Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 45 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the south towards Fenway 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1962. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(w/w/d/ww), side-gabled Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 236). Of frame construction, the 
1,014 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in aluminum siding, 
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and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad 
roof. Windows along the residence exhibit 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-
leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop that 
is clad in brick veneer. Located to the right of 
the entry is a paired window opening. The two 
aforementioned bays are set beneath a cross-
gabled roof accent. Located to the left of the 
entry are two window openings.   

One window opening punctuates the east 
(side) elevation. Two window openings 
punctuate the west (side) elevation. A shed-
roof, frame screened-in porch spans the north 
(rear) elevation (Figure 237). It protects a 
single-leaf opening and three window 
openings. 

Two single-story, front-gabled, metal-clad 
sheds are located approximately 16 ft 
northwest of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5572 retains 

moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events 
or persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is 
an example of the Compact Ranch subtype 
and displays such design elements as a small 
and simple form that is rectangular but almost 
square. While this resource retains moderate 
integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5572 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 236. DHR # 131-5572: Northwesterly view of façade and east (side) elevation of house. 
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Figure 237. DHR # 131-5572: Southwesterly view of east (side) and north (rear) elevations of house and sheds. 

DHR # 131-5573 
Address: 2736 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380138 N: 4069166 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 238–239 

Date(s) of Construction: 1962 

Description:  DHR # 131-5573 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 2736 Fenway 
Avenue, approximately .15 mi west of Bond 
Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn and 
concrete walkway and totals .234 acres; the 
rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link fence. 
The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from 
Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 37 ft from the right-of-way, and 

it is oriented to the south towards Fenway 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1962. 

The residence is a single-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), side-gabled Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 238). Of frame construction, the 
1,333 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in asbestos 
shingles, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle 
clad roof. Windows along the residence 
exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood 
sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-
leaf entry is filled with a no-light slab door set 
behind an aluminum screen door. The entry 
opens onto a poured concrete porch that is 
clad in brick veneer and sheltered by a shed-
roof supported by decorative metal columns. 
The porch is partially enclosed with decorative 
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metal railings. Located to the right of the entry 
and also sheltered by the porch is a window 
opening. Situated to the right of the porch is a 
window opening. Located to the left of the 
porch is a tripartite window opening with a 
central picture window.  

The west (side) elevation is accessed via a 
secondary single-leaf entry. A window 
opening also pierces the elevation. Affixed to 
the elevation is a shed-roof, frame carport. 
Two window openings punctuate the west 
(side) elevation (Figure 239). Three window 
openings punctuate the north (rear) elevation. 
A gable-oriented addition is affixed to the rear 
elevation. It is clad in vinyl siding and exhibits 
two-over-two, double-hung wood sash 
windows.  

A single-story, front-gabled, metal-clad 
shed is located approximately 45 ft northeast 
of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5573 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 

no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The resource is an example of the 
Compact Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as a small and simple form 
that is rectangular but almost square. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, the rear addition and 
carport alter the original footprint of the house 
and thus compromise its integrity of design, 
material, and workmanship. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5573 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 238. DHR # 131-5573: Northeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house. 
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Figure 239. DHR # 131-5573: Southwesterly view of east (side) and north (rear) elevation of house. 

DHR # 131-5574 
Address: 2740 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380108 N: 4069168 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 240–241 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5574 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2740 
Fenway Avenue, approximately .17 mi west of 
Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open 
lawn and concrete walkway and totals .233 
acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-
link fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved 
drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is 
set back approximately 38 ft from the right-of-

way, and it is oriented to the south towards 
Fenway Avenue. A building is first depicted 
on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk 
South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(gd/d/www/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 240). Of frame construction, the 
1,524 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in aluminum siding, 
and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad 
roof. Windows along the residence exhibit 
two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-
leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete porch that 
is clad in brick veneer and is sheltered by a 
shed-roof that is supported by decorative 
metal columns. Located to the right of the 
entry and also sheltered by the porch is a 
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tripartite window opening with a central 
picture window. Situated to the right of the 
porch are two window openings. Located to 
the left of the porch is an integral garage 
featuring a garage bay filled with a metal-
panel roller door. 

The main block’s west (side) elevation is 
accessed via a secondary single-leaf entry. A 
window opening also pierces the elevation. 
Two window openings punctuate the east 
(side) elevation. Two window openings 
punctuate the main block of the north (rear) 
elevation (Figure 241). A shed-roof and two 
gable-oriented additions are affixed to the rear 
elevation. These additions are clad in 
aluminum siding and exhibit vinyl and wood 
sash windows.  

A single-story, front-gabled, metal carport 
is located approximately 13 ft northeast of the 
residence. A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame 
prefabricated shed is located approximately 15 
ft north of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5574 is not eligible 

for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, the rear additions alter 
the original footprint of the house and thus 
compromises its integrity of design, material, 
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5574 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

 

Figure 240. DHR # 131-5574: Northeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house. 
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Figure 241. DHR # 131-5574: Westerly view of north (rear) elevation of house. 

DHR # 131-5575 
Address: 2744 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380083 N: 4069170 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 242–243 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5575 consists of a 
residence and outbuildings located at 2744 
Fenway Avenue, approximately .19 mi west of 
Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open 
lawn and totals .208 acres; the rear yard is 
enclosed with a chain-link fence. The parcel is 
accessed via a paved drive and a two-track 
drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is 
set back approximately 39 ft from the right-of-

way, and it is oriented to the south towards 
Fenway Avenue. A building is first depicted 
on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk 
South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(gd/d/www/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house (Figure 242). Of frame construction, the 
1,880 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete block 
foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and 
is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof.  
Except where indicated, windows along the 
residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes. 

The façade is characterized by a stretcher 
bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-
leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a poured concrete porch that 
is clad in brick veneer and is sheltered by a 
shed-roof metal awning that is supported with 
decorative metal columns. The porch is 
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partially enclosed with decorative metal 
railings. Located to the right of the entry and 
also protected by the porch is a tripartite 
window opening with a central picture 
window flanked by two-over-two, double-
hung wood sash windows. Situated to the right 
of the porch are two window openings 
sheltered by metal awnings. The windows are 
set beneath a cross-gable roof accent. Located 
to the left of the porch is an integral garage 
accessed via a metal-panel roller door. 

A paired two-over-two, double-hung 
wood sash window punctuates the west (side) 
elevation of the main block. Two window 
openings punctuate the east (side) elevation. 
Centrally located on the north (rear) elevation 
is a shed-roof, enclosed porch (Figure 243). It 
is accessed along its east side via a single-leaf 
entry, which is protected with a metal awning 
supported by decorative metal columns. The 
westernmost portion of the elevation features a 
large gable addition. It is clad in vinyl siding 
and is accessed via a single-leaf entry along 
the west side. Windows along the addition 
feature vinyl and wood sashes. 

A single-story, frame gazebo is located 
approximately 7 ft northwest of the residence. 
A single-story, front-gabled, metal carport is 
located approximately 14 ft northeast of the 
residence. A single-story, front-gabled, frame, 
shed is located approximately 18 ft northeast 
of the residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5575 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The resource is an example of the 
Linear Ranch subtype and displays such 
design elements as a long, narrow, linear form. 
However, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, the rear 

 

Figure 242. DHR # 131-5575: Northeasterly view of façade and west (side) elevation of house. 
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Figure 243. DHR # 131-5575: South-southwesterly view of north (rear) elevation of house. 

addition alters the original footprint of the 
house and thus compromises its integrity of 
design, material, and workmanship. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5575 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5576 
Address: 2752 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380080 N: 4069210 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 244–245 

Date(s) of Construction: 1950 

Description: DHR # 131-5576 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 2752 Fenway 
Avenue, approximately 395 ft south of Lake 
Ridge Crossing. The parcel features an open 
lawn and totals .765 acres. The parcel is 
accessed via a paved drive from Fenway 
Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 92 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the west towards Fenway 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1955 Norfolk South, VA topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1950. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(ww/d/www/d/gd), hip-roof, Courtyard Ranch 
house (Figure 244). Of frame construction, the 
1,554 sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of 
unknown material, features a stretcher bond 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
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shingle clad roof; a heavy brick chimney 
pierces the roof along the western slope. 
Except where indicated, windows along the 
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung 
wood sashes. Windows are accented with 
brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by gabled 
wings on either side of the house that project 
to the front. The northernmost projection 
features a recessed porch that is supported by 
a decorative metal column. It shelters a single-
leaf entry that is filled with a three-light slab 
door set behind an aluminum screen door. The 
entry opens onto a brick veneered stoop. This 
projection has been extended with an 
additional gable projection that features a 
paired window opening on the façade 
elevation and a single window opening along 
its south elevation; both window openings are 
sheltered by metal awnings. The southernmost 
projection comprises an integral garage, which 
is accessed via a metal-panel roller door and a 
single-leaf pedestrian entry filled with a three-
light wood panel door set behind a screen 
door. Centrally located along the façade is a 

nine-light wood panel window sheltered by a 
metal awning. 

The south (side) elevation is punctuated 
by two single window openings. A jalousie 
window protected by a metal awning is 
located at the northernmost corner of the 
elevation. A paired window opening flanked 
by single window openings punctuates the 
north (side) elevation. All windows are 
sheltered by metal awnings. The east (rear) 
elevation features an off-center gable 
projection that is accessed via a single-leaf 
entry (Figure 245). The entry opens onto a 
poured concrete porch that is clad in brick 
veneer and protected by a shed-roof metal 
awning supported with decorative metal 
awnings. Also located on the projection are a 
single window opening on the rear elevation 
and a single window opening on the 
projection’s south elevation. Located to the 
right of the projection are two window 
openings. Situated to the left of the projection 
are a paired window opening and a single-leaf 
entry, which is situated within a ribbon of 
jalousie windows. All bays on the rear 
elevation are sheltered by metal awnings. 

 

Figure 244. DHR # 131-5576: East-northeasterly view of façade and south (side) elevation of house and garage. 
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Figure 245. DHR # 131-5576: Westerly view of east (rear) elevation of house. 

A single-story, front-gabled, frame single-
car garage is located approximately 37 ft 
southeast of the residence. It is clad in 
asbestos shingles and features a metal-panel 
roller door.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5576 is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed 
no associations between the resource and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is an example of the Courtyard 
Ranch subtype and displays such design 
elements as two diminutive wings that project 
to the front and suggest the presence of a 
courtyard. However, this example does not 
exhibit denotative characteristics that would 
otherwise separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Furthermore, the addition to the 

northern wing alters the original footprint of 
the house and thus compromises its integrity 
of design, material, and workmanship. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5576 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5577 
Address: 2756 Fenway Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380081 N: 4069256 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 
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Photographs: Figures 246–247 

Date(s) of Construction: 1965 

Description: DHR # 131-5577 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 2756 Fenway 
Avenue, approximately 247 ft south of Lake 
Ridge Crossing. The parcel features a wooded 
lawn with concrete walkway and totals 1.397 
acres. It is accessed via a gravel drive from 
Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back 
approximately 89 ft from the right-of-way, and 
it is oriented to the west towards Fenway 
Avenue. A building is first depicted on the 
1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1965. 

The residence is a single-story, five-bay 
(w/www/dd/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch 
house with Colonial Revival elements (Figure 
246). Of frame construction, the 2,217 sq ft 
dwelling is set on a foundation of unknown 
material, features a stretcher bond brick 
veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle 
clad roof; a brick chimney pierces the roof 
along the eastern slope and along the roof of 
the rear projection. Windows along the 
residence exhibit eight-over-eight and six-
over-six, double-hung wood sashes. Windows 
are accented with brick sills. 

The façade is characterized by a dentiled 
cornice that runs below the roofline. The 
central portion of the residence features a 
raised roof, which extends to provide shelter 
for the three central bays. The roof is 
supported by large square wood columns that 
rest upon a poured concrete porch clad in 
brick veneer. The porch shelters a double-leaf 
entry filled with panel wood doors. Located to 
the right of the entry is a window opening, and 
located to the left of the entry is a tripartite 
window opening. Flanking the porch are 
single window openings.       

Two window openings punctuate the 
south (side) elevation. A single window 
opening and a bay window punctuate the north 
(side) elevation. Three window openings 
punctuate the east (rear) elevation (Figure 
247). To the right of the windows is a shed-
roof, screen-in porch. To the right of the porch 

is a gable-oriented projection, which houses a 
single-car garage accessed via a metal-panel 
roller door, as well as a single-leaf pedestrian 
entry on the projection’s south elevation. Two 
window openings pierce the projection’s rear 
elevation, one in the first story and one in the 
gable-end. The north elevation of the 
projection features another single-leaf 
pedestrian entry flanked by two window 
openings.   

A single-story, front-gabled, frame shed is 
located approximately 50 ft northeast of the 
residence.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While DHR # 131-5577 retains 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research has revealed no 
associations between the resource and events 
or persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The 
resource is an example of the Linear Ranch 
subtype and displays such design elements as 
a long, narrow, linear form with Colonial 
Revival elements. While this resource retains 
moderate integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region identical in form and 
character. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5577 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 246. DHR # 131-5577: North-northeasterly view of façade and south (side) elevation of house. 

 

Figure 247. DHR # 131-5577: Northwesterly view of south (side) and east (rear) elevations of house. 
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Section 6: I-64 between the 
George Washington  

Highway Interchange and  
the High Rise Bridge 

Thirteen of the 183 historic architectural 
resources identified as part of the survey lie 
within this area. These resources exhibit a mix of 
early- to mid-twentieth-century rural houses, 
with mid-twentieth-century Ranch houses used 
as infill. The oldest residence in this section is 
situated at 772 Firman Street. It is a previously 
surveyed farmhouse (DHR # 131-0500) that 
DHR has not formally evaluated for NRHP 
eligibility. Also located in this section is the 
Gilmerton Cut of the Dismal Swamp Canal 
(DHR # 131-0035). This narrow portion is 
associated with the Dismal Swamp Canal, which 
was listed in the NRHP under Criteria A and C 
in 1988. 

DHR # 131-0500 
Address: 772 Shell Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380895 N: 4068928 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 248–249 

Date(s) of Construction: 1931 

Description:  DHR # 131-0500 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 772 Shell Road, on 
the west side of its intersection with Firman 
Street. The structures are situated on a level, 
grassy, approximately .35-acre parcel that 
borders Interstate 64. They are situated on the 
south side of a gravel drive, approximately .05 
mi from the right-of-way. The residence is first 
depicted on the 1944 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1931. 

The residence is a two-and-one-half-story, 
two-bay (ww/d), double-pile, hip-roof, frame 
house (Figure 248). It is situated on a concrete 
block foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof 

and clad with vinyl siding. A hip-roof dormer 
extends from the façade roof slope, and an 
interior concrete block chimney extends from 
the rear slope. The residence comprises 1,554 sq 
ft of living space.  

The façade entry is comprised of a primary 
door set behind a metal storm door; it opens onto 
a brick stoop. Windows are comprised of six-
over-one, double-hung wood sashes set behind 
aluminum storm windows. The façade windows 
are flanked by louvered shutters. Dormer 
windows are comprised of six-light fixed wood 
sashes. A one-story, hip-roof porch has been 
enclosed with vinyl siding on the rear elevation. 
A secondary entry comprised of a vinyl paneled 
door with six lights that opens onto concrete 
steps is located at the center of the enclosed 
porch.  

The shed is located approximately 30 ft 
southeast of the residence. It is a one-story, 
front-gabled, prefabricated, frame structure 
(Figure 249). It is situated on a concrete block 
foundation beneath a metal panel roof and clad 
with metal panels. Hinged metal doors are 
located at the center of the north elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Previously identified through the 
1987 reconnaissance-level survey, DHR # 131-
0500 was not formally evaluated for NRHP 
eligibility. Research has revealed no associations 
between DHR # 131-0500 and events or persons 
of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. 
The resource is also not eligible for listing in the 
NRHP under Criterion C. The residence and 
shed are undistinguished forms that lack the 
significance and integrity necessary for inclusion 
in the NRHP. They do not exhibit a specific 
style or construction method and lack denotative 
details. Furthermore, the addition of replacement 
siding has compromised the integrity of design, 
materials and workmanship of the residence. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR#131-0500 is not eligible for inclusion in 
the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known or potential historic districts in the 
area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 
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Figure 248. DHR # 131-0500: Southeasterly view of residence.   

 

Figure 249. DHR # 131-0500: Shed.   
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DHR # 131-5578 
Address: 768 Shell Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380920 N: 4068919 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 250–251 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1930–1940 

Description: DHR # 131-5578 consists of a 
residence and two sheds located at 768 Shell 
Road, on the west side of its intersection with 
Firman Street. They are situated on a level, 
grassy, approximately .758-acre parcel. The 
structures are situated along the south side of a 
gravel drive, approximately .04 mi from the 
right-of-way. A residence is first depicted at 
this location on the 1965 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. DHR# 131-5578 was 
originally the sweet potato house for 
DHR#131-0500, but it has since been 
converted into a residence. It is also located on 
the same parcel as DHR# 131-5579; however, 
since it was historically located on a separate 
parcel, it was surveyed separately. 

The building is a one-story, five-bay 
(w/ww/w/d/w), double-pile, side-gabled 
concrete block structure that now functions as 
a residence (Figure 250). It is situated beneath 
an asphalt-shingle roof, and the frame portion 
located at the northeast corner is clad with 
vinyl siding. The area beneath the gables is 
clad with asbestos shingles. 

The façade entry is comprised of a vinyl 
door with six lights flanked by louvered 
shutters; it opens onto a concrete stoop. The 
two northernmost façade windows consist of 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes, while 
the southernmost façade windows are 
comprised of one-over-one, double-hung 
wood sashes flanked by louvered shutters. A 
one-story, shed roof addition adjoins the rear 
elevation. A secondary entry is located at the 
southern corner of this addition. A window 
with a one-over-one, double-hung metal sash 

is located north of the entry. A square, flat-
roof pump house is attached to the southern 
elevation of the addition. An open entry is 
located at the center of the west elevation.  

The southernmost shed is located 
approximately 5 ft north of the residence. It is 
a one-story, side-gabled, frame structure 
(Figure 251) situated beneath an asphalt-
shingle roof and clad with vertical board. An 
entry comprised of a wood door with six lights 
is located at the center of the south elevation. 
A window opening enclosed with plywood is 
located at the center of the west elevation.  

The northernmost shed is located 
approximately 5 ft northwest of the 
southernmost shed. It is a one-story frame 
structure (see Figure 251). It is clad with 
vertical board beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. 
A one-over-one, double-hung wood window is 
located at the center of the south elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5578 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. It is an undistinguished building 
form that lacks the significance necessary for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is 
not of a specific style or significant design, nor 
does it represent a significant construction 
method. Furthermore, the conversion to a 
residence and the addition of replacement 
windows and doors have compromised its 
significance of design, materials, and 
workmanship. The outbuildings are also 
insignificant forms. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5578 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential districts in the 
area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 
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Figure 250. DHR # 131-5578: Southwesterly view of former potato shed, now residence. 

 

Figure 251. DHR # 131-5578: Sheds.  
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DHR # 131-5579 
Address: 768 Shell Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380954 N: 4068921 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 252–253 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description:  DHR # 131-5579 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 768 Shell Road, 
on the west side of its intersection with Firman 
Street. A non-historic garage is also associated 
with the property. The structures are situated 
on a level, grassy, approximately .758-acre 
parcel. The rear yard is enclosed with a wood-
plank fence and features an in-ground pool. 
The residence is located on the south side of a 
gravel drive, approximately 90 ft from the 
right-of-way. A house is first depicted at this 
location on the 1965 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a one-story, eight-bay 
(w/w/d/www/w/d/w/w), side-gabled, frame 
Linear Ranch house with an attached garage 
(Figure 252). It is clad with a brick veneer 
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. Wood dentils 
are located beneath the soffit, and an interior 
brick chimney extends from the roof peak. An 
additional interior brick chimney extends from 
the rear slope. The residence comprises 
approximately 1,738 sq ft of living space.  

The recessed, primary façade entry is 
comprised of a wood paneled door that opens 
onto a concrete stoop; the stoop is sheltered 
beneath the roof overhang. Windows feature 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl and six-over-
six, double-hung wood sashes, and the façade 
windows are flanked by louvered shutters. The 
bay immediately north of the primary façade 
entry exhibits a twenty-light wood bay 
window flanked by smaller six-over-six, 
double-hung wood sashes. A secondary entry 
is comprised of a wood door with six lights. It 

is located at the center of a former garage bay, 
now enclosed. An additional secondary entry 
comprised of a wood paneled door with six 
lights is located at the northern end of the rear 
elevation. A shed-roof porch enclosed with 
wood siding and one-over-one, double-hung 
wood windows adjoins the rear elevation. An 
entry is located at the western corner of the 
north elevation. The northernmost two bays of 
the façade comprise the attached garage. A 
vinyl sectional garage door is located at the 
center of the north elevation.  

A shed is located approximately 80 ft west 
of the residence. It is a one-story, side-gabled, 
frame structure (Figure 253) clad with 
plywood beneath an asphalt-shingle roof.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5579 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. Ranch houses are some of the 
most common residential forms seen in mid-
century suburbs across the country; therefore, 
they must exhibit exceptional characteristics 
and outstanding integrity to be eligible for 
listing in the NRHP. While the Ranch house 
located at DHR# 131-5579 exhibits several of 
these character-defining features, such as a 
single-storied form, recessed porch, and a 
large picture window, it only exhibits elements 
commonly found on Ranch houses constructed 
from the period throughout the United States 
and is undistinguished in terms of its design, 
style, or other architectural features. The 
addition of replacement windows has 
compromised its integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR# 131-5579 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential districts in the 
area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 
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Figure 252. DHR # 131-5579: Northwesterly view of residence. 

 

Figure 253. DHR # 131-5579: Northwesterly view of shed.   
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DHR # 131-0035 
Address: In the vicinity of Firman Street and 
I-64, Chesapeake, VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 381393 N: 4068972 

Maps: Figures 2, 3, and 257 

Photographs: Figures 254–256 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1843 

Description: DHR # 131-0035 consists of the 
Gilmerton Cut of the Dismal Swamp Canal, 
where it crosses beneath Interstate 64. The 
Gilmerton Cut, completed in 1843, was 
constructed to shorten the route of the canal 
between Deep Creek and the Southern Branch 
of the Elizabeth River and to create a 
permanent channel deep enough for boats to 
pass (Kuhlman 1987:7). 

The canal is primarily 50 ft wide and 6 ft 
deep but narrows to a small creek immediately 

north and south of Interstate 64 and Firman 
Street (Figure 254).  The banks south of 
Firman Street are lined with trees, and the 
banks north of Interstate 64 are lined with tall 
grasses interspersed with trees. The canal 
flows beneath Firman Street through two 
culverts. The westernmost culvert is a concrete 
box culvert flanked by concrete wing walls, 
and the easternmost culvert is a concrete 
double pipe culvert surrounded by a stone 
retaining wall. The canal flows beneath 
Interstate 64 through a concrete box culvert 
flanked by concrete wing walls (Figures 255 
and 256).    

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR# 131-0035 was listed in the 
NRHP on June 6, 1988, under Criterion A in 
the area of Transportation due to its role as the 
key transportation artery between southeast 
Virginia and northeast North Carolina during 
the nineteenth century; in the area of Maritime 
History as one of the nation’s earliest canals; 
in the area of Recreation as a major waterway 
for recreational watercraft and activities; and 
in the area of Commerce as one of the primary 

 

Figure 254. DHR # 131-0035: Southwesterly view of canal. 
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Figure 255. DHR # 131-0035: Canal flowing through culverts beneath Firman Street. 

 

Figure 256. DHR # 131-0035: Canal flowing beneath Interstate 64. 



Figure 257. DHR # 131-0035: NRHP Boundary.
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routes for carrying wood products out of the 
Great Dismal Swamp during the nineteenth 
century. It is also listed under Criterion C in 
the area of Engineering as an early summit 
canal utilizing only two locks. The Gilmerton 
Cut was listed as part of the Dismal Swamp 
Canal and Associated Development NRHP 
Multiple Property Submission. The portion of 
the canal within the APE was routed through a 
concrete culvert when I-64 was constructed. 
Since that time, its integrity has not been 
altered, as the canal still flows beneath, and 
the corridor, despite alterations over the years, 
appropriately conveys its historic character 
and setting. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR# 131-0035 retains sufficient 
integrity to be listed in the NRHP under 
Criteria A and C.  

Recommendations for Further Study: DHR# 
131-0035 is listed in the NRHP; no additional 
study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5580 
Address: 533 Winwood Drive, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380651 N: 4068831 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 258 

Date(s) of Construction: 1959 

Description: DHR# 131-5580 consists of a 
residence located at 533 Winwood Drive, 
approximately .07 mi north of its intersection 
with Hillard Street. A prefabricated carport is 
also associated with the property and is 
located to the rear of the residence. The 
structures are situated on a level, grassy, 
approximately 2.027-acre parcel. A gravel 
drive leads from the road to the residence, 
approximately 238 ft from the right-of-way. A 
residence is first depicted at this location on 
the 1965 Norfolk South, VA topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessment records date 
this resource to 1959. 

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(w/d/w/w), front-gabled concrete block house 
(Figure 258). It is situated beneath an asphalt-
shingle roof, and the area beneath the gable is 
clad with vinyl siding. An interior brick 
chimney extends from the roof peak. The 
residence comprises approximately 780 sq ft 
of living space. 

The primary entry opens onto a poured 
concrete stoop. Façade windows are 
comprised of aluminum awning sashes, with 
the westernmost bay featuring an aluminum 
sliding sash window. Other windows are 
comprised of aluminum sliding sashes. A 
secondary entry comprised of a door set 
behind an aluminum storm door is located at 
the northern corner of the west elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5580 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The residence located at DHR# 
131-5580 is an undistinguished building form 
that lacks the significance necessary for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is 
not of a specific style or significant design nor 
does it represent a significant construction 
method. While it retains original features, they 
are representative of features commonly found 
on vernacular mid-century homes. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 
131-5580 is not eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 
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Figure 258. DHR # 131-5580: Northerly view of residence.  

DHR # 131-5581 
Address: 101 Tuttle Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 381690 N: 4068968 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 259 

Date(s) of Construction: 1960 

Description: DHR # 131-5581 consists of a 
residence located at 101 Tuttle Street, on the 
south side of its intersection with Interstate 64. 
A prefabricated shed is also associated with 
the property and is located northeast of the 
residence. The structures are situated on a 
level, grassy, approximately .318-acre parcel. 
A concrete driveway leads from Firman Street 
approximately 53 ft to the residence. A house 

is first depicted at this location on the 1965 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1960. 

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(w/ww/d/www/ww), side-gabled with a front-
gabled extension, frame Linear Ranch house 
(Figure 259). It is clad with a brick veneer 
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. An interior 
brick chimney extends from the roof peak near 
the southern end of the house, and an exterior 
brick chimney adjoins the eastern corner of the 
south elevation. The house comprises 
approximately 1,515 sq ft of living space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a wood 
paneled door with four lights set behind a 
metal storm door that opens onto a brick 
stoop. Windows are comprised of six-over-six, 
double-hung wood sashes, and the façade 
windows are flanked by louvered shutters. A 
large twenty-light wood picture window 
flanked by smaller, six-over-six, double-hung 
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wood sashes is located immediately south of 
the primary entry. A secondary entry 
comprised of a metal French door set behind 
an aluminum storm door that opens onto a 
brick patio sheltered beneath a shed roof 
supported by wood posts is located at the 
southern corner of the rear elevation. An 
additional secondary entry comprised of a 
vinyl door with a fanlight set behind a vinyl 
security door that opens onto the concrete 
driveway is located at the western corner of 
the south elevation. It is situated in a garage 
bay that has been resized. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Ranch houses are some of the 
most common residential forms seen in mid-
century suburbs across the country; therefore, 
they must exhibit exceptional characteristics 
and outstanding integrity to be eligible for 
listing in the NRHP. While the Ranch house 

located at DHR# 131-5581 exhibits several of 
these character-defining features, such as a 
single-storied form, front-gabled extension, 
and large picture window, it is not an example 
of exceptional significance, which is needed 
for listing in the NRHP. It exhibits elements 
commonly found on Ranch houses constructed 
from the period throughout the United States 
and is undistinguished in terms of its design, 
style, or other architectural features. Research 
also revealed no associations between DHR # 
131-5581 and events or persons of historic 
significance. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR# 131-5581 is not eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

 

Figure 259. DHR # 131-5581: Southeasterly view of residence.   
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DHR # 131-5582 
Address: 2308 Firman Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 381718 N: 4068965 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 260  

Date(s) of Construction: 1965 

Description: DHR # 131-5582 consists of a 
residence located at 2308 Firman Street, 
approximately .03 mi east of its intersection 
with Tuttle Street. A prefabricated shed is also 
associated with the property and is located to 
the rear of the residence. The structures are 
situated on a level, grassy, approximately 
.302-acre parcel that borders Interstate 64. A 
concrete driveway leads from the road 
approximately 53 ft to the residence. A house 
is first depicted at this location on the 1965 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 

Local tax assessor records date the resource to 
1965. 

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(w/ww/d/www/ww), hip roof, frame Linear 
Ranch house with a garage addition (Figure 
260). It is clad with a brick veneer beneath an 
asphalt-shingle roof. The foundation material 
is not visible. An interior brick chimney 
extends from the roof near its eastern end. The 
residence comprises approximately 1,560 sq ft 
of living space.  

The primary entrance is comprised of a 
paneled door set behind a metal storm door; it 
opens onto a brick stoop. Windows are two-
over-two, double-hung wood sashes set behind 
aluminum storm windows, and the façade 
windows are flanked by louvered shutters. The 
easternmost façade bay has been resized from 
a garage bay to accommodate paired, two-
over-two, double-hung wood sash windows. A 
front-gabled breezeway clad with vinyl siding 
is attached slightly east of the center of the 
rear elevation and connects the residence to 
the one-and-one-half-story, side-gabled 

 

Figure 260. DHR # 131-5582: Northeasterly view of residence.  
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garage addition. It is clad with vinyl siding 
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. The shed roof 
dormer is clad with vertical wood siding. Two 
garage bays fronted by vinyl sectional garage 
doors are located at the center of the east 
elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5582 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While the 
Ranch house located at DHR # 131-5582 
exhibits several of these character-defining 
features, such as a single-storied form and 
large bay window, it is not an example of 
exceptional significance needed for listing in 
the NRHP. It is undistinguished in terms of its 
design, style, or other architectural features. 
The large rear addition has compromised its 
integrity of design, materials, and 
workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5582 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential districts in the 
area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5583 
Address: 2304 Firman Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 381747 N: 4068964 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 261 

Date(s) of Construction: 1964 

Description:  DHR # 131-5583 consists of a 
residence located at 2304 Firman Street, 
approximately 137 ft west of its intersection 
with Southway Street. It is situated on a level, 
grassy approximately .313 acre parcel that 
borders Interstate 64. A concrete driveway 
leads from the road to the residence, 
approximately 56 ft. A house is first depicted 
at this location on the 1965 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1964. 

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(ww/ww/d/www), side-gabled, frame Linear 
Ranch house with an attached garage (Figure 
261). It is clad with a brick veneer beneath an 
asphalt-shingle roof. The roof of the two 
easternmost bays is higher than the rest of the 
roofline. An interior brick chimney extends 
from the roof above the easternmost bay. The 
residence comprises 1,152 sq ft of living 
space. 

The primary entry is comprised of a wood 
door with three lights set behind a metal 
screen door; it opens onto a two-bay brick 
porch sheltered beneath the roof overhang that 
is supported by spindled wood posts. 
Windows are comprised of one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sashes. A secondary entry, 
featuring a sliding patio door opens onto a 
wood deck and is located at the center of the 
rear elevation. Another secondary entry is 
located at the eastern corner of the rear 
elevation. The attached garage is fronted by a 
vinyl sectional garage door.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5583 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. The Ranch 
house located at DHR# 131-5583 exhibits 
elements commonly found on Ranch houses 
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Figure 261. DHR # 131-5583: Northeasterly view of residence. 

constructed from the period throughout the 
United States and is undistinguished in terms 
of its design, style, or other architectural 
features. The addition of replacement 
windows has compromised its integrity of 
design, materials, and workmanship. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5583 is not eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5584 
Address: 100 Southway Street, Chesapeake, 
VA 23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 381775 N: 4068964 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 262–263 

Date(s) of Construction: 1964 

Description: DHR # 131-5584 consists of a 
residence and two sheds located at 100 
Southway Street, on the northwest side of its 
intersection with Firman Street. The structures 
are situated on a level, grassy, approximately 
.347-acre parcel bordered by Interstate 64. A 
concrete driveway runs approximately 55 ft 
from Firman Street to the residence. A 
residence is first depicted at this location on 
the 1965 Norfolk South, VA topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1964. 

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(www/d/ww/w), side-gabled, frame Linear 
Ranch house with additions (Figure 262). It is 
clad with a brick veneer beneath an asphalt-
shingle roof. An exterior brick chimney is 
centered on the southern elevation. The 
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residence comprises 2,398 sq ft of living 
space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a door 
with an oval art glass window set behind a 
metal storm door; it opens onto a brick porch 
sheltered beneath a front-gabled roof 
supported by square posts. Windows are 
comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes, and the façade windows are flanked by 
louvered shutters. A secondary entry, 
comprised of a vinyl French door that opens 
onto a wood deck is located at the center of 
the rear elevation. The original garage entry 
has been enclosed with brick and glass blocks.  

A large front-gabled addition is attached 
to the southern corner of the façade. The 
window opening at the northern corner of the 
east elevation and the two easternmost 
window openings located on the north 
elevation of the addition have been enclosed 
with brick. Another front-gabled frame 
addition is attached to the southern corner of 
the rear elevation and is clad with vinyl siding. 
A secondary entry comprised of a vinyl door 
set behind a metal security door is located at 

the western corner of the south elevation. 
Windows on this addition are comprised of 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes with 
snap-in grids.  

The easternmost shed is located 
approximately 25 ft northwest of the 
residence. It is a one-story, side-gabled, frame 
structure (Figure 263) situated on a concrete 
slab foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle 
roof. It is clad with vinyl siding. An entry 
comprised of a paneled door is located at the 
western corner of the south elevation.  

The westernmost shed is located 
approximately 7 ft from the easternmost shed. 
It is a one-story, front-gabled frame structure 
(see Figure 263) clad with vinyl siding 
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5584 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 

 

Figure 262. DHR # 131-5584: Southwesterly view of residence.  
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Figure 263. DHR# 131-5584: Sheds.   

not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. The Ranch 
house located at DHR# 131-5584 is 
undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or 
other architectural features. The addition of 
replacement windows, the enclosure of the 
original garage, and the large additions have 
compromised its integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR# 131-5584 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential districts in the 
area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5585 
Address: 800 Shell Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 380954 N: 4069043 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 264–265 

Date(s) of Construction: 1948 

Description: DHR # 131-5585 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 800 Shell 
Road, approximately 80 ft north of its 
intersection with Interstate 64. The structures 
are situated in a grassy area on a wooded, 
approximately .853-acre parcel. A gravel 
driveway leads from the road to the residence 
and garage, approximately 196 ft from the 
right-of-way. A residence is first depicted at 
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this location on the 1955 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date the resource to 1948. 

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, 
three-bay (www/d/w), side-gabled, frame 
American Small House with additions and 
façade projection (Figure 264). It is situated 
on a concrete block foundation beneath an 
asphalt single roof and is clad with vinyl 
siding. A front-gabled dormer extends from 
the slope of the façade roof. The residence 
comprises 2,410 sq ft of living space. 

The primary entry is comprised of a wood 
paneled door with six lights and is located at 
the center of a one-story, shed roof addition at 
the center of the façade. It opens onto concrete 
steps. Windows are comprised of four-over-
four, six-over-six, and eight-over-eight, 
double-hung wood sashes. A two-story, shed 
roof addition is attached to the rear elevation. 
An interior brick chimney extends from the 
roof. Another one-story, shed-roof addition 
adjoins the rear elevation of the two-story 
addition. A secondary entry comprised of a 
wood paneled door with three lights set behind 

an aluminum screen door that opens onto 
concrete steps is located at the western corner 
of the north elevation of the addition. Another 
secondary entry is located at the southern 
corner of the rear elevation of the addition.  

The garage is located approximately 35 ft 
west of the residence. It is a one-story, front-
gabled, frame structure with a large shed-roof 
addition attached to the east elevation (Figure 
265). The front-gabled portion is clad with 
asbestos siding, and the shed roof portion is 
clad with aluminum siding and vertical board. 
Both are situated beneath a ribbed metal roof. 
Wood paneled doors are located at the east 
and west corners of the south elevation of the 
front-gabled portion.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5585 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The American Small House is one 

 

Figure 264. DHR # 131-5585: Southwesterly view of residence.   
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Figure 265. DHR # 131-5585:  Garage. 

of the most common residential forms across 
the country; therefore, they must exhibit 
exceptional characteristics and outstanding 
integrity to be eligible for listing in the NRHP. 
The example located at DHR# 131-5585 is 
undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or 
other architectural features. The numerous 
additions have compromised its integrity of 
design, materials, and workmanship. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5585 is not eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5586 
Address: 805 Shell Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 381037 N: 4069100 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 266–267 

Date(s) of Construction: 1937 

Description:  DHR # 131-5586 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 805 Shell 
Road, approximately .05 mi north of its 
intersection with Interstate 64. The structures 
are situated on a level, grassy, approximately 
4.67-acre parcel. A gravel driveway leads 
from the road to the residence and garage, 
approximately 93 ft. A residence is first 
depicted at this location on the 1944 Norfolk 
South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1937. 

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(ww/ww/d/ww), double-pile, side-gabled, 
frame house (Figure 266). It is situated on a 
brick foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle 
roof and is clad with vinyl siding. The 
northernmost bay is recessed from the rest of 
the façade and has a lower roofline. Two 
interior brick chimneys extend from the roof 
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peak. The residence comprises 995 sq ft of 
living space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a wood 
paneled door set behind a metal storm door 
that opens onto a concrete stoop sheltered 
beneath a front-gabled hood. Windows are 
comprised of one-over-one and six-over-six, 
double-hung wood sashes, and the façade 
windows are comprised of the six-over-six 
windows. A recessed secondary entry 
comprised of a wood paneled door with six 
lights set behind an aluminum screen door that 
opens onto a recessed wood porch is located at 
the northern corner of the rear elevation. An 
additional secondary entry comprised of a 
wood paneled door with six lights is located 
slightly off center of the south elevation.  

The garage is located approximately 55 ft 
northeast of the residence. It is a one-and-one-
half-story, front-gabled frame structure 
(Figure 267). It is clad with vinyl siding 
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. A metal 
sectional garage door is located at the northern 
corner of the west elevation. A one-over-one, 

double-hung wood sash window is located 
beneath the gable.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5586 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The residence located at DHR # 
131-5586 is an undistinguished building form 
that lacks the significance necessary for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is 
not of a specific style or significant design, nor 
does it represent a significant construction 
method. The addition of replacement siding 
has compromised its integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5586 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential districts in the 
area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

 

Figure 266. DHR # 131-5586: Southeasterly view of residence.   
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Figure 267. DHR # 131-5586: Garage.    

DHR # 131-5587 
Address: 201 Jarvis Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 381691 N: 4069093 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 268 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description: DHR # 131-5587 consists of a 
residence located at 201 Jarvis Road, 
approximately 50 ft north of its intersection 
with Interstate 64. It is situated on a level, 
grassy, approximately .47-acre parcel. It is 
situated at the end of a concrete driveway 
approximately 500 ft from the right-of-way. A 
residence is first depicted at this location on 
the 1965 Norfolk South, VA topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), side-gabled, frame Linear 
Ranch house with an attached garage (Figure 
268). It is clad with a brick veneer beneath an 
asphalt-shingle roof. The two northernmost 
bays are clad with vinyl siding. An interior 
brick chimney extends from the roof between 
the northernmost bay and the attached garage. 
The residence comprises 1,283 sq ft of living 
space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a vinyl 
panel door that opens onto a two-bay concrete 
porch sheltered beneath a front-gabled, vinyl-
clad roof supported by spindled vinyl posts. A 
railing runs the perimeter of the porch. 
Windows are comprised of one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids. 
The northernmost bay exhibits a vinyl picture 
window with snap-in grids flanked by smaller 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes with 
snap-in grids. The garage bay is fronted by a 
vinyl sectional garage door. A secondary entry 
comprised of a vinyl door is located at the 
northern corner of the rear elevation.  
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Figure 268. DHR # 131-5587: Northeasterly view of residence.   

A shallow, front-gabled, frame addition is 
centered on the rear elevation. It is situated on 
a brick foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle 
roof and is clad with vinyl siding. Windows 
comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes with snap-in grids are located at the 
center of each elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5587 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. The Ranch 
house located at DHR# 131-5587 is 
undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or 

other architectural features. The addition of 
replacement windows and doors has 
compromised its integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR# 131-5587 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential districts in the 
area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5588 
Address: 200 Gruen Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23323 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 381793 N: 4069079 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 
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Photographs: Figures 269–270 

Date(s) of Construction: 1935 

Description:  DHR # 131-5588 consists of a 
residence, garage, and shed located at 200 
Gruen Street, on the northwest side of its 
intersection with Interstate 64. The structures 
are situated on a level, approximately .459-
acre parcel. A dirt parking area is located east 
of the residence, adjacent to the road. A 
residence is first depicted at this location on 
the 1944 Norfolk South, VA topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1935. 

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(w/d/w), double-pile, front-gabled, frame 
house with a large rear addition (Figure 269). 
It is clad with vinyl siding beneath an asphalt-
shingle roof. The foundation material is not 
visible. The residence comprises 2,012 sq ft of 
living space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a vinyl 
panel door set behind a metal storm door; it 
opens onto a full-length wood deck. The entry 
is sheltered beneath a single-bay, front-gabled 

porch roof supported by wood posts. Windows 
are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes set behind aluminum storm 
windows.  

A two-story frame addition is attached to 
the rear elevation. A secondary entry, 
comprised of a sliding metal and glass door is 
located at the southern corner of the rear 
elevation. It opens onto a wood deck. 
Windows are comprised of one-over-one, 
double-hung sashes with snap-in grids.  

The garage is located approximately 10 ft 
southwest of the residence. It is a one-story, 
front-gabled structure (Figure 270). It is clad 
with vinyl siding beneath an asphalt-shingle 
roof. A vinyl sectional garage door is located 
at the center of the east elevation.  

The shed is located approximately 15 ft 
southeast of the garage. It is a one-story, shed 
roof frame structure (see Figure 270). It is clad 
with vinyl siding beneath an asphalt-shingle 
roof. A metal door is located at the center of 
the east elevation.  

 

Figure 269. DHR # 131-5588: Southwesterly view of residence. 
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Figure 270. DHR# 131-5588: Garage and shed. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5588 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The residence located at DHR# 
131-5588 is an undistinguished building form 
that lacks the significance necessary for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is 
not of a specific style or significant design, nor 
does it represent a significant construction 
method. The addition of replacement siding, 
windows, and doors, as well as the large rear 
addition, have compromised its integrity of 
design, materials, and workmanship. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 
131-5588 is not eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 

no known historic districts or potential 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

Section 7: The High Rise 
Bridge 

Eight of the 183 historic architectural 
resources identified as part of the survey lie 
within this area. The majority of the resources 
found in this section are commercial 
properties that date to the mid-twentieth 
century. A small cemetery nestled in a modern 
subdivision was also identified. Three 
previously surveyed resources were 
documented in this section: the G.A. Treakle 
Memorial Bridge (High Rise Bridge) (DHR # 
131-5321), a residence at 5019 Bainbridge 
Boulevard (DHR # 131-0629), and the 
Crestwood Historic District (DHR # 131-
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5065). DHR has not formally evaluated the 
NRHP eligibility of these resources. 

DHR # 131-5321 
Address: High Rise Bridge, Bridge #2527 
Interstate 64 over the South Branch of the 
Elizabeth River, Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 384486 N: 4068802 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 271–275 

Date(s) of Construction: 1969–1972, 1991 

Description:  DHR # 131-5321 is the steel and 
concrete twin bascule bridge known as the 
High Rise Bridge and the G.A. Treakle 
Memorial Bridge. It is also identified as 
Bridge #2527 (Federal Structure # 0021868). 
The bridge carries Interstate 64/U.S. 17 over 
the Southern Branch of the Elizabeth River. 
The total length of the bridge measures 
approximately 4,825 ft, with the largest span 
measuring approximately 280 ft. The deck 
width measures 60 ft across (Bridgehunter 
2013). It is the only moveable interstate bridge 
in Virginia. 

The moveable span features a steel grate 
deck. Metal guardrails run along the sides of 
the bridge, and a metal Jersey barrier separates 
the east and west bound lanes of traffic. The 
superstructure is supported by arched metal 
girders with metal trusses between the girders. 
The main span is set upon concrete piers, and 
the control tower is situated to the northern 
corner of the eastern pier (Figures 271 and 
272).  

The approach spans are situated on 
concrete abutments and the substructure is 
supported by a combination of concrete piers 
and bents, 17 supporting the western approach 
and 20 supporting the eastern approach. The 
concrete deck is supported by nine metal 
girders. A metal and concrete railing runs 
along each side of the bridge, and a concrete 
Jersey barrier divides the east and west bound 

lanes. Aluminum lamp posts are evenly spaced 
along the railings (Figures 273–275). 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Bascule bridges were originally 
developed in the United States to replace 
swing spans, eliminating the central pier from 
the waterway. The bridge was able to open 
more quickly, and the channel was less 
obstructed. During the late nineteenth century, 
engineers in Chicago and Milwaukee 
improved the mechanics of the lift and locking 
mechanisms, which resulted in an efficiently 
operating movable bridge in tight, constricted 
areas. These bridges quickly replaced swing 
spans (Parsons Brinckerhoff 2005:3-123).  

The word “bascule,” which comes from 
the old French word “bacule,” means 
“seesaw,” and denotes a type of bridge so 
balanced that when one end is lowered the 
other is raised. The simplest type of bascule 
bridge is the single trunnion, in which the truss 
or girder (leaf) rotates vertically on a single, 
fixed-axis (or nearly fixed) horizontal shaft or 
pivot at or near the center of gravity of the 
rotating leaf. A simple example is the castle 
drawbridge. In most modern versions of the 
bascule span there is a long arm on one side of 
the pivot point, a shorter arm, which is called 
the tail, and some means of countering the 
weight of the long arm to achieve balance, 
usually with a metal or concrete mass (Parsons 
Brinckerhoff 2005:3-124). Simple trunnion 
bascule bridges are significant if they retain 
integrity of their character-defining features 
(leafs, trunnions, counterweights, cables, 
pulleys and piers) and are early examples 
dating from the early twentieth century 
(Parsons Brinckerhoff 2005:3-124).  

The High Rise Bridge was previously 
recorded in the DHR inventory; however, the 
survey form includes no information on the 
resource other than its name. No date of 
recordation is entered, and the entry does not 
have a recommendation or formal 
determination of eligibility by DHR attached 
to it. While broadly associated with 
transportation patterns in the Hampton Roads 
region, the bridge is not specifically associated 
with particular events in a manner that would 
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Figure 271. DHR # 131-5321: Bascule span.   

 

Figure 272. DHR # 131-5321: Metal grate deck of bascule span.  
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Figure 273. DHR # 131-5321: Eastern abutment.  

 

Figure 274. DHR # 131-5321: Bridge substructure. 
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Figure 275. DHR # 131-5321: Concrete deck of approach spans.  

constitute significance under Criterion A. The 
resource is not associated with significant 
persons in history and is thus not eligible 
under Criterion B. The resource is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. One of six bascule bridges 
historically located within this region, five of 
which were in Chesapeake, the High Rise 
Bridge is neither a particularly unique 
innovation in this setting, nor is it an early 
example of this bridge type. It is not 
characterized by noteworthy engineering 
features or architectural treatments that might 
otherwise distinguish it from similar 
constructions of the mid- to late twentieth 
century. Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR # 131-5321 is not eligible for inclusion 
in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5612 
Address: Anabranch Trace, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 382637 N: 4069067 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 276–277 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1873 

Description:  DHR # 131-5612 (archaeology 
DHR # 44CS0236) consists of the Moore-
Johnson Family Cemetery, located along the 
east side of Aleck Way, approximately 349 ft 
southeast of Anabranch Trace, which is 
located on the north side of I-64, immediately 
west of the High Rise Bridge. The resource 
was previously surveyed by Michael Baker, 
Jr., Inc., in 1998 and assigned the 
archaeological DHR inventory # 44CS0236 
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(Hinks). The resource was also a part of the 
archaeological survey associated with this 
project performed by CRA. The 1998 survey 
noted the Moore-Johnson Family Cemetery, 
which at the time was comprised of six 
marked graves, as well as an early-twentieth-
century dwelling and farmstead remains 
(Hinks 1998: 23–27). The dwelling is no 
longer extant, and the cemetery is located 
within dense vegetation west of a circa 2005 
subdivision.  

As Daniel Baicy of CRA explains in the 
archaeological report completed for the 
currently proposed project, Michael Baker, Jr. 
Inc., provided an extensive historical 
background for DHR# 44CS0236 and the 
Johnson family that is associated with the 
nineteenth-century and early-twentieth-
century component. The report containing this 
information is not widely available.  The 
research presented in that report has been 
confirmed and reproduced.  As quoted in the 
archaeological report (Baicy 2013): “A house 
and cemetery is depicted in the vicinity of Site 
44CS0236 on the Boutelle 1912 map of the 
Southern Branch of the Elizabeth River, both 
of which are attributed to the Johnson family.”  
The parcels of land containing the former 
structure and the cemetery were comprised of 
two land tracts prior to the Civil War and were 
described as “near the mouth of Deep Creek” 
(Norfolk County Deed Book [NCDB] 103: 
148).  In 1873, these two land tracts were 
acquired by Sylvester Moore and his sister, 
Ann Virginia Johnson, via inheritance from 
their father, John Moore, and grandfather, 
John Cherry.  John Moore (1794–1873) 
represents the earliest marked burial in the 
cemetery.  The subsequent partition of the 
land left Ann Virginia Johnson (1826–1895) 
with the tracts that contain the marked 
cemetery at Site 44CS0236.  She was married 
to John Tart Johnson (1809–1891), and both 
she and John are interred in the cemetery.  The 
Civil War-era Soederquist map depicts a 
house belonging to J. Johnson southwest of 
the site area adjacent to Deep Creek.  
Subsequently, the Sykes and Gwathney map 
(1887) shows the Johnson family 
approximately .5 mi to the northwest of Site 

44CS0236.  Neither map indicates the 
presence of a structure in the site vicinity.  
After Ann Virginia’s death in 1895, the 
parcels are passed on to her surviving five 
children.  The interests in the land, but not the 
cemetery, were transferred to William S. 
Johnson, one of the aforementioned five 
children, in 1904 (NCDB 281: 506).   

It appears likely that William S. Johnson 
constructed a dwelling, depicted on the 1912 
Boutelle Map next to the family cemetery, 
sometime after acquiring the land in 1904.  
The 1921 edition of the Newport News 
topographic quadrangle, produced from a 
1918 survey, shows neither the cemetery nor 
the building.  Tax records also suggest that by 
1924 the structure is no longer standing.  The 
property passed from William to his daughter, 
Esther Gallup (NCDB 548:366 and Norfolk 
County Will Book 15: 172).  The property was 
sold by Esther Gallup to the Norland Housing 
Corporation in 1950, excluding the family 
cemetery.     

The cemetery is presently enclosed by a 
chain-link fence and is completely overgrown. 
The cemetery features six visible marked 
graves. A 1956 VDOT highway map depicts 
eight marked graves; however, the locations of 
the stones are not indicated. Michael Baker, 
Jr., Inc., suggests these graves belong to the 
spouses of current interments (Hinks 1998). 
Extant markers are comprised of weathered 
limestone, and some are broken and lying on 
the ground (Figures 276–277). Death dates on 
the markers range from 1873 to 1901. Three of 
the markers are engraved with biblical 
quotations, and two show depictions of hands 
pointing to heaven. Conch shells are 
associated with three of the graves but are 
cracked and crumbling.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Criteria Consideration D states 
that cemeteries generally are not eligible for 
listing in the NRHP, except for those 
examples that derive their primary 
significance from graves of persons of 
transcendent importance, from age, from 
distinctive design features, or from association 
with historic events. The cemetery located at 
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Figure 276. DHR # 131-5612: Overview of Johnson Family Cemetery. 

 

Figure 277. DHR # 131-5612: Broken limestone marker.   
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DHR # 131-5612 does not meet any of these 
criteria. It is representative of a common 
private family cemetery and does not 
distinguish itself as a particularly early or 
significant example of the type. Its extremely 
overgrown nature has also compromised its 
integrity of setting, feeling, and design. 
Research also indicated no association 
between the cemetery and events or persons of 
historical significance. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5612 does not 
meet the requirements of Criteria 
Consideration D and is not eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5589 
Address: 5117 Bainbridge Boulevard, 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965              
(Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385101 N: 4068600 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 278–279 

Date(s) of Construction: 1965 

Description:  DHR # 131-5589 consists of 
buildings functioning as the office and garage 
for Earl’s Auto Parts, located at 5117 
Bainbridge Boulevard, on the south side of its 
intersection with Libertyville Road. The 
property is comprised of two garages situated 
on a level, approximately 4.195-acre parcel. It 
is surrounded by a junkyard. The structures 
are situated approximately 90 ft from the 
right-of-way and lie adjacent to a dirt parking 
area. Buildings are first depicted at this 
location on the 1965 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle.  

The northernmost garage is a one-story, 
front-gabled, frame structure with a shed-roof 
addition attached to the rear elevation (Figure 
278). It is situated on a concrete slab 
foundation beneath a corrugated metal roof 

and is clad with vertical board. A metal 
sectional garage door is located at the center 
of the north and east elevations. An open 
garage bay is located at the northern corner of 
the shed-roof addition.  

The southernmost garage is a one-story, 
one-bay, front-gabled concrete block structure 
(Figure 279). It is situated beneath a 
corrugated metal roof, and the area beneath 
the gable is clad with vertical board. Paired 
metal doors are located at the center of the 
west elevation. A single metal door is located 
just south of the center of the rear elevation. A 
vinyl, fixed sash window is located south of 
the door.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5589 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The garages located at DHR# 
131-5589 are undistinguished building forms 
that lack the significance necessary for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
They are not of a specific style or significant 
design, nor do they represent a significant 
construction method. While they retain 
original features, they are insignificant in their 
inclusion and do not distinguish themselves 
from other vernacular mid-century 
constructions. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR# 131-5589 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential districts in the 
area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 
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Figure 278. DHR # 131-5589: Northernmost garage. 

 

Figure 279. DHR # 131-5589: Southernmost garage. 
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DHR # 131-5600 
Address: 5021 Bainbridge Boulevard, 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385085 N: 4068813 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 280–282 

Date(s) of Construction: 1955 

Description:  DHR # 131-5600 consists of a 
residence, garage, and shed located at 5021 
Bainbridge Boulevard, approximately 180 ft 
north of its intersection with Interstate 64. The 
structures are situated on a level, grassy, 
approximately .57-acre parcel. A gravel 
driveway leads from the road to the garage, 
approximately 250 ft. A residence is first 
depicted at this location on the 1955 Norfolk 
South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1955. 

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(www/d/w/w), side-gabled with a front-gabled 
extension located at the center of the façade, 
frame Linear Ranch house (Figure 280). It is 
clad with a brick veneer beneath an asphalt-
shingle roof. An exterior brick chimney is 
adjoined to the northern corner of the rear 
elevation. The residence comprises 1,767 sq ft 
of living space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a vinyl 
door with a fanlight set behind a metal security 
door; it opens onto a brick porch sheltered 
beneath a hipped roof supported by metal 
columns. Windows are comprised of six-over-
six, double-hung wood sashes and one-over-
one, double-hung vinyl sashes located along the 
secondary elevations. A large vinyl picture 
window flanked by smaller fixed vinyl sashes 
is located north of the primary entry. The 
windows south of the primary entry are flanked 
by louvered sashes. A secondary entry that 
opens onto a brick porch is centered on a front-
gabled wing attached to the southern corner of 
the rear elevation.  

The garage is located approximately 80 ft 
east of the residence. It is a one-story, front-
gabled, frame structure (Figure 281). It is clad 
with a brick veneer beneath an asphalt-shingle 
roof. Two vinyl sectional garage doors are 
located at the center of the west elevation. A 
diamond-shaped window is located directly 
beneath the gable. A shed-roof carport is 
attached to the north elevation. The roof is 
supported by brick piers, and a brick half wall 
runs the perimeter of the north and east 
elevations.  

The shed is located approximately 25 ft 
northeast of the garage. It is a one-story, front-
gabled, concrete block structure parged with 
concrete (Figure 282). It is situated beneath an 
asphalt-shingle roof, and the area beneath the 
gable is clad with vertical board. Paired vertical 
board doors are located at the center of the west 
elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5600 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. The Ranch house is a common residential 
form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As 
such, examples of this form must demonstrate 
noteworthy architectural features and integrity 
to be considered individually eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. While the Ranch house located at 
DHR# 131-5600 exhibits several of the basic 
character-defining features of the property type, 
such as a single-storied form, front-gabled 
extension, and large picture window, it is 
undistinguished in its design, style, or inclusion 
of architectural features. The addition of 
replacement doors and windows has also 
compromised its integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR# 131-5600 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential districts in the 
area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 
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Figure 280. DHR # 131-5600: Southeasterly view of residence. 

 

Figure 281. DHR # 131-5600: Garage. 
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Figure 282. DHR # 131-5600: Shed. 

DHR # 131-0629 
Address: 5019 Bainbridge Boulevard, 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385061 N: 4068835 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 283–284 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1900 

Description: DHR#131-0629 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 5019 
Bainbridge Boulevard, approximately 255 ft 
north of its intersection with Interstate 64. The 
structures are situated on a level, grassy, 1.19-
acre parcel. A gravel driveway leads from the 
road to the residence, approximately 120 ft. A 
residence is first depicted at this location on 
the 1921 Newport News, VA topographic 

quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date the 
resource to 1925. The resource was previously 
surveyed by the History Store as part of a 
reconnaissance-level survey in 1987. The 
survey denoted its construction date as circa 
1890. Based on its form, a turn-of-the-century 
construction date appears accurate. 

The residence is a two-story, two-bay 
(w/d), triple-pile, front-gabled, frame house 
(Figure 283). It is situated on a brick 
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and 
is clad with vinyl siding. A cornice with 
cornice returns is located beneath the roof. 
The house features two exterior brick 
chimneys with corbelled caps, one each at the 
western corner of the north elevation and the 
center of the rear elevation. The residence 
comprises 1,440 sq ft of living space. 

The primary entry is comprised of a wood 
paneled door with three lights set behind an 
aluminum screen door; it opens onto a full-
length concrete porch. The hip porch roof is 
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supported by wood posts. Windows are 
comprised of two-over-two, double-hung 
wood sashes; one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes; and one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes with snap-in grids. The majority of 
windows are flanked by louvered shutters. A 
one-story, shed-roof, frame addition is 
attached to the south elevation. The western 
half of the addition is clad with vinyl siding, 
and the eastern half is comprised of a screened 
porch. A secondary entry is located at the 
center of the screened porch. A one-story, 
shed-roof, concrete block addition situated 
beneath a corrugated metal roof adjoins the 
center of the rear elevation. A metal door is 
located at the center of the rear elevation.  

The garage is located approximately 30 ft 
east of the residence. It is a one-story, hip-
roof, concrete block structure with shed roof 
additions attached to the east and south 
elevations (Figure 284). A metal door is 
located at the southern corner of the west 
elevation, and a vinyl sectional garage door is 
located at the northern corner. Windows are 
comprised of fixed vinyl sashes. The shed roof 
additions are open, and metal poles support 
the roof.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: No recommendation of eligibility 
was assigned to this resource during the 
previous reconnaissance survey, and its 
eligibility has not been formally determined 
by DHR. Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-0629 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The residence is an 
undistinguished building form that lacks the 
significance necessary for inclusion under 
Criterion C. It is not of a specific style or 
significant design, nor does it represent a 
significant construction method. Moreover, 
the addition of replacement siding and 
windows has compromised its integrity of 
design, materials, and workmanship. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR#131-0629 is not eligible for inclusion in 
the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There 
are no known or potential historic districts in 
the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

 

Figure 283. DHR # 131-0629: Southeasterly view of residence.  
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Figure 284. DHR # 131-0629: Garage. 

DHR # 131-5601 
Address: 5015 Bainbridge Boulevard, 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385064 N: 4068855 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 285  

Date(s) of Construction: 1960 

Description: DHR # 131-5601 consists of a 
building serving as the office of Forrest Septic 
Tank Contractors, Inc., located at 5015 
Bainbridge Boulevard, approximately 310 ft 
north of its intersection with Interstate 64. The 
combined office-garage building is situated on 
a level, approximately 1.25-acre parcel. A 
gravel parking area is located north, east, and 
west of the building, and Hodges Creek runs 
through the northern portion of the property. A 

chain-link fence surrounds the north and east 
parking areas. The building is situated 
approximately 60 ft from the right-of-way. A 
structure is first depicted at this location on the 
1965 Norfolk, VA topographic quadrangle.  

The building is a one-story, three-bay 
(w/d/w), front-gabled, concrete block structure 
(Figure 285). It is situated beneath an asphalt-
shingle roof, and the areas beneath the gables 
are clad with asbestos and vinyl siding. The 
building comprises approximately 1,500 sq ft 
of work space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a 
composite door set behind a metal storm door; 
it opens onto a concrete stoop. Windows are 
comprised of one-over-one, double-hung 
wood sashes. A secondary entry is located at 
the center of the north elevation and consists 
of a metal door. A metal sectional garage door 
is located east of the entry. A small shed-roof 
addition is located at the western corner of the 
north elevation. Another shed-roof addition is 
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Figure 285. DHR # 131-5601: Southeasterly view of office/garage. 

attached to the rear elevation. A wood paneled 
door is located at the northern corner, and a 
metal sectional garage door is located at the 
southern corner.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5601 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The building located at DHR# 
131-5601 is an undistinguished building form 
that lacks the significance necessary for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is 
not of a specific style or significant design, nor 
does it represent a significant construction 
method. The construction of additions has also 
compromised its integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR# 131-5601 is not 

eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5602 
Address: Norfolk and Portsmouth Belt Line 
Railroad at Interstate 64, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 384760 N: 4068761 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 286–287 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1898–2013 

Description:  DHR # 131-5602 consists of an 
approximately 1,500 ft portion of the Norfolk 
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and Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad that 
crosses beneath Interstate 64, at the eastern 
approach of the High Rise Bridge. Wetlands 
associated with Hodges Creek are located 
north of the I-64 crossing, and wetlands 
associated with Mains Creek are located south 
of the I-64 crossing. The line splits into a 
siding as it enters A&R Logistics, Inc., 
property, with the western siding ending on 
the commercial property. Within the APE, the 
rail corridor is comprised of standard-gauge 
steel track set on timber crossties embedded 
within the raised trackbed, which is cast in 
crushed granitic ballast. The corridor traverses 
an area flanked by vegetative screens 
interspersed amidst substantial industrial 
ventures that line the areas north and south of 
Interstate 64 to the west of Bainbridge 
Boulevard. Other areas are flanked by vacant 
fields, both historical and contemporary, the 
latter the result of past demolitions. Several 
utility corridors cross the line in the immediate 
vicinity of the study area, and at-grade 
crossings characterize the route at local roads 
north and south of the APE and at industrial 
facility entrances within the area (Figures 286 
and 287). 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: The Norfolk and Portsmouth Belt 
Line Railroad was created in 1898 to link 
eight line-haul railroads (Atlantic Coast Line 
Railroad Company; Chesapeake & Ohio 
Railway Company; New York, Philadelphia & 
Norfolk Railroad Company; Norfolk Southern 
Railroad Company; Norfolk & Western 
Railroad Company; Seaboard Air Line 
Railway Company; Southern Railway 
Company; and the Virginian Railway 
Company) with the purpose of linking the haul 
lines with major cities within the Hampton 
Roads region; specifically, interests were to 
connect in and around the cities of Berkley 
and Portsmouth, Virginia. Originally 
incorporated as the Southeastern and Atlantic 
Railroad Company in 1896, its present name 
was acquired in 1898. By 1927, the main line, 
running from Port Norfolk to Berkley, 
consisted of approximately 5.6 mi of track; a 
branch line connecting to the Elizabeth River 
Railroad Company extended 1.4 mi; and an 

additional 4.6 mi of track were acquired 
directly from the Elizabeth River Railroad 
Company. Additional lineage was leased or 
operated in agreement with some of the eight 
lines for which the belt line operated 
(Interstate Commerce Commission 1927). 
Presently in operation, the Belt Line is a 
terminal switching company that links 
commerce around the port areas of Portsmouth 
and Chesapeake. Through various mergers, the 
company is now partly owned by both Norfolk 
Southern Corporation and CSX Corporation; 
the Railroad owns 34 mi of track and retains 
rights for an approximately 27 mi section of 
Norfolk Southern track (Norfolk & 
Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad Co. 2013). 

The survey for the current project 
identified and investigated a small portion of 
this much larger system in the area, which had 
not been previously identified. The portion of 
the resource within the APE consists solely of 
an approximately 1,500 ft length of corridor 
enframing a standard-gauge single track set on 
a raised trackbed. Originally and presently 
functioning as a connection for the region’s 
railroads to support commerce with industrial 
centers in the Hampton Roads region, the 
Norfolk and Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad is 
broadly associated with the development of 
transportation and commerce-to-port routes 
within this portion of Virginia starting at the 
turn of the century. However, as a belt line 
with the explicit function of connecting other 
lines to industry, the railroad only retains that 
association and has the possibility of reflecting 
any such significance, if it exists, in relation to 
its connections to the larger network within 
this region and in consideration of the role that 
the larger network played within the region, 
including the vast complex of ports, industrial 
facilities, sidings, and connecting lines. 
Removed from that context, as a single entity, 
its associations are limited and significance is 
marginal. It should be noted that several of the 
connecting railroads with which the Belt Line 
has historically been associated have been 
formally determined ineligible for listing in 
the NRHP (Norfolk Southern/Norfolk & 
Western; DHR # 131-0479) or recommended 
ineligible for listing in the NRHP (Virginian 
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Figure 286. DHR # 131-5602: South-southwesterly view of the rail line. 

 

Figure 287. DHR # 131-5602: North-northwesterly view of rail line, looking towards High Rise Bridge. 
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Railway; DHR # 131-5631) due to a loss of 
integrity that diminishes the potential to reflect 
historical associations. Likewise, while many 
industrial centers remain within the area, the 
majority of have had their buildings and 
infrastructure replaced with modern 
counterparts dating to the last half of the 
twentieth century. Other facilities have been 
removed, vacant fallow fields remaining in 
their place. However, as investigation of these 
connections and other considerations is well 
beyond the scope and necessity of the project, 
CRA recommends that this portion of DHR # 
131-5602 cannot be considered eligible for 
listing in the NRHP under Criterion A at this 
time. The resource is not associated 
specifically with persons important to our 
past; thus, CRA recommends that it is not 
eligible for the NRHP under Criterion B. 
Operated continually since its founding and 
modified through improvements in 
infrastructure and technology over its more 
than 100-year operation, the resource does not 
represent an innovative, early, or particularly 
noteworthy example of an engineered 
structure. There are no built features, such as 
bridges or tunnels, within the APE. CRA 
recommends that it is not eligible under 
Criterion C. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5602 is not eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended at this time. 

DHR # 131-5056 
Address: Bainbridge Boulevard, Tuskegee 
Avenue, Ray Avenue, Pile Avenue, Durham 
Avenue, Laura Street, Charles Street, Booker 
Street, Carver Street, Dunn Street, Outlaw 
Street, Grant Street, Gregg Street, and Lincoln 
Road, Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs:  E: 385024 N: 4068953 
 E: 385646 N: 4069071 
 E: 385561 N: 4069276 

 E: 385332 N: 4069407 
 E: 384950 N: 4069615 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 288–290 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1937 

Description: DHR # 131-5056 is the 
Crestwood Historic District, located between 
Bainbridge and Great Bridge Boulevards. The 
neighborhood features small lots with open 
lawns and paved drives. The first residences 
appear on the 1944 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle.  The district was 
previously identified and surveyed in 1998 as 
part of a reconnaissance-level investigation 
that, in part, updated the results of previous 
investigations (Culhane). 

According to the previous survey, the 
Crestwood community was developed as 
worker housing for the employees of the 
Smith-Douglas Fertilizer Company. The 
neighborhood was laid out in an eccentric 
grid, with lots measuring 50 ft x 120 ft and 
setbacks of 20 ft. The land was platted in 1937 
and 1939. Frame houses were constructed 
first. These consisted of single-story, single-
family houses, as well as duplexes, and were 
rectangular in plan with side- or front-gabled 
roofs. After World War II, concrete block 
houses were constructed. These were 
predominantly single-family homes and 
consisted of a rectangular plan with gabled or 
clipped-gabled roofs. At the time of the 
previous survey, approximately 300 buildings 
comprised the Crestwood community 
(Culhane 1998). 

Since the 1998 survey, a majority of the 
buildings original to the Crestwood 
community have been demolished and 
replaced with two-story, frame, vinyl-clad 
single-family homes (Figure 288). 
Additionally, the alleys that were once part of 
the community are no longer represented. 
While some of the original houses remain, 
they are scattered throughout the community 
within the newly built homes (Figure 289). Of 
the 300 original Crestwood worker homes, 
approximately 20–25 remain (Figure 290). 
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Figure 288. DHR # 131-5056: Northerly overview of new construction on Pile Avenue in the Crestwood community. 

 

Figure 289. DHR # 131-5056: South-southeasterly overview of original concrete block house and new construction 
along Booker Street in the Crestwood community. 
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Figure 290. DHR # 131-5056: North-northwesterly overview of original concrete block and frame house, as well as 
new construction, along Outlaw Street. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While the 1998 survey (Culhane) 
relayed the significance of the Crestwood 
Historic District and recommended that its 
significance should be more fully investigated, 
the community has witnessed substantial 
deterioration and destruction through the 
demolition of nearly all of the original homes. 
Associated with the Smith-Fertilizer 
Company, the community does not retain 
sufficient integrity to represent such historical 
associations. It is but a fragment of its original 
form. Research has revealed no other 
associations between the resource and events 
or persons of historical significance; thus, it is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B. The resource is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. While originally noted as a fine 
example of a company town by the 1998 
survey, a majority of the resources that 
contributed to the significance of the 
Crestwood community were demolished after 

1998. As such, the community no longer 
reflects the design intent or aesthetic of an 
intact company town, with original structures 
only sporadically interspersed amidst new 
construction. Integrity of location, design, 
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and 
association are no longer intact. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5056 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

Section 8: I-64 between  
the High Rise Bridge and  

the I-464 Interchange 
Sixteen of the 183 historic architectural 

resources identified as part of the survey lie 
within this area. Most of the resources that 
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comprise this section consist of mid-twentieth-
century suburban dwellings densely located 
adjacent to the industrial development west of 
the Elizabeth River area. The Crestwood 
Intermediate (formerly Crestwood Middle) 
School also lies in this section. 

DHR # 131-5590 
Address: 5349 Libertyville Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385651 N: 4068725 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 291 

Date(s) of Construction: 1960 

Description: DHR# 131-5590 is comprised of 
a residence located at 5349 Libertyville Road, 
approximately 167 ft west of its intersection 
with Channel Place. A prefabricated shed is 
also associated with the property and located 
to the rear of the residence. The structures are 

situated on a level, approximately 1-acre 
parcel that borders Interstate 64. A wood fence 
encloses the backyard, and a chain-link fence 
runs along the right-of-way. The residence is 
situated at the end of a gravel driveway, 
approximately 46 ft from the road. A house is 
first depicted at this location on the 1965 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1960. 

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(w/d/w), double-pile, side-gabled, frame house 
with a rear addition (Figure 291). It is situated 
on a concrete block foundation beneath an 
asphalt-shingle roof and is clad with vinyl 
siding. An interior brick chimney extends 
from the roof peak, west of the center. The 
residence comprises 1,032 sq ft of living 
space. 

The primary entry is comprised of a 
paneled door with a fanlight set behind a metal 
storm door; it opens onto a concrete porch. A 
metal railing runs the perimeter of the porch. 
Windows are comprised of one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids, 

 

Figure 291. DHR # 131-5590: Northwesterly view of residence. 
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and the façade windows are flanked by 
louvered shutters. A one-story, shed-roof, 
frame addition adjoins the rear elevation. A 
secondary entry comprised of a paneled door 
with a fanlight is located at the southern corner 
of the east elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5590 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. The residence located at DHR# 131-5590 is 
an undistinguished building form that lacks the 
significance necessary for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion C. It is not of a specific 
style or significant design, nor does it represent 
a significant construction method. The addition 
of replacement siding, windows, and doors has 
also compromised its integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5590 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5591 
Address: 5347 Libertyville Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385666 N: 4068724 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 292 

Date(s) of Construction: 1954 

Description:  DHR # 131-5591 consists of a 
residence located at 5347 Libertyville Road, 
approximately 110 ft west of its intersection 
with Channel Place. A prefabricated shed is 
located to the rear of the residence. The 
structures are situated on a level, approximately 
.095-acre parcel that borders Interstate 64 to the 
north. A gravel driveway leads from the road to 

the residence. A chain-link fence runs along the 
road. A residence is first depicted at this 
location on the 1955 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1954.  

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(w/d/w), double-pile, side-gabled, frame 
American Small House (Figure 292). It is 
situated on a concrete block foundation beneath 
an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad with 
asbestos siding. An interior brick chimney 
extends from the rear slope of the roof. The 
residence comprises 672 sq ft of living space. 

The primary entry is comprised of a 
paneled door that opens onto a single-bay 
concrete porch sheltered beneath a front-gabled 
roof supported by wood posts. A railing runs 
along the east and west sides of the porch. 
Windows are comprised of one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sashes, and the façade 
windows are flanked by louvered shutters. A 
secondary entry is located at the center of the 
east elevation. It is comprised of a paneled door 
that opens onto a single bay concrete porch 
sheltered beneath a shed roof, which is 
supported by metal columns.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5591 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion 
C. The American Small House is one of the 
most common residential forms constructed in 
mid-century suburbs across the country; 
therefore, they must exhibit exceptional 
characteristics and outstanding integrity to be 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. The example 
located at DHR# 131-5591 is undistinguished 
in terms of its design, style, or other 
architectural features. Additionally, the addition 
of replacement doors and windows has 
compromised its integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR# 131-5591 is not 
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Figure 292. DHR # 131-5591: Northerly view of residence.  

eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5592 
Address: 5343 Libertyville Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385695 N: 4068723 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 293 

Date(s) of Construction: 1953 

Description:  DHR # 131-5592 consists of a 
residence located at 5343 Libertyville Road, 
on the north side of its intersection with 
Channel Place. It is situated on a level, grassy, 

approximately .109-acre parcel bordering 
Interstate 64 to the north. A gravel driveway 
leads approximately 50 ft from the road to the 
residence. A house is first depicted at this 
location on the 1955 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1953. 

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(w/w/w), double-pile, side-gabled, frame 
house with additions (Figure 293). It is 
situated on a concrete block foundation 
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad 
with aluminum siding. An interior concrete 
block chimney extends from the rear slope of 
the roof. The residence comprises 849 sq ft of 
living space.  

The primary entry is located at the center 
of the east elevation and is comprised of a 
wood paneled door set behind a metal security 
door; it opens onto a concrete stoop. Windows 
are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sashes, and the façade windows are 
flanked by louvered shutters. A secondary 
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Figure 293. DHR # 131-5592: Northwesterly view of residence.   

entry is located south of the primary entry. It 
is also comprised of a paneled door set behind 
a metal security door and opens onto a wood 
ramp. The original primary entry, located at 
the center of the façade, has been enclosed 
within a front-gabled frame addition. An 
octagonal window fronts the center of the 
addition. Another front-gabled addition is 
attached to the western corner of the façade.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5592 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The residence located at DHR # 
131-5592 is an undistinguished building form 
that lacks the significance necessary for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is 
not of a specific style or significant design, nor 
does it represent a significant construction 

method. The addition of replacement windows 
and doors, as well as the additions and 
enclosure of the original entry, has also 
compromised its integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR# 131-5592 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5593 
Address: 5329 Libertyville Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385738 N: 4068721 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 
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Photographs: Figure 294 

Date(s) of Construction: 1958 

Description:  DHR # 131-5593 consists of a 
residence located at 5329 Libertyville Road, 
approximately 73 ft east of its intersection 
with Channel Place. Two prefabricated sheds 
are located to the rear of the residence. The 
structures are situated on a level, grassy, 
approximately .184-acre parcel. A gravel 
driveway leads from the road to the residence, 
approximately 53 ft. A residence is first 
depicted at this location on the 1965 Norfolk 
South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1958. 

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(w/d/w), double-pile, side-gabled, frame 
American Small House with an addition 
(Figure 294). It is situated on a concrete block 
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. It 
is clad with asbestos siding. The residence 
comprises 1,060 sq ft of living space. 

The primary entry is comprised of a 
paneled door set behind a metal storm door; it 

opens onto a concrete stoop sheltered beneath 
a front-gabled hood supported by wood posts. 
Windows are comprised of one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl windows. A side-gabled 
frame addition is attached to the west 
elevation, and a secondary entry that opens 
onto a concrete stoop is located on the 
addition’s west elevation. The entry is 
sheltered beneath a shed-roof hood supported 
by wood knee braces.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5593 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The American Small House is one 
of the most common residential forms 
constructed in mid-century suburbs across the 
country; therefore, they must exhibit 
exceptional characteristics and outstanding 
integrity to be eligible for listing in the NRHP. 
The example located at DHR# 131-5593 is 

 

Figure 294. DHR# 131-5593: Northwesterly view of residence.  
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undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or 
other architectural features. Also, the addition 
of replacement doors and windows, as well as 
the large addition, has compromised its 
integrity of design, materials, and 
workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR# 131-5593 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5594 
Address: 5325 Libertyville Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385758 N: 4068720 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 295 

Date(s) of Construction: 1958 

Description: DHR# 131-5594 consists of a 
residence located at 5325 Libertyville Road, 
approximately 146 ft east of its intersection 
with Channel Place. It is situated on a level, 
grassy, approximately .161-acre parcel 
bordering Interstate 64 to the north. A 
concrete driveway leads from the road to the 
residence, approximately 55 ft. A residence is 
first depicted at this location on the 1965 
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. 
Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1958. 

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(w/d/w), double-pile, side-gabled, frame 
American Small House (Figure 295). It is 
situated on a parged concrete block foundation 
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad 
with asbestos shingles. The residence 
comprises approximately 700 sq ft of living 
space. 

 

Figure 295. DHR # 131-5594: Northwesterly view of residence.  
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The primary entry is comprised of a wood 
paneled door that opens onto a concrete stoop, 
which is sheltered beneath a front-gabled hood 
supported by wood posts. Windows are 
comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes with snap-in grids. The façade windows 
are flanked by louvered shutters. A secondary 
entry is located at the center of the west 
elevation. It opens onto a concrete stoop 
sheltered beneath a shed-roof hood that is 
supported by wood posts.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5594 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The American Small House is one 
of the most common residential forms built in 
mid-century suburbs across the country; 
therefore, they must exhibit exceptional 
characteristics and outstanding integrity to be 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. The example 
located at DHR# 131-5594 is undistinguished 
in terms of its design, style, or other 
architectural features. While the majority of 
original materials remain, they are merely 
representative rather than noteworthy. Also, 
the addition of replacement windows has 
compromised its integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5594 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5595 
Address: 5323 Libertyville Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385782 N: 4068721 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 296 

Date(s) of Construction: 1965 

Description:  DHR # 131-5595 consists of a 
residence located at 5323 Libertyville Road, 
approximately 215 ft east of its intersection 
with Channel Place. It is situated on a level, 
grassy, approximately .387-acre parcel that 
borders Interstate 64 to the north. A concrete 
driveway leads from the road to the residence, 
approximately 50 ft. A residence is first 
depicted at this location on the 1965 Norfolk 
South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1965. 

The residence is a one-story, seven-bay 
(w/d/d/www/d/w/w), hip-roof, frame 
Courtyard Ranch house (Figure 296). It is 
situated beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is 
clad with a brick veneer. The foundation 
material is not visible. An interior brick 
chimney extends from the roof west of the 
primary entry. An exterior concrete block 
chimney is centered on the rear elevation. The 
former garage has been converted into living 
space. The residence comprises 2,263 sq ft of 
living space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a vinyl 
door that opens on an open brick porch. 
Windows are comprised of one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids. 
The façade windows are flanked by louvered 
shutters. A large vinyl picture window flanked 
by smaller one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes is located west of the entry. A 
screened-in breezeway connects the residence 
to the former garage, and a secondary entry is 
located at the center. Another secondary entry, 
comprised of a vinyl door, is located within 
the second westernmost bay.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5595 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
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Figure 296. DHR # 131-5595: Northwesterly view of residence.  

century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains basic features of the Ranch 
house, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region. The addition of 
replacement windows and doors, as well as the 
enclosure and resizing of the garage, has 
compromised its integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR# 131-5595 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5596 
Address: 5321 Libertyville Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385816 N: 4068718 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 297–298    

Date(s) of Construction: 1964 

Description:  DHR # 131-5596 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 5321 
Libertyville Road, approximately 350 ft east 
of its intersection with Channel Place. The 
structures are situated on a level, 
approximately .164-acre parcel that borders 
Interstate 64 to the north. A gravel driveway 
leads from the road to the residence and 
garage, approximately 90 ft. The residence is 
not depicted on any historic maps. However, 
its form and appearance date it to the mid-
twentieth century. Local tax assessor records 
date this resource to 1964. 
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The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(w/ww/d), double-pile, side-gabled, concrete 
block house with a rear addition (Figure 297). 
It is situated beneath an asphalt-shingle roof; 
the lower half of the façade is clad with a 
brick veneer. An interior brick chimney 
extends from the roof ridge at its center. The 
residence comprises 910 sq ft of living space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a 
paneled door set behind a metal storm door; it 
opens onto a single-bay brick porch sheltered 
beneath a metal awning, which is supported by 
metal columns. Windows are comprised of 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. A 
front-gabled concrete block addition adjoins 
the rear elevation. A secondary entry, 
comprised of a paneled door that opens onto 
concrete steps, is located at the center of the 
east elevation of the addition.  

The garage is located approximately 20 ft 
north of the residence. It is a one-story, front-
gabled, frame structure (Figure 298). It is 
situated on a concrete block foundation 
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad 
with vinyl siding. A metal sectional garage 
door is located at the eastern corner of the 
south elevation, and a metal door is located at 

the eastern corner. A one-over-one, double-
hung, metal window is located between the 
doors.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5596 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The residence located at DHR# 
131-5596 is an undistinguished building form 
that lacks the significance necessary for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is 
not of a specific style or significant design, nor 
does it represent a significant construction 
method. The addition of replacement windows 
and doors has also compromised its integrity 
of design, materials, and workmanship. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 
131-5596 is not eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

 

Figure 297. DHR # 131-5596: Northeasterly view of residence.  
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Figure 298. DHR # 131-5596: Garage. 

DHR # 131-5597 
Address: 5311 Libertyville Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385867 N: 4068717 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 299–300 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1950–1955 

Description:  DHR # 131-5597 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 5311 
Libertyville Road, approximately 375 ft west 
of its intersection with Mullen Road. The 
structures are situated on a level, 
approximately .19-acre parcel. A gravel 
driveway leads from the road to the residence, 
and a chain-link fence encloses the backyard. 

Local tax assessor records date this resource to 
1945; however, a residence is first depicted at 
this location on the 1955 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Based on the 
residence's first map appearance and form, it 
most likely dates to circa 1950–1955. 

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(ww/d/ww), double-pile, side-gabled, frame 
house with a rear addition (Figure 299). It is 
clad with a brick veneer beneath an asphalt-
shingle roof. The foundation material is not 
visible. The residence comprises 1,092 sq ft of 
living space.  

The entry is comprised of a wood paneled 
door with a fanlight set behind a metal storm 
door; it opens onto a two-bay brick porch 
sheltered beneath a metal awning supported by 
metal columns. Façade windows are 
comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes. Other windows are comprised of two-
over-two, double-hung wood sashes. A front-
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gabled frame addition is attached to the 
eastern half of the rear elevation. The door and 
window openings are enclosed with plywood, 
and the entry opens onto a brick and concrete 
stoop sheltered beneath a metal awning that is 
supported by a metal column. 

The shed is located approximately 30 ft 
north of the residence. It is a one-story, side-
gabled, frame structure (Figure 300). It is clad 
with vinyl siding beneath an asphalt-shingle 
roof. An open entry is located at the center of 
the south elevation, and a four-light metal 
window is located at the center of the east 
elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5597 and 

events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The residence located at DHR# 
131-5597 is an undistinguished building form 
that lacks the significance necessary for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is 
not of a specific style or significant design, nor 
does it represent a significant construction 
method. Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR# 131-5597 is not eligible for inclusion in 
the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There 
are no known historic districts or potential 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

 

Figure 299. DHR # 131-5597: Northwesterly view of residence.  
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Figure 300. DHR # 131-5597: Shed. 

DHR # 131-5598 
Address: 5285 Libertyville Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385927 N: 4068730 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 301 

Date(s) of Construction: 1945 

Description:  DHR # 131-5598 consists of a 
residence located at 5285 Libertyville Road, 
approximately 99 ft southwest of its 
intersection with Mullen Road. It is situated 
on a level, grassy, approximately .26-acre 
parcel bordered by Interstate 64 to the 
northwest. A gravel driveway leads from the 
road to the residence. A house is first depicted 

at this location on the 165 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor 
records date this resource to 1945. 

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(w/d/w), double-pile, front-gabled, frame 
Southern Bungalow with additions (Figure 
301). It is situated on a parged concrete block 
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and 
clad with vinyl siding. The residence 
comprises 920 sq ft of living space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a 
paneled door set behind a metal screen door; it 
opens onto a two-bay concrete porch sheltered 
beneath a front-gabled roof modified by a shed 
roof addition. It is supported by vinyl posts. A 
vinyl railing runs the perimeter of the porch. 
Windows are comprised of one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids. 
The façade windows are flanked by louvered 
shutters. Located at the center of the southwest 
(side) elevation, a secondary entry 
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Figure 301. DHR # 131-5598: Northeasterly view of residence.  

comprised of a vinyl door opens onto a 
screened-in concrete porch sheltered beneath a 
front-gabled roof, which is supported by wood 
posts. A side-gabled frame addition is attached 
to the center of the northeast (side) elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5598 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. Southern Bungalows, front-gable 
variants of the American Bungalow, may have 
evolved from the double shotgun house 
commonly seen in the South (Jakle et al 
1989:179).  Rectangular in plan, with the long 
axis of the structure running perpendicular to 
the street, this basic vernacular form is 
enlivened with a full-width porch on its 
principal façade (Jakle et al 1989:222). The 
example located at DHR# 131-5598 exhibits 
elements commonly found on Southern 

Bungalows constructed from the period and is 
undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or 
other architectural features. The addition of 
replacement siding, windows and doors, as 
well as the additions, has compromised its 
integrity of design, materials, and 
workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR# 131-5598 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5599 
Address: 5281 Libertyville Road, Chesapeake, 
VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385941 N: 4068744 
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Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 302 

Date(s) of Construction: 1955 

Description:  DHR # 131-5599 consists of a 
residence located at 5281 Libertyville Road, 
on the south side of its intersection with 
Interstate 64 and the west side of its 
intersection with Mullen Road. A 
prefabricated shed is also associated with the 
property. The structures are situated on a level, 
triangular shaped, approximately .248-acre 
parcel. A wood fence surrounds the backyard, 
and a gravel driveway leads from the road to 
the residence. The residence is first depicted 
on the 1965 Norfolk South, VA topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1955. 

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(ww/d/w), double-pile, hip roof, frame 
Bungalow Ranch house (Figure 302). It is 
situated on a parged concrete block foundation 
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad 
with vinyl siding. The residence is comprised 
of 672 sq ft of living space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a vinyl 
door set behind a metal storm door that opens 
onto a single-bay concrete and brick porch 
sheltered beneath a hip roof. The roof is 
supported by wood posts, and a wood railing 
runs the perimeter of the porch. Windows are 
comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes with snap-in grids. A secondary entry 
comprised of a paneled door with a fanlight 
that opens onto a brick stoop is located at the 
southwest corner of the rear elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5599 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 

 

Figure 302. DHR # 131-5599: Northwesterly view of residence.   
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resource retains basic features of the Ranch 
house, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region. The addition of 
replacement siding, windows, and doors has 
compromised its integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5599 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5603 
Address: 509 Laura Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385441 N: 4068871 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 303–304 

Date(s) of Construction: 1945 

Description: DHR # 131-5603 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 509 Laura 
Street, approximately 170 ft west of where the 
street dead ends at Interstate 64. The structures 
are situated on a level, grassy, approximately 
.787-acre parcel that borders Interstate 64 to 
the south. The residence is first depicted on 
the 1955 Norfolk South, VA topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1945. According to the 
property owner, it was moved from its original 
location in 1995. 

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(w/d/w), double-pile, side-gabled, frame 
American Small House (Figure 303).  It is 
situated on a concrete block foundation 
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad 
with vinyl siding. The residence comprises 
864 sq ft of living space. 

The primary entry is comprised of a 
paneled door set behind a metal storm door; it 
opens onto a single-bay brick porch sheltered 

beneath a front-gabled porch roof supported 
by wood posts. The area beneath the gable is 
clad with asbestos shingles. Windows are 
comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes with snap-in grids. A large vinyl 
picture window is located west of the entry. A 
secondary entry comprised of a paneled door 
set behind a metal storm door that opens onto 
a wood stoop is located just west of the center 
of the rear elevation. A small shed-roof, frame 
addition clad with vertical board is attached to 
the eastern corner of the rear elevation. A 
hinged vertical board door is located at the 
western corner of the addition.  

The shed is located approximately 50 ft 
south of the residence. It is a one-story, front-
gabled, frame structure clad with vinyl siding 
(Figure 304). Hinged plywood doors are 
located at the center of the north elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5603 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The American Small House is one 
of the most common residential forms 
constructed in mid-century suburbs across the 
country; therefore, they must exhibit 
exceptional characteristics and outstanding 
integrity to be eligible for listing in the NRHP. 
The example located at DHR# 131-5603 is 
undistinguished in terms of its design, style, 
and inclusion of architectural features. The 
addition of replacement siding, windows, and 
doors has compromised its integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship. Additionally, its 
relocation has compromised its integrity of 
location, setting, association, and feeling. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 
131-5603 is not eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known or potential historic districts in the 
area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 
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Figure 303. DHR # 131-5603: Southwesterly view of residence. 

 

Figure 304. DHR # 131-5603: Shed 
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DHR # 131-5604 
Address: 602 Laura Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385498 N: 4068852 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 305–306 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1925-1949 

Description: DHR # 131-5604 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 602 Laura 
Street. The structures are situated on a level, 
grassy, approximately 1.28-acre parcel 
bordering Interstate 64 to the south. A gravel 
driveway leads approximately 82 ft to the 
residence. Based on its form and appearance, 
the residence appears to date to the mid-
twentieth century. According to the property 
owner, it was moved from its original location 
in 1995. Tax assessor records reflect the 
relocation date. 

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(w/d/ww/w), double-pile, side-gabled, frame 
American Small House with additions (Figure 
305). It is situated on a concrete block 
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and 
is clad with asbestos siding. A western-
reaching projection is single-pile. An interior 
brick chimney extends from the roof peak at 
its center. The residence comprises 
approximately 1,000 sq ft of living space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a wood 
paneled door set behind a metal storm door 
that opens onto a concrete porch. The porch is 
sheltered beneath a front-gabled roof 
supported by wood posts.  A wood railing runs 
the perimeter of the porch. Windows are 
comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes, some with snap-in grids. The façade 
windows are flanked by shutters. Windows 
along the west elevation have been enclosed 
with wood. A shed-roof frame addition is 
attached to the rear elevation. An entry 
comprised of a wood door with a single light 
that opens onto a concrete porch is located at 

the western corner of the addition’s rear 
elevation. 

The shed is located approximately 35 ft 
southwest of the residence. It is a one-story, 
front-gabled, frame structure (Figure 306). It 
is clad with composite panels. A hinged 
composite panel door is located at the eastern 
corner of the north elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5604 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The American Small House is one 
of the most common residential forms 
constructed in mid-century suburbs across the 
country; therefore, they must exhibit 
exceptional characteristics and outstanding 
integrity to be eligible for listing in the NRHP. 
The example located at DHR# 131-5604 is 
undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or 
inclusion of architectural features. The 
addition of replacement windows and doors 
has compromised its integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship. Additionally, its 
relocation has compromised its integrity of 
location, setting, association, and feeling. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 
131-5604 is not eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 
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Figure 305. DHR # 131-5604: Southeasterly view of residence. 

 

Figure 306. DHR # 131-5604: Shed.    
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DHR # 131-5605 
Address: 600 Laura Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385470 N: 4068867 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 307–308 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1950–1974 

Description: DHR # 131-5605 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 600 Laura 
Street along a gravel drive approximately 90 ft 
west of where the road dead ends at its 
intersection with Interstate 64. The structures 
are situated on a level, approximately .625-
acre parcel. Based on its form and appearance, 
the residence appears to date to the mid-
twentieth century. According to the property 
owner, it was moved from its original location 
in 1995. Tax assessor records reflect the 
relocation date. 

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(ww/d/www), front-gabled frame house with a 
rear addition (Figure 307). It is clad with a 
brick veneer beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. 
The foundation material is not visible. The 
area beneath the gable end of the rear 
elevation is clad with vinyl siding. The 
residence comprises approximately 1,120 sq ft 
of living space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a wood 
paneled door with nine lights set behind a 
metal screen door that opens onto concrete 
steps. Windows are comprised of one-over-
one, double-hung wood sashes set behind 
metal storm windows. A secondary entry 
comprised of a paneled door is located at the 
center of the rear elevation; it opens onto brick 
steps. A front-gabled addition is attached to 
the western half of the rear elevation. One-
over-one, double-hung wood sash windows 
are located at the center of each elevation of 
the addition. 

The garage is located approximately 35 ft 
south of the residence. It is a one-story, front-
gabled, frame structure with a shed-roof 
addition (Figure 308). It is clad with 
aluminum siding beneath an asphalt-shingle 
roof, and the addition exhibits unclad particle 
board. A metal sectional garage door is 
centered on the garage’s north elevation. A 
paneled door is located at the eastern corner of 
the addition’s north elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5605 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The residence located at DHR# 
131-5605 is an undistinguished building form 
that lacks the significance necessary for 
inclusion in the NRHP. It is not of a specific 
style or significant design, nor does it 
represent a significant construction method. 
While the majority of original materials 
remain, the house is not a significant example 
of a mid-century residence. Moreover, its 
relocation has compromised its integrity of 
location, setting, association, and feeling. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5605 is not eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known or potential historic districts in the 
area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 
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Figure 307. DHR # 131-5605: Southwesterly view of residence.   

 

Figure 308. DHR # 131-5605: Garage.  
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DHR # 131-5606 
Address: 719 Durham Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385407 N: 4068866 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 309 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description: DHR # 131-5606 consists of a 
residence located at 719 Durham Avenue, on 
the south side of its intersection with Interstate 
64. It is situated on a level, grassy, 
approximately .982-acre parcel, and the 
residence is surrounded by overgrown 
vegetation. A concrete driveway leads from the 
road to the residence, approximately 50 ft. The 
residence is first depicted on the 1965 Norfolk 
South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1963. 

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(d/www/w), hip-roof, frame Courtyard Ranch 

house with an attached garage (Figure 309). It 
is clad with a brick veneer beneath an asphalt-
shingle roof. The foundation is not visible. A 
large interior brick chimney extends from the 
roof at its eastern end. Another interior brick 
chimney extends from the roof near its eastern 
end. The residence comprises approximately 
1,800 sq ft of living space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a 
paneled door that opens onto brick steps. 
Windows are comprised of two-over-two, 
double-hung wood sashes set behind aluminum 
storm windows. The bay immediately west of 
the entry exhibits a large wood picture window 
flanked by smaller, two-over-two, double-hung 
wood sashes. Located at the center of the east 
elevation, a secondary entry comprised of a 
wood door with a diamond-shaped light is set 
behind an aluminum screen door. A hip-roof 
addition adjoins the rear elevation. Another 
secondary entry comprised of a vinyl door is 
centered on the addition’s rear elevation. 
Windows located along the addition are 
comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
sashes.  

 

Figure 309. DHR # 131-5606: Southerly view of residence. 
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Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5606 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century. As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this 
resource retains basic features of the Ranch 
house, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region. While the example 
located at DHR# 131-5606 exhibits original 
features, the house is undistinguished in terms 
of its design, style, or inclusion of 
architectural features. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR# 131-5606 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential districts in the 
area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5552 
Address: 1240 Great Bridge Boulevard, 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385875 N: 4069075 

Maps: Figures 2, 3, and 314 

Photographs: Figures 310–313 

Date(s) of Construction: 1963 

Description: DHR # 131-5552 is the 
Crestwood Intermediate School, formerly 
known as Crestwood Junior High School, 
located at 1240 Great Bridge Boulevard, 
approximately .20 mi northwest of its 
intersection with Interstate 64. The building 
and associated playground and athletic fields 

are situated on a level, approximately 26.66-
acre parcel. An asphalt parking lot borders the 
school to the southeast, with athletic fields and 
grassy areas to the northeast, northwest, and 
southwest. The school is first depicted on the 
1965 Norfolk South, VA topographic 
quadrangle; it was opened in 1963. 

The school is a one-story, flat roof, 
rectangular, frame building. Wings extending 
from the north and south corners of the 
southeast (side) elevation form a courtyard 
used as an outdoor classroom. An additional 
one-and-one-half-story wing is attached to the 
western corner of the northwest (side) 
elevation. The northern corner of the façade 
and the gymnasium, located at the northern 
corner of the rear elevation, are comprised of 
two stories. The building is clad with a brick 
veneer. Metal coping runs around the edge of 
the roof (Figures 310–313).  

The primary entrance, located at the center 
of the façade, is comprised of four metal 
doors, each with a single light that opens onto 
a concrete sidewalk. The entrance is sheltered 
beneath a metal sawtooth roof supported by 
metal posts. Windows are comprised of paired 
metal hopper and fixed sashes with tile mosaic 
panels above. Secondary entrances are located 
along the gymnasium and side elevations. 
They are comprised of paired and single metal 
doors. Walkways sheltered by a flat metal 
canopy supported by metal posts are located 
along the side and rear elevations; an 
additional sawtooth roof form accentuates the 
canopy near the center of the walkway along 
the outdoor classroom.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: According to a 50th anniversary 
commemorative piece prepared for the school 
by the Chesapeake Public Schools Educational 
Foundation, Crestwood Junior High School 
opened in September 1963 to seventh and 
eighth grade students. This school, the first 
completed by the then-recently formed City of 
Chesapeake, was also one of the last “separate 
but equal” schools built in the area. It 
functioned as such for less than three years, 
being integrated in 1966 (Chesapeake Public 
Schools Educational Foundation 2013). In 
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Figure 310. DHR # 131-5552: Façade.  

 

Figure 311. DHR # 131-5552: Outdoor classroom. 
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Figure 312. DHR # 131-5552: One-and-one-half-story wing. 

 

Figure 313. DHR # 131-5552: Gymnasium and rear elevation. 
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1971, the school was converted to the 
Crestwood Elementary School, opened to 
students in grades 4–6. In 1990, it was once 
again renamed, this time to Crestwood 
Intermediate School, and now serves grades 
3–5. 

The school is broadly associated with the 
history of education in Chesapeake as part of 
the continuum of facility development, 
particularly following the formation of the 
City of Chesapeake, and is likewise a part of 
the story of racial segregation and integration 
in Virginia. However, any such significance 
attached to these events in Chesapeake’s 
educational history would only be present in 
association within the context of other 
facilities in the region, which more fully and 
thoroughly reflect the full nature of processes 
in school segregation and then integration. As 
an individual resource, representing only a 
small portion of that story and particularly 
being a late example of those processes, the 
school possesses only marginal  associations 
within this context and is not considered 
eligible for listing under Criterion A. It is not 
associated with persons important to our past 
and is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion B. The Crestwood 
Intermediate School is, however, potentially 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C as a distinguished example of a 
mid-twentieth-century modern school that 
retains a high degree of integrity. Largely 
unchanged on the exterior since its original 
construction, particularly along the public-
facing elevations, the resource exemplifies the 
philosophy of mid-twentieth-century school 
design in articulation of volumetric masses 
that reflect the internal division of spaces and 
functions. The formation of the courtyard as a 
learning space also reflects planning theories 
of the time that supported integration of both 
designed and natural learning environments, 
interior and exterior. Minimal in its aesthetic, 
the resource still incorporates and retains 
elements expressive of its mid-century design, 
such as the sawtooth awnings, tile mosaic 
window panels, and the curved wall of the 
gymnasium. The resource retains all of its 
original materials and features no additions; it 

also retains its original setting in its suburban 
corridor. As such, it retains a high degree of 
integrity of location, design, setting, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, and association. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 
131-5552 is potentially eligible for inclusion 
in the NRHP under Criterion C. There are no 
known or potential historic districts in the 
area. The recommended NRHP boundary 
includes the footprint of the school, a 50 ft 
buffer, the entry drive off of Booker Street, 
and its public frontage along Great Bridge 
Boulevard. 

Recommendations for Further Study: DHR # 
131-5552 is potentially eligible for the NRHP 
under Criterion C as a distinguished example 
of a mid-twentieth-century modern school that 
retains a high degree of integrity. Additional 
investigation would, however, be required to 
verify the significance of its aesthetic and 
integrity relative to other period schools 
within the district. 

DHR # 131-5607 
Address: 915 Tennyson Street, Chesapeake, 
VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386030  N: 4068912 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 315 

Date(s) of Construction: 1945 

Description:  DHR # 131-5607 is the ruins of a 
recently burned house and garage located at 
915 Tennyson Street, to the south of where the 
street dead ends at its intersection with 
Interstate 64. The ruins are situated on an 
overgrown, approximately .68-acre parcel. 

The ruins are those of a frame American 
Small House (Figure 315). All that remains is 
the lower portion of the façade clad with vinyl 
siding and a one-story addition attached to the 
east elevation.  



Figure 314. DHR # 131-5552: Recommended NRHP Boundary.
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Figure 315. DHR # 131-5607: Southwesterly view of ruins.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR #131-5607 retains no 
integrity and possesses no associations. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5607 is not eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

Section 9: I-464 Interchange 
Five of the 183 historic architectural 

resources identified as part of the survey lie 
within this area. This section is comprised of a 
mix of resources, including a mid-twentieth-
century cemetery, a church, a Masonic Lodge, 
and two residences (a Ranch house and circa 
1850s farmhouse, Golt’s Crossing). The 
farmhouse, Golt’s Crossing, has been 
previously surveyed (DHR # 131-0882; 1028 
Burns Road). It was recommended not eligible 
for the NRHP by the VDOT in 1996 due to its 

relocation to this site in the 1960s and 
extensive material treatment modifications, 
but it has not been formally evaluated for 
NRHP eligibility by DHR. CRA was denied 
access to Golt’s Crossing during the survey by 
the property owner and was not able to 
properly survey and assess the property. 

DHR # 131-5608 
Address: Roosevelt Memorial Park 
   1101 Campostella Road   
   Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Zone: 18 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Photorevised 
1986) 

UTMs: E: 386393 N: 4069313 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 316–320 

Date(s) of Construction: 1958 
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Description: DHR# 131-5608 is Roosevelt 
Memorial Park, a cemetery located at 1101 
Campostella Road, approximately 115 ft north 
of its intersection with Rivercreek Road. It is a 
lawn cemetery bounded by Keats Street and 
Interstate 464 to the north and east, Interstate 
64 to the south, and Campostella Road and 
Shelley Street to the west. The cemetery was 
established in 1958 and contains 
approximately 2,573 graves (Roosevelt 
Memorial Park 2013; Find a Grave 2013). 

The 50.416-acre cemetery is situated in a 
suburban area and is flat. The main entrance is 
marked by brick pillars and wing walls (Figure 
316). The primary entrance drive leads to the 
center of the cemetery, winding at the center. 
It intersects with secondary drives leading into 
the northern and southern portions of the 
cemetery. The secondary drive leading north 
crosses Newton Creek. All drives are paved 
with asphalt. Trees are scattered throughout 
the cemetery, with the largest concentration 
located within the southern section. A metal 
flagpole is located at the center of the 
cemetery.  

The cemetery office is located along the 
main entrance drive, approximately 220 ft east 
of the main entrance. It is a one-story, five-bay 
(w/d/w/d/d), double-pile, side-gabled, frame 
structure (Figure 317). It is clad with a brick 
veneer beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. The 
gable ends are clad with vinyl siding. An 
interior chimney extends from the roof peak 
near the northern end. The primary entry is 
comprised of a paneled door that opens onto 
brick steps that lead to a sidewalk and asphalt 
parking area. The entry is sheltered beneath a 
canvas awning. Windows are comprised of 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes with 
snap-in grids and are flanked by louvered 
shutters. Secondary entries located at the 
northern corner of the façade are comprised of 
paneled doors. An additional secondary entry 
comprised of a paneled door that opens onto a 
concrete porch sheltered beneath a front-
gabled porch roof supported by wood posts is 
located at the southern corner of the rear 
elevation. A non-historic mobile home located 
north of the historic building is also associated 
with the office.  

The plots are in a linear pattern, primarily 
running north–south. All of the markers are 
flat, with engraved-metal, rectangular 
headstones. Flowers have been placed in metal 
vases by many markers (Figure 318). Two 
mausoleums are located within the northern 
section of the cemetery, north of Newton 
Creek. The northernmost mausoleum is a 
rectangular, flat roof granite structure. The 
southernmost mausoleum is comprised of two 
flat-roof, rectangular granite structures that 
flank a front-gabled chapel that exhibits steel 
and glass double-leaf doors encompassed by a 
full-height arrangement of single-light 
windows (Figures 319 and 320). The entry to 
the chapel is sheltered beneath a classical 
portico with a sculpted cross located at the 
center of the pediment.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Criteria Consideration D states 
that cemeteries generally are not eligible for 
listing in the NRHP, except for those 
examples that derive their primary 
significance from graves of persons of 
transcendent importance, from age, from 
distinctive design features, or from association 
with historic events. Roosevelt Memorial Park 
does not meet any of these Criteria 
Considerations. DHR # 131-5608 is 
representative of a common lawn cemetery 
and does not distinguish itself as a particularly 
early or significant example of the type. 
Markers are individually and collectively 
standardized types that are common to modern 
cemeteries throughout the country. It is not 
known to contain graves of persons of 
transcendent importance or age, and the 
earliest grave dates to circa 1958. In continual 
use, the cemetery is not reflective of a 
particular period to which significance can be 
attributed. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR# 131-5608 does not meet Criteria 
Consideration D and is not eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 
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Figure 316. DHR # 131-5608: Entrance gate. 

 

Figure 317. DHR # 131-5608: Cemetery office. 
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Figure 318. DHR # 131-5608: Southerly overview of cemetery. 

 

Figure 319. DHR # 131-5608: Northernmost mausoleum. 
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Figure 320. DHR # 131-5608: Mausoleum and chapel. 

DHR # 131-5609 
Address: 1101 Burns Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386733 N: 4069769 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 321–323 

Date(s) of Construction: 1960 

Description: DHR # 131-5609 is the Grace 
Baptist Temple located at 1101 Burns Street, 
approximately .09 mi south of its intersection 
with Dorcas Road. The church is situated on a 
level, grassy, approximately 4.9-acre parcel. 
An asphalt parking lot is located adjacent to 
the eastern elevation. The church is first 
depicted on the 1965 Norfolk South, VA 
topographic quadrangle.  

The church is a one-story, six-bay 
(w/dd/w/w/w/w), side-gabled, frame building 
(Figure 321). It is primarily clad with a brick 
veneer beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. The 
gable ends and the northern end of the 
building are clad with vinyl siding. It is 
connected to the L-shaped frame classroom 
building via a breezeway. The classroom 
building is clad with a brick veneer beneath an 
asphalt-shingle roof (Figure 322).  

The primary entry is located at the center 
of a front-gabled extension that adjoins the 
southern corner of the façade. It is comprised 
of paired metal doors with a single light that 
open onto a concrete sidewalk. A wood 
steeple projects from near the center of the 
extension. Windows are comprised of fixed 
sashes. Secondary entries comprised of metal 
doors are located along the northern elevations 
of the sanctuary and classroom buildings. 
Another secondary entry, comprised of a metal 
door with a single light, is located at the 
southern corner of the east elevation.  
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A garage is located approximately 15 ft 
north of the sanctuary. It is a one-story, front-
gabled, frame structure (Figure 323). It is 
situated on a poured-concrete foundation 
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad 
with vinyl siding. A metal sectional garage 
door is located at the western corner of the 
north elevation.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Criteria Consideration A states 
that for a religious property to be considered 
eligible for the NRHP, it must derive its 
primary significance from architectural or 
artistic distinction or historical importance. 
Research revealed no associations between 
DHR # 131-5609 and events or persons of 
historic significance that would otherwise 

make it eligible under Criterion A or B. The 
church located at DHR # 131-5609 is also an 
undistinguished building form that lacks the 
architectural significance or integrity 
necessary to warrant NRHP eligibility under 
Criterion C. The structure is representative of 
a mid-century religious structure and does not 
represent a significant architectural movement 
of the period. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5609 does not 
meet Criteria Consideration A and is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential districts in the 
area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

 

Figure 321. DHR # 131-5609: Sanctuary. 
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Figure 322. DHR # 131-5609: Classroom building. 

 

Figure 323. DHR # 131-5609: Garage. 
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DHR # 131-5610 
Address: 1040 Burns Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386724 N: 4069704 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 324 

Date(s) of Construction: 1945 

Description: DHR # 131-5610 is Indian River 
Masonic Lodge #252, located at 1040 Burns 
Street, approximately .12 mi south of its 
intersection with Dorcas Road. The lodge and 
associated garage are situated on a level, 
grassy, approximately 1-acre parcel that 
borders the interchange of Interstates 64 and 
464 to the south. The building is first depicted 
on the 1955 Norfolk South, VA topographic 
quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date 
this resource to 1945.  

The lodge is a one-story, one-bay (d), 
front-gabled, frame structure with additions 
(Figure 324). It is situated on a concrete block 
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and 
is clad with vinyl siding. The building 
comprises 3,038 sq ft of working space. 

The primary entry is comprised of a vinyl 
door that opens onto a single-bay brick porch 
sheltered beneath a hip-roof supported by 
vinyl fluted columns. The rear elevation 
features a centrally located, secondary entry 
that opens onto a full-width concrete porch 
sheltered beneath a hip roof supported by 
vinyl fluted columns. The structure displays 
no windows. A small shed-roof frame addition 
is attached to the eastern corner of the rear 
elevation. A large hip-roof frame addition is 
attached to the east elevation.  

A garage is located approximately 15 ft 
south of the lodge. It is a front-gabled frame 
structure situated on a concrete block 
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and 
clad with vinyl siding (see Figure 324). A 
vinyl sectional garage door is located at the 
center of the north elevation, and a vinyl door 
is located at the center of the west elevation.  

 

Figure 324. DHR # 131-5610: Indian River Lodge and associated garage. 
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Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5610 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The buildings located at DHR # 
131-5610 are undistinguished building forms 
that lack the significance necessary for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
They are not of a specific style or significant 
design, nor do they represent a significant 
construction method. The addition of 
replacement siding and doors and the 
additions have also compromised the integrity 
of design, materials, and workmanship of the 
lodge. Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR # 131-5610 is not eligible for inclusion 
in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There 
are no known or potential historic districts in 
the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-0882 
Address: 1028 Burns Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386792 N: 4069656 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figure 325 

Date(s) of Construction: circa 1850 

Description: DHR #131-0082 consists of 
Golt’s Crossing, a residence, garage, and 
prefabricated shed located at 1028 Burns 
Street, approximately .16 mi southeast of its 
intersection with Dorcas Road. The structures 
are situated on a level, grassy, approximately 
1.38 acre parcel that borders the Interstate 64 
and Interstate 464 interchange to the south. A 
gravel drive leads from the road to the 
residence, approximately 270 ft. The property 
was previously surveyed by VDOT in 1996. 
According to the previously-completed survey 

form, the residence was moved from its 
original location to this site in the 1960s. 
Access to the property as part of the current 
survey was denied by the property owner; 
however, CRA documented the property to the 
extent possible from adjacent parcels.  

The residence is a two-story, three-bay 
(w/d/w), double-pile, frame Central Passage 
house with rear additions (Figure 325). It is 
situated on a concrete block foundation 
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad 
with asbestos siding. Exterior brick chimneys 
are attached to the northeast and southwest 
elevations. The residence comprises 1,808 sq 
ft of living space. 

The primary entry is comprised of a wood 
door with nine lights set behind a metal screen 
door that opens onto a wood porch sheltered 
by a hip porch roof, which is supported by 
spindled wood posts. Windows are comprised 
of one-over-one, double-hung wood sashes set 
behind aluminum storm windows flanked by 
louvered shutters. A two-story addition 
adjoins the rear elevation. No other details 
were discernible from the right-of-way or 
adjacent properties. The garage is a one-story, 
front-gabled, frame structure clad with 
asbestos shingles.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR#131-0082 was previously 
surveyed by VDOT in 1996, and while its 
eligibility has not been formally determined 
by DHR, it was recommended ineligible for 
listing in the NRHP during the 1996 survey 
due to material changes and its relocation to 
this site in the 1960s, which disrupt the 
continuity with any historical associations; as 
such, it does not meet Criteria Consideration 
B. While this example has retained the basic 
elements of a central passage house, with its 
centered entry and symmetrical fenestration, 
the original design has been diminished by the 
addition of replacement siding. Furthermore, 
the original massing of the house has been 
disrupted by the two-story addition that 
diminishes the original form of the house. The 
combined effect of these changes has resulted 
in compromised integrity of materials, 
workmanship, and design. With the loss of this 
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Figure 325. DHR # 131-0082: Golt’s Crossing. 

integrity, as well as integrity of setting, 
location, feeling, and association as a result of 
the 1960s relocation, the potential significance 
of the house has been lost. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-0082 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known 
historic districts or potential districts in the 
area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

DHR # 131-5611 
Address: 1016 Burns Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 (Revised 
1986) 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386907 N: 4069717 

Maps: Figures 2 and 3 

Photographs: Figures 326–327 

Date(s) of Construction: 1966 

Description: DHR# 131-5611 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 1016 Burns 
Street, approximately .24 mi southeast of its 
intersection with Dorcas Road. A non-historic 
garage and prefabricated shed are also 
associated with the property. The structures 
are situated on a level, approximately 3.86-
acre parcel comprised primarily of woodlands. 
A gravel driveway leads from the road to the 
residence and non-historic garage, 
approximately 135 ft. A residence is first 
depicted at this location on the 1986 Norfolk 
South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax 
assessor records date this resource to 1966. 

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, 
five-bay (ww/d/www/w/w), double-pile, side-
gabled, frame house (Figure 326). It is 
primarily clad with a brick veneer beneath an 
asphalt-shingle roof. The area beneath the 
gable ends and dormers are clad with 
aluminum siding. A front-gabled dormer 
extends from the center of the roof, and a 
large, shed roof dormer extends from the slope 
of the rear slope. An interior brick chimney 
extends from the roof ridge, and another 
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interior chimney extends from the rear roof 
slope. The residence comprises 3,388 sq ft of 
living space.  

The primary entry is comprised of a 
paneled door set behind a metal storm door; it 
opens onto a recessed brick porch sheltered 
beneath the roof overhang that is supported by 
wood spindled posts. Windows are comprised 
of six-over-six and eight-over-eight, double-
hung wood sashes set behind vinyl storm 
windows. The easternmost bay is set within a 
front-gabled extension. The bay just west of 
the entry is comprised of a large wood picture 
window flanked by smaller four-over-four, 
double-hung wood sashes. A secondary entry 
comprised of a wood door with four lights set 
behind a wood storm door is located at the 
center of the rear elevation; it opens onto a 
wood deck. Another secondary entry 
comprised of a wood paneled door set behind 
a metal storm door is located at the western 
corner of the rear elevation.  

The shed is located approximately 125 ft 
south of the residence. It is a one-story, shed 
roof frame structure (Figure 327) clad with 

standing seam metal panels beneath a standing 
seam metal roof.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research has revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5611 and 
events or persons of historical significance; 
thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The residence located at DHR# 
131-5611 is an undistinguished building form 
that lacks the significance necessary for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is 
not of a specific style or significant design, nor 
does it represent a significant construction 
method. While it retains the majority of 
historic materials, it is only representative of 
mid- to late-twentieth century residential 
construction, which is commonly found 
throughout Virginia. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5611 is not 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended. 

 

Figure 326. DHR # 131-5611: Westerly view of residence. 
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Figure 327. DHR # 131-5611: Shed.   

Analysis of Potential for 
Historic Districts 

As noted in the methodology section, 
CRA also remained aware of the potential for 
the presence of historic districts within the 
vicinity of the APE, particularly as they 
related to the development of mid-twentieth-
century subdivisions within this portion of 
Chesapeake. In addition to surveying the 
individual resources within the APE, CRA 
also completed windshield investigations of 
collections (e.g. Cedar Grove Acres, 
Strawberry Acres, and Deep Creek Meadows) 
that crept into the APE but had boundaries 
extending beyond the limits of the APE to 
assess whether those individual resources 
within the APE could potentially be associated 
with a larger district.  

Broadly associated with the suburban 
development of Chesapeake from the mid-

twentieth century into the decade of the 1970s, 
none of the collections are specifically and 
explicitly associated with events that are 
significant in local or regional developmental 
or social history. Rather, they are simply 
reflective of larger patterns of suburbanization 
that captured the country, and particularly this 
region of Virginia, with the improvement of 
transportation corridors and associated carving 
up of fringe land at mid-century. None of them 
are reflective of innovative or significant 
evolutions in local, regional, or national 
housing policy, and they are not significant 
within the context of community planning and 
regional expansion. Furthermore, none of the 
collectives were found to be specifically 
associated with a particularly influential 
person, such as a developer, architect, 
engineer, planner, or politician, whose 
influence was important within the context of 
these developments or others throughout the 
region. 
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The subdivisions do not embody high 
artistic values through their overall plan or the 
design of entranceways, streets, homes, 
community spaces, or subdivision 
infrastructure. They do not reflect influential 
trends in subdivision development and do not 
possess distinguishable features that would 
otherwise separate them from the thousands of 
tract developments throughout Virginia. As 
such, they do not stand out as noteworthy 
examples of design within a community 
planning context. Characterized 
predominantly by Ranch houses dating from 
the 1950s–1970s, with scattered collectives of 
both earlier and later houses, the subdivisions 
likewise do not possess noteworthy collectives 
of particular housing forms or architectural 
styles. Examples are of common forms that do 
not represent a significant architectural 
variation warranting consideration; while 
many retain at least a moderate level of 
integrity, they are simply representative of 
broad trends and can only be considered very 
loosely associated with the development of 
mid-century vernacular aesthetics, just as any 
other subdivision throughout the country could 
claim. Furthermore, various alterations, 
including additions, the application of 
replacement siding, and the installation of 
replacement window sashes and doors, have 
diminished, to varying degrees, the integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship in many 
of the neighborhoods, which disrupt the 
original design patterns. 

In addition, no new rural historic districts 
were identified. While this area was once 
predominantly farmland, particularly prior to 
the construction of modern infrastructure, 
including Interstate 64, the area is now heavily 
characterized by its mid- to late-twentieth-
century development, from residential to 
industrial sites. Original land use patterns are, 
on the whole, disrupted, and significant 
concentrations of agricultural landscapes are 
absent, with the exception of the Sunray 
Agricultural (Rural) Historic District. The 
corridor is, therefore, overtly of a modern 
vintage in its setting and feeling, with only 
fragmentary evidence of past uses present in 
orphaned outbuildings and fields or scattered 

dwellings that predate the mid-twentieth 
century. 

Therefore, CRA identified no new 
potential historic districts during the 
reconnaissance-level investigation. 

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS 
AND CONCLUSIONS 

n September 2013, CRA completed an 
architectural history reconnaissance survey 

for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge 
Corridor Study in the City of Chesapeake, 
Virginia (VDOT Project No. 0064-131-783; 
UPC No. 104366; DHR File No. 2013-0971; 
Federal Project ID No. NH-IM-064 (481)). 
The survey was conducted at the request of 
Amanda Baxter, Vice President of Whitman, 
Requardt, and Associates, LLP on behalf of 
the Virginia Department of Transportation. 

The purpose of the architectural history 
survey was to determine the presence of 
historic architectural resources in the APE that 
will be 50 years of age or older by the 
project’s planned advertisement date in 2020. 
VDOT will independently assess the potential 
effects of the project on historic properties.  
The APE for the architectural survey was 
identified by VDOT and the project team as a 
100 ft buffer from the edge of the pavement 
along the existing I-64 corridor, from the I-
264 interchange at Bowers Hill to the I-464 
interchange (just over 8 mi); a 600 ft buffer 
around the bridge; and radial buffers of 1,500 
ft around four interchanges (I-264, U.S. 13, 
George Washington Highway, and I-464), and 
it took into account the potential for both 
direct and indirect effects.  

During the field survey, CRA identified a 
total of 183 individual architectural resources 
within the APE. This includes 13 previously 
recorded resources (DHR #s 131-0035, 131-
0464/131-5355, 131-5321, 131-0882, 131-
0465, 131-0466, 131-0467, 131-0500, 131-
0629, 131-0545, 131-0479, 131-5325, and 
131-5065) and 170 previously undocumented 
resources. Previously recorded resources DHR 
#s 131-0466 and 131-0545 were found to be 

I 
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no longer extant. DHR #s 131-5325, Sunray 
Agricultural (Rural) Historic District, and 131-
0035, the Gilmerton Cut of the Dismal Swamp 
Canal, are both NRHP-listed resources. DHR 
# 131-0479, a portion of the Norfolk and 
Western Railway, has been determined not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP by DHR. The 
remaining previously surveyed resources have 
no formal NRHP eligibility determination.   

CRA recommends that 179 resources 
(DHR #s 131-5443–131-5474, 131-5613, 131-
5475–131-5477, 131-5478–131-5484, 131-
5486–131-5489, 131-0479, 131-5490–131-
5493, 131-0464/131-5355, 131-5494–131-
5508, 131-0465–131-0466, 131-5509–131-
5551, 131-5553–131-5554, 131-5321, 131-
5555–131-5577, 131-0500, 131-0578–131-
5579, 131-5580–131-5600, 131-0629, 131-
5601–131-5602, 131-5065, 131-5603–131-
5610, 131-0882, 131-5611–131-5612, and 
131-0545) are not eligible for listing in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. No further 
work is recommended for these resources.  

CRA recommends that DHR # 131-0035, 
the Gilmerton Cut of the Dismal Swamp 
Canal, retains the necessary integrity to 
warrant its NRHP listing under Criteria A and 
C. CRA recommends that the portion of the 
Sunray Agricultural (Rural) Historic District 
(DHR # 131-5325) that reaches into the APE 
retains its rural character and therefore retains 
its integrity and is considered a contributing 
portion of the rural historic district, which is 
eligible for the NRHP under Criteria A and C 
as a planned agrarian community of Polish 
immigrants. No further work is recommended 
for these resources. 

CRA recommends that DHR# 131-0467, a 
residence located at 504 George Washington 
Highway North, is potentially eligible for 
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C as an 
excellent example of the Colonial Revival 
style. Additionally, CRA recommends that 
DHR # 131-5552, the Crestwood Intermediate 
School (formerly the Crestwood Junior High 
School), is potentially eligible for listing in the 
NRHP under Criterion C as a distinguished 
example of a mid-twentieth-century modern 
school that retains a high degree of integrity. 

Additional investigation would be required to 
formally determine their eligibility for listing 
in the NRHP. 
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Section 1: I-264 Interchange 
Thirty-seven of the 183 historic architectural resources identified as part of the survey lie within this 

area. The majority of the resources that comprise Section 1 consist of mid-twentieth-century Ranch 
houses concentrated in a subdivision, Cedar Grove Acres, located at the northwest portion of Section 1. 
The subdivision is adjacent to I-264 at the western terminus of the APE, which is where sprawling 
suburban development was observed. The southwestern portion of the interchange is more rural in 
character, as this is where the previously surveyed and NRHP-listed Sunray Agricultural (Rural) Historic 
District is located (DHR # 131-5325). Remaining resources in the section are transportation related (both 
rail and road). The Norfolk and Western has a defunct line that passes through the APE, and this line has 
an associated trestle. Two road bridges are also found in this section: one that dates to 1938 and is found 
along U.S. 13, a main artery, and a later and smaller bridge that dates to 1969 and is found on a secondary 
road. Only one commercial building was documented in this section. 

 



Virginia Department of Historic Resources DHR ID: 131-5443
Architectural Survey Form Other DHR ID: No Data
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4009 Sun Valley Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4009 Sun Valley Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5433 consists of a residence and two sheds located at 4009 Sun Valley Crescent, approximately .05 mi northeast of its
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn, and totals .347 acres. The residence is set back approximately
40 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5433 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5433 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1967

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (w/w/d/w/d/w) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1468 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad cross-gable roof; a capped and
corbeled brick exterior chimney pierces the roof on the rear elevation. Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes; a five-light bow
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window is located to the right of the façade entry.
 
An asymmetrical façade features a cross gable that extends over the off-center single-leaf façade entry and bow window.  The single-leaf entry
exhibits a solid-core wood replacement door set behind a decorative cast iron storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick porch with decorative
cast-iron railing sheltered beneath a wide over-hanging eave.  Wood shutters with diamond designs flank single windows on the façade. An
attached garage is located on the northeast end of the house.  The northeast elevation is punctuated by a single window and a single-leaf side
entry, while the southwest elevation features two single window openings.  A double-leaf rear entry opens onto a small concrete stoop on the
rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1980 one-story, gambrel roof frame shed is located approximately 50 ft north-northwest of the residence. It is clad in vertical paneling
and features a double-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1980 one-story, gambrel roof frame shed is located approximately 50 ft north-northwest of the residence. It is clad in vertical paneling
and features a double-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4013 Sun Valley Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4013 Sun Valley Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5444 consists of a residence and shed located at 4013 Sun Valley Crescent, approximately .07 mi northeast of its
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn bisected by a concrete sidewalk, and totals .35 acres. The
residence is set back approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5444 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5444 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1966

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (w/w/d/www/w/d) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1512 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof; a capped and
corbeled brick exterior chimney pierces the roof on the rear elevation. Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes; a tripartite
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window, comprised of a stationary picture window flanked by smaller operational double-hung sash windows, is located to the right of the
façade entry.
 
An asymmetrical façade features a central recessed single-leaf façade entry flanked by fluted pilasters. The single-leaf entry exhibits a wood
replacement door set behind a cast iron storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick porch with decorative cast-iron railing sheltered beneath a
wide over-hanging eave.  Vinyl shutters flank windows on the façade. An attached garage is located on the northeast end of the house. The
overhead garage door features double-leaf cast-iron storm doors. The northeast elevation is punctuated by a single-leaf side entry, while the
southwest elevation features two single window openings.  A single-leaf rear entry opens to concrete steps on the rear, or northwest, elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1960-1970 one-story, gabled frame shed is located approximately 70 ft northwest of the residence. The shed is clad in vinyl siding and
features a double-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data
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Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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DHR # 131-5444 
Not to Scale 
4013 Sun Valley Crescent 
City of Chesapeake 
September 2013 
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4017 Sun Valley Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4017 Sun Valley Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5445 consists of a residence and shed located at 4017 Sun Valley Crescent, approximately .09 mi northeast of its
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .35 acres. The residence is set back approximately
35 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5445 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5445 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1968

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Excellent

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (w/w/d/w/w/d) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1738 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof; a capped and
corbeled brick exterior chimney pierces the roof on the rear elevation and an additional capped chimney pierces the ridgeline of the attached
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garage. Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung wood sashes; a five-light bow window is located to the right of the façade entry.
 
An asymmetrical façade features a central recessed single-leaf façade entry flanked by pilasters. The single-leaf entry exhibits a wood
replacement door set behind an aluminum storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick porch with cast-iron railing sheltered beneath a wide over-
hanging eave.  Wood shutters with square designs flank windows on the façade. The house features an attached garage and an open carport on
the northeast end of the house. The garage features a four-light paneled overhead garage door and the open carport is supported by cast iron
round posts on brick piers. The northeast elevation features the carport, a single window, and a single-leaf side entry that opens to the carport,
while the southwest elevation is punctuated by two single window openings.  A single-leaf rear entry opens to a small screened porch sheltered
by a shed roof on the rear, or northwest, elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1960-1970 one-story, gambrel roof frame shed is located approximately 30 ft north-northwest of the residence. The shed is clad in vinyl
siding and features a double-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013
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Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4021 Sun Valley Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4021 Sun Valley Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5446 consists of a residence and shed located at 4021 Sun Valley Crescent, approximately .11 mi northeast of its
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .328 acres. The residence is set back approximately
40 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5446 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5446 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1969

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, five-bay (w/w/d/w/d) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1738 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a rusticated stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof; a capped
and corbeled brick exterior side chimney pierces the eave of the roof on the northeast corner of the house. Windows exhibit one-over-one,
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double-hung vinyl sashes; a fifteen-light bow window is located to the right of the façade entry.
 
An asymmetrical façade features a central recessed single-leaf façade entry flanked by pilasters. The single-leaf entry exhibits a wood
replacement door set behind a decorative cast iron storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick porch with decorative cast-iron railing sheltered
beneath a wide over-hanging eave.  Vinyl shutters flank windows on the façade.  The house features two projections; a one-room projection
extends from the southwestern end of the house and an attached garage projection extends from the northeast end of the house. The garage
features a paneled overhead garage door. The northeast elevation features a single-leaf side entry, while the southwest elevation is punctuated by
two single window openings.  A single-leaf rear entry opens to a small concrete stoop on the rear, or northwest, elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1980 one-story, gambrel roof frame shed is located approximately 30 ft north-northwest of the residence. The shed is clad in vinyl
siding and features a double-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data
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Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4040 Sun Valley Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4040 Sun Valley Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5447 consists of a residence located at 4040 Sun Valley Crescent, approximately .03 mi southwest of its intersection with
Cedar Grove Crescent. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .378 acres. The residence is set back approximately 40 ft from the
right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5447 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5447 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1969

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (d/ww/w/d/ww/ww) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1620 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a rusticated stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad cross-gable roof; a
capped and corbeled brick exterior chimney pierces the eave of the roof on the southeast, or rear, elevation. Windows exhibit one-over-one,
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double-hung vinyl sashes and one-by-one-light sliding vinyl windows; a fifteen-light bow window is located to the right of the façade entry.
 
An asymmetrical façade features an off-center single-leaf façade entry located on the corner of a cross-gable projection. The single-leaf entry
exhibits a wood replacement door set behind a vinyl storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick corner porch with decorative cast-iron railing
sheltered beneath a wide over-hanging eave supported by a decorative cast-iron support.  Vinyl shutters flank windows on the façade.  An
attached garage extends from the northeast end of the house. The garage features a paneled overhead garage door. The northeast elevation
features a single-leaf side entry, while the southwest elevation is punctuated by two single window openings.  A single-leaf rear entry opens to a
small screened brick porch sheltered by a shed roof on the rear, or southeast, elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Cross Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4038 Sun Valley Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4038 Sun Valley Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5448 consists of a residence and outbuilding located at 4038 Sun Valley Crescent, approximately .05 mi southwest of its
intersection with Cedar Grove Crescent. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .317 acres. The residence is set back
approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5448 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5448 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1968

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, five-bay (d/w/d/w/w) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1855 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hipped roof; a capped and
corbeled brick exterior chimney pierces the eave of the roof on the southeast, or rear, elevation. Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung
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vinyl sashes; a five-light bow window is located to the left of the façade entry.
 
An asymmetrical façade features an off-center recessed single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry exhibits a wood replacement door set
behind a vinyl storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay concrete stoop sheltered beneath a wide over-hanging eave.  An attached garage extends
from the northeast end of the house. The garage features a paneled overhead garage door with eight arched lights with muntins affixed to
simulate six-light windows. An enclosed sunroom wraps the southeast corner of the house.  The southwest elevation is punctuated by three
single window openings.  A double-leaf rear entry opens to a small brick stoop sheltered by a wide overhanging eave on the rear, or southeast,
elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Outbuilding,Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1980 one-story, side-gabled frame outbuilding is located approximately 20 ft southeast of the residence. The outbuilding is clad in
brick veneer and features a paneled four-light single-leaf façade entry flanked by two-over-two-light double-hung wood sash windows.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data
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Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4032 Sun Valley Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4032 Sun Valley Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5449 consists of a residence and shed located at 4032 Sun Valley Crescent, approximately .09 mi southwest of its
intersection with Cedar Grove Crescent. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .350 acres. The residence is set back
approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5449 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5449 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1969

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (d/w/w/d/w/w) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1698 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hipped roof. Windows exhibit
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes; a five-light bow window is located to the left of the façade entry.  Vinyl shutters flank the single
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windows on the façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features an off-center recessed single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry exhibits a wood replacement door set
behind a decorative cast-iron storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay concrete porch sheltered beneath a wide over-hanging eave that is supported
by a decorative cast-iron support.  A wood wheelchair ramp extends from the façade entry and across the façade of the house toward and an
attached garage that extends from the northeast end of the house. The garage features a paneled overhead garage door. The northeast elevation
features a single-leaf side entry, while the southwest elevation is punctuated by two single windows.  A double-leaf rear entry opens to a small
concrete patio on the rear, or southeast, elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1980 one-story, gabled roof frame shed is located approximately 40 ft southeast of the residence. The shed is clad in vertical wood
paneling and features a double-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4028 Sun Valley Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4028 Sun Valley Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5450 consists of a residence located at 4028 Sun Valley Crescent, approximately .11 mi southwest of its intersection with
Cedar Grove Crescent. The parcel features an open lawn bisected by a concrete sidewalk and totals .35 acres. The residence is set back
approximately 45 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5450 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5450 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1968

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, five-bay (d/www/d/w/w) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1891 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hipped roof. Windows exhibit
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes; a tripartite window comprised of a central stationary picture window flanked by two smaller operational
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one-over-one-light double-hung vinyl sash windows is located to the left of the façade entry.  Vinyl shutters flank the windows on the façade.
 

An asymmetrical façade features a central recessed single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry exhibits a wood replacement door
set behind a metal storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick porch with a cast-iron balustrade sheltered beneath a wide over-hanging eave.  An
attached garage extends from the northeast end of the house. The garage features a garage door with triangle designs. The northeast elevation
features a single-leaf side entry and a corbelled and capped exterior end chimney that pierces the wide overhanging eave of the roof.  The
southwest elevation is punctuated by two single windows.  A double-leaf rear entry opens to a brick screened porch sheltered by a shed roof on
the rear, or southeast, elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior End Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4024 Sun Valley Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4024 Sun Valley Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5451 consists of a residence, two outbuildings, and a gazebo located at 4024 Sun Valley Crescent, approximately .12 mi
northeast of its intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn bisected by a concrete sidewalk and totals .35
acres. The residence is set back approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5451 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5451 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1967

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (w/w/d/www/w/d) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 2073 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad side-gable roof with angled
projecting eaves. Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes; a tripartite window comprised of a central stationary picture window
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flanked by two smaller operational one-over-one-light double-hung vinyl sash windows is located to the right of the recessed façade entry.  Vin
yl shutters flank the windows on the façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features a central recessed single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry exhibits a wood replacement door set behind a
decorative cast iron storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick porch with a cast-iron balustrade sheltered beneath a wide over-hanging eave.  An
attached garage extends from the southwest end of the house. The garage features a paneled overhead garage door. The southwest elevation of
the attached garage features a single-leaf side entry with a vinyl storm door.  The northeast elevation is punctuated by two single windows.  
Two gabled rear additions extend from the rear, or southeast, elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1980 one-story, gabled-roof frame garage is located approximately 40 ft southeast of the residence. The garage is clad in stretcher
bond brick veneer and features a small garage door and two single-leaf entries.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1980 one-story, gabled roof frame shed is located approximately 40 ft southeast of the residence, immediately northeast of the garage.
The shed is clad in vertical wood paneling and features a single-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Landscape

Resource Type: Gazebo
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Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1980-1990 octagonal frame gazebo is located approximately 30 ft southeast of the residence, northwest of the shed.  The prefabricated
gazebo is screened and features a single-leaf screened door.

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4020 Sun Valley Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4020 Sun Valley Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5452 consists of a residence and outbuilding at 4020 Sun Valley Crescent, approximately .11 mi northeast of its
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .35 acres. The residence is set back approximately
40 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5452 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5452 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1966

Historic Time Period: No Data

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, five-bay (d/ww/d/w/w) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1715 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad cross-gable roof with angled
projecting eaves. Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. Wood shutters flank the windows on the façade. 
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An asymmetrical façade features a central recessed single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry exhibits a wood replacement door set behind a
decorative cast iron storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick porch with a cast-iron balustrade sheltered beneath a wide over-hanging eave.  An
attached garage extends from the northeast end of the house. The garage features a wood door. The northeast elevation features a single-leaf side
entry and a corbeled brick exterior end chimney.  The southwest elevation is punctuated by two single windows.  A cross-gabled rear projection
and an enclosed frame porch with a shed roof extend from the rear, or southeast, elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Cross Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1980 one-story, frame shed with a gambrel roof clad in asphalt shingles is located approximately 40 ft southeast of the residence. The
shed is clad in vertical wood paneling and features a double-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4016 Sun Valley Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4016 Sun Valley Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Rural

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5453 consists of a residence and outbuilding at 4016 Sun Valley Crescent, approximately .08 mi northeast of its
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .35 acres. The residence is set back approximately
45 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5453 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5453 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1968

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (w/w/d/w/w/d) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 2311 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof. Windows exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes; a three-light bay window with a picture window flanked by smaller casement windows is located to the
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right of the façade entry. Vinyl shutters flank the windows on the façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features a central recessed single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry exhibits a wood replacement door set behind a
storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick porch with a cast-iron balustrade sheltered beneath a wide over-hanging eave.  An attached garage
extends from the southwest end of the house. The garage features a six-light wood paneled door. The northeast elevation features a single-leaf
side entry that opens to a carport sheltered by a flat roof. The northeast elevation is punctuated by three single windows. A hipped roof addition
extends from the rear, or southeast elevation.  A screened porch with a gabled roof extends from the rear elevation of the rear addition.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1980 one-story, frame shed with a gambrel roof clad in asphalt shingles is located approximately 30 ft southeast of the residence. The
shed is clad in vertical wood paneling and features a double-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4012 Sun Valley Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4012 Sun Valley Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5454 consists of a residence and outbuilding at 4012 Sun Valley Crescent, approximately .06 mi northeast of its
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .35 acres. The residence is set back approximately
40 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5454 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5454 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1966

Historic Time Period: No Data

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Excellent

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, five-bay (w/w/d/www/d) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1677 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof. Windows exhibit two-
over-two, double-hung wood sashes with storm windows; a tripartite window comprised of stationary picture window flanked by two smaller
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operational double-hung sash windows is located to the right of the façade entry.  Vinyl shutters flank the windows on the façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features a central single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry exhibits a three-light wood door set behind an aluminum
storm door.  It opens onto a two-bay brick porch with cast-iron railing sheltered beneath a shed roof supported by decorative cast-iron posts.  An
attached garage extends from the southwest end of the house. The garage features a paneled door with four decorative fan lights. The southwest
elevation features a single-leaf side entry. The northeast elevation is punctuated by two single windows.  A screened porch sheltered by a gabled
roof extends from the rear, or southeast, elevation.  A corbelled and capped brick exterior chimney pierces the eave of the southeast elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1975

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1965-1975 one-story garage with a front-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles is located approximately 30 ft south-southeast of the residence.
The garage is clad in aluminum siding and features a paneled garage door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4008 Sun Valley Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4008 Sun Valley Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5455 consists of a residence and outbuilding at 4008 Sun Valley Crescent, approximately .05 mi northeast of its
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .397 acres. The residence is set back approximately
40 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5455 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5455 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1967

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (d/w/wwwww/d/w/w) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1875 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof. Windows exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes; a five-light bow window is located to the left of the façade entry.  Vinyl shutters flank the windows on the
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façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features a central recessed single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry exhibits a non-historic wood door set behind an
aluminum storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick porch with a cast-iron balustrade sheltered by a wide overhanging eave.  The recessed entry
is flanked by stone veneer.  An attached garage extends from the northeast end of the house. The garage features a paneled overhead garage
door. The northeast elevation features a single-leaf side entry. The southwest elevation is punctuated by two single windows.  The rear, or
southeast, elevation features a hipped projection that features a double-leaf rear entry that opens to a concrete patio.  A corbeled and capped
brick interior chimney pierces the roof on the southeast elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1975

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1965-1975 one-story shed with a hipped roof clad in asphalt shingles is located approximately 30 ft south-southwest of the residence. The
shed is clad in vinyl siding and features single-leaf and double-leaf façade entries with paneled replacement doors.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data
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Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4000 Sun Valley Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4000 Sun Valley Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5456 consists of a residence and outbuilding at 4000 Sun Valley Crescent, immediately northeast of its intersection with
Sunnybrook Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .391 acres. The residence is set back approximately 40 ft from the
right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5456 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5456 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1966

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (w/w/d/www/w/d) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1593 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof. Windows exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes; a tripartite window comprised of stationary picture window flanked by two smaller operational double-hung
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sash windows is located to the left of the façade entry. Vinyl shutters flank the windows on the façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features a central recessed single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry exhibits a non-historic wood door set behind a
storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick porch with a cast-iron balustrade sheltered by a wide overhanging eave. An attached garage extends
from the southwest end of the house. The garage features a paneled overhead garage door. The southwest elevation features a single-leaf side
entry and a single window. The northeast elevation is punctuated by two single windows.  The rear, or southeast, elevation features a double-leaf
rear entry that opens to a small brick stoop.  A corbeled and capped brick interior chimney pierces the roof on the southeast elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1980 one-story shed with a gambrel roof clad in asphalt shingles is located approximately 30 ft south-southeast of the residence. The
shed is clad in vinyl siding and features a double-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data
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Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 1316 Sunnybrook Terrace

Property Addresses

Current - 1316 Sunnybrook Terrace

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .5

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5457 consists of a residence and outbuilding at 1316 Sunnybrook Terrace, immediately south-southeast of its intersection
with Sun Valley Crescent. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .50 acres. The residence is set back approximately 55 ft from
the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5457 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Compact Ranch house is a common residential
form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and
integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials,
design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless
examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5457 is
not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential
historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, four-bay (w/d/w/w) Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 2726 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof. Windows exhibit one-
by-one-light sliding vinyl sashes; a twelve-light metal stationary picture window is located to the left of the façade entry.  Vinyl shutters flank
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the windows on the façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features a central recessed single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry exhibits a paneled wood door and a decorative
cast-iron storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick corner porch on a projection.  The porch features a brick balustrade and decorative cast-iron
railing and is sheltered by the overhanging eave of a hip-roof projection.  An interior corbeled and capped chimney pierces the roof near the
ridgeline. The northwest elevation is punctuated by two single windows and the southeast elevation features four single windows.  The rear, or
southwest, elevation of the house features a rear ell with a converted attached garage that is currently enclosed.  Two double-leaf doors on the
rear ell open to a concrete patio and driveway.  A one-room frame addition clad in vinyl siding with a shed roof extends from the southwest
elevation of the core of the house and the northwest elevation of the rear ell.   A second corbeled and capped interior brick chimney extends
from the roof of the rear ell.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1990-2000 one-story shed with a saltbox roof clad in asphalt shingles is located approximately 25 ft southwest of the residence. The shed is
clad in vinyl siding and features a double-leaf façade entry and two double-hung vinyl sash windows.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Saltbox Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013
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Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data
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Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 1312 Sunnybrook Terrace

Property Addresses

Current - 1312 Sunnybrook Terrace

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5458 consists of a residence at 1312 Sunnybrook Terrace, immediately south of its intersection with Sun Valley Crescent.
The parcel features an open lawn and totals .40 acres. The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5457 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Compact Ranch house is a common residential
form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and
integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials,
design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless
examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5457 is
not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential
historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1955

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, four-bay (w/d/w/w) Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1407 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof. Windows exhibit one-
over-one-light double-hung vinyl sashes; a one-light metal stationary picture window is located to the left of the façade entry. 
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An asymmetrical façade features an off-center single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry exhibits a three-light wood door and a metal storm
door. It opens onto a one-bay brick porch.  The porch features a decorative cast-iron railing and is sheltered by a front-gable roof supported by
square posts. A central interior capped chimney pierces the roof near the ridgeline. The northwest elevation is punctuated by three single
windows and the southeast elevation features two single windows.  The rear, or southwest, elevation of the house features an attached garage
with a hipped roof that extends from the western corner of the house.  The garage features a paneled garage door.  An enclosed frame porch and
a brick addition, both sheltered by shed roofs extend from the rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information
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Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data
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Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 1308 Sunnybrook Terrace

Property Addresses

Current - 1308 Sunnybrook Terrace

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5459 consists of a residence and outbuilding at 1308 Sunnybrook Terrace, approximately 0.03 miles southeast of its
intersection with Sun Valley Crescent. The parcel features an open front yard and a fenced back yard and totals .20 acres. The
residence is set back approximately 50 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

This resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5459 and events or
persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. Alterations, including the addition of a wood deck on the façade, the installation of vinyl
replacement windows, and the enclosure of a portion of the carport, have diminished the integrity of the resource. Consequently, CRA
recommends that DHR # 131-5459 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no
known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, three-bay (w/d/wwww) Contemporary house. Of frame construction, the 1242 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
block foundation, features vertical paneling and shingle siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad cross gable roof. Windows exhibit one-
over-one-light double-hung vinyl sashes and one-by-one-light sliding vinyl windows; a bank of four casement windows is located to the right of
the façade entry.  Vinyl shutters flank the smaller window on the façade. 
 
The façade of this residence is dominated by a large turned capped and corbeled brick chimney and a low-pitched asymmetrical front-gable roof
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that extends southeast to shelter a carport.  The facade features a central recessed single-leaf façade entry that exhibits a wood door that opens
onto a two-bay frame deck with a wood balustrade.  A one-room cross-gable projection extends from the northwest elevation.  The northwest
features a single window on the cross-gable projection and three single windows on the front-gable core.   The southeast elevation, which is
canted, features an integrated carport that is partially enclosed. The rear, or southwest, elevation of the house features a single-leaf rear entry that
opens to a concrete stoop and two single windows. A second corbeled and capped interior brick chimney extends from the roof of the front-
gabled core near the rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Cross Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1990-2000 one-story prefabricated frame shed with a side-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles is located approximately 30 ft south of the
residence. The shed is clad in vinyl siding and features a double-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
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Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4001 Spring Meadow Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4001 Spring Meadow Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5460 consists of a residence at 4001 Spring Meadow Crescent, immediately north of its intersection with Springbrook
Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .39 acres. The residence is set back approximately 30 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5460 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5460 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1969

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, five-bay (d/w/d/w/w) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1836 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof. Windows exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes; a fifteen-light bow window is located to the left of the façade entry.  Vinyl shutters flank the windows on
the façade. 
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An asymmetrical façade features a central recessed single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry exhibits a non-historic wood door set behind a
cast-iron storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick porch with a cast-iron balustrade sheltered by a wide overhanging eave.  An attached garage
extends from the southwest end of the house. The garage features a paneled overhead garage door with eight lights with muntins affixed to
simulate sections of a fanlight. The southwest elevation features a single-leaf side entry and a corbeled and capped exterior end brick chimney. 
Three single windows punctuate the northeast elevation. A one-room rear projection, which extends from the rear elevation, features a hipped
roof and corrugated metal awnings.  A single-leaf rear entry opens to a concrete patio.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information
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Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4013 Spring Meadow Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4013 Spring Meadow Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5461 consists of a residence and outbuilding at 4013 Spring Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.07 mi northeast of its
intersection with Springbrook Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .361 acres. The residence is set back approximately
35 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5461 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5461 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1969

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (d/w/w/d/w/w) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1733 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad side-gable roof. Windows
exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes; a five-light bow window is located to the left of the façade entry on a side-gabled front
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projection. Vinyl shutters flank the windows on the façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features an off-center single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry exhibits a non-historic wood door set behind a
decorative cast-iron storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick porch with a cast-iron balustrade sheltered by a wide overhanging eave. An
attached garage extends from the southwest end of the house. The garage features a paneled overhead garage door. The southwest elevation
features a single-leaf side entry.  Two single windows punctuate the northeast elevation.  The rear, or northwest, elevation features a screened
porch sheltered by a shed roof and a large exterior capped and corbeled brick chimney.  A single-leaf rear entry opens to a concrete stoop.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1960-1980 one-story prefabricated frame shed with a gambrel clad in asphalt shingles is located approximately 30 ft north of the residence.
The shed is clad in vertical paneling and features a single-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4021 Spring Meadow Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4021 Spring Meadow Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5462 consists of a residence at 4021 Spring Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.12 mi northeast of its intersection with
Springbrook Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .356 acres. The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from the
right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5462 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5462 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1966

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (w/w/d/www/w/d) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1585 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof. Windows exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes; a tripartite window, comprised of a central stationary picture window flanked by two smaller operational
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double-hung sash windows is located to the right of the façade entry.  Vinyl shutters flank the windows on the façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features an off-center recessed single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry exhibits a paneled wood door set behind a
decorative storm door.  It opens onto a one-bay brick porch with a cast-iron balustrade sheltered by a wide overhanging eave.  A capped interior
brick chimney pierces the side-gable roof near the ridgeline.  An attached garage extends from the northeast end of the house. The garage
features an eight-light paneled overhead garage door. The northeast elevation features a single-leaf side entry and a single window and two
single windows punctuate the southwest elevation. Two single windows punctuate the northeast elevation.  The rear, or northwest, elevation
features a double-leaf rear entry that opens to a concrete stoop.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4025 Spring Meadow Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4025 Spring Meadow Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5463 consists of a residence and outbuilding at 4025 Spring Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.12 mi southwest of its
intersection with Cedar Grove Crescent. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .356 acres. The residence is set back
approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5463 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5463 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1970

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Excellent

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (w/ww/d/w/ww/d) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 2162 sq. ft. house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof. Windows exhibit two-
over-two, double-hung wood sashes; a five-light bay window is located to the right of the façade entry.  Decorative wood shutters with a paneled
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square motif flank the windows on the façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features a central recessed single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry exhibits a three-light wood door that opens
onto a one-bay concrete porch with a cast-iron balustrade sheltered by a wide overhanging eave. A capped and corbeled interior brick chimney
pierces the hip roof near the ridgeline.  An attached garage extends from the northeast end of the house. The garage features a paneled overhead
garage door. The northeast elevation features two single-leaf side entries and one single window.  Two single windows punctuate the southwest
elevation. The rear, or northwest, elevation features a double-leaf rear entry that opens to a wood deck with a wood balustrade.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1960-1970 one-story prefabricated frame shed with a gambrel roof clad in asphalt shingles is located approximately 30 ft north of the
residence. The shed is clad in asbestos siding and features a double-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4029 Spring Meadow Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4029 Spring Meadow Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5464 consists of a residence and outbuildings at 4029 Spring Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.11 mi southwest of its
intersection with Cedar Grove Crescent. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .356 acres. The residence is set back
approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5464 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The split-level house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5464 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1969

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Split-Level/Split Foyer

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.5

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a two-story, five-bay (d/w/w/d/www) split-level house. Of frame construction, the 2122 sq ft house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof. Windows exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes; a tripartite window, comprised of a stationary picture window flanked by two smaller operational sash
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windows is located to the right of the façade entry.  Vinyl shutters flank the windows on the façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features a central single-leaf façade entry. The single-leaf entry exhibits a wood paneled door that opens onto a one-bay
brick porch with a cast-iron balustrade sheltered by a wide overhanging eave.  An attached garage extends from the southwest end of the house.
The garage features a paneled overhead garage door. The northeast elevation is void of windows or doors and the southwest elevation is
punctuated by a single-leaf side entry. The rear, or northwest, elevation features a double-leaf rear entry that opens to a concrete patio.  A large
capped and corbelled exterior chimney pierces the roof of the garage near its intersection with the two-story core of the residence. A five-light
bay window is centered on a small projection on the upper story of the house that extends over a portion of the patio.  Square posts support the
rear projection.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1960-1970 one-story prefabricated frame shed with a side-gabled roof clad in asphalt shingles is located approximately 30 ft north of the
residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1990 one-story prefabricated frame metal shed is located approximately 30 ft north of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4033 Spring Meadow Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4033 Spring Meadow Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5465 consists of a residence at 4033 Spring Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.08 mi southwest of its intersection with
Cedar Grove Crescent. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .391 acres. The residence is set back approximately 40 ft from the
right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5465 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5465 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1969

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, five-bay (ww/d/www/w/d) Ranch house . Of frame construction, the 1,674 sq ft house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof. Windows exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes with affixed muntins to simulate six and four-lights; a tripartite window, comprised of a stationary picture
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window with affixed muntins to simulate 20-lights flanked by two smaller operational sash windows, is located to the right of the façade entry. 
Vinyl shutters flank the windows on the façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features an off-center single-leaf façade entry with a paneled door that opens onto a one-bay brick corner porch on a
front projection. The porch features a cast-iron balustrade sheltered by a wide overhanging eave supported by a decorative cast-iron post. An
attached garage extends from the northeast end of the house. The garage features a paneled overhead garage door. The northeast elevation
features one single-leaf side entry, and three single windows punctuate the southwest elevation. The rear, or northwest, elevation features a
double-leaf rear entry that opens to a brick stoop. A large capped and corbelled exterior chimney pierces the eave of the roof to the right of the
rear entry.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4048 Spring Meadow Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4048 Spring Meadow Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5465 consists of a residence and outbuilding at 4048 Spring Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.04 mi southwest of its
intersection with Cedar Grove Crescent. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .415 acres. The residence is set back
approximately 45 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5466 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5466 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1970

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, five-bay (w/w/d/w/d) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 2,194 sq ft house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof. Windows exhibit two-
over-two, double-hung wood sashes; a three-light bay window is located to the right of the façade entry. Vinyl shutters flank the windows on the
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façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features an off-center recessed single-leaf façade entry with a three-light wood door that opens onto a one-bay brick
corner porch on a front projection.  The porch features cast-iron railing and is sheltered by a wide overhanging eave supported by a decorative
cast-iron post.  An attached garage extends from the southwest end of the house. The garage features a paneled wood garage door. The
southwest elevation features one single-leaf side entry and two single windows. The northeast elevation is punctuated by two single windows.
The rear, or southeast, elevation features a single-leaf rear entry that opens to a concrete stoop. An enclosed porch, which extends from the rear
elevation, is sheltered by a shed roof. A large capped and corbelled exterior chimney pierces the eave of the roof at the enclosed porch.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1990 one-story prefabricated frame shed with a gambrel roof clad in asphalt shingles is located approximately 45 ft southeast of the
residence. The shed is clad in vertical paneling and features a double-leaf entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data
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Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4020 Spring Meadow Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4020 Spring Meadow Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5467 consists of a residence and outbuilding at 4020 Spring Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.12 mi northeast of its
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .367 acres. The residence is set back approximately
40 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5467 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5467 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1968

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, five-bay (w/w/d/w/d) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,795 sq ft house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof. Windows exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes; a five-light bow window is located to the right of the façade entry. Wood shutters with decorative square
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detailing flank the windows on the façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features a central recessed single-leaf façade entry with a paneled door that opens onto a one-bay brick porch.  The
porch features a cast-iron balustrade and cast-iron railing and is sheltered by a wide overhanging eave.  An attached garage extends from the
southwest end of the house. The southwest elevation features one single-leaf side entry and a corbelled and capped exterior end brick chimney
that pierces the eave.  The northeast elevation is punctuated by two single windows. The rear, or southeast, elevation features a double-leaf rear
entry that opens to a polished granite patio.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1980 one-story frame shed with a side-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles is located approximately 40 ft south of the residence. The
shed is clad in weatherboard siding and features a double-leaf entry and a single window.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Weatherboard

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4016 Spring Meadow Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4016 Spring Meadow Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5468 consists of a residence and two outbuildings at 4016 Spring Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.10 mi northeast of
its intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The .375 acre parcel features an open front lawn and chain link fence encloses the back yard.
The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5468 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5468 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1969

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (d/w/w/d/w/w) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1846 sq ft house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof. Windows exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes; a five-light bow window is located to the left of the façade entry. A bank of three windows is located to the
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far left of the façade entry on the former attached garage, which is now enclosed.  Wood shutters with raised panels flank the windows on the
façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features a central recessed single-leaf façade entry with a paneled door that opens onto a one-bay brick porch. The
porch features a cast-iron balustrade and cast-iron railing and is sheltered by a wide overhanging eave. The northeast elevation features one
single-leaf side entry. The southwest elevation is punctuated by two single windows. The rear, or southeast, elevation features a double-leaf rear
entry that opens to a wood deck. The deck features a decorative balustrade with sunburst design and a wheelchair ramp.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1980 one-and-one-half-story frame garage with a gambrel roof clad in asphalt shingles is located approximately 65 ft southeast of the
residence. The façade of the stucco-clad garage features a garage bay with a paneled overhead garage door and two one-over-one-light double-
hung sash windows on the upper half-story.

Number of Stories: 1.5

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Stucco Stuccoed

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1980 one-story prefabricated metal shed with a front-gable roof clad in metal panels is located south-southwest of the garage.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Historic District Information
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Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4012 Spring Meadow Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4012  Spring Meadow Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5469 consists of a residence at 4012 Spring Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.08 mi northeast of its intersection with
Sunnybrook Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .367 acres. The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from the
right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5469 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5469 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1968

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (d/w/w/d/w/w) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,667 sq ft house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof. Windows exhibit two-
over-two, double-hung wood sashes with aluminum storm windows; a fifteen-light bow window is located to the left of the façade entry. Wood
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shutters with raised panels flank the windows on the façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features a central recessed single-leaf façade entry with a paneled door and decorative cast-iron storm door that opens
onto a one-bay brick porch.  The porch features a cast-iron balustrade and cast-iron railing and is sheltered by a wide overhanging eave. An
attached garage extends from the northeast end of the house. The garage features a three-light wood paneled garage door with a bank of three
aluminum storm doors.  The northeast elevation is void of any windows and doors. The southwest elevation is punctuated by two single
windows. The rear, or southeast, elevation features an enclosed frame porch sheltered by a shed roof. The enclosed porch features a single-leaf
rear entry that opens to a concrete stoop. A capped and corbelled interior brick chimney pierces the roof on the rear elevation near the enclosed
porch.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4008 Spring Meadow Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4008 Spring Meadow Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5470 consists of a residence at 4008 Spring Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.07 mi northeast of its intersection with
Sunnybrook Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .356 acres. The residence is set back approximately 40 ft from the
right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5470 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5470 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1968

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (d/w/www/d/w/w) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,688 sq ft house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad cross-gable roof with winged
gables. Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes; a tripartite window, comprised of a stationary picture window flanked by two
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smaller operational sash windows is located to the left of the façade entry on a central cross-gable projection. Wood shutters flank the windows
on the façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features an off-center single-leaf façade entry with a paneled door and twelve-light storm door that opens onto a one-bay
brick porch. The porch features a brick balustrade and cast-iron railing and is sheltered by a wide overhanging eave from the cross-gable
projection. An attached garage extends from the northeast end of the house.  The garage features a four-light wood paneled garage door with a
bank of four aluminum storm doors.  The northeast elevation features a single-leaf side entry. The southwest elevation is punctuated by two
single windows. The rear, or southeast, elevation features a frame sunroom. The sunroom features three double-leaf entries and four sets of five-
light jalousie windows. A capped and corbelled exterior brick chimney pierces the eave on the rear elevation near the enclosed porch.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4004 Spring Meadow Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4004 Spring Meadow Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5471 consists of a residence and outbuilding at 4004 Spring Meadow Crescent, approximately 0.04 mi northeast of its
intersection with Sunnybrook Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .346 acres.  The residence is set back approximately
35 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5471 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5471 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1967

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (d/w/w/d/w/w) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,688 sq ft house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof. Windows exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes; a five-light bow window is located to the left of the façade entry on a central hipped projection.  Wood
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shutters with raised square panel designs flank the windows on the façade.
 
An asymmetrical façade features an off-center single-leaf façade entry with a paneled door and storm door that opens onto a one-bay brick
corner porch that is sheltered by a wide overhanging eave of the hipped projection supported by a decorative cast-iron support.  An attached
garage extends from the northeast end of the house. The garage features a paneled garage door with a bank of four aluminum storm doors. The
northeast elevation features a single-leaf side entry.  The southwest elevation is punctuated by two single windows. The rear, or southeast,
elevation features double-leaf rear entry that opens to a wood deck with a simple wood balustrade. A central corbeled and capped exterior brick
chimney pierces the eave on the rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1980 one-story prefabricated frame shed with a gambrel roof clad in asphalt shingles is located south of the residence.  The shed
features vertical board paneling and a double-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data
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Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4000 Spring Meadow Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4000 Spring Meadow Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5472 consists of a residence at 4000 Spring Meadow Crescent, immediately east of its intersection with Sunnybrook
Terrace. The parcel features an open lawn bisected by a concrete sidewalk and totals .384 acres. The residence is set back
approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5472 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5472 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1968

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (w/w/d/www/w/w) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,782 sq ft house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad side-gable roof. Windows
exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes with muntins affixed to simulate eight-over-eight light sashes; a tripartite window, comprised of
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a stationary picture window, with muntins affixed to simulate a 24-light window, flanked by two smaller operational sash windows is located to
the right of the façade entry on a central side-gable projection. Vinyl shutters flank the windows on the façade. A central corbeled and capped
interior brick chimney pierces the ridgeline of the side-gable roof.
 
An asymmetrical façade features an off-center single-leaf façade entry with a four-light paneled door and a cast-iron storm door that opens onto a
two-bay brick porch that is sheltered by the side-gabled roof of the central projection and supported by square posts.  The southwest elevation
features an attached garage with a paneled garage door and an integrated screened porch.  The northeast elevation is punctuated by two single
windows. The rear, or southeast, elevation features an integrated screened porch that occupies the south-southwest corner of the house. A double-
leaf rear entry opens to a concrete stoop on the rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4108 Cedar Grove Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4108 Cedar Grove Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5473 consists of a residence and two outbuildings at 4108 Cedar Gove Crescent, immediately southwest of its intersection
with Spring Meadow Crescent. The parcel, which features an open front lawn bisected by a concrete sidewalk and a backyard enclosed
by a wooden privacy fence, totals .42 acres. The residence is set back approximately 45 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5473 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5473 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1967

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (w/w/ww/d/w/w) Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 2,953 sq ft house is founded on a concrete
foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof. Windows exhibit two-
, three-, and four-light metal jalousie windows; a five-light bow window is located to the left of the façade entry.  
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An asymmetrical façade features an off-center recessed single-leaf façade entry with a three-panel door and a vinyl storm door that opens onto a
one-bay brick and stone porch that is sheltered by the overhanging eave of a hipped projection. The southeast elevation features an attached
garaged with a wood garage door. The garage door features contrasting diamond design trim work. The northwest elevation is punctuated by
two single windows. The rear, or southwest, elevation features a one-room screened porch that is sheltered by a shed roof. A single-leaf rear
entry from the porch opens to a concrete stoop and sidewalk. A corbelled and capped interior brick chimney pierces the hipped roof near the
attached garage.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Stretcher Bond
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Jalousied Metal No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1980 one-story frame shed, located approximately 15 ft. south-southwest of the residence, is set upon a concrete foundation and
features vertical board paneling, two single-leaf façade entries with paneled doors, and three two-light jalousie windows.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Shed Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Windows Jalousied Metal No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A c. 1970-1980 one-story frame shed with a front-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles is located approximately 35 ft west-northwest of the
residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 4112 Cedar Grove Crescent

Property Addresses

Current - 4112 Cedar Grove Crescent

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5474 consists of a residence at 4112 Cedar Gove Crescent, immediately southeast of its intersection with Spring Meadow
Crescent. The parcel, which features an open front lawn bisected by a concrete sidewalk, totals .372 acres.  The residence is set back
approximately 50 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

This resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5474 and events or
persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As
such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for
listing in the NRHP. The integrity of materials, design, and workmanship of this resource has been diminished by the construction of
frame second story and rear additions and the installation of vinyl windows.  Furthermore, this example does not exhibit denotative
characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and
character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5474 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1968

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 2.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a two-story, four-bay (w/dd/www/www) modified Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 2,787 sq ft house is founded on a
concrete foundation clad in brick veneer, features a stretcher bond brick veneer and faux stone veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-
clad hip roof. A second-story frame addition, clad in vinyl siding with a pyramidal roof, extends above the hipped core of the house.  Windows
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exhibit one-over-one-light double-hung vinyl sash windows with muntins affixed to simulate a six-over-six-light arrangement; a 20-light wood
picture window is located to the left of the façade entry.
 
An asymmetrical façade features an off-center recessed double-leaf façade entry with paneled doors flanked by sidelights that open to an
integrated two-bay recessed concrete porch.  The roof of the porch is supported by square posts and arches run between the posts.  The second
story addition features four single windows on the façade. A capped and corbelled brick chimney pierces the ridgeline of the core of the house
near the second-story addition.  The northeast elevation features two single windows on the core of the house and a single-leaf entry and two
additional windows on a vinyl-clad rear addition. A tall capped and corbelled exterior brick chimney pierces the eave of the southeast elevation.
A screened porch wraps the south-southeast corner of the house. The rear, or southwest, elevation features two double-leaf rear entries, sheltered
by the overhang of the second story addition, that open to brick and concrete patios.  The rear frame addition features a one-bay brick corner
porch on the rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Current Name Norfolk & Western Railroad, Rotunda Ave./I-64
Historic Virginian Railway

Property Addresses

Current - Rotunda Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321, 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: No Data

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5613 consists of an approximately 700 ft portion of the Virginian Railway (VGN) near the intersection of Rotunda Avenue
and Interstate 64. The rail corridor, which is no longer in use, is first depicted in this location on the 1921 15-minute Newport News
topographic quadrangle.

Surveyor Assessment:

This resource is recommended not eligible for listing in the NRHP. The VGN is associated with efforts of industrialists and capitalists
of the early-twentieth century to exploit extractive industries, particularly coal operations, in West Virginia, bringing their product to
larger markets for profit. By 1921, more than 150,000 coal-rich acres were under development along the Virginian Railway. However,
while the rail line is both broadly and specifically associated with such economic ventures and the development of commerce markets
in the early-twentieth century, a trend continuing from earlier decades, the portion of the corridor within the immediate vicinity no
longer retains sufficient integrity to reflect such associations. Characterized by a small span of track and a small wood post trestle
spanning a tributary, the corridor has become heavily overgrown following the line’s abandonment and nearly completely disappears
from the landscape amidst the surrounding vegetation. It no longer remains evident as an intact corridor reflecting its historical
associations as an important rail commerce route between Virginia and the West Virginia coalfields. Furthermore, the integrity of the
corridor is further diminished by the construction of I-64, under which the corridor passes, which obstructs the perception of the
corridor as an intact element of the landscape. While complete investigation of the VGN beyond the APE was beyond the scope of the
field investigations, it can be surmised that even if a larger part of the VGN were determined to be eligible for the NRHP as a linear
resource at a point in the future, this portion would not be considered a contributing element of that resource due to the substantial loss
of integrity, which prevents the resource’s ability to convey its associations under Criterion A. Broadly associated with the founder of
the VGN, H.H. Rogers, there are no specific associations between this portion of the line and Rogers; it is not eligible for listing under
Criterion B. This resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. Heavily disrupted and characterized by
diminished integrity of materials, workmanship, and design, this portion of the line and corridor also does not demonstrate any
noteworthy engineering. The small trestle passing over the tributary of Goose Creek is likewise void of significant design or
engineering merits. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5613 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP
under Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Transportation

Resource Type: Railroad Bed

Date of Construction: 1909Ca

Historic Time Period: Reconstruction and Growth (1866 - 1916)

Historic Context(s): Transportation/Communication

Architectural Style: No discernible style
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Form: No Data

Number of Stories: No Data

Condition: Deteriorated

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

Constructed in 1909, this segment of the VGN rail corridor runs parallel to Rotunda Avenue and beneath the east and west-bound overpasses of
I-64 (David 2004).  Vegetation fills the corridor on either side of the overpasses, obscuring much of the view of the tracks. Within the APE, the
resource is characterized by a small portion of the rail line and a wooden railroad trestle. The small trestle features post construction and spans a
small tributary of Goose Creek. The line within APE is characterized by a pair of steel tracks set upon timber ties inset within a shallow berm.
The trackbed is void of ballast, and is heavily overgrown.
 
Incorporated in 1907, the VGN was founded by Henry Huddleston Rogers, who aimed to connect the coalfields in West Virginia to ports on the
Atlantic Ocean.  Construction on the eastern end of the railway, known as the Tidewater Railway between Sewell’s Point and Roanoke,
Virginia, was started in 1903.  In 1959, the VGN merged with Norfolk and Western (now Norfolk Southern) (Princeton Railroad Museum and
Archer 2007:7-8).
 

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 11/4/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Nov 2013: This is an additional request for a resource originally thought to be surveyed with 131-0479, this segment is actually a portion of the
Virginian Railway (also associated with the Sunray Historic District).  An additional survey number is requested for this resource.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location Bridge #8037, Rotunda Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - Rotunda Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: No Data

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5475 consists of a wooden deck bridge (VA Structure No. 8037, Federal Structure ID 21821) over a tributary of Goose
Creek near the intersection of Rotunda Avenue and Interstate 64.

Surveyor Assessment:

This resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5475 and events or
persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. This single span bridge represents a common form and does not demonstrate noteworthy
architectural or engineering features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. The integrity of
materials, design, and workmanship of this resource has been diminished by the alteration of the decking and abutments.
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5475 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or
C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
State Govt Virginia Department of Transportation

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Transportation

Resource Type: Bridge

Date of Construction: 1969

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Transportation/Communication

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: No Data

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

Constructed in 1969, this single-span bridge is roughly 21 ft long and 30.5 ft wide and features frame abutments on either side of the tributary,
an original wooden deck resurfaced with asphalt, and steel reinforcement and guard rails (VDOT 2013).  Alterations to the bridge include the
pavement of the deck and the extension of the abutment retaining walls using bags of concrete as building material.  Over time, the bags used to
extend the retaining walls have rotted away, leaving concrete forms in the shape of small bags of concrete.

Bridge Information
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Structure Number: 28821

VDOT Bridge ID: 8037

Entity Crossed Name: Goose Creek Tributary

Entity Crossed Type: Water

Bridge Type: Slab

Current Use: Road

Number of Spans: 1

Number of Lanes: 2

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

Virginia Department of Transportation
2013  Bridges of Virginia, Hampton Roads Historic District.
http://dashboard.virginiadot.org/Pages/Maintenance/AdvancedBridgeReport.aspx?districtCode=5 Accessed online, October 28, 2013.

Property Notes:
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location Bridge #1811, Military Highway, spanning N&S

Railroad

Property Addresses

Current - Military Highway

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: No Data

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5476 consists of a steel stringer bridge (VA Structure No. 1811, Federal Structure ID 21830) on South Military Highway
over the defunct Norfolk Southern (formerly Virginian and Norfolk and Western) rail line.

Surveyor Assessment:

This resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5476 and events or
persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. This triple-span steel stringer bridge represents a common form and does not demonstrate
noteworthy architectural or engineering features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this
bridge retains integrity of materials, design, and workmanship, it represents a common type. Consequently, CRA recommends that
DHR # 131-5476 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic
districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
State Govt Virginia Department of Transportation

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Transportation

Resource Type: Bridge

Date of Construction: 1938

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Transportation/Communication

Architectural Style: Gothic Revival

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: No Data

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

Constructed in 1938, this three-span bridge is roughly 148 ft long and 47.9 ft wide and features poured concrete abutments on either side of the
rail crossing (VDOT 2013).  Two sets of three reinforced concrete piers support the steel superstructure and concrete decking of the bridge. The
bridge retains its original reinforced concrete balustrade. The openings between the vertical supports of the balustrade form gothic arches and
the end posts feature Gothic arch insets.  The bridge has not been reconstructed.

Bridge Information
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Structure Number: 21830

VDOT Bridge ID: 1811

Entity Crossed Name: Norfolk Southern (formerly Virginian and Norfolk and Western) rail line

Entity Crossed Type: Railroad

Bridge Type: Beam - Steel

Current Use: Road

Number of Spans: 3

Number of Lanes: 2

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

Virginia Department of Transportation
2013  Bridges of Virginia, Hampton Roads Historic District.
http://dashboard.virginiadot.org/Pages/Maintenance/AdvancedBridgeReport.aspx?districtCode=5 Accessed online, October 28, 2013.

Property Notes:
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location Shooting Range, 4321 South Military Highway

Property Addresses

Current - 4321 Military Highway South

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 7.3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5477 consists of a clubhouse and shooting range at 4321 S. Military Highway, north-northwest of its intersection with
Rotunda Avenue.  The parcel, which features an open front lawn and an outdoor shooting range in the rear, totals 7.28 acres. The
clubhouse is set back approximately 175 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

This resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5477 and events or
persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The clubhouse is an undistinguished vernacular form that dates to the mid-twentieth
century. It lacks notable architectural elements that would elevate its significance and make it eligible for listing in the NRHP under
Criterion C. The integrity of materials, design, and workmanship of this resource has been diminished by the construction of frame rear
additions.  Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5477 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Social/Recreational

Resource Type: Clubhouse

Date of Construction: 1948

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Recreation/Arts

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The clubhouse is a one-story, two-bay (d/dd) concrete block, side-gable building. Of concrete block construction, the 5,376 sq ft house is
founded on a poured concrete foundation and is sheltered by a metal panel side-gable roof. Three metal vents are visible along the ridgeline of
the roof.  An additional square metal vent pierces the roofline. No windows are visible on the core of the building. 
 
An asymmetrical façade features an off-center single-leaf entry with a metal door that opens to a concrete stoop.  A corrugated metal awning
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extends over this primary façade entry.  A secondary double-leaf façade entry is located to the far right of the primary entry.  This entry also
features metal doors. The western elevation features a single off-center single-leaf side entry. The eastern elevation features a metal and concrete
enclosed lean-to extension. A tall concrete and metal wall is located to the east of the east elevation of the building.
 
The rear, or north, elevation, features two small frame shed additions. The western addition features vinyl one-over-one-light double-hung vinyl
sash windows with muntins affixed to simulate six-over-six-light sashes, vertical wood paneling, an asphalt shingle roof, and a double-leaf rear
entry to opens to concrete steps. The eastern shed addition features no windows or doors, is clad in vertical board siding, and is sheltered by an
asphalt shingle roof.
 
The outdoor shooting range is comprised of five small outbuildings located north of the clubhouse.  Four of these buildings are front-gable shed
buildings that feature frame construction, raised pier foundations, front-gable roofs clad in metal panels, double-leaf façade entries and exterior
cladding of vertical wood paneling.  The fifth outbuilding features concrete block construction and a shed roof clad in metal panels.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Uncoursed
Roof Side Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Other

Resource Type: Other

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The outdoor shooting range is comprised of five small outbuildings located north of the clubhouse.  Four of these buildings are front-gable shed
buildings that feature frame construction, raised pier foundations, front-gable roofs clad in metal panels, double-leaf façade entries and exterior
cladding of vertical wood paneling.  The fifth outbuilding features concrete block construction and a shed roof clad in metal panels.

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Other

Resource Type: Other

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The outdoor shooting range is comprised of five small outbuildings located north of the clubhouse.  Four of these buildings are front-gable shed
buildings that feature frame construction, raised pier foundations, front-gable roofs clad in metal panels, double-leaf façade entries and exterior
cladding of vertical wood paneling.  The fifth outbuilding features concrete block construction and a shed roof clad in metal panels.

Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Other

Resource Type: Other

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:
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The outdoor shooting range is comprised of five small outbuildings located north of the clubhouse.  Four of these buildings are front-gable shed
buildings that feature frame construction, raised pier foundations, front-gable roofs clad in metal panels, double-leaf façade entries and exterior
cladding of vertical wood paneling.  The fifth outbuilding features concrete block construction and a shed roof clad in metal panels.

Secondary Resource #4

Resource Category: Other

Resource Type: Other

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The outdoor shooting range is comprised of five small outbuildings located north of the clubhouse.  Four of these buildings are front-gable shed
buildings that feature frame construction, raised pier foundations, front-gable roofs clad in metal panels, double-leaf façade entries and exterior
cladding of vertical wood paneling.  The fifth outbuilding features concrete block construction and a shed roof clad in metal panels.

Secondary Resource #5

Resource Category: Other

Resource Type: Other

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The outdoor shooting range is comprised of five small outbuildings located north of the clubhouse.  Four of these buildings are front-gable shed
buildings that feature frame construction, raised pier foundations, front-gable roofs clad in metal panels, double-leaf façade entries and exterior
cladding of vertical wood paneling.  The fifth outbuilding features concrete block construction and a shed roof clad in metal panels.

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:
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No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Historic Sunray Agricultural (Rural) Historic District
Historic Sunray Village

Property Addresses

Current - Biernot Road
Current - Carlise Road
Current - Compaz Road
Current - Danberry Street
Current - East Road
Current - Hertz Road
Current - Homestead Road
Current - Interstate 64
Current - Old State Road
Current - Peach Avenue
Current - Seldon Road
Current - Sondej Avenue
Current - Sunray Avenue
Current - Truitt Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23221

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

NRHP Listing
VLR Listing

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Rural

Acreage: 1,264

Site Description:

2006: The Sunray Agricultural Historic District is defined by agrarian fields divided by brackish-water ditches and early 20th century
farmhouses with associated outbuildings in a rural setting. A single asphalt roadway flanked by brackish-water ditches accesses the
district area. Tree stands, roadways and ditches divide the rectangular agrarian fields.
 
9/2013: The Sunray Agricultural (Rural) Historic District (DHR# 131-5325), which is comprised of approximately 1,264 acres,
includes the 20th century farmhouses, outbuildings, agricultural fields, and public buildings associated with the planned colony of
Sunray. Roughly bounded by the Great Dismal Swamp and Interstate 64, the district is accessed via a single asphalt roadway flanked
by brackish-water ditches (David 2007).

Surveyor Assessment:

The Sunray Agricultural Historic District was a planned agrarian community of Polish immigrants from the early 20th century. Poles
who immigrated to the United States were encouraged by prospects of work in industrial centers, mining colonies and agricultural
comunities from New York to Chicago. The land on which Sunray is located was purchased by a real estate developer, and in
conjunction with shipping agents out of New York who assisted the relocation of Polish immigrants, they created a Polish agricultural
community on undeveloped tidal marshes of the Great Dismal Swamp. The colony thrived from its arrival in the 1910s, draining and
farming the land, building a church and a school, and forming a community organization to protect residents' interests. Located
between Portsmouth and Suffolk, access to these major cities was via railroad connections located in the north. The community retains
its Polish heritage and agricultural function. 
 
See nomination for additional historic information.
 
9/2013: DHR# 131-5325, the Sunray Agricultural (Rural) Historic District, was listed in the NRHP in 2007. The expansive district
stretches well beyond the APE for the project; the portion of the district within the APE and its immediate vicinity is characterized
only by wooded and grassy fields. There are no structures present within this area. These fields, once agricultural spaces, continue to
provide a buffer on the fringe of the district between modern development and the resources within the limits of the district, merging
into the rural aesthetic of the region. As such, the portion of the district within the APE continues to reflect and support the overall
district’s agricultural roots, undisturbed by modern development, and is considered a contributing portion of the NRHP-listed district,
which is noted for its association as a planned agrarian community of Polish immigrants dating to the early-twentieth century. The
district retains eligibility under Criteria A and C for its association with agriculture, community planning and development, a designed
landscape, and ethnic heritage from the period 1908-1956.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data
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Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Other

Resource Type: Historic District

Date of Construction: 1908

Historic Time Period: Reconstruction and Growth (1866 - 1916)

Historic Context(s): Domestic, Education, Ethnic/Immigration, Funerary, Religion

Architectural Style: Other

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: No Data

Condition: Excellent

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The Sunray Agricultural Historic District is defined by agrarian fields divided by brackish-water ditches and early 20th century farmhouses with
associated outbuildings in a rural setting. A single asphalt roadway flanked by brackish-water ditches accesses the district area. Early 20th
century vernacular farmhouses are located throughout the district and are simple in form and treatment. Numerous agricultural buildings are
clustered around the farmhouses and are found in the agricultural fields. Near the main entrance road to the farming community and the
intersecting railroad tracks af the now defunct Virginia Railway, there are clustered institutional buildings, such as the Catholic Church with
parish house and school, and the 1920-era public school, which eventually became the Bowers Hill post office. The district retains its integrity
and reflects an early 20th century immigrant farming community.
 
See nomination for additional and itemized architectural information.
----------------------
February 2002
 
9/2013: The 281 contributing resources of the district include 90 sites, 188 buildings, 2 structures, and 1 object.  These contributing resources
include early 20th century farmsteads and their associated outbuildings, the intersecting rail road tracts of the defunct Virginian Railway, and
institutional buildings along Homestead Road including the Sunray School and St. Mary’s Catholic Church, parish house, rectory, and cemetery
(David 2004). Only the northeastern most portion of the district reaches into the APE; it is characterized by grassy fields lined with mature
evergreen and deciduous trees. No buildings or structures are located in the portion of the district that reaches into the APE for the project.

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events
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Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Event Type: NRHP Listing

DHR ID: 131-5325

Staff Name: NPS

Event Date: 5/29/2007

Staff Comment

No Data

Event Type: NRHP Nomination

DHR ID: 131-5325

Staff Name: David, Kimble

Event Date: 7/9/2004

Staff Comment

Updated on August 14, 2006

Event Type: VLR Listing

DHR ID: 131-5325

Staff Name: DHR

Event Date: 3/19/2003

Staff Comment

No Data

Event Type: PIF

Project Review File Number: No Data

Investigator: Shea, Mark

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 2/6/2002

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

No Data

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

David, Kimble
2004 Sunray Agricultural (Rural) Historic District NRHP Nomination. National Park Service, Washington, D.C.

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Section 2: I-64 between I-264 and U.S. 13 Interchanges
None of the 183 historic architectural resources identified as part of the survey lie within this area. 

There are no existing historic properties identified in this section of the APE. U.S. 13, which runs parallel 
to the south side of I-64 in this section of the APE, is primarily flanked by post-1970 industrial 
development.



Section 3: U.S. 13 Interchange 
Eight of the 183 historic architectural resources identified as part of the survey lie within this area. 

The majority of the resources that comprise the section consist of mid-twentieth-century suburban 
residences. A mobile home park is also included in the section. All properties are located on Galberry 
Road, a two-lane, winding road, which exhibits a more rural character than other roads in the area. One 
previously-surveyed property was located in this section; however, it has been demolished since the 
previous survey (DHR # 131-0545). 
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Current Name Cavalier Estates Mobile Home

Property Addresses

Current - 3732 Military Highway South

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321, 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 3.8

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5478 consists of Cavalier Estates Mobile Home Park, comprised of the park office, a garage, and approximately 54 mobile
homes located at 3732 South Military Highway, approximately .09 mi east  with Galberry Road. The structures are situated on a level,
approximately 3.83 acre parcel with scattered trees. Asphalt drives run through the property, with the structures situated approximately
10 ft from each drive.

Surveyor Assessment:

Originally popular as recreational vehicles during the 1920s, mobile homes became popular after World War I as a cheap means of
permanent housing for returning veterans and their families.  Because they were cheaper to purchase than a traditional home and
offered an expanded sense of mobility and convenience, mobile homes became a convenient, marketable housing option in light of a
drastic housing shortage following the war. Mobile homes were purchased in large swaths as the public embraced their versatility and
mobility, which allowed them to travel wherever a job may be, which was especially desirable in the post-war years as veterans looked
to assimilate back into productive society, where they were now likely to have a family to support. Mobile homes during this period
saw a dramatic evolution from their earlier counterparts, which were quite boxy and, in actuality, had very little metalwork. In the post-
World War II era, however, they were almost exclusively metal, with less built-in interior furniture. Forms also became longer,
although the width remained at 8 ft, dictated by problems in shipping. DHR # 131-5478 is an example of a typical mid-century mobile
home park. 
Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5478 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. While the
majority of materials appear to be original, the park is not a noteworthy example of a mid-century mobile home park. The mobile
homes do not exhibit noteworthy features or represent a particularly early or innovative method of construction either individually or
collectively. The maker(s) and model(s) of the mobile homes are unknown, and no significant associations with a manufacturer have
been determined. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5478 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A,
B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Commerce/Trade

Resource Type: Dwelling/Store

Date of Construction: 1950Ca

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 2.0
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Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The centrally-located office is a two-bay (w/w), two-story, side-gabled frame structure, clad with vinyl siding beneath an asphalt shingle roof.
The foundation material is not visible. A two-story, shed roof addition is attached to the center of the northeast elevation. All second-story
windows are identical. 
 
The primary, second floor entry is located at the southern corner of the southeast elevation of the addition and faces south. It is comprised of a
vinyl door, sheltered beneath a metal awning, that opens onto metal steps. Façade windows are comprised of two-over-two, double-hung wood
sashes. First-story windows located on the northwest and southeast (side) elevations are comprised of fixed vinyl sashes. Second-story windows
are located at the center of these elevations.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1950

Condition: Poor

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The garage, known as “B” building, is located approximately 154 ft northeast of the office and is a one-story, three-bay (w/d/w), front-gabled
concrete block structure. It is situated beneath an asphalt shingle roof. The foundation is not visible. Identical entries, comprised of a single
wood door, are located at the center of the north and south elevations. The easternmost bay of the south elevation exhibits a one-over-one,
double-hung vinyl sash window with snap-in grids; the westernmost bay exhibits a one-over-one-double-hung vinyl sash. The eastern and
westernmost bays of the north elevation exhibit unoccupied window openings.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Mobile Home/Trailer

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1950

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The 54 mobile homes are comprised primarily of one-story, flat-roof, rectangular frame structures situated along the three asphalt and gravel
drives that run through the property. A concrete driveway extends to each. Each is clad with corrugated metal beneath a metal roof. The
foundations are sheathed by metal panels. Doors are primarily comprised of vinyl replacements and windows are comprised of one-over-one,
double-hung aluminum sashes, with several mobile homes exhibiting projecting bay windows.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components
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Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Not Visible Metal Veneer
Roof Flat Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Panels

Windows Double-hung Aluminum No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 3588 Galberry Road

Property Addresses

Current - 3588 Galberry Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321, 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Rural

Acreage: 2.6

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5479 consists of two residences, a mobile home, and a shed located at 3588 Galberry Road, approximately .22 mi east of
its intersection with South Military Highway. A prefabricated shed is also associated with the property. The structures are situated on a
level, wooded approximately 2.635 acre parcel. The two residences and mobile home are situated at the end of a gravel drive,
approximately 238 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5479 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. While the Ranch house located at DHR# 131-5479
exhibits several character-defining features of the basic Ranch house, such as a single-storied, side-gabled form, it is not an example of
exceptional significance needed for listing in the NRHP. It exhibits elements commonly found on Ranch houses constructed from the
period throughout the United States and is undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or other architectural features. The large
sunroom addition and the rear addition have compromised its integrity of design, materials and workmanship. The secondary buildings
are also insignificant forms that are representative of mid-century outbuildings. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5479
is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential
historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The primary residence is a one-story, three-bay (ww/wwwwww/ww), side-gabled, frame Compact Ranch house with additions and an attached
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carport. It is situated on a concrete block foundation beneath an asphalt shingle roof and clad with vinyl siding. Windows throughout the
original portion of the house are identical and consist of metal jalousie units. Two chimneys are also present that rise above the slope of the roof:
an interior brick chimney and an exterior brick chimney attached to the southern half of the southeast (side) elevation. The residence comprises
approximately 1,488 sq ft of living space.
 
The primary entry is located at the northern corner of the southeast (side) elevation of a flat-roof sunroom addition, attached to the center of the
façade. It is comprised of a sliding metal and glass door that opens onto poured concrete steps. A side-gabled addition adjoins the southern
corner of the rear elevation. A secondary entry that opens into the attached carport is located at the southern corner of the southeast elevation of
the addition. Four large, fixed metal sash windows are located along the northwest elevation of the addition. The shed roof carport, attached to
the southeast elevation of the side-gabled addition, is supported by metal posts.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Jalousied Metal No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Secondary Dwelling

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1963

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The secondary residence is located approximately 60 ft east of the primary residence. It is a one-story, three-bay (d/w/w), front-gabled frame
house, situated on a concrete block foundation beneath an asphalt shingle roof and clad with board and battens. The façade entry is comprised of
a paneled wood door with three lights set behind an aluminum storm door that opens onto a concrete stoop. Façade windows are comprised of
metal jalousie units, sheltered beneath a metal awning. A secondary entry is located at the northern corner of the southwest (side) elevation and
is identical to the primary entry. Additional windows are comprised of two-over-two, double-hung aluminum sashes.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Board-and-Batten

Windows Jalousied Metal No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Mobile Home/Trailer

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The mobile home is located approximately 10 ft north of the secondary residence. It is a one-story, five-bay (w/w/ww/d/w), flat roof frame
structure clad with corrugated metal panels beneath a metal roof. The entry is comprised of a vinyl door that opens onto a wood deck. Windows
are comprised of metal jalousie units and one-over-one, double-hung metal sashes.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
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Foundation Piers Concrete Block
Roof Flat Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Windows Jalousied Metal No Data

Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1963

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The shed is located approximately 18 ft north of the mobile home. It is a one-story, side-gabled frame structure situated on a concrete block
foundation beneath a standing seam metal roof. It is clad with wood panels. Paired wood casement windows are located at the center of the east
elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Panels

Windows Casement Wood No Data

Secondary Resource #4

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A non-historic, pre-fabricated, front-gable, frame shed is located approximately 30 ft north of the mobile home. It is set on a concrete block pier
foundation, clad in metal panels, and sheltered by a metal-panel roof. The shed is accessed via a double-leaf facade entry filled with two metal
doors.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Piers Concrete Block
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971
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Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 3577 Galberry Road

Property Addresses

Current - 3577 Galberry Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Rural

Acreage: 2.1

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5480 consists of a residence, pool house, work shop and shed located at 3577 Galberry Road, approximately .25 mi east of
its intersection with South Military Highway. The structures are situated on a level, grassy approximately 2.119 acre parcel. They are
situated at the end of a poured concrete driveway approximately 70 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5480 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
structures located at DHR # 131-5480 are undistinguished building forms that lack the significance and integrity necessary for
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C. They are not of a specific style or significant design, nor do they represent a significant
construction method. The addition of replacement siding and windows to the residence have compromised its integrity of design,
materials and workmanship.  Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5480 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under
Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1958

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Other

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.5

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-and-one-half story, four-bay (ww/ww/d/www), double-pile, side-gabled with a front-gabled extension, frame house with
an attached carport. It is primarily clad with a brick veneer beneath an asphalt shingle roof, with the rear elevation and gable ends clad with
vinyl siding. The foundation material is not visible. An interior brick chimney extends from the center of the roof. Windows throughout are one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids; the façade and gable end windows are flanked with decorative, louvered shutters. The
residence comprises approximately 2896 sq ft of living space. 
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The off-center primary entry is comprised of a wood paneled door that opens onto a single-bay brick porch sheltered beneath a front-gabled
porch roof supported by fluted columns. The easternmost bay is comprised of a large vinyl picture window flanked by smaller one-over-one,
double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids. A recessed, secondary entry is located at the center of the east elevation and comprised of a French
door with snap-in grids that opens onto a brick stoop. Two additional secondary entries; comprised of a vinyl sliding glass door and vinyl French
doors are located at the center of the rear elevation. A shed roof dormer extends from the center of the rear elevation roof. The attached carport
is supported by brick piers, forming two vehicle bays. A vinyl door with a single light and snap-in grids is located at the center of the rear
elevation of the carport.

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Outbuilding,Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The pool house is located approximately 23 ft southeast of the residence. It is a one-story, front-gabled frame structure, clad with metal panels
beneath a standing seam roof. An entry comprised of an aluminum screen door is located at the western corner of the north elevation. Windows
comprised of one-over-one, double-hung aluminum sashes are located along all elevations.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Windows Double-hung Aluminum No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Outbuilding,Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1960

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The workshop is located approximately 51 ft south of the residence and is a one-story, front-gabled concrete block structure. The area beneath
the gable is clad with asbestos siding and the structure is situated beneath an asphalt shingle roof. An exterior concrete block chimney is
attached to the center of the north elevation. An open garage bay is located at the southern corner of the west elevation. Windows are comprised
of fixed metal sashes.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Windows Fixed Metal No Data
Chimneys Exterior End Concrete Block
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Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The shed is located approximately 13 ft south of the workshop. The metal roof is supported by wood posts, with only the south elevation clad
with metal panels.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Shed Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 3561 Galberry Road

Property Addresses

Current - 3561 Galberry Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Rural

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5481 consists of a residence located at 3561 Galberry Road, approximately .31 mi southeast of its intersection with South
Military Highway. A prefabricated shed, located to the rear of the residence, is also associated with the property. The structures are
situated on a level, grassy approximately .348 acre parcel. The residence is situated approximately 50 ft from the right-of-way at the
end of a gravel driveway. It is first depicted on the 1955 Norfolk South topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date this
resource to 1951.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5481 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. Ranch
houses are some of the most common residential forms seen in mid-century suburbs across the country; therefore they must exhibit
exceptional characteristics and outstanding integrity to be eligible for listing in the NRHP. While the Ranch house located at DHR#
131-5481 exhibits several character-defining features, such as a single-storied form and a large picture window, it is not an example of
exceptional significance needed for listing in the NRHP. It exhibits elements commonly found on Ranch houses constructed from the
period throughout the United States and is undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or other architectural features. The addition of
replacement siding, windows and doors, as well as the rear addition, have compromised its integrity of design, materials and
workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5481 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B,
or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1951

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:
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The residence is a one-story, four-bay (www/d/ww/ww), hip roof, frame Half Courtyard Ranch house. It is situated on a concrete block
foundation beneath an asphalt shingle roof and clad with vinyl siding. An interior brick chimney extends from the center of the roof. The
residence comprises approximately 1,709 sq ft of living space.
 
The primary entry is comprised of a non-historic paneled door that opens onto a concrete stoop. Windows consist of one-over-one, double-hung
vinyl sashes flanked by decorative shutters. The easternmost bay exhibits a large vinyl picture window flanked by smaller one-over-one, double-
hung vinyl sashes, which are flanked by decorative shutters. A front-gabled addition adjoins the center of the rear elevation, clad with the same
wall and roof material. A secondary entry, comprised of a paneled door that opens onto a wood deck, is located at the western corner of the
addition's rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick Strecther Bond
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 3553 Galberry Road

Property Addresses

Current - 3553 Galberry Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): No Data

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

The Primary Resource is no longer extant.

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Rural

Acreage: 1.7

Site Description:

9/2013: DHR#131-0545 consists of a vacant parcel comprised of approximately 1.74 acres. The parcel is level and grassy. DHR#131-
0545 was a two-story, hip roof frame house; it was demolished following its previous survey.

Surveyor Assessment:

Typical hipped roof rectangular house in rural area.
 
9/2013: DHR#131-0545 has been demolished and therefore, lacks integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship,
feeling, and association. As such, CRA recommends that the property is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1900Ca

Historic Time Period: Reconstruction and Growth (1866 - 1916)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 2.0

Condition: Demolished

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: None Known, Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

June 1987
 
September 2013: DHR#131-0545 was a two-story, hip roof frame house; it was demolished following its previous survey.

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Windows Sash, Double-Hung Wood 6/6
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Frame Wood Other
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Roof Hipped Asphalt Shingle
Chimneys Interior Brick Not visible
Porch 1-story, 1-bay Wood Screened

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: No Data

Investigator: History Store, The

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 6/1/1987

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

No Data

Bibliographic Information
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Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 3525 Galberry Road

Property Addresses

Current - 3525 Galberry Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Rural

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5482 consists of a residence, shed and garage located at 3525 Galberry Road, approximately .42 mi southeast of its
intersection with South Military Highway. The structures are situated on a level, grassy approximately .77 acre parcel. A poured
concrete driveway leads approximately 68 ft from the road to the residence.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5482 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch
house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy
architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains basic
features of the Ranch house, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless
examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. The addition of replacement windows and the rear porch
enclosure have compromised its integrity of design, materials and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-
5482 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1968

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, five-bay (w/w/d/ww/ww), hip roof, frame Courtyard Ranch house with an attached garage.  It is clad with a brick
veneer beneath an asphalt shingle roof. The foundation material is not visible. An interior brick chimney extends from the slope of the roof
along the rear elevation. Windows throughout are one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids. The residence comprises
approximately 2364 sq ft of living space.
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The central, recessed, primary entry is comprised of double-leaf panel doors that open onto a brick porch sheltered beneath the roof. The hip-
roof rear elevation porch has been enclosed with vinyl casement windows and vinyl siding below. A secondary entry is located at the southern
corner of the northwest elevation of the enclosed porch and is comprised of vinyl French doors. The attached garage is fronted by a vinyl
sectional garage door. An additional entry featuring a wood paneled door with four lights opens onto a poured concrete stoop and is sheltered
beneath a metal awning.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A shed is located approximately 25 ft southwest of the residence. It is a one-story, three-bay (w/d/w), front-gabled frame structure situated on a
concrete block foundation beneath an asphalt shingle roof and clad with vinyl siding. The central entry is comprised of a paneled replacement
door behind a metal storm door that opens onto a concrete sidewalk. Windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes set
behind metal screens.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The garage is located approximately 50 ft south of the shed. It is a one-story, front-gabled frame structure clad with vinyl siding beneath an
asphalt shingle roof. The off-center garage bay is fronted by a wood sectional garage door. A fixed wood window is located at the center of the
northwest elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 3509 Galberry Road

Property Addresses

Current - 3509 Galberry Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321, 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Rural

Acreage: 1.9

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5483 consists of a residence and garage located at 3509 Galberry Road, approximately .48 mi southeast of its intersection
with South Military Highway. The structures are situated on a level, grassy approximately 1.85 acre parcel. A gravel driveway leads to
the garage approximately 121 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5483 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. Southern
Bungalows, a front-gable variation of the American Bungalow, may have evolved from the double shotgun house usually found in the
South (Jakle et al 1989:179).  With its rectangular plan running perpendicular to the street, this basic vernacular form often has a porch
attached to its façade (Jakle et al 1989:222). The porch is typically supported by brick piers and square or battered posts. Doors and
windows are usually multi-paned. Weatherboard is the most common cladding. Bungalows remained popular throughout the early
decades of the twentieth century after being introduced in California in about 1903. While they are common in the South, they are not
restricted to that region, and are seen throughout the Midwest as well (Jakle et al 1989:179). Even though the Southern Bungalow
located at DHR# 131-5483 exhibits several basic characteristics, such as its long axis running perpendicular to the street and porch
supported by brick piers and square posts, it is not an exceptional example because it only exhibits common features found on
Southern Bungalows dating to its period of construction. The addition of replacement siding and windows has also compromised its
integrity of design, materials and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5483 is not eligible for inclusion in
the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1940

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Bungalow

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:
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The residence is a one-and one-half-story, three-bay (ww/d/w), hip-roof frame Southern Bungalow. It is situated on a brick foundation beneath a
n asphalt shingle roof and clad with vinyl siding. An interior brick chimney extends from the slope of the roof along the northwest (side)
elevation. A small, shed roof dormer extends from the center of the roof. The residence comprises approximately 912 sq ft of living space.
 
The central, primary entry is comprised of a door set behind an aluminum storm door; it opens onto a screened-in brick porch. The shed porch
roof is supported by brick piers capped with wooden posts. A central, aluminum screen door provides entry to the porch. Windows throughout
are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes, with the window within the westernmost bay comprised of a six-over-six, double-hung
wood sash. A one-story, shed roof frame addition is attached to the rear elevation; it is situated on a concrete block foundation. A secondary
entry is located at the center of the rear elevation of the addition.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Stretcher Bond
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1950

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The garage is located approximately 25 ft south of the residence. It is a one-and-one-half-story, two-bay (d/d/), front-gabled concrete block
structure. It is situated beneath an asphalt shingle roof with gable ends clad in aluminum siding. The southernmost bay is fronted by a vinyl
sectional garage door while the northern bay is comprised of a wood door. A fixed wood window is located above, beneath the gable. Other
windows, located along the north and west elevations, are comprised of eight-light fixed metal sashes.

Number of Stories: 1.5

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Windows Fixed Metal No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.
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Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

Jakle, John A., Robert W. Bastian, and Douglas K. Myer
1989 Common Houses in America’s Small Towns: The Atlantic Seaboard to the Mississippi Valley. The University of Georgia Press: Athens and
London, Georgia.

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 3496 Galberry Road

Property Addresses

Current - 3496 Galberry Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Rural

Acreage: 1

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5484 consists of a residence and carport located at 3496 Galberry Road, approximately .25 mi northwest of its intersection
with Bass Lane and bordering I-64. The structures are situated in a level, grassy area within a primarily wooded parcel of
approximately 1.048 acres. An overgrown dirt and gravel driveway leads to the residence and carport, approximately 45 ft from the
right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5484 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. Even
though DHR # 131-5484 exhibits several of basic characteristics of the American Small House, such as a small portico, porch, dormer
and garage, it is not an exceptional example. A common residential form dating to the early-to-mid-twentieth century, noteworthy
examples of the American Small House must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually
eligible for listing in the NRHP. This example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region. Furthermore, the addition of replacement windows and the porch enclosure have
compromised its integrity of materials, design, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5484 is not
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1953

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.5

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, four-bay (ww/d/ww/w), double-pile, side-gabled frame American Small House with attached carport.
It is clad with a brick veneer beneath a standing seam metal panel roof. The foundation material is not visible. A gambrel roof dormer extends
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from the center of the roof and an interior brick chimney extends from the center. The residence comprises approximately 1,598 sq ft of living
space.
 
The primary entry features a wood paneled door with six lights; it opens onto a two-bay brick porch and is sheltered beneath a hip roof that is
supported by brick piers. A metal awning extends from the porch. Façade windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung wood sashes set
behind aluminum storm windows. The northernmost bay exhibits a large picture window flanked by smaller, one-over-one, double-hung sashes.
All façade windows are sheltered beneath metal awnings. Other elevation windows are comprised of six-over-six and six-over-one, double-hung
wood sashes set behind metal storm windows. A former one-story, hip-roof porch, enclosed with board and batten, connects the house with the
carport. A secondary entry comprised of an aluminum storm door is located at the northern corner of the enclosed porch.
 
The carport is a one-story, front-gabled concrete block structure clad with a brick veneer beneath a rolled asphalt roof. A large one-over-one,
single-hung aluminum window is located at the center of the rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Section 4: I-64 between the U.S. 13 Interchange and the George 
Washington Highway Interchange 

Eight of the 183 historic architectural resources identified as part of the survey lie within this area. 
The resources that comprise the section mostly consist of circa mid-twentieth-century suburban 
residences. The dwellings are situated along Galberry Road, which, as previously mentioned, is rural in 
character. One residence is located on a private road just off of Galberry Road. The Norfolk and Western 
Railroad intersects Galberry Road in this section and parallels Yadkin Road. The rail line is a previously 
surveyed resource (DHR # 131-0479); however, the portion of the rail line that was previously surveyed 
is located northeast of the current APE in the Portlock area. That portion of the rail line was determined 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP by DHR in 2012. 
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 3484 Galberry Road

Property Addresses

Current - 3484 Galberry Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Rural

Acreage: .7

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5486 consists of a residence and two sheds located at 3484 Galberry Road, approximately .26 mi northwest of its
intersection with Bass Lane. The structures are situated on a level, grassy approximately .74 acre parcel that borders I-64 to the
northeast. A dirt and gravel driveway leads to the rear of the residence approximately 110 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5486 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
American Small House, largely constructed during the post-war period to meet an increased demand for housing, is a very common
mid-century housing type. Examples of this housing type must exhibit exceptional characteristics and outstanding integrity to be
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. This example does not. It lacks denotative details that might otherwise distinguish it
from countless examples throughout the region. Furthermore, the addition of replacement siding, windows and doors has compromised
its integrity of design, materials and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5486 is not eligible for inclusion
in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1953

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, four-bay (w/d/w/w), double-pile, side-gabled frame American Small House. It is situated on a concrete block
foundation beneath an asphalt shingle roof and clad with vinyl siding. An interior brick chimney extends from the center of the roof peak. The
residence comprises approximately 832 sq ft of living space. 
The central primary entry is comprised of a vinyl door with a fanlight set behind a metal storm door; it opens onto a single bay brick stoop
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sheltered beneath a front-gabled roof supported by metal columns. The northernmost bay exhibits a two-over-two, double-hung wood window
set behind a metal storm window. Other windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes set behind metal storm windows. A
secondary entry, located south of center on the rear elevation, features a vinyl door set behind a metal storm door and opens onto a brick porch.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The northernmost shed is located approximately 25 ft northeast of the residence. It is a one-story, side-gabled frame structure situated on
concrete blocks beneath a rolled asphalt roof and clad with vinyl siding. A vinyl, sectional garage door is located at the center of the southwest
elevation. A two-light, vinyl fixed window is located at the center of the northwest (side) elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Piers Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The southernmost shed is located approximately 10 ft south of the northernmost shed. It is a one-story, shed-roof frame structure clad in vinyl
siding beneath a standing seam metal roof.  Paired wood paneled doors with four lights are located at the center of the northwest elevation. A
partially enclosed one-over-one, double-hung wood sash window is located south of the doors.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Shed Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information
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Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 3472 Galberry Road

Property Addresses

Current - 3472 Galberry Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Rural

Acreage: .5

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5487 consists of a residence and shed located at 3472 Galberry Road, approximately .18 mi northwest of its intersection
with Bass Lane. The structures are situated on a level, grassy approximately .45 acre parcel that borders I-64 to the northeast. A dirt
and gravel driveway leads to the residence approximately 65 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5487 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
residence located at DHR# 131-5487 is an undistinguished building form that lacks the significance necessary for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion C. It is not of a specific style or significant design nor does it represent a significant construction method. The
addition of replacement windows and doors has compromised its integrity of design, materials and workmanship. The secondary
building is also an insignificant form that is representative of mid-century outbuildings. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR#
131-5487 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1953

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, four-bay (www/d/ww/ww), double-pile, side-gabled frame house primarily clad with a brick veneer
beneath an asphalt shingle roof. The foundation material is not visible. Two single-bay front-gabled dormers extend from the slope of the roof
and are clad with vinyl siding. An interior brick chimney extends from the roof peak at the center of the roof. The residence comprises
approximately 1843 sq ft of living space. 
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The primary entry is comprised of a wood paneled door set behind a metal security door that opens onto a single-bay brick porch sheltered
beneath a front-gabled porch supported by wood posts. A wood railing runs the perimeter of the porch. First-story windows are comprised of
vinyl casement sashes. The northernmost bay exhibits a large vinyl picture window flanked by smaller, vinyl casement sashes. Dormer windows
are feature one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. A secondary entry comprised of a wood door with twelve lights opens onto a brick porch
sheltered beneath a shed roof that is supported by metal columns.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Casement Vinyl No Data
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The shed is located approximately 30 ft north of the residence. It is a one-story, side-gabled frame structure clad with vertical board beneath an
asphalt shingle roof. A wood door with a single light is located at southern corner of the southwest elevation. A one-over-one, single-hung vinyl
sash window is located north of the door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 3456 Galberry Road

Property Addresses

Current - 3456 Galberry Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Rural

Acreage: .5

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5488 consists of a residence located at 3456 Galberry Road, approximately .12 mi northwest of its intersection with Bass
Lane. A prefabricated shed is also associated with the property. The structures are situated on a level, grassy approximately .47 acre
parcel that borders I-64 to the east. A gravel driveway leads from the road the residence, approximately 85 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5488 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch
house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy
architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While the Ranch house located at
DHR# 131-5488 exhibits several basic features of the Ranch house, such as a single-storied form, recessed porch and a large picture
window, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout
the region. The addition of replacement windows and doors, as well as the addition and garage, to the residence have compromised its
integrity of design, materials and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5488 is not eligible for inclusion in
the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1952

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), double-pile, hip roof, frame Half Courtyard Ranch house with an addition and attached
garage. It is clad with a brick veneer beneath an asphalt shingle roof. The foundation material is not visible. An exterior brick chimney is
attached to the western corner of the northwest elevation. The residence comprises approximately 1,505 sq ft of living space.
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The recessed primary entry is comprised of a wood paneled door set behind a metal storm door; it opens onto a concrete porch. The roof is
supported by metal columns. A metal awning shelters the edge of the porch. Façade windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl
sashes sheltered beneath a metal awning. The northernmost bay exhibits a vinyl picture window surrounded by smaller, one-over-one, double-
hung vinyl sashes sheltered beneath a metal awning. Rear elevation windows are comprised of two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes and
metal jalousie windows. A narrow, one-story, hip-roof addition is attached to the southeast (side) elevation, primarily clad with a brick veneer,
with the area beneath the roof of the southeast elevation clad with vinyl siding. A secondary entry comprised of a wood door with two lights is
located at the center of the southwest elevation of the addition. Another secondary entry is located at the eastern corner of the southeast (side)
elevation of the addition. A third secondary entry is located at the western corner of the rear elevation of the addition. Metal jalousie windows
are located along the southeast elevation of the addition.
 
The attached garage is a one-story, hip-roof structure attached to the northeast elevation of the addition. A vinyl sectional garage door is located
at the center of the southeast elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

Non-historic, pre-fabricated, front-gable, frame shed clad in vertical board siding and set beneath an asphalt shingle roof is located on the
property.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.
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Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 3464 Galberry Road

Property Addresses

Current - 3464 Galberry Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Rural

Acreage: .5

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5489 consists of a residence and garage located at 3464 Galberry Road, approximately .15 mi from its intersection with
Bass Lane. The structures are situated on a level, grassy approximately .47 acre parcel that is bordered by I-64 to the east. A concrete
driveway leads from the road to the residence, approximately 68 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5489 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
residence located at DHR# 131-5487 is an undistinguished building form that lacks the significance necessary for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion C. It is not of a specific style or significant design nor does it represent a significant construction method.
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5489 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1959

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, three-bay (www/d/w), double-pile, side-gabled concrete block house with an attached garage. It is situated beneath
an asphalt shingle roof. The area beneath the gable ends is clad with vinyl siding. The residence comprises approximately 1020 sq ft of living
space. 
 
The primary entry is comprised of a paneled door set behind a metal security door that opens onto a brick stoop sheltered beneath a metal
awning. Windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung metal sashes, with the northernmost bay of the façade featuring a picture window
flanked by smaller one-over-one, double-hung sashes. The façade windows are sheltered beneath metal awnings. A breezeway connects the
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garage to the residence. Metal jalousie windows span the walls of the breezeway.
 
The garage is a one-story, side-gabled concrete block structure. The two garage bays are fronted by vinyl sectional garage doors. An eight-light
fixed metal window is located at the center of the southeast elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Windows Double-hung Metal No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

Located to the east of the residence is a single-story, front-gable, frame garage. The outbuilding is clad in vertical board siding and sheltered by
an asphalt roof. It is accessed via a metal-panel-roller garage door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
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Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Historic Norfolk and Western Railroad

Property Addresses

Current - N/A

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City), Suffolk
(Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320, 23321, 23323, 23324, 23434

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL, LAKE
DRUMMOND NW, NORFOLK
SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

DHR Staff: Not Eligible

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Urban

Acreage: No Data

Site Description:

1987:  The Norfolk & Western Railroad runs through the Norfolk South, Bowers Hill and Lake Drummond USGS quad maps in the
city of Chesapeake.
 
November 2011: The ca. late 19th century to early 20th century Norfolk and Western Railroad begins just south of the eastern branch
of the Elizabeth River and runs south through the City of Chesapeake before turning west to parallel Interstate 64 ending at the City of
Chesapeake and City of Suffolk line.  This survey focused on the area of the railroad around the Portlock area particularly between
Virginia Avenue and Portlock Avenue.
 
Today, the Norfolk and Western Railroad through this section is set fairly even with the ground level and is generally flat.  Between
the City of Chesapeake and the City of Suffolk, the rail line crosses several major highways and passes through dense residential
development with some commercial development.  Portions of this section of the railroad are shaded from development by a mature
mixed hardwood and pine forest.  In a few areas, the views open into an open field of overgrown grasses.
-----------------------------
November 2011:  There are no known secondary resources associated with this resource.
 
September 2013: DHR # 131-0479 consists of a small section of the Norfolk and Western Railroad that runs along Yadkin Road
beneath I-64, with a wooded area adjacent to the southeast.

Surveyor Assessment:

1987: Founded before the Civil War as the Norfolk and Petersburg Railroad, in 1870 it became the important Norfolk and Western
which not only brought coal to Norfolk, but was also important to the development of communities in what later became Chesapeake.
 
November 2011: This ca. late 19th to early 20th century Norfolk and Western Railway line was originally identified in 1987 by the
History Store, but to date no formal determination of eligibility has been made.  This site was limited to the right-of-way of the original
early track.  Since the late 19th century, the track in this area has been expanded to include multiple lines and the Portlock Yard.
Because of this expansion, little remains of the original Norfolk and Western railroad period beyond the alignment.  The rail elements
have been repaired and replaced several times during the course of the 20th century including new wider tracks, new crossings, and
new ties (Criteria C).  The setting has also changed from an agricultural landscape with the railroad figuring prominently to a much
more residential and commercially developed corridor in which much of the railroad is shielded from the landscape by a mature mixed
hardwood and pine forest.  Given these changes, the railroad no longer presents the feeling of an historic railroad, but rather a 21st
century railroad corridor.  While the railroad is still associated with William Mahone and the construction of the original railroad
(Criteria A and B), the portions Mahone constructed are no longer visible within the improvements made to the tracks throughout the
19th and 20th century.  Beyond the initial tracks, no railroad features were identified during the course of this survey.  Taking all of
this into consideration, Circa~ recommends that this resource is not eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places
under Criteria A, B, or C.
 
September 2013: Identified in a 1987 reconnaissance survey, a portion of DHR # 131-0479, the Norfolk and Western Railroad, located
between Virginia Avenue and Portlock Avenue, northeast of where the rail line intersects the APE for the current project, was
previously surveyed (Tyrer 2011). The resource was determined not eligible for listing in the NRHP by the DHR due to the expansion
of and improvements to the rail line, all of which have comprised the integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, and
feeling of the railroad.  The original late-nineteenth-to-early-twentieth century rail line has been expanded to include multiple lines and
has been improved by the replacement of the original tracks and ties and the addition of new crossings. Little of the original railroad
remains beyond the alignment. Additionally, the corridor landscape has been drastically altered from that of a rural one to a suburban
one, diminishing integrity of feeling, setting, and association of the once dominant rail line. CRA recommends that like the larger line,
DHR# 131-0479, the portion within the APE is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible
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Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Transportation

Resource Type: Railroad Bed

Date of Construction: 1900Ca

Historic Time Period: Reconstruction and Growth (1866 - 1916)

Historic Context(s): Transportation/Communication

Architectural Style: No Discernable Style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: No Data

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Development, Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

November 2011: The railroad consists of a wide gravel bed of multiple railroad tracks that are used to move and store cars at the Portlock Yard. 
The railroad lines consist of timber ties attached to a heavy metal tract that rests on a gravel base.  Within this section of the railroad between
Virginia Avenue and Portlock Avenue, there are no railroad-related features.  There is, however, switching infrastructure including lights on a
metal pole structure.  Further, existing overhead power lines are visible along a portion of the tracks.  Near the crossing of Portlock Avenue, the
views around the railroad tracks open revealing both industrial and commercial development.
----------------------
November 2011
 
September 2013: The railroad is comprised of a wide trackbed cast in ballast, upon which steel tracks are set on timber ties. An abandoned spur
line runs along the northern side of the tracks. The spur line is situated at lower grade than the currently used tracks and is overgrown with
grasses.

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data
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CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Event Type: DHR Staff: Not Eligible

DHR ID: 131-0479

Staff Name: McDonald, Brad

Event Date: 2/6/2012

Staff Comment

No Data

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: No Data

Investigator: Circa~

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 11/1/2011

Dhr Library Report Number: CS-107

Project Staff/Notes:

November 2011: In November 2011, Crouch Engineering contracted Circa~ Cultural Resource Management, L.L.C. (Circa~) to conduct a
Phase I architectural survey of a proposed additional rail line adjacent to the existing Norfolk and Western Line in the City of Chesapeake,
Virginia.  Within the project area, one architectural resource—the Norfolk and Western Railroad—was identified.

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: No Data

Investigator: The History Store

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 6/1/1987

Dhr Library Report Number: CS-107

Project Staff/Notes:

No Data

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

Tyrer, C
2011 Phase I Architectural Survey of a Proposed Additional Rail Line Adjacent to the Existing Norfolk and Western Line in the City of Chesapeake,
Virginia. Circa~, Williamsburg, Virginia.

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 3368 Galberry Road

Property Addresses

Current - 3368 Galberry Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Rural

Acreage: 3.9

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5490 consists of a residence, garage and outbuilding located at 3368 Gallberry Road, on the southeast side of the Norfolk
and Western Railroad. The structures are situated in a wooded area on a level, approximately 3.85 acre parcel. A gravel driveway leads
approximately 162 ft from the right-of-way to the residence and garage.

Surveyor Assessment:

The Virginia Tech digital photographic archives contains digitized glass plates from the Norfolk Southern collection. One such
photograph (http://imagebase.lib.vt.edu/view_record.php?URN=03GP0394&mode=popup) in this section is of the former Yadkin
station and tower, a two-story rectilinear mass to which the one-story outbuilding described above bears a resemblance. While it is
likely the above-described outbuilding is the former Yadkin station and tower, or more appropriately, a portion thereof, it is heavily
modified in materials and designs and would not longer retain sufficient integrity to reflect any historical associations. Research has
revealed no associations between other elements of DHR # 131-5490 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
Ranch house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate
noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource
retains basic features of the Ranch house, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region. The addition of replacement siding and the rear addition have compromised its integrity of
design, materials and workmanship. Additionally, while the outbuilding may be the former Yadkin station and tower, it has been
heavily altered from its original form and no longer conveys its significance. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5490 is
not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1925

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion
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Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, five-bay (w/w/ww/d/w), double-pile, side-gabled frame  house with a side and rear addition. It is situated on a brick
foundation beneath an asphalt shingle roof and clad with vinyl siding. The residence comprises approximately 1112 sq ft of living space. 
 
The primary entry is comprised of a metal storm door that opens onto a brick stoop. Windows are primarily comprised of six-over-six, double-
hung wood sashes, with the façade windows flanked by louvered shutters. The bay immediately north of the entry features paired stained glass
windows set in a wood frame. Rear elevation windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. A front-gabled addition is
attached to the rear elevation. It is clad with a brick veneer at its western end and vinyl siding at its northern end. The remaining portions are
spanned by screened windows, with a fanlight beneath the gable. A secondary entry comprised of a wood screen door is located at the center of
the southeast elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Stretcher Bond
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1950

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The garage is located approximately 55 ft to the east of the residence. It is a one-story, side-gabled frame structure situated on a brick foundation
beneath an asphalt shingle roof and clad with vinyl siding. A wood sectional garage door is located at the center of the northwest elevation. A
metal and glass shed-roof greenhouse is attached to the southeast (side) elevation. The entry was open at the time of the survey. A two-light
metal fixed window is located south of the entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Stretcher Bond
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Outbuilding,Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1925

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

An outbuilding is located approximately 45 ft west of the residence and adjacent to the Norfolk and Southern railroad. It is a one-story, front-
gabled frame structure situated on a brick pier foundation beneath a corrugated metal roof.  It is clad with corrugated metal. A wood paneled
door sheltered beneath a shed-roof hood is located at the center of the northeast elevation. Six-over-six, double-hung wood sash windows are
located at the center of the other elevations. A wood sign with the word “Yadkin” is located beneath the gable of the rear elevation. An interior
clay pipe chimney extends from the center of the roof. Based on historic photographs, the outbuilding is likely the Yadkin Depot; however, it
has been altered from a two-story structure clad with board and battens to its current form.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
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Foundation Piers Brick Stretcher Bond
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 3318 Galberry Road

Property Addresses

Current - 3318 Galberry Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Rural

Acreage: 1.7

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5491 consists of a residence and garage located at 3318 Galberry Road, approximately .12 mi north of its intersection with
Andrews Drive. The structures are situated on a grassy, approximately 1.688 acre parcel that borders Interstate 64. It is situated at the
end of an asphalt drive approximately .14 mi from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5491 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains basic features of the Ranch house, such as the
long, single story form and picture window, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it
from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character.  Consequently, CRA recommends that
DHR# 131-5491 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1969

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, six-bay (w/w/d/www/w/w), side-gabled, frame Linear Ranch house with an attached garage. It is clad with a brick
veneer beneath an asphalt shingle roof. The foundation material is not visible. The roof at the central bay is raised above the rest of the roofline.
An interior brick chimney extends from the slope of the rear elevation roof, and an exterior brick chimney is attached to the center of the rear
elevation. The residence comprises approximately 1701 sq ft of living space. 
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The recessed, primary entry is comprised of a door that opens onto a two-bay brick porch sheltered beneath the overhang of the roof. Windows
are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids, with the façade windows flanked by paneled shutters. The
southernmost portion of the facade is occupied by the attached garage. A vinyl sectional garage door is located at the western corner of the
southeast elevation, with a secondary entry, comprised of a metal security door, immediately east of the garage door.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The garage is located approximately 52 ft east of the residence. It is a one-story, front-gabled frame structure. It is clad with vinyl siding beneath
an asphalt shingle roof. Two metal, sectional garage doors are located at the center of the southwest elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Shingles

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
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Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 3344 Galberry Road

Property Addresses

Current - 3344 Galberry Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Rural

Acreage: 3.1

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5555 consists of a garage and carport located at 3344 Galberry Road, approximately .07 mi south of the Norfolk and
Southern Railroad. The structures are situated on a level, grassy approximately 3.08 acre parcel and are associated with a non-historic
residence that was constructed in 2013. A non-historic outbuilding is also associated with the property. A historic residence is first
depicted on the 1944 Norfolk South topographic quadrangle.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5555 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
structures located at DHR # 131-5555 are undistinguished forms that lack the significance and integrity necessary for inclusion in the
NRHP. They are secondary forms commonly found accompanying a primary structure and do not exhibit a specific style or
construction method. Additionally, their integrity of feeling and association has been compromised due to the demolition of the
historic residence. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5555 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A,
B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Date of Construction: 1950Ca

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Fair

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The garage is a one-story, front-gabled frame structure. It is situated on a brick foundation beneath an asphalt shingle roof and clad with
weatherboard. The roofline of the eastern half of the building is elongated, giving the structure a saltbox appearance. A wood sectional garage
door is located at the western corner of the south elevation. Paired two-over-two, double-hung vinyl sash windows are located slightly off-center
of the west elevation. A six-over-six, single-hung wood sash window is located at the southern corner of the east elevation. A wood door is
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located north of the window.

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Stretcher Bond
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Siding

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Carport

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The shallow gabled, metal frame carport is located approximately 10 ft east of the garage. It is clad with corrugated metal beneath a metal panel
roof.

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2013

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A non-historic, two-story, four-bay (ww/d/w/ww), side-gable, frame residence is located approximately 180 ft from the right-of-way. It is set on a
concrete block foundation, has walls sheathed in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle roof. Windows along the residence exhibit
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes affixed with snap-in grids simulating a six-over-six configuration. The house replaces a previous
residence, which according to aerial images, was located approximately 60 ft from the right-of-way.

Number of Stories: 2

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events
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Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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DHR # 131-5555 
3344 Galberry Road 
City of Chesapeake 
September 2013 



Section 5: George Washington Highway Interchange 
Eighty-eight of the 183 historic architectural resources identified as part of the survey lie within this 

area. This section consists of a variety of house types, as it is characterized by dense residential 
properties, which are mostly comprised of mid-twentieth-century suburban dwellings interspersed with 
some early-twentieth-century dwellings. Most of the dwellings are confined to subdivisions. The section 
also features a middle school and a small cemetery. A number of previously-surveyed resources were 
documented in this section. They include DHR #s 131-0464/131-5355 (612 Happy Acres Road), 131-
0465 (524 George Washington Highway), 131-0466 (demolished; George Washington Highway), and 
131-0467 (504 George Washington Highway). Except for 131-0466, which has been demolished and 
replaced with two new houses on the parcel, all the remaining previously-recorded resources are 
residences, which DHR has not formally evaluated for NRHP eligibility. 
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 513 Happy Acres Road

Property Addresses

Current - 513 Happy Acres Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5492 consists of a residence, pool, and shed located at 513 Happy Acres Road, approximately 227 ft east from its
intersection with Annaka Loop. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .270 acres. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from
Happy Acres Road.  The residence is set back approximately 47 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the north towards Happy
Acres Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5492 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the predominant American house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As
such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for
listing in the NRHP. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as a long, narrow,
linear form. However, the resource does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise distinguish it from countless
examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Furthermore, this resource exhibits replacement windows, a
converted garage, and the addition of an enclosed porch to the side elevation, all of which diminishes the integrity of design, materials,
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5492 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1959

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (www/www/d/w/ww), hipped-roof, Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,287 sq ft house is
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set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; a brick chimney
pierces the roof along the southern roof slope. All window openings are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a replacement panel door set behind a metal screen door. It opens onto a
brick veneer porch that is sheltered beneath a shed-roof supported with square wood posts. Located to the right of the entry is a single and paired
window, both of which exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. Situated to the left of the entry is a tripartite window with sliding vinyl
sashes. Located at the easternmost portion of the façade is a former integrated, single-car garage. This space has been converted to living space
and now exhibits a triple one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash window in place of the garage door.
 
The west (side) elevation is punctuated by two single window openings; both retain their original two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes. The
east (side) elevation features an enclosed, shed-roof porch that spans the length of the elevation. The south (rear) elevation features a secondary,
single-leaf entry filled with a multi-light and panel wood door. Windows along the rear elevation feature two-over-two, double-hung wood
sashes. One window opening has been enclosed with wood panels.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gable, frame shed is located approximately 53 ft south of the house. It is clad in vertical wood panels and features a double-
leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.
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Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
 
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY FOR THE INTERSTATE 64 / HIGH RISE BRIDGE CORRIDOR STUDY IN CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 608 Happy Acres Road

Property Addresses

Current - 608 Happy Acres Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .9

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5493 consists of a residence and two sheds located at 608 Happy Acres Road, approximately 286 ft south from its
intersection with Flagg Road. The parcel features an open lawn with an overgrown concrete walkway leading from a gravel drive to
the house, and totals .932 acres. The residence is set back approximately 39 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the east towards
Happy Acres Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5493 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is not a significant example of a particular type, style, or method of construction
and lacks notable architectural features that would elevate its significance to make it eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C.
Furthermore, the loss of the side entry and window diminishes integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA
recommends that DHR # 131-5493 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no
known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1949

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.5

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, four-bay (www/d/www/w), double-pile, side-gabled, dwelling. Of frame construction, the 1,949 sq ft
house is set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; a brick
chimney pierces the roof along the eastern and western roof slope. All windows along the residence feature six-over-six, double-hung wood
sashes in single, paired, or triple units. Windows are accented with brick sills.
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The façade is characterized by a front-gable projection, which features a single-leaf entry filled with a three-light door set behind an aluminum
screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete slab deck that is sheltered by a shed-roof porch supported by wood columns set atop brick
piers. The southernmost portion of the façade projects slightly further than the main block of the house.
 
The south (side) elevation is punctuated by a single and triple unit window opening on the first story and a paired window in the half-story. The
north (side) elevation once featured a secondary, single-leaf entry, but the entrance has been bricked-in. The poured concrete stoop sheltered by
a wood awning and supported by square wood posts still remains. To the left of the former entry is a former window opening, which has also
been bricked-in. The elevation exhibits three single window openings. The west (rear) elevation features a secondary, single-leaf entry filled
with a multi-light wood door. The elevation is punctuated by three single window openings.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Unknown Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, shed-roof, frame shed is located approximately 32 ft northwest of the residence. It is clad in vertical board and features a single-
leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Shed Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame shed is located approximately 92 ft northwest of the house. It is clad in vinyl siding and features a double-leaf
façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 612 Happy Acres Road

Property Addresses

Current - 612 Happy Acres Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Transportation Corridor

Acreage: 1

Site Description:

1987: Located near the junction of Route 17 and Interstate 64, on the west side of George Washington Hwy on Happy Acres Lane.
 
2006: The dwelling at 612 Happy Acres road sits on a small frontage road not far from the Old South Military Highway. The property
is surrounded on all sides by commercial development. The property is well cared for and has many mature trees and bushes.  Located
to the northwest of the house is a small, gable-side, frame and vinyl modern shed.
 
9/2013: DHR # 131-5355 consists of a residence, pool, carport, and two outbuildings located at 612 Happy Acres Road, approximately
165 ft south from its intersection with Flagg Road. The parcel features an open lawn with semi-circular paved drive and totals .988
acres; a vinyl fence encloses the rear yard. The residence is set back approximately 70 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the east
towards Happy Acres Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

1987: This house is in the Deep Creek community.  Deep Creek developed early as a transportation hub in the canal network south of
Norfolk.  It became a center of the lumber industry.
 
This is an unusual bungalow.
 
[Erroneously recorded at this time under the address of 612 George Washington Hwy]
 
2006: The dwelling at 612 Happy Acres appears to be a Sears kit home model known as the "Sunbeam," one of the company's most
popular kit home styles. However, alterations to the roofline and changes in the windows make this difficult to prove definitively.
 
9/2013: This resource has no formal NRHP eligibility recommendation from DHR nor did previous surveys provide recommendations.
While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-0464/131-5355 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible for listing in the NRHP
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The American Bungalow is a
common residential form dating to the first part of the twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy
architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate
integrity of materials, design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate
it from countless examples throughout the region. While this resource is somewhat different from the standard American Bungalow, in
that it has an exaggerated roofline, it does not stand out as a distinguished example of its type. Consequently, CRA recommends that
DHR # 131-0464/131-5355 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known
historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling
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Date of Construction: 1935

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Architecture/Community Planning, Domestic

Architectural Style: Craftsman

Form: Bungalow

Number of Stories: 2.5

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

1987: This 2-1/2-story, 3-bay frame bungalow is clad with weatherboards and wood shingles; side gable roof with metal standing-seams; one
front shed dormer; recessed, facade style porch, 1-story and level with 3 bays, brick posts; sash with Gothic panes in upper half on front; other
windows are 6/1; transom above door in central bay; roof - open brackets; brick foundation; square plan.
 
2006: This one-and-a-half-story, three-bay, brick, single-family dwelling rests on a solid foundation of parged brick. The gable-side roof is
covered with standing seam metal and has boxed eaves, five-piece brackets, an engaged single-shouldered brick chimney with chimney pot, and
a brick flue laid in stretcher bond. Located on the roof’s front slope is a large shed dormer with four 1/1 sash windows. The one-story, three-bay,
porch roof is supported by square brick posts. The single-leaf, wood paneled, entrance door includes three staggered lights; windows consist of
double hung 3/1 sash.
 
The property appears to be a Sears kit home, possibly a Sunbeam model. However, the roofline has undergone heavy alteration and it is difficult
to tell based on the enlarging of the shed dormer and new windows.
----------------------
May 2006
 
9/2013: The resource was previously surveyed in 1987 as part of a reconnaissance-level survey of the City of Chesapeake and assigned the
DHR# 131-0464 (Thompson et al. 1987). The report gives the resource a very brief description. Materials mentioned include weatherboard
siding, a standing seam metal roof and double-hung, wood sash windows. The resource was surveyed again in 2006 as part of a Sears kit home
study in which the resource was assigned the DHR# 131-5355 (Malvasi 2006). In this study, Malvasi suggested the resource was based on the
Sunbeam Sears kit home model, which does not appropriately match the resource. Materials listed include brick masonry, a standing seam metal
roof, and double-hung wood sash windows. VCRIS mapping depicts both DHR#s in the same location.
 
The residence is a two-and-one-half-story, three-bay (w/d/w), American Bungalow. Of frame construction, the 2,001 sq ft house is set on a
parged foundation, is sheathed in vinyl replacement siding and wood shingles, and is sheltered by a standing seam metal roof with brackets in
the eaves; a brick chimney pierces the roof along the south gable.
 
The façade is characterized by a centrally located, single-leaf entry filled with a solid core wood panel door set behind an aluminum screen door.
The entry is flanked by narrow 5-light sidelights and set beneath a narrow 7-light transom. Two large one-over-one, double-hung wood sash
windows with a diamond pattern in the upper sash flank the entry. The entry opens onto a full-width, wood porch. The roof of the house extends
to shelter the porch; it is supported by large brick piers. A prominent shed dormer is featured on the second story on the façade and west (rear)
elevations. The façade dormer features four one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash windows while the opposing dormer displays three six-over-
one, double-hung wood sash windows along the front and a four-over-one, double-hung wood sash window along the side.
 
The south (side) elevation is punctuated by six window openings; three along the first story, two along the second story, and one along the half
story. All but one window on the elevation exhibit a six-over-one, double-hung wood sash. The remaining window, located on the first story,
features a one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash affixed with grids simulating a six-over-six configuration. The north (side) elevation is
punctuated by eight window openings; four along the first story, three along the second story, and one along the half story. All windows on the
elevation exhibit six-over-one, double-hung wood sashes. The west (rear) elevation features a secondary, single-leaf entry that opens onto an
expansive wood deck, which surrounds an above ground pool. A six-over-one, double-hung wood sash window is situated to the left of the entr
y.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Windows Sash, Double-Hung Wood No Data
Roof Gable, Side Metal Standing Seam
Chimneys Interior stove flue Brick Bond, Common
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Chimneys Exterior End Brick Bond, Common
Porch 1-story, 3-bay Brick Post, Square
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Parged

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: DSS Legacy

Resource Type: Shed
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Architectural Style: Other

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Demolished

Threats to Resource: None Known, Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

2006: Located to the northwest of the house is a small, gable-side, frame and vinyl modern shed.
----------------------
May 2006
 
September 2013: This shed was not observed during the survey, thus it has been removed or demolished since the previous survey.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Carport

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A front-gabled, metal carport is located approximately 3 ft north of the residence.

Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame outbuilding is located approximately 32 ft northwest of the residence. It is clad in vinyl siding and features
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash windows as well as a single-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource #4

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, side-gabled, frame shed is located 60 ft southwest of the residence. It is clad in vertical board siding and features a double-leaf
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façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: DHR ID Number Change

DHR ID: 131-5355

Staff Name: Quatro Hubbard

Event Date: 11/1/2013

Staff Comment

This resource was recorded under two DHR ID numbers.  The original number from the 1987 survey of 131-0464 has been removed from the
inventory, and the DHR ID number 131-5355, issued for the 2006 survey, has been retained.

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: No Data

Investigator: Greene Malvasi, Meg

Organization/Company: William and Mary Center for Archaeological Research

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 5/3/2006

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

2006: The survey was conducted by the William and Mary Center for Archaeological Research on behalf of the DHR and the five localities of
Chesapeake, Norfolk, Portsmouth, Suffolk and Virginia Beach in order to provide architectural documentation of Sears kit homes properties
located in each city.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

Malvasi, Meg Greene
2006 Sears Kit Homes Properties in Chesapeake, Norfolk, Portsmouth, Suffolk, and Virginia Beach. William and Mary Center for Archaeological
Research, Williamsburg, Virginia.
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Thompson, Priscilla M., Susan J. Eggert, and J. Ames Thompson
1987 Reconnaissance Survey of the City of Chesapeake. The History Store, on file at Virginia Department of Historic Resources, Richmond, Virginia.

Property Notes:

No Data
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Current Name First Care, PC Deep Creek

Property Addresses

Current - 616 Happy Acres Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .5

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5494 consists of the First Care, PC Deep Creek Family Practice located at 616 Happy Acres Road, at the southwest corner
of Happy Acres and Flagg Roads. The parcel features a paved parking lot in the front and grassy parking lot in the rear, and totals .452
acres. The medical building is set back approximately 75 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the east towards Happy Acres Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5494 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is not a significant example of a particular type, style, or method of construction
and lacks notable architectural features that would elevate its significance to make it eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C.
Furthermore, the installation of vinyl replacement siding and windows and the rear addition as well as the conversion of the former
dwelling into a commercial building compromises the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA
recommends that DHR # 131-5494 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no
known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Health Care

Resource Type: Doctors Office/Building

Date of Construction: 1950

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Health Care/Medicine

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The building is a single-story, four-bay (dd/w/w/w), side-gabled, converted residence to medical office. Of frame construction, the 1,785 sq ft
building is set on a poured concrete foundation, is sheathed in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof. All windows along
the building feature fixed vinyl sashes; none of the windows are original to the building.
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The façade is characterized by an off-center, double-leaf entry filled with two full-light, metal commercial doors. The entry opens onto a brick-
veneered porch that is sheltered by a gabled roof. The roof is supported with brick posts. The porch is enclosed with metal windows and
accessed via a ramp and steps through full-light, metal commercial doors on the north and south side, respectively.
 
The south (side) elevation is punctuated by one window opening and features a gable-oriented projection. The north (side) elevation is also
punctuated by a single window opening. The west (rear) elevation features a gable-oriented addition, which gives the building an L-plan. The
elevation features a secondary, single-leaf entry filled with a metal door and protected with a metal awning.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Uncoursed
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Fixed Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information
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Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2809 Flag Road

Property Addresses

Current - 2809 Flag Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5495 consists of a residence and garage located at 2809 Flag Road, approximately 278 ft west of its intersection with
Happy Acres Road. The parcel features an open lawn, bisected by a concrete walkway, and totals .356 acres. The parcel is accessed via
an overgrown gravel drive. The residence is set back approximately 45 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the north towards Flag
Road. A building is first depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor
records date this resource to 1950; however, Flag Road does not appear on the 1955 Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle, but is
depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle and lined with residences. Thus, the resource
was most likely constructed circa 1955–1965 as it appears on the following topographic quadrangle.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5495 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch House is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such,
examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for
listing in the NRHP. The resource is an example of the Linear-With-Clusters Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as a
cluster of rooms concentrated at one end of the house that projects to the front. The resource does not exhibit denotative characteristics
that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character.  
Additionally, the installation of vinyl siding and windows diminishes the integrity of materials, design, and workmanship of the house.
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5495 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or
C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1955Ca

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion
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Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled, Linear-With-Clusters Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,100 sq ft
dwelling is set on a brick foundation, is sheathed in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof. All windows along the
building feature one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
 
The façade is characterized by a centrally located, single-leaf entry filled with a three-light, door set behind an aluminum screen door. Situated
to the left of the entry is a tripartite window with a central picture window flanked by one-over-one, double-hung vinyl-sash windows. The entry
opens onto a partial-width, poured concrete porch that is sheltered by a shed-roof, which is supported with decorated vinyl posts that simulate
turned posts. The right side of the façade features a gable-oriented projection. The windows along the projection are sheltered by metal awnings.
 
The east and west (side) elevations are punctuated by two window openings, which are both protected by metal awnings. The south (rear)
elevation features a shed-roof projection, which is centrally located on the elevation and has a secondary, single-leaf entry filled with three-light,
solid core wood door set behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a small frame deck. The projection retains the only original
window: a six-over-six, double-hung wood sash window.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Stretcher Bond
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Vinyl Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1960

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame, single-car garage is located approximately 19 ft southeast of the residence. It is clad in vinyl siding, features
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash windows, and is accessed via a metal panel roller garage door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance
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Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2817 Flag Road

Property Addresses

Current - 2817 Flag Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5496 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2817 Flag Road, approximately 487 ft west of its intersection with
Happy Acres Road. The parcel features an open lawn with a semi-circular, paved drive as well as another linear drive, and totals .385
acres; a chain-link and wood-plank privacy fence encloses the rear yard. The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from the right-of-
way; it is oriented to the north towards Flag Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5496 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The American Small House is a common
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural
features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of
materials, design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-
5496 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1955

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Minimal Traditional

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.5

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, four-bay (ww/d/www/ww), side-gabled, American Small House. Of frame construction, the 1,545 sq ft
dwelling is set on a concrete block foundation, features a stretcher bond brick veneer on the facade and aluminum siding, and is sheltered by an
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asphalt shingle clad roof. Windows along the residence feature two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes protected by metal awnings.
 
The façade is characterized by a centrally located, single-leaf entry filled with a replacement panel door set behind an aluminum screen door. To
the right of the entry is a tripartite window with a central picture window flanked by two-over-two, double-hung wood sash windows accented
with a brick sill. The entry opens onto a partial-width, brick veneered porch that is partially sheltered by a hip-roof supported with vinyl posts.
Located to the left of the porch is a paired window sheltered by a metal awning and accented with a brick sill. The porch is accessed via a frame
ramp as well as frame steps. The westernmost portion of the façade features a former integrated garage, which has been converted into living
space. The garage entry has been filled-in and now exhibits two one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash windows affixed with grids simulating a
six-over-six configuration. The remaining former garage door space has been filled-in with vinyl siding.
 
The east (side) elevation is punctuated by two window openings on the first story and one window in the gable-end. The west (side) elevation is
punctuated by one window opening in the first story and one window opening in the gable-end. The south (rear) elevation is punctuated by three
window openings. Located in the former garage portion of the elevation is a secondary, single-leaf entry filled with a replacement door.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Vinyl Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2010

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, prefabricated plastic shed is located approximately 28 ft south of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Other Plastic Panels

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1955

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A circa 1955 single-story, side-gabled, frame, shed is located approximately 84 ft south of the residence. It is clad in vertical board and features
a double-leaf entry flanked by single-leaf entries along the façade

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board
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Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2821 Flag Road

Property Addresses

Current - 2821 Flag Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .5

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5497 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2821 Flag Road, approximately .11 mi west of its intersection with
Happy Acres Road. The parcel features an open lawn, bisected by a concrete walkway, and totals .458 acres; a wood-plank privacy
fence encloses the rear yard. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Flag Road. The residence is set back approximately 48 ft
from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the north towards Flag Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5497 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The American Small House is a common
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural
features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of
materials, design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-
5497 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1955

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Minimal Traditional

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.5

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, three-bay (www/d/w), side-gabled, American Small House. Of frame construction, the 1,595 sq ft
dwelling is set on a brick veneered foundation, is sheathed in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; a brick chimney
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pierces the roof along the southern slope. Windows along the façade of the residence feature two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes.
 
The façade is characterized by a gable-oriented projection located at the westernmost portion of the house. Situated in the projection is a single-
leaf entry filled with a replacement panel door set behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop that is clad in
brick veneer. To the left of the entry is a tripartite window with a central picture window flanked by two-over-two, double-hung, wood sash
windows. A window opening is located in the gable end of the projection. A gable dormer is situated in the half-story next to the projection and
features one window opening.
 
A gable-oriented, enclosed porch is located on the east (side) elevation. The porch is enclosed with fixed, vinyl sash windows and is accessed
via a full-light, vinyl door. The west (side) elevation is punctuated by two window openings along the first story, one of which exhibits two-over-
two, double-hung wood sashes and the other, which exhibits six-over-six, double-hung wood sashes. One window opening punctuates the half
story; it features two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes. Located on the south (rear) elevation is a small gable-oriented projection, which is
punctuated by a one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash window. A portion of the projection is cut-away, supported by a square wood column,
which shelters a secondary, single-leaf entry. The remainder of the elevation features three window openings with two two-over-two, double-
hung wood sash windows and one six-over-six, double-hung wood sash window.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1955

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A circa 1955 single-story, front-gabled, frame single-car garage is located approximately 21 ft southeast of the residence. It is clad in vinyl
siding, features a two-over-two, double-hung wood-sash window on the side elevation, and is accessed via a metal-panel roller door along the
façade and a single-leaf pedestrian entry along the side elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame shed is located approximately 60 ft southeast of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
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Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2825 Flag Road

Property Addresses

Current - 2825 Flag Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5498 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2825 Flag Road, approximately .12 mi west of its intersection with
Happy Acres Road. The parcel features an open lawn, bisected by a concrete walkway, and totals .407 acres; a wood-plank privacy
fence encloses the rear yard. The parcel is accessed via a gravel drive from Flag Road. The residence is set back approximately 49 ft
from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the north towards Flag Road. A building is first depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986)
Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date this resource to 1951; however Flag Road does not appear
on the 1955 Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle, but is depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA
topographic quadrangle and lined with residences. Since the resource is almost identical in form to the other dwellings on the street, it
was most likely constructed at the same time as the others, which date to 1955. Thus, a more precise construction date for the resource
is circa 1955.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5498 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The American Small House is a common
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural
features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of
materials, design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-
5498 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1955Ca

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Minimal Traditional

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.5

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data
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Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, three-bay (ww/d/w), side-gabled, American Small House. Of frame construction, the 1,572 sq ft
dwelling is set on a brick veneered foundation, is sheathed in asbestos shingles, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; a brick chimney
pierces the roof along the southern slope. Windows on the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes affixed with grids
simulating a six-over-six configuration. 
 
The façade is characterized by a gable-oriented projection located at the westernmost portion of the house. Situated in the projection is a single-
leaf entry filled with a replacement panel door set behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch that is clad in
brick veneer and partially enclosed with wood posts and rails. The porch is sheltered by a gable-oriented roof supported with square wood posts.
Located in the gable of the projection is a single window opening. A gable dormer is situated in the half-story next to the projection and features
one window opening.
 
The east and west (side) elevations are punctuated by two window openings in the first story and one window opening in the gable end of the
half story. Located on the south (rear) elevation is a small gable-oriented projection, which is punctuated by one window opening. A portion of
the projection was once a cut-away porch, but has been filled in to provide more living space; it is clad in vinyl siding. The projection is
accessed along the east elevation via a single-leaf entry, which is sheltered by a shed-roof that is supported with small square posts. The entry
opens onto a small frame deck that wraps around to the rear of the house. The remainder of the elevation features three window openings.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data
Porch Portico/Entry Porch Wood Posts

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame two-car garage is located approximately 52 ft southeast of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events
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Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
 
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY FOR THE INTERSTATE 64 / HIGH RISE BRIDGE CORRIDOR STUDY IN CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2829 Flag Road

Property Addresses

Current - 2829 Flag Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5499 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2829 Flag Road, approximately .14 mi west of its intersection with
Happy Acres Road. The parcel features an open lawn, with a concrete walkway, and totals .378 acres. The parcel is accessed via a
paved drive from Flag Road. The residence is set back approximately 51 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the north towards
Flag Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5499 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the predominant American house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As
such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for
listing in the NRHP. The resource is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as a small and
simple form that is rectangular, but almost square. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would
otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Furthermore, this
resource exhibits replacement siding and windows as well as a large rear addition, which compromises the integrity of design,
materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5499 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1956

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled, Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,294 sq ft dwelling is set
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on a brick veneered foundation, is sheathed in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad roof; a poured concrete chimney pierces
the roof along the southern slope. Windows on the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes affixed with grids simulating a six-
over-six configuration.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a replacement panel door set behind an aluminum screen door. The
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer. To the left of the entry is a tripartite window with a central one-over-one,
double-hung vinyl sash window flanked by one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash windows affixed with grids simulating a four-over-four
configuration. The entry and tripartite window are located on a recessed portion of the façade and thus, protected by the wide eave of the roof.
 
The east and west (side) elevations are punctuated by two window openings. Centered on the main block of the south (rear) elevation is a small
gable-oriented projection, which features a secondary, single-leaf entry. The main block of the elevation is punctuated by one window opening.
Situated to the right of the projection is a large gable-oriented addition, giving the overall shape of the house an “L,” which is characteristic of
the Half Courtyard Ranch subtype. Windows on the addition exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes affixed with grids simulating a six-
over-six configuration.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Concrete Flue
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame two-car garage is located approximately 49 ft southeast of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.
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Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
 
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY FOR THE INTERSTATE 64 / HIGH RISE BRIDGE CORRIDOR STUDY IN CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2833 Flag Road

Property Addresses

Current - 2833 Flag Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5500 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2829 Flag Road, approximately .15 mi west of its intersection with
Happy Acres Road. The parcel features an open lawn, with a concrete walkway, and totals .362 acres. The parcel is accessed via a two-
track paved drive from Flag Road. The residence is set back approximately 58 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the north
towards Flag Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. DHR # 131-5500 is not eligible for listing in
the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
Ranch house represents the predominant American house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this form must
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource
is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as a small and simple form that is rectangular, but
almost square. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit
denotative characteristics that would otherwise distinguish it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in
form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5500 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP
under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1955

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (d/www/w/w), side-gabled, Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,149 sq ft dwelling is set
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on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; a brick chimney
pierces the roof along the southern slope. Windows on the residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes seen in single and paired
forms; windows are accented with brick sills and concrete lintels.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a three-light door set behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens
onto a poured concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer and partially enclosed with wood posts and rails. The stoop is sheltered by a gable-
oriented roof that is supported with turned posts. Located to the right of the entry is a tripartite window with a central picture window flanked by
two-over-two, double-hung wood sash windows.
 
The east (side) elevation is punctuated by a single and paired window opening. The west (side) elevation is pierced by two window openings.
The south (rear) elevation features a hip-roof projection, which used to exhibit a small cut-away porch, but it has since been filled in and clad
with vinyl siding. A one-over-one, double-hung wood sash window is located in the former porch space. The former porch is accessed via a
single-leaf entry. The remainder of the elevation is punctuated by two paired window openings.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch Portico/Entry Porch Wood Turned
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1955

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A circa 1955 single-story, front-gabled, frame single-car garage is located approximately 20 ft southeast of the residence. It is clad in asbestos
shingles, features two-over-two double-hung wood sash windows and is accessed from the façade via a metal-panel roller garage door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame shed is located approximately 56 ft southwest of the residence. It is clad in vertical board and accessed via a
double-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
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Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
 
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY FOR THE INTERSTATE 64 / HIGH RISE BRIDGE CORRIDOR STUDY IN CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2841 Flag Road

Property Addresses

Current - 2841 Flag Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5501 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2841 Flag Road, approximately .18 mi west of its intersection with
Happy Acres Road. The parcel features an open lawn, bisected by a concrete walkway, and totals .366 acres. The parcel is accessed via
a partially overgrown two-track paved drive from Flag Road. The residence is set back approximately 62 ft from the right-of-way; it is
oriented to the north towards Flag Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. DHR # 131-5501 is not eligible for listing in
the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
Ranch house represents the predominant American house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this form must
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource
is an example of the Linear-With-Clusters Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as a cluster of rooms concentrated at one
end of the house that projects to the back.  While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and workmanship, this
example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise distinguish it from countless examples throughout the region,
which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5501 is not individually eligible for
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1960

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Fair

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), cross-gabled, Linear-With-Clusters Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,493 sq ft
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dwelling is set on a brick veneer foundation, is sheathed in aluminum siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a replacement panel door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop
that is clad in brick veneer. Located to the left of the entry is a tripartite window with a central picture window flanked with two-over-two,
double-hung wood sash windows. The entry and tripartite window are protected by the wide eave of the roof above. Situated to the right is the
cross gable; two one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash windows are situated in this portion of the façade.
 
The east and west (side) elevations are punctuated by two one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash windows. The south (rear) elevation features a
gable-oriented projection, which is located at the easternmost portion of the elevation. Windows on the projection exhibit two-over-two, double-
hung wood sashes. Also featured on the projection is a secondary, double-leaf entry with sliding doors. The remainder of the elevation is
punctuated by a paired and single form window opening, both filled with one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Cross Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1960

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A circa 1960 single-story, front-gabled, frame single-car garage is located approximately 20 ft southeast of the residence. It is clad in vertical
board, exhibits two-over-two, double-hung wood sash windows (which no longer retain their glazing), and is accessed via a metal-panel roller
door along the façade and a secondary, single-leaf pedestrian entry along the side elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Outbuilding,Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame outbuilding on narrow, square wood posts is located approximately 46 ft south of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2845 Flag Road

Property Addresses

Current - 2845 Flag Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5502 consists of a residence and garage/apartment located at 2845 Flag Road, approximately .19 mi west of its intersection
with Happy Acres Road. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .370 acres; a wood-plank privacy fence encloses the rear yard.
The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Flag Road. The residence is set back approximately 62 ft from the right-of-way; it is
oriented to the north towards Flag Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. DHR # 131-5502 is not eligible for listing in
the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
resource represents a typical house form common in mid-twentieth century. The resource lacks architectural elements that would
elevate its significance and qualify it as eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR
# 131-5502 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), cross-gabled, dwelling. Of frame construction, the 1,494 sq ft dwelling is set on a
foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof. Windows along the
residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes affixed with grids simulating a six-over-six configuration. All windows are accented
with brick sills.
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The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a replacement panel door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop
that is clad in brick veneer. Located to the left of the entry is a tripartite window; the center window is identical to the other windows on the
residence expect it is slightly wider and is affixed with grids that simulate an eight-over-eight configuration. Located on the westernmost portion
of the façade is the cross gable, which is punctuated by two window openings.
 
The east (side) elevation is punctuated by a single and paired window opening on the first story and one window opening in the gable end of the
half story. The west (side) elevation is punctuated by two single window openings in the first story and one window opening in the gable end of
the half story. The south (rear) elevation features a narrow, linear, gable-oriented projection, which has been extended. A secondary, single-leaf
entry is located on the main block of the elevation. The remainder of the elevation is punctuated by a single and a paired window opening.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Cross Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1963

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A circa 1963 two-story, gambrel-roof, frame, single-car garage/apartment is located approximately 49 ft south of the residence. It is clad in vinyl
siding and stretcher bond brick veneer. The first story of the façade features a metal-roller panel garage door and pedestrian single-leaf entry. A
paired two-over-two, double-hung window is situated in the second story.

Number of Stories: 2

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Wood Posts
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.
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Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2888 Flag Road

Property Addresses

Current - 2888 Flag Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .6

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5503 consists of a residence and garage located at 2888 Flag Road, approximately .27 mi southwest of its intersection with
Happy Acres Road. The parcel features a wooded lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .605 acres. The parcel is accessed via a
paved drive from Flag Road. The residence is set back approximately 61 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the west towards
Flag Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5503 exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or
B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource represents a typical house form common in mid-
twentieth century. The resource lacks architectural elements that would elevate its significance and qualify it as eligible for listing in
the NRHP under Criterion C. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5503 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled, dwelling. Of frame construction, the 1,410 sq ft dwelling is set on a
foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad roof. Windows along the
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes. All windows are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, three-light door set behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop
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that is clad in brick veneer. Located to the left of the entry is a tripartite window; the center window is flanked by narrow two-over-two, double-
hung wood sash windows. Located on the southernmost portion of the façade is a slightly projecting cross gable; two window openings
punctuate the first story and one window opening punctuates the half story.
 
The north (side) elevation is punctuated by a single and paired window opening on the first story and one window opening in the gable end of
the half story. The south (side) elevation is punctuated by three single window openings in the first story and one window opening in the gable
end of the half story. The east (rear) elevation features a narrow, linear, gable-oriented projection punctuated by a single window opening as
well as a single-leaf entry.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1963

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A circa 1963 single-story, front-gabled, frame, two-car garage is located approximately 8 ft northeast of the residence. It is clad in aluminum
siding and is accessed via a metal-panel roller garage door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2884 Flag Road

Property Addresses

Current - 2884 Flag Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .6

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5504 consists of a residence and outbuilding located at 2884 Flag Road, approximately .29 mi southwest of its intersection
with Happy Acres Road. The parcel features a wooded lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .581 acres. The parcel is accessed via
a paved drive from Flag Road. The residence is set back approximately 68 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the north towards
Flag Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. DHR # 131-5504 is not eligible for listing in
the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
Ranch house represents the predominant American house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this form must
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource
is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as a long, narrow, linear form. While this resource
retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would
otherwise distinguish it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA
recommends that DHR # 131-5504 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no
known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1964

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (gd/www/d/ww/ww), hip-roof, Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 2,013 sq ft dwelling is
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set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad roof; a chimney
pierces the roof along the eastern slope. Windows along the residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes. All windows are
accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, recessed, single-leaf entry filled with a three-light door set behind an aluminum screen door.  The
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer. To the left of the entry in the recess is a tripartite window with a center double-
hung window flanked by narrow double-hung windows. Situated to the left of the recess is an integral, single-car garage accessed via a metal-
panel roller door. Located to the right of the recess are two paired window openings.
 
The east (side) elevation features a secondary, single-leaf entry flanked by a paired and single window opening. The west (side) elevation is
punctuated by three single window openings. The south (rear) elevation features a hip-roof projection. A section of the projection features a
vinyl cladding and a double-leaf entry flanked by one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash windows, which is not original to the house. The entry
opens onto a large, rambling frame deck.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Flue
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1964

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A circa 1964 single-story, shed-roof, frame, outbuilding is located approximately 77 ft southeast of the residence. It is clad in aluminum siding
and is accessed via a single-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Shed Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.
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Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2848 Forehand Drive

Property Addresses

Current - 2848 Forehand Drive

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5505 consists of a residence and garage located at 2848 Forehand Drive, approximately .27 mi northwest of its intersection
with George Washington Highway North. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .336 acres; the rear
yard is enclosed with a wood plank fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Forehand Drive. The off ramp that provides
access to George Washington Highway North from I-64 East is located just north of the parcel. The residence is set back
approximately 58 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the south towards Forehand Drive. A building is first depicted on the 1965
(Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle; however the residence is depicted as a photorevised building, which
would date it to 1986. Local tax assessor records date this resource to 1918. Based on the dwelling’s construction materials, it was
most likely built circa 1940–1950.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5505 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is not a significant example of a particular type, style, or method of construction
and lacks noteworthy architectural elements that would elevate its significance and make it eligible for listing in the NRHP under
Criterion C. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5505 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1940Ca

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): No Data

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, three-bay (w/d/w), side-gabled dwelling. Of frame construction, the 1,407 sq ft dwelling is set on a concrete
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block foundation, is sheathed in aluminum siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; a chimney pierces the roof. Windows along
the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a wood panel, Craftsman style door. The entry opens onto an enclosed
porch that is set on a concrete block foundation and set beneath a front-gabled roof that is supported by battered wood columns set on brick piers
atop concrete block foundations. The porch is clad with aluminum siding and features jalousie windows. It is accessed via a single-leaf entry
filled with a metal panel door. The right portion of the façade features a shed-roof addition, which has extended that part of the elevation from
the porch to the terminus of the elevation.
 
The west (side) elevation is punctuated by three window openings. The east (side) elevation is punctuated by a paired window opening. The
north (rear) elevation features a gable-oriented ell. Windows on the ell exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes and are set in single and
paired forms. Affixed to the ell is a small shed-roof addition, which is pierced by a concrete block chimney. The remainder of the main block of
the rear elevation is punctuated by a single window opening.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Concrete Block
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Aluminum Screened/Enclosed
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A two-story, gambrel-roof, frame, single-car garage/apartment is located approximately 9 ft east of the residence.

Number of Stories: 2

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.
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Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2829 Forehand Drive

Property Addresses

Current - 2829  Forehand Drive

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 1.5

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5506 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2829 Forehand Drive, approximately .22 mi northwest of its
intersection with George Washington Highway North. The parcel features a partially wooded lawn, bisected by a concrete walkway
and totals 1.490 acres; the side yard is enclosed with a wood plank fence and features an in-ground pool. The parcel is accessed via a
paved drive from Forehand Drive. The residence is set back approximately 97 ft from the right-of-way and, unlike all other residences
along the street, this resource’s side elevation fronts the street. A building is first depicted on the 1965 (Photorevised 1986) Norfolk
South, VA topographic quadrangle; however the residence is depicted as a photorevised building, which would date it to 1986. Local
tax assessor records date this resource to 1965. Based on the dwelling’s form and construction materials, it was most likely built in
1965, as the tax assessor states.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5506 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of Linear Ranch and displays design elements that none of the other
numerous Ranch houses in the area exhibit, such as its linkage to the existing landscape and setting, including its irregular orientation.
The front yard has an open quality, while the side yard is more private. The house features a heavy stone chimney, integrated planter
boxes, and a variety of window types; all of which are essential design elements of Ranch houses. However, the house does not retain
a high degree of integrity to warrant listing in the NRHP. The rear breezeway and garage addition have altered the original footprint of
the dwelling as well as shifted the massing. Thus, the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship has been compromised.
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5506 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or
C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1965

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data
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Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, six-bay (d/w/w/d/ww/www), hip-roof, Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,508 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, is sheathed in aluminum siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; a large stone-clad chimney
pierces the roof along the façade and a small brick chimney pierces the roof just below the ridgeline.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a no-light slab door set behind an aluminum screen door. The entry
opens onto a poured concrete porch that is partially enclosed with decorative metal railings. Located to the left of the entry are a large, fixed
sash window; a one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash window; and a secondary single-leaf entry, which accessed at ground level. Situated to the
right of the main entry is a two-part window consisting of a picture window flanked on the left by a four-light, aluminum-sash window; a large
stone-clad chimney situated perpendicular to the façade and displaying two clay chimney pots; and a tripartite window with a central picture
window flanked by three-light, aluminum sash windows. Both picture windows on the façade are accented with flower boxes. The portion of the
façade that exhibits the tripartite window is angled away from the main block of the house; it also displays a one-over-one, double-hung vinyl
sash window with a flower box on the rear elevation of the projection.
 
The north (side) elevation features two one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash windows with window boxes; the south (side) elevation was not
visible due to the pool shelter. The west (rear) elevation features five one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash windows with window boxes and a
single-leaf, secondary entry along the main block of the house. Situated on the rear elevation is a breezeway addition with a double-leaf entry;
the breezeway leads to a single-story, hip-roof, frame, two-car garage addition. The addition is sheathed in aluminum siding and protected by
asphalt shingle cladding.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data
Windows Double-hung Aluminum No Data
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Stone Coursed

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Outbuilding,Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Poor

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A round roof metal frame shelter, once fully clad with plastic, protects the in-ground pool and is affixed to the residence; the plastic cladding is
missing in several places.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Other Plastic No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Steel Frame Plastic Other

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Agriculture/Subsistence

Resource Type: Greenhouse/Conservatory

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1965

Condition: Poor

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:
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A circa 1965 single-story, front-gabled, steel frame green house is located approximately 50 ft west of the residence. It is set on a wood sill
foundation, and features steel-framed windows. Some of the windows are missing and have been covered with plastic. The building is accessed
via two  multi-light, wood paneled doors.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Wood Uncoursed
Roof Front Gable Other No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Steel Frame Other Panels

Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Agriculture/Subsistence

Resource Type: Greenhouse/Conservatory

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1965

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A circa 1965 single-story, front-gabled, steel frame green house is located approximately 50 ft west of the residence. It is set on a wood sill
foundation, and features steel-framed windows. Some of the windows are missing and have been covered with plastic. The building is accessed
via two  multi-light, wood paneled doors.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Wood Uncoursed
Roof Front Gable Other No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Steel Frame Plastic Panels

Secondary Resource #4

Resource Category: Agriculture/Subsistence

Resource Type: Outbuilding

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1965

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A circa 1965 single-story, shed-roof, concrete block outbuilding is located approximately 50 ft west of the residence. It features window
openings with a central metal hopper sash with fixed multi-light panels situated above and below the hopper sashes. The outbuilding is accessed
via a double-leaf entry located on the east elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Shed Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Windows Industrial Metal No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data
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CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2825 Forehand Drive

Property Addresses

Current - 2825 Forehand Drive

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5507 consists of a residence located at 2825 Forehand Drive, approximately .17 mi northwest of its intersection with
George Washington Highway North. The parcel features a partially wooded lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .397 acres; the
rear yard is enclosed with a wood plank fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Forehand Drive. The residence is set back
approximately 85 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the north towards Forehand Drive. A building is first depicted on the 1965
(Photorevised 1986) Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle; however the residence is depicted as a photorevised building, which
would date it to 1986. Local tax assessor records date this resource to 1959. Based on the dwelling’s form and construction materials, it
was most likely built in 1959, as the tax assessor states.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5507 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the predominant American house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As
such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for
listing in the NRHP. The resource is an example of the Courtyard Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as two diminutive
wings, which suggest the presence of a courtyard.  However, the house does not retain a high degree of integrity to warrant listing in
the NRHP. The extension of the side and rear elevations has changed the original footprint and massing of the house. Additionally,
vinyl replacement windows and siding have been installed. Thus, the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship has been
compromised. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5507 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1959

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion
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Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (gd/d/www/d/ww), hip-roof, Courtyard Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,824 sq ft dwelling is
set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; a large brick
chimney pierces the roof along the north roof slope. Windows along the residence are accented with brick sills. 
 
The façade is characterized by an-off center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel door that opens onto a poured concrete stoop that is partially
enclosed with decorative metal railings. A hip-roof supported by a decorative metal column extends to protect the entry and stoop. Located to
the right of the entry is a hip-roof projection with a paired one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash windows on the façade elevation; a single one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sash window is located on the east elevation of the projection. Situated to the left of the entry is a triple form
window with one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash windows. The easternmost portion of the façade also features a hip roof projection. Housed
in the projection is an integral single-car garage with a metal-panel roller door. Pedestrian access is gained via a single-leaf entry filled with a no-
light slab door.
 
The east (side) elevation is punctuated by two window bays filled with two-over-two, double-hung wood sash windows. The west (side)
elevation projects past the main block of the house and has been extended since the dwelling was originally constructed. It sets on a brick
veneered foundation and is sheathed in vinyl siding and brick veneer. A window opening along the projection’s west side of the exhibits one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes while a window opening along the east side features a bay window opening with a central picture window
flanked by  one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes as well as a single one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash window. The south (rear) elevation
features two secondary, single-leaf entries. The westernmost entry is flanked by a single and a paired one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash
window while the easternmost entry is located on a portion of the elevation that has been re-clad in vinyl siding. Located to the left of the entry
is a one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash window and to the right of the entry is a row of three sliding, vinyl sash windows. The remainder of
the elevation is an extension of the original. It is set on a brick veneered foundation, clad in vinyl siding, and protected by a hip-roof. It is
pierced by a one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash window.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch Overhang/Awning Metal Posts
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971
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Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
 
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY FOR THE INTERSTATE 64 / HIGH RISE BRIDGE CORRIDOR STUDY IN CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2821 Forehand Drive

Property Addresses

Current - 2821 Forehand Drive

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5508 consists of a residence and garage located at 2821 Forehand Drive, approximately .16 mi northwest of its intersection
with George Washington Highway North. The parcel features an open lawn situated on a triangular lot at a bend in Forehand Drive and
totals .333 acres. The parcel is accessed via a gravel drive from Forehand Drive. The residence is set back approximately 38 ft from the
right-of-way; it is oriented to the east towards a bend in Forehand Drive.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5508 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is not a significant example of a particular type, style, or method of construction
and lacks notable architectural features that would elevate its significance and render it eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
C. Furthermore, the installation of vinyl replacement windows and the subsequent additions compromise the integrity of design,
materials, and workmanship of the house.   Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5508 is not individually eligible for
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1917

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Vernacular

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, two-bay (d/w), front-gabled, dwelling. Of brick masonry construction, the 1,052 sq ft dwelling is set on a brick
foundation, features stretcher bond brick walls, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; an exterior brick chimney pierces the roof at the
rear gable-end. Windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes and are accented with brick sills. All the gable ends
along the residence are clad in vinyl siding. 
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The façade is characterized by an-off center, single-leaf entry filled with a multi-light panel, solid-core wood door set behind an aluminum
screen door. Located to the right of the entry is a large window opening. The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch clad with brick veneer,
which wraps around to the side elevation. The porch is protected by a hip-roof that is supported with turned wood posts. Situated between the
posts are wood railings, which partially enclose the porch.
 
The north (side) elevation is punctuated by three window openings. The main block of the south (side) elevation mimics the façade with a single-
leaf entry filled with the same door type located next to a large window opening. Beginning at the center of the elevation is a series of
projections/additions that give the house a jumbled roofline. The first is a gable-oriented projection with an integral shed-roof addition. The
projection is punctuated by a window opening on the east elevation of the gabled projection and a single and paired window opening on the
south elevation. The final addition features a shed-roof and is punctuated by a window opening on the south elevation. It is accessed via a single-
leaf opening along the west (rear) elevation. The west (rear) elevation of the main block features a single window opening.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Flue
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Stretcher Bond
Porch Wrap-Around Wood Turned
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Brick Stretcher Bond

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame, single-car garage is located approximately 5 ft north of the residence. It is clad in vinyl siding and accessed
via a metal-panel roller door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.
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Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
 
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY FOR THE INTERSTATE 64 / HIGH RISE BRIDGE CORRIDOR STUDY IN CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 524 George Washington Highway

Property Addresses

Current - 524 George Washington Highway

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .7

Site Description:

9/2013: DHR # 131-0465 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 524 George Washington Highway North (Forehand
Drive), approximately .08 mi northwest of its intersection with George Washington Highway North. The parcel features a partially
wooded lawn and totals .690 acres. The parcel is accessed via a two-track gravel drive from Forehand Drive; the residence historically
fronted George Washington Highway North, but there is no longer access from the highway as a line of trees separates the property
from the highway. The residence is set back approximately 38 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the east towards George
Washington Highway North. A building is first depicted on the 1921 Newport News, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor
records date this resource to 1940; however based on the house’s first map appearance and type, it was most likely constructed during
the first quarter of the twentieth century.

Surveyor Assessment:

Bungalow in Deep Creek Village
 
9/2013: DHR # 131-0465 was previously surveyed in 1987 but no NRHP eligibility recommendation was given by the consultant.
Additionally, no formal NRHP eligibility evaluation was made by DHR.
The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or persons
of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in
the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is a bungalow, the predominant American housing type constructed during the first quarter
of the twentieth century. As such examples of the type must demonstrate exceptional integrity and significant architectural features to
be considered eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The rear addition, enclosure of the front porch, and installation of
vinyl replacement windows has compromised the integrity of the design, materials, and workmanship of the house. Consequently,
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-0465 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no
known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1920Ca

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Craftsman

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.5

Condition: Good
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Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: None Known, Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

June 1987
 
September 2013: The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, one-bay (wwwwww) clipped-gabled, dwelling. Of frame construction, the 2,360 sq ft
dwelling is set on a brick foundation, is sheathed in weatherboard siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; an exterior brick
chimney pierces the roof along the northern roof slope.
 
The façade is characterized by a full-width inset, enclosed porch that is supported by brick piers capped with poured concrete and topped with
square, weatherboard-clad posts. The porch has been enclosed with weatherboard siding and a row of one-over-one, double-hung metal sash
windows. It is accessed from either side via a wide set of brick steps that lead to a single-leaf entry, both of which are filled with an aluminum
screen door set next to a jalousie window. Situated in the gable end of the façade is a paired window with one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash
windows protected by a metal awning.
 
The south (side) elevation features two paired and two single window openings on the first story and three single window openings in the gable
end, which are sheltered beneath a single metal awning. All windows on the elevation exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. The north
(side) elevation features a single-leaf entry filled with a six-light, panel, solid-core wood, Craftsman style door that opens onto a stoop. The entry
is sheltered by a clipped gable roof supported by square wood columns. Located to the left of the entry are two paired window openings and to
the right of the entry is a single window opening. A single window opening sheltered by a metal awning is located in the gable-end. All
windows on the elevation exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. The west (rear) elevation features two one-over-one, double-hung
vinyl sash windows on the main block. Situated between these window openings is a two-story, gable-oriented rusticated concrete block
addition. The second story is clad with asbestos shingles. The first story features entries on all three of the addition’s elevations; the south
elevation is accessed via a single-leaf entry, the west elevation is accessed via a double-leaf entry, and the north elevation is accessed via a single-
leaf entry. Windows are featured in the second story of the addition and exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. A window opening is
also located in the gable end of the addition, but it is covered with plastic as it retains no glazing.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Porch 1-story, 1-bay Wood Other
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Not Visible
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Frame Wood Siding, Aluminum

Windows Sash, Double-Hung Wood 6/1
Chimneys Interior Brick Not visible
Roof Gable, Clipped(Jerkinhead) Asphalt Shingle

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, side-gabled, frame, shed is located approximately 24 ft northwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990
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Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel roof, frame, prefabricated shed is located approximately 53 ft west of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Veneer

Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A front-gabled, frame, shed is located approximately 43 ft south of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: No Data

Investigator: The History Store

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data
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Survey Date: 6/1/1987

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

No Data

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
 
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY FOR THE INTERSTATE 64 / HIGH RISE BRIDGE CORRIDOR STUDY IN CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 520 George Washington Highway

Property Addresses

Current - 520 George Washington Highway

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

The Primary Resource is no longer extant.

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: No Data

Site Description:

9/2013: DHR # 131-0466 consists of a new house; the previously surveyed resource has been demolished and a new house has been
built on the parcel. The site is located at the northwest corner of Forehand Drive and George Washington Highway North. The parcel
features an open lawn with two circa 1990–2000 residences .

Surveyor Assessment:

Unusual shape in Deep Creek Village
 
9/2013: DHR # 131-0466 was previously surveyed in 1987. The resource was demolished after its previous survey; two non-historic
houses are located on the site.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1920Ca

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Craftsman

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Demolished

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

June 1987
 
September 2013: According to the 1987 survey, the residence that was located on this parcel was a single-story, hip-roof, frame dwelling with
Craftsman features. It was set on a brick foundation and protected with a standing seam metal clad roof. Windows along the residence exhibited
one-over-one and six-over-one, double-hung wood sashes (Thompson et al. 1987). The house was demolished after 1987 and the parcel was
divided into two. Currently, two non-historic residences are situated on the site.

Exterior Components
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Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Not Visible
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Frame Wood Other

Porch 1-story, 3-bay Wood Other
Windows Sash, Double-Hung Wood 1/1
Windows Sash, Double-Hung Wood 6/1
Roof Hipped Metal Standing Seam
Chimneys Interior Brick Not visible

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: No Data

Investigator: The History Store

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 6/1/1987

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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No Data

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

Thompson, Priscilla M., Susan J. Eggert, and J. Ames Thompson 
1987 Reconnaissance Survey of the City of Chesapeake. The History Store, on file at Virginia Department of Historic Resources, Richmond, Virginia.

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 512 George Washington Highway N

Property Addresses

Current - 512 George Washington Highway North

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5509 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 512 George Washington Highway North, on the northwest corner
of George Washington Highway North and Margaret Booker Drive. The parcel features a partially wooded lawn with a brick walkway
and totals .420 acres; the rear yard is partially enclosed by a chain link fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from George
Washington Highway North. The residence is set back approximately 99 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the east towards
George Washington Highway North.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5509 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an American Small House, a common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered
individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it
from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Additionally, the installation of vinyl
replacement windows and the enclosure of the porch with aluminum siding diminishes the integrity of design, materials, and
workmanship of the house. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5509 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1950

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): No Data

Architectural Style: Minimal Traditional

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (w/w/d/w/w) side-gabled, American Small House. Of frame construction, the 1,464 sq ft dwelling is set
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on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; an interior brick
chimney pierces the roof along the ridgeline and an exterior brick chimney pierces the roofline at the north gable. Windows along the residence
exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes affixed with grids simulating six-over-six and eight-over-eight configurations. Windows are
accented with brick sills.
 
A symmetrical façade features a central entry flanked on either side by a two window openings. The single-leaf entry exhibits a panel
replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door. It opens onto a brick veneered stoop.
 
The north (side) elevation features a gable-oriented projection that is punctuated by three window openings. The south (side) elevation features a
gable-oriented porch that is supported with brick posts and has been enclosed with aluminum siding. It is punctuated by one window opening
and a secondary single-leaf entry. The west (rear) elevation is punctuated by four window openings.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame, two-car garage is located approximately 15 ft northwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Shingles

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame, shed is located approximately 34 ft southwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, George Washington Highway

Property Addresses

Current - 504 George Washington Highway

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): No Data

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

9/2013: DHR # 131-0467 consists of a residence and garage located at 504 George Washington Highway North, at the southwest
corner of George Washington Highway North and Margaret Booker Drive. The parcel features a partially wooded lawn; bisected by a
concrete walkway and totals .440 acres. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from George Washington Highway North. The
residence is set back approximately 88 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the east towards George Washington Highway North.
A building is first depicted on the 1944 Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date this resource to
1944.

Surveyor Assessment:

Good example of Colonial Revival
 
9/2013: DHR # 131-0467 was previously surveyed in 1987; no formal NRHP eligibility evaluation was made by DHR. The resource is
potentially eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is a Colonial Revival house. Typical examples of Colonial
Revival houses exhibit accentuated front doors with pediments supported by pilasters or extended to form a portico; entries have
fanlights and/or sidelights; facades are balanced with central placement of the entry; windows feature double-hung sashes with multi-
pane glazing and are seen in pairs (McAlester and McAlester 2006: 321). DHR # 131-0467 exhibits the above features typical of a
Colonial Revival dwelling. Additionally, the resource retains a high degree of integrity as it still displays a majority of its original
materials, including its weatherboard siding, wood-sash windows, and wood panel doors; such integrity is noticeably absent in the
isolated but similar examples in the area. Furthermore, it is one of a kind in an area that has experienced a high level of growth during
the mid-twentieth century and later, diminishing the presence of resources from the early-twentieth century. The area around this
resource is characterized by mid-twentieth century, brick-veneered Ranch houses, which are mostly concentrated in subdivisions. As
such, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-0467 is potentially individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C as an
excellent example of a Colonial Revival House. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Potentially Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1930

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Colonial Revival

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 2.0

Condition: Excellent
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Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

June 1987
 
September 2013: The residence is a two-story, three-bay (ww/d/ww) gambrel-roof, Colonial Revival house. Of frame construction, the 2,006 sq
ft dwelling is set on a brick foundation, features weatherboard siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; an exterior brick chimney
pierces the roofline at the south gambrel end. Windows along the residence exhibit six-over-one, double-hung wood sashes.
 
A symmetrical façade features a central entry flanked on either side by paired window openings. The façade windows are flanked by decorative
vinyl shutters. The single-leaf entry exhibits a panel solid-core wood door that opens onto a brick stoop. The entry is flanked by four-light
sidelights and features a fanlight. It is sheltered by a portico with a curved underside supported by square wood columns. Situated in the second
story is a large shed dormer that is punctuated by two small window openings flanked by two paired window openings.
 
The north (side) elevation is punctuated by a single and paired window opening in the first story, two single window openings in the second
story, and a single window opening the attic space. The south (side) elevation features a one-story, flat-roof, side wing that is capped with a roof
balustrade. The wing is accessible from the exterior via a secondary, single-leaf entry sheltered by a bracketed shed-roof awning. Two windows
pierce the second story and are located on either side of the brick chimney. A secondary, single-leaf entry is centrally located on the west (rear)
elevation; it is protected by a bracketed shed-roof awning. A single window opening and a paired window opening flank the entry. A large shed-
roof dormer spans the second story; it is pierced by a single window opening flanked by paired window openings.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Porch 1-story, 1-bay Wood Posts
Windows Sash, Double-Hung Wood 6/1
Chimneys Other Brick Strecther Bond
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Frame Wood Weatherboard

Dormer Shed Asphalt Other
Roof Gambrel Asphalt Shingle
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Stretcher Bond

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1930

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

June 1987
 
September 2013: A circa 1930 single-story, front-gabled, frame, single-car garage is located approximately 73 ft northwest of the residence. It is
clad in weatherboard siding and features a wood-panel roller door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Weatherboard

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data
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CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: No Data

Investigator: The History Store

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 6/1/1987

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

No Data

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

McAlester, Virginia and Lee McAlester
   2006 A Field Guide to American Houses. Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. New York

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2828 Wesley Road

Property Addresses

Current - 2828 Wesley Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 1

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5510 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2828 Wesley Road, approximately .13 mi west of its intersection
with George Washington Highway North. The parcel features wooded lawn and totals .992 acres; a wood picket fence encloses the
rear yard. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Wesley Road. The residence is set back approximately 44 ft from the right-of-
way; it is oriented to the south towards Wesley Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5510 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The American Small House is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.
As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible
for listing in the NRHP. This resource does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless
examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Additionally, the rear addition alters the footprint and
massing of the original house. The installation of vinyl replacement windows and siding has further altered the original appearance of
the house. As such, the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship has been compromised. Consequently, CRA recommends that
DHR # 131-5510 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic
districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1950

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): No Data

Architectural Style: Minimal Traditional

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (ww/ww/d/ww), side-gabled, American Small House. Of frame construction, the 1,567 sq ft dwelling is
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set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; a brick chimney
pierces the roof at the east gable end. Windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes affixed with grids simulating
a six-over-six configuration. Windows are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by a centrally located, gable-oriented projection. Situated on the projection is a single-leaf entry filled with a panel
door set behind a screen door. The entry opens onto a rounded brick stoop. To the left of the entry is a paired window opening. To the left of the
projection is a paired window opening. To the right of the projection is single window opening.
 
The west (side) elevation is punctuated by two paired window openings. The east (side) elevation features a side-gabled wing that is clad in
vinyl siding; a single window open punctuates the main block of the elevation. A gable-oriented projection is located on the north (rear)
elevation and is punctuated by a paired window opening. Located to the left of the projection is another paired window opening. Located to the
right of the projection is a large, single-story, gable-oriented addition. It is set on a poured concrete foundation and clad in vinyl siding; it opens
onto a small frame deck via a single-leaf entry.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Outbuilding,Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1960

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, side-gabled, frame, outbuilding is located approximately 30 ft north of the residence. It is clad in vinyl siding, features a small
exterior brick chimney on the façade, and is accessed via a metal-panel door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1950

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame garage is located approximately 30 ft northwest of the residence. It is clad in vinyl siding and features a metal-
panel roller garage door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and Wood Frame Vinyl Siding
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Exterior Treatment

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 500 George Washington Highway North

Property Addresses

Current - 500 George Washington Highway North

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .5

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5511 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 500 George Washington Highway North, at the northwest corner
of George Washington Highway North and Wesley Road. The parcel features an open lawn with a stone paver walkway and totals .540
acres; a wood picket fence encloses the side and rear yards. An in-ground pool is located to the northwest of the residence; the area
around the pool features brick pavers. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Wesley Road. The residence is set back
approximately 93 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the east towards George Washington Highway North.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5511 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the predominant American house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As
such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for
listing in the NRHP. The resource is an example of the Linear-With-Clusters Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as a
cluster of rooms concentrated at one end of the house that projects to the front. The resource does not exhibit denotative characteristics
that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character.  
Furthermore, installation of the large gable dormer, as well as vinyl replacement windows compromises the integrity of design,
material, and workmanship of the house. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5511 is not individually eligible for
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1950

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): No Data

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:
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The residence is a single-story, four-bay (www/www/d/www), hip-roof, Linear-With-Clusters Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 2,206 sq
ft dwelling is set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof;
an interior brick chimney pierces the roof at the ridgeline. Windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes affixed
with grids simulating a four-over-four, six-over-six, and eight-over-eight configurations. Windows are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a four-light, panel door set behind an aluminum screen door. The entry
opens onto a poured concrete porch that is partially enclosed with decorative metal railings. To the left of the entry are two tripartite window
openings. To the right of the entry is a hip-roof projection with a tripartite window opening on the façade elevation and a single window opening
on its south elevation.
 
The south (side) elevation is punctuated by a secondary, single-leaf entry, a paired window opening, and a single window opening. A portion of
the elevation projects past the main block; another secondary, single-leaf entry is located on the west elevation of the projection. The north
(side) elevation is punctuated by three window openings. Two single window openings and a tripartite window opening punctuate the main
block of the west (rear) elevation. A secondary, single-leaf entry and a single window opening are located in the hip-roof projection that extends
from the main block of the house. The entry opens onto a frame deck. A gable-dormer has been added to the roof of the main block to create
living space; it features two paired windows.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Other

Resource Type: Other

Architectural Style: Gothic Revival

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1950

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, cross-gabled, frame, playhouse is located approximately 9 ft southwest of the residence. It is clad in clapboard siding and is
accessed via a hinged vertical board door.

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Outbuilding,Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1950

Condition: Remodeled

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, hip-roof, frame pool house/kennel/garage is located approximately 49 ft northwest of the residence. It is clad in brick veneer and
vinyl. A large gable-oriented addition with a shed-roof extension has been added to the original portion of the outbuilding. It is clad in vinyl
siding.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource #3
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Resource Category: Landscape

Resource Type: Gazebo

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A frame gazebo is located approximately 14 ft north of the residence.

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 501 George Washington Highway North

Property Addresses

Current - 501 George Washington Highway North

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5512 consists of a residence and garage located at 501 George Washington Highway North, at the southeast corner of
George Washington Highway North and Wesley Road. The parcel features wooded lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .262
acres; a wood plank fence encloses the rear yard. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Wesley Road. The residence is set back
approximately 41 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the west towards George Washington Highway North.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5512 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the predominant American
house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays
design elements such as a long, narrow, linear form. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5512 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1965

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (w/w/www/d), hip-roof, Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,275 sq ft dwelling is set on a
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foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; an exterior brick
chimney pierces the roof along the facade. Except where indicated, windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl
sashes. Windows are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door. The
entry opens onto a poured concrete porch that is clad in brick veneer. The porch is protected by a shed-roof, metal awning that is supported by
square wood posts. Located to the left of the entry is a tripartite window with a central picture window flanked by two-over-two, double-hung
wood sash windows. To the left of the tripartite window are two single window openings. Situated to the right of the entry is a large, stepped,
brick chimney.
 
The north (side) elevation is punctuated by two window openings. The south (side) elevation is punctuated by a paired window opening; the
sashes are affixed with grids simulating a six-over-six configuration. The east (rear) elevation is punctuated by a secondary, single-leaf entry that
is sheltered by a metal awning and opens onto a frame deck. To the right of the entry are three window openings.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1965

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame, two-car garage is located approximately 25 ft east of the residence. It is clad in aluminum siding and features
two metal-panel roller garage doors. A shed-roof addition spans the east (side) elevation; it is clad in vertical board.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.
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Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2708 Bywood Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2708 Bywood Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5513 consists of a residence and shed located at 2708 Bywood Avenue, at the northwest corner of Bywood Corner and
Gerrey Drive. The parcel features an open lawn bisected by a concrete walkway and totals .250 acres. The parcel is accessed via a
paved drive from Gerrey Drive. The residence is set back approximately 37 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the south towards
Bywood Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5513 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the predominant American house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As
such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for
listing in the NRHP. The resource is an example of the Linear-With-Clusters Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as a
cluster of rooms concentrated at one end of the house that projects to the back. However, the resource does not exhibit denotative
characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and
character. Furthermore, the alteration of window openings and the installation of replacement vinyl window sashes compromise the
integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the house. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5513 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:
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The residence is a single-story, four-bay (w/w/d/www), side-gabled, Linear-With-Clusters Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,368 sq ft
dwelling is set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; an
exterior brick chimney pierces the roof along the east gable end. Windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes
affixed with grids simulating six-over-six and eight-over-eight configurations.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door. The
entry is situated within a recessed porch and opens onto a poured concrete porch that is clad in brick veneer. The porch is sheltered by the roof
of the house and supported by square wood columns. Located to the right of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a central picture
window with a fixed vinyl sash affixed with grids simulating a 20-light pane window. Situated to the left of the porch is a window opening; a
larger window once occupied the space as indicated by a brick sill that is located well below the current window opening. The space between
the brick sill and current window opening is clad in vinyl siding. The westernmost portion of the façade is recessed and supported at the corner
by a decorative metal column. The recessed spaced is pierced by a window opening identical to that along the central portion of the façade.
 
Centrally located on the east (side) elevation is a large exterior brick chimney. Situated to the right of the chimney is a window opening. The
west (side) elevation is punctuated by two window openings. Located at the easternmost portion of the north (rear) elevation is a gable-oriented
projection with a window opening on its east elevation and an incised porch on its west elevation. The porch is supported by a decorative metal
column and shelters a secondary, single-leaf entry. Three window openings are located on the main block of the rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch Inset/Engaged Wood Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, pre-fabricated shed is located approximately 33 ft northwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance
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Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2712 Bywood Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2712 Bywood Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5514 consists of a residence and shed located at 2712 Bywood Avenue, approximately 145 ft west of its intersection with
Gerrey Drive. The parcel features an open lawn bisected by a concrete walkway and totals .267 acres. The parcel is accessed via a
paved drive from Bywood Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the south
towards Bywood Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5514 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the predominant American house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As
such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for
listing in the NRHP. The resource is an example of the Linear-With-Clusters Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as a
cluster of rooms concentrated at one end of the house that projects to the front. However, the resource does not exhibit denotative
characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and
character. Furthermore, the alteration of window openings and the installation of replacement vinyl window sashes compromise the
integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the house. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5514 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1962

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:
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The residence is a single-story, five-bay (ww/ww/d/www/gd), side-gabled, Linear-With-Clusters Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,246
sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof;
an exterior brick chimney pierces the roof along the southern roof slope. Windows along the residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood
sashes and are protected by metal awnings. Windows are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by a centrally located single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door. The
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer, flanked by decorative metal railings, and sheltered by a metal awning.
Located to the left of the entry is a paired window opening. Situated at the westernmost portion of the façade is a gable-oriented projection with
a paired window opening. Located to the right of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window. An integrated, single-
car garage accessed via a metal-panel roller door is located on the easternmost portion of the façade. Affixed to the façade at the garage is a shed-
roof, vinyl carport supported by square vinyl posts.
 
Two window openings punctuate the west (side) elevation and a single window opening punctuates the east (side) elevation; the window
opening along the east elevation is without a metal awning. The north (rear) elevation features two secondary, single-leaf entries; one provides
access to the garage and the other to the living space. One paired and three single window openings punctuate the elevation. No awnings
provide shelter for windows or entries along this elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, pre-fabricated shed is located approximately 30 ft north of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971
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Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2716 Bywood Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2716 Bywood Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5515 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2716 Bywood Avenue, approximately 219 ft west of its
intersection with Gerrey Drive. The parcel features an open lawn bisected by a concrete walkway and totals .267 acres; a chain-link
fence encloses a portion of the rear yard. An in-ground pool is located approximately 10 ft north of the residence and is enclosed in an
area of the rear yard surrounded by chain-link fencing.  The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Bywood Avenue. The residence
is set back approximately 37 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the south towards Bywood Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5515 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the predominant American
house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource is an example of an Alphabet Ranch subtype in the shape of a
“T”. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative
characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and
character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5515 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (w/w/d/www/gd), hip-roof, Alphabet Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,733 sq ft dwelling is set
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on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; an exterior brick
chimney pierces the roof along the southern roof slope. Windows along the residence exhibit six-over-six and eight-over-eight, double-hung
wood sashes. Windows are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door. The
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer and flanked by decorative metal railings. Located to the left of the entry are
two window openings; situated to the right of the entry is a tripartite bay window with a 20-light central picture window. An integral, single-car
garage accessed via a metal-panel roller door is located on the easternmost portion of the façade.
 
A secondary, single-leaf entry along with one window opening punctuated the east (side) elevation; two window openings punctuate the west
(side) elevation. Centrally located on the north (rear) elevation is a hip-roof projection with a heavy, exterior brick chimney on its north
elevation. The projection gives the overall plan of the house a T-plan. Three window openings pierce the projection’s west elevation. The east
elevation is accessed via a double-leaf entry. A single window opening punctuates the rear elevation of the main block.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1963

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A circa 1963 single-story, side-gable, frame shed is located approximately 81 ft northwest of the residence. It is clad in vertical board and
features a single-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1963

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A similar circa 1963 single-story, side-gable, frame shed is located approximately 100 ft northeast of the residence. It is also clad in vertical
board and features a single-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2720 Bywood Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2720 Bywood Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5516 consists of a residence and shed located at 2720 Bywood Avenue, approximately 284 ft west of its intersection with
Gerrey Drive. The parcel features a partially wooded lawn and totals .272 acres. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Bywood
Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 37 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the south towards Bywood Avenue. A
building is first depicted on the 1955 Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date this resource to 1950.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5516 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource represents a house form typical of the early to mid-twentieth century: the front-
gabled, double-pile cottage. As such, examples of the type must exhibit outstanding integrity and significant architectural features to
warrant inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource lacks notable architectural features. Additionally, the connector and
attached garage add to the footprint of the true form of the cottage type. Furthermore the installation of vinyl replacement windows and
siding in the gable-ends diminishes the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the house.  Consequently, CRA
recommends that DHR # 131-5516 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no
known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1950

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Vernacular

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.5

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, two-bay (wwwww/w), front-gabled, dwelling. Of frame construction, the 2,148 sq ft dwelling is set on
a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad roof; an exterior brick
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chimney pierces the roof along the western roof slope. Windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. Windows
are accented with brick sills.
 
Located on the western portion of the façade is a gable-oriented projection. The projection is comprised of an enclosed porch. The lower portion
the porch is clad in brick veneer and the upper portion in vinyl siding; the right-of-way of windows on the porch are each affixed with grids
simulating six-over-six configuration. The gable end of the porch, as well as the gable end of the main block of the house, is clad in aluminum
siding; a slight pent roof hangs at the base of both gables. A window opening with a fixed wood sash hangs in both gable ends; the opening on
the main block no longer retains its glazing. The porch is accessed via a single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door along the east
elevation of the porch.
 
Three window openings and a secondary, single-leaf entry punctuates the east (side) elevation; the entry is protected by a metal awning. Two
paired and one single window openings punctuate the west (side) elevation. Situated in the half-story is a hip-roof dormer with two window
openings. A gable-oriented connector is affixed to the north (rear) elevation and joins the, gable-oriented, two-car garage. The connector is
pierced by a brick chimney and punctuated by a tripartite window that is affixed with grids simulating a six-over-six configuration along its east
elevation. A single-leaf entry punctuates its west elevation. The garage has gables that are clad in aluminum and vinyl siding. The garage is
accessed via a metal-panel roller garage door along the west elevation; a secondary, single-leaf pedestrian entry is located on the north elevation.
Windows are affixed with grids simulating a six-over-six configuration.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Brick Screened/Enclosed
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, shed-roof, frame shed is located approximately 173 ft northwest of the residence. It is clad in corrugated metal and features a
single-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Shed Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance
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Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2721 Bywood Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2721 Bywood Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5517 consists of a residence and shed located at 2721 Bywood Avenue, approximately 314 ft west of its intersection with
Gerrey Drive. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .294 acres. The parcel is accessed via a paved
drive from Bywood Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 43 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the north towards
Bywood Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5517 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the predominant American
house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays
design elements such as a long, narrow, linear form. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5517 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1970

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (w/w/d/ww/gd), side-gabled, Linear Ranch. Of frame construction, the 1,798 sq ft dwelling is set on a
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foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad roof; an exterior brick
chimney pierces the roof along the southern roofline. Windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes affixed with
grids simulating a six-over-six configuration. Windows are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door that opens onto a poured concrete porch that
is clad in brick veneer. The porch is sheltered by a gable-oriented roof that is supported by vinyl posts that simulate turned posts. Also sheltered
by the porch roof is a paired window opening, located to the right of the entry. Located to the left of the entry are two window openings.
Situated at the westernmost portion of the façade is an integral, single-car garage, which is accessed via a metal-panel roller door along the
façade and via a single-leaf entry along the west (side) elevation.
 
Two window openings punctuate the east (side) elevation. Located on the south (rear) elevation is a secondary, single-leaf entry. To the right of
the entry are three window openings, to the left of the entry is an exterior brick chimney and no other fenestration.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, side-gabled, frame shed is located approximately 13 ft southwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data
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Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location Duplex, 519 George Washington Highway North

Property Addresses

Current - 519 George Washington Highway North

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .9

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5518 consists of a duplex located at 519 George Washington Highway North, approximately 42 ft north of its intersection
with Forehand Drive. The parcel features an open lawn, partially bisected by a concrete walkway and totals .858 acres. The parcel is
accessed via a gravel drive from George Washington Highway North. The duplex is set back approximately 221 ft from the right-of-
way; it is oriented to the west towards George Washington Highway North.

Surveyor Assessment:

While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between DHR # 131-5518 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. While this resource retains moderate integrity of
materials, design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would elevate its significance and
make it eligible for listing in the NRHP. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5518 is not individually eligible for
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Double/Duplex

Date of Construction: 1952

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The building exhibits a single-story, six-bay (ww/d/ww/ww/d/ww), hip-roof, duplex form. Of frame construction, the 1,920 sq ft dwelling is set
on a brick foundation, is sheathed in asbestos shingles, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof with wide eaves; a vented gablet is
situated below the ridgeline and between the hips on either end of the roof. An interior brick chimney pierces the roof along the eastern slope.
Windows along the residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes. 
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The façade is characterized by symmetrical fenestration, which includes a single-leaf entry flanked by paired windows for each duplex. The
entries are filled with two-light, panel, solid-core wood doors set behind aluminum screen doors. The entries open onto a poured concrete porch
that is clad in brick veneer and partially enclosed with decorative metal railings. The porch is accessed via a single, centrally located entry point.
 
The south and north (side) elevations are punctuated by a single window opening flanked by paired window openings. The east (rear) elevation
features two slightly off-centered, single-leaf entries that open onto a shared poured concrete stoop. Located to the left of the entries are two
paired window openings. Located to the right of the entries is a paired window. Situated at the northernmost portion of the elevation is a hip-
roof projection. The projection is set on a concrete-block foundation and clad in asbestos shingles. Windows along the projection exhibit six-
over-six, double-hung, wood sashes.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Stretcher Bond
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 517 George Washington Highway North

Property Addresses

Current - 517 George Washington Highway North

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .6

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5519 consists of a residence located at 517 George Washington Highway North, directly south of Forehand Drive. The
parcel features a partially wooded lawn, with a concrete walkway and totals .619 acres. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from
George Washington Highway North. The residence is set back approximately 74 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the west
towards George Washington Highway North.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5519 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource represents a form common in the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this
form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.
While the resource exhibits elements of the Tudor Revival style, such as a prominent façade gable, a heavy chimney, and casement
windows; these elements are not integrated into the design of the house according to particular stylistic principles and thus, are only a
component of the style. As such, the resource is not a distinguished example of the Tudor Revival style. Furthermore, the subsequent
additions have compromised the integrity of the design, materials, and workmanship of the house. Consequently, CRA recommends
that DHR # 131-5519 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic
districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1952

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Tudor Revival

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.5

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence exhibits a one-and-one-half-story, three-bay (ww/d/ww), side-gable form with Tudor Revival elements. Of frame construction, the
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1,983 sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle
clad roof; a heavy, exterior brick chimney pierces the façade roofline. Except where indicated, windows along the main block of the residence
exhibit six-over-six, double-hung wood sashes. Windows are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by a centered, single-leaf entry filled with a half-circle, panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door.
The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop that is set on an unknown foundation that is clad in brick veneer. The stoop is partially enclosed
with decorative metal railings and sheltered by a shed-roof, metal awning. Located to the left of the entry is an exterior brick chimney, which is
flecked with stone. Situated to the left of the chimney is an eight-light metal casement window sheltered by a canvas awning. Located to the
right of the entry is a gable-oriented projection, which features a paired window opening, sheltered by a canvas awning. A small window
opening is situated in the gable-end.
 
The main block of the north (side) elevation is punctuated by a single and paired window opening in the first story; a paired window opening
punctuates the gable end in the half-story. Also featured on the elevation is a gable-oriented, enclosed porch; a ribbon of windows is located on
all three elevation of the porch. The east (rear) elevation of the main block of the house is punctuated by two window openings. The south (side)
elevation of the main block of the house is punctuated by three window openings on the first story and a paired window in the gable-end.
Located between the first and second window opening on the first story is a small gable addition that connects the house and the once detached
garage. The addition is clad in vertical board siding and features sliding, metal-sash windows as well as a secondary, single-leaf entry. The once
detached, two-car garage features exhibits a front-gabled form and features a stretcher bond brick veneer. It is accessed via two wood-panel
roller garage doors with three-light transoms. Windows on the garage exhibit six-over-six, double-hung wood sashes. Attached to the east (rear)
elevation of the garage is a gable-oriented, concrete block addition with metal awning windows and a single-leaf entry.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data
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Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
 
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY FOR THE INTERSTATE 64 / HIGH RISE BRIDGE CORRIDOR STUDY IN CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2717 Bywood Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2717 Bywood Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5520 consists of a residence located at 2717 Bywood Avenue, approximately 224 ft west of its intersection with Gerrey
Drive. The parcel features an open lawn, with a concrete walkway and totals .367 acres; a wood plank privacy fence encloses the rear
yard. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Bywood Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 48 ft from the right-of-
way; it is oriented to the north towards Bywood Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5520 exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or
B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource represents a form common in the mid-twentieth
century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually
eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource lacks notable architectural features that distinguish it from other examples of its type.
Furthermore the rear addition alters the original footprint and massing of the house and thus, compromises the integrity of design,
materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5520 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1955

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.5

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence exhibits a one-and-one-half-story, three-bay (gd/d/www), side-gable form. Of frame construction, the 2,073 sq ft dwelling is set on
a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; an exterior brick
chimney pierces west gable end.  Windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. Windows are accented with
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brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door. The
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop that is flanked by decorated metal railings and sheltered by a shed-roof roof that is supported by a
decorative metal column. Located to the right of the entry is a tripartite window with a center picture window. Located to the left of the entry is
a gable-oriented projection, which houses an integral one-car garage, accessed via a metal-panel roller door. Situated in the gable-end of the
projection is a window opening. Two gable dormers, each with one window opening, are located in the half-story of the main block of the
façade.
 
The west (side) is accessed via a secondary, single-leaf entry, located to the right of the brick chimney. Located next to the entry is a window
opening. A window opening is situated in the gable-end of the half-story. The east (side) is also accessed via a secondary, single-leaf entry,
which is flanked by two window openings. Located in the gable-end of the half-story is a window opening. According to aerial images the main
block of the south (rear) elevation is punctuated by a single window opening and a tripartite window opening. Centered on the elevation is a
small gable projection with a single-leaf entry. A large shed-roof addition projects from the westernmost portion of the elevation and a shed-roof
dormer spans the half-story, four window openings pierce the dormer.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch Overhang/Awning Metal Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame shed is located approximately 104 ft south of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, shed-roof, frame outbuilding is located approximately 100 ft south of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Shed Metal No Data
Structural System and Wood Frame Plywood/Particle Board Panels
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Exterior Treatment

Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, side-gabled, frame shed is located approximately 87 ft south of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Shingles

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
 
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY FOR THE INTERSTATE 64 / HIGH RISE BRIDGE CORRIDOR STUDY IN CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2713 Bywood Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2713 Bywood Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5521 consists of a residence located at 2713 Bywood Avenue, approximately 152 ft west of its intersection with Gerrey
Drive. The parcel features a partially wooded lawn, with a concrete walkway and totals .346 acres; a wood plank privacy fence
encloses the rear yard. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Bywood Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 45 ft
from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the north towards Bywood Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5521 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the predominant American house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As
such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for
listing in the NRHP. The resource is an example of the Rambling Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as three setbacks
or offsets, giving the house a complex roof system and the impression that it “rambles” over its lot. While the resource exhibits three
setbacks, one on the façade and two along the rear elevation, overall the house does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would
otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Furthermore, the
enclosure of the façade porch diminishes the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that
DHR # 131-5521 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic
districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:
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The residence is a single-story, six-bay (w/www/d/w/w/gd), hip-roof, Rambling Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,284 sq ft dwelling is
set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof. Expect where
indicated, windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.   Windows are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by a hip projection located on the westernmost portion of the elevation. The projection exhibits a recessed porch,
which shelters a single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door and a window opening. The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch that
is clad in brick veneer; the porch has been enclosed with a screened wood frame and is accessed via a double-leaf entry filled with vinyl screen
doors. The westernmost portion of the projection houses an integral single-car garage. The garage is accessed via a metal-panel roller door. A
window opening is located between the garage door and porch. Situated to the left of the projection is a tripartite window with four-over-four,
double-hung wood sash windows. To the left of the tripartite window is a single window opening.
 
The east (side) elevation features no fenestration. The west (side) features a secondary, single-leaf entry and a window opening. The central
portion of the south (rear) elevation is punctuated by a paired and a single window opening. The westernmost portion of the elevation features a
hip-roof, screened-in porch. The porch shelters a double-leaf entry. The easternmost portion of the elevation features a hip roof projection with a
secondary, single-leaf entry.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Porch Inset/Engaged Wood Screened/Enclosed
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame, prefabricated shed is located approximately 65 ft south of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, prefabricated shed is located approximately 80 ft south of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2709 Bywood Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2709 Bywood Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5522 consists of a residence located at 2709 Bywood Avenue, approximately 67 ft west of its intersection with Gerrey
Drive. The parcel features an open lawn, with a concrete walkway and totals .318 acres; various fence types enclose the rear yard,
including: chain-link, vinyl picket, wood post with wire mesh, and wood-plank privacy. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from
Bywood Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 45 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the north towards Bywood
Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5522 exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or
B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the predominant American
house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays
design elements such as a long, narrow, linear form. While the resource is typical of a Linear Ranch house and retains moderate
integrity of materials, design, and workmanship, it does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-
5522 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1962

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:
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The residence is a single-story, five-bay (gd/w/www/w/w), side-gabled, Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,614 sq ft dwelling is
set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; a small brick
chimney pierces the roof along the southern slope. Expect where indicated, windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung
vinyl sashes. Windows are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by a recessed porch, which shelters a single-leaf entry filled with a three-light slab door that is accessed along the
west plane of the façade. The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch; the roof is supported by a square wood post and the porch is partially
enclosed with wood posts and railings. A window opening is also sheltered by the porch. Located to the left of the porch, and set back from the
main block of the house, is an attached single-car garage accessed via a four-light, metal-panel roller door. Situated to the right of the porch is a
tripartite window opening with a central picture window; two single window openings are located on the western portion of the façade.
 
The east (side) elevation features a secondary, single-leaf entry and a two-over-two, double-hung wood sash window. The west (side) elevation
features two window openings. The south (rear) elevation features a centrally located, single-leaf entry flanked by three window openings. The
entry opens onto a poured concrete porch that is clad in brick veneer and sheltered by a gable-oriented roof supported by square wood posts. The
porch protects the entry and two flanking window openings.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch Inset/Engaged Wood Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Outbuilding,Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, side-gabled, frame, pool house is located approximately 48 ft southeast of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, side-gabled, frame, prefabricated shed is located approximately 98 ft southeast of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
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Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
 
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY FOR THE INTERSTATE 64 / HIGH RISE BRIDGE CORRIDOR STUDY IN CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2705 Bywood Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2705 Bywood Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5523 consists of a residence located at 2705 Bywood Avenue, directly south of its intersection with Gerrey Drive. The
parcel features an open lawn, bisected by a concrete walkway and totals .343 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link fence.
The parcel is accessed via a two-track paved drive from Bywood Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 45 ft from the right-
of-way; it is oriented to the north towards Bywood Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5523 exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or
B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the predominant American
house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource is an example of the Linear-With-Clusters Ranch subtype and
displays design elements such as cluster of rooms concentrated at one end of the house that projects to the front. While the resource is
typical of the subtype and retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and workmanship, it does not exhibit denotative
characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and
character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5523 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1958

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (gd/www/d/w/w), side-gabled, Linear-With-Clusters Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,383 sq ft
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dwelling is set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; a
brick chimney pierces the roof along the northern slope. Windows along the residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes.
Windows are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door. The
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer and sheltered by a shed-roof metal awning supported by a decorative metal
column. The stoop is partially enclosed with a decorative metal railing. Located to the left of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a
central picture window. Located at the easternmost portion of the façade is an attached single-car garage that is slightly set back from the main
block of the house; it is accessed via a metal-panel roller door. Situated to the right of the entry is a gable-oriented projection. Located on the
façade elevation of the projection are two window openings; located on the east elevation and sheltered by the entry awning is a window
opening.
 
The east (side) elevation of the residence exhibits a single window opening. The west (side) elevation of the dwelling features two window
openings. Two single-leaf entries are located on the south (rear) elevation; one provides access to the main block of the house while the other
provides access to the garage. The elevation is punctuated by four window openings.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch Overhang/Awning Metal Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1958

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A circa 1958 single-story, front-gabled, frame garage is located approximately 30 ft south of the residence. It is clad in weatherboard siding,
features two-over-two, double-hung wood sash windows, and is accessed via a metal-panel roller garage entry door. A single-leaf pedestrian
entry is also located on the façade.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, shed-roof, frame, prefabricated shed is located approximately 96 ft south of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components
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Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Shed Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, prefabricated shed is located approximately 91 ft south of the residence. It features a single-leaf facade
entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Secondary Resource #4

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, prefabricated shed is located approximately 91 ft south of the residence. It features a double-leaf facade
entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013
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Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 521 Gerrey Drive

Property Addresses

Current - 521 Gerrey Drive

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5524 consists of a residence and garage located at 521 Gerrey Drive within a cul-de-sac, approximately .10 mi north of its
intersection with Bywood Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn, with a concrete walkway and totals .416 acres; the northwest
(side) property line is delineated by a wood post and rail fence. The parcel is accessed via two two-track gravel drives from Gerrey
Drive; one leads to the residence and the other to a detached garage. The residence is set back approximately 58 ft from the right-of-
way; it is oriented to the southwest towards Gerrey Drive.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5524 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the predominant American house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As
such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for
listing in the NRHP. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as a long, narrow,
linear form. While the resource is typical of the subtype, overall it does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise
separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Additionally, the conversion of
the integral garage to living space and the enclosure of the former garage door with vinyl siding compromises the integrity of design,
materials, and workmanship of the house. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5524 is not individually eligible for
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1965

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:
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The residence is a single-story, four-bay (w/ww/www/d), side-gabled, Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,457 sq ft dwelling is set
on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; a small brick
chimney pierces the roof along the northeastern slope, just below the ridgeline. Windows along the residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung
wood sashes. Windows are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door. The
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer and partially enclosed with decorative metal railings. Located to the right of
the entry is a gable-oriented projection that once housed a single-car garage; the space has since been converted to living space and the garage
door opening has been enclosed with vinyl siding. Located in the gable-end of the projection is a window opening sheltered by a metal awning.
The roof of the projection extends to shelter the façade entry; it is supported by square wood post. Situated to the left of the entry is a tripartite
window opening with a central picture window. Located to the left of the tripartite window opening are a paired and a single window opening.
 
The southeast (side) elevation exhibits one window opening while the northwest (side) elevation exhibits two window openings. The northwest
(rear) elevation is punctuated by four window openings. A shed-roof metal awning is attached to the southeastern-most portion of the elevation.
The awning is supported by metal posts and shelters a poured concrete patio area.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1965

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame two-car garage is located approximately 35 ft northwest of the residence. It is clad in asbestos shingles,
features two-over-two, double-hung wood sash windows, and is accessed via two roller-panel garage doors along the façade and a single-leaf
pedestrian entry along the side elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance
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Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 525 Gerrey Drive

Property Addresses

Current - 525 Gerrey Drive

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5525 consists of a residence and garage located at 525 Gerrey Drive within a cul-de-sac, approximately .10 mi north of its
intersection with Bywood Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn, bisected by a concrete walkway and totals .330 acres; the east
(side) property line is delineated by a wood post and rail fence. The parcel is accessed via a two-track paved drive from Gerrey Drive.
The residence is set back approximately 38 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the south towards Gerrey Drive.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5525 exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or
B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the predominant American
house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays
design elements such as a long, narrow, linear form. While the resource is typical of the subtype and retains moderate integrity of
materials, design, and workmanship, it does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless
examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5525 is
not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential
historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1965

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (w/ww/www/d), side-gabled, Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,510 sq ft dwelling is set
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on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof. Windows along the
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes. Windows are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door. The
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer. Located to the right of the entry is a gable-oriented projection, which
features a heavy brick chimney. The roof of the projection extends to shelter the façade entry; it is supported by a decorative metal column.
Situated to the left of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window. Located to the left of the tripartite window opening
are a paired and a single window opening.
 
Two window openings punctuate the west (side) elevation. One window opening punctuates the east (side) elevation; a window opening hangs
in the gable end in the attic space. The easternmost portion of the north (rear) façade is recessed and is accessed via a single-leaf entry. To the
left of the entry is a window opening. The remainder of the elevation is punctuated by one paired and three single form window openings.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch Overhang/Awning Metal Posts
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1965

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame two-car garage is located approximately 14 ft northwest of the residence. It is clad in asbestos shingles,
features two-over-two, double-hung wood sash windows, and is accessed via two roller-panel garage doors along the façade and a single-leaf
pedestrian entry along the side elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes
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Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 520 Gerrey Drive

Property Addresses

Current - 520 Gerrey Drive

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5526 consists of a residence and shed located at 520 Gerrey Drive within a cul-de-sac, approximately .10 mi north of its
intersection with Bywood Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn, bisected by a concrete walkway and totals .197 acres. The parcel
is accessed via a two-track paved drive from Gerrey Drive. The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way; it is
oriented to the southeast towards Gerrey Drive.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5526 exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or
B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch house represents the predominant American
house form of the 1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays
design elements such as a long, narrow, linear form. While the resource is typical of the subtype and retains moderate integrity of
materials, design, and workmanship, it does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless
examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5526 is
not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential
historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1961

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, six-bay (w/ww/d/www/w/w), side-gabled, Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,456 sq ft dwelling is
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set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof. Except where
indicated, windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. Windows are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door. The
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer. Located to the left of the entry are a pair and a single form window
opening. Situated to the right of the entry is a tripartite window with a central picture window flanked by two-over-two, double-hung wood sash
windows. The northeastern most portion of the façade projects from the main block and historically comprised an integral, single-car garage.
The former garage has since been converted to living space and the garage opening has been enclosed with vertical board siding and features
two paired, fixed, vinyl sash windows affixed with grids simulating six lights.
 
A two-over-two, double-hung wood sash window punctuates the northeast (side) elevation. Two window openings punctuate the southwest
(side) elevation. The northwest (rear) elevation is pierced by one paired and three single form window openings.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Metal Flue
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, side-gabled, frame shed is located approximately 30 ft northwest of the residence. It is clad in vinyl siding and features a double-
leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.
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Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
 
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY FOR THE INTERSTATE 64 / HIGH RISE BRIDGE CORRIDOR STUDY IN CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location Duplex, 518 Deal Drive

Property Addresses

Current - 518 Deal Drive

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5527 consists of a duplex and shed located at 516/518 Deal Drive, approximately 239 ft south of its intersection with
Bywood Avenue. The parcel features a partially wooded lawn, with a concrete walkway and totals .228 acres. The parcel is accessed
via a two-track paved drive from Deal Drive. The duplex is set back approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the east
towards Deal Drive.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5527 exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or
B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource represents a residential form typical of the
1950s and 1960s. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered
individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. The resource lacks notable architectural elements that would elevate its significant and
make it worthy of listing in the NRHP. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5526 is not individually eligible for
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1958

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The building exhibits a single-story, six-bay (ww/d/ww/ww/d/ww), hip-roof, duplex form. Of frame construction, the 1,728 sq ft dwelling is set
on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; a brick chimney
pierces the northern roof slope. Windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one and two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes. Windows are
accented with brick sills.
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The façade is characterized by two centrally located window openings. Flanking these window openings are single-leaf entries filled with panel
replacement doors set behind aluminum screen doors. The entries open onto a poured concrete porch that is clad in brick veneer. The porch is
sheltered by a hip-roof that is supported with decorative metal columns. A paired window punctuates either end of the façade.
 
The north and south (side) elevations are punctuated by a single window opening flanked by paired window openings. Centrally located on the
north (rear) elevation are two secondary, single-leaf entries that open onto a poured concrete stoop that is sheltered by a shed-roof porch.
Flanking the entries are two sets of paired window openings.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Metal Posts
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Uncoursed

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, prefabricated metal shed is located approximately 20 ft north of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
 
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY FOR THE INTERSTATE 64 / HIGH RISE BRIDGE CORRIDOR STUDY IN CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 504 Deal Drive

Property Addresses

Current - 504 Deal Drive

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 1.4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5528 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 504 Deal Drive, approximately 165 ft north of its intersection with
Wesley Road. The parcel features an open lawn, with a concrete walkway and totals 1.390 acres. The parcel is accessed via a paved
drive from Deal Drive. The residence is set back approximately 80 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the east towards Deal
Drive.

Surveyor Assessment:

The building exhibits a one-and-one-half-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled, form. Of frame construction, the 2,132 sq ft
dwelling is set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad
roof; a brick chimney pierces the western roof slope. Windows along the residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes.
Windows are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door.
The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer and sheltered by a gable-oriented roof supported by square wood
posts. Located to the left of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window. Situated to the right of the entry are
two window openings. Three gable dormers pierce the roof in the half story; each has a one window opening.
 
A single-story, partial-width, hip-roof, enclosed porch is located on the south (side) elevation. The porch features brick veneer, two-
over-two, double-hung wood sash windows, and is accessed via a single-leaf entry. The gable-end of the half story is pierced by a
window opening. Three window openings punctuate the first story and two window openings punctuate the half story of the north
(side) elevation. The west (rear) elevation features a secondary, single-leaf entry that is protected by a gable-oriented, enclosed porch.
The brick veneer-clad porch features wood-sash side lights. Located to the right of the porch is a window opening. Located to the left
of the porch are three window openings.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1957

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.5

Condition: Good
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Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The building exhibits a one-and-one-half-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled, form. Of frame construction, the 2,132 sq ft dwelling is set
on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; a brick chimney
pierces the western roof slope. Windows along the residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes. Windows are accented with brick
sills.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door. The
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer and sheltered by a gable-oriented roof supported by square wood posts. Located to
the left of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window. Situated to the right of the entry are two window openings.
Three gable dormers pierce the roof in the half story; each has a one window opening.
 
A single-story, partial-width, hip-roof, enclosed porch is located on the south (side) elevation. The porch features brick veneer, two-over-two,
double-hung wood sash windows, and is accessed via a single-leaf entry. The gable-end of the half story is pierced by a window opening. Three
window openings punctuate the first story and two window openings punctuate the half story of the north (side) elevation. The west (rear)
elevation features a secondary, single-leaf entry that is protected by a gable-oriented, enclosed porch. The brick veneer-clad porch features wood-
sash side lights. Located to the right of the porch is a window opening. Located to the left of the porch are three window openings.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Dormer Gable Aluminum No Data
Porch Portico/Entry Porch Wood Square
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1960

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A circa 1960s single-story, side-gabled, frame single-car garage is located approximately 18 ft southwest of the residence. It is clad in asbestos
shingles and features a metal-panel garage door and single-leaf entry on its façade.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, side-gabled, prefabricated, frame shed is located approximately 56 ft southwest of the residence.
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Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Piers Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 513 George Washington Highway North

Property Addresses

Current - 513 George Washington Highway North

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 1.2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5529 consists of a residence and shed located at 513 George Washington Highway North, approximately 115 ft north of its
intersection with Margaret Booker Drive. The parcel features a partially wooded lawn, with a concrete walkway and totals 1.230 acres.
The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from George Washington Highway North. The residence is set back approximately 73 ft from
the right-of-way; it is oriented to the west towards George Washington Highway North.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5529 exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or
B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The American Small House is a common residential form
dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to
be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character.  Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5529 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1950

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Minimal Traditional

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.5

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, three-bay (www/d/www), side-gabled, American Small House. Of frame construction, the 1,768 sq ft
dwelling is set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; an
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exterior brick chimney pierces either gable end. Windows along the residence exhibit four-over-four, six-over-six, and eight-over-eight, double-
hung wood sashes. Windows are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by a centrally located, single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door.
The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer and protected by a portico with a curved underside; the original columns have
been replaced with vinyl columns. Tripartite window openings flank the entry. Situated in the half story are two gable dormers, each with one
window opening.
 
The north (side) elevation is punctuated by one window opening in the gable-end of the main block; a single-story, side-gabled, brick veneer-
clad wing is affixed to the first story of the elevation. It is punctuated by one window opening on the façade elevation. Affixed to the left side of
the wing is a front-gabled, brick veneer-clad, single-car garage. The garage is accessed via a metal-panel roller door located on the façade
elevation. The main block of the south (side) elevation is pierced by one window opening on the first story and one window opening in the gable-
end. A single-story, shed-roof, vinyl-clad wing is affixed to the elevation and features a tripartite window opening with a central three-light wood
sash window as well as a single form window opening. The main block of the east (rear) elevation features a gable-oriented projection with
paired window openings and an enclosed shed-roof porch with a single-leaf entry and single form window openings. A single window opening
punctuates the space to the right of the porch. The rear of the garage is accessed via a single-leaf entry. A shed dormer with three window
openings spans the half story.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Dormer Gable Vinyl No Data
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch Portico/Entry Porch Vinyl Doric
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame prefabricated shed is located approximately 77 ft northeast of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Piers Concrete Block
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Plywood/Particle Board Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events
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Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 552 Trent Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 552 Trent Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5530 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 552 Trent Avenue, approximately 174 ft south of its intersection
with Hoyt Drive. The parcel features an open lawn, with a concrete walkway and totals .217 acres. The parcel is accessed via a paved
drive from Trent Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 28 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the east towards Trent
Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5530 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as a
long, narrow, linear form. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character.  Furthermore, the installation of vinyl
replacement siding and windows as well as the bay window on the façade compromise the integrity of design, materials, and
workmanship of the house. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5530 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1962

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (www/d/w/w/w), side-gabled, Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,601 sq ft dwelling is set
on a foundation clad in brick veneer, features walls sheathed in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof. Windows along the
residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes affixed with grids simulating a six-over-six configuration.
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The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door that opens onto a poured concrete porch that
is clad in brick veneer. The porch is sheltered by a front-gabled roof supported by wood Tuscan columns. An octagonal window affixed with
grids simulating nine lights is centered in the gable-end of the porch roof.  Also sheltered beneath the roof are two window openings. Located to
the right of the porch is one window opening. Located to the left of the porch is a projecting bay window.
 
A paired window punctuates the south (side) elevation. Two windows punctuate the north (side) elevation. According to aerial images, a gable-
oriented projected is located on the west (rear) elevation; it features a single-leaf entry and is pierced by a window opening. Located to the left
of the projection are two window openings.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Wood Tuscan
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame prefabricated shed is located approximately 13 ft west of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame, single-car garage is located approximately 14 ft south of the residence. It is clad in vinyl siding and accessed
via a metal-panel roller door located on the façade.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 548 Trent Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 548 Trent Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5531 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 548 Trent Avenue, approximately 181 ft north of its intersection
with Hillard Street. The parcel features an open lawn, with a concrete walkway and totals .270 acres. The parcel is accessed via a
paved drive from Trent Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the east towards
Trent Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5531 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as a
long, narrow, linear form. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character.  Additionally, the installation of vinyl
replacement siding and windows diminishes the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the house. Consequently, CRA
recommends that DHR # 131-5531 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no
known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1962

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled, Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,026 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, features walls sheathed in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof. Windows along the
residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick veneer cladding that spans the lower half of the elevation. A cross gable is located at the
southernmost portion of the elevation and located below it is an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door that opens onto
a poured concrete porch. Situated to the left of the entry is a tripartite window opening. Located to the right of the entry are two window
openings.
 
Two window openings punctuate the north (side) elevation; one window opening punctuates the south (side) elevation. Aerial images indicate a
shed-roof porch is located along the southernmost portion of the west (rear) elevation. No other details were discernible.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1962

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame single-car garage is located approximately 14 ft southwest of the residence. It is clad in vinyl siding and
features a wood-panel roller door along the façade.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 544 Trent Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 544 Trent Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5532 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 544 Trent Avenue, approximately 72 ft north of its intersection
with Hillard Street. The parcel features an open lawn, with a concrete walkway and totals .278 acres. The parcel is accessed via a
paved drive from Trent Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 32 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the east towards
Trent Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5532 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype and displays design elements such
as a small and simple form that is rectangular, but almost square. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics
that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. 
Furthermore, the rear addition alters the original form and therefore, compromises the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship
of the house. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5532 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1962

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled, Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,636 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, features walls sheathed in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof. Windows along the
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick veneer cladding that spans the lower half of the elevation. The southernmost portion of the
roof extends past the main roofline and creates a shallow shelter for the two bays located beneath it, one of which is an off-center, single-leaf
entry filled with a panel door set behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer. Located
to the left of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window opening. Situated to the right of the entry are two window
openings.
 
Two window openings punctuate the north (side) elevation. A single window opening punctuates the south (side) elevation. A large gable-
oriented addition with a shed-roof projection is affixed to the west (rear) elevation. It features one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sash windows
affixed with grids simulating a six-over-six configuration. The addition is accessed via a single-leaf entry located in the shed-roof projection.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, metal-clad shed is located approximately 50 ft southwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Poor

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame shed is located approximately 69 ft southwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Unknown No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Historic District Information
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Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 540 Trent Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 540 Trent Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5533 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 540 Trent Avenue, approximately 31 ft south of its intersection
with Hillard Street. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .235 acres. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Trent
Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 34 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the east towards Trent Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5533 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as a
long, narrow, linear form. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Furthermore, the installation of vinyl replacement
siding and windows diminishes the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the house. Consequently, CRA recommends
that DHR # 131-5533 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic
districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1962

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (w/w/www/d/w), side-gabled, Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,316 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, features walls sheathed in wide vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof. Windows along the
residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick veneer cladding that spans the lower half of the elevation. Situated on the roof is an off-
centered cross-gable. Located beneath the cross gable is a single-leaf entry and a tripartite window opening with a central picture window. The
entry is filled with a panel replacement door and opens onto a frame deck that is partially enclosed with wood posts and rails and accessed via a
ramp. The deck is sheltered by a metal, shed-roof awning supported with decorative metal columns. Located to the right of the entry is a single
window opening. Situated to the left of the entry and tripartite window opening are two window openings, both of which are sheltered by metal
awnings.
 
Two window openings punctuated the south (side) elevation. A single window opening pierces the north (side) elevation. A single-leaf entry and
a window opening pierce the main block of the west (rear) elevation; the two bays are protected by a shed-roof porch supported by square wood
posts that rest on a frame deck. The porch is partially enclosed with lattice work. Located to the left of the porch is a shed-roof projection with a
window opening.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch Overhang/Awning Metal Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Carport

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, flat-roof, metal carport is located approximately 1 ft north of the residence.

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A two-story, gambrel-roof, frame, two-car garage is located approximately 20 ft west of the residence.

Number of Stories: 2

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990
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Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame, prefabricated shed is located approximately 28 ft southwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2700 Garnes Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2700 Garnes Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5534 consists of a residence and garage located at 2700 Garnes Avenue, at the northwest corner of Garnes and Bond
Avenues. The parcel features a partially wooded lawn and totals .296 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a wood-plank privacy fence.
The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Garnes Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 59 ft from the right-of-way; it is
oriented at an angle to the southeast towards the corner of Garnes and Bond Avenues.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5534 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as a
long, narrow, linear form. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Furthermore, the installation of a second-story
addition compromises the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the house. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR #
131-5534 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Remodeled

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (w/ww/w/w), side-gabled, Linear Ranch house with addition. Of frame construction, the 1,986 sq ft
dwelling is set on a foundation of unknown material, features walls sheathed in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof.
Windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a recessed, single-leaf entry that is accessed along the southwest plane. The entry is filled with a panel
replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door. It opens onto a frame stoop set on a concrete block foundation; the roof is supported by a
square wood post. Situated to the left of the entry, within the recess, is a single window opening. Located to the right of the entry is a paired
window opening and two single window openings. The residence’s interior space has been expanded with the addition of a partial second story;
the elongated side-gabled spans the southwestern portion of the façade and extends down to the rear of the house, also expanding that elevation.
Two window openings pierce the addition along the facade.
 
Two window openings punctuate the southwest and northeast (side) elevations. A secondary, single-leaf entry is located on the expanded portion
of the northwest (rear) addition; this part of the elevation extends several feet past the main block of the house. According to aerial images, the
main block of the elevation is punctuated by one window opening. A shed-roof projection is affixed to the roof and features no fenestration.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch Overhang/Awning Wood Posts
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Unknown No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A two-story, gambrel-roof, frame, two-car garage is located approximately 27 ft north of the residence.

Number of Stories: 2

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013
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Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2704 Garnes Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2704 Garnes avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5535 consists of a residence and garage/apartment located at 2704 Garnes Avenue, approximately 178 ft west of its
intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link
fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Garnes Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 45 ft from the right-of-
way; it is oriented to the south towards Garnes Avenues.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5535 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as a
long, narrow, linear form. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Furthermore, the converted garage and enclosed
porch compromise the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the house. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-
5535 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (dd/www/d/w/w), side-gabled, Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,257 sq ft dwelling is
set on a concrete block foundation, features walls sheathed in vinyl siding on the façade and asbestos siding on the secondary elevations, and is
sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof. Windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. Also featured prominently on the façade is an off-center, gable-oriented,
enclosed porch. The poured concrete porch is clad in brick veneer, features walls sheathed in vinyl siding, and has one-over-one, double-hung
vinyl-sash windows. It is accessed via a single-leaf entry filled with an aluminum screen door. The porch shelters a single-leaf façade entry filled
with a panel replacement door and a tripartite window opening with a central picture window. Located to the right of the porch are two window
openings sheltered by metal awnings. Situated to the left of the porch is a former integrated single-car garage that has been converted to living
space; it now features sliding glass doors in place of a garage door.
 
A secondary, single-leaf entry and window opening punctuate the west (side) elevation. Two window openings pierce the east (side) elevation.
The westernmost portion of the north (rear) elevation extends slightly to accommodate the former garage and is punctuated by a window
opening; four window openings punctuate the rest of the elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Vinyl Screened/Enclosed
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A two-story, side-gabled, frame, two-car garage with second story apartment is located approximately 15 ft north of the residence.

Number of Stories: 2

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Shed Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013
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Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2708 Garnes Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2708 Garnes Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5536 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2708 Garnes Avenue, approximately 261 ft west of its intersection
with Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a
chain-link fence. The parcel is accessed via two paved drives from Garnes Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 40 ft from
the right-of-way; it is oriented to the south towards Garnes Avenues.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5536 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype and displays design elements such
as a small and simple form that is rectangular, but almost square. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics
that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character.
Furthermore, the large rear addition compromises the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the house. Consequently,
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5536 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no
known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled, Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,482 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, features walls sheathed in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof. Windows along the
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. A cross-gable is situated on the westernmost portion of the roof and situated
beneath it is a single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop
clad in brick veneer and flanked by wood railings. Situated to the left of the entry and under the cross-gable is a tripartite window opening with a
central picture window. Located to the right of the entry are two window openings.
 
Two window openings punctuate the west (side) elevation and one paired window opening punctuates the east (side) elevation. A large gable-
oriented addition is featured on the north (rear) addition; it has a shed-roof projection on its west (side) elevation. The addition is set on a
concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and has an asphalt shingle clad roof. It is accessed via two single-leaf entries and
features a variety of window types with metal and vinyl sashes.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame, two-car garage is located approximately 7 ft northwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, metal-clad shed is located approximately 17 ft north of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Historic District Information
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Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2712 Garnes Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2712 Garnes Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5537 consists of a residence and garage located at 2712 Garnes Avenue, approximately 350 ft west of its intersection with
Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-
link fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Garnes Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from the right-
of-way; it is oriented to the south towards Garnes Avenues.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5537 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays design elements such as a
long, narrow, linear form. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Furthermore, the rear addition compromises the
integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the house. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5537 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (ww/www/d/w/w), side-gabled, Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,800 sq ft dwelling is
set on a concrete block foundation, features walls sheathed in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; the westernmost
portion of the roof is set lower and tucks into the rest higher portion. An exterior brick chimney pierces the west gable-end. Windows along the
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residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door. The
entry opens onto a poured concrete porch clad in brick veneer and partially enclosed with wood railings. The porch is sheltered by a shed-roof
supported by square wood posts. Located to the right of the entry and also sheltered by the porch is a single window opening. Situated to the
right of porch is another window opening. Located to the right of the porch is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window with a
central picture window. A paired window opening punctuates the westernmost portion of the façade.
 
Two window openings punctuate the east (side) elevation. Located on the west (side) elevation, to the left of the exterior chimney, is a
secondary, single-leaf entry. A shed-roof addition with two-over-two, double-hung, wood sash windows and sliding vinyl sash windows spans a
large portion of the north (rear) elevation. A single-leaf entry located on the addition provides access to a frame deck that spans the remainder of
the elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Wood Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A one-and-one-half-story, gambrel-roof, frame, single-car garage is located approximately 10 ft northwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1.5

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.
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Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2716 Garnes Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2716 Garnes Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5538 consists of a residence and two sheds located at 2716 Garnes Avenue, approximately 456 ft west of its intersection
with Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a
chain-link fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Garnes Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from the
right-of-way; it is oriented to the south towards Garnes Avenues.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5538 exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or
B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and
displays design elements such as a long, narrow, linear form. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5538 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, six-bay (w/w/www/d/w/w), side-gabled, Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,392 sq ft dwelling is
set on a concrete block foundation, features walls sheathed in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof; an exterior brick
chimney pierces the east gable-end. Windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The façade is accessed via an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with a panel
replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop flanked by decorative metal railings.
Located to the left of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window. Two window openings are situated beneath a cross-
gable roof accent along the westernmost portion of the façade. Located to the right of the entry are two window openings.
 
The west and east (side) elevations each are punctuated by two window openings. Five window openings punctuated the north (rear) elevation.
A secondary, single-leaf entry provides access to the elevation; it is enclosed within a shed-roof, frame, screened-in porch.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, side-gabled, frame, prefabricated shed is located approximately 38 ft north of the residence. It is clad in vinyl siding and is
accessed via a double-leaf facade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, side-gabled, frame, prefabricated shed is located approximately 38 ft north of the residence. It is clad in vertical board siding and
is accessed via a double-leaf facade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Windows Jalousied Metal No Data
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2720 Garnes Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2720 Garnes Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5539 consists of a residence and outbuilding located at 2720 Garnes Avenue, approximately .11 mi west of its intersection
with Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a
wood picket fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Garnes Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from
the right-of-way; it is oriented to the south towards Garnes Avenues.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5539 exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or
B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype
and displays design elements such as a small and simple form that is rectangular, but almost square. While this resource retains
moderate integrity of materials, design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would
otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA
recommends that DHR # 131-5539 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no
known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (w/w/d/www), side-gabled, Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,014 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, features walls sheathed in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle clad roof. Windows along the
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The façade is accessed via an off-center, single-leaf entry filled with

a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer. Located to the
right of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window. The roof of the façade extends slightly over the entry bay and
tripartite window bay and provides some shelter. Situated to the right of the entry are two window openings.
 
One window open punctuates the east (side) elevation and two windows punctuates the west (side) elevation. A single-leaf entry and three
window openings punctuate the north (rear) elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame, shed affixed with a shed-roof shelter is located approximately 23 ft northwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
 
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY FOR THE INTERSTATE 64 / HIGH RISE BRIDGE CORRIDOR STUDY IN CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2724 Garnes Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2724 Garnes Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5540 consists of a residence and outbuilding located at 2724 Garnes Avenue, approximately .12 mi west of its intersection
with Bond Avenue. The parcel features a partially wooded lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .239 acres. The parcel is accessed
via a paved drive from Garnes Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the south
towards Garnes Avenues.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5540 it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Linear-With-Clusters Ranch subtype and displays design
elements such as a cluster of rooms concentrated at one end of the house that projects to the back. However, this example does not
exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical
in form and character. Furthermore, the second story addition compromises the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the
house. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5540 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion
A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (w/w/d/www/gd), side-gabled, Linear-With-Clusters Ranch house with addition. Of frame construction,
the 2,133 sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle
clad roof; a heavy interior brick chimney pierces the roof along the southern roof slope. Windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one,
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double-hung vinyl sashes.
 

The façade is characterized by an off-center cross-gable accent. Situated below the gable is a single-leaf entry filled with a panel
replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop flanked by wood railings. Located to the
left of the entry are two window openings. Located to the right of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window. An
integral two-car garage with a metal-panel roller door is located on the easternmost portion of the façade. This portion of the façade also features
a second story addition; three window openings pierce the façade elevation of the second story.
 
Two window openings punctuate the west (side) elevation. Two window openings punctuate the second story of the addition along the east
(side) elevation. Vinyl cladding sheaths a majority of this elevation. The easternmost portion of the north (rear) elevation projects to the rear and
features a single-leaf entry on its west elevation that provides access to a frame deck. The remainder of the projection is punctuated by two
window openings and another single-leaf entry. It is this portion of the residence, the projection along with the garage, which features a second
story, gable-oriented, vinyl-clad addition. The rear elevation of the addition is punctuated by a double-hung, vinyl sash window opening as well
as an octagonal, vinyl sash window opening. The western portion of the roof slopes to meet the main block. Three window openings punctuate
the main block of the rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Secondary/Tenant

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame, shed affixed with a shed-roof shelter is located approximately 31 ft northwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes
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Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2728 Garnes Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2728 Garnes Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5541 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2728 Garnes Avenue, the terminus of Garnes Avenue,
approximately .14 mi west of its intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel features a partially wooded lawn with a concrete walkway
and totals .325 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link fence. Located within the rear yard and framed by the residence is an
in-ground pool. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Garnes Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 40 ft from the
right-of-way, and it is oriented to the south towards Garnes Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5541 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear-With-Clusters Ranch subtype and displays such design elements
as a cluster of rooms concentrated at one end of the house that projects to the back. However, this example does not exhibit denotative
characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character.
Furthermore, the enclosure of the former garage compromises the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the house.
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5541 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or
C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, six-bay (w/w/d/www/w/w), side-gabled Linear-With-Clusters Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,752 sq ft
dwelling is set on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Except where
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indicated, windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, two-over-two, and six-over-six, double-hung wood sashes.
 
The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall, which stops just left of the entry. The off-center single-leaf entry is filled with a
nine-light and panel wood door set behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop flanked by vinyl railings.
Located to the right of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window. Located along the eastern portion of the façade are
two single window openings; situated above the window openings is a cross-gable accent. Located to the left of the entry is a former integrated
garage. The area has since been converted to living space. The area of garage entry has been clad in vinyl siding and is punctuated by two
window openings.
 
Two windows punctuate the east (side) elevation. A paired window opening punctuates the west (side) elevation. Three window openings
punctuate the north (rear) elevation; a small shed-roof projection is located on the easternmost portion of the elevation. A gable-oriented wing
projects off the western portion of the elevation. The wing is accessed via a triple-leaf entry along its east elevation. To the right of the entry is a
window opening. A ribbon of windows is situated along the wing’s north (rear) elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A two-story, side-gabled, frame, two-vehicle garage is located approximately 6 ft west of the residence.

Number of Stories: 2

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Secondary/Tenant

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Poor

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame prefabricated shed is located approximately 48 ft northwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2721 Garnes Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2721 Garnes Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5542 consists of a residence and shed located at 2721 Garnes Avenue, the terminus of Garnes Avenue, approximately .12
mi west of its intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .195 acres; the rear
yard is enclosed with a chain-link fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Garnes Avenue. The residence is set back
approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the north towards Garnes Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5542 exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A
or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays
such design elements as a long, narrow, linear form. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5542 is not individually
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the
area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, six-bay (w/w/d/www/gd/gd), side-gabled Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,080 sq ft dwelling is
set on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the residence
exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall that stops just left of the entry. The off-center single-leaf entry is filled with a
panel wood door set behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer and flanked by wood
railings. Located to the right of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window. A cross-gable accent is situated above the
entry and tripartite window opening. The westernmost portion of the façade is slightly recessed and is comprised of an integral two-car garage
accessed via two metal-panel garage doors. Located to the right of the entry are two window openings.
 
Two window openings punctuate the east (side) elevation, and one window opening punctuates the west (side) elevation. The south (rear)
elevation is accessed via two secondary single-leaf entries. Four window openings pierce the elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, shed-roof, frame shed is located approximately 35 ft south of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Shed Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2717 Garnes Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2717 Garnes Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5543 consists of a residence and shed located at 2717 Garnes Avenue, approximately .1 mi west of its intersection with
Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .242 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-
link fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Garnes Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 40 ft from the right-
of-way, and it is oriented to the north towards Garnes Avenue. Owner permission to access the rear yard was not granted.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5543 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as a
long, narrow, linear form. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the conversion of the integrated garage and the
side addition compromise the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the house. Consequently, CRA recommends that
DHR # 131-5543 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic
districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, six-bay (w/w/w/www/d/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,907 sq ft dwelling is
set on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in asbestos shingles along the façade and vinyl siding along the side and rear elevations, and
is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Except where indicated, windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl
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sashes.
 
The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-leaf entry is filled with a single-light, slab door set behind
an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer and flanked by decorative metal railings. Located
to the right of the entry is a former integral single-car garage; the area has been converted to living space, and the garage door has been replaced
with a 12-light, fixed, wood sash bowed window. Situated to the left of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window.
The roof of the house extends over the aforementioned bays, providing shelter. Three window openings punctuate the remainder of the façade.
 
An octagonal window punctuates the west (side) elevation. A single-story shed-roof addition is affixed to the elevation. It has walls clad in
aluminum siding and features jalousie windows, and it is accessed via a single-leaf entry protected by a metal awning. Two window openings
punctuate the east (side) elevation. According to aerial images, the south (rear) elevation features four single window openings and a paired
window opening.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, side-gabled, frame shed is located approximately 21 ft south of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013
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Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2713 Garnes Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2713 Garnes Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5544 consists of a residence and garage located at 2713 Garnes Avenue, approximately 420 ft west of its intersection with
Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .246 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-
link fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Garnes Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from the right-
of-way, and it is oriented to the north towards Garnes Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5544 retains moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A
or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype and
displays such design elements as a small and simple form that is rectangular but almost square. While this resource retains moderate
integrity of materials, design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate
it from countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-
5544 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled, Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,054 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the residence
exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set
behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer and flanked by decorative metal railings.
Located to the left of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window. The roof extends to shelter the two aforementioned
bays. Situated to the right of the entry are two window openings.
 
Two window openings punctuated the west (side) elevation. One window opening punctuates the east elevation. A gable-oriented projection is
located at the southernmost portion of the elevation; it features one window opening. The south (rear) elevation is accessed via a secondary
single-leaf entry. Located to the left of the entry are three window openings.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Shed Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1963

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame single-car garage is located approximately 25 ft southeast of the residence. It is clad in vinyl siding and is
accessed via a metal-panel roller door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data
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Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2709 Garnes Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2709 Garnes Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5545 consists of a residence and shed located at 2709 Garnes Avenue, approximately 303 ft west of its intersection with
Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .253 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link fence. The parcel is
accessed via a paved drive from Garnes Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way, and it is oriented
to the north towards Garnes Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5545 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as a long,
narrow, linear form. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless
examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the rear addition alters the original footprint of the house
and therefore compromises its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-
5545 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (w/w/w/www/d), side-gabled Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 2,198 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Except where indicated, windows
along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall; a brick veneer also covers the entire easternmost portion of the façade. The off-
center single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete
porch clad in brick veneer. The porch is protected by a shed-roof that is supported by turned wood posts, and it is partially enclosed with a wood
balustrade. Also protected by the porch and located to the left of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a central, twenty-light picture
window. Located to the left of the porch are three window openings.
 
Two window openings punctuate the east (side) elevation. Two window openings as well as a secondary single-leaf entry punctuate the west
(side) elevation. A gable-oriented, vinyl-clad addition is affixed to the north (rear) addition. The roof of the addition extends to shelter a frame
deck. The main block of the elevation is pierced by three window openings. The westernmost portion of the elevation projects from the main
block of the residence and features a paired six-over-six, double-hung wood sash window.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Wood Turned
Roof Shed Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame, prefabricated shed is located approximately 17 ft southwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013
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Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2705 Garnes Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2705 Garnes Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5546 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2705 Garnes Avenue, approximately 202 ft west of its intersection
with Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .298 acres. It is accessed via a paved drive
from Garnes Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the north towards
Garnes Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

# 131-5546 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or persons of
historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in
the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as a small and simple
form that is rectangular but almost square. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise
separate it from countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the large rear addition alters
the original footprint of the house and therefore compromises its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA
recommends that DHR # 131-5546 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no
known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (w/w/d/www), side-gabled Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,594 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the residence
exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set behind
an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch clad in brick veneer. The porch is protected by a shed roof that is
supported by turned wood posts; the porch is partially enclosed with a wood balustrade. Also protected by the porch and located to the left of the
entry, is a window opening. Located to the left of the porch is a window opening, and situated to the right of the porch is a tripartite window
with a central picture window.
 
One window punctuates the west (side) elevation. A paired window punctuates the east (side) elevation. A large gable-oriented, vinyl-clad
addition is affixed to the north (rear) elevation. A heavy brick chimney is featured on its rear elevation. It is accessed via a single-leaf entry as
well as a double-leaf entry. The addition exhibits one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Wood Turned
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame garage is located approximately 12 ft southwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, metal-clad shed is located approximately 18 ft south of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2701 Garnes Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2701 Garnes Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5547 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2701 Garnes Avenue, at the southwest corner of Garnes and Bond
Avenues. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .333 acres. It is accessed via a paved drive from Garnes
Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 63 ft from the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the northeast towards the corner of
Garnes and Bond Avenues.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5547 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as a long,
narrow, linear form. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless
examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the side and rear additions alter the original footprint of
the house and therefore compromise its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR #
131-5547 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,648 sq ft dwelling is set on
a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the residence exhibit
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set behind
an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch clad in brick veneer and partially enclosed with wood railings. The
porch is protected by a shed-roof metal awning. The left side of the porch is enclosed and clad with vinyl siding. It is pierced with one-over-one,
double-hung vinyl sash windows, as well as a single-leaf entry on its northwest plane. Sheltered by the enclosed porch is a tripartite window
with a central picture window. Located to the right of the primary entry are two window openings.
 
One window opening punctuates the northwest (side) elevation. A cross-gabled addition is affixed to the northwest elevation as well. Two
windows punctuate the southeast (side) elevation. According to aerial images, the southwest (rear) elevation features a gable-oriented projection
and a shed-roof projection, which appears to be an addition. The number of window bays was not discernible.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Wood Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Outbuilding,Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A one-and-one-half-story, side-gabled, frame outbuilding is located approximately 4 ft southwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1.5

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Carport

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, metal carport is located approximately 9 ft southeast of the residence.

Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Fair
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Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, side-gabled, frame shed is located approximately 46 ft southwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Unknown No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Shingles

Secondary Resource #4

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, pre-fabricated shed is located approximately 38 ft west of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Plywood/Particle Board Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 601 Bond Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 601 Bond Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5548 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 601 Bond Avenue, approximately 70 ft south of its intersection
with Garnes Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .229 acres. An above-ground pool is located
in the rear yard. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Bond Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from the
right-of-way, and it is oriented to the west towards Bond Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5548 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as a small
and simple form that is rectangular but almost square. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would
otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the rear addition
alters the original footprint of the house and therefore compromises its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently,
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5548 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. There are no known historic districts or potential
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,338 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the residence
exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-leaf entry is filled with a panel wood door set behind an
aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer. Located to the left of the entry is a tripartite window
opening with a central picture window. The roof extends and shelters the aforementioned bays. Situated to the right of the entry are two window
openings.
 
Two window openings punctuate the south (side) elevation. A double-leaf entry pierces the north (side) elevation. Aerial images indicate a gable-
oriented addition spans the east (rear) elevation; a heavy, exterior brick chimney is featured on the north (side) elevation of the addition.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Carport

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, metal carport is located approximately 6 ft southeast of the residence.

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Defense

Resource Type: Quonset Hut

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1963

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A Quonset hut is located approximately 28 ft east of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Other Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Steel Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data
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CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 605 Bond Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 605 Bond Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5549 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 605 Bond Avenue, directly east of Garnes Avenue. The parcel
features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .229 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link fence. The parcel is
accessed via a paved drive from Bond Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 37 ft from the right-of-way; it is oriented to the
west towards Bond Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5549 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as a long,
narrow, linear form. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless
examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the rear addition alters the original footprint of the house
and therefore compromises its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-
5549 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (www/d/www/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,620 sq ft dwelling is
set on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. A heavy exterior brick
chimney pierces the north gable. Windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set
behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer and flanked by vinyl railings. Located to
the left of the entry is a projecting bay window where a garage door was once located; the interior has been converted to living space. Located to
the right of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window. Situated along the southern portion of the façade are two
window openings set beneath a cross-gable accent.
 
A secondary single-leaf entry is located to the left of the chimney on the north (side) elevation. Two windows punctuated the south (side)
elevation. The east (rear) elevation features an addition that spans a majority of the elevation. The southern portion of the addition is protected
by a gabled roof, while the northern portion is sheltered by a shed roof. The elevation is accessed by a double-leaf entry and a single-leaf entry
that leads to a frame deck. Two windows punctuate the elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Coursed
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A two-story, gambrel-roof, single-car garage with second-story apartment is located approximately 35 ft northeast of the residence.

Number of Stories: 2

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Landscape

Resource Type: Gazebo

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, hip-roof, frame gazebo is located approximately 10 ft east of the residence; it is situated on the rear deck.

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data
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CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 609 Bond Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 609 Bond Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5550 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 609 Bond Avenue, approximately 54 ft north of its intersection
with Garnes Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .224 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a
chain-link fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Bond Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 37 ft from the
right-of-way, and it is oriented to the west towards Bond Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

# 131-5550 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or persons of
historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in
the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as a small
and simple form that is rectangular but almost square. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would
otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the rear addition
alters the original footprint of the house and therefore compromises its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently,
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5550 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no
known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,654 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in aluminum siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the
residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set
behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch clad in brick veneer and sheltered by a shed-roof supported by
vinyl columns. Located to the right of the entry are two window openings, one of which is also sheltered by the porch. Situated to the left of the
entry is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window.
 
Two window openings punctuate the north and south (side) elevations. A gable-oriented, aluminum-clad addition is affixed to the east (rear)
elevation. The addition also exhibits windows with one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. It is accessed via a single-leaf entry and a double-
leaf entry.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1965

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame single-car garage is located approximately 25 ft northeast of the residence. It is clad in aluminum siding and
features a single garage bay entry as well as a single-leaf pedestrian entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, prefabricated shed is located approximately 32 ft southeast of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Piers Concrete Block
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2637 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2637 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5551 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2637 Fenway Avenue, at the southeast corner of Fenway and
Bond Avenues. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .278 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-
link fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from the right-
of-way, and it is oriented to the north towards Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5551 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear-With-Clusters Ranch subtype and displays such design elements
as a cluster of rooms concentrated at one end of the house that projects to the back. However, this example does not exhibit denotative
characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character.
Furthermore, the possible loss of the integral garage compromises the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the house.
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5551 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or
C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (ww/d/www/w/w), side-gabled Linear-With-Clusters Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,470 sq
ft dwelling is set on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along
the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung wood sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-leaf entry is filled with a four-light, panel wood door set
behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer and flanked by decorative metal railings.
The stoop is sheltered by a metal awning supported by decorative metal columns. Located to the right of the entry is a tripartite window opening
with a central picture window. The aforementioned bays are set beneath a cross-gable accent. The western portion of the façade is pierced by
two window openings. The eastern portion of the façade is pierced by a paired window. This portion of the façade may have historically been an
integral single-car garage.
 
The east (side) elevation of the main block features no fenestration in the main block, but in the gable-oriented projection there is a secondary
single-leaf entry protected by a metal awning. A single window opening also pierces the elevation in the projection. The west (side) elevation is
punctuated by two window openings. The south (rear) elevation features a gable-oriented projection. A tripartite window opening with a central
picture window flanked by one-over-one windows is located on the projection’s rear elevation. There is a single window opening on its west
elevation. Three window openings punctuated the main block of the rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch Overhang/Awning Metal Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame single-car garage is located approximately 46 ft south of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Landscape

Resource Type: Gazebo

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, hip-roof, frame gazebo is located approximately 13 ft southwest of the residence.

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data
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Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Current Name Deep Creek Middle School
Historic Deep Creek High School

Property Addresses

Current - 1955 Deal Drive

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 31.7

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5553 consists of a Deep Creek Middle School and campus located at 1955 Deal Drive, at the northeast corner of Deal
Drive and Shell Road. The parcel features an open lawn and totals 31.687 acres. The parcel is accessed via paved drives from Deal
Drive and Shell Road. The school is set back approximately 100 ft from the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the west towards Deal
Drive. The school grounds include five tennis courts enclosed with a chain-link fence; a baseball complex that consists of press boxes,
dugouts, and bleachers; and a football complex that consists of a football field surrounded by a running track and flanked on the west
by a concrete stand with metal bleachers for the home team and on the east by a set of metal bleachers for the visiting team. An
additional set of metal bleachers with a ramp is located near the concrete stands and is handicap accessible. The complex features a
ticket booth building and concession stand building. Other outbuildings are located throughout the campus and mostly consist of
portable classrooms and prefabricated sheds.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5553 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of a mid-twentieth-century high school that has undergone
numerous unsympathetic changes over time to keep up with the influx of students. With the various additions, as well as the loss of the
majority of the original school building, the Deep Creek Middle School does not retain integrity of design, materials, or workmanship. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5553 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or
C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Local Govt No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Education

Resource Type: School

Date of Construction: 1950

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Education

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Remodeled

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion
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Architectural Description:

According to the 1955 Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle, the school is the Deep Creek High School and is comprised of two
rectilinear buildings and one smaller rectilinear building situated just to the north. By 1965, only a portion of the original school remained: the
northern portion. At this time the school consisted of three rectilinear buildings that ran north–south and connected to an east–west rectilinear
building with two wings projecting to the north. Attached to the westernmost wing and projecting to the north is the original portion of the
school, the gymnasium. This is similar to the current makeup of the school; however, an addition has been constructed to the south elevation,
and numerous improvements have been performed on the entire school building in order to upgrade and improve the building.
 
The school building features a stretcher bond brick veneer with some common bond brick veneer accenting and is sheltered by a built-up roof.
Windows along the building exhibit fixed metal sashes. Throughout the school building, numerous windows have been enclosed with metal
sheeting.
 
The gymnasium, the only part of the school that dates to 1950, is located at the north end of the building. It is a gable-oriented building that
features multi-light gable-ends. A single-story, flat-roof wing with ribbon windows spans the façade elevation of the gymnasium; a two-story,
flat-roof projection with ribbon windows is affixed to the north (side) elevation. The central portion of the school, the wing off the east–west
building, features an entry bay with five single-leaf entries filled with metal doors. The entries are sheltered by a metal awning. To the right of
the entry is a shed-roof wing with ribbon windows. The subsequent portions along the façade are separated by firewalls and feature ribbon
windows. A central portion, just north of the three parallel, north–south wings, features a sloping shed-roof building that is clad in dark red
brick. The newly remodeled school now features a main entry located at the southwest corner of the building. It features a brick pergola-like
covered walk that leads into the new wing, which spans the south elevation. A portion of the wing just to the north of the new addition has been
reclad with new brick, and new metal-sash windows have been installed. Portions of the east (rear) elevation have been reclad and updated,
while others still retain their original wall cladding and windows.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Complex Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Fixed Metal No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Social/Recreational

Resource Type: Park/Camp Shelter

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame, picnic shelter is located approximately 38 ft east of the school at the rear of the building.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Other Other

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, prefabricated shed is located approximately 43 ft northeast of the school.

Number of Stories: 1
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Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, prefabricated sheds is located approximately  85 ft north of the school.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Secondary Resource #4

Resource Category: Education

Resource Type: Classroom Building

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A double-wide, portable classroom is located approximately 85 ft north of the school. The side-gable portable classroom is set on a concrete
block pier foundation, has walls clad in aluminum panels, and is sheltered by a metal-panel roof.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Panels

Foundation Piers Concrete Block

Secondary Resource #5

Resource Category: Education

Resource Type: Classroom Building

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A double-wide, portable classroom is located approximately 85 ft north of the school. The side-gable portable classroom is set on a concrete
block pier foundation, has walls clad in aluminum panels, and is sheltered by a metal-panel roof.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Panels
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Foundation Piers Concrete Block

Secondary Resource #6

Resource Category: Education

Resource Type: Classroom Building

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A double-wide, portable classroom building is located between the baseball and football complexes, approximately 472 ft northeast of the
school. The side-gable portable classroom is set on a concrete block pier foundation, has walls clad in aluminum panels, and is sheltered by a
metal-panel roof.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Piers Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Panels

Secondary Resource #7

Resource Category: Social/Recreational

Resource Type: Tennis Court

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

Five tennis courts enclosed with a chain-link fence are located approximately 17 ft east of the school.

Secondary Resource #8

Resource Category: Social/Recreational

Resource Type: Athletic Field/Court

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A baseball complex comprised of a two illuminated baseball fields each with a shed-roof, vinyl-clad press box is located approximately 343 ft
north of the school. The baseball fields feature two dugouts with a bench protected by a shed-roof shelter and four sets of metal bleachers with
wood benches.

Secondary Resource #9

Resource Category: Other

Resource Type: Other

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A shed-roof, frame press box is associated with each baseball diamond. The press box is clad with vinyl siding and features two window
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openings that overlook the field.

Secondary Resource #10

Resource Category: Other

Resource Type: Other

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A dugout is associated with each baseball diamond. The dugout consists of a shed-roof, frame shelter supported by wood posts. The dugout
protects a metal bench.

Secondary Resource #11

Resource Category: Social/Recreational

Resource Type: Stadium

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1958

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The Nathan T. Hardee Stadium is located approximately 343 ft northeast of the school. It consists of a football complex and is comprised of a
football field flanked by goalposts and surrounded by a running track. Situated at the entrance to the complex is a single-story, hip-roof, building
that functions as a ticket booth. It features stretcher bond brick veneer and is sheltered by a metal-panel clad roof. The façade features two small
ticket windows with stepped brick detailing underneath the sill; the building is accessed via a single-leaf entry on the rear elevation. Located to
the west of the field are metal bleachers set in a concrete block stand and used by the home team. Located just south of these stands are a set of
metal handicap bleachers with a ramp. Situated to the east of the field are freestanding metal bleachers intended for use by the visiting team.
Located to the south of the visiting bleachers is a single-story, flat-roof, concrete block concession stand. It is accessed via a single-leaf façade
entry and features large window openings.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
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Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Historic Garnes Cemetery

Property Addresses

Current - 1955 Deal Drive

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: No Data

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5554 (archaeology DHR # 44CS0317) consists of a the Garnes Family Cemetery, a small family cemetery located on the
grounds of the Deep Creek Middle School at 1955 Deal Drive, just northeast of the school’s football complex and approximately 377
ft southeast the terminus of Hoyt Drive. Three trees are located within the cemetery boundary. The cemetery dates to 1920. The
cemetery was also identified by the archaeological survey completed by CRA and is described within the report (Baicy 2013).

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5554 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The small family cemetery does not exhibit denotative features in its planning, design, or
collection of markers, nor is it a particularly early example of family communal plots within this area of Virginia. The resource does
not meet Criteria Consideration D. The Garnes Family Cemetery does not contain any graves of persons of transcendent importance.
As the cemetery dates to 1920, it is not particularly old comparatively to the history of the area. Consequently, CRA recommends that
DHR # 131-5554 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C, and that it does not meet Criteria
Consideration D. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Local Govt No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Funerary

Resource Type: Cemetery

Date of Construction: 1920

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Funerary

Architectural Style: Other

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: No Data

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The cemetery is comprised of three marked graves, oriented east-to-west, and is enclosed with a chain-link fence. Two of the interments belong
to Cora M. (1891–1942) and James W. Garnes (1888–1962). Their grave is designated with a machine-carved granite marker that exhibits an
urn flanked by two rectangular stones with rough-cut edges, all resting on a single slab. Immediately to the east is a single granite headstone; the
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first name is illegible but the last name is clearly “Garnes.”  The inscription reads, “Born Dec. 13, 1918.  Died Dec. 21, 1920.” A footstone
associated with the headstone is inscribed with the initials “ME.” The grave is likely that of James and Cora’s child, Mary E. Garnes.

Cemetery Information

Current Use: Private

Historic Religious Affilitation: unknown

Ethnic Affiliation: European Descent

Has Marked Graves: True

Has Unmarked Graves: False

Enclosure Type: Fence

Number Of Gravestones: 0 - 5

Earliest Marked Death Year: 1920

Latest Marked Death Year: 1962

Significant Burials

Marked Type First Name Last Name Birth Year Death Year
Headstone/Tablet M.E. (Mary) Garnes 1918 1920
Headstone/Tablet Cora M. Garnes 1891 1942
Headstone/Tablet James W. Garnes 1888 1962

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
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Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

Baicy, Daniel
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Publication Series 13-365. Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., Lexington, Kentucky.

Property Notes:

No Data
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2741 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2741 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5556 is comprised of a residence and shed located at 2741 Fenway Avenue, approximately .17 mi west of its intersection
with Bond Avenue. The structures are situated on a level, grassy approximately .221 acre parcel. A concrete driveway leads form the
road to the residence.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5556 and events or persons of historical significance, thus is it not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch
house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy
architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains basic
features of the Ranch house, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless
examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. The addition of replacement siding, windows and doors,
have compromised its integrity of design, materials and workmanship. Research also revealed no associations between DHR# 131-
5556 and events or persons of historic significance. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5556 is not eligible for inclusion
in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled frame Compact Ranch house with an attached carport. It is situated on a
concrete block foundation beneath an asphalt shingle roof and clad with vinyl siding. The lower half of the façade is clad with a brick veneer.
The residence comprises approximately 1014 sq ft of living space.
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The primary entry is comprised of a paneled door set behind a metal storm door; it opens onto a concrete stoop. Windows consist of one-over-
one, double-hung vinyl sashes, with the façade windows flanked by louvered shutters. The westernmost bay exhibits a large vinyl picture
window flanked by smaller one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. A secondary entry opening onto a wood deck is located at the eastern corner
of the rear elevation. The shed roof frame carport is clad with vinyl siding.
 
The shed is located approximately 44 ft southeast of the residence. It is a one-story, side-gabled frame structure. It is clad with plywood panels
beneath an asphalt shingle roof. A wood door is located at the center of the northwest elevation, and a one-over-one, double-hung metal window
is located at the center of the southwest (side) elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2737 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2737 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5557 consists of a residence and garage located at 2737 Fenway Avenue, approximately .16 mi west of its intersection
with Burns Avenue. Two prefabricated sheds are also associated with the property and located to the rear of the residence. The
structures are situated on a level, approximately .234-acre parcel. A concrete driveway leads from the road to the residence.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5557 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch
house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy
architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains basic
features of the Ranch house, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless
examples throughout the region. The addition of replacement siding, windows, and doors has compromised its integrity of design,
materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5557 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under
Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, four-bay (w/w/d/www), side-gabled, frame Compact Ranch house with an attached carport. It is situated on a
concrete block foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof, and it is clad with vinyl siding. The lower half of the façade is clad with a brick
veneer. The westernmost bays are set beneath a front-gabled extension. The residence comprises approximately 1,014 sq ft of living space.
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The primary entry is comprised of a paneled door set behind a metal security door; it opens onto a concrete stoop. A metal railing runs the
perimeter of the stoop. Windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes, and the façade windows are flanked by louvered
shutters. The westernmost bay is comprised of a large vinyl picture window flanked by smaller one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. A
secondary entry is comprised of a paneled door set behind a wood screen door that opens onto a concrete stoop. The side-gabled carport is
attached to the western elevation and is supported by wood posts. The area beneath the gable is clad with vinyl siding.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Remodeled

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The garage is located approximately 16 ft south of the residence. It is a one-story, front-gabled, frame structure situated on a concrete block
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. It is clad with vinyl siding. The garage bay has been enclosed with a faux stone veneer and a one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sash window is located at the center of the enclosed opening.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2733 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2733 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5558 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2733 Fenway Avenue, approximately .14 mi west of its
intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is
enclosed with a chain-link fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back
approximately 38 ft from the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the north towards Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5558 retains moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A
or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays
such design elements as a long, narrow, linear form. While this resource retains moderate integrity of materials, design, and
workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples
throughout the region identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5558 is not individually
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the
area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (ww/d/www/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,402 sq ft dwelling is
set on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in asbestos shingles, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set behind
an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer and flanked by wood railings. Located to the left of
the entry is a paired window opening. Situated to the right of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window. The roof
extends to shelter the aforementioned bays. Located to the right of the tripartite window opening are two single window openings.
 
Two window openings punctuate the west (side) elevation. The east (side) elevation is accessed via a single-leaf entry. A flat-roof, vinyl carport
supported by vinyl posts is attached to a portion of this elevation. Four windows punctuate the south (rear) elevation. The easternmost portion of
the elevation slightly projects from the main block of the house.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1963

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A circa 1963 single-story, front-gabled, frame single-car garage is located approximately 9 ft southeast of the residence. It is clad in asbestos
shingles and features a metal-panel roller garage door and a single-leaf pedestrian entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame, prefabricated shed is located approximately 35 ft southeast of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information
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Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2729 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2729 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5559 consists of a residence and shed located at 2729 Fenway Avenue, approximately .12 mi west of its intersection with
Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-
link fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from the right-
of-way, and it is oriented to the north towards Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5559 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as a small
and simple form that is rectangular but almost square. However, this resource does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would
otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Additionally, the installation of
vinyl replacement siding, windows, doors, and porch materials diminishes the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the
house. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5559 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion
A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (w/w/d/www), side-gabled Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,014 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the residence
exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set
behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch clad in brick veneer and sheltered by a shed-roof supported by
vinyl columns. The porch is partially enclosed with wood railings. Located to the left of the entry and also sheltered by the porch is a single
window opening. Situated to the left of the porch is a single window opening. Located to the right of the porch is a tripartite window opening
with a central picture window.
 
One window opening sheltered by a metal awning punctuates the west (side) elevation. Two window openings punctuate the east (side)
elevation. Three window openings punctuate the south (rear) elevation. The elevation is accessed via a single-leaf entry.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Vinyl Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, metal-clad shed is located approximately 42 ft southeast of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data
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Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2725 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2725 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5560 consists of a residence and garage/apartment located at 2725 Fenway Avenue, approximately .1 mi west of its
intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn with brick walkways and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is enclosed
with a chain-link fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 38 ft
from the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the north towards Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5560 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as a long,
narrow, linear form. However, this resource does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless
examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, subsequent additions have changed the form and altered
the footprint of the original house and thus compromise the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the house.
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5560 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or
C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Remodeled

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, six-bay (w/w/www/d/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch house with additions. Of frame construction, the 2,336 sq
ft dwelling is set on a concrete block foundation and has walls clad in a variety of siding materials, including asbestos shingles, vinyl siding, and
brick veneer. It is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. The roof of the main block has been raised to accommodate additions. Windows
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along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
 
The façade is characterized by asbestos-shingle cladding and a stretcher bond brick skirt wall along the main block. The off-center, single-leaf
entry is filled with a panel replacement door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch clad in brick veneer and sheltered by a shed-roof
supported by vinyl columns. Located to the left of the entry and also sheltered by the porch is a tripartite window opening with a central picture
window. Located to the left of the porch are two window openings. The easternmost portion of the façade has been altered. Historically, this
portion of the façade most likely housed an integrated garage. The garage has since been converted to living space. A two-story, side-gabled,
brick veneered addition has been added to the west (side) elevation. A front-gabled projection is featured on the façade elevation of the addition,
which has two window openings in the first and second story. These windows are affixed with grids simulating a six-over-six configuration.
Vinyl sash, lunette windows cap the second-story windows.
 
Two window openings affixed with grids simulating a six-over-six configuration punctuate the first and second story of the west (side)
elevation, which is clad in vinyl siding. This elevation is accessed via a single-leaf entry protected by a gabled hood. Three window openings
affixed with grids simulating a six-over-six configuration punctuate the east (side) elevation, which is clad in vinyl siding. The rear (south)
elevation has been expanded and is pierced by a paired and a single window opening affixed with grids simulating a six-over-six configuration.
The elevation is accessed via a single-leaf entry. This elevation is clad in vinyl siding.
 
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Vinyl Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A two-story, gambrel-roof, frame single-car garage with second-story apartment space is located approximately 25 ft southwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 2

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance
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Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2721 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2721 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5561 consists of a residence and shed located at 2721 Fenway Avenue, approximately 443 ft west of its intersection with
Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn with concrete walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a vinyl
picket fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 40 ft from the
right-of-way, and it is oriented to the north towards Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5561 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as a small
and simple form that is rectangular but almost square. However, this resource does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would
otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the rear additions
alter the original footprint of the house and therefore compromise its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently,
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5561 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no
known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (w/w/d/www), side-gabled, Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,402 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the residence
exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door. The
entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer and sheltered by a metal awning. Located to the right of the entry is a tripartite
window opening with a central picture window protected by a metal awning. The aforementioned bays are set beneath a cross-gable roof accent.
Situated to the left of the entry are two window openings sheltered by metal awnings.
 
One window opening protected by a metal awning punctuates the west (side) elevation. Two window openings, one of which is protected by a
metal awning, punctuate the east (side) elevation. A single window opening pierces the main block of the south (rear) elevation. A shed-roof
addition is affixed to the rear addition, and a smaller, flat-roof addition is affixed to it. Both additions are clad in vinyl siding. The shed-roof
addition features windows with two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes, and the flat roof addition features windows with one-over-one, vinyl
sashes.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gable, frame shed is located approximately 35 ft south of the residence. It is clad in vinyl siding and features a single-leaf
façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013
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Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2717 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2717 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5562 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2717 Fenway Avenue, approximately 350 ft west of its
intersection with Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is
enclosed with a chain-link and wood-plank fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set
back approximately 35 ft from the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the north towards Fenway Avenue. Owner permission to access
the rear yard was not granted.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5562 retains moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A
or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype
and displays such design elements as a small and simple form that is rectangular but almost square. While this resource retains
moderate integrity of materials, design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would
otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends
that DHR # 131-5562 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic
districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,014 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the residence
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exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
 
The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set behind
an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer and flanked by wood railings. Located to the left of
the entry is a tripartite window opening. The roof extends to shelter the aforementioned bays. Situated to the right of the entry are two window
openings.
 
One window opening punctuates the east (side) and west (side) elevations. According to aerial images, the south (rear) elevation is punctuated
by three window openings, as well as a single-leaf entry that opens onto a frame deck.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, metal-clad shed is located approximately 12 ft west of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame shed with a shed addition is located approximately 44 ft south of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information
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Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2713 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2713 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5563 consists of a residence and garage located at 2713 Fenway Avenue, approximately 252 ft west of its intersection with
Bond Avenue. The parcel features a partially wooded lawn and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link fence. The
parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 37 ft from the right-of-way, and it
is oriented to the north towards Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5563 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as a
long, narrow, linear form. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the conversion of the integrated garage to
living space and the application of vinyl siding have compromised the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the house.
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5563 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or
C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (w/w/www/d/www), side-gabled Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,268 sq ft dwelling is
set on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. An exterior brick chimney
pierces the west gable. Windows along the residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-leaf entry is filled with a multi-light, panel wood door set
behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer and flanked by decorative metal railings.
The entry is sheltered by a metal awning. Flanking the entry are tripartite window openings with central picture windows; the window opening
to the left of the entry is sheltered by a metal awning. The tripartite window located at the westernmost portion of the façade appears to be
located in place of a former garage entry; the garage has since been converted to living space. The easternmost portion of the façade is pierced
by two window openings protected by metal awnings. A cross-gable slightly projects over these two window bays.
 
Located to the right of the exterior chimney on the west (side) elevation is a secondary single-leaf entry that is protected by a metal awning. Two
window openings punctuate the east (side) elevation. The south (rear) elevation features two window openings and a single-leaf entry that opens
onto a frame deck.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A circa 1960–1970 single-story, front-gabled, frame single-car garage is located approximately 29 ft southwest of the residence. It is clad in
composite siding, and features a garage bay entry as well as a single-leaf pedestrian entry on its façade.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Composite Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data
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Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2709 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2709 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5564 consists of a residence and garage located at 2709 Fenway Avenue, approximately 159 ft west of its intersection with
Bond Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-
link fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 37 ft from the right-
of-way, and it is oriented to the north towards Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5564 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype and displays such design elements
as a small and simple form that is rectangular but almost square. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that
would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the large rear
addition alters the original footprint of the house and therefore compromises its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship.
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5564 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or
C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (w/w/d/www), side-gabled Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,270 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the residence
exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set
behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop clad in brick veneer. Located to the right of the entry is a
tripartite window opening with a central picture window. Located to the left of the entry are two window openings.
 
One window opening punctuates the west (side) elevation, and two window openings punctuate the east (side) elevation. A large gable-oriented
addition spans the south (rear) elevation. It is clad in vinyl siding and features a recessed porch.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame two-car garage is located approximately 15 ft southwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Uncoursed
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Shingles

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A side-gable, frame, prefabricated shed is located approximately 24 ft south of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data
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Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2705 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2705  Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5565 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2705 Fenway Avenue, at the southwest corner of Fenway and
Bond Avenues. The parcel features an open lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .239 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a
variety of fencing materials, including wood picket, metal, and wood-plank privacy. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from
Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 48 ft from the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the northeast towards the
corner of Fenway and Bond Avenues.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5565 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as a
long, narrow, linear form. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the rear addition alters the original footprint of
the house and therefore compromises its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR
# 131-5565 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): No Data

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, six-bay (w/w/w/d/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,014 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the residence
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exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
 
The façade is characterized by an off-center single-leaf entry that is filled with a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door.
The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch that is sheltered by a shed-roof supported by square vinyl columns. Also sheltered by the porch
and located to the left of the entry is a window opening. Located to the left of the porch are two window openings. Situated to the right of the
porch are two window openings set close together.
 
Two window openings punctuate the northwest (side) and southeast (side) elevations. A gable-oriented projection is centered on the southwest
(rear) elevation. It is clad in vinyl siding and features an exterior pargeted chimney at the gable-end.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Cement Fiber/Cementitious Stuccoed/Parged
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Vinyl Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Other

Resource Type: Other

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, flat-roof, frame open shelter is located approximately 14 ft southwest of the residence.

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame shed is located approximately 25 ft southwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Windows Fixed Vinyl No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data
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CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2708 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2708 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5566 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2708 Fenway Avenue, approximately 149 ft west of Bond
Avenue. The parcel features a partially wooded lawn with a concrete walkway and totals .241 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a
chain-link fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from the
right-of-way, and it is oriented to the south towards Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5566 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as a long,
narrow, linear form. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless
examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the rear addition alters the original footprint of the house
and therefore compromises its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-
5566 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (w/w/d/www/ww), side-gabled Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,740 sq ft dwelling is
set on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof; an exterior chimney pierces
the east gable. Windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set
behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch that is clad in brick veneer and is sheltered by a shed-roof
supported by turned wood posts. Also sheltered by the porch and flanking the entry to the left is a single window opening, and flanking the entry
on the right is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window. Located to the left of the porch is a single window opening. Situated
to the right of the porch is a paired window opening.
 
Two window openings punctuate the west (side) elevation, and the east (side) elevation features no fenestration. The main block of the north
(rear) elevation features two single-leaf entries that open onto a frame deck. A single window opening, as well as a projecting window opening,
pierces the main block of the elevation. A gable-oriented addition is affixed to the western portion of the elevation; it is clad in vinyl siding and
features a recessed porch.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Wood Turned
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, metal-clad shed is located approximately 8 ft west of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame shed is located approximately 12 ft west of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource #3
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Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, side-gabled, frame shed is located approximately 13 ft north of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2712 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2712 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5567 consists of a residence and garage located at 2712 Fenway Avenue, approximately 242 ft west of Bond Avenue. The
parcel features an open lawn and totals .234 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved
drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the south towards
Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5567 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as a
long, narrow, linear form. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the conversion of the integral garage to living
space and the enclosure of the garage bay with a window bay compromise the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the
house. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5567 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion
A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (w/w/www/d/ww), side-gabled Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,257 sq ft dwelling is
set on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Except where indicated,
windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set
behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a frame switchback ramp. Located to the left of the entry is a tripartite window with a
central wood sash picture window flanked by two-over-two, double-hung wood sash windows. Located on the westernmost portion of the façade
are two window openings. They are set beneath a cross-gabled roof accent. The easternmost portion of the façade is pierced by a paired window
where a garage bay was once located. The space has since been converted to living space.
 
A single-leaf entry is located on the east (side) elevation, and two window openings punctuate the west (side) elevation. Three window openings
punctuate the north (rear) elevation. The portion of the house that used to comprise the integral garage extends past the main block of the rear
elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, single-car garage is located approximately 10 ft north of the residence. It is clad in aluminum siding and is accessed
via a metal-panel roller door on its façade.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013
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Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2716 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2716 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5568 consists of a residence and outbuilding located at 2716 Fenway Avenue, approximately 336 ft west of Bond Avenue.
The parcel features an open lawn and concrete walkway and totals .234 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link fence. The
parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way, and it
is oriented to the south towards Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5568 retains moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A
or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype
and displays such design elements as a small and simple form that is rectangular but almost square. While this resource retains
moderate integrity of materials, design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would
otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends
that DHR # 131-5568 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic
districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,014 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the residence
exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set behind
an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer and sheltered by a metal awning. Located to
the left of the entry is a tripartite window opening. A cross-gabled roof accent that slightly projects is situated over the aforementioned bays.
Located to the right of the entry are two window openings.
 
The west (side) elevation features no fenestration. Two window openings punctuate the east (side) elevation. Three window openings punctuate
the north (rear) elevation. A single-leaf entry is also located on this elevation and opens onto a frame deck, which partially wraps around an
above-ground pool.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Outbuilding,Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame outbuilding is located approximately 21 ft northwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2720 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2720 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5569 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2720 Fenway Avenue, approximately 425 ft west of Bond
Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn and concrete walkway and totals .234 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link
fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 35 ft from the right-of-
way, and it is oriented to the south towards Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5569 retains moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A
or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype
and displays such design elements as a small and simple form that is rectangular but almost square. While this resource retains
moderate integrity of materials, design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would
otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends
that DHR # 131-5569 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic
districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Excellent

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,014 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in asbestos shingles, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set behind
an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch that is clad in brick veneer and is sheltered by a shed-roof supported by
square wood posts. The porch is partially enclosed with wood railings. Located to the right of the entry and also protected by the porch is a
single window opening. Located to the right of the porch is another single window opening, protected by a metal awning. Situated to the left of
the porch is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window, and it is sheltered by a metal awning.
 
Two window openings protected by metal awnings punctuate the east (side) elevation. One window opening protected by a metal awning
punctuates the west (side) elevation. Three window openings punctuate the north (rear) elevation. The elevation is accessed via a single-leaf
entry.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Wood Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Poor

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, metal-clad shed is located approximately 41 ft northwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame prefabricated shed is located approximately 35 ft north of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2724 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2724 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5570 consists of a residence and shed located at 2724 Fenway Avenue, approximately .1 mi west of Bond Avenue. The
parcel features an open lawn and concrete walkway and totals .234 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a vinyl picket fence. The parcel
is accessed via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 40 ft from the right-of-way, and it is
oriented to the south towards Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5570 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype and displays such design elements
as a small and simple form that is rectangular but almost square. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that
would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the
conversion of the attached garage compromises the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the house. Consequently, CRA
recommends that DHR # 131-5570 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no
known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (w/w/d/www), side-gabled Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,532 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in aluminum siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set
behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer and flanked by wood railings.
Located to the left of the entry are two window openings. Located to the right of the entry is a tripartite window opening with a central picture
window.
 
A former garage is attached to the east (side) elevation, which is set back from the main block of the house, and the rear projects past the house.
It has been converted to living space, and the former garage bay has been filled with aluminum siding and is now accessed via a single-leaf entry
along the façade elevation. The side of the garage is punctuated by three window openings; the northernmost window exhibits sliding metal
sashes. Two window openings pierce the west (side) elevation. A secondary single-leaf entry that opens onto a frame deck is featured on the
north (rear) elevation. The elevation is punctuated by three window openings, two of which are sheltered by a shed-roof porch that is supported
by wood posts that rest upon the deck.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Metal Flue
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Deteriorated

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled,  frame shed is located approximately 19 ft northeast of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data
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Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2728 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2728 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5571 consists of a residence and garage located at 2728 Fenway Avenue, approximately .12 mi west of Bond Avenue. The
parcel features an open lawn and totals .234 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a wood-plank privacy fence. The parcel is accessed
via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 38 ft from the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the
south towards Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5571 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as a
long, narrow, linear form. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the conversion of the integrated garage and
rear additions compromise the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of the house. Consequently, CRA recommends that
DHR # 131-5571 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic
districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1962

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, six-bay (w/w/www/d/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,453 sq ft dwelling is
set on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the residence
exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by an off-center single-leaf entry that is filled with a panel replacement door set behind an aluminum screen door.
The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch that is clad in brick veneer. The central portion of the house features a raised roof, which extends
to provide shelter for the porch, including the entry bay and the tripartite window with central picture window located to the left of the entry
bay. The porch is supported with square wood posts and is partially enclosed with wood railings. Located to the left of the porch are two
window openings. Situated to the right of the porch is a former integral garage. The former garage has been converted to living space, and the
garage bay has been filled with vinyl siding and two window openings.
 
A single-leaf opening on the east (side) elevation provides additional access to the house. Two window openings punctuate the west (side)
elevation of the main block of the house. Two additions are affixed to the north (rear) elevation. A shed-roof addition is affixed to the right of
the former garage, and a gable-oriented addition is affixed to the westernmost portion of the elevation. A single-leaf entry along the main block
of the elevation opens onto a frame deck that leads to an above-ground pool.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch Overhang/Awning Wood Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, concrete block two-car garage is located approximately 18 ft northeast of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data
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Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2732 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2732 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5572 consists of a residence and sheds located at 2732 Fenway Avenue, approximately .13 mi west of Bond Avenue. The
parcel features an open lawn and concrete walkway and totals .234 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link fence. The parcel
is accessed via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 45 ft from the right-of-way, and it is
oriented to the south towards Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5572 retains moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A
or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype and
displays such design elements as a small and simple form that is rectangular but almost square. While this resource retains moderate
integrity of materials, design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate
it from countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-
5572 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1962

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (w/w/d/ww), side-gabled Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,014 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in aluminum siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the
residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set behind
an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop that is clad in brick veneer. Located to the right of the entry is a paired
window opening. The two aforementioned bays are set beneath a cross-gabled roof accent. Located to the left of the entry are two window
openings.
 
One window opening punctuates the east (side) elevation. Two window openings punctuate the west (side) elevation. A shed-roof, frame
screened-in porch spans the north (rear) elevation. It protects a single-leaf opening and three window openings.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, metal-clad shed is located approximately 16 ft northwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, metal-clad shed is located approximately 16 ft northwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data
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Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2736 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2736 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5573 consists of a residence and shed located at 2736 Fenway Avenue, approximately .15 mi west of Bond Avenue. The
parcel features an open lawn and concrete walkway and totals .234 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link fence. The parcel
is accessed via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 37 ft from the right-of-way, and it is
oriented to the south towards Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5573 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Compact Ranch subtype and displays such design elements
as a small and simple form that is rectangular but almost square. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that
would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the rear
addition and carport alter the original footprint of the house and thus compromise its integrity of design, material, and workmanship.
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5573 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or
C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1962

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled Compact Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,333 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in asbestos shingles, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-leaf entry is filled with a no-light slab door set behind an
aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch that is clad in brick veneer and sheltered by a shed-roof supported by
decorative metal columns. The porch is partially enclosed with decorative metal railings. Located to the right of the entry and also sheltered by
the porch is a window opening. Situated to the right of the porch is a window opening. Located to the left of the porch is a tripartite window
opening with a central picture window.
 
The west (side) elevation is accessed via a secondary single-leaf entry. A window opening also pierces the elevation. Affixed to the elevation is
a shed-roof, frame carport. Two window openings punctuate the west (side) elevation. Three window openings punctuate the north (rear)
elevation. A gable-oriented addition is affixed to the rear elevation. It is clad in vinyl siding and exhibits two-over-two, double-hung wood sash
windows.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Metal Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Poor

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, metal-clad shed is located approximately 45 ft northeast of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013
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Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2740 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2740 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5574 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2740 Fenway Avenue, approximately .17 mi west of Bond
Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn and concrete walkway and totals .233 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link
fence. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 38 ft from the right-of-
way, and it is oriented to the south towards Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5574 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as a long,
narrow, linear form. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless
examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the rear additions alter the original footprint of the house
and thus compromises its integrity of design, material, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5574 is
not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential
historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (gd/d/www/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,524 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in aluminum siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof. Windows along the
residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set
behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch that is clad in brick veneer and is sheltered by a shed-roof that is
supported by decorative metal columns. Located to the right of the entry and also sheltered by the porch is a tripartite window opening with a
central picture window. Situated to the right of the porch are two window openings. Located to the left of the porch is an integral garage
featuring a garage bay filled with a metal-panel roller door.
 
The main block’s west (side) elevation is accessed via a secondary single-leaf entry. A window opening also pierces the elevation. Two window
openings punctuate the east (side) elevation. Two window openings punctuate the main block of the north (rear) elevation. A shed-roof and two
gable-oriented additions are affixed to the rear elevation. These additions are clad in aluminum siding and exhibit vinyl and wood sash windows.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Metal Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Windows Double-hung Wood No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Carport

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, metal carport is located approximately 13 ft northeast of the residence.

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame prefabricated shed is located approximately 15 ft north of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data
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CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2744 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2744 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5575 consists of a residence and outbuildings located at 2744 Fenway Avenue, approximately .19 mi west of Bond
Avenue. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .208 acres; the rear yard is enclosed with a chain-link fence. The parcel is
accessed via a paved drive and a two-track drive from Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 39 ft from the right-of-
way, and it is oriented to the south towards Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5575 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as a
long, narrow, linear form. However, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Furthermore, the rear addition alters the original footprint of
the house and thus compromises its integrity of design, material, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-
5575 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (gd/d/www/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,880 sq ft dwelling is set
on a concrete block foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof.  Except where indicated,
windows along the residence exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
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The façade is characterized by a stretcher bond brick skirt wall. The off-center, single-leaf entry is filled with a panel replacement door set
behind an aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch that is clad in brick veneer and is sheltered by a shed-roof metal
awning that is supported with decorative metal columns. The porch is partially enclosed with decorative metal railings. Located to the right of
the entry and also protected by the porch is a tripartite window opening with a central picture window flanked by two-over-two, double-hung
wood sash windows. Situated to the right of the porch are two window openings sheltered by metal awnings. The windows are set beneath a
cross-gable roof accent. Located to the left of the porch is an integral garage accessed via a metal-panel roller door.
 
A paired two-over-two, double-hung wood sash window punctuates the west (side) elevation of the main block. Two window openings
punctuate the east (side) elevation. Centrally located on the north (rear) elevation is a shed-roof, enclosed porch. It is accessed along its east side
via a single-leaf entry, which is protected with a metal awning supported by decorative metal columns. The westernmost portion of the elevation
features a large gable addition. It is clad in vinyl siding and is accessed via a single-leaf entry along the west side. Windows along the addition
feature vinyl and wood sashes.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch Overhang/Awning Metal Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Landscape

Resource Type: Gazebo

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, frame gazebo is located approximately 7 ft northwest of the residence.

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Carport

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, metal carport is located approximately 14 ft northeast of the residence.

Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame shed is located approximately 18 ft northeast of the residence.
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Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2725 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2752 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .8

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5576 consists of a residence and shed located at 2752 Fenway Avenue, approximately 395 ft south of Lake Ridge
Crossing. The parcel features an open lawn and totals .765 acres. The parcel is accessed via a paved drive from Fenway Avenue. The
residence is set back approximately 92 ft from the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the west towards Fenway Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR # 131-5576 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations between the resource and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an example of the Courtyard Ranch subtype and displays such design elements as two
diminutive wings that project to the front and suggest the presence of a courtyard. However, this example does not exhibit denotative
characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character.
Furthermore, the addition to the northern wing alters the original footprint of the house and thus compromises its integrity of design,
material, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5576 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1950

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (ww/d/www/d/gd), hip-roof, Courtyard Ranch house. Of frame construction, the 1,554 sq ft dwelling is
set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad roof; a heavy brick
chimney pierces the roof along the western slope. Except where indicated, windows along the residence exhibit two-over-two, double-hung
wood sashes. Windows are accented with brick sills.
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The façade is characterized by gabled wings on either side of the house that project to the front. The northernmost projection features a recessed
porch that is supported by a decorative metal column. It shelters a single-leaf entry that is filled with a three-light slab door set behind an
aluminum screen door. The entry opens onto a brick veneered stoop. This projection has been extended with an additional gable projection that
features a paired window opening on the façade elevation and a single window opening along its south elevation; both window openings are
sheltered by metal awnings. The southernmost projection comprises an integral garage, which is accessed via a metal-panel roller door and a
single-leaf pedestrian entry filled with a three-light wood panel door set behind a screen door. Centrally located along the façade is a nine-light
wood panel window sheltered by a metal awning.
 
The south (side) elevation is punctuated by two single window openings. A jalousie window protected by a metal awning is located at the
northernmost corner of the elevation. A paired window opening flanked by single window openings punctuates the north (side) elevation. All
windows are sheltered by metal awnings. The east (rear) elevation features an off-center gable projection that is accessed via a single-leaf entry.
The entry opens onto a poured concrete porch that is clad in brick veneer and protected by a shed-roof metal awning supported with decorative
metal awnings. Also located on the projection are a single window opening on the rear elevation and a single window opening on the
projection’s south elevation. Located to the right of the projection are two window openings. Situated to the left of the projection are a paired
window opening and a single-leaf entry, which is situated within a ribbon of jalousie windows. All bays on the rear elevation are sheltered by
metal awnings.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch Overhang/Awning Metal Posts
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Roof Hipped w/Lower Cross Gables Asphalt No Data
Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1960

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame single-car garage is located approximately 37 ft southeast of the residence. It is clad in asbestos shingles and
features a metal-panel roller door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Windows Clerestory Wood No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events
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Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2756 Fenway Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 2756 Fenway Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 1.4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5577 consists of a residence and shed located at 2756 Fenway Avenue, approximately 247 ft south of Lake Ridge
Crossing. The parcel features a wooded lawn with concrete walkway and totals 1.397 acres. It is accessed via a gravel drive from
Fenway Avenue. The residence is set back approximately 89 ft from the right-of-way, and it is oriented to the west towards Fenway
Avenue.

Surveyor Assessment:

While DHR # 131-5577 retains moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research has revealed no associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A
or B. The resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The resource is an example of the Linear Ranch subtype
and displays such design elements as a long, narrow, linear form with Colonial Revival elements. While this resource retains moderate
integrity of materials, design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate
it from countless examples throughout the region identical in form and character. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-
5577 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1965

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Colonial Revival

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a single-story, five-bay (w/www/dd/w/w), side-gabled Linear Ranch house with Colonial Revival elements. Of frame
construction, the 2,217 sq ft dwelling is set on a foundation of unknown material, features a stretcher bond brick veneer, and is sheltered by an
asphalt-shingle clad roof; a brick chimney pierces the roof along the eastern slope and along the roof of the rear projection. Windows along the
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residence exhibit eight-over-eight and six-over-six, double-hung wood sashes. Windows are accented with brick sills.
 
The façade is characterized by a dentiled cornice that runs below the roofline. The central portion of the residence features a raised roof, which
extends to provide shelter for the three central bays. The roof is supported by large square wood columns that rest upon a poured concrete porch
clad in brick veneer. The porch shelters a double-leaf entry filled with panel wood doors. Located to the right of the entry is a window opening,
and located to the left of the entry is a tripartite window opening. Flanking the porch are single window openings.
      
Two window openings punctuate the south (side) elevation. A single window opening and a bay window punctuate the north (side) elevation.
Three window openings punctuate the east (rear) elevation. To the right of the windows is a shed-roof, screen-in porch. To the right of the porch
is a gable-oriented projection, which houses a single-car garage accessed via a metal-panel roller door, as well as a single-leaf pedestrian entry on
the projection’s south elevation. Two window openings pierce the projection’s rear elevation, one in the first story and one in the gable-end. The
north elevation of the projection features another single-leaf pedestrian entry flanked by two window openings.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Wood Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gabled, frame shed is located approximately 50 ft northeast of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.
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Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Section 6: I-64 between the George Washington  
Highway Interchange and  

the High Rise Bridge 
Thirteen of the 183 historic architectural resources identified as part of the survey lie within this area. 

These resources exhibit a mix of early- to mid-twentieth-century rural houses, with mid-twentieth-century 
Ranch houses used as infill. The oldest residence in this section is situated at 772 Firman Street. It is a 
previously surveyed farmhouse (DHR # 131-0500) that DHR has not formally evaluated for NRHP eligibility. 
Also located in this section is the Gilmerton Cut of the Dismal Swamp Canal (DHR # 131-0035). This narrow 
portion is associated with the Dismal Swamp Canal, which was listed in the NRHP under Criteria A and C in 
1988. 
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 772 Firman Street

Property Addresses

Former - 772 Firman Street
Current - 772 Shell Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): No Data

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

9/2013: DHR # 131-0500 consists of a residence and shed located at 772 Shell Road, on the west side of its intersection with Firman
Street. The structures are situated on a level, grassy, approximately .35-acre parcel that borders Interstate 64. They are situated on the
south side of a gravel drive, approximately .05 mi from the right-of-way. The residence is first depicted on the 1944 Norfolk South, VA
topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date this resource to 1931. The property was previously recorded as 772 Firman
Street; its current address is 772 Shell Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

9/2013: Previously identified through the 1987 reconnaissance-level survey, DHR # 131-0500 was not formally evaluated for NRHP
eligibility. Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-0500 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C.
The residence and shed are undistinguished forms that lack the significance and integrity necessary for inclusion in the NRHP. They
do not exhibit a specific style or construction method and lack denotative details. Furthermore, the addition of replacement siding has
compromised the integrity of design, materials and workmanship of the residence. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR#131-
0500 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1931

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Vernacular

Form: American Four-Square

Number of Stories: 2.5

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

June 1987: Interior Description: four-square
----------------------
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September 2013: The residence is a two-and-one-half-story, two-bay (ww/d), double-pile, hip-roof, frame house. It is situated on a concrete blo
ck foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and clad with vinyl siding. A hip-roof dormer extends from the façade roof slope, and an interior
concrete block chimney extends from the rear slope. The residence comprises 1,554 sq ft of living space.
 
The façade entry is comprised of a primary door set behind a metal storm door; it opens onto a brick stoop. Windows are comprised of six-over-
one, double-hung wood sashes set behind aluminum storm windows. The façade windows are flanked by louvered shutters. Dormer windows
are comprised of six-light fixed wood sashes. A one-story, hip-roof porch has been enclosed with vinyl siding on the rear elevation. A secondary
entry comprised of a vinyl paneled door with six lights that opens onto concrete steps is located at the center of the enclosed porch.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Frame Vinyl Siding

Roof Hipped Asphalt Shingle
Dormer Hipped Vinyl No Data
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The shed is located approximately 30 ft southeast of the residence. It is a one-story, front-gabled, prefabricated, frame structure. It is situated on
a concrete block foundation beneath a metal panel roof and clad with metal panels. Hinged metal doors are located at the center of the north
elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013
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Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: No Data

Investigator: History Store, The

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 6/1/1987

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

No Data

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 768 Shell Road

Property Addresses

Current - 768 Shell Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .8

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5578 consists of a residence and two sheds located at 768 Shell Road, on the west side of its intersection with Firman
Street. They are situated on a level, grassy, approximately .758-acre parcel. The structures are situated along the south side of a gravel
drive, approximately .04 mi from the right-of-way. A residence is first depicted at this location on the 1965 Norfolk South, VA
topographic quadrangle. DHR# 131-5578 was originally the sweet potato house for DHR#131-0500, but it has since been converted
into a residence. It is also located on the same parcel as DHR# 131-5579; however, since it was historically located on a separate
parcel, it was surveyed separately.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5578 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is an
undistinguished building form that lacks the significance necessary for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C. It is not of a specific
style or significant design, nor does it represent a significant construction method. Furthermore, the conversion to a residence and the
addition of replacement windows and doors have compromised its significance of design, materials, and workmanship. The
outbuildings are also insignificant forms. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5578 is not eligible for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1940Ca

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Remodeled

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The building dates to circa 1931-1940 and is a one-story, five-bay (w/ww/w/d/w), double-pile, side-gabled concrete block structure that now
functions as a residence. It is situated beneath an asphalt-shingle roof, and the frame portion located at the northeast corner is clad with vinyl
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siding. The area beneath the gables is clad with asbestos shingles.
 
The façade entry is comprised of a vinyl door with six lights flanked by louvered shutters; it opens onto a concrete stoop. The two northernmost
façade windows consist of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes, while the southernmost façade windows are comprised of one-over-one,
double-hung wood sashes flanked by louvered shutters. A one-story, shed roof addition adjoins the rear elevation. A secondary entry is located
at the southern corner of this addition. A window with a one-over-one, double-hung metal sash is located north of the entry. A square, flat-roof
pump house is attached to the southern elevation of the addition. An open entry is located at the center of the west elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1950

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The southernmost shed is located approximately 5 ft north of the residence. It is a one-story, side-gabled, frame structure situated beneath an
asphalt-shingle roof and clad with vertical board. An entry comprised of a wood door with six lights is located at the center of the south
elevation. A window opening enclosed with plywood is located at the center of the west elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The northernmost shed is located approximately 5 ft northwest of the southernmost shed. It is a one-story frame structure. It is clad with vertical
board beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. A one-over-one, double-hung wood window is located at the center of the south elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information
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Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 768 Shell Road

Property Addresses

Current - 768 Shell Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .8

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5579 consists of a residence and shed located at 768 Shell Road, on the west side of its intersection with Firman Street. A
non-historic garage is also associated with the property. The structures are situated on a level, grassy, approximately .758-acre parcel.
The rear yard is enclosed with a wood-plank fence and features an in-ground pool.  The residence is located on the south side of a
gravel drive, approximately 90 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5579 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. Ranch
houses are some of the most common residential forms seen in mid-century suburbs across the country; therefore, they must exhibit
exceptional characteristics and outstanding integrity to be eligible for listing in the NRHP. While the Ranch house located at DHR#
131-5579 exhibits several of these character-defining features, such as a single-storied form, recessed porch, and a large picture
window, it only exhibits elements commonly found on Ranch houses constructed from the period throughout the United States and is
undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or other architectural features. The addition of replacement windows has compromised its
integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5579 is not eligible for inclusion in
the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, eight-bay (w/w/d/www/w/d/w/w), side-gabled, frame Linear Ranch house with an attached garage. It is clad with a
brick veneer beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. Wood dentils are located beneath the soffit, and an interior brick chimney extends from the roof
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peak. An additional interior brick chimney extends from the rear slope. The residence comprises approximately 1,738 sq ft of living space.
 
The recessed, primary façade entry is comprised of a wood paneled door that opens onto a concrete stoop; the stoop is sheltered beneath the roof
overhang. Windows feature one-over-one, double-hung vinyl and six-over-six, double-hung wood sashes, and the façade windows are flanked by
louvered shutters. The bay immediately north of the primary façade entry exhibits a twenty-light wood bay window flanked by smaller six-over-
six, double-hung wood sashes. A secondary entry is comprised of a wood door with six lights. It is located at the center of a former garage bay,
now enclosed. An additional secondary entry comprised of a wood paneled door with six lights is located at the northern end of the rear
elevation. A shed-roof porch enclosed with wood siding and one-over-one, double-hung wood windows adjoins the rear elevation. An entry is
located at the western corner of the north elevation. The northernmost two bays of the façade comprise the attached garage. A vinyl sectional
garage door is located at the center of the north elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A shed is located approximately 80 ft west of the residence. It is a one-story, side-gabled, frame structure clad with plywood beneath an asphalt-
shingle roof.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Plywood/Particle Board Panels

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2007

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A two-story, three-bay (gd/gd/gd), side-gable, frame garage is located approximately 2 ft west of the residence. It is set on a concrete block
foundation, has walls clad in vinyl siding, and is protected by an asphalt-shingle roof. The three-vehicle garage features three gable-dormers
along the second story.

Number of Stories: 2

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Dormer Gable Vinyl No Data
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Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
 
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY FOR THE INTERSTATE 64 / HIGH RISE BRIDGE CORRIDOR STUDY IN CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA



 

DHR # 131-5579 
768 Shell Road 
City of Chesapeake 
September 2013 
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Descriptive Dismal Swamp Canal Historic District
Descriptive Dismal Swamp Canal Historic District (incl.

Gilmerton Lock, Jericho Ditch)
Historic Dismal Town and Washington Ditch
Historic Jericho Ditch
NRHP Listing Dismal Swamp Canal
NRHP Listing Great Dismal Swamp Preservation District

Property Addresses

Current - Great Dismal Swamp

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City), Suffolk
(Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23322, 23323, 23434

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): DEEP CREEK, LAKE
DRUMMOND, LAKE
DRUMMOND NW, LAKE
DRUMMOND SE, NORFOLK
SOUTH, SUFFOLK

Property Evaluation Status

NRHP Listing
VLR Listing

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Rural

Acreage: No Data

Site Description:

1987: The present Dismal Swamp Canal, which is part of a muitiple property submission, is a 22-mile land cut between Deep Creek
Burough in Chesapeake, VA, and the village of South Mills in Camden County, NC. It is about 100 feet wide with a maintained
navigation channel of 50 feet. The Congressionally-approved project is a channel 50 feet wide by nine feet deep; however, since there
is very little commercial use, the channel for recreational boat traffic is maintained at six feet. The canal is oriented north-south in
southeast Virginia and northeast North Carolina in a region known as the Dismal Swamp which is about 200,000 acres of forested
peat, most of which lies on the west side of the canal. Approximately in the middle of the Swamp is one of only two natural lakes in
Virginia--Lake Drummond. It is a very shallow body of about five square miles in surface. A three and one-half mile long cut connects
the lake to the canal. It is called the Feeder Ditch which is about 40 feet wide and four feet deep. At either end of the canal (Deep
Creek and South Mills) are concrete floor-steel sheet pile wall locks. Each is 300 feet long by 52 feet wide with a depth of 12 feet over
the sills. There are valves in the lock gates, electrically-operated, that are used to empty and fill the chambers, and they are also used as
flood control valves. Attending each lock are small concrete spillways with eight manually-operated gates. During periods of normal
rainfall, these spillways control the level of the canal and prevent flooding in the adjacent communities. U.S. Route 17 runs parallel to
the canal on the east side. Near each lock in Deep Creek and South Mills it crosses the canal on steel, two-lane bascule bridges. About
one-half mile from Lake Drummond on the Feeder Ditch is a two-acre government reservation where is located a 10-gated concrete
spillway. This spillway controls the level of the lake. Water is released from the lake under two general conditions--one, to prevent the
lake from overtopping, and two, when rainfall is abnormally low, to supplement the canal for the purpose of navigation. Nine
structures are listed as Contributing Structures.
 
September 2013: DHR # 131-0035 consists of the Gilmerton Cut of the Dismal Swamp Canal, where it crosses beneath Interstate 64.
The Gilmerton Cut, completed in 1843, was constructed to shorten the route of the canal between Deep Creek and the Southern Branch
of the Elizabeth River and to create a permanent channel deep enough for boats to pass (Kuhlman 1987:7).

Surveyor Assessment:

This famous canal through the Dismal Swamp has been cleaned out and reopened by its present owners.
 
1987 nomination: The Dismal Swamp Canal is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of
the Nation's history. It was an early, major engineering achievement accomplishing much more than creating a profit-making waterway
for private interests. It provided an inland link between two great regions, produced cultural exchanges, became a link in the entire
intracoastal waterway, and spurred other, unrelated projects in Virginia and North Carolina. It is said that present day Elizabeth City,
North Carolina, on the Pasquotank River owes its beginning to the canal which provided vital communication with the Virginia
markets. In the 18th and early 19th centuries, an inland waterway along the East Coast was promoted by government and industry
alike, but private interests made the initial efforts to produce waterways in the most difficult of areas i.e. Cape Cod Canal, Chesapeake
and Delaware Canal, Dismal Swamp Canal, and Albemarle and Chesapeake Canal. The Corps of Engineers realized the importance of
these projects to maritime shipping, and therefore recommended to Congress that Federal funds be expended for maintaining channels
associated with them. An unusual feature about the Dismal Swamp Canal was that at one time both the Federal Government and
Virginia held stock in the private company.
 
The Dismal Swamp Canal represents a significant factor in the historic development of the localities in two states. It represented a
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remarkable achievement of hand labor construction at the turn of the 19th century in one of the most uninviting areas of the region.
The economic ledgers of the two operating companies showed red much of the time, but this was not because of mismanagement,
rather it was high maintenance costs, the need for costly improvements, and most of all, adversity--the arrival of a competitive canal
and the Civil War. The Dismal Swamp Canal was staggered by its adversities, but recovered so well that it bettered its competition, the
A&C Canal. The blow from which the DSC could not recover was the Federal Government's purchase of the A&C Canal and making
it toll free. Many other canals succumbed to the railroad. Probably, both Virginia-Carolina canal companies saw the handwriting on the
wall when pressure by maritime interests brought about a toll-free inland waterway through government purchase of the Cape Cod and
Chesapeake-Delaware Canals.
 
Area's of Significance: Maritime History.  The Dismal Swamp Canal is one of the Nation's earliest. The Virginia General Assembly
passed the Act in 1787; it was ratified by North Carolina in 1790. Work by hand labor began at both ends in 1793, and the cut-through
came in 1805. In its early days, the canal could handle only narrow flatboats largely carrying shingles out of the Dismal Swamp. Some
years ago, the canal could not achieve National Register status because the project had been changed many times over the years. It is
maintained herein that it is well qualified. Since 1805, the two managing companies and the Federal Government had to make changes
to keep pace with the maritime industry. Furthermore, historic research should be able to document the changes.
 
Transportation. The DSC was the key transportation artery between southeast Virginia and northeast North Carolina from 1805 until
the rival Albemarle and Chesapeake Canal opened in 1859. It became a very important link between Elizabeth City in North Carolina
and the Hampton Roads area of Virginia. As the canal was widened and deepened, a variety of vessels used it including schooners,
barges, passenger vessels, and military craft. The DSC was of sufficient importance to attract visits by two Presidents, James
Monroe in 1818 and Andrew Jackson in 1829.
 
Engineering. The Dismal Swamp Canal probably did not require the engineering skills that others such as the James River-Kanawha
Canal and the C&O Canal did. In fact, before the canal was built, it was mistakenly believed that the whole Dismal Swamp region
(likely two million acres) was very flat. George Washington (who incidentally had nothing to do with the DSC) believed that there was
no more than one or two feet of elevation difference. Actually, there is ten feet. This is why the canal is a summit level route, rather
than sea level. Furthermore, this is why the
Dismal Swamp Canal Company had to increase the number of locks during 1812. Another early error was made when it was believed
that because the canal cut through a "swamp," water supply would be no problem; drought proved this wrong. Therefore, in 1812, the
Feeder Ditch was cut perpendicular to the canal to tap the waters of Lake Drummond in order to supplement the water for navigation.
Over the years, both the Dismal Swamp Canal Company and its successor, the Lake Drummond Canal and Water Company, made
significant improvements to navigation, not only to attract commercial use, but also to meet the competition from the A&C Canal.
Engineers calculated that if the canal was widened and deepened to near the level of the receiving waters, the number of locks could be
reduced to two (one at either end). This was accomplished during the period 1896-99. A very interesting and unusual engineering feat
took place with the design of the Gilmerton Canal north of Deep Creek in Virginia; however, this is outside the limits of this
nomination request, but is included in Form 10-900-b for the Dismal Swamp Canal Multiple Property Documentation Form (131-
5336). Most of the above attests to the fact that the builders and operators of the Dismal Swamp Canal through continual planning and
change certainly served human needs (the maritime industry).
 
Commerce. Commerce and trade along the DSC began with lumber and wood products largely out of the Dismal Swamp itself.
Shingles and barrel staves made of juniper and cypress were paramount. Later, schooners began to haul logs, lumber, cotton, flour,
tobacco, and hogs from North Carolina to Norfolk, Virginia. In return, fertilizer, coal, and cement were carried to Carolina. Passenger
and military vessels also used the canal; in fact, in 1866 passenger service was started between Norfolk and Elizabeth City. After the
A&C Canal went into service in 1859, lively competition commenced between the two routes. The A&C Canal was wider and deeper,
and over its entire route of 72 miles it was three miles shorter (the two routes have common beginning and ending points).
Of course both suffered greatly during and after the Civil War. The DSC nearly succumbed, but in 1892 the project commenced under
the management of the Lake Drummond Canal & Water Company. With significant improvements made from 1896 to 1899, the DSC
began to outdo its rival aided by the location of Elizabeth City, NC, on the route. Even after the Federal Government took over the
DSC in 1929, the navigation channel was no more than 50 feet wide with a depth of nine feet. Most inland waterway commerce in the
middle Atlantic area is carried by large, pusher tugs with barges 195 feet long and 35 feet wide. This precludes use of the Dismal
Swamp Canal. Nowadays there is little to no use of the canal for commercial purposes.
 
Recreation. The Dismal Swamp Canal is used by a variety of recreational craft ranging from very small boats and canoes to yachts and
sailing vessels drawing less than six feet. The city of
Chesapeake. Virginia, constructed a boat ramp and parking area on the canal about one mile north of the mouth of the Feeder Ditch.
Many of the small, trailered boats launched here proceed up the Feeder Ditch to the Corps of Engineers' small recreation area at the
Lake Drummond Reservation. Here, there is camping, picnicking, and a small tramway where boats can be elevated to the lake level
and thus tour Lake Drummond which is part of the Great Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge. Many of the larger vessels
transiting the canal are making use of the Atlantic lntracoastal Waterway from points to the north and south; some local vessels make a
weekend tour of the DSC one day and the A&C the second, or vice versa; others make Elizabeth City a stopover. Elizabeth City makes
a specific point of attracting visits by boaters using the
DSC with waterfront improvements for this purpose. It is not unusual to see vessels tied-up at its waterfront that are from Canada,
Europe, and far away states. Historically, before the DSC became toll-free, recreational use of the canal was by excursion vessels and
passenger vessels plying between Hampton Roads, Virginia, and Elizabeth City, North Carolina. Pleasure boating
on an individual basis was not nearly so popular as it is today. When the Corps of Engineers assumed operation of the canal, pleasure
boating was on the increase. A visit to Lake Drummond by boat gained in popularity; smallcraft tour service became available. Also,
before the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service took
over much of the Dismal Swamp, there were a number of small cabins on the shores of Lake Drummond which were largely used by
deer hunters. Access was by small boat using the canal and Feeder Ditch.
When the Corps took over operation of the DSC, Lake Drummond was relied upon for water during periods of low rainfall or drought.
The Corps, however, set a limit as to how low the lake level should be drawn down before quitting altogether. After this the canal was
closed to through navigation. Even when the canal was closed, its level as well as that of the lake continued to fall
primarily from evapotranspiration and lock gate leakage. There has been times when both the canal and lake have been nearly dried
out. The situation cannot be rectified until sufficient rainfall saturates the peat which acts very much like a sponge. In 1974, Congress
passed Public Law 93-402 which created the Great Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge which lies adjacent to and on the west
side of the canal. It also includes Lake Drummond. The Act made two important stipulations where this paragraph is concerned. One,
navigation in the canal was made subservient to water conservation needs within the refuge. This marked the first time that the
Congress ever usurped the 1787 Virginia Charter for the canal. The second stipulation was that the Fish and Wildlife Service and the
Corps should enter into an agreement concerning control of the level of Lake Drummond, or how much it can be drawn upon to
support navigation in the canal. In 1976, the Refuge Manager and the Norfolk District Engineer made an agreement on this matter
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which significantly limits the amount Lake Drummond can be drawn upon. During a Corps of Engineers study of the Dismal Swamp
Canal in 1985-86, the Fish and Wildlife Service made the observation that when the lake and canal are at their normal (full)
level, this greatly assists water management in the refuge. The goal of this objective is to retain as much water in the swamp as
practical so as to dissuade those invading tree species preferring more mesic situations. It has been stated before that in times of
plentiful rainfall it is necessary to release water from the lake and canal to avoid flood problems; this water is excess to the swamp
also. If the canal were to be permanently closed to through navigation, then arguably, it would be controlled or operated for the benefit
of the wildlife refuge.
 
See nomination for additional details, including explanation for the Periods of Significance.
 
 
CCR 2010: Effects of the proposed Dismal Swamp canal trail northern extension examined, as entire archaeological APE fell withing
the defined NRHP boundaries.While there will be visual effects from the addition of the paved surface, the flat wooden bridge spans,
the associated bulkheads and interpretive signs, and vegetation removal within the boundaries of the district, the effects will be
minimal.  Impacts such as bulkheading and loss of vegetative buffer and the surface layer already exist in some locations, such that the
trail addition will not introduce substantial new effects.  One contributing resource (VDHR #131-0035-0010) to the Dismal Swamp
Canal Historic District will be avoided by the trail project.  Therefore, it is recommended that the proposed Dismal Swamp Trail Phase
II Extension will have no adverse effect on the Dismal Swamp Canal Historic District.
 
September 2013: DHR# 131-0035 was listed in the NRHP on June 6, 1988, under Criterion A in the area of Transportation due to its
role as the key transportation artery between southeast Virginia and northeast North Carolina during the nineteenth century; in the area
of Maritime History as one of the nation’s earliest canals; in the area of Recreation as a major waterway for recreational watercraft and
activities; and in the area of Commerce as one of the primary routes for carrying wood products out of the Great Dismal Swamp during
the nineteenth century. It is also listed under Criterion C in the area of Engineering as an early summit canal utilizing only two locks.
The Gilmerton Cut was listed as part of the Dismal Swamp Canal and Associated Development NRHP Multiple Property Submission.
The portion of the canal within the APE was routed through a concrete culvert when I-64 was constructed. Since that time, its integrity
has not been altered, as the canal still flows beneath, and the corridor, despite alterations over the years, appropriately conveys its
historic character and setting. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-0035 retains sufficient integrity to be listed in the
NRHP under Criteria A and C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Public - State No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Other

Resource Type: Historic District

Date of Construction: 1787Ca

Historic Time Period: Colony to Nation (1751 - 1789)

Historic Context(s): Commerce/Trade, Other, Recreation/Arts, Technology/Engineering, Transportation/Communication

Architectural Style: No Discernable Style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: No Data

Condition: N/A

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: None Known

Architectural Description:

1987 nomination: 9 structures are listed as Contributing Structures. Therefore, these are:
 
1 Canal- originally dug 1793 to 1805 (many improvements since)
1 Feeder Ditch to Lake Drummond- dug 1812
2 Lift Locks- U.S. Government- 1940-1941 (most recent manifestations of privately-built locks which at one time numbered 9)
2 Steel bascule drawbridges- U.S. Government- 1933-1934 (replaced
former wooden bridges of private company)
3 Water level control Spillways- Lake Drummond-1935; Deep Creek and South Mills-1963-1964 (replacements for former structures existing
under historic conditions with both U.S. and private operators)
 
Under present conditions, the Dismal Swamp Canal is operated eight hours a day, seven days a week year-round. It is one of two alternate routes
of the Atlantic lntracoastal Waterway in the southeast Virginia-northeast North Carolina area. The alternate route is the Albemarle and
Chesapeake Canal which carries virtually all the commercial traffic on the AIW as well as the recreation craft too large for the Dismal Swamp
Canal. Both projects are operated under private contract to the Corps of Engineers. Where the Dismal Swamp Canal (DSC) is concerned, one
operator mans the lock, spillway and bridge at Deep Creek and one at South Mills. There is also one operator stationed at Lake Drummond to
man the spillway and supervise the reservation
which is also a recreation area. Here, visitors arriving via the Feeder Ditch may raise their small boats to the level of the lake by means of a
small rail tramway and cart. A very important aspect of operating the DSC is that in 1974, Congress established the Great Dismal Swamp
National Wildlife Refuge in
Virginia and North Carolina adjoining the west side of much of the canal's length. It now occupies about 105,000 acres including Lake
Drummond. In 1976, the Refuge Manager and the District Engineer made an agreement whereby a limit was put on the extent to which Lake
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Drummond could be drawn upon for navigation. This was based on the fact that in creating the refuge, Congress made navigation subservient to
conservation needs within the refuge, especially control of the lake. Lands that the Corps of Engineers manage in association with the DSC
amount to about 1,200 acres and are comprised of a narrow strip on either side of the canal and Feeder Ditch and some larger parcels set aside
for disposal of dredged material. Very little land has changed hands since the government purchased the canal project from private interests in
1929.
 
See nomination for additional details.
 
Architecture Summary: Unusual features of the Great Dismal include: the uncharacteristic covering of gum, fir and mulberry trees; and the net
outward flow of water. The ecology of the Dismal not only includes the Spanish moss and cottonmouth moccasin of the deep South, but also
bats and rodents common to areas farther north. The thick deposit of dead--but not decaying--organic matter which forms the Dismal is "one of
the few major beds of peat still being formed in this country".
----------------------
October 2010

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Transportation

Resource Type: Canal

Architectural Style: No Discernable Style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1793

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: None Known

Architectural Description:

1987: Canal- originally dug 1793 to 1805 (many improvements since).
----------------------
October 2010

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Transportation

Resource Type: Canal

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1793

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: None Known

Architectural Description:

October 2010

Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Transportation

Resource Type: Canal

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1793

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: None Known

Architectural Description:

October 2010

Secondary Resource #4

Resource Category: Transportation

Resource Type: Canal

Architectural Style: No discernible style
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Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1793

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: None Known

Architectural Description:

October 2010

Secondary Resource #5

Resource Category: Transportation

Resource Type: Canal

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1793

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: None Known

Architectural Description:

October 2010

Secondary Resource #6

Resource Category: Transportation

Resource Type: Canal

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1793

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: None Known

Architectural Description:

October 2010

Secondary Resource #7

Resource Category: Transportation

Resource Type: Canal

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1843

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

September 2013: The Gilmerton Cut of the Dismal Swamp canal is primarily 50 ft wide and 6 ft deep but narrows to a small creek immediately
north and south of Interstate 64 and Firman Street.  The banks south of Firman Street are lined with trees, and the banks north of Interstate 64
are lined with tall grasses interspersed with trees. The canal flows beneath Firman Street through two culverts. The westernmost culvert is a
concrete box culvert flanked by concrete wing walls, and the easternmost culvert is a concrete double pipe culvert surrounded by a stone
retaining wall. The canal flows beneath Interstate 64 through a concrete box culvert flanked by concrete wing walls.

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events
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Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2008-0120

Investigator: CCR

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 10/1/2010

Dhr Library Report Number: CS-103

Project Staff/Notes:

2010-report: Bradley, Dawn M., Heather Edwards, and Susan E. Bamann. Cultural Resources Survey Dismal Swamp Canal Trail Phase II
Northern Extension to Chesapeake Park City of Chesapeake, Virginia.
The entire APE for this project falls within the boundaries of the NRHP-listed Dismal Swamp Canal Historic District (VDHR #131-0035). 
While there will be visual effects from the addition of the paved surface, the flat wooden bridge spans, the associated bulkheads and interpretive
signs, and vegetation removal within the boundaries of the district, the effects will be minimal.  Impacts such as bulkheading and loss of
vegetative buffer and the surface layer already exist in some locations, such that the trail addition will not introduce substantial new effects. An
archaeological site related to the canal (44CS0305), the Wilkins Lock Remains, was investigated, is located in a disturbed fill context and is
recommended as not individually eligible for the NRHP and as not contributing to the district.  A contributing resource was newly recorded
(VDHR #131-0035-0010).  This is the Stone Milepost #3, ca. 1820, recorded on a separate DSS form.  Site 44CS0295 is the Dismal Swamp
Railroad, and within the Trail APE is recommended as not contributing to any eligibility of the site and not contributing to the canal district. 
Site 44CS306, previously mapped near the current APE, was not relocated, does not extend into the current APE, and could not be evaluated.
However, it has been previously recommended not eligible for the NRHP. It is recommended that the proposed Dismal Swamp Trail Phase II
Extension will have no adverse effect on the Dismal Swamp Canal Historic District.

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2008-0120

Investigator: CCR

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 10/1/2010

Dhr Library Report Number: CS-103

Project Staff/Notes:

2010:  Cultural Resources Survey Dismal Swamp Canal Trail Phase II Northern Extension to Chesapeake Park City of Chesapeake, Virginia

Event Type: DHR Staff: Eligible

DHR ID: 131-0035

Staff Name: DHR

Event Date: 6/13/1994

Staff Comment

Gilmerton Lock is eligible for inclusion in Dismal Swamp Canal district.

Event Type: PIF

Project Review File Number: No Data

Investigator: Eckman, Philip

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 5/2/1994
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Dhr Library Report Number: CS-103

Project Staff/Notes:

For Gilmerton Lock

Event Type: DHR Staff:HistDist, Non-contributing

DHR ID: 131-0035

Staff Name: DHR

Event Date: 10/23/1992

Staff Comment

The Bar-B-Que Barn restaurant is ruled a non-contributing structure within the bounds of the Dismal Swamp Canal Historic District.

Event Type: DHR Staff:HistDist, Contributing

DHR ID: 131-0035

Staff Name: DHR

Event Date: 10/9/1990

Staff Comment

The Bunk house was determined to be a contributing structure

Event Type: NRHP Listing

DHR ID: 131-0035

Staff Name: NPS

Event Date: 6/6/1988

Staff Comment

No Data

Event Type: VLR Listing

DHR ID: 131-0035

Staff Name: VHLC

Event Date: 2/16/1988

Staff Comment

No Data

Event Type: NRHP Nomination

DHR ID: 131-0035

Staff Name: Kuhlmann, Karl

Event Date: 12/1/1987

Staff Comment

U.S. Army Coprs of Engineers. Also nominated as part of a multiple property nomination

Event Type: NRHP Nomination

DHR ID: 131-0035

Staff Name: Kuhlmann, Karl

Event Date: 6/8/1973

Staff Comment

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Nomination was deferred by Register Committee on 7/17/73.

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: No Data

Investigator: Heite, Edward (Ned)

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 3/25/1968

Dhr Library Report Number: CS-103
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Project Staff/Notes:

No Data

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: No Data

Investigator: Trout, William

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 1/1/1967

Dhr Library Report Number: CS-103

Project Staff/Notes:

No Data

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

Kuhlman, Martin. 
1987a Dismal Swamp Canal National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form. United States Army Corps of Engineers. Norfolk, Virginia.
 
1987b Dismal Swamp Canal and Associated Development, Southeast Virginia and Northeast North Carolina National Register of Historic Places
Multiple Property Submission Form. United States Army Corps of Engineers. Norfolk, Virginia.

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 533 Windwood Drive

Property Addresses

Current - 533 Winwood Drive

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 2

Site Description:

DHR# 131-5580 consists of a residence located at 533 Winwood Drive, approximately .07 mi north of its intersection with Hillard
Street. A prefabricated carport is also associated with the property and is located to the rear of the residence. The structures are situated
on a level, grassy, approximately 2.027-acre parcel. A gravel drive leads from the road to the residence, approximately 238 ft from the
right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5580 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
residence located at DHR# 131-5580 is an undistinguished building form that lacks the significance necessary for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion C. It is not of a specific style or significant design nor does it represent a significant construction method. While
it retains original features, they are representative of features commonly found on vernacular mid-century homes. Consequently, CRA
recommends that DHR# 131-5580 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic
districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1959

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Vernacular

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, four-bay (w/d/w/w), front-gabled concrete block house. It is situated beneath an asphalt-shingle roof, and the area
beneath the gable is clad with vinyl siding. An interior brick chimney extends from the roof peak. The residence comprises approximately 780
sq ft of living space.
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The primary entry opens onto a poured concrete stoop. Façade windows are comprised of aluminum awning sashes, with the westernmost bay
featuring an aluminum sliding sash window. Other windows are comprised of aluminum sliding sashes. A secondary entry comprised of a door
set behind an aluminum storm door is located at the northern corner of the west elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Windows Hopper/Awning Aluminum No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Carport

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A front-gable carport is located directly to the northeast (rear) of the residence. The  carport is protected by a metal roof and supported by metal
posts.

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data
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Property Notes:

No Data
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 101 Tuttle Street

Property Addresses

Current - 101 Tuttle Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5581 consists of a residence located at 101 Tuttle Street, on the south side of its intersection with Interstate 64. A
prefabricated shed is also associated with the property and is located northeast of the residence. The structures are situated on a level,
grassy, approximately .318-acre parcel. A concrete driveway leads from Firman Street approximately 53 ft to the residence.

Surveyor Assessment:

Ranch houses are some of the most common residential forms seen in mid-century suburbs across the country; therefore, they must
exhibit exceptional characteristics and outstanding integrity to be eligible for listing in the NRHP. While the Ranch house located at
DHR# 131-5581 exhibits several of these character-defining features, such as a single-storied form, front-gabled extension, and large
picture window, it is not an example of exceptional significance, which is needed for listing in the NRHP. It exhibits elements
commonly found on Ranch houses constructed from the period throughout the United States and is undistinguished in terms of its
design, style, or other architectural features. Research also revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5581 and events or persons of
historic significance. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5581 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion
A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1960

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, five-bay (w/ww/d/www/ww), side-gabled with a front-gabled extension, frame Linear Ranch house. It is clad with a
brick veneer beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. An interior brick chimney extends from the roof peak near the southern end of the house, and an
exterior brick chimney adjoins the eastern corner of the south elevation. The house comprises approximately 1,515 sq ft of living space. 
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The primary entry is comprised of a wood paneled door with four lights set behind a metal storm door that opens onto a brick stoop. Windows
are comprised of six-over-six, double-hung wood sashes, and the façade windows are flanked by louvered shutters. A large twenty-light wood
picture window flanked by smaller, six-over-six, double-hung wood sashes is located immediately south of the primary entry. A secondary entry
comprised of a metal French door set behind an aluminum storm door that opens onto a brick patio sheltered beneath a shed roof supported by
wood posts is located at the southern corner of the rear elevation. An additional secondary entry comprised of a vinyl door with a fanlight set
behind a vinyl security door that opens onto the concrete driveway is located at the western corner of the south elevation. It is situated in a
garage bay that has been resized.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, prefabricated shed is located approximately 21 ft northeast of the residence. The shed is protected by an
asphalt roof and clad in vertical board siding.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2308 Firman Street

Property Addresses

Current - 2308 Firman Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5582 consists of a residence located at 2308 Firman Street, approximately .03 mi east of its intersection with Tuttle Street.
A prefabricated shed is also associated with the property and is located to the rear of the residence. The structures are situated on a
level, grassy, approximately .302-acre parcel that borders Interstate 64. A concrete driveway leads from the road approximately 53 ft to
the residence.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5582 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch
house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy
architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While the Ranch house located at
DHR # 131-5582 exhibits several of these character-defining features, such as a single-storied form and large bay window, it is not an
example of exceptional significance needed for listing in the NRHP. It is undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or other
architectural features. The large rear addition has compromised its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently,
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5582 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known
historic districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1965

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, five-bay (w/ww/d/www/ww), hip roof, frame Linear Ranch house with a garage addition. It is clad with a brick
veneer beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. The foundation material is not visible. An interior brick chimney extends from the roof near its eastern
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end. The residence comprises approximately 1,560 sq ft of living space.
 
The primary entrance is comprised of a paneled door set behind a metal storm door; it opens onto a brick stoop. Windows are two-over-two,
double-hung wood sashes set behind aluminum storm windows, and the façade windows are flanked by louvered shutters. The easternmost
façade bay has been resized from a garage bay to accommodate paired, two-over-two, double-hung wood sash windows. A front-gabled
breezeway clad with vinyl siding is attached slightly east of the center of the rear elevation and connects the residence to the one-and-one-half-
story, side-gabled garage addition. It is clad with vinyl siding beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. The shed roof dormer is clad with vertical wood
siding. Two garage bays fronted by vinyl sectional garage doors are located at the center of the east elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A front-gable, frame, prefabricated shed is located approximately 7 ft west of the residence. It is clad in vertical board siding and protected by an
asphalt-shingle roof.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data
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Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 2304 Firman Street

Property Addresses

Current - 2304 Firman Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5583 consists of a residence located at 2304 Firman Street, approximately 137 ft west of its intersection with Southway
Street. It is situated on a level, grassy approximately .313 acre parcel that borders Interstate 64. A concrete driveway leads from the
road to the residence, approximately 56 ft.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5583 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch
house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy
architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. The Ranch house located at DHR#
131-5583 exhibits elements commonly found on Ranch houses constructed from the period throughout the United States and is
undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or other architectural features. The addition of replacement windows has compromised its
integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5583 is not eligible for inclusion in
the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1964

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, four-bay (ww/ww/d/www), side-gabled, frame Linear Ranch house with an attached garage. It is clad with a brick
veneer beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. The roof of the two easternmost bays is higher than the rest of the roofline. An interior brick chimney
extends from the roof above the easternmost bay. The residence comprises 1,152 sq ft of living space.
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The primary entry is comprised of a wood door with three lights set behind a metal screen door; it opens onto a two-bay brick porch sheltered
beneath the roof overhang that is supported by spindled wood posts. Windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. A
secondary entry, featuring a sliding patio door opens onto a wood deck and is located at the center of the rear elevation. Another secondary entry
is located at the eastern corner of the rear elevation. The attached garage is fronted by a vinyl sectional garage door.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch Overhang/Awning Wood Turned
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:
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No Data

Property Notes:

No Data
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 100 Southway Street

Property Addresses

Current - 100 Southway Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5584 consists of a residence and two sheds located at 100 Southway Street, on the northwest side of its intersection with
Firman Street. The structures are situated on a level, grassy, approximately .347-acre parcel bordered by Interstate 64. A concrete
driveway runs approximately 55 ft from Firman Street to the residence.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5584 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch
house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy
architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. The Ranch house located at DHR#
131-5584 is undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or other architectural features. The addition of replacement windows, the
enclosure of the original garage, and the large additions have compromised its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship.
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5584 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are
no known historic districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1964

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, four-bay (www/d/ww/w), side-gabled, frame Linear Ranch house with additions. It is clad with a brick veneer
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. An exterior brick chimney is centered on the southern elevation. The residence comprises 2,398 sq ft of living
space. 
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The primary entry is comprised of a door with an oval art glass window set behind a metal storm door; it opens onto a brick porch sheltered
beneath a front-gabled roof supported by square posts. Windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes, and the façade
windows are flanked by louvered shutters. A secondary entry, comprised of a vinyl French door that opens onto a wood deck is located at the
center of the rear elevation. The original garage entry has been enclosed with brick and glass blocks.
 
A large front-gabled addition is attached to the southern corner of the façade. The window opening at the northern corner of the east elevation
and the two easternmost window openings located on the north elevation of the addition have been enclosed with brick. Another front-gabled
frame addition is attached to the southern corner of the rear elevation and is clad with vinyl siding. A secondary entry comprised of a vinyl door
set behind a metal security door is located at the western corner of the south elevation. Windows on this addition are comprised of one-over-one,
double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Veneer
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Wood Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The easternmost shed is located approximately 25 ft northwest of the residence. It is a one-story, side-gabled, frame structure situated on a
concrete slab foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. It is clad with vinyl siding. An entry comprised of a paneled door is located at the
western corner of the south elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Slab Concrete Uncoursed
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The westernmost shed is located approximately 7 ft from the easternmost shed. It is a one-story, front-gabled frame structure clad with vinyl
siding beneath an asphalt-shingle roof.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding
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Foundation Slab Concrete Uncoursed

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 800 Shell Road

Property Addresses

Current - 800 Shell Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .9

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5585 consists of a residence and garage located at 800 Shell Road, approximately 80 ft north of its intersection with
Interstate 64. The structures are situated in a grassy area on a wooded, approximately .853-acre parcel. A gravel driveway leads from
the road to the residence and garage, approximately 196 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5585 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
American Small House is one of the most common residential forms across the country; therefore, they must exhibit exceptional
characteristics and outstanding integrity to be eligible for listing in the NRHP. The example located at DHR# 131-5585 is
undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or other architectural features. The numerous additions have compromised its integrity of
design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5585 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP
under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1948

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Minimal Traditional

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.5

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, three-bay (www/d/w), side-gabled, frame American Small House with additions and façade projection.
It is situated on a concrete block foundation beneath an asphalt single roof and is clad with vinyl siding. A front-gabled dormer extends from the
slope of the façade roof. The residence comprises 2,410 sq ft of living space.
 
The primary entry is comprised of a wood paneled door with six lights and is located at the center of a one-story, shed roof addition at the center
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of the façade. It opens onto concrete steps. Windows are comprised of four-over-four, six-over-six, and eight-over-eight, double-hung wood
sashes. A two-story, shed roof addition is attached to the rear elevation. An interior brick chimney extends from the roof. Another one-story,
shed-roof addition adjoins the rear elevation of the two-story addition. A secondary entry comprised of a wood paneled door with three lights set
behind an aluminum screen door that opens onto concrete steps is located at the western corner of the north elevation of the addition. Another
secondary entry is located at the southern corner of the rear elevation of the addition.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Dormer Gable Vinyl No Data
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1950

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The garage is located approximately 35 ft west of the residence. It is a one-story, front-gabled, frame structure with a large shed-roof addition
attached to the east elevation. The front-gabled portion is clad with asbestos siding, and the shed roof portion is clad with aluminum siding and
vertical board. Both are situated beneath a ribbed metal roof. Wood paneled doors are located at the east and west corners of the south elevation
of the front-gabled portion.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data
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Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 805 Shell Road

Property Addresses

Current - 805 Shell Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 4.7

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5586 consists of a residence and garage located at 805 Shell Road, approximately .05 mi north of its intersection with
Interstate 64. The structures are situated on a level, grassy, approximately 4.67-acre parcel. A gravel driveway leads from the road to
the residence and garage, approximately 93 ft.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5586 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
residence located at DHR # 131-5586 is an undistinguished building form that lacks the significance necessary for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion C. It is not of a specific style or significant design, nor does it represent a significant construction method. The
addition of replacement siding has compromised its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends
that DHR # 131-5586 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1937

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Minimal Traditional

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, four-bay (ww/ww/d/ww), double-pile, side-gabled, frame house. It is situated on a brick foundation beneath an
asphalt-shingle roof and is clad with vinyl siding. The northernmost bay is recessed from the rest of the façade and has a lower roofline. Two
interior brick chimneys extend from the roof peak. The residence comprises 995 sq ft of living space. 
 
The primary entry is comprised of a wood paneled door set behind a metal storm door that opens onto a concrete stoop sheltered beneath a front-
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gabled hood. Windows are comprised of one-over-one and six-over-six, double-hung wood sashes, and the façade windows are comprised of the
six-over-six windows. A recessed secondary entry comprised of a wood paneled door with six lights set behind an aluminum screen door that
opens onto a recessed wood porch is located at the northern corner of the rear elevation. An additional secondary entry comprised of a wood
paneled door with six lights is located slightly off center of the south elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Stretcher Bond
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1950

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The garage is located approximately 55 ft northeast of the residence. It is a one-and-one-half-story, front-gabled frame structure. It is clad with
vinyl siding beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. A metal sectional garage door is located at the northern corner of the west elevation. A one-over-
one, double-hung wood sash window is located beneath the gable.

Number of Stories: 1.5

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 201 Jarvis Road

Property Addresses

Current - 201 Jarvis Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .5

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5587 consists of a residence located at 201 Jarvis Road, approximately 50 ft north of its intersection with Interstate 64. It is
situated on a level, grassy, approximately .47-acre parcel. It is situated at the end of a concrete driveway approximately 500 ft from the
right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5587 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch
house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy
architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. The Ranch house located at DHR#
131-5587 is undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or other architectural features. The addition of replacement windows and
doors has compromised its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5587 is
not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled, frame Linear Ranch house with an attached garage. It is clad with a brick
veneer beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. The two northernmost bays are clad with vinyl siding. An interior brick chimney extends from the roof
between the northernmost bay and the attached garage. The residence comprises 1,283 sq ft of living space. 
 
The primary entry is comprised of a vinyl panel door that opens onto a two-bay concrete porch sheltered beneath a front-gabled, vinyl-clad roof
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supported by spindled vinyl posts. A railing runs the perimeter of the porch. Windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes
with snap-in grids. The northernmost bay exhibits a vinyl picture window with snap-in grids flanked by smaller one-over-one, double-hung vinyl
sashes with snap-in grids. The garage bay is fronted by a vinyl sectional garage door. A secondary entry comprised of a vinyl door is located at
the northern corner of the rear elevation.
 
A shallow, front-gabled, frame addition is centered on the rear elevation. It is situated on a brick foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and
is clad with vinyl siding. Windows comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids are located at the center of each
elevation.

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior End Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Vinyl Turned
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 200 Gruen Street

Property Addresses

Current - 200 Gruen Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .5

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5588 consists of a residence, garage, and shed located at 200 Gruen Street, on the northwest side of its intersection with
Interstate 64. The structures are situated on a level, approximately .459-acre parcel. A dirt parking area is located east of the residence,
adjacent to the road.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5588 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
residence located at DHR# 131-5588 is an undistinguished building form that lacks the significance necessary for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion C. It is not of a specific style or significant design, nor does it represent a significant construction method. The
addition of replacement siding, windows, and doors, as well as the large rear addition, have compromised its integrity of design,
materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5588 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1935

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Vernacular

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Remodeled

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, three-bay (w/d/w), double-pile, front-gabled, frame house with a large rear addition. It is clad with vinyl siding
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. The foundation material is not visible. The residence comprises 2,012 sq ft of living space. 
 
The primary entry is comprised of a vinyl panel door set behind a metal storm door; it opens onto a full-width wood deck. The entry is sheltered
beneath a single-bay, front-gabled porch roof supported by wood posts. Windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes set
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behind aluminum storm windows.
 
A two-story frame addition is attached to the rear elevation. A secondary entry, comprised of a sliding metal and glass door is located at the
southern corner of the rear elevation. It opens onto a wood deck. Windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung sashes with snap-in
grids.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Wood Posts
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The garage is located approximately 10 ft southwest of the residence. It is a one-story, front-gabled structure. It is clad with vinyl siding beneath
an asphalt-shingle roof. A vinyl sectional garage door is located at the center of the east elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The shed is located approximately 15 ft southeast of the garage. It is a one-story, shed-roof frame structure. It is clad with vinyl siding beneath
an asphalt-shingle roof. A metal door is located at the center of the east elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Shed Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data
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Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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DHR # 131-5588 
200 Gruen Street 
City of Chesapeake 
September 2013 



Section 7: The High Rise Bridge 
Eight of the 183 historic architectural resources identified as part of the survey lie within this area. 

The majority of the resources found in this section are commercial properties that date to the mid-
twentieth century. A small cemetery nestled in a modern subdivision was also identified. Three previously 
surveyed resources were documented in this section: the G.A. Treakle Memorial Bridge (High Rise 
Bridge) (DHR # 131-5321), a residence at 5019 Bainbridge Boulevard (DHR # 131-0629), and the 
Crestwood Historic District (DHR # 131-5065). DHR has not formally evaluated the NRHP eligibility of 
these resources. 
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location Bridge #2527, Interstate 64, South Branch

Elizbeth River

Property Addresses

Current - Interstate 64

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): No Data

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): No Data

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: No Data

Site Description:

September 2013: DHR # 131-5321 is the steel and concrete twin bascule bridge known as the High Rise Bridge and the G.A. Treakle
Memorial Bridge. It is also identified as Bridge #2527. The bridge carries Interstate 64/U.S. 17 over the Southern Branch of the
Elizabeth River. The total length of the bridge measures approximately 4,825 ft, with the largest span measuring approximately 280 ft.
The deck width measures 60 ft across (Bridgehunter 2013). It is the only moveable interstate bridge in Virginia.

Surveyor Assessment:

Bascule bridges were originally developed in the United States to replace swing spans, eliminating the central pier from the waterway.
The bridge was able to open more quickly, and the channel was less obstructed. During the late nineteenth century, engineers in
Chicago and Milwaukee improved the mechanics of the lift and locking mechanisms, which resulted in an efficiently operating
movable bridge in tight, constricted areas. These bridges quickly replaced swing spans (Parsons Brinckerhoff 2005:3-123). 
 
The word “bascule,” which comes from the old French word “bacule,” means “seesaw,” and denotes a type of bridge so balanced that
when one end is lowered the other is raised. The simplest type of bascule bridge is the single trunnion, in which the truss or girder
(leaf) rotates vertically on a single, fixed-axis (or nearly fixed) horizontal shaft or pivot at or near the center of gravity of the rotating
leaf. A simple example is the castle drawbridge. In most modern versions of the bascule span there is a long arm on one side of the
pivot point, a shorter arm, which is called the tail, and some means of countering the weight of the long arm to achieve balance,
usually with a metal or concrete mass (Parsons Brinckerhoff 2005:3-124). Simple trunnion bascule bridges are significant if they retain
integrity or their character-defining features (leafs, trunnions, counterweights, cables, pulleys and piers) and are early examples dating
from the early twentieth century (Parsons Brinckerhoff 2005:3-124).
 
The High Rise Bridge was previously recorded in the DHR inventory; however, the survey form includes no information on the
resource other than its name. No date of recordation is entered, and the entry does not have a recommendation or formal determination
of eligibility by DHR attached to it. While broadly associated with transportation patterns in the Hampton Roads region, the bridge is
not specifically associated with particular events in a manner that would constitute significance under Criterion A. The resource is not
associated with significant persons in history and is thus not eligible under Criterion B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in
the NRHP under Criterion C. One of six bascule bridges historically located within this region, five of which were in Chesapeake, the
High Rise Bridge is neither a particularly unique innovation in this setting, nor is it an early example of this bridge type. It is not
characterized by noteworthy engineering features or architectural treatments that might otherwise distinguish it from similar
constructions of the mid- to late twentieth century. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5321 is not eligible for inclusion
in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Federal Govt Federal Highway Administration

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Transportation

Resource Type: Bridge

Date of Construction: 1972
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Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Transportation/Communication

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: No Data

Condition: Excellent

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

November 1996
 
September 2013: The moveable span features a steel grate deck. Metal guardrails run along the sides of the bridge, and a metal Jersey barrier
separates the east and west bound lanes of traffic. The superstructure is supported by arched metal girders with metal trusses between the
girders. The main span is set upon concrete piers, and the control tower is situated to the northern corner of the eastern pier.
 
The approach spans are situated on concrete abutments and the substructure is supported by a combination of concrete piers and bents, 17
supporting the western approach and 20 supporting the eastern approach. The concrete deck is supported by nine metal girders. A metal and
concrete railing runs along each side of the bridge, and a concrete Jersey barrier divides the east and west bound lanes. Aluminum lamp posts
are evenly spaced along the railings.
 

Bridge Information

Structure Number: 21868

VDOT Bridge ID: 2527

Entity Crossed Name: South Branch Elizabeth River

Entity Crossed Type: Water

Bridge Type: Movable Bridges--Bascule (Draw)

Current Use: Road

Number of Spans: 38

Number of Lanes: 4

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events
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Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: No Data

Investigator: No Data

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 11/3/1996

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

No Data

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

Bridgehunter
2013 Electronic document.  http://bridgehunter.com/va/chesapeake-city/high-rise/.
 
Parsons Brinckerhoff and Engineering and Industrial Heritage.
2005 A Context for Common Historic Bridge Types.

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Historic Moore-Johnson Family Cemtery

Property Addresses

Current - Off of Annabranch Trace

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23323

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: No Data

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5612 (archaeology DHR # 44CS0236) consists of the Moore-Johnson Family Cemetery, located along the east side of
Aleck Way, approximately 349 ft southeast of Anabranch Trace, which is located on the north side of I-64, immediately west of the
High Rise Bridge. The resource was previously surveyed by Michael Baker, Jr., Inc., in 1998 and assigned the archaeological DHR
inventory # 44CS0236 (Hinks). The resource was also a part of the archaeological survey associated with this project performed by
CRA. The 1998 survey noted the Moore-Johnson Family Cemetery, which at the time was comprised of six marked graves, as well as
an early-twentieth-century dwelling and farmstead remains (Hinks 1998: 23–27). The dwelling is no longer extant, and the cemetery is
located within dense vegetation west of a circa 2005 subdivision.

Surveyor Assessment:

Criteria Consideration D states that cemeteries generally are not eligible for listing in the NRHP, except for those examples that derive
their primary significance from graves of persons of transcendent importance, from age, from distinctive design features, or from
association with historic events. The cemetery located at DHR # 131-5612 does not meet any of these criteria. It is representative of a
common private family cemetery and does not distinguish itself as a particularly early or significant example of the type. Its extremely
overgrown nature has also compromised its integrity of setting, feeling, and design. Research also indicated no association between the
cemetery and events or persons of historical significance. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5612 does not meet the
requirements of Criteria Consideration D and is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Funerary

Resource Type: Cemetery

Date of Construction: 1873Ca

Historic Time Period: Reconstruction and Growth (1866 - 1916)

Historic Context(s): Funerary

Architectural Style: Vernacular

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: No Data

Condition: Deteriorated

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

As Daniel Baicy of CRA explains in the archaeological report completed for the currently proposed project, Michael Baker, Jr. Inc., provided an
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extensive historical background for DHR# 44CS0236 and the Johnson family that is associated with the nineteenth-century and early-twentieth-
century component. The report containing this information is not widely available.  The research presented in that report has been confirmed
and reproduced.  As quoted in the archaeological report (Baicy 2013): “A house and cemetery is depicted in the vicinity of Site 44CS0236 on
the Boutelle 1912 map of the Southern Branch of the Elizabeth River, both of which are attributed to the Johnson family. The parcels of land
containing the former structure and the cemetery were comprised of two land tracts prior to the Civil War and were described as “near the
mouth of Deep Creek” (Norfolk County Deed Book [NCDB] 103: 148).  In 1873, these two land tracts were acquired by Sylvester Moore and
his sister, Ann Virginia Johnson, via inheritance from their father, John Moore, and grandfather, John Cherry.  John Moore (1794–1873)
represents the earliest marked burial in the cemetery.  The subsequent partition of the land left Ann Virginia Johnson (1826–1895) with the
tracts that contain the marked cemetery at Site 44CS0236.  She was married to John Tart Johnson (1809–1891), and both she and John are
interred in the cemetery.  The Civil War-era Soederquist map depicts a house belonging to J. Johnson southwest of the site area adjacent to Deep
Creek.  Subsequently, the Sykes and Gwathney map (1887) shows the Johnson family approximately .5 mi to the northwest of Site 44CS0236. 
Neither map indicates the presence of a structure in the site vicinity.  After Ann Virginia’s death in 1895, the parcels are passed on to her
surviving five children.  The interests in the land, but not the cemetery, were transferred to William S. Johnson, one of the aforementioned five
children, in 1904 (NCDB 281: 506)".
 
It appears likely that William S. Johnson constructed a dwelling, depicted on the 1912 Boutelle Map next to the family cemetery, sometime after
acquiring the land in 1904.  The 1921 edition of the Newport News topographic quadrangle, produced from a 1918 survey, shows neither the
cemetery nor the building.  Tax records also suggest that by 1924 the structure is no longer standing.  The property passed from William to his
daughter, Esther Gallup (NCDB 548:366 and Norfolk County Will Book 15: 172).  The property was sold by Esther Gallup to the Norland
Housing Corporation in 1950, excluding the family cemetery.
  
The cemetery is presently enclosed by a chain-link fence and is completely overgrown. The cemetery features six visible marked graves. A 1956
VDOT highway map depicts eight marked graves; however, the locations of the stones are not indicated. Michael Baker, Jr., Inc., suggests these
graves belong to the spouses of current interments (Hinks 1998). Extant markers are comprised of weathered limestone, and some are broken
and lying on the ground. Death dates on the markers range from 1873 to 1901. Three of the markers are engraved with biblical quotations, and
two show depictions of hands pointing to heaven. Conch shells are associated with three of the graves but are cracked and crumbling.
 

Cemetery Information

Current Use: Private

Historic Religious Affilitation: unknown

Ethnic Affiliation: European Descent

Has Marked Graves: True

Has Unmarked Graves: True

Enclosure Type: Fence

Number Of Gravestones: 6 - 10

Earliest Marked Death Year: 1873

Latest Marked Death Year: 1901

Significant Burials

Marked Type First Name Last Name Birth Year Death Year
Headstone/Tablet John Moore 1799Ca 1873
Headstone/Tablet Benjamin F. Johnson 1858Ca 1883
Slab/Capstone/Ledger John Tart Johnson 1809 1891
Slab/Capstone/Ledger Ann Virginia Johnson 1826 1895
Slab/Capstone/Ledger Pleasant L. Ford 1837 1901
Slab/Capstone/Ledger Johnnie C. Ford 1875 1890

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information
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Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

Baicy, Daniel
2013 An Archaeological Survey of the I-64 Widening and High Rise Bridge Replacement Project, City of Chesapeake, Virginia. Contract Publication
Series No. 13-365, Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., Lexington, Kentucky.
 
Hinks, Stephen, Martin T. Fuess, Denise L. Grantz, KellyLynn L Rudolph, and Regina J. Hart
1998 Archaeology Survey, I-64 Widening from I-464 to I-64, City of Chesapeake, Virginia. Prepared for the Virginia Department of Transportation by
Michael Baker Jr., Inc.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Current Name Earl's Auto Parts

Property Addresses

Current - 5117 Bainbridge Boulevard

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 4.2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5589 consists of buildings functioning as the office and garage for Earl’s Auto Parts, located at 5117 Bainbridge
Boulevard, on the south side of its intersection with Libertyville Road. The property is comprised of two garages situated on a level,
approximately 4.195-acre parcel. It is surrounded by a junkyard. The structures are situated approximately 90 ft from the right-of-way
and lie adjacent to a dirt parking area.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5589 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
garages located at DHR# 131-5589 are undistinguished building forms that lack the significance necessary for inclusion in the NRHP
under Criterion C. They are not of a specific style or significant design, nor do they represent a significant construction method. While
they retain original features, they are insignificant in their inclusion and do not distinguish themselves from other vernacular mid-
century constructions. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5589 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion
A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Commerce/Trade

Resource Type: Commercial Building

Date of Construction: 1965

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Commerce/Trade

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The southernmost garage/office is a one-story, one-bay, front-gabled concrete block structure. It is situated beneath a corrugated metal roof, and
the area beneath the gable is clad with vertical board. Paired metal doors are located at the center of the west elevation. A single metal door is
located just south of the center of the rear elevation. A vinyl, fixed sash window is located south of the door.
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Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Windows Fixed Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Commerce/Trade

Resource Type: Commercial Building

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1965

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The northernmost garage is a one-story, front-gabled, frame structure with a shed-roof addition attached to the rear elevation. It is situated on a
concrete slab foundation beneath a corrugated metal roof and is clad with vertical board. A metal sectional garage door is located at the center of
the north and east elevations. An open garage bay is located at the northern corner of the shed-roof addition.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Slab Concrete Uncoursed
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information
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Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 5021 Bainbridge Boulevard

Property Addresses

Current - 5021 Bainbridge Boulevard

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .6

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5600 consists of a residence, garage, and shed located at 5021 Bainbridge Boulevard, approximately 180 ft north of its
intersection with Interstate 64. The structures are situated on a level, grassy, approximately .57-acre parcel. A gravel driveway leads
from the road to the garage, approximately 250 ft.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5600 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch
house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy
architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While the Ranch house located at
DHR# 131-5600 exhibits several of the basic character-defining features of the property type, such as a single-storied form, front-
gabled extension, and large picture window, it is undistinguished in its design, style, or inclusion of architectural features. The addition
of replacement doors and windows has also compromised its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA
recommends that DHR# 131-5600 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic
districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1955

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, four-bay (www/d/w/w), side-gabled with a front-gabled extension located at the center of the façade, frame Linear
Ranch house. It is clad with a brick veneer beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. An exterior brick chimney is adjoined to the northern corner of the
rear elevation. The residence comprises 1,767 sq ft of living space. 
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The primary entry is comprised of a vinyl door with a fanlight set behind a metal security door; it opens onto a brick porch sheltered beneath a
hipped roof supported by metal columns. Windows are comprised of six-over-six, double-hung wood sashes and one-over-one, double-hung
vinyl sashes located along the secondary elevations. A large vinyl picture window flanked by smaller fixed vinyl sashes is located north of the
primary entry. The windows south of the primary entry are flanked by louvered sashes. A secondary entry that opens onto a brick porch is
centered on a front-gabled wing attached to the southern corner of the rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Metal Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1955

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The garage is located approximately 80 ft east of the residence. It is a one-story, front-gabled, frame structure. It is clad with a brick veneer
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. Two vinyl sectional garage doors are located at the center of the west elevation. A diamond-shaped window is
located directly beneath the gable. A shed-roof carport is attached to the north elevation. The roof is supported by brick piers, and a brick half
wall runs the perimeter of the north and east elevations.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The shed is located approximately 25 ft northeast of the garage. It is a one-story, front-gabled, concrete block structure parged with concrete. It
is situated beneath an asphalt-shingle roof, and the area beneath the gable is clad with vertical board. Paired vertical board doors are located at
the center of the west elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Concrete Parged
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 5019 Bainbridge Boulevard

Property Addresses

Current - 5019 Bainbridge Boulevard

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): No Data

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 1.2

Site Description:

September 2013: DHR#131-0629 consists of a residence and garage located at 5019 Bainbridge Boulevard, approximately 255 ft north
of its intersection with Interstate 64. The structures are situated on a level, grassy, 1.19-acre parcel. A gravel driveway leads from the
road to the residence, approximately 120 ft. A residence is first depicted at this location on the 1921 Newport News, VA topographic
quadrangle. The resource was previously surveyed by the History Store as part of a reconnaissance-level survey in 1987. The survey
denoted its construction date as circa 1890. Local tax assessor records date the residence to 1925. Based on its form, a turn-of-the-
century construction date appears accurate.

Surveyor Assessment:

One of the turn-of-the-century houses that line Bainbridge Boulevard.
 
September 2013: No recommendation of eligibility was assigned to this resource during the previous reconnaissance survey, and its
eligibility has not been formally determined by DHR. Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-0629 and events or
persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The residence is an undistinguished building form that lacks the significance
necessary for inclusion under Criterion C. It is not of a specific style or significant design, nor does it represent a significant
construction method. Moreover, the addition of replacement siding and windows has compromised its integrity of design, materials,
and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR#131-0629 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A,
B, or C. There are no known or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1900Ca

Historic Time Period: Reconstruction and Growth (1866 - 1916)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Other

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 2.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:
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June 1987
 
September 2013: The residence is a two-story, two-bay (w/d), triple-pile, front-gabled, frame house. It is situated on a brick foundation beneath
an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad with vinyl siding. A cornice with cornice returns is located beneath the roof. The house features two exterior
brick chimneys with corbelled caps, one each at the western corner of the north elevation and the center of the rear elevation. The residence
comprises 1,440 sq ft of living space.
 
The primary entry is comprised of a wood paneled door with three lights set behind an aluminum screen door; it opens onto a full-length
concrete porch. The hip-roof porch is supported by wood posts. Windows are comprised of two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes; one-over-
one, double-hung vinyl sashes; and one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids. The majority of windows are flanked by louvered
shutters. A one-story, shed-roof, frame addition is attached to the south elevation. The western half of the addition is clad with vinyl siding, and
the eastern half is comprised of a screened porch. A secondary entry is located at the center of the screened porch. A one-story, shed-roof,
concrete block addition situated beneath a corrugated metal roof adjoins the center of the rear elevation. A metal door is located at the center of
the rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Windows Sash, Double-Hung No Data 2/2
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Cap, Corbeled
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick No Data
Porch 1-story Wood Screened
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Wood Posts
Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1940

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The garage is located approximately 30 ft east of the residence. It is a one-story, hip-roof, concrete block structure with shed roof additions
attached to the east and south elevations. A metal door is located at the southern corner of the west elevation, and a vinyl sectional garage door
is located at the northern corner. Windows are comprised of fixed vinyl sashes. The shed roof additions are open, and metal poles support the
roof.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Windows Fixed Vinyl No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events
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Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: No Data

Investigator: History Store

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 6/1/1987

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

No Data

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Current Name Forest Septic Tank Contractors, Inc.

Property Addresses

Current - 5015 Bainbridge Boulevard

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 1.3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5601 consists of a building serving as the office of Forrest Septic Tank Contractors, Inc., located at 5015 Bainbridge
Boulevard, approximately 310 ft north of its intersection with Interstate 64. The combined office-garage building is situated on a level,
approximately 1.25-acre parcel. A gravel parking area is located north, east, and west of the building, and Hodges Creek runs through
the northern portion of the property. A chain-link fence surrounds the north and east parking areas. The building is situated
approximately 60 ft from the right-of-way.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5601 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
building located at DHR# 131-5601 is an undistinguished building form that lacks the significance necessary for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion C. It is not of a specific style or significant design, nor does it represent a significant construction method. The
construction of additions has also compromised its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends
that DHR# 131-5601 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Commerce/Trade

Resource Type: Office/Office Building

Date of Construction: 1960

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Commerce/Trade

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Fair

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The building is a one-story, three-bay (w/d/w), front-gabled, concrete block structure. It is situated beneath an asphalt-shingle roof, and the areas
beneath the gables are clad with asbestos and vinyl siding. The building comprises approximately 1,500 sq ft of work space.
 
The primary entry is comprised of a composite door set behind a metal storm door; it opens onto a concrete stoop. Windows are comprised of
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one-over-one, double-hung wood sashes. A secondary entry is located at the center of the north elevation and consists of a metal door. A metal
sectional garage door is located east of the entry. A small shed-roof addition is located at the western corner of the north elevation. Another shed-
roof addition is attached to the rear elevation. A wood paneled door is located at the northern corner, and a metal sectional garage door is
located at the southern corner.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:
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No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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DHR # 131-5601 
Forrest Septic Tank Contractors, Inc. 
5015 Bainbridge Boulevard 
City of Chesapeake 
September 2013 
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Historic Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad

Property Addresses

Current - Precon Drive

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: No Data

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5602 consists of an approximately 1,500 ft portion of the Norfolk and Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad that crosses beneath
Interstate 64, at the eastern approach of the High Rise Bridge. Wetlands associated with Hodges Creek are located north of the I-64
crossing, and wetlands associated with Mains Creek are located south of the I-64 crossing. The line splits into a siding as it enters A&R
Logistics, Inc., property, with the western siding ending on the commercial property.

Surveyor Assessment:

The Norfolk and Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad was created in 1898 to link eight line-haul railroads (Atlantic Coast Line Railroad
Company; Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Company; New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk Railroad Company; Norfolk Southern Railroad
Company; Norfolk & Western Railroad Company; Seaboard Air Line Railway Company; Southern Railway Company; and the
Virginian Railway Company) with the purpose of linking the haul lines with major cities within the Hampton Roads region;
specifically, interests were to connect in and around the cities of Berkley and Portsmouth, Virginia. Originally incorporated as the
Southeastern and Atlantic Railroad Company in 1896, its present name was acquired in 1898. By 1927, the main line, running from
Port Norfolk to Berkley, consisted of approximately 5.6 mi of track; a branch line connecting to the Elizabeth River Railroad Company
extended 1.4 mi; and an additional 4.6 mi of track were acquired directly from the Elizabeth River Railroad Company. Additional
lineage was leased or operated in agreement with some of the eight lines for which the belt line operated (Interstate Commerce
Commission 1927). Presently in operation, the Belt Line is a terminal switching company that links commerce around the port areas of
Portsmouth and Chesapeake. Through various mergers, the company is now partly owned by both Norfolk Southern Corporation and
CSX Corporation; the Railroad owns 34 mi of track and retains rights for an approximately 27 mi section of Norfolk Southern track
(Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad Co. 2013).
 
The survey for the current project identified and investigated a small portion of this much larger system in the area, which had not been
previously identified. The portion of the resource within the APE consists solely of an approximately 1,500 ft length of corridor
enframing a standard-gauge single track set on a raised trackbed. Originally and presently functioning as a connection for the region’s
railroads to support commerce with industrial centers in the Hampton Roads region, the Norfolk and Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad is
broadly associated with the development of transportation and commerce-to-port routes within this portion of Virginia starting at the
turn of the century. However, as a belt line with the explicit function of connecting other lines to industry, the railroad only retains that
association and has the possibility of reflecting any such significance, if it exists, in relation to its connections to the larger network
within this region and in consideration of the role that the larger network played within the region, including the vast complex of ports,
industrial facilities, sidings, and connecting lines. Removed from that context, as a single entity, its associations are limited and
significance is marginal. It should be noted that several of the connecting railroads with which the Belt Line has historically been
associated have been formally determined ineligible for listing in the NRHP (Norfolk Southern/Norfolk & Western; DHR # 131-0479)
or recommended ineligible for listing in the NRHP (Virginian Railway; DHR # 131-5631) due to a loss of integrity that diminishes the
potential to reflect historical associations. Likewise, while many industrial centers remain within the area, the majority of have had
their buildings and infrastructure replaced with modern counterparts dating to the last half of the twentieth century. Other facilities
have been removed, vacant fallow fields remaining in their place. However, as investigation of these connections and other
considerations is well beyond the scope and necessity of the project, CRA recommends that this portion of DHR # 131-5602 cannot be
considered eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A at this time. The resource is not associated specifically with persons
important to our past; thus, CRA recommends that it is not eligible for the NRHP under Criterion B. Operated continually since its
founding and modified through improvements in infrastructure and technology over its more than 100-year operation, the resource
does not represent an innovative, early, or particularly noteworthy example of an engineered structure. There are no built features, such
as bridges or tunnels, within the APE. CRA recommends that it is not eligible under Criterion C. Consequently, CRA recommends that
DHR # 131-5602 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data
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Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Transportation

Resource Type: Railroad Bed

Date of Construction: 1898Ca

Historic Time Period: Reconstruction and Growth (1866 - 1916)

Historic Context(s): Transportation/Communication

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: No Data

Condition: Rebuilt

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

DHR # 131-5602 consists of an approximately 1,500 ft portion of the Norfolk and Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad that crosses beneath Interstate
64, at the eastern approach of the High Rise Bridge. Wetlands associated with Hodges Creek are located north of the I-64 crossing, and wetlands
associated with Mains Creek are located south of the I-64 crossing. The line splits into a siding as it enters A&R Logistics, Inc., property, with
the western siding ending on the commercial property. Within the APE, the rail corridor is comprised of standard-gauge steel track set on timber
crossties embedded within the raised trackbed, which is cast in crushed granitic ballast. The corridor traverses an area flanked by vegetative
screens interspersed amidst substantial industrial ventures that line the areas north and south of Interstate 64 to the west of Bainbridge
Boulevard. Other areas are flanked by vacant fields, both historical and contemporary, the latter the result of past demolitions. Several utility
corridors cross the line in the immediate vicinity of the project area, and at-grade crossings characterize the route at local roads north and south
of the APE and at industrial facility entrances within the area.

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013
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Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

Norfolk Southern & Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad Co. 
2013 Electronic document. http://www.npblrr.com/index.html.

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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DHR # 131-5602 
Norfolk and Portsmouth Beltline 
At Interstate 64 High Rise Bridge 
City of Chesapeake 
September 2013 
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Historic/Current Crestwood Historic District

Property Addresses

Current - Bainbridge Boulevard

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): No Data

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

The Primary Resource is no longer extant.

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: No Data

Site Description:

Crestwood is located on the east side of Bainbridge Boulevard. It is laid out in an eccentric grid in the area bounded by Great Bridge
Boulevard (to the north) & Bainbridge. Houses sit on lots of about 50'x120', and the uniform setback is 20'. There are numerous mature
pine trees, cedars, and crepe myrtles, as well as some hardwoods, throughout Crestwood.
 
September 2013: DHR # 131-5056 is the Crestwood Historic District, located between Bainbridge and Great Bridge Boulevards. The
neighborhood features small lots with open lawns and paved drives. The first residences appear on the 1944 Norfolk South, VA
topographic quadrangle. The district was previously identified and surveyed in 1998 as part of a reconnaissance-level investigation
that, in part, updated the results of previous investigations (Culhane).

Surveyor Assessment:

Start Year: 1937
End Year: 1939
Date Source: Map
Type: Original Construction
-----------------------------
Start Year: 1945
End Year: 1949
Date Source: Oral History
Type: Major Addition
Notes: According to the daughter of one of the builders of the earliest frame houses in Crestwood, the concrete block houses were built
after WWII.
-----------------------------
Crestwood was built between 1939 and 1949 by the Crestwood Company, Inc., created by the Smith-Douglas Fertilizer Company to
provide decent housing for its workers. Prior to WWII, Norfolk and Norfolk County (now Chesapeake) had inadequate housing stock
to meet the needs of increasing industrialization and the influx of workers. Crestwood was built to provide affordable and decent
housing. The earliest houses built were the frame double and single family houses, renting for about $5 a week, according to local
accounts. After WWII, 4-room single family concrete block houses were built in Crestwood, most of which remain. The frame houses
are becoming rarer due to their more rapid deterioration and the use of deteriorated buidings as practice structures for the Chesapeake
Fire Department. Crestwood is a good example of a company town designed to solve housing and labor needs of Norfolk County. All
attempts should be made to save what frame structures can be saved, and to document the history of this neighborhood. Crestwood's
eligibility for register listing should also be investigated.
 
September 2013: While the 1998 survey (Culhane) relayed the significance of the Crestwood Historic District and recommended that
its significance should be more fully investigated, the community has witnessed substantial deterioration and destruction through the
demolition of nearly all of the original homes. Associated with the Smith-Fertilizer Company, the community does not retain sufficient
integrity to represent such historical associations. It is but a fragment of its original form. Research has revealed no other associations
between the resource and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A
or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. While originally noted as a fine example of a
company town by the 1998 survey, a majority of the resources that contributed to the significance of the Crestwood community were
demolished after 1998. As such, the community no longer reflects the design intent or aesthetic of an intact company town, with
original structures only sporadically interspersed amidst new construction. Integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and association are no longer intact. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5056 is not individually
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the
area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data
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Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Other

Resource Type: Historic District

Date of Construction: 1937Ca

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Architecture/Community Planning, Domestic

Architectural Style: No Discernable Style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: No Data

Condition: Fair

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Deterioration, Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

Architecture Summary: Crestwood is a mid-20C development of worker housing built for employees of the Smith-Douglas Fertilizer Company.
There are approximately 300 buildings in the Crestwood community, including frame double and single dwellings and concrete block single
dwellings. The frame houses were the first to be constructed in Crestwood. Many of the original frame houses have been destroyed by fire. The
frame houses are concentrated in the northwest section of Crestwood, roughly bounded by Jones, Grant, and Lincoln; and along Dunn Street,
where the double houses were built. Few double houses remain, possibly less than 5-10. Double houses are frame, one-story, four-bays wide and
gable-fronted, with asbestos siding. The single-family frame houses are one-story, generally rectangular with either side- or front-gable roofs.
Some have projecting porches. There were roughly 4-5 different variations on the frame house. The land was platted in 1937 and 1939. Plats
were filed in 1939, after which the first houses were probably built. After World War II (and possibly during), concrete block single-family
houses were built. These are small, rectangular 4-room houses with two major variations in style: gable or clipped-gable roofs. Some houses
retain what appears to be original or early colored composition roofing material. The colors alternate irregularly between red and green shingles.
Re-roofed houses have black compsition shingles.
----------------------
July 1998
 
September 2013: According to the previous survey, the Crestwood community was developed as worker housing for the employees of the Smith-
Douglas Fertilizer Company. The neighborhood was laid out in an eccentric grid, with lots measuring 50 ft x 120 ft and setbacks of 20 ft. The
land was platted in 1937 and 1939. Frame houses were constructed first. These consisted of single-story, single-family houses, as well as
duplexes, and were rectangular in plan with side- or front-gabled roofs. After World War II, concrete block houses were constructed. These were
predominantly single-family homes and consisted of a rectangular plan with gabled or clipped-gabled roofs. At the time of the previous survey,
approximately 300 buildings comprised the Crestwood community (Culhane 1998).
 
Since the 1998 survey, a majority of the buildings original to the Crestwood community have been demolished and replaced with two-story,
frame, vinyl-clad single-family homes. Additionally, the alleys that were once part of the community are no longer represented. While some of
the original houses remain, they are scattered throughout the community within the newly built homes. Of the 300 original Crestwood worker
homes, approximately 20–25 remain.
 

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data
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CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: No Data

Investigator: Culhane, Kerri

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 7/1/1998

Dhr Library Report Number: Map Book 23, pages 15, 18 & 19.

Project Staff/Notes:

John Milner Associates survey

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

Culhane, Kerri 
1998 Crestwood Historic District. Survey Form. Virginia Department of Historic Resources, Richmond, Virginia.

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Section 8: I-64 between  
the High Rise Bridge and  

the I-464 Interchange 
Sixteen of the 183 historic architectural resources identified as part of the survey lie within this area. 

Most of the resources that comprise this section consist of mid-twentieth-century suburban dwellings 
densely located adjacent to the industrial development west of the Elizabeth River area. The Crestwood 
Intermediate (formerly Crestwood Middle) School also lies in this section. 
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 5349 Libertyville Road

Property Addresses

Current - 5349 Libertyville Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 1

Site Description:

DHR# 131-5590 is comprised of a residence located at 5349 Libertyville Road, approximately 167 ft west of its intersection with
Channel Place. A prefabricated shed is also associated with the property and located to the rear of the residence. The structures are
situated on a level, approximately 1-acre parcel that borders Interstate 64. A wood fence encloses the backyard, and a chain-link fence
runs along the right-of-way. The residence is situated at the end of a gravel driveway, approximately 46 ft from the road.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5590 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
residence located at DHR# 131-5590 is an undistinguished building form that lacks the significance necessary for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion C. It is not of a specific style or significant design, nor does it represent a significant construction method. The
addition of replacement siding, windows, and doors has also compromised its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship.
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5590 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are
no known or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1960

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, three-bay (w/d/w), double-pile, side-gabled, frame house with a rear addition. It is situated on a concrete block
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad with vinyl siding. An interior brick chimney extends from the roof peak, west of the
center. The residence comprises 1,032 sq ft of living space.
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The primary entry is comprised of a paneled door with a fanlight set behind a metal storm door; it opens onto a concrete porch. A metal railing
runs the perimeter of the porch. Windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids, and the façade windows
are flanked by louvered shutters. A one-story, shed-roof, frame addition adjoins the rear elevation. A secondary entry comprised of a paneled
door with a fanlight is located at the southern corner of the east elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gable, frame, prefabricated shed is located to the rear of the residence. It is clad in vertical board siding and set beneath an
asphalt-shingle roof.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
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Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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5349 Libertyville Road 
City of Chesapeake 
September 2013 
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 5347 Libertyville Road

Property Addresses

Current - 5347 Libertyville Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .1

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5591 consists of a residence located at 5347 Libertyville Road, approximately 110 ft west of its intersection with Channel
Place. A prefabricated shed is located to the rear of the residence. The structures are situated on a level, approximately .095-acre parcel
that borders Interstate 64 to the north. A gravel driveway leads from the road to the residence. A chain-link fence runs along the road.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5591 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
American Small House is one of the most common residential forms constructed in mid-century suburbs across the country; therefore,
they must exhibit exceptional characteristics and outstanding integrity to be eligible for listing in the NRHP. The example located at
DHR# 131-5591 is undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or other architectural features. Additionally, the addition of
replacement doors and windows has compromised its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA
recommends that DHR# 131-5591 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1954

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Minimal Traditional

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, three-bay (w/d/w), double-pile, side-gabled, frame American Small House. It is situated on a concrete block
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad with asbestos siding. An interior brick chimney extends from the rear slope of the roof.
The residence comprises 672 sq ft of living space.
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The primary entry is comprised of a paneled door that opens onto a single-bay concrete porch sheltered beneath a front-gabled roof supported by
wood posts. A railing runs along the east and west sides of the porch. Windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes, and
the façade windows are flanked by louvered shutters. A secondary entry is located at the center of the east elevation. It is comprised of a paneled
door that opens onto a single bay concrete porch sheltered beneath a shed roof, which is supported by metal columns.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch Portico/Entry Porch Wood Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gable, metal-clad, prefabricated shed is located to the rear of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
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Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 5343 Libertyville Road

Property Addresses

Current - 5343 Libertyville Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .1

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5592 consists of a residence and shed located at 5343 Libertyville Road, on the north side of its intersection with Channel
Place. It is situated on a level, grassy, approximately .109-acre parcel bordering Interstate 64 to the north. A gravel driveway leads
approximately 50 ft from the road to the residence.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5592 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
residence located at DHR # 131-5592 is an undistinguished building form that lacks the significance necessary for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion C. It is not of a specific style or significant design, nor does it represent a significant construction method. The
addition of replacement windows and doors, as well as the additions and enclosure of the original entry, has also compromised its
integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5592 is not eligible for inclusion in
the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1953

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Minimal Traditional

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Fair

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, three-bay (w/w/w), double-pile, side-gabled, frame house with additions. It is situated on a concrete block
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad with aluminum siding. An interior concrete block chimney extends from the rear slope of
the roof. The residence comprises 849 sq ft of living space. 
 
The primary entry is located at the center of the east elevation and is comprised of a wood paneled door set behind a metal security door; it
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opens onto a concrete stoop. Windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes, and the façade windows are flanked by
louvered shutters. A secondary entry is located south of the primary entry. It is also comprised of a paneled door set behind a metal security
door and opens onto a wood ramp. The original primary entry, located at the center of the façade, has been enclosed within a front-gabled frame
addition. An octagonal window fronts the center of the addition. Another front-gabled addition is attached to the western corner of the façade.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Concrete Block
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, prefabricated shed is located to the rear of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 5329 Libertyville Road

Property Addresses

Current - 5329 Libertyville Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5593 consists of a residence located at 5329 Libertyville Road, approximately 73 ft east of its intersection with Channel
Place. Two prefabricated sheds are located to the rear of the residence. The structures are situated on a level, grassy, approximately
.184-acre parcel. A gravel driveway leads from the road to the residence, approximately 53 ft.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5593 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
American Small House is one of the most common residential forms constructed in mid-century suburbs across the country; therefore,
they must exhibit exceptional characteristics and outstanding integrity to be eligible for listing in the NRHP. The example located at
DHR# 131-5593 is undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or other architectural features. Also, the addition of replacement doors
and windows, as well as the large addition, has compromised its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA
recommends that DHR# 131-5593 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1958

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Minimal Traditional

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Fair

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, three-bay (w/d/w), double-pile, side-gabled, frame American Small House with an addition. It is situated on a
concrete block foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. It is clad with asbestos siding. The residence comprises 1,060 sq ft of living space.
 
The primary entry is comprised of a paneled door set behind a metal storm door; it opens onto a concrete stoop sheltered beneath a front-gabled
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hood supported by wood posts. Windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl windows. A side-gabled frame addition is attached
to the west elevation, and a secondary entry that opens onto a concrete stoop is located on the addition’s west elevation. The entry is sheltered
beneath a shed-roof hood supported by wood knee braces.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch Portico/Entry Porch Wood Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gable, frame shed is located to the rear of the residence. It is clad in aluminum siding and is protected by an asphalt-shingle
roof. The shed is accessed via a single-leaf entry filled with a panel door. A fixed, vinyl sash window is located to the left of the entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Windows Fixed Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, prefabricated shed is located to the rear of the residence. It is clad in vertical board siding and is set beneath
and asphalt-shingle roof.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data
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Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 5325 Libertyville Road

Property Addresses

Current - 5325 Libertyville Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR# 131-5594 consists of a residence located at 5325 Libertyville Road, approximately 146 ft east of its intersection with Channel
Place. It is situated on a level, grassy, approximately .161-acre parcel bordering Interstate 64 to the north. A concrete driveway leads
from the road to the residence, approximately 55 ft.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5594 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
American Small House is one of the most common residential forms built in mid-century suburbs across the country; therefore, they
must exhibit exceptional characteristics and outstanding integrity to be eligible for listing in the NRHP. The example located at DHR#
131-5594 is undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or other architectural features. While the majority of original materials
remain, they are merely representative rather than noteworthy. Also, the addition of replacement windows has compromised its
integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5594 is not eligible for inclusion in
the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1958

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Minimal Traditional

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, three-bay (w/d/w), double-pile, side-gabled, frame American Small House. It is situated on a parged concrete block
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad with asbestos shingles. The residence comprises approximately 700 sq ft of living space.
 
The primary entry is comprised of a wood paneled door that opens onto a concrete stoop, which is sheltered beneath a front-gabled hood
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supported by wood posts. Windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids. The façade windows are
flanked by louvered shutters. A secondary entry is located at the center of the west elevation. It opens onto a concrete stoop sheltered beneath a
shed-roof hood that is supported by wood posts.

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Stuccoed/Parged
Porch Portico/Entry Porch Wood Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 5323 Libertyville Road

Property Addresses

Current - 5323 Libertyville Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5595 consists of a residence located at 5323 Libertyville Road, approximately 215 ft east of its intersection with Channel
Place. It is situated on a level, grassy, approximately .387-acre parcel that borders Interstate 64 to the north. A concrete driveway leads
from the road to the residence, approximately 50 ft.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5595 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch
house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy
architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains basic
features of the Ranch house, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless
examples throughout the region. The addition of replacement windows and doors, as well as the enclosure and resizing of the garage,
has compromised its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5595 is not
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1965

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, seven-bay (w/d/d/www/d/w/w), hip-roof, frame Courtyard Ranch house. It is situated beneath an asphalt-shingle
roof and is clad with a brick veneer. The foundation material is not visible. An interior brick chimney extends from the roof west of the primary
entry. An exterior concrete block chimney is centered on the rear elevation. The former garage has been converted into living space. The
residence comprises 2,263 sq ft of living space. 
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The primary entry is comprised of a vinyl door that opens on an open brick porch. Windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl
sashes with snap-in grids. The façade windows are flanked by louvered shutters. A large vinyl picture window flanked by smaller one-over-one,
double-hung vinyl sashes is located west of the entry. A screened-in breezeway connects the residence to the former garage, and a secondary
entry is located at the center. Another secondary entry, comprised of a vinyl door, is located within the second westernmost bay.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Concrete Block

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information
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Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 5321 Libertyville Road

Property Addresses

Current - 5321 Libertyville Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5596 consists of a residence and garage located at 5321 Libertyville Road, approximately 350 ft east of its intersection
with Channel Place. The structures are situated on a level, approximately .164-acre parcel that borders Interstate 64 to the north. A
gravel driveway leads from the road to the residence and garage, approximately 90 ft. The residence is not depicted on any historic
maps. However, its form and appearance date it to the mid-twentieth century. Local tax assessor records date this resource to 1964.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5596 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
residence located at DHR# 131-5596 is an undistinguished building form that lacks the significance necessary for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion C. It is not of a specific style or significant design, nor does it represent a significant construction method. The
addition of replacement windows and doors has also compromised its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently,
CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5596 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known
historic districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1964

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Fair

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, three-bay (w/ww/d), double-pile, side-gabled, concrete block house with a rear addition. It is situated beneath an
asphalt-shingle roof; the lower half of the façade is clad with a brick veneer. An interior brick chimney extends from the roof ridge at its center.
The residence comprises 910 sq ft of living space. 
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The primary entry is comprised of a paneled door set behind a metal storm door; it opens onto a single-bay brick porch sheltered beneath a metal
awning, which is supported by metal columns. Windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. A front-gabled concrete
block addition adjoins the rear elevation. A secondary entry, comprised of a paneled door that opens onto concrete steps, is located at the center
of the east elevation of the addition.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch Overhang/Awning Metal Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The garage is located approximately 20 ft north of the residence. It is a one-story, front-gabled, frame structure. It is situated on a concrete block
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad with vinyl siding. A metal sectional garage door is located at the eastern corner of the
south elevation, and a metal door is located at the eastern corner. A one-over-one, double-hung, metal window is located between the doors.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Metal No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 5311 Libertyville Road

Property Addresses

Current - 5311 Libertyville Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5597 consists of a residence and shed located at 5311 Libertyville Road, approximately 375 ft west of its intersection with
Mullen Road. The structures are situated on a level, approximately .19-acre parcel. A gravel driveway leads from the road to the
residence, and a chain-link fence encloses the backyard. Local tax assessor records date this resource to 1945; however a residence is
first depicted at this location on the 1955 Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. Based on the residence's first map appearance
and form, it most likely dates to circa 1950-1955.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5597 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
residence located at DHR# 131-5597 is an undistinguished building form that lacks the significance necessary for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion C. It is not of a specific style or significant design, nor does it represent a significant construction method.
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5597 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are
no known historic districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1950Ca

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Deteriorated

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, three-bay (ww/d/ww), double-pile, side-gabled, frame house with a rear addition. It is clad with a brick veneer
beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. The foundation material is not visible. The residence comprises 1,092 sq ft of living space. 
 
The entry is comprised of a wood paneled door with a fanlight set behind a metal storm door; it opens onto a two-bay brick porch sheltered
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beneath a metal awning supported by metal columns. Façade windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes. Other window
s are comprised of two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes. A front-gabled frame addition is attached to the eastern half of the rear elevation.
The door and window openings are enclosed with plywood, and the entry opens onto a brick and concrete stoop sheltered beneath a metal
awning that is supported by a metal column.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch Overhang/Awning Metal Posts
Roof Side Gable Cloth/Canvas No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data
Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1960

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The shed is located approximately 30 ft north of the residence. It is a one-story, side-gabled, frame structure. It is clad with vinyl siding beneath
an asphalt-shingle roof. An open entry is located at the center of the south elevation, and a four-light metal window is located at the center of the
east elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Fixed Metal No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 5285 Libertyville Road

Property Addresses

Current - 5285 Libertyville Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5598 consists of a residence located at 5285 Libertyville Road, approximately 99 ft southwest of its intersection with
Mullen Road. It is situated on a level, grassy, approximately .26-acre parcel bordered by Interstate 64 to the northwest. A gravel
driveway leads from the road to the residence.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5598 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. Southern
Bungalows, front-gable variants of the American Bungalow, may have evolved from the double shotgun house commonly seen in the
South (Jakle et al 1989:179).  Rectangular in plan, with the long axis of the structure running perpendicular to the street, this basic
vernacular form is enlivened with a full-width porch on its principal façade (Jakle et al 1989:222). The example located at DHR# 131-
5598 exhibits elements commonly found on Southern Bungalows constructed from the period and is undistinguished in terms of its
design, style, or other architectural features. The addition of replacement siding, windows and doors, as well as the additions, has
compromised its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5598 is not
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1945

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Craftsman

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, three-bay (w/d/w), double-pile, front-gabled, frame Southern Bungalow with additions. It is situated on a parged
concrete block foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and clad with vinyl siding. The residence comprises 920 sq ft of living space. 
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The primary entry is comprised of a paneled door set behind a metal screen door; it opens onto a two-bay concrete porch sheltered beneath a
front-gabled roof modified by a shed roof addition. It is supported by vinyl posts. A vinyl railing runs the perimeter of the porch. Windows are
comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids. The façade windows are flanked by louvered shutters. Located at the
center of the southwest (side) elevation, a secondary entry comprised of a vinyl door opens onto a screened-in concrete porch sheltered beneath
a front-gabled roof, which is supported by wood posts. A side-gabled frame addition is attached to the center of the northeast (side) elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Stuccoed/Parged
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Vinyl Posts
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:
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No Data

Property Notes:

No Data
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 5281 Libertyville Road

Property Addresses

Current - 5281 Libertyville Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5599 consists of a residence located at 5281 Libertyville Road, on the south side of its intersection with Interstate 64 and
the west side of its intersection with Mullen Road. A prefabricated shed is also associated with the property. The structures are situated
on a level, triangular shaped, approximately .248-acre parcel. A wood fence surrounds the backyard, and a gravel driveway leads from
the road to the residence.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5599 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch
house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy
architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains basic
features of the Ranch house, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless
examples throughout the region. The addition of replacement siding, windows, and doors has compromised its integrity of design,
materials, and workmanship. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5599 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under
Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1955

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, three-bay (ww/d/w), double-pile, hip roof, frame Bungalow Ranch house. It is situated on a parged concrete block
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad with vinyl siding. The residence is comprised of 672 sq ft of living space. 
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The primary entry is comprised of a vinyl door set behind a metal storm door that opens onto a single-bay concrete and brick porch sheltered
beneath a hip roof. The roof is supported by wood posts, and a wood railing runs the perimeter of the porch. Windows are comprised of one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids. A secondary entry comprised of a paneled door with a fanlight that opens onto a brick
stoop is located at the southwest corner of the rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Stuccoed/Parged
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Wood Posts
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, front-gable, metal-clad shed is located in the rear yard.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 509 Laura Street

Property Addresses

Current - 509 Laura Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .8

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5603 consists of a residence and shed located at 509 Laura Street, approximately 170 ft west of where the street dead ends
at Interstate 64. The structures are situated on a level, grassy, approximately .787-acre parcel that borders Interstate 64 to the south.
The residence is first depicted on the 1955 Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle. Local tax assessor records date this resource to
1945. According to the property owner, it was moved from its original location in 1995. The resource is located just south of the
Crestwood neighborhood.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5603 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
American Small House is one of the most common residential forms constructed in mid-century suburbs across the country; therefore,
they must exhibit exceptional characteristics and outstanding integrity to be eligible for listing in the NRHP. The example located at
DHR# 131-5603 is undistinguished in terms of its design, style, and inclusion of architectural features. The addition of replacement
siding, windows, and doors has compromised its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Additionally, its relocation has
compromised its integrity of location, setting, association, and feeling. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5603 is not
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1945

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Minimal Traditional

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, three-bay (w/d/w), double-pile, side-gabled, frame American Small House.  It is situated on a concrete block
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad with vinyl siding. The residence comprises 864 sq ft of living space.
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The primary entry is comprised of a paneled door set behind a metal storm door; it opens onto a single-bay brick porch sheltered beneath a front-
gabled porch roof supported by wood posts. The area beneath the gable is clad with asbestos shingles. Windows are comprised of one-over-one,
double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids. A large vinyl picture window is located west of the entry. A secondary entry comprised of a
paneled door set behind a metal storm door that opens onto a wood stoop is located just west of the center of the rear elevation. A small shed-
roof, frame addition clad with vertical board is attached to the eastern corner of the rear elevation. A hinged vertical board door is located at the
western corner of the addition.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch Portico/Entry Porch Wood Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The shed is located approximately 50 ft south of the residence. It is a one-story, front-gabled, frame structure clad with vinyl siding. Hinged
plywood doors are located at the center of the north elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:
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Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 602 Laura Street

Property Addresses

Current - 602 Laura Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 1.3

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5604 consists of a residence and shed located at 602 Laura Street. The structures are situated on a level, grassy,
approximately 1.28-acre parcel bordering Interstate 64 to the south. A gravel driveway leads approximately 82 ft to the residence.
Based on its form and appearance, the residence appears to date to the mid-twentieth century. According to the property owner, it was
moved from its original location in 1995. Tax assessor records reflect the relocation date. The resource is located just south of the
Crestwood neighborhood.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5604 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
American Small House is one of the most common residential forms constructed in mid-century suburbs across the country; therefore,
they must exhibit exceptional characteristics and outstanding integrity to be eligible for listing in the NRHP. The example located at
DHR# 131-5604 is undistinguished in terms of its design, style, or inclusion of architectural features. The addition of replacement
windows and doors has compromised its integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. Additionally, its relocation has compromised
its integrity of location, setting, association, and feeling. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5604 is not eligible for
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1940Ca

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Minimal Traditional

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, four-bay (w/d/ww/w), double-pile, side-gabled, frame American Small House with additions. It is situated on a
concrete block foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad with asbestos siding. A western-reaching projection is single-pile. An
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interior brick chimney extends from the roof peak at its center. The residence comprises approximately 1,000 sq ft of living space.
 
The primary entry is comprised of a wood paneled door set behind a metal storm door that opens onto a concrete porch. The porch is sheltered
beneath a front-gabled roof supported by wood posts.  A wood railing runs the perimeter of the porch. Windows are comprised of one-over-one,
double-hung vinyl sashes, some with snap-in grids. The façade windows are flanked by shutters. Windows along the west elevation have been
enclosed with wood. A shed-roof frame addition is attached to the rear elevation. An entry comprised of a wood door with a single light that
opens onto a concrete porch is located at the western corner of the addition’s rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Chimneys Interior Central Brick Strecther Bond
Porch Portico/Entry Porch Wood Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Deteriorated

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The shed is located approximately 35 ft southwest of the residence. It is a one-story, front-gabled, frame structure. It is clad with composite
panels. A hinged composite panel door is located at the eastern corner of the north elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Composite Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data
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Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data
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Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 600 Laura Street

Property Addresses

Current - 600 Laura Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .6

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5605 consists of a residence and garage located at 600 Laura Street along a gravel drive approximately 90 ft west of where
the road dead ends at its intersection with Interstate 64. The structures are situated on a level, approximately .625-acre parcel. Based on
its form and appearance, the residence appears to date to the mid-twentieth century. According to the property owner, it was moved
from its original location in 1995. Tax assessor records reflect the relocation date. The resource is located just south of the Crestwood
neighborhood.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5605 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
residence located at DHR# 131-5605 is an undistinguished building form that lacks the significance necessary for inclusion in the
NRHP. It is not of a specific style or significant design, nor does it represent a significant construction method. While the majority of
original materials remain, the house is not a significant example of a mid-century residence. Moreover, its relocation has compromised
its integrity of location, setting, association, and feeling. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5605 is not eligible for
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1950Ca

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Vernacular

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, three-bay (ww/d/www), front-gabled frame house with a rear addition. It is clad with a brick veneer beneath an
asphalt-shingle roof. The foundation material is not visible. The area beneath the gable end of the rear elevation is clad with vinyl siding. The
residence comprises approximately 1,120 sq ft of living space. 
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The primary entry is comprised of a wood paneled door with nine lights set behind a metal screen door that opens onto concrete steps. Windows
are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung wood sashes set behind metal storm windows. A secondary entry comprised of a paneled door is
located at the center of the rear elevation; it opens onto brick steps. A front-gabled addition is attached to the western half of the rear elevation.
One-over-one, double-hung wood sash windows are located at the center of each elevation of the addition.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The garage is located approximately 35 ft south of the residence. It is a one-story, front-gabled, frame structure with a shed-roof addition. It is
clad with aluminum siding beneath an asphalt-shingle roof, and the addition exhibits unclad particle board. A metal sectional garage door is
centered on the garage’s north elevation. A paneled door is located at the eastern corner of the addition’s north elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
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Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 719 Durham Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 719 Durham Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 1

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5606 consists of a residence located at 719 Durham Avenue, on the south side of its intersection with Interstate 64. It is
situated on a level, grassy, approximately .982-acre parcel, and the residence is surrounded by overgrown vegetation. A concrete
driveway leads from the road to the residence, approximately 50 ft. The resource is located just south of the Crestwood neighborhood.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5606 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The Ranch
house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy
architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. While this resource retains basic
features of the Ranch house, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless
examples throughout the region. While the example located at DHR# 131-5606 exhibits original features, the house is undistinguished
in terms of its design, style, or inclusion of architectural features. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5606 is not eligible
for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Fair

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-story, three-bay (d/www/w), hip-roof, frame Courtyard Ranch house with an attached garage. It is clad with a brick
veneer beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. The foundation is not visible. A large interior brick chimney extends from the roof at its eastern end.
Another interior brick chimney extends from the roof near its eastern end. The residence comprises approximately 1,800 sq ft of living space. 
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The primary entry is comprised of a paneled door that opens onto brick steps. Windows are comprised of two-over-two, double-hung wood
sashes set behind aluminum storm windows. The bay immediately west of the entry exhibits a large wood picture window flanked by smaller,
two-over-two, double-hung wood sashes. Located at the center of the east elevation, a secondary entry comprised of a wood door with a diamond-
shaped light is set behind an aluminum screen door. A hip-roof addition adjoins the rear elevation. Another secondary entry comprised of a vinyl
door is centered on the addition’s rear elevation. Windows located along the addition are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:
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No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Current Name Crestwood Intermediate School
Historic Crestwood Middle School

Property Addresses

Current - 1240 Great Bridge Boulevard

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 26.7

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5552 is the Crestwood Intermediate School, formerly known as Crestwood Junior High School, located at 1240 Great
Bridge Boulevard, approximately .20 mi northwest of its intersection with Interstate 64. The building and associated playground,
athletic fields, and portable classrooms are situated on a level, approximately 26.66-acre parcel. An asphalt parking lot borders the
school to the southeast, with athletic fields and grassy areas to the northeast, northwest, and southwest. The school is first depicted on
the 1965 Norfolk South, VA topographic quadrangle as Crestwood Middle School; it was opened in 1963. It now functions as
Crestwood Intermediate School.

Surveyor Assessment:

According to a 50th anniversary commemorative piece prepared for the school by the Chesapeake Public Schools Educational
Foundation, Crestwood Junior High School opened in September 1963 to seventh and eighth grade students. This school, the first
completed by the then-recently formed City of Chesapeake, was also one of the last “separate but equal” schools built in the area. It
functioned as such for less than three years, being integrated in 1966 (Chesapeake Public Schools Educational Foundation 2013). In
1971, the school was converted to the Crestwood Elementary School, opened to students in grades 4–6. In 1990, it was once again
renamed, this time to Crestwood Intermediate School, and now serves grades 3–5.
The school is broadly associated with the history of education in Chesapeake as part of the continuum of facility development,
particularly following the formation of the City of Chesapeake, and is likewise a part of the story of racial segregation and integration
in Virginia. However, any such significance attached to these events in Chesapeake’s educational history would only be present in
association within the context of other facilities in the region, which more fully and thoroughly reflect the full nature of processes in
school segregation and then integration. As an individual resource, representing only a small portion of that story and particularly
being a late example of those processes, the school possesses only marginal  associations within this context and is not considered
eligible for listing under Criterion A. It is not associated with persons important to our past and is not eligible for listing in the NRHP
under Criterion B. The Crestwood Intermediate School is, however, potentially eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C as a
distinguished example of a mid-twentieth-century modern school that retains a high degree of integrity. Largely unchanged on the
exterior since its original construction, particularly along the public-facing elevations, the resource exemplifies the philosophy of mid-
twentieth-century school design in articulation of volumetric masses that reflect the internal division of spaces and functions. The
formation of the courtyard as a learning space also reflects planning theories of the time that supported integration of both designed
and natural learning environments, interior and exterior. Minimal in its aesthetic, the resource still incorporates and retains elements
expressive of its mid-century design, such as the sawtooth awnings, tile mosaic window panels, and the curved wall of the gymnasium.
The resource retains all of its original materials and features no additions; it also retains its original setting in its suburban corridor. As
such, it retains a high degree of integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. Consequently,
CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5552 is potentially eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion C. There are no known or
potential historic districts in the area. The recommended NRHP boundary includes the footprint of the school, a 50 ft buffer, the entry
drive off of Booker Street, and its public frontage along Great Bridge Boulevard.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Potentially Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Local Govt No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Education
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Resource Type: School

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Education

Architectural Style: Modernist

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Excellent

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The school is a one-story, flat roof, rectangular, frame building. Wings extending from the north and south corners of the southeast (side)
elevation form a courtyard used as an outdoor classroom. An additional one-and-one-half-story wing is attached to the western corner of the
northwest (side) elevation. The northern corner of the façade and the gymnasium, located at the northern corner of the rear elevation, are
comprised of two stories. The building is clad with a brick veneer. Metal coping runs around the edge of the roof. 
 
The primary entrance, located at the center of the façade, is comprised of four metal doors, each with a single light that opens onto a concrete
sidewalk. The entrance is sheltered beneath a metal sawtooth roof supported by metal posts. Windows are comprised of paired metal hopper and
fixed sashes with tile mosaic panels above. Secondary entrances are located along the gymnasium and side elevations. They are comprised of
paired and single metal doors. Walkways sheltered by a flat metal canopy supported by metal posts are located along the side and rear
elevations; an additional sawtooth roof form accentuates the canopy near the center of the walkway along the outdoor classroom.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Flat Unknown No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Fixed Metal No Data
Windows Hopper/Awning Metal No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Education

Resource Type: Classroom Building

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

Seven portable classrooms are located to the southwest of the school. The side-gable, portable classrooms have walls clad in metal panels and
are set on a concrete block pier foundation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Piers Concrete Block
Roof Side Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data
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CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

Chesapeake Public Schools Educational Foundation
2013 Chesapeake Public Schools 1963-2013: 50th Anniversary Cookbook. Chesapeake, Virginia.

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Current Name Ruins, 915 Tennyson Street
Function/Location House, 915 Tennyson Street

Property Addresses

Current - 915 Tennyson Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

The Primary Resource is no longer extant.

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .7

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5607 is the ruins of a recently burned house and garage located at 915 Tennyson Street, to the south of where the street
dead ends at its intersection with Interstate 64. The ruins are situated on an overgrown, approximately .68-acre parcel.

Surveyor Assessment:

DHR #131-5607 retains no integrity and possesses no associations. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5607 is not
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1945

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Minimal Traditional

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.5

Condition: Ruinous

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The ruins are those of a frame American Small House. All that remains is the lower portion of the façade clad with vinyl siding and a one-story
addition attached to the east elevation.

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Strecther Bond
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data
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Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

House has been destroyed by fire.

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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DHR # 131-5607 
915 Tennyson Street 
City of Chesapeake 
September 2013 



Section 9: I-464 Interchange 
Five of the 183 historic architectural resources identified as part of the survey lie within this area. 

This section is comprised of a mix of resources, including a mid-twentieth-century cemetery, a church, a 
Masonic Lodge, and two residences (a Ranch house and circa 1850s farmhouse, Golt’s Crossing). The 
farmhouse, Golt’s Crossing, has been previously surveyed (DHR # 131-0882; 1028 Burns Road). It was 
recommended not eligible for the NRHP by the VDOT in 1996 due to its relocation to this site in the 
1960s and extensive material treatment modifications, but it has not been formally evaluated for NRHP 
eligibility by DHR. CRA was denied access to Golt’s Crossing during the survey by the property owner 
and was not able to properly survey and assess the property. 
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Historic Roosevelt Memorial Park

Property Addresses

Current - 1101 Campostella Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 50.4

Site Description:

DHR# 131-5608 is Roosevelt Memorial Park, a cemetery located at 1101 Campostella Road, approximately 115 ft north of its
intersection with Rivercreek Road. It is a lawn cemetery bounded by Keats Street and Interstate 464 to the north and east, Interstate 64
to the south, and Campostella Road and Shelley Street to the west. The cemetery was established in 1958 and contains approximately
2,573 graves (Roosevelt Memorial Park 2013; Find a Grave 2013).
 
The 50.416-acre cemetery is situated in a suburban area and is flat. The main entrance is marked by brick pillars and wing walls. The
primary entrance drive leads to the center of the cemetery, winding at the center. It intersects with secondary drives leading into the
northern and southern portions of the cemetery. The secondary drive leading north crosses Newton Creek. All drives are paved with
asphalt. Trees are scattered throughout the cemetery, with the largest concentration located within the southern section. A metal
flagpole is located at the center of the cemetery.
 

Surveyor Assessment:

Criteria Consideration D states that cemeteries generally are not eligible for listing in the NRHP, except for those examples that derive
their primary significance from graves of persons of transcendent importance, from age, from distinctive design features, or from
association with historic events. Ruth Brown, who is interred at Roosevelt Memorial Park , was an accomplished musician and actress,
and was a significant figure in the R&B music scene that breathed new life into Atlantic Records and helped established them as a
R&B powerhouse. Brown also successfully advocated for fair pay for musicians of her generation.  Although Brown's final resting
place is Roosevelt Memorial Park, she did not start her career, rise to fame, or make significant contributions to the entertainment
industry while living in Virginia. Additionally, her burial has not reached the 50-year mark and enough time has yet to pass to
unequivocally determine Brown's place in history. As Such, Roosevelt Memorial Park does not meet any of the Criteria
Considerations. DHR # 131-5608 is representative of a common lawn cemetery and does not distinguish itself as a particularly early or
significant example of the type. Markers are individually and collectively standardized types that are common to modern cemeteries
throughout the country. It is not known to contain graves of persons of transcendent importance or age, and the earliest grave dates to
circa 1958. In continual use, the cemetery is not reflective of a particular period to which significance can be attributed. Consequently,
CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5608 does not meet Criteria Consideration D and is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Funerary

Resource Type: Cemetery

Date of Construction: 1958

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Funerary

Architectural Style: Other
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Form: No Data

Number of Stories: No Data

Condition: Excellent

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The plots are in a linear pattern, primarily running north–south. All of the markers are flat, with engraved-metal, rectangular headstones.
Flowers have been placed in metal vases by many markers. 
 
Ruth Brown (January 30, 1928-November 17, 2006), the Grammy award-winning singer and Tony award-winning actress is interred at
Roosevelt Memorial Park. Brown rose to fame in the 1950s with several R&B singles. Her numerous hits supported Atlantic Records, which
was commonly referred to as the "House that Ruth Built." She was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1993. Brown's acting career
included a starring role in films such as "Hair Spray" (1988). In 1989, she won a Tony for Best Actress for her performance in "Black and
Blue." Brown advocated for the fair pay of musicians of her generations, which led Atlantic Records to establish the Rhythm and Blues
Foundation (Pareles 2006).

Cemetery Information

Current Use: Memorial Park

Historic Religious Affilitation: unknown

Ethnic Affiliation: African Descent, European Descent

Has Marked Graves: True

Has Unmarked Graves: False

Enclosure Type: None

Number Of Gravestones: 1000 - 0

Earliest Marked Death Year: 1958

Latest Marked Death Year: 2013

Significant Burials

Marked Type First Name Last Name Birth Year Death Year
Bench Ruth Brown 1928 2006

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Funerary

Resource Type: Mausoleum

Architectural Style: Other

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

Two mausoleums are located within the northern section of the cemetery, north of Newton Creek. The northernmost mausoleum is a
rectangular, flat roof granite structure.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Granite Uncoursed

Roof Flat Granite No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Funerary

Resource Type: Mausoleum

Architectural Style: Other

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 2005
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Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

Two mausoleums are located within the northern section of the cemetery, north of Newton Creek. The southernmost mausoleum is comprised of
two flat-roof, rectangular granite structures that flank a front-gabled chapel that exhibits steel and glass double-leaf doors encompassed by a full-
height arrangement of single-light windows. The entry to the chapel is sheltered beneath a classical portico with a sculpted cross located at the
center of the pediment.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Granite Uncoursed

Roof Flat Granite No Data
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Windows Fixed Metal No Data

Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Commerce/Trade

Resource Type: Office/Office Building

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1958

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The cemetery office is located along the main entrance drive, approximately 220 ft east of the main entrance. It is a one-story, five-bay
(w/d/w/d/d), double-pile, side-gabled, frame structure. It is clad with a brick veneer beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. The gable ends are clad with
vinyl siding. An interior chimney extends from the roof peak near the northern end. The primary entry is comprised of a paneled door that opens
onto brick steps that lead to a sidewalk and asphalt parking area. The entry is sheltered beneath a canvas awning. Windows are comprised of one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl sashes with snap-in grids and are flanked by louvered shutters. Secondary entries located at the northern corner of
the façade are comprised of paneled doors. An additional secondary entry comprised of a paneled door that opens onto a concrete porch
sheltered beneath a front-gabled porch roof supported by wood posts is located at the southern corner of the rear elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource #4

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Mobile Home/Trailer

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A non-historic mobile home located north of the historic building is also associated with the office. It consists of a double-wide mobile home
clad with metal panels.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Not Visible Metal Veneer
Roof Side Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

Find A Grave
2013 Roosevelt Memorial Park. Electronic document. http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=cr&GSln=Bright-of-
wayn&GSiman=1&GScid=51926&CRid=51926&pt=Roosevelt%20Memorial%20Park&
 
Pareles, Jon
November 18, 2006. "Ruth Brown, Queen of R&B, Dies. "New York Times" New York.
 
Roosevelt Memorial Park.
2013 Electronic document. http://www.burialplanning.com/cemeteries/roosevelt-memorial-park/cemetery-about/

Property Notes:

No Data
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Historic Grace Baptist Temple

Property Addresses

Current - 1101 Burns Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 4.9

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5609 is the Grace Baptist Temple located at 1101 Burns Street, approximately .09 mi south of its intersection with Dorcas
Road. The church is situated on a level, grassy, approximately 4.9-acre parcel. An asphalt parking lot is located adjacent to the eastern
elevation.

Surveyor Assessment:

Criteria Consideration A states that for a religious property to be considered eligible for the NRHP, it must derive its primary
significance from architectural or artistic distinction or historical importance. Research revealed no associations between DHR # 131-
5609 and events or persons of historic significance that would otherwise make it eligible under Criterion A or B. The church located at
DHR # 131-5609 is also an undistinguished building form that lacks the architectural significance or integrity necessary to warrant
NRHP eligibility under Criterion C. The structure is representative of a mid-century religious structure and does not represent a
significant architectural movement of the period. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5609 does not meet Criteria
Consideration A and is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Religion

Resource Type: Church/Chapel

Date of Construction: 1960

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Religion

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The church is a one-story, six-bay (w/dd/w/w/w/w), side-gabled, frame building. It is primarily clad with a brick veneer beneath an asphalt-
shingle roof. The gable ends and the northern end of the building are clad with vinyl siding. It is connected to the L-shaped frame classroom
building via a breezeway. The classroom building is clad with a brick veneer beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. 
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The primary entry is located at the center of a front-gabled extension that adjoins the southern corner of the façade. It is comprised of paired
metal doors with a single light that open onto a concrete sidewalk. A wood steeple projects from near the center of the extension. Windows are
comprised of fixed sashes. Secondary entries comprised of metal doors are located along the northern elevations of the sanctuary and classroom
buildings. Another secondary entry, comprised of a metal door with a single light, is located at the southern corner of the east elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Fixed Metal No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A garage is located approximately 15 ft north of the sanctuary. It is a one-story, front-gabled, frame structure. It is situated on a poured-concrete
foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad with vinyl siding. A metal sectional garage door is located at the western corner of the
north elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Uncoursed
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
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Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Current Name Indian River Masonic Lodge No. 252

Property Addresses

Current - 1040 Burns Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 1

Site Description:

DHR # 131-5610 is Indian River Masonic Lodge #252, located at 1040 Burns Street, approximately .12 mi south of its intersection
with Dorcas Road. The lodge and associated garage are situated on a level, grassy, approximately 1-acre parcel that borders the
interchange of Interstates 64 and 464 to the south.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5610 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
buildings located at DHR # 131-5610 are undistinguished building forms that lack the significance necessary for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion C. They are not of a specific style or significant design, nor do they represent a significant construction method.
The addition of replacement siding and doors and the additions have also compromised the integrity of design, materials, and
workmanship of the lodge. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5610 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under
Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Social/Recreational

Resource Type: Clubhouse

Date of Construction: 1945

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Social

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The lodge is a one-story, one-bay (d), front-gabled, frame structure with additions. It is situated on a concrete block foundation beneath an
asphalt-shingle roof and is clad with vinyl siding. The building comprises 3,038 sq ft of working space.
 
The primary entry is comprised of a vinyl door that opens onto a single-bay brick porch sheltered beneath a hip-roof supported by vinyl fluted
columns. The rear elevation features a centrally located, secondary entry that opens onto a full-width concrete porch sheltered beneath a hip roof
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supported by vinyl fluted columns. The structure displays no windows. A small shed-roof frame addition is attached to the eastern corner of the
rear elevation. A large hip-roof frame addition is attached to the east elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch Portico/Entry Porch Vinyl Doric
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1950

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A garage is located approximately 15 ft south of the lodge. It is a front-gabled frame structure situated on a concrete block foundation beneath
an asphalt-shingle roof and clad with vinyl siding. A vinyl sectional garage door is located at the center of the north elevation, and a vinyl door
is located at the center of the west elevation.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Current Golt's Crossing

Property Addresses

Current - 1028 Burns Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 1.4

Site Description:

The house is located northwest of I-64 and east of the I-464 entrance ramp.  Power transmission lines cross the property in a northeast-
southwest direction between the house and the street.  The house faces westward, toward the street, with its back to I-64.  A long, dirt
driveway separates the house from the street.
-----------------------------
The outbuildings are located south and west of the house.
 
September 2013: DHR #131-0082 consists of Golt’s Crossing, a residence, garage, and prefabricated shed located at 1028 Burns
Street, approximately .16 mi southeast of its intersection with Dorcas Road. The structures are situated on a level, grassy,
approximately 1.38 acre parcel that borders the Interstate 64 and Interstate 464 interchange to the south. A gravel drive leads from the
road to the residence, approximately 270 ft. The property was previously surveyed by VDOT in 1996. According to the previously-
completed survey form, the residence was moved from its original location to this site in the 1960s. Access to the property as part of
the current survey was denied by the property owner; however, CRA documented the property to the extent possible from adjacent
parcels.

Surveyor Assessment:

1996: The house's integrity has been drastically altered due to the displacement from its original site in the late 1960s and the
replacement of original exterior features with modern materials.  The dwelling possesses neither historical nor architectural
significance; therefore, it is not eligible for individual listing in the National Register.
 
September 2013: DHR#131-0082 was previously surveyed by VDOT in 1996, and while its eligibility has not been formally
determined by DHR, it was recommended ineligible for listing in the NRHP during the 1996 survey due to material changes and its
relocation to this site in the 1960s, which disrupt the continuity with any historical associations; as such, it does not meet Criteria
Consideration B. While this example has retained the basic elements of a central passage house, with its centered entry and
symmetrical fenestration, the original design has been diminished by the addition of replacement siding. Furthermore, the original
massing of the house has been disrupted by the two-story addition that diminishes the original form of the house. The combined effect
of these changes has resulted in compromised integrity of materials, workmanship, and design. With the loss of this integrity, as well
as integrity of setting, location, feeling, and association as a result of the 1960s relocation, the potential significance of the house has
been lost. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-0082 is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.
There are no known historic districts or potential districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1850Ca

Historic Time Period: Antebellum Period (1830 - 1860)
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Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Vernacular

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 2.0

Condition: Fair

Interior Plan: Central Passage, Single Pile

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

January 1996
 
September 2013: The residence is a two-story, three-bay (w/d/w), double-pile, frame Central Passage house with rear additions. It is situated on a
concrete block foundation beneath an asphalt-shingle roof and is clad with asbestos siding. Exterior brick chimneys are attached to the northeast
and southwest elevations. The residence comprises 1,808 sq ft of living space.
 
The primary entry is comprised of a wood door with nine lights set behind a metal screen door that opens onto a wood porch sheltered by a hip
porch roof, which is supported by spindled wood posts. Windows are comprised of one-over-one, double-hung wood sashes set behind
aluminum storm windows flanked by louvered shutters. A two-story addition adjoins the rear elevation. No other details were discernible from
the right-of-way or adjacent properties.

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Frame Asbestos Shingles

Porch 1-story, 3-bay Wood Turned
Chimneys Exterior End Brick Bond, American
Roof Side Gable Asphalt Shingle
Windows Sash, Double-Hung Wood Other
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: Other

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1960

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

Architecture Summary: Single story, frame, front-gable garage with asbestos shingle covering the walls.  A ca. 1970s addition to the rear of the
garage is covered with sheets of metal pressed to resemble rock-faced concrete block.
----------------------
January 1996
 
September 2013: The garage is a one-story, front-gabled, frame structure clad with asbestos shingles.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Shingles

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: DSS Legacy

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: Other

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good
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Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

Architecture Summary: A single-story, frame, gambrel-roofed, pre-fabricated structure with vertical board siding.
-----------------------------------------
January 1996
 
September 2013: A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, prefabricated shed is located southwest of the residence.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 0064-131-F11, PE101

Investigator: VDOT-Helen P. Ross

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 1/22/1996

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

No Data

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 1016 Burns Street

Property Addresses

Current - 1016 Burns Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 3.9

Site Description:

DHR# 131-5611 consists of a residence and shed located at 1016 Burns Street, approximately .24 mi southeast of its intersection with
Dorcas Road. A non-historic garage and prefabricated shed are also associated with the property. The structures are situated on a level,
approximately 3.86-acre parcel comprised primarily of woodlands. A gravel driveway leads from the road to the residence and non-
historic garage, approximately 135 ft.

Surveyor Assessment:

Research has revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5611 and events or persons of historical significance; thus, it is not eligible
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The
residence located at DHR# 131-5611 is an undistinguished building form that lacks the significance necessary for inclusion in the
NRHP under Criterion C. It is not of a specific style or significant design, nor does it represent a significant construction method.
While it retains the majority of historic materials, it is only representative of mid- to late-twentieth century residential construction,
which is commonly found throughout Virginia. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5611 is not eligible for inclusion in
the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1966

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.5

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, five-bay (ww/d/www/w/w), double-pile, side-gabled, frame house. It is primarily clad with a brick
veneer beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. The area beneath the gable ends and dormers are clad with aluminum siding. A front-gabled dormer
extends from the center of the roof, and a large, shed roof dormer extends from the slope of the rear slope. An interior brick chimney extends
from the roof ridge, and another interior chimney extends from the rear roof slope. The residence comprises 3,388 sq ft of living space. 
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The primary entry is comprised of a paneled door set behind a metal storm door; it opens onto a recessed brick porch sheltered beneath the roof
overhang that is supported by wood spindled posts. Windows are comprised of six-over-six and eight-over-eight, double-hung wood sashes set
behind vinyl storm windows. The easternmost bay is set within a front-gabled extension. The bay just west of the entry is comprised of a large
wood picture window flanked by smaller four-over-four, double-hung wood sashes. A secondary entry comprised of a wood door with four
lights set behind a wood storm door is located at the center of the rear elevation; it opens onto a wood deck. Another secondary entry comprised
of a wood paneled door set behind a metal storm door is located at the western corner of the rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Slope Brick Strecther Bond
Foundation Not Visible Brick Veneer
Porch Inset/Engaged Wood Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data
Dormer Gable Aluminum No Data
Dormer Shed Aluminum No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

The shed is located approximately 125 ft south of the residence. It is a one-story, shed roof frame structure clad with metal panels beneath a 
metal panel roof.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Shed Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A circa 1970-1980, one-and-one-half-story, front-gable, frame garage is located southwest of the residence. It is clad in vertical board siding and
is set beneath an asphalt-shingle roof. It is accessed via a sectional metal garage door and features one-over-one, double-hung wood sash
windows.

Number of Stories: 1.5

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board
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Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

A single-story, gambrel-roof, frame, prefabricated shed is located south of the residence. It is clad in vertical board siding and set beneath an
asphalt-shingle roof.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Vertical Board

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 9/16/2013

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Hallie Hearnes
Sarah Reynolds
Holly Higgins

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A., Sarah J. Reynolds and Holly B. Higgins
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ABSTRACT 
In April 2014, Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., conducted a supplemental architectural history 

reconnaissance survey in association with the Interstate 64/High Rise Bridge Corridor Study in the 
City of Chesapeake, Virginia (VDOT Project No.: 0064-131-783, P101; UPC 104366; Federal 
Project No.: NH-IM-064-3(481)). A previous survey conducted by Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., 
in association with the project was completed in December 2013. The current investigation is a 
supplement to the original survey and includes 15 small additional areas of variable size added to five 
sections of the original study area due to planning level design changes.  

Prior to initiating supplemental fieldwork, personnel initiated a review of records maintained by 
the Virginia Department of Historic Resources to determine if previously recorded historic 
architectural resources were located within the additional study areas. The Virginia Cultural 
Resources Information System, managed by the Virginia Department of Historic Resources, indicated 
that five previously recorded architectural resources (DHR #s 131-5339–1315-5341, 131-5343–131-
5344) were located in the additional study areas. 

During the field survey, Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., personnel identified a total of 28 
historic architectural resources (DHR #s 131-5339–1315-5341, 131-5343–131-5344, 131- 5079–
131-5102) within the additional study areas, including the 5 previously recorded resources, 
although one previously recorded resource (DHR # 131-5340) was found to have been demolished. 
Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., recommends that none of the 28 identified resources are eligible for 
listing in the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion A, B, or C, and that no further work 
is necessary for these resources. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
n April 2014, Cultural Resource Analysts, 
Inc. (CRA), conducted a supplemental 

architectural history reconnaissance survey in 
association with the Interstate 64/High Rise 
Bridge Corridor Study in the City of 
Chesapeake, Virginia (VDOT Project No. 
0064-131-783, P101; UPC No. 104366; DHR 
File No. 2013-0971; Federal Project ID No. 
NH-IM-064-3(481)) (Figure 1). A previous 
survey conducted by Cultural Resource 
Analysts, Inc., in association with the project 
was completed in December 2013 (Hearnes et 
al. 2013). The current investigation is a 
supplement to the original survey and includes 
several additional areas due to planning level 
design changes.  

The original study area was determined in 
consultation with the Virginia Department of 
Transportation (VDOT) and was defined as a 
100 ft buffer from the edge of the pavement 
along the existing I-64 corridor from the I-264 
interchange at Bowers Hill to the I-464 
interchange (approximately 8 mi); a 600 ft 
buffer around the High Rise Bridge; and radial 
buffers of 1,500 ft around four interchanges (I-
264, U.S. 13, George Washington Highway, 
and I-464). In April 2014, 15 additional study 
areas of variable size were added to five 
sections of the original study area in 
consideration of proposed planning level design 
changes (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 1. Location of the City of Chesapeake, 
Virginia. 

 

This report is a supplement to the previous 
investigation. As such, many of the sections 
included in the original report will not be 
duplicated within the current document. 
Specifically, the environmental setting, historic 
context, and research sections are not repeated 
in this document.  However, the results of the 
previous background research and the previous 
survey materials were examined prior to the 
initiation of fieldwork.   

The purpose of the architectural history 
survey was to: 

1) Identify and document all historic 
architectural resources (aboveground resources 
that will be 50 years of age or older by the 
project's planned advertisement date in 2020) 
located within or directly adjacent to the 
supplemental study areas; and 

2) Evaluate each resource's potential eligibility 
for listing in the National Register of Historic 
Places (NRHP) and recommend additional 
work, as necessary. 

VDOT will address potential effects of the 
project on historic properties, should there be 
any, independently from this study; thus, no 
recommendations regarding potential effects 
are included within this report. 

This survey was undertaken in compliance 
with the National Historic Preservation Act of 
1966, as amended; the Archaeological and 
Historic Preservation Act of 1974; Executive 
Order 11593; and Title 36 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations, Parts 660–66 and 800 (as 
revised, 1999). The field research and report 
meet the requirements specified in the 
Secretary of the Interior' s Standards and 
Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic 
Preservation (Federal Register 48: 190:44716–
44742) (U.S. Department of the Interior 1983), 
as well as the Virginia Department of Historic 
Resources (DHR)’s Guidelines for Conducting 
Historic Resources Survey in Virginia (2011). 
The principal investigator and architectural 
historians performing the architectural history 
investigations exceed the qualifications 
described in the Secretary of the Interior's 
Professional Qualifications Standards (Federal 
Register 48:44738-9). 

I 
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Fieldwork was conducted on April 23, 
2014, by architectural historian Hallie Hearnes. 
Kay Simpson, RPA, served as project manager, 
and. S. Alan Higgins, M.S., served as principal 
investigator. Jason Anderson prepared the final 
illustrations for the report, and Shanna Wilbur 
and Savannah Westerfield completed its editing 
and layout. 

CRA prepared this report with funding 
from VDOT and the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA). The contents of this 
report reflect the views of CRA, which is 
responsible for the accuracy of the data 
presented herein. The contents do not 
necessarily reflect the official views or policies 
of VDOT or of the FHWA. This report does 
not constitute a standard, specification, or 
regulation. 

Survey Results Summary 
During the field survey, CRA identified a 

total of 28 historic architectural resources 
(DHR #s 131-5339–131-5341, 131-5343–131-
5344, 131-5079–131-5102) within the 
additional study areas, including 5 previously 
recorded resources (DHR # 131-5339–131-
5341, 131-5343–131-5344), although one 
previously recorded resource (DHR # 131-
5340) was found to have been demolished 
(Figures 3–10). CRA recommends that none 
of the 28 identified resources are eligible for 
listing in the National Register of Historic 
Places under Criterion A, B, or C, and that no 
further work is necessary for these resources. 

II. SURVEY 
METHODOLOGY 

n April 23, 2014, CRA architectural 
historian Hallie Hearnes conducted a field 

survey that included reconnaissance-level 
documentation of architectural resources 
within or directly adjacent to the additional 
study areas that will be 50 years of age or 
older by the project's planned advertisement 
date in 2020. 

A topographic map and aerial photographs 
depicting the additional study areas were used 

to determine the locations of potential historic 
resources within the study areas. Buildings, 
structures, and other pertinent resources were 
mapped and photographed, and when 
appropriate, CRA personnel attempted to 
obtain owner permission to document and 
analyze the interiors of outbuildings. Specific 
instances where CRA personnel were unable 
to secure landowner permission to access the 
interiors of outbuildings are noted in the 
descriptions of the respective resources. 

In addition to documenting individual 
properties, CRA also considered the potential 
for historic districts (including rural historic 
districts) and landscapes within the additional 
study areas. No such districts were found to be 
located within the additional study areas. 

Five previously recorded resources (DHR 
#s 131-5339–131-5341, 131-5343–131-5344) 
and 23 previously undocumented properties 
(DHR #s 131-5079–131-5102) were recorded 
during the architectural survey. Each resource 
was visually inspected, labeled on a 
topographic quadrangle map or aerial, and 
digitally photographed. CRA took detailed 
notes and made a sketch site plan of each 
resource to facilitate physical description and 
preliminary evaluation on a DHR 
reconnaissance-level inventory form. For each 
previously recorded site, CRA compared the 
property's current condition and integrity to 
that depicted on previous inventory forms and 
noted any changes. For all newly recorded 
sites, sufficient information was obtained to 
complete a new inventory form, including 
information about the property's physical 
characteristics, approximate date of 
construction, setting, and integrity. This 
information was used to complete survey 
forms using DHR's V-CRIS. 

Upon returning from the field, each 
recorded property was assessed for NRHP 
potential eligibility based on National Register 
Bulletin 15: How to Apply the National 
Register Criteria for Evaluation (NPS 1997), 
and recommendations for additional work 
were made where appropriate. 

O 
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Figure 3. A section of the Bowers Hill topographic quadrangle showing DHR #s 131-5079 and 131-5080.
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Figure 4. A section of the Norfolk South topographic quadrangle showing DHR #s 131-5081 to 131-5085,
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Figure 5. A section of the Norfolk South topographic quadrangle showing DHR #s 131-5086 to 131-5092.
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Figure 6. A section of the Norfolk South topographic quadrangle showing DHR #s 131-5093 to 131-5098.
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Figure 7. Aerial view of DHR #s 131-5079 and 131-5080.
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Figure 8. Aerial view of  DHR #s 131-5081 to 131-5085.
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For the purpose of this report and in 
accordance with DHR standards, the term 
"potentially eligible" refers to any property that 
may, based on reconnaissance-level assessment, 
qualify for individual listing in the NRHP but 
which cannot be formally determined until 
intensive-level assessment and analysis of the 
resource's character, context, and historic integrity 
are completed. The term "potentially 
contributing" refers to any property that may, 
based on reconnaissance-level assessment, qualify 
for inclusion as a contributing element of a 
NRHP-eligible or listed historic district. 

In general, in order for a property to be 
eligible for listing in the NRHP, it must be at least 
50 years old and possess both historic significance 
and integrity. Significance may be found in three 
aspects of American history recognized by these 
National Register Criteria: 

A.  Association with historic events or activities; 

B.  Association with important persons; or 

C. Distinctive design or physical characteristics. 

A fourth criterion, Criterion D, or the 
potential to yield important information in 
prehistory or history, is typically not used for 
aboveground resources. A property must meet at 
least one of the criteria for listing. Integrity must 
also be evident through historic qualities, 
including location, design, setting, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, and association. 

III. INVENTORY OF 
HISTORIC 

ARCHITECTURAL 
RESOURCES 

he architectural history survey included 
reconnaissance-level documentation of all 

aboveground resources within or directly adjacent 
to the additional study areas that will be 50 years 
of age or older by the project's planned 
advertisement date in 2020; thus, all resources 
constructed up to 1970 were surveyed. Twenty-
eight individual historic architectural resources 
were identified during the current survey, each of 

which was evaluated for potential eligibility. The 
results of the survey are presented in Table 1, and 
the locations of the historic architectural resources 
are depicted on Figures 3–10. Information 
obtained from the City of Chesapeake assessment 
office, historic maps, and architectural analysis 
was used to establish an approximate date of 
construction for each resource. CRA personnel 
did not have access to the interior of surveyed 
resources, unless otherwise noted. All statements 
regarding the number of rooms or size of each 
resource were made with information gathered 
from records of the assessment office. 

For the purposes of this report, to facilitate 
discussion, resources have been divided under 
nine headings, defined by their relation to the 
geography of the proposed project, as they were 
for the original 2013 survey: 

• Section 1: I-264 interchange; 

• Section 2: I-64 between the I-264 interchange 
and the U.S. 13 interchange; 

• Section 3: U.S. 13 interchange; 

• Section 4: I-64 between the U.S. 13 
interchange and the George Washington 
Highway interchange; 

• Section 5: George Washington Highway 
interchange; 

• Section 6: I-64 between the George 
Washington Highway interchange and the 
High Rise Bridge; 

• Section 7: the High Rise Bridge; 

• Section 8: I-64 between the High Rise Bridge 
and the I-464 interchange; and 

• Section 9: the I-464 interchange. 

Additional information on each property can 
be found in the reconnaissance-level DHR forms, 
included as Appendix A. 

Section 1: I-264 Interchange 
Two additional study areas were added to 

Section 1. The first includes an expansion to the 
right-of-way south of the I-664 and I-64 
interchange, and the second includes a small 
extension along the I-64 travel lanes. Two new 
historic architectural resources (DHR #s 131-
5079 and 131-5080) were recorded in this section. 

T 
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Table 1. Previously Recorded Historic Architectural Resources in the Vicinity of the Study Area. 

DHR# Property Name/Location Description Quad National Register 
Recommendation 

131-5079 House, 720 Raeside Avenue c. 1960 Compact Ranch house, prefabricated 
shed, carport, and well house 

Bowers Hill Not Eligible 

131-5080 House, 721 Raeside Avenue c. 1956 front-gable house, shed, and well house Bowers Hill Not Eligible 
131-5081 House, 1237 Great Bridge Boulevard (Rt 190) c. 1955 cross-gable Compact Ranch and house 

shed 
Norfolk South Not Eligible 

131-5082 House, 1241 Great Bridge Boulevard (Rt 190) c. 1955 cross-gable Compact Ranch house and 
shed 

Norfolk South Not Eligible  

131-5083 House, 1245 Great Bridge Boulevard (Rt 190) c. 1955 cross-gable Compact Ranch house and 
two sheds 

Norfolk South Not Eligible 

131-5084 House, 731 Marcus Street c. 1955 cross-gable Compact Ranch house and 
garage 

Norfolk South Not Eligible 

131-5085 House, 727 Marcus Street c. 1955 side-gable Compact Ranch house Norfolk South Not Eligible 
131-5086 House, 1221 Burns Street c. 1955 Ranch house and barn Norfolk South Not Eligible 
131-5087 House, 1205 Burns Street c. 1925 cross-gable house and garage Norfolk South Not Eligible 
131-5088 House, 826 Dorcas Road c. 1960 Ranch Duplex and two sheds Norfolk South Not Eligible 
131-5089 House, 828 Dorcas Road c. 1955 cross-gable Compact Ranch house and 

two sheds 
Norfolk South Not Eligible 

131-5090 House, 827 Dorcas Road c. 1956 side-gable Compact Ranch house Norfolk South Not Eligible 
131-5091 House, 825 Dorcas Road c. 1963 Ranch house and garage Norfolk South Not Eligible 
131-5092 House, 833 Dorcas Road c. 1962 side-gable Ranch house Norfolk South Not Eligible 
131-5093 House, 302 McCosh Drive c. 1967 side-gable Ranch house, garage, and 

garage/shed 
Norfolk South Not Eligible 

131-5094 House, 321 Haledon Road c. 1964 Ranch house, garage/shop, shed, and 
garden shed 

Norfolk South Not Eligible 

131-5095 House, 317 Haledon Road c. 1968 cross-gable Ranch house and guest 
house 

Norfolk South Not Eligible 

131-5096 House, 313 Haledon Road c. 1968 side-gable Ranch house and playhouse Norfolk South Not Eligible 
131-5097 House, 309 Haledon Road  c. 1966 cross-gable Ranch house, gazebo, and 

shed 
Norfolk South Not Eligible 

131-5098 House, 305 Haledon Road c. 1967 hip roof Ranch house and shed Norfolk South Not Eligible 
131-5099 House, 586 Byron Street c. 1966 hipped roof house and garage Norfolk South Not Eligible 
131-5100 House, 600 Byron Street c. 1947 front-gable house and shed Norfolk South Not Eligible 
131-5101 House, 589 Byron Street c. 1963 hip roof Ranch house and carport Norfolk South Not Eligible 
131-5102 House, 593 Byron Street c. 1964 hip roof Ranch house and two sheds Norfolk South Not Eligible 
131-5339 Mt. Olive Cemetery, Great Bridge Boulevard 

(Rt 190) 
c. 1900-1990 African-American cemetery Norfolk South Not Eligible 

131-5340 House, 1045 Great Bridge Boulevard (Rt 190) historic resource no longer extant; c. 2014 two-
story house 

Norfolk South Demolished 

131-5341 House, 1037 Great Bridge Boulevard (Rt 190) c. 1953 cross-gable Tudor Revival-inspired 
house 

Norfolk South Not Eligible 

131-5343 House, 1029 Great Bridge Boulevard c. 1935 hip roof house, garage, and shed Norfolk South Not Eligible 
131-5344 Chesapeake Pulbic Schools Department of 

School Plants 
c. 1955 Administration Building, two 
warehouses, bus garage, machine shed, shed, 
bus gas station, and five modular office 
buildings 

Norfolk South Not Eligible 
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DHR # 131-5079 
Address: 720 Raeside Avenue, Chesapeake, VA 
23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1952 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 374620 N: 4071990 

Maps: Figures 3 and 7 

Photographs: Figure 11 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1960 

Description:  DHR # 131-5079 consists of a 
residence, a shed, a carport, and a well house 
located at 720 Raeside Avenue, approximately 
250 ft north of its intersection with S. Military 
Highway (U.S. 13).  The parcel features an open 
lawn, and totals .559 acres.  A gravel driveway 
connects the house to a paved parking lot 
associated with a gas station located to the 
southwest of the residence.  The house is set 
back approximately 75 ft from the north edge of 
the parking lot. 

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(w/d/ww/w) Compact Ranch house (Figure 11).  

Of frame construction, the 1,128 sq ft house is 
founded on a continuous concrete foundation, 
features vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an 
asphalt shingle-clad cross-gable roof; a capped 
brick central interior chimney pierces the 
ridgeline of the roof.  Windows exhibit six-over-
six, double-hung wood sashes with aluminum 
storms.   

An asymmetrical façade features a cross-
gable projection on that extends from the west 
end of the façade.  To the east of the projection 
is an off-center single-leaf façade entry with a 
wood replacement door set behind a decorative 
cast iron storm door.  The single-leaf entry opens 
onto a three-bay concrete porch with a shed roof 
supported by aluminum-clad lattice posts.  Vinyl 
shutters flank the windows on all elevations.  
The east elevation features a single-leaf side 
entry that opens to a two-bay side porch with a 
gabled roof supported by square posts.  The side 
entry exhibits a metal door with a decorative cast 
iron storm door.  Single windows flank the side 
entry.  The west elevation features a rear 
addition and is punctuated by four single 
windows.  The rear entry features two single 
windows and a pair of windows.   

 

Figure 11. DHR # 131-5079: North-northwesterly view of the façade and east elevation. 
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A circa 1970–1980 one-story, frame 
prefabricated shed with a gable roof is located 
approximately 10 ft north-northwest of the 
rear of the residence.  It is clad entirely in 
corrugated metal and features a central 
corrugated metal door flanked by two-light 
aluminum jalousie windows. 

A circa 1990–2000 prefabricated metal 
carport with a gable roof supported by square 
posts is located approximately 2 ft north of the 
rear projection of the residence.  

A circa 1967–1980 frame well house with 
an asphalt shingle gable roof and vinyl siding 
is located approximately 12 ft north-northeast 
of the rear of the residence.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5079 and 
events or persons of historical significance, 
thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The Compact Ranch house is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century. As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. While this resource retains 
moderate integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship, this example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region, which are identical in 
form and character. Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5079 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area.   

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5080 
Address: 721 Raeside Avenue, Chesapeake, 
VA 23321 

Quad: Bowers Hill, VA 1952 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 374650 N: 4071987 

Maps: Figures 3 and 7 

Photographs: Figure 12 

Date(s) of Construction: 1956 

Description: DHR # 131-5080 consists of a 
residence, a garage, and a well house located 
at 721 Raeside Avenue, approximately 250 ft 
north of its intersection with S. Military 
Highway (U.S. 13).  The parcel features an 
open lawn, and totals .5 acres.  A gravel 
driveway connects the house to a paved 
parking lot associated with a gas station 
located to the southwest of the residence.  A 
concrete pad is located in front of the garage.  
The house is set back approximately 55 ft 
from the north edge of the parking lot. 

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(ww/d/ww/w) front-gable house (Figure 12).  
Of frame construction, the 1,202 sq ft house is 
founded on a continuous concrete foundation, 
features aluminum siding, and is sheltered by 
an asphalt shingle-clad front-gable roof; a 
central interior brick chimney pierces the 
ridgeline of the roof.  Windows exhibit two-
over-two, double-hung wood sashes with 
aluminum storms.   

A single-leaf façade entry with a wood 
door opens to a two-bay concrete and brick 
porch with a front-gable roof supported by 
battered columns on brick piers.  The porch 
has been enclosed with screen.  A side-gabled 
addition, which extends to the right of the 
enclosed porch, is punctuated by a pair of 
windows and a single window.  The east 
elevation features a single window on the side 
addition and two single windows on the core 
of the house.  The west elevation of the core of 
the house is punctuated by two single 
windows.  A one-room gabled addition 
extends from the north end of the west 
elevation.  An enclosed porch with a flat roof   
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Figure 12. DHR # 131-5080: Northerly view of the façade and east elevation of the residence and the well house.   

extends from the gabled addition.  The rear 
elevation features a single window and pair of 
windows on the core and a rear entry and three 
windows on the enclosed porch.  A corrugated 
awning extends from the rear of the enclosed 
porch. 

A circa 1950–1970 one-story, garage shed 
with a gable roof is located approximately 20 
ft north-northeast of the rear of the residence.  
It is clad in weatherboard siding and features a 
single garage bay and a single-leaf entry with 
a wood plank door.  An additional garage bay 
is located on a frame shed addition clad in 
metal siding.  

A circa 1955–1980 frame well house with 
an asphalt shingle front-gable roof and 
aluminum siding is located approximately 7 ft 
east of the residence.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research revealed no 
associations between DHR #131-5080 and 
events or persons of historical significance, 
thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 

under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The front-gable house is a 
common residential form dating to the early to 
mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of 
this form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP. This example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region, which are identical in 
form and character. Alterations, including the 
construction of several additions, the 
application of aluminum siding, and the 
enclosure of the front porch, have diminished 
the integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship of the resource. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5080 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area.   

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Section 2: I-64 Between I-264 
Interchange and the U.S. 13 

Interchange 
No additional study areas were added to 

this section. Thus, no new historic 
architectural resources were documented 
within this section. 

Section 3: U.S. 13 
Interchange 

Three additional study areas were added to 
Section 3. These include a small expansion 
along the south side of I-64 and the exit ramp 
to U.S. 13; an expansion to the right-of-way 
for U.S. 13 on the west side of the 
interchange; and a large expansion on the east 
side of the interchange, including all travel 
lanes. However, no new historic architectural 
resources were identified in this section. 

Section 4: I-64 between the 
U.S. 13 Interchange and the 

George Washington Highway 
Interchange 

No additional study areas were added to 
this section. Thus, no new historic 
architectural resources were documented 
within this section. 

Section 5: George 
Washington Highway 

Interchange 
No additional study areas were added to 

this section. Thus, no new historic 
architectural resources were documented 
within this section. 

Section 6: I-64 between the 
George Washington Highway 

Interchange and the High 
Rise Bridge 

One additional study area was added to 
Section 6, south of the I-64 travel lanes 
adjacent to the High Rise Bridge. However, no 
new historic architectural resources were 
identified in this section. 

Section 7: High Rise Bridge 
No additional study areas were added to 

this section. Thus, no new historic 
architectural resources were documented 
within this section. 

Section 8: I-64 between the 
High Rise Bridge and the I-

464 Interchange 
Section 8 includes four additional study 

areas. The first is a small expansion along the 
north side of I-64 immediately adjacent to the 
High Rise Bridge. Other study areas include a 
small expansion along the travel lanes south of 
I-64 from the High Rise Bridge to the Great 
Bridge Boulevard exit; a small area centered 
on the exit ramp for the Great Bridge 
Boulevard exit along I-64's eastbound lanes; 
and a small expansion on both sides of Great 
Bridge Boulevard, adjacent to the Crestwood 
Intermediate School and the Roosevelt 
Memorial Park. Ten new historic architectural 
resources (DHR #s 131-5081–131-5085, 131-
5339–131-5341, 131-5343, and 131-5344) 
were identified and recorded within this 
section. 
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DHR # 131-5081 
Address: 1237 Great Bridge Boulevard, 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386028 N: 4069163 

Maps: Figures 4 and 8 

Photographs: Figure 13 

Date(s) of Construction: 1955 

Description: DHR # 131-5081 consists of a 
residence and a shed located at 1237 Great 
Bridge Boulevard (Rt 109), immediately north 
of the intersection of Great Bridge Boulevard 
and Campostella Road.  The parcel features an 
open lawn and totals .204 acres.  A concrete 
driveway connects the house to Campostella 
Road.  The house is set back approximately 45 
ft from the northeast edge of Great Bridge 
Boulevard. 

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(www/d/ww/www) cross-gable Compact 
Ranch house (Figure 13).  Of frame 
construction, the 1,252 sq ft house is founded 
on a continuous concrete foundation, features 
brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt 
shingle-clad cross-gable roof.  A one-story 
side addition with a hipped roof extends from 
the southeast elevation; a corbelled brick 
exterior chimney extends from the rear of the 
side addition.   Windows exhibit two-over-two 
double-hung vinyl replacement sashes. 
Corrugated aluminum awnings extend over all 
windows on the core of the house.    

A single-leaf façade entry with a wood 
replacement door and a storm door opens to a 
one-bay concrete stoop sheltered by a 
corrugated aluminum awning.  A tripartite 
window, comprised of a central stationary 
window flanked by operational one-over-one-
light vinyl sashes, is located to the left of the 
façade entry.  A pair of small one-over-one-
light vinyl sashes is located to the right of the 
entry, centered on a cross-gable projection.  
An additional tripartite window is located to 
the far right of the façade entry on the one-
story side addition.  The northwest elevation is 

punctuated by a single window.  The southeast 
elevation is dominated by a one-story side 
addition with a hipped roof.  The southeast 
elevation of the addition features a double-leaf 
side entry with vinyl French doors flanked by 
single windows.  The rear elevation features a 
single-leaf rear entry with a simple wood door, 
a single window, and two one-by-one-light 
sliding vinyl windows.  

A circa 1955–1970 one-story, concrete 
block shed with a front-gable asphalt shingle 
roof is located approximately 35 ft northeast 
of the rear of the residence.  A single-leaf 
façade entry with a metal panel door is 
centered on the façade.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP. Research revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5081 and 
events or persons of historical significance, 
thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The Compact Ranch house is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century.  As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP.  This example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region, which are identical in 
form and character.  Alterations, including the 
construction of a large side addition, and the 
installation of vinyl replacement windows, 
have diminished the integrity of materials, 
design, and workmanship of the resource.  
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5081 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area.   

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Figure 13. DHR # 131-5081: Northerly view of the façade and southeast elevation of the residence. 

DHR # 131-5082 
Address: 1241 Great Bridge Boulevard, 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386013 N: 4069175 

Maps: Figures 4 and 8 

Photographs: Figure 14 

Date(s) of Construction: 1955 

Description: DHR # 131-5082 consists of a 
residence and a shed located at 1241 Great 
Bridge Boulevard (Rt 109), approximately 100 
ft north-northwest of the intersection of Great 
Bridge Boulevard and Campostella Road.  The 
parcel features an open lawn and totals .21 
acres. A concrete driveway connects the house 
to Great Bridge Boulevard.  The house is set 
back approximately 50 ft from the northeast 
edge of Great Bridge Boulevard. 

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(w/d/w/d) cross-gable Compact Ranch house 
(Figure 14).  Of frame construction, the 957 sq 

ft house is founded on a continuous concrete 
foundation, features permastone veneer and 
vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt 
shingle-clad cross-gable roof.  A one-story 
garage addition with a side-gabled roof 
extends from the southeast elevation; an 
interior metal flue pierces the roof near the 
ridgeline. Windows exhibit two-over-two 
double-hung and one-by-one sliding vinyl 
replacement sashes. Corrugated aluminum 
awnings extend over all windows on the core 
of the house.    

A single-leaf façade entry with a 
decorative wrought-iron storm door opens to a 
two-bay modified concrete porch.  The porch, 
which extends from a cross-gable, features 
decorative cast-iron supports, and a solid 
balustrade clad in vinyl siding.  A second 
façade entry, located on the southeast 
elevation of the porch, connects to a wood 
wheelchair ramp with a simple wood 
balustrade.  A one-by-one sliding vinyl 
window is located to the right of the enclosed 
porch.  A single garage bay with a four-light 
overhead garage door and double-leaf 
decorative wrought-iron storm doors is located
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Figure 14. DHR # 131-5082: Northerly view of the façade and southeast elevation of the residence. 

to the far right of the entry on the side 
addition.  The northwest elevation is 
punctuated by a single window; the southeast 
elevation features two single windows with 
one-over-one-light, double-hung vinyl sashes 
with muntins affixed to simulate six-over-six-
light sashes.  On the rear elevation, a paneled 
overhead garage door and a single-leaf rear 
entry with a metal paneled door open to a 
concrete patio.  Two sliding windows 
punctuate the rear elevation.    

A circa 1970–1990 one-story, 
prefabricated frame shed with a front-gable 
asphalt shingle roof is located approximately 
40 ft northeast of the rear of the residence.  
The shed is clad in vertical wood paneling and 
features a single-leaf façade entry with a wood 
door that is centered on the façade.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: While this resource exhibits 
moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP.  Research revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5082 and 
events or persons of historical significance, 
thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 

under Criterion A or B. The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The Compact Ranch house is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century.  As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP.  This example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region, which are identical in 
form and character.  Alterations, including the 
construction of a large side addition and the 
installation of vinyl replacement windows, 
have diminished the integrity of materials, 
design, and workmanship of the resource.  
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5082 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area.   

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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DHR # 131-5083 
Address: 1245 Great Bridge Boulevard, 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 385999 N: 4069190 

Maps: Figures 4 and 8 

Photographs: Figure 15 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1955 

Description: DHR # 131-5083 consists of a 
residence and a shed located at 1245 Great 
Bridge Boulevard (Rt 109), approximately 150 
ft northwest of the intersection of Great Bridge 
Boulevard and Campostella Road.  The parcel 
features an open lawn and totals .206 acres.  A 
concrete driveway connects the house to Great 
Bridge Boulevard.  The house is set back 
approximately 50 ft northeast of Great Bridge 
Boulevard. 

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(ww/d/ww) cross-gable Compact Ranch house 

(Figure 15).  Of frame construction, the 917 sq 
ft house is founded on a continuous concrete 
foundation, features aluminum siding, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad cross-
gable roof.  Windows exhibit one-over-one, 
double-hung and one-by-one sliding vinyl 
replacement sashes.  

A single-leaf façade entry with a metal 
replacement door with a semicircular light and 
an aluminum storm door opens to a concrete 
stoop.  A pair of windows with one-over-one-
light double-hung vinyl sashes with muntins 
affixed to simulate six-over-six-light sashes is 
located to the left of the façade entry.  Another 
pair of smaller windows is located on the 
cross-gable projection.  Aluminum shutters 
flank both pairs of windows on the façade.  
The northwest elevation is punctuated by a 
single window.  The southeast elevation 
features two single one-by-one-light vinyl 
sliding windows; single-leaf side entries with 
metal replacement doors flank the two single 
windows. Three sliding windows punctuate 
the rear elevation.    

 

Figure 15. DHR # 131-5083: East-northeasterly view of the façade of the residence. 
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Two circa 1970–1990 one-story, 
prefabricated frame sheds with front-gable 
asphalt shingle roofs are located approximately 
30 ft northeast of the rear of the residence. 
Oriented to the southeast, both sheds are clad in 
vertical board wood paneling and feature 
double-leaf façade entries.  One of the sheds 
features doors with decorative cross-bracing.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no associations 
between DHR # 131-5083 and events or persons 
of historical significance, thus it is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. 
The resource is also not eligible for listing in the 
NRHP under Criterion C.  The Compact Ranch 
house is a common residential form dating to the 
mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of 
this form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in the 
NRHP.  This example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples throughout 
the region, which are identical in form and 
character.  Alterations, including the installation 
of vinyl replacement windows and aluminum 
siding, have diminished the integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship of the 
resource.  Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR # 131-5083 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or 
C. There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area.   

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5084 
Address: 731 Marcus Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386081 N: 4069202 

Maps: Figures 4 and 8 

Photographs: Figure 16 

Date(s) of Construction: 1955 

Description: DHR # 131-5084 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 731 Marcus 
Street, immediately north of its intersection with 
Campostella Road.  The parcel features and open 
lawn and totals .193 acres.  A concrete driveway 
connects the house to Marcus Street.  The house 
is set back approximately 35 ft southwest from 
Marcus Street.   

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(ww/d/w/w) cross-gable Compact Ranch house 
(Figure 16).  Of frame construction, the 1,241 sq 
ft house is founded on a continuous concrete 
foundation, features brick veneer, and is 
sheltered by an asphalt-clad cross-gable roof.  A 
one-story side addition with a gabled and shed 
roof extends from the rear of the residence.  An 
interior metal flue pierces the roof near the 
ridgeline.  Windows exhibit two-over-two, 
double-hung and one-by-one sliding vinyl 
replacement sashes. 

A single-leaf façade entry with an aluminum 
storm door opens to a concrete stoop sheltered 
by a corrugated metal awning.  A pair of one-
over-one sash windows is located to the left of 
the façade entry.  A cross-gable projection 
extends from the façade to the right of the façade 
entry.  A sliding window is centered on this 
projection.  A small square window, which is 
currently enclosed, is located to the left of the 
sliding window. The northwest elevation 
features two small single one-over-one, double-
hung sash windows; single-leaf side entries flank 
the two single windows.  The side entry on the 
cross-gable projection features an aluminum 
storm door that opens to a concrete stoop with 
cast-iron railing and is sheltered by a corrugated 
metal awning.  The southeast elevation features 
two single sash windows, one of which is on the 
rear addition.  The rear of the house features a 
gabled rear projection clad in brick veneer and a 
rear frame addition clad in vinyl siding.  Two 
single windows punctuate the rear elevation of 
the addition.    

A circa 1960–1980 one-story frame garage 
is located approximately 10 ft southwest of the 
rear of the residence. Oriented to the northeast, 
the garage is clad in vinyl siding and features a 
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Figure 16. DHR # 131-5084: Southerly view of the façade and northwest elevation of the residence and the garage. 

front-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles.  The 
garage bay has been modified and now 
features double-leaf sliding doors.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5084 and 
events or persons of historical significance, 
thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B.  The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The Compact Ranch house is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century.  As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP.  This example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region, which are identical in 
form and character.  Alterations, including the 
construction of a rear addition and the 
installation of vinyl replacement windows and 

vinyl siding, have diminished the integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship of the 
resource.  Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5084 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5085 
Address: 727 Marcus Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386069 N: 4069215 

Maps: Figures 4 and 8 

Photographs: Figure 17 

Date(s) of Construction: 1955 
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Description: DHR # 131-5085 consists of a 
residence located at 727 Marcus Street, 
approximately 100 ft west-northwest of the 
intersection of Great Bridge Boulevard and 
Campostella Road.  The parcel features an 
open lawn and totals .223 acres.  A concrete 
driveway connects the house to Marcus Street.  
The house is set back approximately 50 ft 
southwest of Marcus Street. 

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(www/d/w) side-gable Compact Ranch house 
(Figure 17).  Of frame construction, the 1,037 
sq ft house is situated on a continuous 
concrete foundation, features vinyl siding, and 
is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad side-
gable roof. A one-room addition extends from 
the rear of the house.  An interior metal flue 
pierces the roof near the ridgeline.  Windows 
exhibit one-by-one sliding vinyl replacement 
windows.   

A single-leaf façade entry with a metal 
replacement door and a decorative cast-iron 
storm door opens to concrete stoop.  A 
tripartite window, comprised of a central 
stationary window flanked by smaller sliding 

windows, is located on the façade.  A single 
one-by-one sliding window is centered on a 
projection that is sheltered by a continuation 
of the side-gable roof.  Vinyl shutters flank 
both windows on the façade.  The northwest 
elevation features two small one-by-one 
sliding windows.  Single-leaf side entries flank 
the two single windows on the northwest 
elevation.  The southeast elevation is 
punctuated by two single one-by-one sliding 
windows.  The rear, or southwest, elevation 
features a one-room rear addition and is 
punctuated by two one-by-one sliding 
windows. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5085 and 
events or persons of historical significance, 
thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B.  The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The Compact Ranch house is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century.   

 

Figure 17. DHR # 131-5085: Southerly view of the façade and northwest elevation of the residence. 
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As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This example 
does not exhibit denotative characteristics that 
would otherwise separate it from countless 
examples throughout the region, which are 
identical in form and character.  Alterations, 
including the construction of a rear addition and 
the installation of vinyl replacement windows 
and vinyl siding, have diminished the integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship of the 
resource.  Consequently, CRA recommends that 
DHR # 131-5085 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or 
C.  There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5339 
Address:  Great Bridge Boulevard, Chesapeake, 
VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386319 N: 4068696 

Maps: Figures 4 and 10 

Photographs: Figure 18 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1900–1990 

Description:  Mt. Olive Cemetery, (DHR # 131-
5339, 44CS0275) is a twentieth-century 
cemetery located on a .328-acre parcel located 
on the southwest side of Great Bridge Boulevard 
(Rt 190), approximately 100 ft south of its 
intersection with I-64.  Boxer Drive, which 
connects to Libertyville Road, provides access to 
Mt. Olive Cemetery. A new residential 
development is located along Boxer Drive and 
Westcove Lane to the south. The cemetery is 
maintained and the grass surrounding the graves 
was recently mowed at the time of survey. 

Mt. Olive Cemetery contains approximately 
20 grave markers; however, several unmarked 
depressions are visible (Figure 18).  The 
cemetery contains the military marker of 
Spanish-American War veteran Charles Wood, 
of Company H of the 8th Virginia Infantry.  
More recent markers feature simple stone 
headstones with basic inscriptions.   

 

Figure 18. DHR # 131-5339: Northwesterly overview of Mt. Olive Cemetery. 
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Many of the markers in the cemetery are 
comprised of concrete.  Concrete markers 
include tablets that are hand-made with 
lettering inscribed into wet concrete, three 
stacked concrete blocks, and concrete grave 
covers.  The graves of Lee Edward Brooks, 
who died in 1984, and Alphine B. Mullen, 
who died in 1980, feature concrete grave 
covers with inscriptions that read “Fitchett 
Services.”  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: In 2007 DHR staff determined 
that Mt. Olive Cemetery (DHR # 131-5339), is 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP (Stewart et 
al. 2007a).   

Historical research revealed little 
information about the history of Mt. Olive 
Cemetery. While the exact age of this 
cemetery is unknown, it appears to date to the 
twentieth century.  The cemetery retains a 
moderate level of integrity of materials, 
workmanship, and design; however, the 
setting of the cemetery has been diminished by 
the construction of the I-64 ramp to Great 
Bridge Boulevard, located just to the north of 
the parcel.  Furthermore, the church formerly 
associated with the cemetery is no longer 
extant.  While in the field, CRA staff noted the 
location of New Mt. Olive AME Church at 
1953 Campostella Road in Chesapeake.  Mt. 
Olive Cemetery was likely associated with Mt. 
Olive AME Church prior to its move to 
Campostella Road. 

The extensive use of concrete markers and 
the identification of Fitchett Funeral & 
Cremation Services (Fitchett Services on 
markers), an African American-owned funeral 
home in Chesapeake, indicate that Mt. Olive 
Cemetery is an African-American cemetery 
(Fitchett Funeral & Cremation Services 2014).  
While Mt. Olive Cemetery is associated with 
the African American community, research 
did not reveal any specific historical 
associations between DHR # 131-5339 and 
events or persons of historical significance 
that would warrant listing under Criterion A or 
B.    

Mt. Olive Cemetery is also not eligible for 
listing in the NRHP under Criterion C, as it 

represents an example of a typical twentieth-
century resource with markers commonly 
associated with African-American cemeteries.  
The stones do not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the 
region, which are similar in form and 
character. 

Furthermore, DHR # 131-5339 is not 
eligible under Criteria Consideration D, as it 
does not derive its primary significance from 
graves of persons of transcendent importance, 
from age, from distinctive design features, or 
from associations with historic events. 

Consequently, CRA concurs that Mt. 
Olive Cemetery (DHR # 131-5339) is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5340 
Address: 1045 Great Bridge Boulevard, 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386407 N: 4068694 

Maps: Figures 4 and 10 

Photographs: Figure 19 

Date(s) of Construction: 2014 

Description: DHR # 131-5340 consists of a 
new house, currently under construction, in 
the location of a previously surveyed resource, 
formerly located at 1041 Great Bridge 
Boulevard (Figure 19). The .227-acre site is 
located immediately southeast of the 
intersection Great Bridge Boulevard (Rt 109) 
and Finck Lane. The parcel currently features 
no lawn due to construction underway for 
improvements along Great Bridge Boulevard.   
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Figure 19. DHR # 131-5340: Northeasterly overview of the former site of DHR # 131-5340 and a new house under 
construction. 

According to the 2006 survey, the 
residence that was located on this parcel was a 
circa 1955 one-story frame house with 
aluminum siding set upon a concrete block 
foundation.  The house featured a front-gable 
roof clad in asphalt shingles and the front 
entry was sheltered by a metal awning. The 
house featured one-over-one light aluminum 
and six-over-one light, double-hung wood 
sash windows and a concrete chimney pierced 
the center of the roof (Stewart et al. 2007b).   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: DHR # 131-5340 was previously 
surveyed in 2006.  The resource was 
demolished after its previous survey.  A non-
historic house is being constructed on the site. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5341 
Address: 1037 Great Bridge Boulevard, 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386419 N: 4068650 

Maps: Figures 4 and 10 

Photographs: Figure 20 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1953 

Description: DHR # 131-5341 consists of a 
residence and attached garage located at 1037 
Great Bridge Boulevard (Rt 109), 
approximately 200 ft southeast of its 
intersection with Finck Lane.  The parcel, 
which totals .150 acres, features an open lawn 
that is currently disturbed by improvements 
along Great Bridge Boulevard.  A concrete 
driveway connects the house to Great Bridge 
Boulevard.  The house is set back 
approximately 65 ft east of Great Bridge 
Boulevard  An enclosed breezeway attaches 
the southeast elevation of DHR # 131-5341 to 
a garage.    
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The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, 
four-bay (w/ww/d/www) cross-gable Tudor 
Revival-inspired house (Figure 20). Of frame 
construction clad in brick veneer, the 1,488 sq 
ft house is founded on a continuous concrete 
foundation and is sheltered by an asphalt 
shingle cross-gable roof.  Four front-gable 
dormers pierce the roof of the façade.  
Windows exhibit six-over-six, double-hung 
wood sashes with aluminum storms on the 
main floor and one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl replacement sashes at the attic level. An 
interior end corbelled brick chimney pierces 
the roofline of the façade near the southeast 
elevation. A second interior side brick 
chimney extends from the roof of the garage. 

The façade is dominated by a centered 
steeply-pitched cross gable.  A single-leaf 
façade entry with a six-light paneled wood 
door and an aluminum storm door topped with 
a six-light semicircular fanlight is centered on 
the cross gable. The façade entry opens to a 
concrete stoop with a cast-iron balustrade.  A 
small window with one-over-one vinyl sashes 
is centered on the gable end of the cross-gable 
projection. A tripartite window, comprised of 

a central stationary window flanked by two 
smaller, operational windows with six-over-
six wood sashes, is located to the right of the 
façade entry. Wood shutters flank the tripartite 
window. A pair of windows and a single 
window with six-over-six wood sashes are 
located to the left of the entry.  Each of the 
four aluminum siding-clad front-gable 
dormers on the façade feature single one-over-
one vinyl replacement windows.   

The northwest elevation features two 
single windows with six-over-six wood sashes 
and a single window with one-over-one vinyl 
replacement sashes on the gable end.  An 
integrated porch with round brick arches 
supported by brick piers is located on the 
southern corner of the house.  Screens and an 
aluminum storm door have been added to 
enclose this porch.  Windows on the southeast 
elevation include a pair of small windows with 
six-over-six wood sashes on the first floor, and 
a single window with one-over-one vinyl 
replacement sashes is centered on the gable 
end. An enclosed breezeway with brick veneer 
connects the southeast corner of the house to 
the garage.   

 

Figure 20. DHR # 131-5341: Easterly view of the façade of the residence and attached garage. 
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The flat-roof breezeway features a single-
leaf side entry with an aluminum storm door 
flanked by two windows with one-by-one 
sliding vinyl sashes and a metal balustrade.  
The façade of the garage features a single 
garage bay with an overhead door and a small 
four-light window on the gable end.  The rear, 
or northeast, elevation of the house features 
three single windows and a pair of windows 
on the core of the house and two single 
windows on the rear of the breezeway, all with 
six-over-six wood sashes.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance:  In 2007 DHR staff determined 
that DHR # 131-5341 is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP (Stewart et al. 2007c).   

Research revealed no associations 
between DHR # 131-5341 and events or 
persons of historical significance, thus it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B.  The resource is also not 
eligible under Criterion C.  Houses inspired by 
the Tudor Revival style were popular during 
the first half of the twentieth century.  As 
such, examples reflecting elements of this 
style must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP.  This example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region, which are similar in 
form and character.  While this resource 
retains a moderate level of integrity, 
alterations, including the construction of a 
breezeway connecting the garage and the 
installation of vinyl replacement windows on 
the attic story, have diminished the integrity of 
materials, design, and workmanship of this 
resource.  Consequently, CRA concurs that 
DHR # 131-5341 is not individually eligible 
for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, 
B, or C. There are no known historic districts 
or potential historic districts in the area.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5343 
Address: 1029 Great Bridge Boulevard, 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386443 N: 4068607 

Maps: Figures 4 and 10 

Photographs: Figure 21 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1935 

Description: DHR # 151-5343 consists of a 
residence, garage, and shed located at 1029 
Great Bridge Boulevard (Rt 109), immediately 
east of its intersection with Westcove Lane. 
The parcel features a small lawn that is 
currently disturbed by improvements along 
Great Bridge Boulevard.  A gravel driveway 
connects the house to Great Bridge Boulevard.  
The house is set back approximately 50 ft 
east-northeast of Great Bridge Boulevard. The 
City of Chesapeake Schools Plants Facility 
and Bus Depot is located immediately behind 
a chain link and barbed wire fence at the rear 
of the property. 

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(w/d/w) house with a hipped roof and front 
and rear gabled additions (Figure 21).  Of 
frame construction, the 802 sq ft house is 
founded on a continuous concrete block 
foundation, features vertical board wood 
paneling, and is sheltered by a hipped roof 
with asphalt shingles.  Windows exhibit one-
over-one, double-hung vinyl replacement 
sashes with muntins affixed to simulate four-
over-four and six-over-six sashes.   

The façade is dominated by a large 
enclosed front-gable addition.  A single-leaf 
façade entry with a metal paneled replacement 
door opens to a one-bay wooden deck with a 
simple wooden balustrade.  Single windows 
flank the entry and a stationary octagon light 
is located on the gable end of the façade.  The 
north and south elevations feature two single 
windows. The rear elevation features an 
enclosed gabled addition with no windows.  A 
single-leaf side entry opens to an integrated 
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Figure 21. DHR # 131-5343: Southeasterly view of the façade and north elevation of the residence and garage. 

corner porch supported by a square post on the 
northeast corner of the rear addition.  

A circa 1950–1980 frame garage is 
located approximately 15 ft northeast of the 
rear of the house.  Clad in vertical board 
paneling, the garage features a front-gable roof 
clad in corrugated metal and a single garage 
bay with an overhead door.  A one-story 
gabled shed is attached to the rear of the 
garage; the shed features the same corrugated 
metal roof and vertical board paneling. 

A circa 1950–1980 prefabricated metal 
shed is located approximately 20 ft east of the 
rear of the house.  Clad entirely in corrugated 
metal panels, the shed features a side-gable 
roof with a single-leaf side entry with a metal 
door. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: In 2007 DHR staff determined 
that DHR # 131-5343 is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP (Stewart et al. 2007d).   

Research revealed no associations 
between DHR # 131-5343 and events or 
persons of historical significance, thus it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B.  The resource is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C as it does not demonstrate 
noteworthy architectural features or integrity. 
Alterations including the construction of large 
gabled front and rear additions and the 
installation of vertical board paneling and 
vinyl replacement windows have diminished 
the integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship of the resource.  Consequently, 
CRA concurs that DHR # 131-5343 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area.  

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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DHR # 131-5344 
Address: 1021 Great Bridge Boulevard, 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386471 N: 4068551 

Maps: Figures 4 and 10 

Photographs: Figure 22 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1955 

Description: DHR # 131-5344, the Chesapeake 
Public Schools Department of School Plants, 
consists of a complex of an office building, 
two warehouses, a bus garage, an equipment 
shed, a shed, a gas station, and five portable 
office buildings located at 1021 Great Bridge 
Boulevard (Rt 109), north of its intersection 
with Dominion Boulevard N (U.S. 17).  A 
chain link and barbed wire fence surrounds the 
entire complex, which totals 13.154 acres.  
Asphalt driveways connect the complex to 
Great Bridge Boulevard at gates located 

immediately north and south of the primary 
building, the office of the Department of 
School Plants.  This primary office building is 
set back approximately 82 ft east of Great 
Bridge Boulevard.  The eastern portion of the 
complex serves as the school bus depot.  Much 
of the complex is paved in asphalt.  The open 
area in front of the office is currently disturbed 
by construction improvements on Great 
Bridge Boulevard. 

The office building is a one-story, 
concrete block structure comprised of two 
sections (Figure 22). Of masonry construction, 
the 11,757 sq ft building is founded on a 
continuous concrete block foundation, features 
concrete block walls, and is sheltered by a flat 
roof. Windows exhibit eight-light steel 
casement sashes and feature concrete sills.  
The core of the building features a central 
double-leaf entry with glass doors that opens 
to a small concrete stoop sheltered by a flat 
roof supported by paired square posts.  Eight 
single windows flank either side of the entry.  
To the north of the core of the building is a 
slightly taller section  

 

Figure 22. DHR # 131-5344: North-northeasterly view of the façade and south elevation of the office building for 
Chesapeake Schools Department of School Plants.  
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that features eight single windows with 
twelve-light steel casement sashes.  The south 
elevation features no windows or doors; the 
north elevation, however, features two single 
windows and a side entry with a metal door.  
The rear of the building features multiple 
window and door bays and a raised loading 
dock with a shed roof supported by square 
posts.  A tall corbelled brick and concrete 
block interior end chimney pierces the roof on 
the rear elevation near its intersection with the 
north portion of the building.   

A circa 1955–1965 one-story metal 
warehouse is located approximately 100 ft east 
of the rear of the office building.  This 
building features frame construction clad in 
metal panels and a wide, shallow-pitched side-
gable metal roof.  Two smaller sections 
attached to this building include a one-story 
metal-clad building with a flat roof and a tall, 
two-story metal-clad building with a flat roof, 
for mechanical equipment. 

A circa 1955–1970 one-story warehouse is 
located approximately 185 ft east of the south 
end of the office building.  This building is 
comprised of three sections, a flat-roofed 
concrete block core with garage bays, a one-
and-one-half-story concrete block section with 
a metal-clad upper-half story and shed roof, 
and a frame section clad entirely in metal with 
a shed roof.   

A circa 1955–170 one-story bus garage is 
located approximately 500 ft east of the rear of 
the office building.  Of frame and concrete 
block construction, this garage is clad entirely 
in metal and features a shallow-pitched side-
gable roof.  The east and west elevations of 
this building feature garage bays for busses.   

Two circa 1995–2010 small metal-clad 
portable office buildings extend from the 
southwest corner of the bus garage building.   

A circa 1955–1970 machine shed is 
located approximately 350 ft southeast of the 
rear of the office building.  Located along the 
southern edge of the complex, this shed 
features four main sections that feature 
concrete block and frame construction clad in 

metal panels.  The shed features standing-
seam metal side-gable and shed roofs.  

A circa 1955–1970 concrete block shed 
with a flat roof is located approximately 400 ft 
east-northeast of the office building.  The 
north elevation of this building features a flat 
overhang. 

A circa 1970–1990 bus gas station with a 
covered shed is located approximately 520 ft 
east-northeast of the office building.  A metal 
shed with a flat roof supported by square 
metal posts shelters the gas pumps.   

Three circa 1995–2010 side-gabled 
prefabricated offices are located near the gas 
station, approximately 400 ft northeast of the 
rear of the office building.  All three of these 
office buildings are clad entirely in metal. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: In 2007 DHR staff determined 
that DHR # 131-5344 is not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP (Stewart et al. 2007e).   

Research revealed no associations 
between DHR # 131-5344 and events or 
persons of significance, thus it is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or 
B.  The resource is also not eligible for listing 
in the NRHP under Criterion C as it represents 
a typical example of a mid-twentieth century 
public administration building and does not 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP.  Alterations to 
many of the outbuildings, including the 
construction of additions and the application 
of metal cladding, have diminished the 
integrity of this complex.  Consequently, CRA 
concurs with DHR’s determination that DHR 
# 131-5344 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C.  There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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Section 9: I-464 Interchange 
Section 9 also includes four additional 

study areas. Two of these are located on the 
south side of the I-464 interchange. A third is 
located on the north side of I-464 and extends 
approximately 3,500 ft north along I-464 on 
either side of the highway. The final study 
area extends 3,000 ft of the I-464 interchange 
alongside both travel lanes of I-64. Seventeen 
new historic architectural resources (DHR #s 
131-5086–131-5102) were identified and 
recorded within this area. 

DHR # 131-5086 
Address: 1221 Burns Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386549 N: 4070034 

Maps: Figures 5 and 9 

Photographs: Figure 23 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1955 

Description: DHR # 131-5086 consists of a 
Ranch house and barn located at 1221 Burns 
Street, approximately 150 ft southeast of its 
intersection with Hartford Court. The parcel 
features an open lawn and an enclosed horse 
pasture and totals 2.5 acres. A gravel driveway 
connects the house to Burns Street.  Oriented 
to the west, the house is set back 
approximately 50 ft east of Burns Street.  An 
in-ground pool is located immediately behind 
the residence, and the backyard is enclosed 
with a wooden privacy fence.  

The residence is a one-story six-bay 
(d/ww/www/d/ww/w) Ranch house (Figure 
23).  Of frame construction clad in brick 
veneer, the 1,878 sq ft house is founded on a 
continuous concrete foundation and is 
sheltered by a hip roof clad in asphalt shingles.  
Windows exhibit one-over-one vinyl 
replacement sashes with muntins affixed to 
simulate six-over-six and four-over-four 
sashes.  A frame attached garage clad in 
aluminum siding with brick veneer on the 
façade extends from the northwest corner of 
the residence.  A brick interior end chimney 
pierces the roof near the intersection of the 
garage addition. 

 

Figure 23. DHR # 131-5086: South-southeasterly view of the façade and north elevation of the residence. 
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The single-leaf façade entry is centered on 
a frame enclosure clad in vinyl siding with a 
shed roof.  The storm door opens to a small 
concrete stoop. A pair of windows and a single 
window are located to the right of the entry, 
and a three-light bay window is located to the 
left of the entry.  Vinyl shutters flank the 
windows on the façade.  The attached garage 
features a hipped roof and two garage bays, 
one of which has been enclosed; the altered 
bay now contains vinyl siding and a pair of 
windows.   The north elevation is punctuated 
by a single window on the garage, and the 
south elevation features two single windows.  
The rear elevation features three single 
windows, a hipped rear projection with a bank 
of three windows, and a single-leaf rear entry 
that opens to a wood and concrete deck with a 
simple balustrade. The deck opens to an in-
ground pool.   

A circa 1950–1960 one-and-one-half-story 
barn is located approximately 100 ft east-
southeast of the rear of the residence.  The 
barn features concrete block masonry 
construction, a front-gable roof clad in asphalt 
shingles, and a wood vertical-plank sliding 
barn door.  A single window is centered on the 
gable end, which is clad in aluminum siding.  
Frame and concrete block shed additions with 
vertical wood paneling extend from the north 
and east elevations of the barn. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no 
associations between DHR # 131-5086 and 
events or persons of historical significance, 
thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under Criterion A or B.  The resource is also 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The Ranch house is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century.  As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This example 
does not exhibit denotative characteristics that 
would otherwise separate it from countless 
examples throughout the region, which are 
identical in form and character.  Alterations, 
including the installation of vinyl replacement 
windows and the enclosure of the façade entry 

and a garage bay, have diminished the 
integrity of materials, design, and 
workmanship of the resource.  Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5086 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5087 
Address: 1205 Burns Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386586 N: 4069955 

Maps: Figures 5 and 9 

Photographs: Figure 24 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1925 

Description: DHR # 131-5087 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 1205 Burns 
Street, approximately 150 ft north of its 
intersection with Dorcas Road.  The parcel 
features an open lawn and totals .45 acres.  A 
concrete driveway connects the house to 
Burns Street.  Oriented to the west-southwest, 
the house is set back approximately 65 ft east 
of Burns Street. 

The residence is a one-story cross-gable 
house (Figure 24).  Of frame construction clad 
in brick veneer, the house is founded on a 
continuous concrete foundation and is 
sheltered by a cross-gabled roof clad in asphalt 
shingles.  Windows exhibit one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl replacement sashes.   

A single-leaf façade entry with a storm 
door is centrally located on a projection with a 
shed roof.  A pair of three-light aluminum 
jalousie windows are located to the left of the 
entry on the projection.  Two single windows 
are located to the left of the entry projection.  
A bank of three windows and a single window 
are located on the cross-gable projection.  The 
gable end of the projection is clad in 
aluminum siding and features a small single 
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Figure 24. DHR # 131-5087: Easterly view of the façade of the residence and the garage. 

window.  The south elevation is punctuated by 
three single windows and a pair of windows.  
The north elevation is void of openings on the 
first floor, but features a small single window 
centered on the gable end.  The rear elevation 
features a flat-roof rear addition with a single-
leaf rear entry and a pair of windows.  The 
rear of the core of the house features a single-
leaf rear entry that opens to a concrete patio 
and a pair of windows and two single 
windows.   

A circa 1950–1965 frame garage is 
located approximately 15 ft north-northeast of 
the residence.  The garage features frame 
construction clad in vinyl and fiberboard 
siding and brick veneer on the façade.  A 
single garage bay features an overhead door.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no association 
between DHR # 131-5087 and events or 
persons of historical significance, thus it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B.  The resource is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The cross-gable form is a 

common residential form dating to the early to 
mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of 
this form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP.  This example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region, which are identical in 
form and character.  Alterations, including the 
installation of vinyl replacement windows and 
aluminum siding on the gable ends and the 
construction of a rear addition, have 
diminished the integrity of materials, design, 
and workmanship of the resource.  
Furthermore, according to the property owner, 
the house was moved between 1964 and 1965 
to avoid a transportation expansion project.  
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5087 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C.  There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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DHR # 131-5088 
Address: 826 Dorcas Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386610 N: 4069929 

Maps: Figures 5 and 9 

Photographs: Figure 25 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1960 

Description: DHR # 131-5088 consists of a 
duplex and two sheds located at 826 Dorcas 
Road, immediately northeast of its intersection 
with Burns Street.  The parcel features an open 
lawn divided by two sidewalks, which connect 
to concrete driveways that connect each unit to 
Dorcas Road.  The duplex is set back 
approximately 70 ft north of Dorcas Road.   

The residence is a six-bay 
(ww/www/d/d/www/ww) Ranch Duplex 
(Figure 25).  Of frame construction clad in 
brick veneer, the 1,539 sq ft duplex is siturated 
on a continuous concrete foundation and is 

sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad hip roof.  
A central interior brick chimney pierces the 
center of the ridgeline.  Windows exhibit two-
over-two, double-hung wood sashes and 
aluminum storms. 

The duplex features two single-leaf entries 
with wood paneled doors and aluminum storm 
doors that open to a concrete and brick porch 
sheltered by a corrugated metal awning 
supported by decorative metal supports.  
Tripartite windows, comprised of a central 
stationary window flanked by two smaller 
operational double-hung sashes, flank the 
entries.  Each unit of the duplex also features a 
pair of windows on the façade.  Shutters flank 
the windows on the façade.  The east and west 
elevations each feature two single windows.  
The rear elevation features two single-leaf rear 
entries that open to a concrete stoop, four 
single windows, and a small single stationary 
window on the west unit.  

A circa 1955–1970 pre-fabricated metal 
shed is located approximately 35 ft north-
northwest of the rear of the duplex.  The shed, 
which features a low-pitched gable roof is clad 
entirely in metal panels. 

 

Figure 25. DHR # 131-5088: North-northwesterly view of the façade of the duplex. 
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A circa 1970–1990 frame shed is located 
approximately 30 ft north-northwest of the 
rear of the duplex.  The shed features a 
steeply-pitched gambrel roof clad in asphalt 
shingles, a single-leaf façade entry, and 
vertical board paneling on the exterior. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no association 
between DHR # 131-5088 and events or 
persons of historical significance, thus it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B.  The duplex is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The simple form of the Ranch 
style duplex is a common residential form 
dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, 
examples of this form must demonstrate 
noteworthy architectural features and integrity 
to be considered individually eligible for 
listing in the NRHP.  While this example 
retains a high level of integrity, it does not 
exhibit denotative characteristics that would 
otherwise separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region, which are identical in 
form and character.  Consequently, CRA 
recommends that DHR # 131-5088 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5089 
Address: 828 Dorcas Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386640 N: 4069934 

Maps: Figures 5 and 9 

Photographs: Figure 26 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1955 

Description: DHR # 131-5089 consists of a 
residence and two sheds located at 828 Dorcas 
Road, approximately 190 ft west-northwest of 
its intersection with Burns Street.  Oriented to 

the south-southeast, the house is set back 
approximately 75 ft north of Dorcas Road.   

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(www/d/ww/ww) cross-gable Compact Ranch 
house (Figure 26).  Of frame construction, the 
1,128 sq ft house is founded on a continuous 
concrete block foundation, features asbestos 
shingle siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-
shingle cross-gable roof.  Windows exhibit 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl replacement 
sashes with corrugated metal awnings.  A 
central interior brick chimney pierces the roof 
near the ridgeline. 

The façade features a central cross-gable 
projection.  A single-leaf façade entry with a 
wood door and aluminum storm door and a 
pair of windows are located on this projection.  
The façade entry opens to a concrete porch 
sheltered by a shed roof supported by wood 
posts.  A tripartite window, comprised of a 
central stationary window flanked by two 
smaller operational double-hung sashes, is 
located to the left of the central projection.  A 
pair of windows is located to the right of the 
projection on the façade. The east and west 
elevations are each punctuated by two single 
windows. The rear elevation features a central 
single-leaf rear entry with a storm door that 
opens to a wooden deck.  A corrugated metal 
awning that shelters the rear entry is supported 
by decorative cast-iron supports. The rear 
elevation features a pair of windows and three 
single windows. 

A circa 1970–1990 one-and-one-half-story 
frame shed is located approximately 30 ft 
north of the residence.  Oriented to the south-
southeast, this shed features frame 
construction clad in vertical board paneling, a 
single-leaf façade entry, and a gambrel roof 
clad in corrugated metal.   

A circa 1965–1975 one-story 
prefabricated shed is located approximately 25 
ft north-northeast of the residence. Oriented to 
the west, this shed features a gambrel roof, 
metal cladding, and a double-leaf façade entry 
with metal doors.  
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Figure 26. DHR # 131-5089: Northeasterly view of the façade and west elevation of the residence. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no association 
between DHR # 131-5089 and events or 
persons of historical significance, thus it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The Compact Ranch is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century.  As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP.  This example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region, which are identical in 
form and character.  Alterations, including the 
installation of vinyl replacement windows, 
have diminished the integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship of this resource.  
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5089 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C.  There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5090 
Address: 827 Dorcas Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386640 N: 4069878 

Maps: Figures 5 and 9 

Photographs: Figure 27 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1956 

Description: DHR # 131-5090 consists of a 
residence located at 827 Dorcas Road, 
approximately 145 ft east of its intersection 
with Burns Street.  The parcel features an open 
lawn and totals .596 acres.  A concrete 
driveway connects the house to Dorcas Road.  
Oriented to the north-northwest, the house is 
set back approximately 40 ft south-southeast 
of Dorcas Road.   
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Figure 27. DHR # 131-5090: South-southwesterly view of the façade and east elevation of the residence. 

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(w/d/www) side gable Compact Ranch House 
with rear additions (Figure 27).  Of rusticated 
stone pressed concrete block masonry 
construction, the 1,790 sq ft house is founded 
on a continuous concrete block foundation and 
is sheltered by a side-gable roof clad in asphalt 
shingles.  Windows exhibit one-over-one, 
double-hung vinyl replacement sashes.  A 
metal chimney flue pierces the roof near the 
ridgeline. 

A single-leaf façade entry with a 
replacement wood door opens to a two-bay 
concrete porch sheltered by a cross-gable roof 
supported by square posts.  A bank of three 
windows is located to the right of the façade 
entry; a single window is located to the left of 
the entry.  Four single windows punctuate the 
west elevation. The east elevation features five 
single windows. A rear addition extends from 
the rear, or south, elevation.  It is comprised of 
three sections including a one-room addition 
with a gabled roof, a one-room side addition 
with a shed roof, and an enclosed rear porch 

with a hipped roof.  All three sections feature 
frame construction clad in vinyl siding and 
asphalt shingle roofs. The rear elevation 
features a rear entry, a single window, and a 
pair of windows on the enclosed porch and a 
single window on the rear elevation of the 
shed addition.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no association 
between DHR # 131-5090 and events or 
persons of historical significance, thus it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The Compact Ranch is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century.  As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP.  This example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region, which are identical in 
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form and character.  Alterations, including the 
construction of rear additions, the installation 
of vinyl replacement windows and the 
application of vinyl siding, have diminished 
the integrity of design, materials, and 
workmanship of this resource.  Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5090 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5091 
Address: 825 Dorcas Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386615 N: 4069875 

Maps: Figures 5 and 9 

Photographs: Figure 28 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1963 

Description: DHR # 131-5091 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 825 Dorcas 
Road, immediately southeast of the 
intersection of Dorcas Road and Burns Street.  
The parcel features an open lawn and totals 
.26 acres.  A concrete driveway connects the 
house to Dorcas Road.  A chain-link fence 
encloses the backyard.  The house is set back 
approximately 40 ft south of Dorcas Road.  

The residence is a one-story five-bay 
(www/www/d/w/w) Ranch house (Figure 28). 
Of frame construction clad in brick veneer, the 
1,949 sq ft house is siturated on a continuous 
concrete foundation and is sheltered by an 
asphalt shingle hipped roof.  Four additions 
extend from the rear of the house.  Windows 
exhibit one-over-one, double-hung vinyl 
replacement sashes.  An interior brick 
chimney pierces the roof near the ridgeline. 

A single-leaf façade entry with a metal 
replacement door and storm door opens to a 
two-bay concrete porch. A cross-gable that 
extends over the porch is supported by turned 
wood posts.   

 

Figure 28. DHR # 131-5091: Southwesterly view of the façade and east elevation of the residence. 
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The gable end of the porch roof features 
wood shingles.  A tripartite window, comprised 
of a stationary window flanked by two smaller, 
operational double-hung sashes, is located to the 
left of the façade entry.  Two single windows are 
located to the right of the façade entry.  A former 
garage bay, located to the far left of the façade 
entry, has been enclosed.  Three double-hung 
windows fill the former garage bay. Shutters 
flank windows on the façade.  The east elevation 
of the core of the house is punctuated by a single 
window and a single-leaf side entry with a 
decorative cast-iron storm door that opens to a 
small concrete stoop. The west elevation features 
two single windows. Four additions of frame 
construction clad in brick veneer extend from the 
rear, or south, elevation.  Two additions feature 
gable roofs and two feature shed roofs. A pair of 
windows is centered on the smaller gabled rear 
addition, and a single window is located on the 
rear elevation of a shed addition. 

A circa 1970–1990 frame garage is located 
approximately 10 ft southeast of the residence.  
The garage features frame construction clad in 
aluminum siding, a front-gable roof clad in 
asphalt shingles, and a single garage bay with an 
overhead door.  A one-story shed addition 
extends from the south elevation of the garage. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no association 
between DHR # 131-5091 and events or persons 
of historical significance, thus it is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  
The residence is also not eligible for listing in 
the NRHP under Criterion C.  The Ranch is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century.  As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural 
features and integrity to be considered 
individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  
This example does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the region, 
which are identical in form and character.  
Alterations, including the construction of rear 
additions, the installation of vinyl replacement 
windows and the modification of the original 
integrated garage, have diminished the integrity 
of design, materials, and workmanship of this 
resource.  Consequently, CRA recommends that 

DHR # 131-5091 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or 
C.  There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5092 
Address: 833 Dorcas Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 386675 N: 4069883 

Maps: Figures 5 and 9 

Photographs: Figure 29 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1962 

Description: DHR # 131-5092 consists of a 
residence located at 833 Dorcas Road, 
approximately 280 ft east of its intersection with 
Burns Street.  The parcel features an open lawn 
and totals .552 acres.  A concrete driveway 
connects the house to Dorcas Road.  The house 
is set back approximately 45 ft south-southeast 
of Dorcas Road.   

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(d/www/d/w/w) side-gable Ranch with rear 
additions (Figure 29).  Of frame construction 
clad in brick veneer, the 1,564 sq ft house is 
situated on a continuous concrete foundation and 
is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad side-gable 
roof.  Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-
hung vinyl replacement sashes.   

A single-leaf façade entry with a 
replacement door and glass storm door opens to 
a two-bay concrete porch with a simple vinyl 
balustrade. A tripartite window, comprised of a 
stationary window flanked by smaller sliding 
sashes is located to the left of the façade entry.  
A gabled dormer clad in aluminum siding 
pierces the roofline above the façade entry and 
tripartite window.  Two single windows are 
located to the right of the entry.  An attached 
garage, with a four-light overhead garage door, 
is located to the far left 
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Figure 29. DHR # 131-5092: Southeasterly view of the façade and west elevation of the residence. 

of the façade entry.  The west elevation is 
punctuated by two single windows.  The east 
elevation features a single window and a 
single-leaf side entry with a replacement door.  
The east wall of the rear addition features a set 
of double-leaf French doors within a former 
garage bay.  The rear elevation is dominated 
by a large, L-shaped rear addition that features 
brick veneer.  A large exterior end chimney 
pierces the roofline of the west elevation of 
the rear addition.  Two single windows 
punctuate the rear elevation of the core of the 
house.  Two small single windows are located 
on the rear elevation of the rear addition.  A 
wooden deck with a simple wooden balustrade 
occupies the space between the L-shape of the 
rear addition and the attached garage.      

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no association 
between DHR # 131-5092 and events or 
persons of historical significance, thus it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not 

eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The Ranch is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century.  As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This example 
does not exhibit denotative characteristics that 
would otherwise separate it from countless 
examples throughout the region, which are 
identical in form and character.  Alterations, 
including the construction of rear additions 
and the installation of vinyl replacement 
windows, have diminished the integrity of 
design, materials, and workmanship of this 
resource.  Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5092 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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DHR # 131-5093 
Address: 302 McCosh Drive, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 387379 N: 4070015 

Maps: Figures 6 and 9 

Photographs: Figure 30 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1967 

Description: DHR # 131-5093 consists of a 
Ranch house and two garages located at 302 
McCosh Drive, approximately 180 ft south of 
its intersection with Haledon Road.  The 
parcel features an open lawn and totals .513 
acres.  Two concrete driveways connects the 
house to McCosh Drive.  The house is set 
back approximately 50 ft east of McCosh 
Drive.   

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(d/www/d/w/w) side-gable Ranch house 
(Figure 30).  Of frame construction clad in 

brick veneer, the 1,504 sq ft house is founded 
on a continuous concrete foundation clad in 
brick veneer and is sheltered by an asphalt 
shingle-clad side-gable roof.  Windows exhibit 
one-over-one, double-hung vinyl replacement 
sashes. Vinyl shutters flank the windows on 
the façade, north, and south elevations.  A 
house features a one-story rear addition.  A 
corbelled brick interior chimney pierces the 
roof near the ridgeline and a corbelled brick 
exterior side chimney pierces the roof of the 
rear porch.   

A single-leaf façade entry with a 
replacement door opens to a two-bay incised 
concrete porch.  Sheltered by the side-gable 
roof, the porch features Doric columns and a 
wood spindle balustrade.  A tripartite window, 
comprised of a central stationary window 
flanked by two smaller operational sash 
windows, is located to the left of the façade 
entry.  Two single windows are located to the 
right of the porch.  An attached garage, which 
extends from the north elevation of the house 
features a single garage bay with a four-light 
overhead garage door.  The north elevation is  

 

Figure 30. DHR # 131-5093: South-southeasterly view of the façade and north elevation of the residence.  
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punctuated by a single window on the first 
floor and a smaller window on the gable end at 
the attic.  The south elevation is punctuated by 
two single windows.  Two single windows are 
located on the rear elevation of the core of the 
house.  A one-story gabled rear elevation, clad 
in brick veneer, extends from the north end of 
the rear, or east elevation.  A single window is 
centered on the rear elevation.  A screened 
porch with a shed roof is located within the L 
formed by the rear addition.  A wooden deck 
with a turned spindle balustrade extends from 
the screened porch.   

A circa 1967–1980 detached garage is 
located approximately 50 ft east of the rear of 
the house.  The garage features frame 
construction clad in brick veneer, a front-gable 
roof clad in asphalt shingles, and a single 
garage bay with a three-light garage door.   

A circa 1950–1980 garage/shed is located 
approximately 70 ft east of the rear of the 
house.  The front-gable garage is of frame 
construction clad in metal panels and 
plywood.  The garage features a single bay 
with a garage door.  The garage/shed is in 
poor condition and was mostly obscured from 
view during survey.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no association 
between DHR # 131-5093 and events or 
persons of historical significance, thus it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The Ranch is a common 
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth 
century.  As such, examples of this form must 
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features 
and integrity to be considered individually 
eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This example 
does not exhibit denotative characteristics that 
would otherwise separate it from countless 
examples throughout the region, which are 
identical in form and character.  Alterations, 
including the construction of rear additions 
and the installation of vinyl replacement 
windows and new porch supports, have 
diminished the integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship of this resource.  

Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5093 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C.  There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5094 
Address: 321 Haledon Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 387425 N: 4070041 

Maps: Figures 6 and 9 

Photographs: Figure 31 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1964 

Description: DHR # 131-5094 consists of a 
residence, garage, shed, and garden shed 
located at 321 Haledon Road, approximately 
200 ft east-southeast of its intersection with 
McCosh Drive.  The parcel features a small 
open lawn and totals .318 acres.  A concrete 
driveway connects the house to Haledon Road.  
Oriented to the north, the house is set back 
approximately 40 ft south of Haledon Road. A 
noise barrier runs along the southern end of 
the property.  

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(d/www/w/w) Ranch house (Figure 31).  Of 
frame construction clad in brick veneer, the 
1,618 sq ft house is situated on a concrete 
foundation clad in brick veneer and is 
sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof.  
Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl replacement sash windows with muntins 
affixed to simulate six-over-six and four-over-
four sashes.  A brick interior end chimney 
pierces the roof near the ridgeline.  

A central projection with a hipped roof 
extends from the façade.  A single-leaf façade 
entry with a replacement door with a storm 
door is located on the west elevation of the 
central projection.  The façade entry opens to 
an incised corner porch with a decorative cast-
iron support.  A bank of three windows is 
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Figure 31. DHR # 131-5094: Southeasterly view of the façade and west elevation of the residence. 

located to the left of the façade entry on the 
projection.  Two single windows are located to 
the right of the central projection.  An 
integrated garage, to the left of the central 
projection, features a garage bay with three 
single-leaf doors. The east elevation of the 
house features a single-leaf side entry; the 
west elevation features two single windows. 
Four single windows punctuate the rear 
elevation.  A large gabled frame addition clad 
in aluminum siding extends from the rear 
elevation.  A sunroom with sliding doors 
extends from the rear addition.  A wooden 
deck with a hot tub covered by a portable 
gazebo is located southwest of the sunroom.   

A circa 1970–1990 front-gable frame 
garage/shop is located approximately 25 ft 
southeast of the house.  The garage features 
frame construction clad in vertical board wood 
paneling, a front-gable roof clad in asphalt 
shingles, and one-over-one-light, double-hung 
sash wood windows.  The façade features a 
garage bay with an overhead door and single-
leaf façade entry with a metal door.   

A circa 1965–1975 pre-fabricated metal 
shed is located approximately 75 ft south-
southeast of the house.  Clad entirely in metal, 
the shed features a front-gable roof and a 
single-leaf entry. 

A circa 2000–2014 pre-fabricated plastic 
garden shed is located behind a wood privacy 
fence approximately 70 ft south-southeast of 
the house. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no association 
between DHR # 131-5094 and events or 
persons of historical significance, thus it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The side-gable Ranch is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century.  As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP.  This example does not exhibit 
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denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region, which are identical in 
form and character.  Alterations, including the 
construction of rear additions and the 
installation of vinyl replacement windows, 
have diminished the integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship of this resource.  
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5094 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C.  There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5095 
Address: 317 Haledon Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 387448 N: 4070043 

Maps: Figures 6 and 9 

Photographs: Figure 32 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1968 

Description: DHR # 131-5095 consists of a 
residence and guest cottage located at 317 
Haledon Road, approximately 230 ft east of its 
intersection with McCosh Drive.  The parcel 
features an open lawn and totals .447 acres.  A 
concrete driveway connects the house to 
Haledon Road. The house is set back 
approximately 60 ft south-southeast of 
Haledon Road.  A wooden privacy fence 
surrounds the backyard and a noise barrier 
marks the southeastern boundary of the parcel. 

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(ww/d/wwww/ww/dd) cross-gable Ranch 
house (Figure 32).  Of frame construction clad 
in brick veneer, the 1,946 sq ft house is 
founded on a continuous concrete foundation 
clad in brick veneer and is sheltered by an 
asphalt-shingle clad cross-gable roof.  
Windows exhibit six-over-six, double-hung 
wood sashes with aluminum storms. An 
interior brick chimney pierces the ridgeline of 
the roof. A corbelled brick interior side 
chimney pierces the roof of a rear enclosed 
porch. 

 

Figure 32. DHR # 131-5095: East-southeasterly view of the façade and west elevation of the residence. 
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A single-leaf façade entry with a four-light 
wood door opens to an incised concrete and 
brick porch that is sheltered by the roof of the 
cross-gable projection on the east end of the 
façade.  The porch features a square post and a 
decorative wood balustrade. The gable end of 
the projection is clad in aluminum siding.  A pair 
of windows is located on the cross-gable 
projection.  A twelve-light bow window and a 
pair of windows are located to the right of the 
façade entry.  A double-leaf entry with fifteen-
light French doors occupies a former attached 
garage bay.  The southwest elevation is 
punctuated by a single window and a single-leaf 
side entry that opens to a small brick porch.  The 
northeast elevation is punctuated by four single 
windows.  The rear elevation features two cross-
gable projections with aluminum-clad gable 
ends.  A pair of windows is centered on the west 
projection.  A single window punctuates the east 
gabled projection.  An enclosed porch with a flat 
roof extends from the rear of the house.  The 
enclosed room features vinyl casement windows 
and a sliding rear entry.    

A circa 1970–1990 frame guesthouse is 
located approximately 30 ft south of the rear of 
the residence.  Oriented to the northeast, this L-
shaped cottage features frame construction clad 
in vertical wood paneling, a mansard roof clad in 
wood shingles, and six-over-six light double-
hung wood sash windows.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no association 
between DHR # 131-5095 and events or persons 
of historical significance, thus it is not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  
The residence is also not eligible for listing in 
the NRHP under Criterion C.  The cross-gable 
Ranch is a common residential form dating to 
the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of 
this form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in the 
NRHP.  While this example retains a moderate 
level of integrity, it does not exhibit denotative 
characteristics that would otherwise separate it 
from countless examples throughout the region, 
which are identical in form and character.  
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5095 is not individually eligible for 

inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or 
C.  There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5096 
Address: 313 Haledon Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 387470 N: 4070059 

Maps: Figures 6 and 9 

Photographs: Figure 33 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1968 

Description: DHR # 131-5096 consists of a 
residence and shed located at 313 Haledon Road, 
approximately 300 ft east of its intersection with 
McCosh Drive.  The parcel features an open 
lawn with mature trees and totals .386 acres.  A 
concrete driveway connects the house to 
Haledon Road.  The house is set back 
approximately 65 ft southeast of Haledon Road. 
A wooden privacy fence surrounds the backyard 
and a noise barrier forms the southeast boundary 
of the backyard.   

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(w/www/s/ww/d) side-gable Ranch house 
(Figure 33). Of frame construction clad in brick 
veneer, the 1,824 sq ft house is situated on a 
continuous concrete foundation clad in brick 
veneer and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-
clad side-gable roof.  Windows exhibit one-over-
one, double-hung vinyl replacement sashes. An 
interior end brick chimney pierces the ridgeline 
of the roof at the intersection of the attached 
garage.  A corbelled brick  interior chimney 
pierces the roof of the rear addition.   

A central single-leaf façade entry with a 
replacement door opens to a one-bay recessed 
concrete porch with simple vinyl rails.  The 
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Figure 33. DHR # 131-5096: East-southeasterly view of the façade of the residence. 

porch is sheltered by the side-gable roof.  A 
tripartite window, comprised of a central 
stationary window flanked by two smaller 
operational double-hung sash windows, is 
located to the left of the façade entry.  A single 
window is located to the far left of the entry 
and a pair of windows is located to the right of 
the entry.  An attached garage, with a side-
gable roof, is located to the far right of the 
façade entry.  The garage features a single bay 
with a metal overhead garage door. The 
southwest and northeast elevations are 
punctuated by two single windows. Frame 
additions with a gabled roof and a shed roof 
extend from the rear elevation.  The rear 
additions feature frame construction clad in 
aluminum siding.   

A circa 1985–2000 frame playhouse is 
located approximately 15 ft east of the rear of 
the residence.  Oriented to the southeast, the 
playhouse features frame construction and a 
side-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles.  A 
double-leaf façade entry opens to a full-width 
porch with a shed roof and a simple 
balustrade.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no association 

between DHR # 131-5096 and events or 
persons of historical significance, thus it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The side-gable Ranch is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century.  As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP.  This example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region, which are identical in 
form and character.  Alterations, including the 
construction of rear additions and the 
installation of vinyl replacement windows, 
have diminished the integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship of this resource. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5096 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C.  There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  
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DHR # 131-5097 
Address: 309 Haledon Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 387481 N: 4070080 

Maps: Figures 6 and 9 

Photographs: Figure 34 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1966 

Description: DHR # 131-5097 consists of a 
residence, gazebo, and outbuilding located at 
309 Haledon Road, approximately 370 ft east-
northeast of its intersection with McCosh 
Drive.  The parcel features an open front lawn 
and totals .267 acres.  The backyard, which is 
enclosed with a wooden privacy fence, 
contains a wooden wheelchair ramp attached 
to a gazebo.  A noise barrier forms the east 
boundary of the backyard. A concrete 
driveway connects the house to Haledon Road.  
The house is set back approximately 65 ft 
from Haledon Road.   

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(ww/d/www/ww/d) cross-gable Ranch house 
(Figure 34).  Of frame construction, the 1,340 
sq ft house is situated on a continuous 
concrete block foundation clad in brick veneer 
and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad 
cross-gable roof.  Windows exhibit one-over-
one, double-hung vinyl replacement sashes 
with muntins affixed to simulate six-over-one 
and four-over-one sashes.  A corbelled brick 
interior chimney pierces the ridgeline near the 
intersection of the attached garage, and a 
second corbelled brick interior chimney 
pierces the roof of the enclosed rear porch.   

A single-leaf façade entry with a storm 
door opens to an incised concrete and brick 
porch that is sheltered by the roof of the cross-
gable projection on the east end of the façade.  
The porch features a square post and a simple 
vinyl balustrade. The gable end of the 
projection is clad in aluminum siding.  A pair 
of windows is located on the cross-gable 
projection.  A tripartite window, comprised of 
a central stationary window flanked by two  

 

Figure 34. DHR # 131-5097: Easterly view of the façade of the residence.  
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smaller operational double-hung sash 
windows, is located to the right of the façade 
entry.  A pair of windows is located to the 
right of the tripartite window.  An attached 
garage to the far right of the façade entry 
features a single overhead garage door.  The 
south elevation features no windows or doors; 
however, a wooden trellis runs along this wall.  
The north elevation is punctuated by three 
single windows.  The rear elevation features a 
cross-gable projection with an aluminum-clad 
gable end and an enclosed porch with a shed 
roof. A single-leaf rear entry from the garage 
opens to a small concrete stoop on the rear 
elevation.   

A circa 1980–2000 octagonal wood 
gazebo with an asphalt shingle-clad pyramidal 
roof is located approximately 25 ft east of the 
rear of the house.  

An outbuilding, possibly a shed, is located 
approximately 40 ft southeast of the rear of the 
house.  Overgrown vegetation obscured the 
view of this outbuilding during survey.   

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no association 
between DHR # 131-5097 and events or 
persons of historical significance, thus it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The cross-gable Ranch is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century.  As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP.  This example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region, which are identical in 
form and character.  Alterations, including the 
installation of vinyl replacement windows, 
have diminished the integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship of this resource. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5097 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C.  There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5098 
Address: 305 Haledon Road, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 387485  N: 4070105 

Maps: Figures 6 and 9 

Photographs: Figure 35 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1967 

Description: DHR # 131-5098 consists of a 
house and shed located at 305 Haledon Road, 
approximately 420 ft east-northeast of its 
intersection with McCosh Drive.  The parcel 
features an open lawn with mature trees and 
totals .206 acres.  A concrete driveway 
connects the house to Haledon Road.  The 
house is set back approximately 70 ft east of 
Haledon Road.  A wooden privacy fence 
surrounds the backyard, and a noise barrier 
forms the eastern boundary of the backyard.   

The residence is a one-story, four-bay 
(d/ww/w/w) Ranch house (Figure 35).  Of 
frame construction clad in brick veneer, the 
1,121 sq ft house is founded on a continuous 
concrete foundation clad in brick veneer and is 
sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof.  
A corbelled brick interior end chimney pierces 
the roof near the ridgeline.  Windows exhibit 
one-over-one-light, double-hung vinyl 
replacement sashes.   

A single-leaf façade entry with a 
replacement door is located on the south 
elevation of a hipped projection.  The door 
opens to a two-bay concrete and brick porch.  
The porch is sheltered by the overhanging 
eave of the hip roof supported by square posts 
with a simple wood balustrade.  A pair of 
windows is located on the hipped projection to 
the left of the façade entry. Two single 
windows are located to the right of the façade 
entry.  An attached garage with an integrated 
hip roof is located to the far right of the façade 
entry; it features a metal overhead garage 
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Figure 35. DHR # 131-5098: Easterly view of the façade and south elevation of the residence. 

door.  The south elevation is punctuated by 
two single windows; the north elevation is 
void of any openings.  The rear elevation was 
inaccessible during survey.   

A circa 1967–1980 prefabricated metal 
shed is located approximately 15 ft east of the 
rear of the house.  Clad entirely in metal, the 
shed features a front-gable roof.  

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no association 
between DHR # 131-5098 and events or 
persons of historical significance, thus it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The hipped-roof Ranch is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century.  As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP.  This example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 

throughout the region, which are identical in 
form and character.  Alterations, including the 
installation of vinyl replacement windows, 
have diminished the integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship of this resource. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5098 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C.  There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended 

DHR # 131-5099 
Address: 586 Byron Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 387089 N: 4068638 

Maps: Figures 4 and 10 

Photographs: Figure 36 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1966 
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Description: DHR # 131-5099 consists of a 
residence and garage located at 586 Byron 
Street, approximately 200 ft east-northeast of 
its intersection with Queens Gate.  The 1.04-
acre parcel features a lawn with a concrete 
semicircular drive and a concrete driveway 
that connect the house to Byron Street.  The 
house is set back approximately 90 ft north-
northeast of Byron Street. 

The residence is a one-story five-bay 
(ww/w/wdw/w/dd) house (Figure 36). Of 
frame construction clad in a combination of 
stucco, dryvit, and brick veneer, the 3,320 sq 
ft house is founded on a continuous concrete 
foundation and is sheltered by a multi-hipped 
roof.  Windows exhibit multiple types of 
sashes including stationary, semi-circular, 
casement, octagonal, and one-over-one 
double-hung vinyl sash windows.   

A single-leaf façade entry with a 
replacement door, sidelights, and a 
semicircular fanlight opens to a one-bay 
concrete and brick veneer porch.  The porch 
features a hip roof supported by paired turned 
posts with a spindle balustrade.  Narrow 
casement windows flank the entry.  The 

projection to the left of the entry features a 
window with a pair of double-hung sashes 
topped with a semicircular stationary sash. 
The attached garage, located to the right of the 
façade entry, features two overhead garage 
doors.  The west elevation features a pair of 
windows and a single window with double-
hung sashes two octagonal stationary 
windows.  The east elevation features two 
single windows with double-hung sashes and a 
bay projection with three single double-hung 
windows.  The rear elevation features several 
additions.  The gabled rear addition features a 
bank of three double-hung sash windows.  An 
enclosed rear porch features six windows with 
casement sashes and a double-leaf rear entry 
with fifteen-light French doors.  

A circa 1980–2000 garage is located 
approximately 35 ft north-northwest of the 
rear of the residence.  The garage features 
frame construction clad in vertical wood 
paneling, a front-gable roof clad in asphalt 
shingles, and an off-center garage bay with an 
overhead garage door.    

 

Figure 36. DHR # 131-5099: Northerly view of the façade and west elevation of the residence. 
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Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no association 
between DHR # 131-5099 and events or 
persons of historical significance, thus it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. Alterations, including the 
construction of several rear additions, the 
installation of stucco and dryvit and vinyl 
replacement windows have diminished the 
integrity of design, materials, and 
workmanship of this resource. Consequently, 
CRA recommends that DHR # 131-5099 is not 
individually eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are 
no known historic districts or potential historic 
districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR# 131-5100 
Address: 600 Byron Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 387073 N: 4068603 

Maps: Figures 4 and 10 

Photographs: Figure 37 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1947 

Description: DHR# 131-5100 consists of a 
residence and a shed located at 600 Byron 
Street, approximately 100 ft east-northeast of 
its intersection with Queens Gate.  The parcel 
features an open lawn and totals .484 acres.  A 
gravel driveway connects the house to Byron 
Road.  The house is set back approximately 30 
ft north-northeast of Byron Street. A brick 
pumping station for the City of Chesapeake is 
located approximately 50 ft west of the house. 

The residence is a one-story, three-bay 
(w/d/w) front-gable house (Figure 37).  Of 
frame construction clad in vinyl siding, the 
520 sq ft house is situated on a continuous 
concrete foundation and is sheltered by an 
asphalt shingle-clad front-gable roof.  
Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl replacement sashes.   

 

Figure 37. DHR # 131-5100: Easterly view of the façade and northwest elevation of the residence. 
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A single-leaf façade entry is centered on 
an enclosed porch with a front-gable roof.  
The metal replacement door opens to a small 
wood deck.  Single windows flank either side 
of the enclosed front porch. The southeast and 
northwest elevations each feature a single 
window; the northwest elevation also features 
a single-leaf side entry with a metal door that 
opens to wood steps.  The rear elevation 
features two single windows. 

A circa 1980–2000 pre-fabricated shed is 
located approximately 100 ft north of the 
house.  Clad entirely in metal, the shed 
features a front-gable roof and a double-leaf 
façade entry with metal doors. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no association 
between DHR # 131-5100 and events or 
persons of historical significance, thus it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The double-pile front-gable 
house is a common residential form.  As such, 
examples of this form must demonstrate 
noteworthy architectural features and integrity 
to be considered individually eligible for 
listing in the NRHP.  This example does not 
exhibit denotative characteristics that would 
otherwise separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region, which are identical in 
form and character.  Alterations, including the 
enclosure of the front porch and the 
installation of vinyl replacement windows and 
vinyl siding, have diminished the integrity of 
design, materials, and workmanship of this 
resource. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5100 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5101 
Address: 589 Byron Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 387109 N: 4068571 

Maps: Figures 4 and 10 

Photographs: Figure 38 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1963 

Description: DHR # 131-5101 consists of a of 
residence and carport located at 589 Byron 
Street, approximately 175 ft east-northeast of 
its intersection with Queens Gate.  The parcel 
features an open lawn and totals .28 acres.  A 
semi-circular concrete driveway connects the 
house to Byron Street.  The house is set back 
approximately 60 ft from Byron Street. 

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(www/www/d/w/w) Ranch house. (Figure 38).  
Of frame construction clad in brick veneer, the 
1,974 sq ft house is situated on a continuous 
concrete foundation clad in brick veneer and is 
sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof.  
Windows exhibit one-over-one, double-hung 
vinyl sash windows.  A turned side brick 
interior chimney pierces the roof near the 
ridgeline; another interior brick chimney 
pierces the roof of the attached garage.  

A single-leaf façade entry with a 
replacement door and a storm door opens to a 
concrete stoop sheltered by the wide, 
overhanging eave of the hip roof.  Two 
tripartite windows, comprised of central 
stationary windows flanked by smaller 
operational double-hung sashes, are located to 
the left of the façade entry.  Two single 
windows are located to the right of the façade 
entry.  An attached garage, which extends 
from the southeast corner of the house, 
features a single garage bay.  The garage is 
clad in stucco.  Two single windows punctuate 
both the southwest and northeast elevations.  
The rear elevation features two single 
windows and a small rear brick projection that 
is attached to a wood deck.  
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Figure 38. DHR # 131-5101: East-southeasterly view of the façade and southwest elevation of the residence. 

A circa 1990–2010 pre-fabricated metal 
carport is located approximately 30 ft 
southeast of the rear of the house.    

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no association 
between DHR # 131-5101 and events or 
persons of historical significance, thus it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The hipped-roof Ranch is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century.  As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP.  This example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region, which are identical in 
form and character.  Alterations, including the 
construction of an attached garage, have 
diminished the integrity of design, materials, 

and workmanship of this resource. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR # 
131-5101 is not individually eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, 
or C.  There are no known historic districts or 
potential historic districts in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

DHR # 131-5102 
Address: 593 Byron Street, Chesapeake, VA 
23320 

Quad: Norfolk South, VA 1965 

Zone: 18 

UTMs: E: 387082 N: 4068560 

Maps: Figures 4 and 10 

Photographs: Figure 39 

Date(s) of Construction: c. 1964 
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Description: DHR # 131-5102 consists of a 
house and two sheds located at 593 Byron 
Street, immediately southeast of its 
intersection with Queens Gate.  The parcel 
features an open lawn bisected by a concrete 
sidewalk that totals .28 acres.  A concrete and 
gravel driveway connects the house to Byron 
Street.  The house is set back approximately 
50 ft south-southeast of Byron Street.  

The residence is a one-story, five-bay 
(w/w/d/www/wwww) Ranch house (Figure 
39). Of frame construction clad in brick 
veneer, the 1,429 sq ft house is situated on a 
continuous concrete foundation clad in brick 
veneer and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-
clad hip roof.  Windows exhibit one-over-one 
vinyl replacement sashes. An exterior end 
brick chimney pierces the eave of the 
southwest elevation; a second brick interior 
chimney pierces the roof near the ridgeline on 
the rear elevation. 

A single-leaf façade entry with a two-light 
wood door and an aluminum storm door opens 
to a concrete stoop sheltered by the wide over-

hanging eave of the roof.  Two single 
windows are located to the left of the façade 
entry.  A tripartite window, comprised of a 
stationary window flanked by two sliding 
windows, is located to the right of the façade 
entry.  To the far right of the entry, a former 
garage bay or carport has been enclosed.  The 
enclosure is coated in stucco and features a 
four-over-four light sash with no glass.  A 
similar three-over-three light sash is located 
on the southwest elevation. The southwest 
elevation also features a single-leaf side entry 
that opens to a concrete stoop and two single 
windows. The northeast elevation is 
punctuated by two single windows.  The rear 
elevation features three single windows and a 
single-leaf rear entry that opens to a concrete 
patio. 

A circa 1965–1980 pre-fabricated metal 
shed is located approximately 30 ft south of 
the rear of the house.  Clad entirely in metal, 
the shed features a gambrel roof and a double-
leaf façade entry with metal doors.   

 

Figure 39. DHR # 131-5102: Southerly view of the façade and northeast elevation of the residence.  
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A circa 1965–1975 concrete block shed 
with a low-pitched shed roof is located 
approximately 30 ft south-southwest of the 
rear of the house.  The shed features concrete 
block masonry construction and a single-leaf 
wood plank door. 

Recommendations of Potential NRHP 
Significance: Research revealed no association 
between DHR # 131-5102 and events or 
persons of historical significance, thus it is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criterion C.  The hipped-roof Ranch is a 
common residential form dating to the mid-
twentieth century.  As such, examples of this 
form must demonstrate noteworthy 
architectural features and integrity to be 
considered individually eligible for listing in 
the NRHP.  This example does not exhibit 
denotative characteristics that would otherwise 
separate it from countless examples 
throughout the region, which are identical in 
form and character.  Alterations, including the 
installation of vinyl replacement windows and 
the modification of the attached garage or 
carport, have diminished the integrity of 
design, materials, and workmanship of this 
resource. Consequently, CRA recommends 
that DHR # 131-5102 is not individually 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no known 
historic districts or potential historic districts 
in the area. 

Recommendations for Further Study: No 
additional study is recommended.  

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 
AND CONCLUSIONS 

n April 2014, CRA completed an 
architectural history reconnaissance survey 

for the Interstate 64/High Rise Bridge 
Corridor Study in the City of Chesapeake, 
Virginia (VDOT Project No. 0064-131-783, 
P101; UPC No. 104366; DHR File No. 2013-
0971; Federal Project ID No. NH-IM-064-
3(481)). 

The purpose of the architectural history 
survey was to determine the presence of 
historic architectural resources in or directly 
adjacent to the supplemental study areas that 
will be 50 years of age or older by the planned 
advertisement date in 2020. During the field 
survey, CRA identified a total of 28 individual 
architectural resources (DHR #s 131-5339–
131-5341, 131-5343–131-5344, 131-5079–
131-5102) within the additional study areas, 
including 5 previously-recorded resources 
(DHR #s 131-5339–131-5344), although one 
previously recorded resource (DHR # 131-
5340) was found to have been demolished. 
Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc., recommends 
that none of the 28 identified resources are 
eligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places under Criterion A, B, or C, and 
that no further work is necessary for these 
resources. 
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Current Mount Olive Cemetery

Property Addresses

Current - Boxer Drive
Alternate - Great Bridge Boulevard  190

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

DHR Staff: Not Eligible

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

February 2006:  This cemetery is located along the west side of Great Bridge Boulevard, near the intersection of Great Bridge
Boulevard and Interstate 64.  A new housing development is under construction to the southwest of the cemetery.  Boxer Drive
provides access to the new development and is the first road to the south of the cemetery.  There are no secondary resources associated
with this cemetery.
 
April 2014: Mt. Olive Cemetery, (DHR# 131-5339, 44CS0275) is a twentieth-century cemetery located on a 0.328-acre parcel located
on the southwest side of Great Bridge Boulevard (Rt 190), approximately 100 ft south of its intersection with I-64.  Boxer Drive, which
connects to Libertyville Road, provides access to Mt. Olive Cemetery. A new residential development is located along Boxer Drive
and Westcove Lane to the south. The cemetery is maintained and the grass surrounding the graves was recently mowed at the time of
survey.

Surveyor Assessment:

February 2006:  The actual age of this small historic cemetery is unknown.  It appears to date to the early twentieth-century. The
cemetery does not lend itself to comparative archaeological or physical anthropological studies.  The cemetery is recommended as not
eligible for the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D.  It is also recommended as not eligible under Criteria Consideration B for
association with important persons or Criteria Consideration D as it contains no graves of important persons, is not of great age,
contains no special design elements, and is not associated with significant events.  However, relevant local and state statutes regarding
the protection and/or relocation of cemeteries must be followed.
 
April 2014: In 2007 DHR staff determined that Mt. Olive Cemetery (DHR# 131-5339), is not eligible for listing in the NRHP (Stewart
et al. 2007).
 
Historical research revealed little information about the history of Mt. Olive Cemetery. While the exact age of this cemetery is
unknown, it appears to date to the twentieth century.  The cemetery retains a moderate level of integrity of materials, workmanship,
and design; however, the setting of the cemetery has been diminished by the construction of the I-64 ramp to Great Bridge Boulevard,
located just to the north of the parcel.  Furthermore, the church formerly associated with the cemetery is no longer extant.  While in the
field, CRA staff noted the location of New Mt. Olive AME Church at 1953 Campostella Road in Chesapeake.  Mt. Olive Cemetery
was likely associated with Mt. Olive AME Church prior to its move to Campostella Road.
The extensive use of concrete markers and the identification of Fitchett Funeral & Cremation Services (Fitchett Services on markers),
an African American-owned funeral home in Chesapeake, indicate that Mt. Olive Cemetery is an African-American cemetery (Fitchett
Funeral & Cremation Services 2014).  While Mt. Olive Cemetery is associated with the African American community, research did
not reveal any specific historical associations between DHR# 131-5339 and events or persons of historical significance that would
warrant listing under Criterion A or B.
 
Mt. Olive Cemetery is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C, as it represents an example of a typical twentieth
century resource with markers commonly associated with African American cemeteries.  The stones do not exhibit denotative
characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are similar in form and
character.
 
Furthermore, DHR# 131-5339 is not eligible under Criteria Consideration D, as it does not derive its primary significance from graves
of persons of transcendent importance, from age, from distinctive design features, or from associations with historic events.
Consequently, CRA concurs that Mt. Olive Cemetery (DHR# 131-5339) is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under
Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data
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Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Funerary

Resource Type: Cemetery

Date of Construction: 1920Pre

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Funerary

Architectural Style: Other

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: No Data

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

February 2006:  This historic cemetery is defined on the basis of approximately 20 grave markers, but there are several visible grave-sized
depressions that do not display any type of headstone.  The depressions presumably represent the settling of soil after the deterioration of the
grave contents.  The majority of head and/or footstones are concrete.  The graves have an east-to-west orientation. There isn’t a fence or any
type of border surrounding the graves.  The cemetery is south of an overpass along Great Bridge Boulevard where it intersects with Interstate
64.  The cemetery is located in a small wooded area consisting of small to medium-sized trees and shrubs.  The cemetery isn’t overgrown, but
has only been maintained at a minimal level.  It is possible that there are some additional graves that are unidentified.  Some of the surnames
that were identified on the headstones are Brooks, Mullen, James, and Skinner.  The cemetery is identified as Mt. Olive Cemetery on the map
and was probably associated with a church that is no longer intact.
 
April 2014: Mt. Olive Cemetery contains approximately 20 grave markers, however, several unmarked depressions are visible.  The cemetery
contains the military marker of Spanish-American War veteran Charles Wood, of Company H of the 8th Virginia Infantry.  More recent markers
feature simple stone headstones with basic inscriptions.
 
Many of the markers in the cemetery are comprised of concrete.  Concrete markers include tablets that are hand-made with lettering inscribed
into wet concrete, three stacked concrete blocks, and concrete grave covers.  The graves of Lee Edward Brooks, who died in 1984, and Alphine
B. Mullen, who died in 1980, feature concrete grave covers with inscriptions that read “Fitchett Services.”
 

Cemetery Information

Current Use: Private

Historic Religious Affilitation: African Methodist Episcopal

Ethnic Affiliation: African-American

Has Marked Graves: True

Has Unmarked Graves: True

Enclosure Type: None

Number Of Gravestones: 11 - 25

Earliest Marked Death Year: No Data

Latest Marked Death Year: No Data

Significant Burials

Marked Type First Name Last Name Birth Year Death Year
Marked No Data Brooks No Data No Data
Marked No Data James No Data No Data
Marked No Data Mullen No Data No Data
Marked No Data Skinner No Data No Data
Headstone/Tablet Charles Wood No Data No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data
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Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Event Type: DHR Staff: Not Eligible

DHR ID: 131-5339

Staff Name: Holma, Marc

Event Date: 6/7/2007

Staff Comment

Cultural Resources Identification Survey Proposed Improvements to Dominion Boulevard Chesapeake, Virginia.
 
VDHR concurs with CCR that this resource is not eligible for listing to the NRHP.

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 1997-1802

Investigator: CCR Inc.

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 2/26/2006

Dhr Library Report Number: CS-82

Project Staff/Notes:

Stewart, J. et al.
2007Cultural Resources Identification Survey Proposed Improvements to Dominion Boulevard Chesapeake, Virginia. Ms. on file Virginia
Department of Historic Resources, Richmond.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

Fitchett Funeral & Cremation Services
 
2014  Welcome to Fitchett Funeral & Cremation Services. Chesapeake, Virginia. Electronic document:
http://www.meaningfulfunerals.net/fh/home/home.cfm?&fh_id=10894, accessed May 6, 2014.

Property Notes:
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No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Alleged House, 1041 Great Bridge Boulevard
Function/Location House, 1045 Great Bridge Boulevard

Property Addresses

Former - 1041 Great Bridge Boulevard Route 190
Current - 1045 Great Bridge Boulevard Route 190

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

The Primary Resource is no longer extant.

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

February 2006:  This house is located on the east side of Great Bridge Boulevard.  A new development is being constructed across
from this house on the west side of Great Bridge Boulevard.  The property appears to be in good condition. There is a small one-car
garage to the southeast of the house.

Surveyor Assessment:

February 2006:  This house is a typical example of a mid-twentieth-century dwelling in the area that has undergone alterations that
include the replacement of some of the original windows and the addition of aluminum siding.    This resource has no apparent
association with any event or person important in our nation’s history, lacks architectural significance, and does not appear to have the
ability to yield important information.  The resource is recommended as not eligible for the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D.
 
April 2014: DHR# 131-5340 was previously surveyed in 2006.  The resource was demolished after its previous survey.  A non-historic
house is being constructed on the site.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1955Ca

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Other

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Demolition, Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

February 2006:  Built c. 1955 this one-story wooden frame house rests on a solid concrete block foundation.  The exterior walls are covered in
aluminum siding and the front gabled roof is clad in asphalt shingles.  The front entry is sheltered by a metal awning supported by wrought
metal posts.  A second entry porch is located on the north side of the house and features a gabled roof trimmed with a metal awning and
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supported by wrought metal posts.  A concrete chimney is located in the center of the roof.  Fenestration consists of one-over-one aluminum and
six-over-one wooden double-hung sash windows with decorative shutters and some of the windows display metal awnings.
 
April 2014:  A new two-story residence is being constructed on the former site of DHR# 131-5340. The historic house is no longer extant.

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Windows Sash, Double-Hung Aluminum 1/1
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Frame Aluminum Siding, Aluminum

Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Gable, Side Asphalt Shingle
Porch 1-story, 1-bay Metal Posts
Chimneys Central interior Concrete Block
Windows Sash, Double-Hung Wood 6/1

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: Other

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1955

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Demolition, Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

February 2006:  A one-car garage is located to the southeast of the house.  The exterior of the garage is covered in aluminum siding, and the
gabled roof is clad in asphalt shingles.
 
April 2014:  The garage is no longer extant.

Number of Stories: 1

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.
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Event Type: DHR Staff: Not Eligible

DHR ID: 131-5340

Staff Name: Holma, Marc

Event Date: 6/7/2007

Staff Comment

Cultural Resources Identification Survey Proposed Improvements to Dominion Boulevard Chesapeake, Virginia.
 
VDHR concurs with CCR that this resource is not eligible for listing to the NRHP.

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 1997-1802

Investigator: CCR Inc.

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 2/27/2006

Dhr Library Report Number: CS-82

Project Staff/Notes:

Stewart, J. et al.
2007Cultural Resources Identification Survey Proposed Improvements to Dominion Boulevard Chesapeake, Virginia. Ms. on file Virginia
Department of Historic Resources, Richmond.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 1037 Great Bridge Boulevard

Property Addresses

Current - 1037 Great Bridge Boulevard Route 190

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

DHR Staff: Not Eligible

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

February 2006:  This house is located on the east side of Great Bridge Boulevard.  A new development is being constructed on the
west side of Great Bridge Boulevard, across from this house.  The property has been well maintained. There are no outbuildings
associated with this resource.
 
April 2014: DHR# 131-5341 consists of a residence and attached garage located at 1037 Great Bridge Boulevard (Rt 109),
approximately 200 ft southeast of its intersection with Finck Lane.  The parcel, which totals 0.150 acres, features an open lawn that is
currently disturbed by improvements along Great Bridge Boulevard.  A concrete driveway connects the house to Great Bridge
Boulevard.  The house is set back approximately 65 ft east of Great Bridge Boulevard  An enclosed breezeway attaches the southeast
elevation of DHR # 131-5341 to a garage.

Surveyor Assessment:

February 2006:  This house is a common example of dwellings from the 1950s in the area.  This resource has no apparent association
with any event or person important in our nation’s history, lacks architectural significance, and does not appear to have the ability to
yield important information.  The resource is recommended as not eligible for the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D.
 
April 2014: In 2007 DHR staff determined that DHR# 131-5341 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP (Stewart et al. 2007).
 
Research revealed no associations between DHR# 131-5341 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The resource is also not eligible under Criterion C.  Houses inspired by the Tudor Revival
style were popular during the first half of the twentieth century.  As such, examples reflecting elements of this style must demonstrate
noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This example does not
exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are similar in
form and character.  While this resource retains a moderate level of integrity, alterations including the construction of a breezeway
connecting the garage and the installation of vinyl replacement windows on the attic story have diminished the integrity of materials,
design, and workmanship of this resource.  Consequently, CRA concurs that DHR# 131-5341 is not individually eligible for inclusion
in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1953

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Tudor Revival
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Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.5

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

February 2006:  Built c. 1953, this one-and-one-half-story Tudor Revival style house features a frame structural system that rests on a solid brick
foundation.  The exterior walls are covered in brick, and the side-gabled roof is clad in asphalt shingles.   The front entry consists of a steeply
pitched cross gable that displays a semi-circular fanlight over a paneled door.  Fenestration consists of one-over-one aluminum and six-over-six
wooden double-hung sash windows and one picture window with decorative shutters.  Four gabled dormers are located on the west slope of the
roof as well as a brick chimney.  A second brick chimney is located on the north slope of the roof over the attached garage.  An integral
screened porch with arched openings is located on the southwest corner of the house, and a one-story, one-car garage has been appended to the
south elevation by a flat roofed annex adorned by a simple metal railing.  The garage is clad in brick and features a front-gabled roof covered in
asphalt shingles.
 
April 2014: The residence is a one-and-one-half-story, four-bay (w/ww/d/www) cross-gable Tudor Revival-inspired house. Of frame construction
clad in brick veneer, the 1,488 sq ft house is founded on a continuous concrete foundation and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle cross-gable
roof.  Four front-gable dormers pierce the roof of the façade.  Windows exhibit six-over-six double-hung wood sashes with aluminum storms on
the main floor and one-over-one double-hung vinyl replacement sashes at the attic level. An interior end corbelled brick chimney pierces the
roofline of the façade near the southeast elevation. A second interior side brick chimney extends from the roof of the garage.
 
The façade is dominated by a centered steeply-pitched cross gable.  A single-leaf façade entry with a six-light paneled wood door and an
aluminum storm door topped with a six-light semicircular fanlight is centered on the cross gable. The façade entry opens to a concrete stoop
with a cast-iron balustrade.  A small window with one-over-one vinyl sashes is centered on the gable end of the cross-gable projection. A
tripartite window, comprised of a central stationary window flanked by two smaller, operational windows with six-over-six wood sashes, is
located to the right of the façade entry. Wood shutters flank the tripartite window. A pair of windows and a single window with six-over-six
wood sashes are located to the left of the entry.  Each of the four aluminum siding-clad front-gable dormers on the façade feature single one-over-
one vinyl replacement windows.
The northwest elevation features two single windows with six-over-six wood sashes and a single window with one-over-one vinyl replacement
sashes on the gable end.  An integrated porch with round brick arches supported by brick piers is located on the southern corner of the house. 
Screens and an aluminum storm door have been added to enclose this porch.  Windows on the southeast elevation include a pair of small
windows with six-over-six wood sashes on the first floor and a single window with one-over-one vinyl replacement sashes is centered on the
gable end. An enclosed breezeway with brick veneer connects the southeast corner of the house to the garage.  The flat-roof breezeway features
a single-leaf side entry with an aluminum storm door flanked by two windows with one-by-one sliding vinyl sashes and a metal balustrade.  The
façade of the garage features a single garage bay with an overhead door and a small four-light window on the gable end.  The rear, or northeast,
elevation of the house features three single windows and a pair of windows on the core of the house and two single windows on the rear of the
breezeway, all with six-over-six wood sashes.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gable, Side Asphalt Shingle
Windows Sash, Double-Hung Wood 1/1
Chimneys Interior Brick Bond, American
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Frame Brick Bond, American

Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Bond, American
Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data
Dormer Gable No Data No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Event Type: DHR Staff: Not Eligible

DHR ID: 131-5341

Staff Name: Holma, Marc

Event Date: 6/7/2007

Staff Comment

Cultural Resources Identification Survey Proposed Improvements to Dominion Boulevard Chesapeake, Virginia.
 
VDHR concurs with CCR that this resource is not eligible for listing to the NRHP.

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 1997-1802

Investigator: CCR Inc.

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 2/27/2006

Dhr Library Report Number: CS-82

Project Staff/Notes:

Stewart, J. et al.
2007Cultural Resources Identification Survey Proposed Improvements to Dominion Boulevard Chesapeake, Virginia. Ms. on file Virginia
Department of Historic Resources, Richmond.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 1029 Great Bridge Boulevard

Property Addresses

Current - 1029 Great Bridge Boulevard Route 190

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

DHR Staff: Not Eligible

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: No Data

Site Description:

February 2006:  This house is located on the east side of Great Bridge Boulevard.  A new development is being constructed on the
west side of Great Bridge Boulevard, across from this house.  The property has been well maintained. There is a one-car garage to the
northeast of the house.
 
April 2014: DHR# 151-5343 consists of a residence, garage, and shed located at 1029 Great Bridge Boulevard (Rt 109), immediately
east of its intersection with Westcove Lane. The parcel features a small lawn that is currently disturbed by improvements along Great
Bridge Boulevard.  A gravel driveway connects the house to Great Bridge Boulevard.  The house is set back approximately 50 ft east-
northeast of Great Bridge Boulevard The City of Chesapeake Schools Plants Facility and Bus Depot is located immediately behind a
chain link and barbed wire fence at the rear of the property.

Surveyor Assessment:

February 2006:  This house is a typical example of a mid-twentieth-century dwelling in the area and has been extensively altered. 
Alterations to this house include the replacement of the original windows, new exterior siding, a new front door, a new roof, new
foundation, and new front porch.  This resource has no apparent association with any event or person important in our nation’s history,
lacks architectural significance, and does not appear to have the ability to yield important information.  The resource is recommended
as not eligible for the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D.
 
April 2014: In 2007 DHR staff determined that DHR# 131-5343 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP (Stewart et al. 2007).
  
Research revealed no associations between DHR# 131-5343 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for
listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C as it does not
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features or integrity. Alterations including the construction of large gabled front and rear
additions and the installation of vertical board paneling and vinyl replacement windows have diminished the integrity of materials,
design, and workmanship of the resource.  Consequently, CRA concurs that DHR# 131-5343 is not individually eligible for inclusion
in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1935Ca

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular
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Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

February 2006:  According to tax information, this house was built c. 1935.  This one-story Frame Vernacular style dwelling features a wooden
frame structural system that rests on a foundation of concrete block.  The exterior walls of the house are covered in a wooden veneer with the
appearance of vertical boards, and the front gabled roof is clad in composition shingles.  A hipped projection is located on the north slope of the
roof.  The front entry porch consists of a new wooden deck that leads to a new front door.  An integral porch is located on the rear northeast
corner of the house.  The original windows have been replaced with six-over-six aluminum sash windows and a newly installed octagonal
window is over the front door.
 
April 2014: The residence is a one-story, three-bay (w/d/w) house with a hipped roof and front and rear gabled additions.  Of frame construction,
the 802 sq ft house is founded on a continuous concrete block foundation, features vertical board wood paneling, and is sheltered by a hipped
roof with asphalt shingles.  Windows exhibit one-over-one double-hung vinyl replacement sashes with muntins affixed to simulate four-over-four
and six-over-six sashes.
 
The façade is dominated by a large enclosed front-gable addition.  A single-leaf façade entry with a metal paneled replacement door opens to a
one-bay wooden deck with a simple wooden balustrade.  Single windows flank the entry and a stationary octagon light is located on the gable
end of the façade.  The north and south elevations feature two single windows. The rear elevation features an enclosed gabled addition with no
windows.  A single-leaf side entry opens to an integrated corner porch supported by a square post on the northeast corner of the rear addition.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Windows Sash, Double-Hung Vinyl No Data
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Roof Gable, Front Asphalt Shingle
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Frame Wood Panels

Porch 1-story, 1-bay Wood Screened/Enclosed

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

February 2006:  A one-story, one-bay garage is located to the northeast of the house.  The exterior walls are covered in wooden veneer, and the
gabled roof is clad in corrugated metal.
 
April 2014: A c. 1950-1980 frame garage is located approximately 15 ft northeast of the rear of the house.  Clad in vertical board paneling, the
garage features a front-gable roof clad in corrugated metal and a single garage bay with an overhead door.  A one-story gabled shed is attached
to the rear of the garage; the shed features the same corrugated metal roof and vertical board paneling.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Panels

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1980
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Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1950-1980 prefabricated metal shed is located approximately 20 ft east of the rear of the house.  Clad entirely in corrugated
metal panels, the shed features a side-gable roof with a single-leaf side entry with a metal door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Roof Side Gable Metal No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Event Type: DHR Staff: Not Eligible

DHR ID: 131-5343

Staff Name: Holma, Marc

Event Date: 6/7/2007

Staff Comment

Cultural Resources Identification Survey Proposed Improvements to Dominion Boulevard Chesapeake, Virginia.
 
VDHR concurs with CCR that this resource is not eligible for listing to the NRHP.

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 1997-1802

Investigator: CCR Inc.

Organization/Company: Unknown (DSS)

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 2/27/2006

Dhr Library Report Number: CS-82

Project Staff/Notes:

Stewart, J. et al.
2007Cultural Resources Identification Survey Proposed Improvements to Dominion Boulevard Chesapeake, Virginia. Ms. on file Virginia
Department of Historic Resources, Richmond.
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Current Name Chesapeake Schools Department of School Plants

Property Addresses

Current - 1021 Great Bridge Boulevard Route 190

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

DHR Staff: Not Eligible

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 13.2

Site Description:

February 2006:  This building is located on the east side of Great Bridge Boulevard.  This property is owned by the City of
Chesapeake. There are three outbuildings associated with this resource. The outbuildings are located to the east of the main building.
 
April 2014: DHR# 131-5344, the Chesapeake Public Schools Department of School Plants, consists of a complex of an office building,
two warehouses, a bus garage, an equipment shed, a shed, a gas station, and five portable office buildings located at 1021 Great Bridge
Boulevard (Rt 109), north of its intersection with Dominion Boulevard N (US 17).  A chain link and barbed wire fence surrounds the
entire complex, which totals 13.154 acres.  Asphalt driveways connect the complex to Great Bridge Boulevard at gates located
immediately north and south of the primary building, the office of the Department of School Plants.  This primary office building is set
back approximately 82 ft east of Great Bridge Boulevard.  The eastern portion of the complex serves as the school bus depot.  Much of
the complex is paved in asphalt.  The open area in front of the office is currently disturbed by construction improvements on Great
Bridge Boulevard.

Surveyor Assessment:

February 2006:  This building is a typical example of a mid-twentieth-century public administration building.  This resource has no
apparent association with any event or person important in our nation’s history, lacks architectural significance, and does not appear to
have the ability to yield important information.  The resource is recommended as not eligible for the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or
D.
 
April 2014: In 2007 DHR staff determined that DHR# 131-5344 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP (Stewart et al. 2007).  Research
revealed no associations between DHR# 131-5344 and events or persons of significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP
under Criterion A or B.  The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C as it represents a typical example of
a mid-twentieth century public administration building and does not demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be
considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  Alterations to many of the outbuildings including the construction of
additions and the application of metal cladding have diminished the integrity of this complex.  Consequently, CRA concurs with
DHR’s determination that DHR# 131-5344 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are
no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Public - Local No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Education

Resource Type: Administration Bldg.

Date of Construction: 1955Ca

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Education

Architectural Style: Other
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Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

February 2006:  Built c. 1955, this one-story Masonry Vernacular building serves as the Chesapeake Schools Department of Works.  The
building appears to house and service the school buses and dinning equipment for the city’s public school system.  The exterior walls of the
school are clad in concrete block, and the roof is flat.  The windows are metal casement windows.  There are three outbuildings associated with
this building, all to the east of the main structure.
 
April 2014: The office building is a one-story, concrete block office building comprised of two sections. Of masonry construction, the 11,757 sq
ft building is founded on a continuous concrete block foundation, features concrete block walls, and is sheltered by a flat roof. Windows exhibit
eight-light steel casement sashes and feature concrete sills.  The core of the building features a central double-leaf entry with glass doors that
opens to a small concrete stoop sheltered by a flat roof supported by paired square posts.  Eight single windows flank either side of the entry. 
To the north of the core of the building is a slightly taller section that features eight single windows with twelve-light steel casement sashes. 
The south elevation features no windows or doors; the north elevation, however, features two single windows and a side entry with a metal door.
The rear of the building features multiple window and door bays and a raised loading dock that features a shed roof supported by square posts. 
A tall corbelled brick and concrete block interior end chimney pierces the roof on the rear elevation near its intersection with the north portion
of the building.

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Windows Casement Metal 4-light
Roof Flat Other Not Visible
Porch Stoop/Deck Metal Posts

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Outbuilding,Domestic

Architectural Style: Other

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1955

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

February 2006:  Outbuilding C is the bus garage and features exterior walls covered in metal with a cast concrete foundation and a flat roof. 
There are numerous bays along the west elevation of the garage.
 
April 2014: No changes since the previous survey.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Unknown Metal Panels

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Other

Resource Type: Other

Architectural Style: Other

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1955

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion
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Architectural Description:

February 2006:  Outbuilding A is a warehouse with a cast concrete foundation, exterior walls of metal, and a flat roof.
 
April 2014: A c. 1955-1965 one-story metal warehouse is located approximately 100 ft east of the rear of the office building.  This building
features frame construction clad in metal panels and a wide, shallow-pitched side-gable metal roof.  Two smaller sections attached to this
building include a one-story metal-clad building with a flat roof and a tall, two-story metal-clad building with a flat roof, for mechanical
equipment.

Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Other

Resource Type: Other

Architectural Style: Other

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1955

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

February 2006:  Outbuilding B is a warehouse with exterior walls covered in concrete block and metal. It rests on a cast concrete foundation and
has a metal roof.
 
April 2014: A c. 1955-1970 one-story warehouse is located approximately 185 ft east of the south end of the office building.  This building is
comprised of three sections, a flat-roofed concrete block core with garage bays, a one-and-one-half-story concrete block section with a metal-clad
upper-half story and shed roof, and a frame section clad entirely in metal with a shed roof.

Secondary Resource #4

Resource Category: Commerce/Trade

Resource Type: Office/Office Building

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Pre-fabricated/Manufactured Home

Date of Construction: 2010

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: Two c. 1995-2010 small metal-clad portable office buildings extend from the southwest corner of the bus garage building.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Unknown Metal Siding

Secondary Resource #5

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1955-1970 machine shed is located approximately 350 ft southeast of the rear of the office building.  Located along the
southern edge of the complex, this shed features four main sections that feature concrete block and frame construction clad in metal panels.  The
shed features standing seam metal side-gable and shed roofs.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block
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Roof Side Gable Metal No Data

Secondary Resource #6

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1955-1970 concrete block shed with a flat roof is located approximately 400 ft east-northeast of the office building.  The north
elevation of this building features a flat overhang.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Shed Unknown No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Secondary Resource #7

Resource Category: Other

Resource Type: Other

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1970-1990 bus gas station with a covered shed is located approximately 520 ft east-northeast of the office building.  A metal
shed with a flat roof supported by square metal posts shelters the gas pumps.

Secondary Resource #8

Resource Category: Commerce/Trade

Resource Type: Office/Office Building

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Pre-fabricated/Manufactured Home

Date of Construction: 2010

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: Three c. 1995-2010 side-gabled prefabricated offices are located near the gas station, approximately 400 ft northeast of the rear of
the office building.  All three of these office buildings are clad entirely in metal.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Unknown Metal Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data
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CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Event Type: DHR Staff: Not Eligible

DHR ID: 131-5344

Staff Name: Holma, Marc

Event Date: 6/7/2007

Staff Comment

Cultural Resources Identification Survey Proposed Improvements to Dominion Boulevard Chesapeake, Virginia.
 
VDHR concurs with CCR that this resource is not eligible for listing to the NRHP.

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 1997-1802

Investigator: CCR Inc.

Organization/Company: Coastal Carolina Research

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 2/27/2006

Dhr Library Report Number: CS-082

Project Staff/Notes:

Stewart, J. et al.
2007Cultural Resources Identification Survey Proposed Improvements to Dominion Boulevard Chesapeake, Virginia. Ms. on file Virginia
Department of Historic Resources, Richmond.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 720 Raeside Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 720 Raeside Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .6

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5079 consists of a residence, a shed, a carport, and a well house located at 720 Raeside Avenue, approximately
250 ft north of its intersection with S. Military Highway (US 13).  The parcel features an open lawn, and totals 0.559 acres.  A gravel
driveway connects the house to a paved parking lot associated with a gas station located to the southwest of the residence.  The house
is set back approximately 75 ft from the north edge of the parking lot.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP.  Research revealed no
associations between DHR#131-5079 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C.  The Compact Ranch house is a
common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy
architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  While this resource retains moderate
integrity of materials, design, and workmanship, this example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate
it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character.  Furthermore, the integrity of this resource
has diminished by the construction of a gas station to the southwest and a hotel to the east.  Consequently, CRA recommends that
DHR# 131-5079 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts
or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1967

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2013: The residence is a one-story, four-bay (w/d/ww/d) Compact Ranch house.  Of frame construction, the 1128 sq ft house is founded on
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a continuous concrete foundation, features vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad cross-gable roof; a capped brick central
interior chimney pierces the ridgeline of the roof.  Windows exhibit six-over-six, double-hung wood sashes with aluminum storms.
 
An asymmetrical façade features a cross-gable projection on that extends from the west end of the façade.  To the east of the projection is an off-
center single-leaf façade entry with a wood replacement door set behind a decorative cast iron storm door.  The single-leaf entry opens onto a
three-bay concrete porch with a shed roof supported by aluminum-clad lattice posts.  Vinyl shutters flank the windows on all elevations.  The
east elevation features a single-leaf side entry that opens to a two-bay side porch with a gabled roof supported by square posts.  The side entry
exhibits a metal door with a decorative cast iron storm door.  Single windows flank the side entry.  The west elevation features a rear addition
and is punctuated by four single windows.  The rear entry features two single windows and a pair of windows.

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Porch 1-Story Partial Width Metal Posts
Windows Double-hung Wood No Data
Roof Cross Gable Asphalt No Data
Chimneys Interior Central Brick American/Common Bond

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Carport

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Excellent

Threats to Resource: None Known

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1990-2000 prefabricated metal carport with a gable roof supported by square posts is located approximately 2 ft north of the
rear projection of the residence.

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed - Vehicle

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: None Known

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1970-1980 one-story, frame prefabricated shed with a gable roof is located approximately 10 ft north-northwest of the rear of
the residence.  It is clad entirely in corrugated metal and features a central corrugated metal door flanked by two-light aluminum jalousie
windows.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Steel Frame Aluminum Siding

Windows Jalousied Aluminum No Data

Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Well House

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular
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Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: None Known

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1967-1980 frame pump house with an asphalt shingle gable roof and vinyl siding is located approximately 12 ft north-northeast
of the rear of the residence.

Number of Stories: .5

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 721 Raeside Avenue

Property Addresses

Current - 721 Raeside Avenue

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23321

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): BOWERS HILL

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .5

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5080 consists of a residence, a well house, and a garage located at 721 Raeside Avenue, approximately 250 ft
north of its intersection with S. Military Highway (US 13).  The parcel features an open lawn, and totals 0.5 acres.  A gravel driveway
connects the house to a paved parking lot associated with a gas station located to the southwest of the residence.  A concrete pad is
located in front of the garage.  The house is set back approximately 55 ft from the north edge of the parking lot.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research revealed no associations
between DHR#131-5080 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. The front-gable house is a common residential form
dating to the early- to mid-twentieth century. As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and
integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. This example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that
would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character. Alterations
including the construction of several additions, the application of aluminum siding, and the enclosure of the front porch have
diminished the integrity of materials, design, and workmanship of the resource. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5080
is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or potential
historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1956

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: L-Plan

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, four-bay (ww/d/ww/w) front-gable house.  Of frame construction, the 1,202 sq ft house is founded on a
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continuous concrete foundation, features aluminum siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad front-gable roof; a central interior brick
chimney pierces the ridgeline of the roof.  Windows exhibit two-over-two double-hung wood sashes with aluminum storms.
 
A single-leaf façade entry with a wood door opens to a two-bay concrete and brick porch with a front-gable roof supported by battered columns
on brick piers.  The porch has been enclosed with screen.  A side-gabled addition, which extends to the right of the enclosed porch, is punctuated
by a pair of windows and a single window.  The east elevation features a single window on the side addition and two single windows on the core
of the house.  The west elevation of the core of the house is punctuated by two single windows.  A one-room gabled addition extends from the
north end of the west elevation.  An enclosed porch with a flat roof  extends from the gabled addition.  The rear elevation features a single
window and pair of windows on the core and a rear entry and three windows on the enclosed porch.  A corrugated awning extends from the rear
of the enclosed porch.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick American/Common Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete No Data
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Brick Columns/Posts on Piers
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Well House

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1955

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1955-1980 frame well house with an asphalt shingle front-gable roof and aluminum siding is located approximately 7 ft east of
the residence.

Number of Stories: .5

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1950

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1950-1970 one-story, garage shed with a gable roof is located approximately 20 ft north-northeast of the rear of the residence. 
It is clad in weatherboard siding and features a single garage bay and a single-leaf entry with a wood plank door.  An additional garage bay is
located on a frame shed addition clad in metal siding.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Siding
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 1237 Great Bridge Boulevard

Property Addresses

Current - 1237 Great Bridge Boulevard Route 190

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5081 consists of a residence and a shed located at 1237 Great Bridge Boulevard (Rt 109), immediately north of
the intersection of Great Bridge Boulevard and Campostella Road.  The parcel features an open lawn and totals 0.204 acres.  A
concrete driveway connects the house to Campostella Road.  The house is set back approximately 45 ft from the northeast edge of
Great Bridge Boulevard.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Research revealed no associations
between DHR# 131-5081 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion
A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C.  The Compact Ranch house is a common
residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural
features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This example does not exhibit denotative
characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and
character.  Alterations including the construction of a large side addition, and the installation of vinyl replacement windows have
diminished the integrity of materials, design, and workmanship of the resource.  Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-
5081 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1955

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, four-bay (www/d/ww/www) cross-gable Compact Ranch house.  Of frame construction, the 1,252 sq ft
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house is founded on a continuous concrete foundation, features brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad cross-gable roof.  A one
- story side addition with a hipped roof extends from the southeast elevation; a corbelled brick exterior chimney extends from the rear of the side
addition.   Windows exhibit two-over-two double-hung vinyl replacement sashes. Corrugated aluminum awnings extend over all windows on the
core of the house.
 
A single-leaf façade entry with a wood replacement door and a storm door opens to a one-bay concrete stoop sheltered by a corrugated
aluminum awning.  A tripartite window, comprised of a central stationary window flanked by operational one-over-one-light vinyl sashes, is
located to the left of the façade entry.  A pair of small one-over-one-light vinyl sashes is located to the right of the entry, centered on a cross-
gable projection.  An additional tripartite window is located to the far right of the façade entry on the one-story side addition.  The northwest
elevation is punctuated by a single window.  The southeast elevation is dominated by a one-story side addition with a hipped roof.  The
southeast elevation of the addition features a double-leaf side entry with vinyl French doors flanked by single windows.  The rear elevation
features a single-leaf rear entry with a simple wood door, a single window, and two one-by-one-light sliding vinyl windows.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Corbeled
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Veneer
Roof Cross Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1955

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1955-1970 one-story, concrete block shed with a front-gable asphalt shingle roof is located approximately 35 ft northeast of the
rear of the residence.  A single-leaf façade entry with a metal panel door is centered on the façade.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.
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Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 1241 Great Bridge Boulevard

Property Addresses

Current - 1241 Great Bridge Boulevard Route 190

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5082 consists of a residence and a shed located at 1241 Great Bridge Boulevard (Rt 109), approximately 100 ft
north-northwest of the intersection of Great Bridge Boulevard and Campostella Road.  The parcel features an open lawn and totals 0.21
acres. A concrete driveway connects the house to Great Bridge Boulevard.  The house is set back approximately 50 ft from the
northeast edge of Great Bridge Boulevard.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: While this resource exhibits moderate integrity, it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP.  Research revealed no
associations between DHR#131-5082 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not eligible for listing in the NRHP
under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C.  The Compact Ranch house is a
common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy
architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This example does not exhibit
denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form
and character.  Alterations including the construction of a large side addition and the installation of vinyl replacement windows have
diminished the integrity of materials, design, and workmanship of the resource.  Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-
5082 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1955

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Fair

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, four-bay (w/d/w/d) cross-gable Compact Ranch house.  Of frame construction, the 957 sq ft house is
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founded on a continuous concrete foundation, features permastone veneer and vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad cross-
gable roof.  A one-story garage addition with a side-gabled roof extends from the southeast elevation; an interior metal flue pierces the roof near
the ridgeline. Windows exhibit two-over-two double-hung and one-by-one sliding vinyl replacement sashes. Corrugated aluminum awnings
extend over all windows on the core of the house.
 
A single-leaf façade entry with a decorative wrought-iron storm door opens to a two-bay modified concrete porch.  The porch, which extends
from a cross-gable, features decorative cast-iron supports, and a solid balustrade clad in vinyl siding.  A second façade entry, located on the
southeast elevation of the porch, connects to a wood wheelchair ramp with a simple wood balustrade.  A one-by-one sliding vinyl window is
located to the right of the enclosed porch.  A single garage bay with a four-light overhead garage door and double-leaf decorative wrought-iron
storm doors is located to the far right of the entry on the side addition.  The northwest elevation is punctuated by a single window; the southeast
elevation features two single windows with one-over-one-light double-hung vinyl sashes with muntins affixed to simulate six-over-six-light
sashes.  On the rear elevation, a paneled overhead garage door and a single-leaf rear entry with a metal paneled door open to a concrete patio. 
Two sliding windows punctuate the rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Metal Flue
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete No Data
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Concrete Cast Metal Supports
Roof Cross Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Stone Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1970-1990 one-story, prefabricated frame shed with a front-gable asphalt shingle roof is located approximately 40 ft northeast
of the rear of the residence.  The shed is clad in vertical wood paneling and features a single-leaf façade entry with a wood door that is centered
on the façade.  
 

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance
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Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 1245 Great Bridge Boulevard

Property Addresses

Current - 1245 Great Bridge Boulevard Route 190

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5083 consists of a residence and a shed located at 1245 Great Bridge Boulevard (Rt 109), approximately 150 ft
northwest of the intersection of Great Bridge Boulevard and Campostella Road.  The parcel features an open lawn and totals 0.206
acres.  A concrete driveway connects the house to Great Bridge Boulevard.  The house is set back approximately 50 ft northeast of
Great Bridge Boulevard.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no associations between DHR # 131-5083 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B. The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The Compact Ranch house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This
example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region,
which are identical in form and character.  Alterations including the installation of vinyl replacement windows and aluminum siding
have diminished the integrity of materials, design, and workmanship of the resource.  Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR #
131-5083 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C. There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1955

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, three-bay (ww/d/ww) cross-gable Compact Ranch house.  Of frame construction, the 917 sq ft house is
founded on a continuous concrete foundation, features aluminum siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad cross-gable roof.  Windows
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exhibit one-over-one double-hung and one-by-one sliding vinyl replacement sashes.
 
A single-leaf façade entry with a metal replacement door with a semicircular light and an aluminum storm door opens to a concrete stoop.  A
pair of windows with one-over-one-light double-hung vinyl sashes with muntins affixed to simulate six-over-six-light sashes is located to the left
of the façade entry.  Another pair of smaller windows is located on the cross-gable projection.  Aluminum shutters flank both pairs of windows
on the façade.  The northwest elevation is punctuated by a single window.  The southeast elevation features two single one-by-one-light vinyl
sliding windows; single-leaf side entries with metal replacement doors flank the two single windows. Three sliding windows punctuate the rear
elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete No Data
Roof Cross Gable Asphalt No Data
Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1970-1990 one-story, prefabricated frame shed with a front-gable asphalt shingle roof is located approximately 30 ft northeast
of the rear of the residence. Oriented to the southeast, the shed is clad in vertical board wood paneling and features a double-leaf façade entry
with decorative cross-bracing.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Panels

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1970-1990 one-story, prefabricated frame shed with a front-gable asphalt shingle roof is located approximately 30 ft northeast
of the rear of the residence. Oriented to the southeast, the shed is clad in vertical board wood paneling and features a double-leaf façade entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Panels
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 731 Marcus Street

Property Addresses

Current - 731 Marcus Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5084 consists of a residence and garage located at 731 Marcus Street, immediately north of its intersection with
Campostella Road.  The parcel features and open lawn and totals 0.193 acres.  A concrete driveway connects the house to Marcus
Street.  The house is set back approximately 35 ft southwest from Marcus Street.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no associations between DHR# 131-5084 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The Compact Ranch house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This
example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region,
which are identical in form and character.  Alterations including the construction of a rear addition and the installation of vinyl
replacement windows and vinyl siding have diminished the integrity of materials, design, and workmanship of the resource. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5084 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or
C.  There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1955

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, four-bay (ww/d/w/w) cross-gable Compact Ranch house.  Of frame construction, the 1,241 sq ft house
is founded on a continuous concrete foundation, features brick veneer, and is sheltered by an asphalt-clad cross-gable roof.  A one-story side
addition with a gabled and shed roof extends from the rear of the residence.  An interior metal flue pierces the roof near the ridgeline.  Windows
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exhibit two-over-two double-hung and one-by-one sliding vinyl replacement sashes.
 
A single-leaf façade entry with an aluminum storm door opens to a concrete stoop sheltered by a corrugated metal awning.  A pair of one-over-
one sash windows is located to the left of the façade entry.  A cross-gable projection extends from the façade to the right of the façade entry.  A
sliding window is centered on this projection.  A small square window, which is currently enclosed, is located to the left of the sliding window.
The northwest elevation features two small single one-over-one double-hung sash windows; single-leaf side entries flank the two single
windows.  The side entry on the cross-gable projection features an aluminum storm door that opens to a concrete stoop with cast-iron railing and
is sheltered by a corrugated metal awning.  The southeast elevation features two single sash windows, one of which is on the rear addition.  The
rear of the house features a gabled rear projection clad in brick veneer and a rear frame addition clad in vinyl siding.  Two single windows
punctuate the rear elevation of the addition.

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Metal Flue
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Veneer
Roof Cross Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Fair

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1960-1980 one-story frame garage is located approximately 10 ft southwest of the rear of the residence. Oriented to the
northeast, the garage is clad in vinyl siding and features a front-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles.  The garage bay has been modified and now
features double-leaf sliding doors.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014
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Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 727 Marcus Street

Property Addresses

Current - 727 Marcus Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5085 consists of a residence located at 727 Marcus Street, approximately 100 ft west-northwest of the
intersection of Great Bridge Boulevard and Campostella Road.  The parcel features an open lawn and totals 0.223 acres.  A concrete
driveway connects the house to Marcus Street.  The house is set back approximately 50 ft southwest of Marcus Street.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no associations between DHR# 131-5085 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The Compact Ranch house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This
example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region,
which are identical in form and character.  Alterations including the construction of a rear addition and the installation of vinyl
replacement windows and vinyl siding have diminished the integrity of materials, design, and workmanship of the resource. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5085 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or
C.  There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1955

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, three-bay (www/d/w) side-gable Compact Ranch house.  Of frame construction, the 1,037 sq ft house is
founded on a continuous concrete foundation, features vinyl siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad side-gable roof. A one-room
addition extends from the rear of the house.  An interior metal flue pierces the roof near the ridgeline.  Windows exhibit one-by-one sliding vinyl
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replacement windows.
 
A single-leaf façade entry with a metal replacement door and a decorative cast-iron storm door opens to concrete stoop.  A tripartite window,
comprised of a central stationary window flanked by smaller sliding windows, is located to the façade entry.  A single one-by-one sliding
window is centered on a projection that is sheltered by a continuation of the side-gable roof.  Vinyl shutters flank both windows on the façade. 
The northwest elevation features two small one-by-one sliding windows.  Single-leaf side entries flank the two single windows on the northwest
elevation.  The southeast elevation is punctuated by two single one-by-one sliding windows.  The rear, or southwest, elevation features a one-
room rear addition and is punctuated by two one-by-one sliding windows.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Metal Flue
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete No Data
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Single-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 1221 Burns Street

Property Addresses

Current - 1221 Burns Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 2.5

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5086 consists of a Ranch house and barn located at 1221 Burns Street, approximately 150 ft southeast of its
intersection with Hartford Court. The parcel features an open lawn and an enclosed horse pasture and totals 2.5 acres. A gravel
driveway connects the house to Burns Street.  Oriented to the west, the house is set back approximately 50 ft east of Burns Street.  An
in-ground pool is located immediately behind the residence and the backyard is enclosed with a wooden privacy fence.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no associations between DHR# 131-5086 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The Ranch house is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must demonstrate
noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This example does not
exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical
in form and character.  Alterations including the installation of vinyl replacement windows and the enclosure of the façade entry and a
garage bay have diminished the integrity of materials, design, and workmanship of the resource.  Consequently, CRA recommends that
DHR# 131-5086 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no known historic
districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1955

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Excellent

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story six-bay (d/ww/www/d/ww/w) Ranch house.  Of frame construction clad in brick veneer, the 1,878 sq ft
house is founded on a continuous concrete foundation and is sheltered by a hip roof clad in asphalt shingles.  Windows exhibit one-over-one
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vinyl replacement sashes with muntins affixed to simulate six-over-six and four-over-four sashes.  A frame attached garage clad in aluminum
siding with brick veneer on the façade extends from the northwest corner of the residence.  A brick interior end chimney pierces the roof near
the intersection of the garage addition.
 
The single-leaf façade entry is centered on a frame enclosure clad in vinyl siding with a shed roof.  The storm door opens to a small concrete
stoop. A pair of windows and a single window are located to the right of the entry, and a three-light bay window is located to the left of the
entry.  Vinyl shutters flanks the windows on the façade.  The attached garage features a hipped roof and two garage bays, one of which has been
enclosed; the altered bay now contains vinyl siding and a pair of windows.   The north elevation is punctuated by a single window on the garage
and the south elevation features two single windows.  The rear elevation features three single windows, a hipped rear projection with a bank of
three windows, and a single-leaf rear entry that opens to a wood and concrete deck with a simple balustrade. The deck opens to an in-ground
pool.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior End Brick American/Common Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Veneer
Porch Portico/Entry Porch Vinyl Screened/Enclosed
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Agriculture/Subsistence

Resource Type: Barn

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1960

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1950-1960 one-and-one-half-story barn is located approximately 100 ft east-southeast of the rear of the residence.  The barn
features concrete block masonry construction, a front-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles, and a wood vertical plank sliding barn door.  A single
window is centered on the gable end, which is clad in aluminum siding.  Frame and concrete block shed additions with vertical wood paneling
extend from the north and east elevations of the barn.

Number of Stories: 1.5

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes
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Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 1205 Burns Street

Property Addresses

Current - 1205 Burns Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .5

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5087 consists of a residence and garage located at 1205 Burns Street, approximately 150 ft north of its
intersection with Dorcas Road.  The parcel features an open lawn and totals 0.45 acres.  A concrete driveway connects the house to
Burns Street.  Oriented to the west-southwest, the house is set back approximately 65 ft east of Burns Street.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no association between DHR# 131-5087 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The resource is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The cross-gable form is a common residential form dating to the early- to mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This
example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region,
which are identical in form and character.  Alterations including the installation of vinyl replacement windows and aluminum siding on
the gable ends and the construction of a rear addition have diminished the integrity of materials, design, and workmanship of the
resource.  Furthermore, according to the property owner, the house was moved between 1964 and 1965 to avoid a transportation
expansion project.  Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5087 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under
Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1925Ca

Historic Time Period: World War I to World War II (1917 - 1945)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story cross-gable house.  Of frame construction clad in brick veneer, the house is founded on a continuous
concrete foundation and is sheltered by a cross-gabled roof clad in asphalt shingles.  Windows exhibit one-over-one double-hung vinyl
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replacement sashes.
 
A single-leaf façade entry with a storm door is centrally located on a projection with a shed roof.  A pair of three-light aluminum jalousie
windows are located to the left of the entry on the projection.  Two single windows are located to the left of the entry projection.  A bank of
three windows and a single window are located on the cross-gable projection.  The gable end of the projection is clad in aluminum siding and
features a small single window.  The south elevation is punctuated by three single windows and a pair of windows.  The north elevation is void
of openings on the first floor, but features a small single window centered on the gable end.  The rear elevation features a flat-roof rear addition
with a single-leaf rear entry and a pair of windows.  The rear of the core of the house features a single-leaf rear entry that opens to a concrete
patio and a pair and two single windows.

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete No Data
Roof Cross Gable Asphalt No Data
Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1965

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1950-1965 frame garage is located approximately 15 ft north-northeast of the residence.  The garage features frame
construction clad in vinyl and fiberboard siding and brick veneer on the façade.  A single garage bay features an overhead door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Cement Fiber/Cementitious Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data
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Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

April 2014: According to the property owner, this house was moved to avoid transportation expansion between 1964 and 1965.

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location Duplex, 826 Dorcas Road

Property Addresses

Current - 826 Dorcas Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5088 consists of a duplex and two sheds located at 826 Dorcas Road, immediately northeast of its intersection
with Burns Street.  The parcel features an open lawn divided by two sidewalks that connect to concrete driveways that connect each
unit to Dorcas Road.  The duplex is set back approximately 70 ft north of Dorcas Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no association between DHR# 131-5088 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The duplex is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C.  The
simple form of the Ranch style duplex is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this
form must demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP. 
While this example retains a high level of integrity, it does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character.  Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-
5088 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1960

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a six-bay (ww/www/d/d/www/ww) Ranch duplex.  Of frame construction clad in brick veneer, the 1,539 sq ft
duplex is founded on a continuous concrete foundation and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad hip roof.  A central interior brick chimney
pierces the center of the ridgeline.  Windows exhibit two-over-two double-hung wood sashes and aluminum storms.
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The duplex features two single-leaf entries with wood paneled doors and aluminum storm doors that open to a concrete and brick porch
sheltered by a corrugated metal awning supported by decorative metal supports.  Tripartite windows, comprised of a central stationary window
flanked by two smaller operational double-hung sashes, flank the entries.  Each unit of the duplex also features a pair of windows on the façade. 
Shutters flank the windows on the façade.  The east and west elevations each feature two single windows.  The rear elevation features two single-
leaf rear entries that open to a concrete stoop, four single windows, and a small single stationary window on the west unit.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick American/Common Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Veneer
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Concrete Cast Metal Supports
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1970

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1955-1970 pre-fabricated metal shed is located approximately 35 ft north-northwest of the rear of the duplex.  The shed, which
features a low-pitched gable roof is clad entirely in metal panels.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Roof Front Gable Metal No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1970-1990 frame shed is located approximately 30 ft north-northwest of the rear of the duplex.  The shed features a steeply-
pitched gambrel roof clad in asphalt shingles, a single-leaf façade entry, and vertical board paneling on the exterior.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Panels

Historic District Information
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Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 828 Dorcas Road

Property Addresses

Current - 828 Dorcas Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .5

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5089 consists of a residence and two sheds located at 828 Dorcas Road, approximately 190 ft west-northwest of
its intersection with Burns Street.  Oriented to the south-southeast, the house is set back approximately 75 ft north of Dorcas Road and
features an open lawn totaling 0.47 acres.  A chain-link fence encloses the backyard.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no association between DHR# 131-5089 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The Compact Ranch is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This
example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region,
which are identical in form and character.  Alterations including the installation of vinyl replacement windows have diminished the
integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of this resource.  Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5089 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1955

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, four-bay (www/d/ww/ww) cross-gable Compact Ranch house.  Of frame construction, the 1,128 sq ft
house is founded on a continuous concrete block foundation, features asbestos shingle siding, and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle cross-gable
roof.  Windows exhibit one-over-one double-hung vinyl replacement sashes with corrugated metal awnings.  A central interior brick chimney
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pierces the roof near the ridgeline.
 
The façade features a central cross-gable projection.  A single-leaf façade entry with a wood door and aluminum storm door and a pair of
windows are located on this projection.  The façade entry opens to a concrete porch sheltered by shed roof supported by wood posts.  A tripartite
window, comprised of a central stationary window flanked by two smaller operational double-hung sashes, is located to the left of the central
projection.  A pair of windows is located to the right of the projection on the façade. The east and west elevations are each punctuated by two
single windows. The rear elevation features a central single-leaf rear entry with a storm door that opens to a wooden deck.  A corrugated metal
awning that shelters the rear entry is supported by decorative cast-iron supports. The rear elevation features a pair of windows and three single
windows.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick American/Common Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Wood Posts
Roof Cross Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Asbestos Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1970-1990 one-and-one-half-story frame shed is located approximately 30 ft north of the residence.  Oriented to the south-
southeast, this shed features frame construction clad in vertical board paneling, a single-leaf façade entry, and a gambrel roof clad in corrugated
metal.

Number of Stories: 1.5

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Panels

Roof Gambrel Metal No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1975

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1965-1975 one-story prefabricated shed is located approximately 25 ft north-northeast of the residence. Oriented to the west,
this shed features a gambrel roof, metal cladding, and a double-leaf façade entry with metal doors.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 827 Dorcas Road

Property Addresses

Current - 827 Dorcas Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .6

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5090 consists of a residence located at 827 Dorcas Road, approximately 145 ft east of its intersection with
Burns Street.  The parcel features an open lawn and totals 0.596 acres.  A concrete driveway connects the house to Dorcas Road. 
Oriented to the north-northwest, the house is set back approximately 40 ft south-southeast of Dorcas Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no association between DHR# 131-5090 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The Compact Ranch is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This
example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region,
which are identical in form and character.  Alterations including the construction of rear additions, the installation of vinyl replacement
windows and the application of vinyl siding have diminished the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of this resource. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5090 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or
C.  There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1956

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, three-bay (w/d/www) side gable Compact Ranch House with rear additions.  Of rusticated stone
pressed concrete block masonry construction, the 1,790 sq ft house is founded on a continuous concrete block foundation and is sheltered by a
side-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles.  Windows exhibit one-over-one double-hung vinyl replacement sashes.  A metal chimney flue pierces
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the roof near the ridgeline.
 
A single-leaf façade entry with a replacement wood door opens to a two-bay concrete porch sheltered by a cross-gable roof supported by square
posts.  A bank of three windows is located to the right of the façade entry; a single window is located to the left of the entry.  Four single
windows punctuate the west elevation. The east elevation features five single windows. A rear addition extends from the rear, or south,
elevation.  It is comprised of three sections including a one-room addition with a gabled roof, a one-room side addition with a shed roof, and an
enclosed rear porch with a hipped roof.  All three sections feature frame construction clad in vinyl siding and asphalt shingle roofs. The rear
elevation features a rear entry, a single window, and a pair of windows on the enclosed porch and a single window on the rear elevation of the
shed addition.

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Metal Flue
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete Block
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Wood Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 825 Dorcas Road

Property Addresses

Current - 825 Dorcas Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5091 consists of a residence and garage located at 825 Dorcas Road, immediately southeast of the intersection
of Dorcas Road and Burns Street.  The parcel features an open lawn and totals 0.26 acres.  A concrete driveway connects the house to
Dorcas Road.  A chain-link fence encloses the backyard.  The house is set back approximately 40 ft south of Dorcas Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no association between DHR# 131-5091 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The Ranch is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must demonstrate
noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This example does not
exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical
in form and character.  Alterations including the construction of rear additions, the installation of vinyl replacement windows and the
modification of the original integrated garage have diminished the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of this resource. 
Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5091 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or
C.  There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story five-bay (www/www/d/w/w) Ranch house. Of frame construction clad in brick veneer, the 1,949 sq ft
house is founded on a continuous concrete foundation and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle hipped roof.  Four additions extend from the rear of
the house.  Windows exhibit one-over-one double-hung vinyl replacement sashes.  An interior brick chimney pierces the roof near the ridgeline.
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A single-leaf façade entry with a metal replacement door and storm door opens to a two-bay concrete porch. A cross-gable that extends over the
porch is supported by turned wood posts.  The gable end of the porch roof features wood shingles.  A tripartite window, comprised of a
stationary window flanked by two smaller, operational double-hung sashes, is located to the left of the façade entry.  Two single windows are
located to the right of the façade entry.  A former garage bay, located to the far left of the façade entry, has been enclosed.  Three double-hung
windows fill the former garage bay. Shutters flank windows on the façade.  The east elevation of the core of the house is punctuated by a single
window and a single-leaf side entry with a decorative cast-iron storm door that opens to a small concrete stoop. The west elevation features two
single windows. Four additions of frame construction clad in brick veneer extend from the rear, or south, elevation.  Two feature gable roofs and
two feature shed roofs. A pair of windows is centered on the smaller gabled rear addition and a single window is located on the rear elevation of
a shed addition.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick American/Common Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Veneer
Porch 1-Story Full-Width Wood Posts
Roof Hipped Shingle No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A circa 1970-1990 frame garage is located approximately 10 ft southeast of the residence.  The garage features frame construction
clad in aluminum siding, a front-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles, and a single garage bay with an overhead door.  A one-story shed addition
extends from the south elevation of the garage.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Aluminum Siding

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.
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Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 833 Dorcas Road

Property Addresses

Current - 833 Dorcas Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .6

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5092 consists of a residence located at 833 Dorcas Road, approximately 280 ft east of its intersection with
Burns Street.  The parcel features an open lawn and totals 0.552 acres.   A concrete driveway connects the house to Dorcas Road.  The
house is set back approximately 45 ft south-southeast of Dorcas Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no association between DHR# 131-5092 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The Ranch is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must demonstrate
noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This example does not
exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical
in form and character.  Alterations including the construction of rear additions and the installation of vinyl replacement windows have
diminished the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of this resource.  Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-
5092 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1962

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, five-bay (d/www/d/w/w) side-gable Ranch with rear additions.  Of frame construction clad in brick
veneer, the 1,564 sq ft house is founded on a continuous concrete foundation and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad side-gable roof. 
Windows exhibit one-over-one double-hung vinyl replacement sashes.  
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A single-leaf façade entry with a replacement door and glass storm door opens to a two-bay concrete porch with a simple vinyl balustrade. A
tripartite window, comprised of a stationary window flanked by smaller sliding sashes is located to the left of the façade entry.  A gabled dormer
clad in aluminum siding pierces the roofline above the façade entry and tripartite window.  Two single windows are located to the right of the
entry.  An attached garage, with a four-light overhead garage door, is located to the far left of the façade entry.  The west elevation is punctuated
by two single windows.  The east elevation features a single window and a single-leaf side entry with a replacement door.  The east wall of the
rear addition features a set of double-leaf French doors within a former garage bay.  The rear elevation is dominated by a large, L-shaped rear
addition that features brick veneer.  A large exterior end chimney pierces the roofline of the west elevation of the rear addition.  Two single
windows punctuate the rear elevation of the core of the house.  Two small single windows are located on the rear elevation of the rear addition. 
A wooden deck with a simple wooden balustrade occupies the space between the L-shape of the rear addition and the attached garage.

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick American/Common Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Veneer
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Vinyl Posts
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick American/Common Bond

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: No Data

Resource Type: No Data

Architectural Style: No Data

Form: No Data

Date of Construction: No Data

Condition: No Data

Threats to Resource: No Data

Architectural Description:

No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 302 McCosh Drive

Property Addresses

Current - 302 McCosh Drive

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .5

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5093 consists of a Ranch house and two garages located at 302 McCosh Drive, approximately 180 ft south of
its intersection with Haledon Road.  The parcel features an open lawn and totals 0.513 acres.  Two concrete driveways connects the
house to McCosh Drive.  The house is set back approximately 50 ft east of McCosh Drive.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no association between DHR# 131-5093 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The Ranch is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must demonstrate
noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This example does not
exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical
in form and character.  Alterations including the construction of rear additions and the installation of vinyl replacement windows and
new porch supports have diminished the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of this resource.  Consequently, CRA
recommends that DHR# 131-5093 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no
known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1967

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, five-bay (d/www/d/w/w) side-gable Ranch house.  Of frame construction clad in brick veneer, the
1,504 sq ft house is founded on a continuous concrete foundation clad in brick veneer and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad side-gable roof.
Windows exhibit one-over-one double-hung vinyl replacement sashes. Vinyl shutters flank the windows on the façade, north, and south
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elevations.  A house features a one-story rear addition.  A corbelled brick interior chimney pierces the roof near the ridgeline and a corbelled
brick exterior side chimney pierces the roof of the rear porch.
 
A single-leaf façade entry with a replacement door opens to a two-bay incised concrete porch.  Sheltered by the side-gable roof, the porch
features Doric columns and a wood spindle balustrade.  A tripartite window, comprised of a central stationary window flanked by two smaller
operational sash windows, is located to the left of the façade entry.  Two single windows are located to the right of the porch.  An attached
garage, which extends from the north elevation of the house features a single garage bay with a four-light overhead garage door.  The north
elevation is punctuated by a single window on the first floor and a smaller window on the gable end at the attic.  The south elevation is
punctuated by two single windows.  Two single windows are located on the rear elevation of the core of the house.  A one-story gabled rear
elevation, clad in brick veneer, extends from the north end of the rear, or east elevation.  A single window is centered on the rear elevation.  A
screened porch with a shed roof is located within the L formed by the rear addition.  A wooden deck with a turned spindle balustrade extends
from the screened porch.

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick Corbeled
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Corbeled
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Veneer
Porch Inset/Engaged Concrete Doric
Roof Side Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1967-1980 detached garage is located approximately 50 ft east of the rear of the house.  The garage features frame construction
clad in brick veneer, a front-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles, and a single garage bay with a three-light garage door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Poor

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion, Vacant

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1950-1980 garage/shed is located approximately 70 ft east of the rear of the house.  The front-gable garage is of frame
construction clad in metal panels and plywood.  The garage features a single bay with a garage door.  The garage/shed is in poor condition and
was most obscured from view during survey.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 321 Haledon Road

Property Addresses

Current - 321 Haledon Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5094 consists of a residence, garage, shed, and garden shed located at 321 Haledon Road, approximately 200 ft
east-southeast of its intersection with McCosh Drive.  The parcel features a small open lawn and totals 0.318 acres.  A concrete
driveway connects the house to Haledon Road.  Oriented to the north, the house is set back approximately 40 ft south of Haledon
Road. A noise barrier runs along the southern end of the property.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no association between DHR# 131-5094 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The side-gable Ranch is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This
example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region,
which are identical in form and character.  Alterations including the construction of rear additions and the installation of vinyl
replacement windows have diminished the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of this resource.  Consequently, CRA
recommends that DHR# 131-5094 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no
known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1964

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, four-bay (d/www/w/w) Ranch house.  Of frame construction clad in brick veneer, the 1,618 sq ft house
is founded on a concrete foundation clad in brick veneer and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof.  Windows exhibit one-over-one
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double-hung vinyl replacement sash windows with muntins affixed to simulate six-over-six and four-over-four sashes.  A brick interior end
chimney pierces the roof near the ridgeline.
 
A central projection with a hipped roof extends from the façade.  A single-leaf façade entry with a replacement door with a storm door is located
on the west elevation of the central projection.  The façade entry opens to an incised corner porch with a decorative cast-iron support.  A bank of
three windows is located to the left of the façade entry on the projection.  Two single windows are located to the right of the central projection. 
An integrated garage, to the left of the central projection, features a garage bay with three single-leaf doors. The east elevation of the house
features a single-leaf side entry; the west elevation features two single windows. Four single windows punctuate the rear elevation.  A large
gabled frame addition clad in aluminum siding extends from the rear elevation.  A sunroom with sliding doors extends from the rear addition.  A
wooden deck with a hot tub covered by a portable gazebo is located southwest of the sun room.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior End Brick American/Common Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Veneer
Porch Inset/Engaged Concrete Cast Metal Supports
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1970-1990 front-gable frame garage/shop is located approximately 25 ft southeast of the house.  The garage features frame
construction clad in vertical board wood paneling, a front-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles, and one-over-one-light double-hung sash wood
windows.  The façade features a garage bay with an overhead door and single-leaf façade entry with a metal door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Panels

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1975

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1965-1975 pre-fabricated metal shed is located approximately 75 ft south-southeast of the house.  Clad entirely in metal, the
shed features a front-gable roof and a single-leaf entry.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels
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Secondary Resource #3

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 2014

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 2000-2014 pre-fabricated plastic garden shed is located behind a wood privacy fence approximately 70 ft south-southeast of the
house.

Number of Stories: .5

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Other Plastic Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 317 Haledon Road

Property Addresses

Current - 317 Haledon Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5095 consists of a residence and guest cottage located at 317 Haledon Road, approximately 230 ft east of its
intersection with McCosh Drive.  The parcel features an open lawn and totals 0.447 acres.  A concrete driveway connects the house to
Haledon Road. The house is set back approximately 60 ft south-southeast of Haledon Road.  A wooden privacy fence surrounds the
backyard and a noise barrier marks the southeastern boundary of the parcel.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no association between DHR# 131-5095 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The cross-gable Ranch is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  While this
example retains a moderate level of integrity, it does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from
countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form and character.  Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-
5095 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1968

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, five-bay (ww/d/wwww/ww/dd) cross-gable Ranch house.  Of frame construction clad in brick veneer,
the 1,946 sq ft house is founded on a continuous concrete foundation clad in brick veneer and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle clad cross-gable
roof.  Windows exhibit six-over-six double-hung wood sashes with aluminum storms. An interior brick chimney pierces the ridgeline of the roof.
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A corbelled brick interior side chimney pierces the roof of a rear enclosed porch.
 
A single-leaf façade entry with a four-light wood door opens to an incised concrete and brick porch that is sheltered by the roof of the cross-
gable projection on the east end of the façade.  The porch features a square post and a decorative wood balustrade. The gable end of the
projection is clad in aluminum siding.  A pair of windows is located on the cross-gable projection.  A twelve-light bow window and a pair of
windows are located to the right of the façade entry.  A double-leaf entry with fifteen-light French doors occupies a former attached garage bay. 
The southwest elevation is punctuated by a single window and a single-leaf side entry that opens to a small brick porch.  The northeast elevation
is punctuated by four single windows.  The rear elevation features two cross-gable projections with aluminum-clad gable ends.  A pair of
windows is centered on the west projection.  A single window punctuates the east gabled projection.  An enclosed porch with a flat roof extends
from the rear of the house.  The enclosed room features vinyl casement windows and a sliding rear entry.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior Central Brick American/Common Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Veneer
Porch Inset/Engaged Wood Posts
Roof Cross Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Secondary Dwelling

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: L-Plan

Date of Construction: 1990

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1970-1990 frame guesthouse is located approximately 30 ft south of the rear of the residence.  Oriented to the northeast, this L-
shaped cottage features frame construction clad in vertical wood paneling, a mansard roof clad in wood shingles, and six-over-six light double-
hung wood sash windows.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Panels

Roof Mansard Shingle No Data
Windows Double-hung Wood No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.
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Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 313 Haledon Road

Property Addresses

Current - 313 Haledon Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .4

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5096 consists of a residence and shed located at 313 Haledon Road, approximately 300 ft east of its
intersection with McCosh Drive.  The parcel features an open lawn with mature trees and totals 0.386 acres.  A concrete driveway
connects the house to Haledon Road.  The house is set back approximately 65 ft south-east of Haledon Road. A wooden privacy fence
surrounds the backyard and noise barrier forms the southeast boundary of the backyard.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no association between DHR# 131-5096 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The side-gable Ranch is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This
example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region,
which are identical in form and character.  Alterations including the construction of rear additions and the installation of vinyl
replacement windows have diminished the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of this resource. Consequently, CRA
recommends that DHR# 131-5096 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no
known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1968

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, five-bay (w/www/s/ww/d) side-gable Ranch house. Of frame construction clad in brick veneer, the
1,824 sq ft house is founded on a continuous concrete foundation clad in brick veneer and is sheltered by an asphalt-shingle-clad side-gable roof.
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Windows exhibit one-over-one double-hung vinyl replacement sashes. An interior end brick chimney pierces the ridgeline of the roof at the
intersection of the attached garage.  A corbelled brick  interior chimney pierces the roof of the rear addition.
 
A central single-leaf façade entry with a replacement door opens to a one-bay recessed concrete porch with simple vinyl rails.  The porch is
sheltered by the side-gable roof.  A tripartite window, comprised of a central stationary window flanked by two smaller operational double-hung
sash windows, is located to the left of the façade entry.  A single window is located to the far left of the entry and a pair of windows is located to
the right of the entry.  An attached garage, with a side-gable roof, is located to the far right of the façade entry.  The garage features a single bay
with a metal overhead garage door. The southwest and northeast elevations are punctuated by two single windows. Frame additions with a
gabled roof and a shed roof extend from the rear elevation.  The rear additions feature frame construction clad in aluminum siding.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior End Brick American/Common Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Veneer
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Concrete Not Visible
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Outbuilding,Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1985-2000 frame playhouse is located approximately 15 ft east of the rear of the residence.  Oriented to the southeast, the
playhouse features frame construction and a side-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles.  A double-leaf façade entry opens to a full-width porch with
a shed roof and a simple balustrade.

Number of Stories: .5

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Side Gable Asphalt Not Visible

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data
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Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 309 Haledon Road

Property Addresses

Current - 309 Haledon Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5097 consists of a residence, gazebo, and outbuilding located at 309 Haledon Road, approximately 370 ft east-
northeast of its intersection with McCosh Drive.  The parcel features an open front lawn and totals 0.267 acres.  The backyard, which
is enclosed with a wooden privacy fence, contains a wooden wheelchair ramp attached to a gazebo.  A noise barrier forms the east
boundary of the backyard. A concrete driveway connects the house to Haledon Road.  The house is set back approximately 65 ft from
Haledon Road.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no association between DHR# 131-5097 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The cross-gable Ranch is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This
example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region,
which are identical in form and character.  Alterations including the installation of vinyl replacement windows have diminished the
integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of this resource. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5097 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1966

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, five-bay (ww/d/www/ww/d) cross-gable Ranch house.  Of frame construction the 1,340 sq ft house is
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founded on a continuous concrete block foundation clad in brick veneer and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad cross-gable roof.  Windows
exhibit one-over-one double-hung vinyl replacement sashes with muntins affixed to simulate six-over-one and four-over-one sashes.  A corbelled
brick interior chimney pierces the ridgeline near the intersection of the attached garage, and a second corbelled brick interior chimney pierces
the roof of the enclosed rear porch.
 
A single-leaf façade entry with a storm door opens to an incised concrete and brick porch that is sheltered by the roof of the cross-gable
projection on the east end of the façade.  The porch features a square post and a simple vinyl balustrade. The gable end of the projection is clad
in aluminum siding.  A pair of windows is located on the cross-gable projection.  A tripartite window, comprised of a central stationary window
flanked by two smaller operational double-hung sash windows, is located to the right of the façade entry.  A pair of windows is located to the
right of the tripartite window.  An attached garage to the far right of the façade entry features a single overhead garage door.  The south
elevation features no windows or doors; however a wooden trellis runs along this wall.  The north elevation is punctuated by three single
windows.  The rear elevation features a cross-gable projection with an aluminum-clad gable end and an enclosed porch with a shed roof. A
single-leaf rear entry from the garage opens to a small concrete stoop on the rear elevation.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior End Brick Corbeled
Chimneys Exterior Front/Back Brick Corbeled
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Veneer
Porch Inset/Engaged Wood Posts
Roof Cross Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Outbuilding,Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Octagon

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1980-2000 octagonal wood gazebo with an asphalt shingle-clad pyramidal roof is located approximately 25 ft east of the rear of
the house.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Other

Roof Pyramidal Asphalt No Data

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Outbuilding,Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Deteriorated

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: An outbuilding, possibly a shed, is located approximately 40 ft southeast of the rear of the house.  Overgrown vegetation obscured
the view of this outbuilding during survey.

Number of Stories: 1
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 305 Haledon Road

Property Addresses

Current - 305 Haledon Road

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .2

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5098 consists of a house and shed located at 305 Haledon Road, approximately 420 ft east-northeast of its
intersection with McCosh Drive.  The parcel features an open lawn with mature trees and totals 0.206 acres.  A concrete driveway
connects the house to Haledon Road.  The house is set back approximately 70 ft east of Haledon Road.  A wooden privacy fence
surrounds the backyard and a noise barrier forms the eastern boundary of the backyard.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no association between DHR# 131-5098 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The hipped-roof Ranch is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This
example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region,
which are identical in form and character.  Alterations including the installation of vinyl replacement windows have diminished the
integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of this resource. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5098 is not
individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no known historic districts or potential historic
districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1967

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, four-bay (d/ww/w/w) Ranch house.  Of frame construction clad in brick veneer, the 1,121 sq ft house is
founded on a continuous concrete foundation clad in brick veneer and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof.  A corbelled brick interior
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end chimney pierces the roof near the ridgeline.  Windows exhibit one-over-one-light double-hung vinyl replacement sashes.
 
A single-leaf façade entry with a replacement door is located on the south elevation of a hipped projection.  The door opens to a two-bay
concrete and brick porch.  The porch is sheltered by the overhanging eave of the hip roof supported by square posts with a simple wood
balustrade.  A pair of windows is located on the hipped projection to the left of the façade entry. Two single windows are located to the right of
the façade entry.  An attached garage with an integrated hip roof is located to the far right of the façade entry; it features a metal overhead
garage door.  The south elevation is punctuated by two single windows; the north elevation is void of any openings.  The rear elevation was
inaccessible during survey.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior End Brick Corbeled
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Veneer
Porch Inset/Engaged Wood Posts
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1967-1980 prefabricated metal shed is located approximately 15 ft east of the rear of the house.  Clad entirely in metal, the shed
features a front-gable roof.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Roof Front Gable Metal No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014
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Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 586 Byron Street

Property Addresses

Current - 586 Byron Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: 1

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5099 consists of a residence and garage located at 586 Byron Street, approximately 200 ft east-northeast of its
intersection with Queens Gate.  The 1.04-acre parcel features a lawn with a concrete semicircular drive and a concrete driveway that
connect the house to Byron Street.  The house is set back approximately 90 ft north-northeast of Byron Street.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no association between DHR# 131-5099 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C.
Alterations including the construction of several rear additions, the installation of stucco and dryvit and vinyl replacement windows
have diminished the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of this resource. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-
5099 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no known historic districts or
potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1966

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: No Data

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story five-bay (ww/w/wdw/w/dd) house. Of frame construction clad in a combination of stucco, dryvit, and
brick veneer, the 3,320 sq ft house is founded on a continuous concrete foundation and is sheltered by multi-hipped roof.  Windows exhibit
multiple types of sashes including stationary, semi-circular, casement, octagonal, and one-over-one double-hung vinyl sash windows.  
 
A single-leaf façade entry with a replacement door, sidelights, and a semicircular fanlight opens to a one-bay concrete and brick veneer porch. 
The porch features a hip roof supported by paired turned posts with a spindle balustrade.  Narrow casement windows flank the entry.  The
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projection to the left of the entry features a window with a pair of double-hung sashes topped with a semicircular stationary sash. The attached
garage, located to the right of the façade entry, features two overhead garage doors.  The west elevation features a pair of windows and a single
window with double-hung sashes two octagonal stationary windows.  The east elevation features two single windows with double-hung sashes
and a bay projection with three single double-hung windows.  The rear elevation features several additions.  The gabled rear addition features a
bank of three double-hung sash windows.  And enclosed rear porch features six windows with casement sashes and a double-leaf rear entry with
fifteen-light French doors.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Veneer
Porch Portico/Entry Porch Wood Posts
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Stucco Stuccoed

Windows Casement Vinyl No Data
Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Garage

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1980-2000 garage is located approximately 35 ft north-northwest of the rear of the residence.   The garage features frame
construction clad in vertical wood paneling, a front-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles, and an off-center garage bay with an overhead garage
door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Front Gable Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Wood Panels

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014
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Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 600 Byron Street

Property Addresses

Current - 600 Byron Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .5

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5100 consists of a residence and a shed located at 600 Byron Street, approximately 100 ft east-northeast of its
intersection with Queens Gate.  The parcel features an open lawn and totals 0.484 acres.  A gravel driveway connects the house to
Byron Road.  The house is set back approximately 30 ft north-northeast of Byron Street. A brick pumping station for the City of
Chesapeake is located approximately 50 ft west of the house.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no association between DHR# 131-5100 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The double-pile front-gable house is a common residential form.  As such, examples of this form must demonstrate noteworthy
architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This example does not exhibit
denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region, which are identical in form
and character.  Alterations including the enclosure of the front porch and the installation of vinyl replacement windows and vinyl
siding have diminished the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of this resource. Consequently, CRA recommends that
DHR# 131-5100 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no known historic
districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1947

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, three-bay (w/d/w) front-gable house.  Of frame construction clad in vinyl siding, the 520 sq ft house is
founded on a continuous concrete foundation and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad front-gable roof.  Windows exhibit one-over-one double-
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hung vinyl replacement sashes.
 
A single-leaf façade entry is centered on an enclosed porch with a front-gable roof.  The metal replacement door opens to a small wood deck. 
Single windows flank either side of the enclosed front porch. The southeast and northwest elevations are each feature a single window; the
northwest elevation also features a single-leaf side entry with a metal door that opens to wood steps.  The rear elevation features two single
windows.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Foundation Solid/Continuous Concrete No Data
Porch 1-Story Partial Width Vinyl Screened/Enclosed
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Vinyl Siding

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 2000

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1980-2000 pre-fabricated shed is located approximately 100 ft north of the house.  Clad entirely in metal, the shed features a
front-gable roof and a double-leaf façade entry with metal doors.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Roof Front Gable Metal No Data

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
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2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 589 Byron Street

Property Addresses

Current - 589 Byron Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

April 2014: DHR# 131-5101 consists of a of residence and carport located at 589 Byron Street, approximately 175 ft east-northeast of
its intersection with Queens Gate.  The parcel features an open lawn and totals 0.28 acres.  A semi-circular concrete driveway connects
the house to Byron Street.  The house is set back approximately 60 ft from Byron Street.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no association between DHR# 131-5101 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The hipped-roof Ranch is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This
example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region,
which are identical in form and character.  Alterations including the construction of an attached garage have diminished the integrity of
design, materials, and workmanship of this resource. Consequently, CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5101 is not individually eligible
for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1963

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, five-bay (www/www/d/w/w) Ranch house.  Of frame construction clad in brick veneer, the 1,974 sq ft
house is founded on a continuous concrete foundation clad in brick veneer and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof.  Windows exhibit
one-over-one double-hung vinyl sash windows.  A turned side brick interior chimney pierces the roof near the ridgeline; another interior brick
chimney pierces the roof of the attached garage. 
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A single-leaf façade entry with a replacement door and a storm door opens to a concrete stoop sheltered by the wide, overhanging eave of the
hip roof.  Two tripartite windows, comprised of central stationary windows flanked by smaller operational double-hung sashes, are located to the
left of the façade entry.  Two single windows are located to the right of the façade entry.  An attached garage that extends from the southeast
corner of the house, features a single garage bay.  The garage is clad in stucco.  Two single windows punctuate both the southwest and northeast
elevations.  The rear elevation features two single windows and a small rear brick projection that is attached to a wood deck.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Interior End Brick American/Common Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Veneer
Porch Stoop/Deck Concrete Not Visible
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Carport

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 2010

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1990-2010 pre-fabricated metal carport is located approximately 30 ft southeast of the rear of the house.

Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.
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Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
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Property Information

Property Names
Name Explanation Name
Function/Location House, 593 Byron Street

Property Addresses

Current - 593 Byron Street

County/Independent City(s): Chesapeake (Ind. City)

Incorporated Town(s): No Data

Zip Code(s): 23320

Magisterial District(s): No Data

Tax Parcel(s): No Data

USGS Quad(s): NORFOLK SOUTH

Property Evaluation Status

Not Evaluated

Additional Property Information

Architecture Setting: Suburban

Acreage: .3

Site Description:

April 2014:  DHR# 131-5102 consists of a house and two sheds located at 593 Byron Street, immediately southeast of its intersection
with Queens Gate.  The parcel features an open lawn bisected by a concrete sidewalk that totals 0.28 acres.  A concrete and gravel
driveway connects the house to Byron Street.  The house is set back approximately 50 ft south-southeast of Byron Street.

Surveyor Assessment:

April 2014: Research revealed no association between DHR# 131-5102 and events or persons of historical significance, thus it is not
eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A or B.  The residence is also not eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion C. 
The hipped-roof Ranch is a common residential form dating to the mid-twentieth century.  As such, examples of this form must
demonstrate noteworthy architectural features and integrity to be considered individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.  This
example does not exhibit denotative characteristics that would otherwise separate it from countless examples throughout the region,
which are identical in form and character.  Alterations including the installation of vinyl replacement windows and the modification of
the attached garage or carport have diminished the integrity of design, materials, and workmanship of this resource. Consequently,
CRA recommends that DHR# 131-5102 is not individually eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion A, B, or C.  There are no
known historic districts or potential historic districts in the area.

Surveyor Recommendation: Recommended Not Eligible

Ownership

Ownership Category Ownership Entity
Private No Data

Primary Resource Information

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Single Dwelling

Date of Construction: 1964

Historic Time Period: The New Dominion (1946 - 1988)

Historic Context(s): Domestic

Architectural Style: Ranch

Form: Rectangular

Number of Stories: 1.0

Condition: Good

Interior Plan: No Data

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: The residence is a one-story, five-bay (w/w/d/www/wwww) Ranch house. Of frame construction clad in brick veneer, the 1,429 sq ft
house is founded on a continuous concrete foundation clad in brick veneer and is sheltered by an asphalt shingle-clad hip roof.  Windows exhibit
one-over-one vinyl replacement sashes. An exterior end brick chimney pierces the eave of the southwest elevation; a second brick interior
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chimney pierces the roof near the ridgeline on the rear elevation.
 
A single-leaf façade entry with a two-light wood door and an aluminum storm door opens to a concrete stoop sheltered by the wide over-hanging
eave of the roof.  Two single windows are located to the left of the façade entry.  A tripartite window, comprised of a stationary window flanked
by two sliding windows, is located to the right of the façade entry.  To the far right of the entry, a former garage bay or carport has been
enclosed.  The enclosure is coated in stucco and features a four-over-four light sash with no glass.  A similar, three-over-three light sash is
located on the southwest elevation. The southwest elevation also features a single-leaf side entry that opens to a concrete stoop and two single
windows. The northeast elevation is punctuated by two single windows.  The rear elevation features three single windows and a single-leaf rear
entry that opens to a concrete patio.
 

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Chimneys Exterior End Brick American/Common Bond
Chimneys Interior Central Brick American/Common Bond
Foundation Solid/Continuous Brick Veneer
Porch Stoop/Deck Concrete Not Visible
Roof Hipped Asphalt No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Brick Veneer

Windows Double-hung Vinyl No Data

Secondary Resource Information

Secondary Resource #1

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1980

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1965-1980 pre-fabricated metal shed is located approximately 30 ft south of the rear of the house.  Clad entirely in metal, the
shed features a gambrel roof and a double-leaf façade entry with metal doors.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Gambrel Metal No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Wood Frame Metal Panels

Secondary Resource #2

Resource Category: Domestic

Resource Type: Shed

Architectural Style: No discernible style

Form: Rectangular

Date of Construction: 1975

Condition: Good

Threats to Resource: Transportation Expansion

Architectural Description:

April 2014: A c. 1965-1975 concrete block shed with a low-pitched shed roof is located approximately 30 ft south-southwest of the rear of the
house.  The shed features concrete block masonry construction and a single-leaf wood plank door.

Number of Stories: 1

Exterior Components

Component Component Type Material Material Treatment
Roof Shed Unknown No Data
Structural System and
Exterior Treatment

Masonry Concrete Block
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Historic District Information

Historic District Name: No Data

Local Historic District Name: No Data

Historic District Significance: No Data

CRM Events

Event Type: Survey:Phase I/Reconnaissance

Project Review File Number: 2013-0971

Investigator: Hallie Hearnes

Organization/Company: Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.

Sponsoring Organization: No Data

Survey Date: 4/23/2014

Dhr Library Report Number: No Data

Project Staff/Notes:

Reynolds, Hearnes, and Higgins.
2013  Architectural Survey for the Proposed I-64 Road Widening and
High Rise Bridge Replacement in Chesapeake, Virginia, DHR File No. 2013-0971. Architectural Historian with Sarah J. Reynolds and S. Alan
Higgins, Principal Investigator. Prepared for Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
September 2013.

Bibliographic Information

Bibliography:

No Data

Property Notes:

No Data

Project Bibliographic Information:

Hearnes, Hallie A. and S. Alan Higgins.  Supplemental Architectural Hearnes, Hallie and S. Alan Higgins.  
2014  Survey for the Interstate 64 / High Rise Bridge Corridor Study, City of Chesapeake, Virginia  (DHR File No. 2013-0971). Prepared for
Whitman, Requardt & Associates, LLP for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). May 2014.
 
 
 


